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Dr. Ariyapala’s work represents a highly 

commendable effort in collecting from a very 

wide range of literary sources all the available 

information regarding the ancient Sinhalese 

society and culture. He has succeeded in 

bringing together such a vast collection of 

materials bearing upon the subject as no 

other worker in the same field has ever done 

before. This is most gratifying, indeed, 

especially in view of the scant attention 

now being paid to the human side of the 

Sinhalese language and literature—a fact 

that is equally true of the present situation 

in respect of the Indian languages, as has 

been pointed out by Irach J. S. Tarapore- 

wala in the Chatterji volume of Indian 

Linguistics just published. In Ceylon 

today, as also in India, there is a shameful 

neglect of the cultural aspect of language 

studies, our teachers as well as students 

devoting practically all their available time 

to the grammatical aspect alone. It is to be 

hoped, therefore, that Dr. Ariyapala’s 

pioneering effort will soon give all the neces¬ 

sary impetus to those who are qualified but 

who shudder to think of working in this 

particular field of research. 

JULIUS de LANEROLLE. 
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I 

PREFACE 

This thesis is an attempt to reconstruct the state of society in 
Ceylon depicted by the Saddharma-ratnavaliya and other contem¬ 
porary Sinhalese literature—that is, the society of roughly the 
thirteenth century a.d. Though piecemeal studies have been 
undertaken by different scholars at different times, hardly any 
attempts have been made to study, as a whole, the life and institu¬ 
tions of the ancient Sinhalese. Thus our task is all the more 
difficult. Many points had to be left undecided owing to lack 
of evidence, and will have to remain so until further light is shed 
by future research. 

In making a study of this period one is made aware of the 
beginnings of the decline of Sinhalese culture. Whatever the field, 
whether art, architecture, or sculpture, little development can 
be seen. Perhaps Ceylon never recovered from the destruction 
and ruin caused by the alien foe during this period. 

The Saddharma-ratnavaliya, Pujavaliya, Visuddhimarga-sannaya 
and Kav-silumina are the sources of our study. Other works of 
the preceding and succeeding periods have also been examined 
whenever it was necessary to find corroborative evidence. In 
this respect, the Mahavamsa, Culavamsa, Saddharmalamkaraya 
and the inscriptions have been of immense value and have been 
liberally quoted in support of our views. 

The material has been dealt with under different heads for 
convenience of treatment and the whole thesis is divided into three 
sections—Political, Religious and Social. It is needless to say 
that, though the material has been thus presented, in real life there 
was no such hard and fast compartmentalisation. All spheres 
of activity were vitally connected with each other and were deeply 
influenced by religious thought. We cannot speak of an ancient 
Sinhalese culture without realising how vitally permeated it was, 
by religion. 

In these pages, I have attempted to give some idea of the many 
and varied aspects of life as far as my material permitted me to do. 
Yet my study must necessarily be incomplete and will also no doubt 
suffer from many shortcomings ; but it is my hope that this thesis 
will prove some contribution to the understanding of the life and 
institutions of our ancient people. 

M. B. ARIYAPALA. 
University of Ceylon, 
Peradeniya. 





FOREWORD 

With an insight far deeper than was possessed by his contempora¬ 

ries, Voltaire clearly discerned the palmary importance of social 

history as the record of mankind’s cultural achievements, which he 

rightly deemed to be of greater significance than the annals of blood¬ 

stained glories and evil ambitions which fill the volumes of political 

history. In the introduction to his Essay sur I'histoire generate et 

stir les rnoeurs et l’esprit des nations (tome I) he wrote : ‘ The purpose 

of this work is not to know in what year a prince unworthy of being 

known succeeded a barbarous prince in a brutal nation. If one 

should be so unfortunate as to get into his head the chronological 

sequence of all dynasties, all that he would know would be words. 

Whilst it is needful to know the great deeds of the sovereigns who 

have made their peoples better and happier, one may ignore the 

common herd of kings which could only burden the memory ’. 

And further on (tome I, chapter 14) he passes judgement in the 

scathing words : ‘ The history of the great events of this world 

is hardly anything but the history of crimes. I can see no century 

which the ambition of laymen and ecclesiastics has not filled with 

horrors ’. 

Thus in forming our views on the character of an historical period 
we should endeavour to understand the pattern or patterns of the 
social order obtaining in that age, with its arts and refinements, 
its sciences and skills, and its obedience to moral laws. From this 
standpoint the value of Dr. Ariyapala’s study is patent. He has 
carefully collected and analysed the available data throwing light 
on the social conditions of his native island in the period under 
review, and the resultant picture is highly instructive. Aryan 
and Dravidian influences, as well as some lesser currents, have 
worked to create the patterns of Sinhalese life ; and although they 
have in some measure impinged upon one another, Aryan and 
Dravidian have remained fundamentally distinct. Nevertheless 
this distinction has often in the past allowed the various communities 
of Ceylon to co-operate in social service to their common home¬ 
land, and the friends of that pleasant island must earnestly wish 
that such harmony may increase and bring to rich fruition the 
ancient Buddhist prayer ' May all beings be happy 

L. D. BARNETT. 
The British Museum, 

London. 
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INTRODUCTION 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND UP TO THE 

THIRTEENTH CENTURY 

CEYLON'S past has been necessarily linked with the mainland 

of India. The profound Indian influence on various aspects 

of Ceylon life, whether political, social or religious, is unmistak¬ 

able. No important change in Indian civilization has failed to 

leave its impress on the island, particularly up to about the end 

of the 15th century. 

Apart from her connections with the mainland, Ceylon was 

also known at one time or another to many other nations, such 

as the Greeks and the Romans, who knew it as Taprobane, the 

Arabs, who knew it as Serendib, and also the Chinese and the 

Ancient Egyptians. But their influence has not been as deeply 

felt as that of India. Trade seems to have been in the hands of 

the Muslims, who are first heard of in the early 8th century. 

Very little is known about the earliest inhabitants, and the 

island's connected history really begins from the time of the intro¬ 

duction of Buddhism. There have been found a few tools, cists, 

etc. belonging to the palaeolithic age, but there is no certainty as 

to who used these primitive implements. It is possible that the 

Vaddas, who are ethnologically connected with the primitive tribes 

such as the Toalas of Celebes, the Batin of Sumatra and the abori¬ 

gines of Australia, may have used these, but they do not seem to 

have made any contribution to the civilization by way of imposing 

their own standards. They may have added a few words to the 

vocabulary of the Sinhalese and perhaps intermarried with them. 

We may, therefore, say that it is the culture of the Aryans that has 

persisted in Ceylon, influenced at different times by the Dravidians, 

but developing various peculiarities and characteristics of its own 

and thus maintaining a certain individuality due, no doubt, to the 

geographical isolation of the island and its separation from Aryan 

India by a wall of Dravidian races. 

Regarding the problem of the first Aryan colonists, the most 

vexed question is the identification of the home of Vijaya. This 

has been often discussed, but unfortunately no definite conclusions 
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have been arrived at. There are two schools of thought, one 

maintaining that the Sinhalese were an Aryan race which came 

from the east of India, while the other holds that they were from 

the west. 

The absence of any direct historical evidence of the pre-Buddhist 

period, makes it difficult to arrive at any conclusions on the subject. 

The whole question is so much involved with tradition that it is 

hardly possible to sift the facts from legend. There is no real 

agreement even in the Chronicles regarding the details of this 

Vijayan legend. Although Vijaya is said to have been born and 

bred somewhere near Bengal, yet all Chronicles agree that before 

coming to Ceylon he first touched at Bharukaccha and Supparaka 

on the western coast of India. The Chronicles also speak of a lively 

intercourse with the North-East after the death of Vijaya, whose 

successor Panduvasa is said to have come from Kalinga. Consi¬ 

derable intercourse with the east—Kalihga, Magadha and Vanga 

—continued through many ages. To explain this story of Panduvasa, 

a second stream of immigration from the east has been suggested. 

Some think it fanciful to presume that a lively intercourse with 

the east started immediately after the colonization. This would 

be so if Vijaya had no early connections with the east ; but on the 

other hand, if he was bom and bred in the east, it is quite natural 

that he should not only start communicating with his own people, 

but also that, his successor should have come thence, even though 

he (Vijaya) may have taken ship from another part of his country. 

Linguistic, evidence shows the Sinhalese language to be connected 

with the Eastern Prakrits, although evidence is also not lacking to 

establish certain influences that the language has had from the West. 

‘ In my opinion Vijaya is not an individual, but a type, the bold 

and ruthless Aryan pioneer, who was one of the elements respon¬ 

sible for the spread of Aryan culture all over India and beyond. 

The other element is perhaps typified by Panduvasudeva, who is 

said to have landed in Ceylon with his followers in the guise 

of religious mendicants. These two Aryan types, the man of action 

and the man of thought, together no doubt with Dravidian and 

aboriginal elements, produced the great civilization of Ceylon' 

(A. L. Basham—from a lecture delivered before the Curia Historica, 

University of Ceylon, 27th November, 1951). The whole problem 

is thus much involved, and there is no consensus of opinion regarding 

the question. 
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It is fortunate that at least there is general agreement regarding 

the Aryan foundation of the Sinhalese civilization, and also 

regarding the influence of the Dravidians, though the extent of 

this influence has yet to be determined through research in different 

fields of study. There is no evidence to show from where the 

Dravidians^first came. They may have been in the island from the 

earliest times and have merged with the Sinhalese population. 

The real Dravidian influence was felt only after the Colan invasions. 

Their power wras so great about the 13th century that they estab¬ 

lished an independent kingdom in the north, and also exacted 

tribute from the south in the 14th. Ceylon thus remained for a 

while as a part of the Colan Empire. Their main influence was 

through Hinduism—the practices of which crept into Buddhism 

at various stages of its growth in Ceylon. This influence may have 

become a matter of grave concern at the time when the Amrtavaha 

were written. It may be conjectured that these books were written 

to check the growing influence of Hinduism, which was permeat¬ 

ing the whole country. These three books—But-sarana, Daham- 

sarana and Sanga-sarana—seem to be works inspired by a 

great desire to stem the tide of Hinduism. They glorify the 

Triple Gem, and the people are earnestly requested to take refuge 

in the three Gems—Buddha, Dhamma and the Sangha. Amidst 

all these influences Buddhism made headway, tolerantly absorbing 

various other forms of worship. Buddhism brought over much 

of Indian culture, which was planted here, and, in spite of the 

invasions from South India, Ceylon flourished under this Asokan 

civilization. Thus the culture that was absorbed in Ceylon was 

mainly religious—a Buddhistic culture wherein the part played 

by the Jatakas in moulding the character of the people is clearly 

noticeable. It was only after the introduction of Buddhism that 

the Fine Arts, Architecture, Sculpture and Painting developed. 

Buddhism flourished, uniting the people under its banner, giving 

them common ideals and a common aim. About the fifth century 

Ceylon was renowned as the centre of Orthodox Buddhism and of 

Pali Literature, mainly through the efforts of her scholars. As 

time went on, there occurred schisms in the Buddhist church. The 

first dissent was in the reign of Valagamba (43 b.c.), when the 

Mahavihara monks expelled a certain monk for transgressing the 

rule which prohibited bhikkhus from frequenting families of laymen. 

A pupil of the monk thus expelled from the Order took objection 
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to this disciplinary action. He too was expelled, whereupon he 

gathered a few followers and resided at the Abhayagiri-vihara, 

forming a separate sect. At this time some followers of the 

Dharmaruci Acarya came over to Ceylon from India; Abhayagiri- 

vasins accepted their doctrine and started the Dharmaruci sect. 

Again, about the beginning of the 4th century a.d. some monks 

broke away from this sect when it embraced the Vaitulya doctrines, 

and came to be known as Sagaliyas, as they accepted the teachings 

of a monk called Sagala. The reign of Valagamba is also note¬ 

worthy, for it was during this reign that the scriptures were written 

down for the first time, at Aluvihara near Matale, as a safeguard 

against further pollution of the teachings which were upheld by 

the Theravadins as the true doctrine. Hinduism also made a signi¬ 

ficant contribution to the growth of Buddhist ritual by offering to 

the people tangible forms of worship, such as propitiating gods 

like &iva and Visnu who in return conferred their blessings on the 

devotees. As a result Buddhism absorbed into its fold Hindu 

practices such as the worship of Visnu, £iva, Skanda, etc. thus 

adapting itself to circumstances. As a counter-measure, which 

also satisfied popular demands, practices like the chanting of 

pirit were popularised. Emphasis began to be laid on the 

worship of relics, such as the Tooth and Hair Relics and the Bo 

tree. The Tooth Relic was taken in procession once a year. 

About this time Mahayanist ideas, which were influenced by Hindu 

forms of worship, crept into the island ; but were opposed and 

suppressed by Vohara Tissa (a.d. 215) and Golu Aba. The Colan 

monk Sahghamitta, who professed Vaitulyanism and who is said 

to have been well versed in the exorcism of spirits, was success¬ 

ful in establishing the Dharmaruci doctrine in the reign of Maha- 

sena. The Mahaviharins suffered great loss and damage by the 

burning of their books and the destruction of the Mahavihara. All 

these were the direct result of great revivalist movements that took 
place in India under the Gupta and Pallava rulers. 

Under Samudra Gupta and Candra Gupta II, North India attain¬ 

ed a higher standard of prosperity and culture than it had ex¬ 

perienced since the days of the Mauryas. Both Buddhism and 

Hinduism supported by the kings revived and flourished. Sanskrit 

became the language of the court. Fine arts were developed and 

learning spread under the imperial Guptas. Indian influence on 

Ceylon during the Gupta period was quite extensive ; but it appears 
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to have weakened considerably after the time of Skanda Gupta 
(A.D.470). Sanskrit was not only the language of the Mahayanist scrip¬ 

tures, but was also the language of Hinduism, and therefore it had 

a double significance. Thus with this powerful influence, Sanskrit 

learning spread in Ceylon, bringing scholars into touch with more 

secular subjects such as medicine and prosody. In the south of India 

were the Pallavas, who, being Hindus, became patrons of Sanskrit 

learning and of poets like Dandin, whose influence in Ceylon is seen 

by the translation into Sinhalese of his Kavyadar£a. The Pallavas 

supported the worship of Siva and Visnu, thus striking a blow at 

Buddhism, which as a result declined, while Hinduism made great 

headway under their patronage. With the decline of the Pallavas, 

the Colas asserted their independence, conquering both the Pallavas 

and the Pandyans. Rajaraja I (a.d. 985-1014) conquered the 

Pandyans and Ceras and also Rajarata in Ceylon, thus establishing 

himself at the head of a powerful empire. The capital of Ceylon, 

Polonnaruva, was renamed Jananathapura, and Hindu temples 

were erected at this time. Rajendra I (a.d. 1014-1044) is said to 

have brought the whole of Ceylon under his dominion. 

A few attempts had been previously made, but they were 

of limited success. After the time of Devanampiya Tissa, that is, 

after the introduction of Buddhism, two Tamil invasions are recor¬ 

ded. Elara established himself in the north of the island about 

145-101 b.c. Though he was a foreigner, glowing tributes are paid 

to him in the Chronicles as a just and righteous ruler. He was put 

to death by Dutugamunu, who has won great renown as one of the 

chief benefactors of the Buddhist faith and as a great national hero. 

A third invasion took place during the time of Vajagamba, after 

which five Tamil princes ruled in succession till Valagambd 

regained his sovereignty. Gajabahu (a.d. 174) is said to have 

invaded South India and brought over the Bowl Relic, Pattini’s 

anklets, and 12,000 captives, who were settled in various parts of 

the island. In Mittasena’s time (a.d. 432), the Pandyans invaded 

Ceylon, and six of them are said to have ruled in succession, the 

last being succeeded by Dhatusena (a.d. 460). There were also 

occasions when the Sinhalese and the Tamils helped each other. 

In the reign of Silameghavarna, a commander of the army, Sri Naga, 

went to South India, where he collected an army of Tamils, returned 
to the island, and raised a rebellion. Other Sinhalese monarchs such 

as Aggabodhi III, Dathopatissa I and II, and Manavamma followed 

in his footsteps, thus investing the Tamils with much power, which 
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they wielded during the later invasions. The Pandyans invaded 

Ceylon again in the time of Sena I in the ninth century. Sena II 

is supposed to have helped the South Indian king Sri Vallabha to 

besiege Madura and enthrone his own father. The Pandyan king 

Rajasimha II sought the aid of Ceylon in his campaigns, and 

Mahinda IV too helped the Pandyans in their revolt against the 

Colas. 
• 

The Colas who came under Rajendra I continued to rule in the 

island. They appointed their own chiefs in the various parts of 

the island and offered their patronage mainly to Hinduism. This 

accounts for the changes that were taking place in Buddhism in 

trying to accommodate itself to the changing conditions. Many 

attempts were made to expel the C5las from the island, and at 

last Vijayabahu managed to drive them out about a.d. 1070. He 

is supposed to have sought the help of the Burmese and made a 

political mairiage-alliance with Kalinga. Though the foreigners 

had been expelled from the island, yet misfortune befell the people, 

as the country fell into disorder and suffered from constant internal 

strife until the apppearance of Parakramabahu I, who brought 

the whole island under his sceptre. He extended his campaigns 

not only to South India but also to Burma ; yet his rule was not 

acceptable to some, and internal strife set in again. Vijayabahu II, 

the next ruler, was not very successful in handling the situation 

that had arisen. Then came Nissanka Malla, who has set up a 

number of inscriptions boasting of his campaigns both within and 

without the island. He says that he stamped out lawlessness and 

established peace in the island and also conquered South India, 

where he found no worthy rival who could give him battle. On 

his death trouble set in again, when the Kalinga and the anti- 

Kalinga factions fought each other for the throne. The last of 

these was Magha of Kalinga, who oppressed the people, ravaged 

the land, destroyed the temples and ill-treated the monks, until 

he was overthrown by Vijayabahu III, who restored peace and 

did all within his power to bring back the country to normal condi¬ 

tions. He worked hard for the development of culture, literature 

and religion. Magha, a bigoted Hindu, had done all he could to 

promote his own religion during the twenty-one years of his reign. 

This long reign, as well as earlier invasions, no doubt caused a great 

set-back in the development of all cultural, literary and religious 

activity of the island. Hinduism was greatly encouraged during 
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the foreign occupations, and struck in the island roots so deep 

that it did not disappear with the expulsion of the foreigners. The 

foreigners not only observed Hindu rites, but also built Hindu 

temples. Even the Sinhalese kings were compelled by force of 

circumstances to support Hinduism. For example, Vijayabahu I 

did not deprive the Hindu shrines of their revenues, and the people 

had full freedom to adopt whatever Hindu practices they desired ; 

but he attempted a purification of the Sangha and brought bhik- 

khus from Burma to renew the succession. Both Parakramabahu I 

and Nissahka Malla had to purify the Sangha and unite the three 

Nikayas. Their reforms were frustrated by Magha's usurpation 

and Hinduism was continually gaining strength in the island. 

Mahayanist ideals, too, continued to spread, achieving popularity 

with the advance of time. A Tamil kingdom was established in 

the north during the reign of Vijayabahu III who is said to have 

ruled only over Mayarata from a new capital Dambadeniya. Of 

the kings who came after Magha, with the exception of Parakrama¬ 

bahu VI in the fifteenth century, who held sway over the whole 

island, none was successful in overpowering the Tamil kingdom of 

the north and in resisting invasions from the Pandyan and Vijaya- 

nagara empires, which began to influence Ceylon after the defeat 

of the Colas by Maravarman Sundara Pandya (a.d. 1217-1238). 

Not even Parakramabahu II, one of the greatest kings in the annals 

of the island’s history, was able to bring under his sway the kingdom 

of the north, even though he was successful in recovering the second 

old capital Polonnaruva from the Tamils. The reputation enjoyed 

by this king is mainly due to his activities in the field of literature 

and religion. Even during the reign of such a religious enthusiast 

Hinduism flourished, as is shown by the building of Maha Saman 

Devalaya near Ratnapura during his reign. The rule of this king, 

which commenced well, ended in weakness ; the period became 

one of slow decline, and Ceylon faced two more invasions. In a.d. 

1244 Chandrabhanu, a Malay Buddhist king, invaded the island, 

but was defeated by VIrabahu. The next was during the supremacy 

of the Pandyan kingdom, which gained its independence under 

Maravarman Sundara Pandya I and reached the zenith of its 

power under Jatavarman Sundara Pandya (a.d. 1253-1270). This 

king claims to have fought with and killed one of the two kings of 

Ceylon and extracted tribute from the other. This claim, however, 

is not confirmed by the Ceylon Chronicles. The island was again 
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invaded during the time of Bhuvanekaba.hu I (a.d. 1273-1284), who 

repelled the Pandyan attacks. Undaunted by this defeat, they 

again attacked the country under Arya Cakravarti, captured 

Yapahuva, which then was the capital, and carried away the Tooth 

Relic, which was handed over to the Pandyan king KulaSekhara. 

After this the island seems to have been under Pandyan control 

ior about a decade, until the time of Bhuvanekabahu XI, who seems 

to have expelled the invaders and ruled from Kurunfigala up to a.d. 

1325. Though his predecessor Parakramabahu III visited India and 

brought back the Dalada (Tooth Relic), he too may have acknow¬ 

ledged the supremacy of the Pandyans. When the Pandyan king¬ 

dom weakened in the 14th century owing to Muslim aggression from 

the Deccan, there arose the Vijayanagara empire, which preserved 

Hindu civilization and maintained its influence in Ceylon. 

The 13th century 

This being the period under review, it is not out of place to 

describe in greater detail some of its chief political and religious 

features. As shown above, the invasion of Magha in a.d. 1215 

caused a great set-back in the development of all religious, cultural 

and literary activity. He destroyed monasteries, and brought 

ruin on the whole country. Vijayabahu III, who followed him, 

did his best to restore the lost glory. He was succeeded by his 

son Parakramabahu II, the leading figure of the period. The 

Culavamsa gives a glowing account of his life and activities. It 

refers to his crushing of the alien foe, after which he set himself to 

bring about the prosperity of Lanka. He built a temple for the 

Tooth Relic near the palace, and having deposited the Relic there 

held a great festival in its honour. He cleansed the church of 

corrupt practices, expelled evil doers, and brought erudite monks 

from India to restore the Order. The Culavamsa, describing his 

work in this respect says : 4 All the corrupt groups of bhikkhus, 

who since the interregnum lived only for their own desires, follow¬ 

ing forbidden occupations, with senses ever unbridled, he sought 

out rigorously, dismissed them from the Order, and thus purified 

the Order of the perfectly Enlightened One. Then the king sent 

many gifts to the Cola country and caused to be brought over to 

Tambapanni many respected Cola bhikkhus who had moral discipline 

and were versed in the three Pitakas and so established harmony 

between the two Orders ’ (CV 84. 9). The two Orders herein referred 
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to are those of the Hlnayana and the Mahayana, which had their 

headquarters at the Mahavihara and the Abhayagiri-vihara res¬ 

pectively. He also invited * a grand Thera Dhammakitti, radiant 

in the glory of moral discipline * from Tambarattha (CV 84. 12). 

Reference is also made to two types of monk, dwellers in villages, 

and dwellers in the forests and wildernesses, for whom he built 

monasteries. It also mentions that he built a forest-dwelling on 

the heights of Putabhatta rock. He is also said to have had books 

brought from Jambudvipa and had many bhikkhus instructed in 

the sacred texts, sciences, philosophy and grammar, and made 

Lanka as it were an abode of arahants (CV 84. 26, 27). To make 

sure that the Sangha walked in the path of purity, he set up a code 

of rules (Katikavata), with the help of Aranyaka Medhahkara (see 

Katikavat-sangara, ed. D. B. Jayatilaka). To him are also attri¬ 

buted many pirivenas and viharas, as for example the Sirivardhana- 

vihara, half a ydjana from Dambadeniya (CV 85. 1), Parakrama- 

bahu-pirivena, (CV 85. 63, Pjv 741), and Mahamahindabahu-piri- 

vena both at Kurunagala (CV 85. 63, Pjv 743). He also repaired 

temples and devales, such as the Kalaniya temple, Attanagalu- 

vihara, and the Visnu-devSla at Dondra, all of which had fallen into 

decay. His yuvardja was entrusted with the building of the Bhuva- 

nekabahu-pirivena at Billasela-vihara (CV 85. 59). His minister 

Deva Patiraja is said to have erected a pasada or mansion, at Atta- 

nagalla and handed it over to the Buddhist monk AnavamadarSi, a 

famous scholar of the time (CV 86. 38, Pjv 745). With the help of 

this minister, the king seems to have done much in making the 

Samanola peak accessible to pilgrims (CV 86. 10, Pjv 745). An 

image of the god Saman was set up there and a mandapa for the 

sacred Footprint was built. The Cujavamsa says : ‘ He built rest 

houses, finished the building of bridges, laid down at the remaining 

places frequent stepping stones, had the wilderness cleared and 

a great road was built ' (CV 86. 27). To his nephew Viraba.hu is 

attributed the building of Nandana-pirivena at Dondra, where he 

worshipped the god Upulvan (CV 83. 49), and also held a sacrifice 

in his honour. According to Geiger this is the first mention of 

the celebration of the shrine of Visnu in the middle ages. He 

further observes : ' It is significant that Virabahu offered his sacri¬ 

fice of victory in a Hindu sanctuary. At the same time, however, 

he builds a parivena for the Buddhist Order thus putting his 

attitude towards their parity beyond doubt. Even to-day a Hindu 
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devalaya and a Buddhist vihara stand side by side in Dondra ' (CV 

pt. 2, p. 152, n. 3). These actions of the Buddhist kings in 

admitting Hindu rites into the fold of Buddhism show to what an 

extent these had penetrated into the lives of Buddhists. King 

Parakramabahu If also won a great reputation as a scholar, hence 

his title Kalikdla-sdhitya-sarvajna-pandita. He was surrounded in 

the field of literary activity by a host of other scholars, such as Sari- 

gharakkhita, who composed Pali works such as Vuttodaya, a book 

on prosody, Sambandha-cinta, on syntax, in addition to other 

books on the Doctrine ; Vedeha thera, the author of Samantakuta- 

vannana and RasavahinI; Panca-mula-parivenadhipati mahathera, 

author of Bhesajja-manjusa; Buddhappiya, author of Rupasiddhi; 

and Dharmakirti, writer of the Culavamsa, Dathavamsa and Bala- 

vatara. To the king himself are attributed important Sinhalese 

works like the Kav-silumina and the ViSuddhi-marga-sannaya and 

also the Vanavinisa-sannaya. Thus it is evident that during the 

time of this king culture and learning spread throughout the 

country. 

The next ruler of this century was Vijayabahu IV, who 

reigned from a.d. 1271 to 1273. To him are also attributed a few 

viharas and pirivenas. He built the monastery at Vakirigala and 

handed it over to the head of the Mahanettappasada shrine (CV 88. 

46). He also constructed the Vanaggama-pasada, the Abhayaraja- 

pirivena at Sindhuravana (CV 88. 51, Pjv 750), and the Bhuvane- 

kabahu-pirivena, which was named after his uncle, whose statue 

was also set up (CV 88. 59). He also restored the Ratnavali-cetiya 

at Pulatthinagara; and, following the line of his predecessor, he 

too granted ranks to deserving monks. The Culavamsa states: 

4 Thereupon the king granted the rank of a Grand Master (maha- 

sdmipada), the rank of a Chief Thera (mulatherapdda), the rank of 

a Grand Thera and a Parivena Thera to such (bhikkhus) who, because 

they had brought about the prosperity of the Order, deserved to 

receive this or that rank’ (CV 89. 64). In the year a.d. 1273 

Bhuvanekabahu I was established on the throne. The first act 

of importance attributed to him is the copying of the whole Tri-pi- 

taka, copies of which were preserved in viharas in various parts of 

the island. He thus spread a knowledge of the doctrine (CV 90. 38). 

Another noteworthy event of his reign was the signing of an agree¬ 

ment by the king with the Sultan of Egypt, to supply the latter with 

cinnamon, precious stones and elephants. Ceylon was disturbed 
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at this time by the invasion of Arya Cakravarti, who laid 

waste the country, captured Yapahu and carried away the Daladd. 

Once more there was a period of Pandyan rule, during which time 

Hindu and Mahayanist ideas spread further, till Parakramabahu III, 

grandson of Parakramabahu II, came to the throne about 1302. 

He visited the kingdom of the Pandyans and brought back the 

Daladd after friendly negotiations. He replaced the Relic in the 

former Relic-house at Pulatthinagara and ‘ carried on the govern¬ 

ment without transgressing the precepts laid down for kings 

The next reign, that of Bhuvanekabahu II, was not in the least 

eventful. It is only stated that he instituted permanently a regular 

alms of food for the community of bhikkhus and carried on festivals 

and ceremonies. During the reign of his successor Parakrama¬ 

bahu IV many religious activities were carried on. He appointed 

to the office of Royal Teacher, a Colan Thera ‘ versed in various 

tongues The king learned the Jatakas from him, and having 

translated them into Sinhalese he had them distributed through¬ 

out Lanka (CV 90. 82). He is credited with the building of many 

viharas and pirivenas, such as Parakramabahu-pirivena, for the 

thera Medhankara, a pasada at Totagamuva, near Hikkaduwa, 

which he assigned to the Thera Kayasatti of the Vijayabahu-piri- 

vena, a temple at Dondra, and avihara at Viddumagama (CV 90. 91). 

Significant of the spread of Hindu ideas is his erection of a temple 

to Visnu, where he placed a statue of the god (CV 90. 101). Thus 

Hindu gods began to be increasingly worshipped at Hindu devdles ; 

and these dlvalts began to be attached to Buddhist temples as is 

often the case even at the present day. Thus a synthesis of the 

two religions had already taken place. 

Literary activity up to the 13th century 

Literary activity in the island began with the establishment of 

Buddhism as the national faith during the time of Devanampiya 

Tissa. We have already seen that the real civilization of the 

island started only with the introduction of Buddhism. Mendis 

states that, though the Buddhist monks brought the art of writing 

to Ceylon, they did not write any books for nearly two centuries 

(The Early History of Ceylon, p. 36). Missionary activity was well- 

nigh impossible without disseminating a knowledge of the Dhamma 

amongst the people, and Thera Mahinda is said to have provided 

3—H 11305 (2/68) 
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for this by bringing over the traditions of the orthodox Thera- 

vada school, as contained in the canon which was handed down 

through generations from teacher to pupil. It is believed that the 

canon was preserved only orally until it was written down at 

Aluvihara in the time of Valagamba in the first century B.C. 

Sinhalese Commentaries are said to have been compiled by Thera 

Mahinda. Malalasekara observes that the very nature of the 

Commentaries precludes the possibility of their having been handed 

down orally, and he thinks it likely that during Valagamba’s time 

they were unarranged, rare, imperfect and full of inaccuracies, and 

that texts may have been rehearsed, revised and arranged syste¬ 

matically and distributed in Valagamba’s time (Malalasekara, 

Pali Literature of Ceylon, p. 45). There is no doubt that writing 

existed in Ceylon prior to this time, though perhaps it was not 

extensively used or known. Wickramasinghe goes to the extent 

of asserting that a written literature should have existed in Ceylon 

before the writing of the Pali canon referred to above (Simhala- 

Sdhityaye-nangima, p. 21). 

During the reign of Dutugamunu the Lovamahapaya was 

dedicated to the monks who studied and preached the doctrine 

there, thus providing a common platform for the scholars to meet 

and discuss problems. The Pujavaliya testifies to this when it 

says that books were supplied to the preachers and all their require¬ 

ments and comforts were provided for. The Mahavamsa refers 

to several chief monks of this time, namely Maha Malaya Deva 

of Kalavela, Dhammagutta of Kalyani-vihara, and Maha Tissa. 

The Tamils, as they came in, to some extent introduced their 

own culture. The destruction they caused by pulling down public 

buildings and viharas, putting to death the monks, and burning 

the literature, was immense. The ultimate disappearance of 

most of our literature was no doubt the direct or indirect result 

of the invasions. Owing to the ravages caused by the alien foe, 

internal strife, schism in the Order, and also the irreligious lives 

of some of the monks, it became necessary to write down the scrip¬ 

tures to ensure the maintenance and the continuance of the Order 

and religion. Evidence to this effect is given by the Mahavamsa : 

* The texts of the three Pitakas and the Atthakathds thereon did 

the most wise bhikkhus hand down in former times orally ; but 

since they saw the people were falling away (from religion), the 

bhikkhus came together, and in order that the true doctrine might 
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endure, they wrote them down in books' (MV 33. 100). In the 

second century a.d. Gajabahu is alleged to have invaded the conti¬ 

nent and brought over 12,000 Colan captives, who were settled 

in various parts of the island. If so, they and their descendants 

no doubt became absorbed in the Sinhalese population. The 

language of these people and of occasional invaders and their 

culture must have influenced us in no small measure. Their cults 

of gods and goddesses were introduced and an extensive literature 

and folklore grew up around them ; people dedicated themselves 

to their worship, and observances and ceremonies connected with 

these continue to this day. Many books on the Pattini cult still 

survive (see Malalasekara, Pali Literature of Ceylon, p. 50). After 

this time, Mahasena’s reign marked a triumph in the attempts of 

the Vaitulyavadins to achieve their ends at the expense of the 

Mahaviharavasins, whose literature was burnt when they came 

into power under this king. The two sects burned and destroyed 

each other’s literature in their enthusiasm, thus causing a great 

loss to the community as a whole. Mahasena’s son tried his 

utmost to make good the wrongs done by his father. The chief event 

of this period was the bringing of the Tooth Relic from Kalinga by 

Princess Hemamala. The Dathavamsa, a Pali poem giving the 

history of the Tooth Relic, states that it was based on Daladavamsa, 

a poem in Elu written about the ninth year of this king, by his own 

command, giving the history of the Tooth from the Buddha’s 

death up to its arrival in the island. The Mahavamsa states that 

the king paid honour to the Relic in the manner described in 

a Chronicle of the Tooth Relic. Tumour in his translation of the 

Mahavamsa mentions that this work was extant in 1837, but 

Malalasekara records his failure to procure a copy (ibid., p. 66). 

King Buddhadasa, in addition to being pious and virtuous, won 

great reputation as a surgeon. He provided hospitals in all parts 

of the island not only for men, but also for animals. He is also 

said to have composed the Sarartha-sangraha, a treatise on medi¬ 

cine, which was the first of its kind. Noteworthy is the use of 

Sanskrit as the medium of its compilation, thus showing the extent 

to which a study of Sanskrit literature had directed the talents of 

the Sinhalese to secular literary activity. The Mahavamsa also 

refers to a monk Maha Dhammakathi (CV 37. 175), who translated 

the Sullas into Sinhalese, and who is identified with Dharmagupta 

mentioned by the Chinese pilgrim Fa-Hien (Pali Literature of 

1 
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Ceylon, p. 71), who was in Ceylon about the beginning of the fifth 

century a.d. We now come to the most important event in the 

history of Pali literature—the translation of the Sihalatthakathas 

by Buddhaghosa, the greatest commentator, who arrived in Ceylon 

during the time of Mahanama. Two short summaries of the Vinaya 

—Khudda Sikkha and Mula Sikkha—are supposed to have been 

written about this time before the arrival of Buddhaghosa, by the 

monks Dhammasiri and Mahasami respectively. When Para- 

kramabahu l in his Katikavata states ‘ yatat piriseyin vinayen 

kudusikha ha pamok da sutatin dasa dham sutraya ha anumana 

sutraya da vanapot piriheliyd nodi . . . granthadhurayen vadiyak 

kotagata nohena antevasika saddhiviharikayan lava mulsikha sekhiya 

vanapot karava . . . * (resident pupil monks must be made to learn 

by heart at least the kudusikha (minor rules) and pamok (collection 

of rules) out of the Vinaya-pitaka and dasadam sutra and anumana 

sutra from the Sutra-pitaka and those pupils who are backward in 

the study of texts be made at least to study the mulsikha and sek- 

hiya out of the Sutra-pitaka), he is supposed to allude to these 

works. Coming to Buddhaghosa, the Mahavamsa states : * As 

his speech was profound like that of Buddha, he was called Buddha¬ 

ghosa ; for his speech (resounded) through the earth like (that of 

Buddha). After he had written a book Nanodaya yonder (in 

Jambudvlpa), he also wrote the Atthasalini, an interpretation of 

the Dhammasariganl. The sage Buddhaghosa also began to 

compose a commentary to the Paritta. When the thera Revata 

saw that, he spoke the following words : “ The text alone has been 

handed down here (in Jambudvlpa), there is no commentary here. 

Neither have we the deviating systems of the teachers. The 

commentary in the Sihala tongue is faultless. The wise Mahinda, 

who tested the tradition laid before the three Councils as it was 

preached by the Perfectly Enlightened One and taught by Sari- 

putta and the others, wrote it in the Sihala tongue, and it is spread 

among the SIhalas. Go thither, learn it and render it into the 

tongue of the Magadhas. It will bring blessing to the whole 

world”' (CV 37. 224). Being thus admonished by his teacher, 

he came over, and ‘ dwelling in the Ganthakara-vihara which lies 

far from all unquiet intercourse, he rendered the whole of the 

Sihala Commentaries into the tongue of the Magadhas, the original 

speech of all. For beings of all tongues this (rendering) became 

a blessing, and all the teachers of the Theravada school accepted 
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it as the original text’ (CV 37. 243). Adikaram refers to Buddha¬ 

ghosa’s task, quoting his words from the Samantapasadika. : 

In commencing this commentary—having embodied therein the 

Maha-Atthakatha, without excluding any proper meaning from 

the decisions contained and including the opinions of the Elders . . . 

From these commentaries, after casting off the language, condensing 

detailed accounts, including authoritative decisions, without over¬ 

stepping any Pali idiom (I shall proceed to compose my work)’ 

{Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 2). This statement is of 

importance, as it mentions the Sinhalese commentaries and also 

shows to what extent he was a translator, and will be referred to 

later, when we consider the question of Dhammasena Thera as a 

translator of the Dhammapadatthakatha. Adikaram also draws 

our attention to the fact that the commentaries give clear 

evidence of a knowledge of Sanskrit grammar possessed by those 

who were responsible for their compilation (ibid., p. 3). The 

Visuddhimagga or Path of Purity was Buddhaghosa’s first work, 

and according to the Mahavamsa was based on two stanzas 

given by the monks to test his ability to undertake the enormous 

task of translating the Sinhalese commentaries (CV 37. 235). This 

story has been discredited by Nagai in his examination of the 

Vimuttimagga and the Visuddhimagga, where he states that the 

Visuddhimagga, which hitherto has been considered to be entirely 

his (Buddhaghosa’s) own work, is in reality a revised version of 

Upatissa’s Vimutti-magga (see J.P.T.S. 1917-19, p. 89). Another 

important work is the Dhammapadatthakatha, which, accord¬ 

ing to the introductory verses of the book, is a translation of 

a Sinhalese commentary and was undertaken at the request of a 

thera named Kumara Kassapa. Some have observed that it is 

not the work of Buddhaghosa, and Geiger has placed it later 

than the Jatakas. ' Buddhaghosa is not the author of the Jitaka 

commentary or of the Dhammapadatthakatha. Their authors 

are unknown’ (Burlingame, Buddhist Legends, Introduction, p. 60). 

It will be profitable here to quote Malalasekara’s discussion 

of the subject: ' Some doubts have been expressed by various 

scholars as to the authenticity of the tradition which ascribes the 

Dhammapadatthakatha to Buddhaghosa. Not a few scholars are 

of opinion that the work is modem and that the author is a later 

Buddhaghosa (Culla Buddhaghosa) who obtained his materials 

from the same source as the Sinhalese Saddharmaratnavaliya written 
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by Maha Thera Dhammasena in the thirteenth century. At the 

end of the commentary we find the following colophon : " Vipnla- 

visuddhi-buddhina Buddhaghosoti garuhi gahita-ndma dheyyena 

katayam Dhammapadassa attha-vannand” (“ This commentary on 

the Dhammapada was written by Buddhaghosa of eminent and 

lustrous knowledge”). This may well refer to the great commen¬ 

tator. In a Sinhalese work, Pujavaliya, it is mentioned that he 

wrote the work at the request of'King Sirinivasa and his minister 

Mahanigama. This Sirinivasa was undoubtedly Mahanama, ar.d 

the Samantapdsadikd tells us that Buddhaghosa wrote in the 

Ganthakara Parivena built by the great minister Mahanigama, and 

that on other occasions he lived in the palace built by the king 

himself, this palace forming a part of the monastery at the Maha- 

vihara where Buddhaghosa came to study the Sinhalese commen¬ 

taries. At the end of the Dhammapadatthakathd is a stanza:— 

" Vihare adhirajena karitamhi katannuna 

pasade Sirikuddassa ranno viharata may a ”, 

(" By me residing in the palace of King Sirikudda in the monastery 

built by the grateful king ”). Sirikudda is apparently another 

name for Sirinivasa (Mahanama). The chief stumbling block is 

the difference in language and style between this work and the other 

commentaries which undoubtedly belong to Buddhaghosa. Com¬ 

pared, for instance, with the commentary on the Majjhima-nikdya, 

the Dhammapadatthakathd resembles more the Jataka commentary 

than anything else. At best it seems to be the work of a compiler 

who collected and edited sermons and stories, not inventing new 

ones, but merely presenting in literary Pali what existed already 

as folklore ; and the arrangement is different even from the Sutta- 

nipdta commentary. But this difference may possibly be due to 

the difference in subject-matter of the various texts taken up for 

comment. “ The Dhammapada, unlike the great Nikayas, which 

consist of prose and gathas, is entirely made up of gathas without 

the prose setting, which, in the Nikayas, is supplied in the text 

itself. Here, therefore, was the necessity of bringing it into line 

with those canonical works”. Hugh Nevill in the introduction to 

his Catalogue ventures upon the view that this work did not belong 

to the three great Atthakathas {Maha, Paccarl, and Kurundi) which 

Buddhaghosa studied, but merely represented the popular legends 

accepted before the Aluvihara redaction and were either not then 

treated as of canonical value, or accepted by rival sects without 
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dispute, and therefore not found necessary to be specially set down 

in writing. In Buddhaghosa’s time they had acquired consider¬ 

able authority, and they were translated by him and arranged at 

his discretion. It may be quite possible, Nevill says, that the 

legends had their origin in India or elsewhere and that they did 

not belong to Mahinda's school; this may account for the different 

method of treatment. Where different versions are given of the 

same story, the responsibility belongs not to Buddhaghosa, but to 

the different accounts from which he obtained his information ’ 

[Pali Literature of Ceylon, pp. 95-97). 

The great work done by Buddhaghosa was continued by a set 

of scholars who followed him. Adikaram finds their commen¬ 

taries far less useful than those of Buddhaghosa in respect of the 

light they throw on the social and religious history of Ceylon. He 

also finds that works like the Vimana-vatthu, Peta-vatthu, and 

Cariyapitaka contain no references to incidents in Ceylon (Early 

History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 8). Amidst this band of 

commentators were Buddhadatta, Dhammapala, Upasena and 

Mahanama. The first was a contemporary of Buddhaghosa and 

wrote the MadhuratthavilasinI, the commentary on the Buddha- 

vamsa. Dhammapala was a resident of South India, and the works 

attributed to him are commentaries on Udana, Itivuttaka, Vimana- 

vatthu, Petavatthu, Thera-Theri-gatha and Cariyapitaka. He 

has drawn his material from the Sinhalese commentaries, and also 

seems to have used Dravidian commentaries (ibid., p. 9). This 

and the fact that he lived in India account for the absence of any 

reference to incidents in Ceylon. Upasena compiled the Saddham- 

mapajjotika, commentary on the Niddesarand is assigned to the 

reign of Aggabodhi I. To Mahanama is attributed the Saddham- 

mappakasini, the commentary on the Patisambhidamagga. The 

author and the date of the commentary on the Apadana, the 

Visuddhajanavilasini are not known. 

The Sinhalese commentaries which Buddhaghosa is said to have 

translated are non-existent to-day. It is not possible to say when 

they were lost or destroyed. The Dhampiya-atuva-gatapadaya 

bears evidence that these commentaries were in existence in the 

10th century (D. E. Hettiaratchi—Introduction to Vesaturudd- 

sanne, pp. 9, 10). A statement that would throw some light on 

them occurs in the Buddhaghosuppatti. It states that after 

Buddhaghosa had completed his task, a bonfire was made of 
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the Sinhalese commentaries. Malalasekara does not take this 

statement literally, but interprets it to mean that the Sinhalese 

commentaries were superseded completely by Buddhaghosa’s 

compilations (Pali Literature of Ceylon, p. 98). Whatever may 

have been the cause, the earliest Sinhalese literary records are 

irretrievably lost. 

So much for Pali literary activity ; it is now time to consider 

whether there was any Sinhalese literary activity all this time. 

The earliest extant Sinhalese work is the Siya-bas-lakara, assigned 

to about the 9th century a.d. Recent archaeological research in 

Ceylon has brought to light a large number of verses scribbled 

on the mirror-wall (kdtapat-pavura) of Sigiriya. Paranavitana, 

dealing with these verses, which he assigns to the period between 

the sixth and the thirteenth century states that these ‘ stanzas them¬ 

selves contain ample indirect evidence to show that the versifier’s art 

had had a long history in Ceylon at the time these metrical composi¬ 

tions were scribbled on the mirror-wall of Sigiriya ’ (J.R.A.S.C.B., 

Vol. XXXVI, No. 98, p. 58). We also have reference to poetry 

of much earlier date in the Chronicles and other Pali works. 

Buddhaghosa refers in his Paramatthajotika to Sinhalese verses 

in praise of the Buddha, which were sung by women when they 

worked in the fields. The earliest Sinhalese writings according to 

tradition were the SIhalatthakathas, supposed to have been written 

by Mahinda. Two other commentaries, the Maha Paccari and the 

Kururdi, are also mentioned by Buddhaghosa in his Samanta- 

p&sadika, and Adikaram says that here too they are mentioned 

with the Maha Atthakatha (Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, 

p. 12). The Maha Paccari was so called as it was written on a raft, 

and the Kurundi because it was written at Kurundavelu-vihara 

(Pali Literature of Ceylon, pp. 91, 92). The Maha Atthakatha 

occupied first place, and Adikaram states that ‘ there is evidence 

that it contained a large number of anecdotes based on incidents 

that took place in Ceylon. Buddhaghosa included in his commen¬ 

taries only a few of these stories which, had they been preserved in 

their entirety, would have given us a clearer insight into the condi¬ 

tions of ancient Ceylon than we are able to have at present ’ (Early 

History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 12). The Culavamsa also gives 

evidence of later literary activity. It refers to (Cula) Moggallana II 

as having had poetic gifts without equal (CV 41. 55). He is also 

credited with the composition of ‘ a poem in praise of the good 
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Doctrine which he recued from the back of his elephant at the close 

of the sermon in the town ' (CV 41. 60). Twelve poets who flou¬ 

rished in the time of Aggabodhi I are mentioned in the Pujavaliya, 

Rajavaliya and the Nikaya-sangrahava, though some of the names 

differ slightly in the three works. To this king’s reign are ascribed 
poets who wrote numerous poems in the Sihala tongue. A few 
Sinhalese works were also mentioned in the foregoing pages, so that 
we now have a good list of Sinhalese works which are lost to 
us to-day, viz., 

Sihalatthakatha 
Sinhalese translation of the Sutta-pitaka by Mah& Dhammakathi 
The works such as Asakdakava, of the twelve poets in the time 

of Aggabodhi I 
Daladi-vamsa 
An old Sinhalese Mahavamsa 
An old Sinhalese Bodhi-vamsa 
Sandas-lakuna of Kalyanamitta 
An old Mayura-sande6a 
An old Sinhalese Katha-vastu, the source of RasavahinI 
Kesa-dhatu-vamsa-kavya assigned to Moggallana I’s time 
The Dharma-kavya of Moggallana II (see also P. B. Sannasgala, 

Simhalasahitya-vamSaya, Introduction, p. xv). 

Thus it is clear that there had been a long standing literary 

tradition which came down from earliest times. The Sigiriya 

graffiti go to establish the influence and the existence of such a 

tradition. Some of the recent epigraphical investigations have 

also revealed three Brahmi inscriptions which the Archaeological 

Commissioner suggests are in Sinhalese verse (J.R.A.S.C.B., 1945, 

No. 98, p. 58). These give us an example of the earliest literary 

activity in the island. These three inscriptions are assigned by 

him to the second or the first century b.c. The first of these he 

reads as a stanza in Yogi ; the second too impresses him as verse, 

but the metre here according to him is not one found in the extant 

poetical literature and is not mentioned in the Elu-sandas-lakuna. 

He believes it to be a metre from Sanskrit, Pali or Prakrit in general 

agreement with Udgiti, a variation of the Aryd metre. The other 

two are in Upaglti and Pathya. He also remarks that metres of 

the gl type may have been much in vogue during these times. The 

next earliest specimens of Sinhalese verse are those of the Sigiriya 

graffiti, which were noticed by H. C. P. Bell, the pioneer of 

antiquarian research in Ceylon. The graffiti, that have to be 

assigned to ‘ the 6th and 7th centuries, are very few, and they. 
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in common with the stone inscriptions of the period, are written 

in a very erratic script. The majority of them, belonging palaeo- 

graphically to the eighth and ninth centuries, consist of stanzas, 

some of them rhymed ’ (J.R.A.S. C.B., Vol. XXXIV, No. 92, pp. 310, 

311). The verses generally deal with the paintings on the Sigiriya 

rock, the attractions of Sigiriya, and the reactions of the visitors. 

They show spontaneous outbursts of emotional feeling and obser¬ 

vations of the visitors, who did not pause to reflect on the form of 

their verses or figures of speech, as was the case with some of our 

later writers, whose works degenerate into laboured exercises in 

grammar and prosody. As an example of their originality and 

effective comparison the following verse may be quoted :— 

Nil kat-rola-maleka civunu vatkolanuila sey 

sandagd sihivenncy mahanel vanak hay ranvan hurt, 

* Like a vdtakolu flower entangled in a blue katarolu flower, the 

golden-coloured one who stood together with the lily-coloured one 

will be remembered at the advent of evening ’ (ibid., p. 342). 

The Sinhalese language went through vicissitudes, enjoying at 

times great cultivation and at other times being superseded by Pali. 

However, with the advent of Pali Sinhalese grew. Though Pali 

was zealously studied, Sinhalese was used for the exposition and 

propagation of the religion and for literary compositions, as is seen 

from the work of Dhammakathi, who translated the Suttas into 

Sinhalese. The use of Sanskrit by Buddhadasa in his treatise on 

medicine shows that during his time, when Sinhalese was gaining 

ascendency over Pali, Sanskrit also was making headway here, thus 

introducing into the island a knowledge of secular and scientific 

literature. The fifth century saw a great advancement in literary 

activity, when Pali was re-established as the language of religion 

and literature owing to the impetus given by Buddhaghosa. ‘ Pali 

had once more gained its ascendency over Sinhalese and it was 

their ambition, as so many authors of this period tell us, in the 

process of their works, to set aside the Sinhalese language, reject 

the DIpa Bhasa and compose their works in the supreme Magadhi 

language, which is the mother of all tongues, sweet to the ear, and 

delightful to the heart and cooling to the senses' (Pali Literature 

of Ceylon, p. 139). While Buddhaghosa and his colleagues were 

working on the commentaries, there also went on a kind of histo¬ 

rical literary activity which produced the two great chronicles, 

the DIpavamsa and the Mahavamsa, both of which record the 
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island’s history up to the time of Mahastna. The former is the 

work of an unknown author, and the latter is by a thera Mahanama, 

who also tells us that there existed in the Maha-vihara a Sihala 

Mahavamsatthakatha. 

The years after the fifth century were again marked by invasions, 

schisms, civil wars and intrigues, which brought about a decline 

in cultural activity, though amidst these reigned a few kings who 

devoted some of their time to cultural pursuits, as for example 

Culla Moggallana and Aggabodhi I who was surrounded by a band 

of poets. The growing influence of Sanskrit is marked by the pro- 

duction of a Sanskrit work, the Janakiharana or the Abduction of 

Sita, by Kumaradasa, who is identified with the king Kumara 

Dhatusena (a.d. 513-522) by Malalasekara (ibid., p. 151). Mendis 

disagrees with this identification [Early History of Ceylon, p. 61). 

The Mahavamsa too, attributes no literary ventures to this king 

Kumara Dhatusena. He is credited only with reciting the sacred 

texts, reforming the Order, and supplying the clergy with the 

fourfold requisites (CV41. 2). The Pujavaliya, identifying him with 

Kumara Dhatusena, relates the popular story of Kumaradasa’s 

friendship with the eminent poet Kalidasa, whose works no doubt 

influenced him, and the sacrifice of his life on the altar of friend¬ 

ship. 

The oldest extant Sinhalese literary work is assigned to the 

ninth century, and is attributed to Silamegha Sena or Matvala 

Sen. It is the Siya-bas-lakara, a treatise on poetics, and is for 

the most part a rendering of the Sanskrit work KavyadarSa of 

Dandin. The colophon of the work ascribes it to Salamevan, who 

was a brother of Amaragiri Kaiyapa, and who was like a ‘lustrous 

crown to this science'. Of Pali works, the Khemappakarana is 

assigned to this period. It is an exposition of the Abhidhamma 

by a thera named Khema. The Pali Maha-bodhi-vamsa, assigned 

to the last quarter of the tenth century, is attributed to Upatissa. 

It is important to note that this book bears ' distinct traces in the 

language of the influences of Sanskrit on the Pali and we may regard 

this book as marking the beginning of the period of Sanskritized 

Pali . . . The whole tone and manner of his work betray a ten¬ 

dency to use a kind of Sanskritized Pali ’ [Pali Literature of Ceylon, 

p. 159)- The work also mentions that it is a translation from a 

Sinhalese original. Another book attributed to this author is the 
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An&gatavamsa, which is also said to be based on an earlier Sinha¬ 

lese text. The beautiful poem Telakatahagatha is assigned to 

about this time—either the latter part of the tenth or the early 

eleventh century. The verses are exhortations to men to lead a 

good life by a they a named Kalyanlya who was cast into a cauldron 

of boiling oil, because he was suspected of an intrigue with the queen 

of KalaniTissa (ibid., p. 162). There is yet another Pali work, the 

VamsatthappakasinI, a tika on the Mahavamsa, by an author about 

whom nothing is known. We are also fortunate in that most of the 

Sinhalese works produced about this time are extant. The Dham- 

piya-atuva-gatapadaya, attributed to Kassapa V (a.d. 929), is a 

glossarial commentary on the Pali Dhammapadatthakatha. This 

book, and other works of a similar nature, indicate that Pali works 

were extensively studied and hence it became necessary to explain 

In Sinhalese obscure words and passages in them. Thus arose 

a series of gatapadas or glossaries, which are of course not very 

valuable as literature. The main interest in this book lies there¬ 

fore in its linguistic material. The Sikha-valanda and the Sikha- 

valanda-vinisa deal with the discipline of monks. D. B. Jayatilaka 

assigns them to the half-century between Mugayinsen, father of 

Kassapa V, and Mahinda IV (a.d. 956). He states that the language 

resembles that of the Dham-piya-atuva-ghtapadaya, and is 

slightly more developed. Another work of the same class is the 

Heranasikha, precepts to be observed by novices. These books are 

referred to in the Polonnaruva Katikavata, Mihintale tablets and 

Hamsa-sandesa, which testify that they had gained recognition. 

These works belong to the period generally termed the Anuradha- 

pura period. 

We now come to what is accepted as the Polonnaruva period in 

the History of Sinhalese Literature. Some of the best and most 

esteemed writers flourished in this age. What is distinctly notice¬ 

able as one passes from the previous period to this is the difference 

in language and style of writing, especially in the field of prose. 

The influence of Sanskrit on the writers is unmistakable and obvious. 

Reference has already been made to the causes that brought in 

this influence. After the chaos that prevailed at this time, Vijaya- 

bahu I was able to restore a certain degree of peace, in which he 

did much for culture and learning, which reached glorious heights 

in the time of Parakramaba.hu I. He was assisted in this task by 

a band of erudite scholars, who enjoyed a great reputation on 
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account of their Sanskrit learning. At the head of this band was 

Dirhbulagala Mahakasyapa, who was chielly responsible for the 

Pojonnaruva Katikavata. He is also the author of the Sanskrit 

grammar Balavabodhana, and is credited with a Sinhalese sanne 

to the Samantapasadika. Contemporaneous with him was Mog- 

gallana, who wrote the well-known Moggallana-vyakarana, a Pali 

grammar. Malalasekara (ibid., p. 179) thinks him to be different 

from the writer of the lexicon Abhidhanappadipika, based 

on the Sanskrit Amarakosa. Apparently the overwhelming Sans¬ 

krit influence that threatened to disorganise all Pali study needed 

to be checked ; hence the production of a fresh grammar, which 

originated a new school of Pali grammar in the island. 

The greatest luminary in the literary firmament of this time 

was Sariputta, who was also a Sanskrit scholar. He wrote the 

Panjikalankara, a tlku on Ratnasrijnana’s panjikd to Candragomi’s 

Vyakarana, and also a concise grammar in Sanskrit called the 

Padavatara. He is also the author of the Vinayasahgaha, 

a summary of the Vinaya-Pitaka [Pali Literature of Ceylon, p. 190). 

To him are also attributed tlkds on the Vinaya-Pitaka, Anguttara 

and Majjhima Nikayas, and a Sinhalese sanne to the Abhidham- 

matthasangaha. His ‘ most comprehensive work, however, is the 

Sarattha-dipani, his masterly sub-commentary on Buddhaghosa's 

Samantapasadika on the Vinaya-Pitaka’ (ibid., p. 192). Referring 

to this work Malalasekara also remarks that the language of the 

book betrays the influence of Sanskrit on the author’s Pali. Thus 

these works bear the impress of the influence of Sanskrit learning 

that spread extensively during this time. Works on rhetoric, 

prosody, lexicography and grammar both in Sinhalese and in Pali 

were based on Sanskrit models. These writers display a love of 

Sanskrit idiom and style, and their influence seems to be quite 

pronounced in the Sinhalese works of the period. The Abhidhar- 

martha-saiigraha-sannaya, the rock-inscriptions of Parakramabahu I 

and his Katikavata are good examples of this mode of writing. 

Here, one notices an abundance of Sanskrit loan-words, as opposed 

to Pali loan-words of the earlier period. This gave rise to a mixed 

style of writing which reached its culmination about the fifteenth 

century, being popularised by works like the Pujavaliya and 

persisting to this day. 
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Before proceeding to discuss other Sinhalese works, attention 
must be drawn to the Galvihara Inscription of Parakramabahu I. 
No sooner had he brought the island under his sway than he tried 
his utmost to uplift the Buddhist Order, in which task he had the 
invaluable services of KaSyapa, who, besides his high attainments 
in the field of Sanskrit learning, was also an eminent authority on 
the Vinaya. At the request of the King a Katikavata was drawn 
up by a council of monks and inscribed on a rock at Galvihara at 
Polonnaruva, for the preservation of the monastic discipline and 
the purity of the Order. Apart from its historical and religious 
significance, it is also valuable as a characteristic specimen of the 
language of the period. 

Sariputta’s Abhidharmartha-sangraha-sannaya gives word-for- 
word explanations of the Pali work by Ananda. Its main interest 
lies in its mixed Sanskritic style. We again come to an era of very 
extensive glossarial activity. The Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya, Vesa- 
turuda-sanne and Maha-bodhi-vamsa-gatapadaya are all modelled 
on the Dham-piya-atuva-gatapadaya, but are written in a more 
developed language. The Sinhalese writers drew very largely 
from the Jatakas which from the earliest times served as a source 
of recreation as well as of religious instruction, and the abundance 
of sannes, gdtapadas, translations and poems based on them 
testifies to their great popularity. The Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya is 
a glossary to the Pali Jatakatthakatha, by a scholar about whom 
nothing is known. Though the language is generally mixed, it 
contains a stratum as old as the Dham-piya-atuva-gatapadaya. 
It also betrays Dravidian influence and throws much light on the 
social condition of the times. An examination of the Vesaturuda- 
sanne shows that it is earlier than the Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya, 
as it contains an older stratum of language, and the Sanskrit element 
is less marked. The language of the Maha-bodhi-vamsa-gatapadaya 
is generally Sanskritic, but it has a wealth of old Sinhalese forms. 
Reference is made to three glossaries, Maha-ganthipada, Majjhima- 
ganthipada, and Ciila-ganthipada, which were compiled to aid the 
study of the Pali commentaries on the Vinaya {Vimativinddani, 
Commentary of the Vinayatthakatha, ed. Beratuduve Dhamma- 
dhara Tissa, Introduction, p. iv). 

The great classic Amavatura and the Dharmapradipikava are two 
works by the Upasaka Gurulugomi. Very little is known about 
him, and his date has only been fixed with the help of references. 
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The Nikaya-sangrahava, a history of Buddhism, written about the 

14th century, includes Gurulugomi’s name among the great scholars 

who flourished from the time of Buddhaghosa, and the Sidat-sah- 

garava of the 13th century makes mention of him. lie seems to 

have drawn on the Pali Jinalankara of Buddharakkhita of about 

a.d. 1157 when he compiled his Dharmapradipikava. These facts 

help us to assign him to the period between the latter part of the 

12th century and the beginning of the 13th. The term Gomi 

is an honorific title meaning a ‘ Great Lay Devotee ', which may 

have been conferred on him by the king in recognition of his piety 

and scholarship. The Dharmapradipikava, a Sinhalese commentary 

on the Pali Mahabodhivamsa, is accepted as his earlier work. 

It is noteworthy that he seems to have consulted not only Pali 

but also Sanskrit works, not excluding the Jatakamala and the 

Ratnavall. His language is generally Sanskritic; but in the 

descriptive portions of his work he changes his style into pure 

Sinhalese, as for example in the Su}u Kalingu story, which is one 

of the finest in the language. His masterpiece is Amavatura, one 

of the best Sinhalese prose works. This is an attempt to justify 

the title Purisadamma-saralhi of the Buddha, and recounts his 

exploits in taming various persons. He follows closely the Pali 

originals, and also draws from the commentaries. The language 

is rather archaic, and is in contrast to his earlier work. Here he 

■consciously avoids Sanskritisms, and writes in a style marked by 

brevity and preciseness. The book is also important from a lin¬ 

guistic point of view, as it contains numerous forms representative 

of earlier stages in the development of the language. It is a learned 

and scholarly work, and perhaps was not intended to be understood 

by the average man. It thus stands in contrast to the later works, 

which catered for a large section of the people by adopting a more 

popular language, which was taking shape at this time. The But- 

sarana seems to mark a transitional period in this development of 

the popular language. It glorifies the virtues of the Buddha, and 

exhorts people to take refuge in him. It is attributed to a Vidya- 

Cakravarti, who is identified by some with Sakala-Vidya-Cakravarti, 

the author of the Thiipa-vamsa. The most important feature of 

the book is the development of what is termed the popular language, 

which set up a new standard of literary style more accessible to 

the masses. It is very likely that these Sarana books were meant 

to be read aloud to lay devotees, rather than for private study. 
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This perhaps accounts for their popular language, which has been 

enriched by the introduction of similes, etc. from every day life and 

experience. The next two works of this series, the Daham-sarana and 

Sanga-sarana, deviate from the path followed by the first, and 

use a more Sanskritic and learned language. The Thupa-vamsa, 

attributed to Sakala-Vidya-Cakravarti, is the next prose work 

assigned to this period on grounds of style and language. It is 

generally accepted that two books, a Sinhalese and a Pali version, 

existed prior to the composition of this work. The RuVanvalisaya 

Slab-Inscription of Queen Kalyanavatl refers to a Thupa-vamsa, 

which Paranavitana considers to be a Sinhalese version (Ruvan- 

mdli-maluvedl md Thupavamsa asa, listened to the Thupavamsa 

on the platform of the Ruvanmali itself; EZ, Vol. IV, pp. 254, 256). 

The earliest examples of lyric poetry, Khanda Kavya, are the 

Sasada-vata and the Muvadevda-vata, which are based on two 

Jataka stories, the Sasa and Makhadeva Jatakas. Both works 

show strong influence of Sanskrit, although it was of poets inferior 

to Kalidasa. This influence was not in the vocabulary, but in 

the modes of composition and descriptions. Neither the date of 

the Muvadevda-vata nor its author has been discovered. The 

Sasada-vata has been assigned to the first reign of Queen Lllavati, 

but its author too is not known. 

We now come to the Dambadeniya period, the beginning of 

which was marked by chaos due to invasion and strife, which con¬ 

tinued until Vijayabahu III restored peace and order. This good 

work was continued by his successor, Parakramabahu II, the leading 

figure of the era, under whose patronage culture and learning spread 

throughout the country. Writers gradually approached the popular 

language, and following in the steps of But-sarana, produced more 

and more popular works. 

The Pujavaliya is mainly an account of the offerings made to 

the Buddha from the time he obtained Vivarana up to his Pari- 

nibbdna. These the author recounts to justify the appellation 

araham, and the work has been planned on the lines of Amavatura, 

the marked difference between them being that the former seems 

to have been meant for both the learned and the unlearned while the 

latter was for the learned only. According to the author himself, 

the book was written at the request of the minister Deva Patiraja 

in the 30th year of the reign of Parakramabahu II, by Mayurapada- 

Parivenadhipati Buddhaputta. It is not a translation from Pali. 
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Besides inculcating religious principles, it instils faith in the reader. 

It is quite different from earlier works in that it marks the emer¬ 

gence of the popular literature. Unlike other works, it extols the 

Bodhisattva ideal and bids men aspire to this, thus revealing the 

Mahayana influence. Besides religious lore, it contains some his¬ 

torical anecdotes, and refers to social conditions at times. 

The Vi6uddhi-marga-sannaya is a glossary to the Pali work 

Visuddhimagga, and is attributed to King Parakramabahu H. 

It is written in a mixed Sanskritic style. ' Visuddhimagga was 

a tower of strength for the Mahavihara sect. In propounding the 

views embodied in the Visuddhimagga, Buddhaghosa sometimes 

disagrees with or criticizes the views held by certain Schools or 

Scholars . . . ’ (D. E. Hettiaratchi, Vesaturu-da-sannc, pp. 80-83). 

To this king is also attributed the Vanavinisa-sannaya, which is 

apparently lost. Mention is made of another work of a similar 

nature, a glossary to the Jatakatthakatha, assigned to this period, 

and attributed to a scholar named Rajamurari (Pali Literature in 

Ceylon, p. 126). The Karma-vibhagaya, a doctrinal work dealing 

with the working of Karma, is also assigned to this period. 

That poetry had been popular from the earliest times is seen 

from works such as the Sasadaand the Muvadevda-vata, which have 

been already referred to. The Kav-silumina, is the last of this 

line, and marks the close of a tradition that had been long in vogue. 

This work is looked upon as a mahd-kdvya (epic) in Sinhalese. At 

least it conforms to the definition of mahd-kdvya given by Dandin 

more than any other Sinhalese work. Parakramabahu II is gene¬ 

rally accepted as its author ; but this is disputed by some, who 

attribute it to either Parakramabahu I or to Vijayabahu II. That 

the authors of Sasada, Muvadevda and Kav-silumina followed the 

same models in their works is seen in the general plan as well as 

in the details. In this connection, the beginnings of the works, 

wherein the stories are given in brief, and the similes used to convey 

the general plan of the poems, are of interest. The Kav-silumina 

is woven round the Kusa-jataka, which later formed the theme of 

the popular work of Alagiyavanna. The author is highly poetical, 

and has lavishly described subjects that caught his fancy. His 

descriptions show much originality, though he has not been unin¬ 

fluenced by Sanskrit theories of alankdra. 
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The Sidat-sangarava is the ear’iest surviving grammar of the 

language. Opinions regarding its authorship axe divided. Some 

attribute it to Vedeha, who is said to have composed a Sinhalese 

grammar (Sihalam Saddalakkhanam), as is attested by the colophon 

of his Samantakuta-vannana. The work itself refers to the author 

as the Principal of the Patiraja-pirivena, and also to the fact 

that it was written at the request of Deva Patiraja, the governor 

of South Ceylon. With the help of the Culavamsa, this Deva 

Patiraja has been identified with Parakramabahu IPs minister of 

the same name, who built a monastery at Attanagalla for 

AnavamadarSi Thera. With the help of this evidence Anavamadarsi 

has been credited with the authorship of this grammar, and the 

one alleged to have been written by Vedeha is presumed to be lost. 

The Sidat-sangarava is a collection of accepted rules of grammar, 

based on data gathered from literature. It is a grammar of 

the contemporary Elu language as different from the mixed 

language of to-day. That it is based entirely on padya (verse) is 

made clear by an examination of the author’s alphabet. Thus his 

language is very much restricted ; but as far as the Elu language 

is concerned we must admit that the work is comprehensive. 

The Elu-sandas-lakuna, a work on Sinhalese prosody, is assigned 

by some to the latter part of this period. It is important to note 

here that the author mentions that he is describing the metres in 

Elu in accordance with the traditions of ancient teachers. The 

Siya-bas-lakara too makes reference to older works on poetics, and 

it is difficult to decide whether these references are to Sinhalese or 

to Sanskrit authors and works; but it may be conjectured that 

prosody and rhetoric formed branches of study in Ceylon, from 

the earliest times. 

Saddharma-ratnavaliya 

The most important prose work of the Dambadeniya period is 

the Saddharma-ratnavaliya, which has been left to the last as it 

needs more detailed examination. The book is based mainly on 

the Pali Dhammapadatthakatha, written in the fifth century a.d. 

in Ceylon. It has been looked upon by all scholars as a 

mine of information on contemporary social conditions. Martin 

Wickramasinghe observes : ‘ Saddharmaratndvaliya liyana kdlayehi 

lakdiva pdvati sirit virit da, minisunge situm patum hdndum dedum 

ahayen galapu upamcyayo da varnanayo da ehi pitak pdsa daknd 

labeti. Pdrani simhalayange samdja tattvaya sevbnata metaram 
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upakdravana anek simhala fiotak natteya ', ‘ In the pages of Ratna- 

valiya are seen similes, descriptions, etc. which reflect the manners, 

customs, thoughts, and ideas of its day, and there is no other 

Sinhalese book so helpful in the investigation of the social condi¬ 

tions of the ancient Sinhalese' (Pnrdna-simhala-stringe-anduma, 

p. 40). Some however doubt whether this book truly represents 

conditions in Ceylon during the time it was written. Two 

arguments may be adduced by those who hold this view. 

Firstly, it may be said that, as the book is based on a work written 

in Pal’, it may not be a correct representation of life in Ceylon. 

The presumption seems to be that any literature in Pali describes 

conditions in India and not conditions in Ceylon. Secondly, it 

may be contended that as the author has kept much material con¬ 

tained in the Pali version of the fifth century, it is not true of life 

in the thirteenth century a.d. 

To examine the validity of these arguments we may first study 

the sources of the DPA of which the SdhRv is supposed to be a 

translation. The author in his prologue to this commentary states : 

' A subtile commentary thereon has been handed down from gene¬ 

ration to generation in the island of Ceylon. But because it is 

composed in the dialect of the island, it is of no profit or advantage 

to foreigners. It might perhaps conduce to the welfare of all man¬ 

kind. This was the wish expressed to me by the Elder Kumara 

Kassapa, self-conquered, living in tranquillity, steadfast in resolve. 

His earnest request was made to me because of his desire that the 

good Law might endure. Therefore I shall discard this dialect 

and its diffuse idiom and translate the work into the pleasing lan¬ 

guage of the Sacred Texts. Whatever in the stanzas has not been 

made clear in the stanzas themselves, whether in letter or in word, 

all that will I make clear. The rest I will also tell in Pali, in accor¬ 

dance with the spirit of the stanzas. Thus will I bring to the minds 

of the wise joy and satisfaction in matters both temporal and 

spiritual This makes it absolutely clear that the stories in this 

commentary existed in Ceylon in written form in Sinhalese, either 

as parts of the Sinhalese Commentaries, or as legend and folk 

tales. Summarising Malalasekara’s discussion, quoted in the fore¬ 

going pages, we see that he concludes that the author of the Attlia- 

katha merely presented in literary Pali what already existed as 

folklore. He also draws our attention to Hugh Nevill’s view' that 

this commentary was not included in the three Sihalatthakathas ; 
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but that it merely represented popular legends which had acquired 

considerable authority by the time of Buddhaghosa, who translated 

them, arranging them at his own discretion. Thus he is in agree¬ 

ment with the statement in the prologue that the stories were 

translated into Pali from Sinhalese, though they disagree on the 

question whether the stories were a part of the Atthakathas or 

not. Burlingame in his Introduction to the Buddhist Legends, 

page 26, says: ‘ Ostensibly at least, and in name and form, the 

commentary remains a commentary ; what was once a commen¬ 

tary has become nothing more or less than a large collection of 

legends and folk tales . B. C. Law in his History of Pali Literature, 

(pp. 449-450), agrees with Burlingame, but further adds that the 

DPA ' derives a considerable number of its stories from the four 

Nikayas, the Vinaya, the Udana, the works of Buddhaghosa, 

and the Jataka book, for over fifty stories of the commentary are 

either deviations of the Jataka stories or close parallels '. With 

reference to this topic Burlingame observes that * a comparison 

with the Ahguttara-Nikaya tends to show that in every case the 

Dhammapada commentary version and the Ahguttara-Nikaya 

version are derived independently of each other from a common 

original’ (Buddhist Legends, Introduction, p. 50), and that the 

stories in the Dhammapada commentary are undoubtedly drawn 

from the same source as the former (ibid., p. 51). Paying a great 

tribute to the author as a ‘ first-rate story-teller he says : * If 

a legend or story which he finds in the sacred scriptures or commen¬ 

taries can be improved on by alteration or expansion or compression, 

he makes such changes in it to suit his purpose. If a story will do 

very well just as it stands he copies it word for word, sometimes 

telling where he got it, but more often not. Or it may suit his 

purpose better to tell the story in his own words, introducing 

original touches here and there. Or he may have heard a good 

story from a traveller or sailor or villager or fellow monk. No 

matter where he read the story, no matter where he heard it, no 

matter what its character, it becomes grist for his mill. Some of 

the stories he tells sound as though they had come out of drinking 

taverns, and it is quite possible that they did . . . Not only does he 

display good judgment in selecting stories, and consummate skill 

in adapting them to his purpose ; but he is also a first-rate story¬ 

teller on his own account. Many of the best stories cannot be 

traced to other sources, and of these at least, a considerable number 
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are doubtless original ’ (ibid., p. 27). Nevill also does not assert 

dogmatically that the origin of these stories was in India : ‘ It may 

be quite possible \ he says, ‘ that the legends had their origin in 

India or elsewhere and that they did not belong to Mahinda's 

school' (see Pali Literature of Ceylon, p. 97). Hence it is quite 

reasonable to suggest that some of these stories may have originated 

in Ceylon, and Buddhaghosa may have learnt them from the villa¬ 

gers or even the monks. At any rate it is clear that all these stories 

were definitely known in Ceylon for many centuries before they were 

translated. 

We shall now consider to what extent the Sinhalese work is a 

translation of the Pali. The word ‘ translation ’ generally means 

a rendering from one tongue to another, faithful to the original. 

If in an attempt of this nature the translator brings in his own 

views and ideas and also includes subject-matter that is not in the 

original, then it is obvious that the work is not really a translation. 

The author of the SdhRv has no doubt brought in much material, 

by addition of words, phrases, similes and paragraphs not in the 

original Pali. In volume the Sinhalese version is about three times 

the size of the Pali, and this indicates the extent of the new material 

introduced into the Sinhalese work. One example will suffice to 

prove how an idea can be impregnated with quite a different meaning, 

and produce a completely different picture from that of the original, 

by introducing an additional word or two into the translation. 

The Cakkhupala story in the DPA states that the two brothers were 

married (ghara-bandhanena bandhimsu), that they were bound by 

the bonds of household life. In Sinhalese this phrase is rendered 

as ' saranapava genvddi venkalaha which would mean that the 

persons concerned were married and also that they were made to 

live separately from their parents, setting up their own household. 

This rendering brings in a meaning not conveyed by the original, 

and throws light upon the social conditions of the time. Thus 

the author not only translated the original, but also through modi¬ 

fication, expansion, or alteration adapted it to depict conditions 

of his day. He also includes stories which are not in the DPA, 

and come from other sources such as the Milindapanha, Anagata- 

vamsadesana, etc. This too indicates that he did not mean his 

work to be a translation, at least of a particular book. The Sin¬ 

halese version therefore should be looked upon as an adaptation 

of the Pali. 
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Now the question remains how far the material in the SdhRv 

depicts contemporary conditions in Ceylon. It will be generally 

accepted that whatever new material was added by the author of 

this book portrays conditions of the thirteenth century. But there 

might be a difference of opinion about the rest of the material which 

is common to both this book and the Pali original. It can be argued 

that this material does not refer to conditions in Ceylon, but to 

those in India. Now we have to consider two important aspects of this 

question, (i) How far does the material in the Pali version itself 

represent conditions in Ceylon ? (2) Does this material as trans¬ 

lated in the Sinhalese describe social conditions of the thirteenth 

century, when the Sinhalese version was written ? 

In the first place it is wrong to presume that, as the DPA 

is written in Pali, it does not refer to the state of society in Ceylon. 

It has been pointed out in the preceding pages that the DPA 

itself is an adaptation of an earlier Sinhalese book, some stories of 

which must have had their origin in Ceylon. Therefore much of 

the material, with the exception perhaps of what was added by 

Buddhaghosa, should portray conditions in Ceylon before the fifth 

century a.d. Part of the material in the Sinhalese version supposed 

to have been translated by Buddhaghosa might have been based 

on stories borrowed from India ; but as these were written in Sinha¬ 

lese by persons in Ceylon and must have existed in Ceylon for some 

length of time, they too, must necessarily have some bearing on 

life in Ceylon during these early times. Unquestionably the stories 

that originated in India throw much light on various aspects of 

Indian life ; but all the new material that gathered round them 

during their course in Ceylon must depict aspects of life in Ceylon 

prior to the fifth century a.d. Even these Indian stories may 

point to conditions which were common to both countries, for con¬ 

ditions in India and Ceylon during the early periods were no doubt 

very similar. It is therefore incorrect to presume that the material 

in the Pali version depicts conditions in India only. 

It still remains to be decided how far the material common to 

both books represents the conditions of the thirteenth century a.d. 

We have already pointed out that the author of the SdhRv while 

adapting the material of the Pali version, changed and modified 

the original to suit the conditions of his day. In the case of the rest 

of the material he might not have considered it necessary to make 
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any alterations or changes, because tHey might have been true even 

of the conditions of his time. As an example from the SdhRv 

itself we may take the vow taken by the sctthi before the large tree, 

to honour it if he should be blessed withachild (SdhRv 27). This 

shows a practice that has existed up to the present day of praying to 

various deities for the gift of children. The number of those who 

flock annually to the shrine at Kataragama for this purpose is large, 

and we have even to-day instances of offerings being made to trees 

for blessings received as a result of vows taken under their shade. 

Some institutions, customs and manners may have remained un¬ 

altered during the course of years from the fifth to the thirteenth 

century, while others may have changed or developed in the 

course of time. Therefore even the material contained in the DPA, 

and rendered unaltered in the SdhRv may very well depict condi¬ 

tions which may be true of the thirteenth century. This can be 

further established if it is possible to produce corroborative evidence 

to show that a certain institution or custom referred to in the SdhRv 

was in existence sometime during the course of these centuries, or 

even after the thirteenth. Such evidence no doubt will prove a 

link in the process of the evolution and growth of Sinhalese culture, 

during which process some institutions and customs or practices 

might have remained unchanged while others underwent change. 

Attempts will be made in the following pages to advance such 

corroborative evidence as will help us to establish that the SdhRv 

depicts contemporary social conditions. 
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CHAPTER l 

POLITICAL DIVISIONS 

THE Pali Chronicles leave no doubt that Ceylon was normally 

divided into different kingdoms, and that it was only occasion¬ 

ally that a powerful king established his rule over the whole island. 

In the 12th century the island was divided into: 

(i) Raja-ratci which comprised the present North and North- 

central provinces as well as parts of Matale North and East, and the 

Malaya or the hill-country. 

(2) Dakkhini-de&a, the Southern country, the southern border 

of which ran from Adam’s Peak to the sea, included Panca Ydjana 

and also included the districts of Tabba, Giriba, Moravapi, Mahi- 

pala, Pilavitthika and Buddhagama, Ambavana, Bodhigamavara 

and Kantakapetaka-rattha (CV 69. 8). 

(3) Ruhunu-rata divided into (a) Dojosdas-rata, roughly the 

Southern Province, with the capital at Mahanagakula (modern 

Marakada or Nakulugamuva) and (6) Atadas-rata, with Uddhana- 

dvara as its chief city, roughly Uva (see Codrington, J.R.A.S. 

C.B., Vol. XXIX, 1922, pp. 65, 73). 

These divisions continued up to about the end of the 12th 

century when they went through a definite change. It is proved 

by the available records that by the beginning of the 13th 

century a.d. the three divisions Ruhunu, MayiX and Pihiti 

were already established. It is not easy to fix the exact 

date when these three divisions replaced the three of the 12th 

century mentioned above. Tentatively it can be suggested that 

the change seems to have taken place between the time of Para- 

kramabahu I and Lllavatl (a.d. 1197-1200). The first use of the 

term Tri-Simhala helps us to establish the date from wnich the new 

divisions were definitely recognised. The first mention of the 

term Ti-Sihala in the Chronicle occurs in CV 81. 46 in connection 

with Vijayabahu III (a.d. 1214-1235). In the inscriptions, the 

term first occurs in an inscription of Lllavatl (a.d. 1197-1200), who, 

it states, attained the sovereignty of Tri-Simhala (EZ 1. 5. 181). 

The inscriptions of Sahasa Malla (a.d. 1200-1202), and of Kalyana- 

vati (a.d. 1202) use this term in referring to the whole island: ' Sahasa 

I 
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Malla was crowned king of Tri-Simhala at a lucky moment ' (EZ 2. 

5. 228) ; Kalyanavatl ‘ attained the supreme regal splendour in 

the three Simhalas ' (EZ 4. 2. 80). It is significant that the inscrip¬ 

tions of Nissahka Malla (a.d. 1187-1196), who ascended the throne 

prior to Lilavati, bear the term Tun-raj ay a and not Tri-Simhala: for 

example, the Galpota inscription (EZ 2. 3. no) states that he 

* repaired great tanks, irrigation canals ... in the three kingdoms ’. 

The Hatadage slab-inscription (a.d. 1192-1196) has ‘ praninta abhaya 

dl tun raj ay a padakunukota ’. The Nissahka Malla slab-inscription, 

which is earlier than the above, says: ‘ avurudu gananakata ay a 

heir a vaddrd tunrajayehimd hatna kalata kdti ada hara ’, ‘ He graci¬ 

ously remitted taxes for several years and abolished the tax on 

chena cultivation in the three kingdoms ' (EZ 2. 2. 81). 

The Hatadage vestibule wall-inscription states : ' Lankdva sisard 

gam niyamgam rajadhani bald vaddrd ‘ Toured Lanka inspecting 

villages, market towns, and capital towns’ ; ‘Tun rajayehi noyek 

tdnhi maligada . . . namva1 having erected mansions in various 

parts of the three kingdoms ’ (EZ 2. 2. 93). The Katugahagalge 

inscription of Nissahka Malla refers to the kingdoms of Runu and 

Maya. Adding a note to this, Paranavitana states that the Yudan- 

ganava and Valigatta pillars insert Pihiti rajayehi after Maya 

rajayehi and that this word was omitted in the present epigraph 

possibly through the carelessness of the engraver (EZ 3. 6. 329, n. 2). 

In dealing with the same inscription he states that Muller says that 

‘ the contents are identical with those of the inscription at Kaeli- 

gatte (Valigatta) ; only that here the words Pihiti rajayehi Kael. A. 

14 are missing ' (EZ 3. 6. 326). If, as Paranavitana maintains, 

the omission is an inadvertence on the part of the engraver, then 

it must be accepted that the three divisions were already established 

by the time of Nissahka Malla; but it is not possible to overlook 

the fact that the term Pihiti is not mentioned in many of his inscrip¬ 

tions and ‘ Tri-Simhala ’ is not used in any. The Kevulgama inscrip¬ 

tion of October 10th, a.d. 1200, of Sahasa Malla refers to Pihiti 

in * Pihiti rajaye bada mdndivak saihvdlle avu valimada liyatda 

‘ Valimada liyatda in Mandivak Sariivalla of the Pihiti kingdom ' 

(EZ 3. 5. 234). Queen Kalyanavati’s inscription of Batalagoda- 

vava refers to Madhyadesa in the kingdom of Maya (a.d. 1200) 

(EZ 4.2.81). Considering the evidence of the MV, we have already 

seen that the term Ti-Sihala occurs for the first time in 81. 46 

(see also CV translation, pt. II, p. 139, n. 2). The name Patit- 
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tharattha (S. Pihitirata) occurs in CV 82. 26 for the first time, in 

the account of the reign of Parakramabahu II ; and in the same 

account Mayarattha occurs in CV 81. 15 for the first time. In 

a footnote to this the translator states that ‘ it is noteworthy that 

in this second continuation of Culavamsa the names Dakkhina- 

de§a and Rajarattha vanish and are replaced by Mayarattha and 

Patittharattha ’ (CV, pt. ii, p. 136, n. 4). This statement seems 

rather inaccurate, as at least the term Rajarattha occurs only more 

or less half way through the second part of the CV, i.e., CV 79. 13 : 

‘ In Rajarattha the king had ninety-nine thupas built ’ ; and CV 

74. 45 * let us meanwhile take possession of Rajarattha CV 79. 

60 mentions a province of the yuvaraja which is identified as Dak- 

khina-deSa by the translators by the insertion of the word Dakkhina- 

de£a within brackets. These references, and also the reference to 

Pihitirata in the Pjv, show that the divisions of the island were 

known as Rununu, Maya and Pihiti by the ti^ie of Parakramabahu 

II (a.d. 1236). The evidence from the EZ shows that these were the 

divisions from the time of the last years of the 12th century—i.e. the 

latter part of the reign of Nissanka Malla. 

The Pjv also refers to the kingdom of Maya in stating that Da 

Sen Keliya (a.d. 460) collected forces in the country of Maya ; 

but no doubt the author of Pjv is here using a name in use in his 

time, as no mention is made of Maya at so early a date either in 

the Chronicles or in the inscriptions. Men'dis states that during 

the period a.d. 362-1017, the Northern region of Ceylon, the capital 

of which was Anuradhapura, came to be called Pihitirata (The 

Early History of Ceylon, p. 46). The foregoing facts will show 

that this conclusion is open to doubt, as the'name Pihiti does not 

occur either in the inscriptions or in the MV as early as the time 

referred to by him. His assumption that Mayarata ‘ along with 

Rajarata and Ruhuna were considered the three main divisions of 

Ceylon ' at this time (ibid., p. 46), is also quite doubtful, for the same 

reason. 

The CV corroborates Mendis’s view that the Dakkhina-deSa 

was given over to the heir to the throne ; but his statement that 

Dakkhina-de§a came to be called Mayarata finds no such corro¬ 

boration, as CV 42. 8 only says that ‘ the province of Dakkhina- 

desa with the appropriate retinue (P. sayoggam) be made over 

to the yuvaraja \ The Pjv mentions that Vijayabahu III, who 

subdued Mayarata, advised his sons ‘ not to attempt to make war 
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with the Tamils, who had a powerful army and that they should 

not go beyond Sajagal Kandura' (Gunasekara, A Contribution 

to the History of Ceylon from Pujdvaliya, p. 39). This makes it 

clear that Salagal Kandura here mentioned formed a part of the 

frontier between Maya and the kingdom of the Tamils in the north. 

Each of the three kingdoms was also divided into main divisions, 

such as provinces (danav), districts (rata), towns, market-towns 

(niyamgam) and villages. The SdhRv and the Sdhlk both speak 

of gam, niyamgam, and rata when the Pali originals do not mention 

rattha. The Sdhlk translates the Pali terms gama, nigama, janapada 

as gam niyamgam rata danav, and the SdhRv translates the Pali 

game vd nigame vd as gameka vevayi niyamgameka vevayi rateka 

vevayi toteka . . . These make it clear that an idea of a divi¬ 

sion as rata was known to these writers. The 10th century ins¬ 

criptions also mention rat dad andmaharat (EZ 3. 2. 94, 4. 1. 43). 

In a footnote to rat dad Paranavitana observes that rata was applied 

to a territorial division corresponding to a modem kor.ile. The 

references made in Sdhlk of the early 14th century, make it clear 

that the country was divided into various janapadas during this 

time. Rohana Janapada is frequently mentioned (cp., p. 718, 391, 

368), and does not seem to be identical with the Rohana of the three 

main divisions. The Sdhlk refers to a Kuddharajja danavva from 

which a certain monk came to Magama to listen to a sermon called 

Ariyavamsa-desand (398). The story also states that people 

came from far-off places to listen to these Ariyavamsa-desana. 

Hence it is difficult to say whether Kuddharajja was a province 

in Rohana or in some other part of the island. Sdhlk also refers 

to Giripada danavva (451). The reference is in connection with 

Kavantissa of Rohana. A crow is said to have brought five messages 

to him, one being the report of the death of a monk Mahanaga in 

the temple of Koturukadu in the Giripada province. It is quite 

likely that Giripada herein referred to was another province in 

Rohana. The Batalagoda-vava inscription of Kalyanavati (a.d. 

1202) refers to a lord of Marigalapuratf/n?s Badalagoda . . . Madhya- 

de§a in the kingdom of Maya (EZ 4. 2. 81). In this connection 

Paranavitana observes that the 34th chapter of the Pjv refers to 

Vijayabahu as having appointed the people of Badalagodanuvara 

to guard that fortress and that the Larikatilaka inscription of 

Bhuvanekabahu IV records the grant to the temple of lands in 

Parana (old) Badalagoda and Alut (new) Badalagoda. 4 This 
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town he says, ‘ is said, in the present record, to have been in the 

Maya kingdom, which is as one would expect ; but it is not clear 

in what connection the territorial division MadhyadeSa. occurs ’ 

(EZ4.2.77). This Badalagoda is identified with Parana-nuvara, by 

which the ancient site is now known (ibid.). This reference to a 

Madhyadesa in Maya suggests that this kingdom was sub-divided 

according to the compass as Dakkhina, Uttara, Pacina and Madhya. 

Such sub-divisions were to be found in Peninsular and North India, 

though the names differed from place to place. 

The Sdhlk also refers to villages inhabited by people engaged 

in specific occupations, e.g., kcvulugama, fishermen’s village 

(521, 611) ; velendagam, merchants’ villages (196) ; 7didigam, 

hunters’ villages (437) ; gdpdlayan vasana gamaka, cowherds’ 

village (423). This shows that some of the villages were occupied 

by people of the same occupation, and were named accordingly- 

The same book also gives us a description of the town of Magama 

(395) : ‘ There was ’, it says, ‘ in the province of Rohana, a large 

town, exceedingly beautiful, echoing with the joyous cries of “ sadhu 

sadhu " of the devoted people who were constantly engaged in meri¬ 

torious deeds. It was inhabited by hundreds and thousands of 

monks and was full of viharas and monasteries. The inhabitants 

possessed great wealth and prosperity. It was beautified by 

hundreds of streets, on either side of which were storeyed mansions 

lustrous with rays spreading from golden gables and pinnacles set 

with seven kinds of gems and adorned with various beautiful paint¬ 

ings ; and it was filled with the sweet music of song and dance 

that were constantly held ’. It will also be interesting to note 

a few of the descriptions of cities : A city was surrounded by a 

moat, and had a high rampart reaching far into the sky (SdhRv 

1005). The cities had numerous streets, were crowded with people 

and were full of the ten kinds of noises. The Pj v states that Anura- 

dhapura had nine lakhs of buildings of several storeys, and ninety 

lakhs of single-storey buildings, and resounded with the noises 

produced by the horses, elephants, chariots, vinas, drums and 

conches and the shouts of the distributors of food and drink (Pjv 711). 

The Sdhlk describes Anuradhapura as encircled by parapets which 

were like the coils of white ndgas who had come to see the splendour 

of the city, and decked with rows of ddgdbas as high as Kailasa 

and with bodhi trees like wish-conferring divine trees. It was 

full of monasteries of monks and nuns, lustrous with the golden 
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pinnacled storeyed mansions numbering about nine lakhs and 

ninety lakhs of single-storey houses. The streets Candravanka, 

Mahaveli, Singuruvak, etc. were ornamented with gold and silver 

pandals, archways made of plantain-trees, multi-coloured banners 

and streamers, rows of lamps set on fences or stands of gold, silver, 

etc., with garlands of flowers and pots of water. It resounded with 

the noises of the horses, elephants and chariots and with music, 

etc. Here and there were theatres where danced and sang clever 

dancers and musicians (Sdhlk 389). 



CHAPTER II 

THE KING 

(a) Kingship 

The origin of kingship in Ceylon from the state of the Gdtnanl 

has been discussed by Paranavitana in his contribution on the 

subject (Two Royal Titles of the Early Sinhalese, and the Origin of 

Kingship in Ancient Ceylon, J.R.A.S. of Great Britain and Ireland, 

1936, PP- 443-462). Here he has discussed the hypothesis that 

kingship was founded in Ceylon by ASoka with the consecration of 

Devanampiya Tissa. From this time up to the 13th century the 

island saw the rise and fall of a multitude of kings. Up to about 

the end of the 5th century the Maurya and the Lambakarna 

dynasties were fighting with each other for supremacy over the 

island. Later on we come to the rivalry between the Sinhalese 

kings and those of Kalihga. We see, for example, that from the 

time of Nissanka Malla of Kalinga, towards the end of the 12th 

century, this rivalry was acute, and a quick succession of a number 

of rulers was the result, though Kalinga and Pandya-de§a were 

closely associated with the island by frequent intermarriage ; 

and Indian princes and princesses migrated to Ceylon and were 

merged in the Sinhalese population. ' But the attitude of those 

who came to the island about the time of Parakramabahu I was 

evidently different. They seem to have been imbued with a strong 

national spirit. Their great desire was to keep the sceptre of the 

island in the hands of their leaders, and to make Ceylon a happy 

hunting ground for their kith and kin from the Indian continent * 

(EZ 1. 4. 125). Paranavitana also refers to this rivalry in his 

comments on the slab-inscription of Lilavati. He says : ‘ Soon 

after Parakramabahu’s death in a.d. 1186, there were perpetual 

intrigues, among the Kalinga and Sinhalese princes and officers 

of State, for political ascendancy ' (EZ 1. 5. 177). In a footnote 

on the same page he cites corroborative evidence from CV 63. 5-11, 

wherein it is said that Queen Ratnavali, mother of Parakramabahu I, 

objected to the marriage of her daughter Mitta to Manabharana, 

son of her brother-in-law 3rivallabha, as he was a descendant of 

the Pandu king who married Mitta, sister of Vijayabahu I. This 

4—H 11305 (2/68) 
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rivalry caused a quick succession of rulers who were either murdered 

or deposed. The 13th century commenced with the rule of Sahasa 

Malla, half-brother of Nissanka Malla (EZ 1. 5. 177). He was 

placed on the throne on Wednesday, 23rd August, a.d. 1200, by 

Kitti, who deposed Lilavati, as his co-ministers preferred a prince 

of the Kalihga dynasty to reign over them (EZ 1. 5. 177). This 

monarch was deposed by the general Ayasmanta, and the throne 

was restored to Queen Kalyanavati (CV 80. 33, Pjv 36). These 

intrigues continued until Vijayabahu III, a Lambakarna of the 

line of Sanghabodhi, attained supreme power. During the 13th 

century his successors held sway over the island. 

Mendis points out that some time between the 4th and nth 

centuries, views regarding kingship underwent a change (Early 

History of Ceylon, p. 54). The kings, he says, were no longer regard¬ 

ed as ordinary human beings, but were looked upon as Bodhisatlvas. 

The Jetavanarama slab-inscription of Mahinda IV testifies to this 

when it says that none but the Bodhisattas would become kings of pros¬ 

perous Lanka (EZ 1. 6. 240). This view was expressed by Nissanka 

Malla towards the end of the 12th century in his Pritidanaka- 

mandapa inscription, wherein he says: ‘ I will show myself in 

my (true) body which is endowed with benevolent regard for and 

attachment to the virtuous qualities of a Bodhisatla king who, 

like a parent, protects the world and the religion ’ (EZ 2. 4. 176). 

Nissanka Malla goes a step further when in his Galpota slab-inscrip¬ 

tion he states that the appearance of an impartial king should be 

welcomed as the appearance of a Buddha (EZ 2. 3. 121). No 

doubt the same views were held during the following century, as 

kings were expected to be endowed with virtuous qualities equiva¬ 

lent to those of aspirants to Buddhahood. The CV (88. 35), the 

Raja-ratnakaraya (p. 47), and the Nikava-sangrahava (ed. Kuma- 

ranatunga, p. 24), bear evidence to this when they refer to one of 

the kings of this period as Bosat Vijayabahu. This idea is 

expressed in the words of Parakramabahu II when he exclaimed : 

* I will be Buddha ’ (CV 86. 7). During the earlier periods kings 

were considered ordinary human beings ; but when the origin of 

kingship in the island had long been forgotten and the kings assumed 

greater and greater power, they naturally imposed different views 

on their subjects regarding their origin. Mendis refers to this 

fact when he says that, though kings appeared in human form, they 

were to be regarded as gods, and attributes this to the influence 



of Hinduism (Early History of Ceylon, p. 79). This view is attested 

by Nissahka Malta’s slab-inscription at the north gate, wherein he 

states that kings stood as gods in human form and as parents of 

tlie world (EZ 2. 4. 163). In the Galpota slab-inscription he says 

that ‘ though kings appear in human form, they are human divini¬ 

ties and must, therefore, be regarded as gods lhe repetition of 

this idea of the divinity of kings by Nissahka Malla shows that he 

did his best to drive this new idea into the heads of his people. 

These two views no doubt originated with the influence of Hinduism 

and Mahay an ism that had spread widely by this time (see Intro¬ 

duction). 

A king seems to have been considered absolutely necessary 

for the well-being of the people. This view is expressed by Sahasa 

Malla in his slab-inscription when it is said that ‘ a kingdom without 

a king, like a ship without a steersman, would not endure ; like 

a day without the sun it would be lustreless ’ (EZ 2. 5. 227). Before 

this, Nissahka Malla in his North-gate slab-inscription stated the 

same thing. He said: ‘ It is not right to live without a king. 

So whenever there is no one holding the position of paramount 

king, then either the heir apparent, or, if there be no such personage, 

one of the princes, failing them, one of the princesses, should be 

chosen for the kingdom . . . Non-Buddhistic princes from kola, 

Kerala, or other countries, should not be chosen ’ (EZ 2. 4. 163). 

The absolute necessity of a king is plainly shown when Nissahka 

Malla goes to the extent of stating that the people should even 

‘ place a slipper of a great king in the position of king ’ (EZ 2. 3. 122). 

This king also advises his subjects regarding the choice of a king. 

‘ They should elect for kingship the sons of . .\ kings, apa, mahapa, 

even though they be minors, for they are the lords of the world, 

and they should maintain family customs ... If there are no 

princes, they should maintain (the kingdom) by submitting them¬ 

selves to the swav of the queens . . . People should not establish 

in the Island of Lanka, which belongs to the Kalihga dynasty, 

non-Buddhistic kings of Coja, Pandya, etc., who are inimical to 

the religion of the Buddha’ (EZ 2. 3. 12?,). In his North-gate 

slab-inscription he denounces vehemently any aspiration of the 

govi caste to the regal dignity, for this, he says, is like the crow 

aping the swan, or the donkey the Saindhava steed, the fire-fly 

the sunshine, etc. (EZ 2. 4. 164). In this connection Paranavitana 

remarks that * they found the nobles of the govi-kula, however— 
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practically descendants of their own kinsmen—very powerful, 

and aspiring to the throne. To counteract this, the sovereigns 

resorted to the well-known tradition of the Vijayan colonization 

of the island, and proclaimed to the Sinhalese people that they alone 

were the pure descendants of the race of Vijaya, and that, for this 

reason, as also because they were defenders of the Buddhist religion, 

the throne of Lanka, belonged to them and to no other clan ’ (EZ 

i. 4. 125). This no doubt reflects the antagonism they (the kings 

who came from India) bore to the Sinhalese dynasties that aspired 

to kingship. 

The selection of a Buddhist king to the throne was of paramount 

importance, for one of the foremost duties incumbent on Sinhalese 

kings was the promotion of the welfare and the protection of the 

Buddhasdsana. The slab-inscription of the Velaikkaras states 

that a king ‘ put on the sacred crown in order to look after the 

Buddhist religion ’ (EZ 2. 6. 253). The king was considered a 

parent (EZ 2. 4. 176) and a protector of the whole world ; thus 

the welfare of the whole country and its people depended entirely 

on its monarch. He was not only the guardian of law and order, 

but was also held responsible for misfortunes that befell his subjects, 

and even for natural phenomena. This was so in the earliest periods 

of the island’s history; for the pious king Sangabo is said to have 

brought down rain (CV 36. 76), and is also said to have stopped the 

pestilence of the red-eyed demon (CV 36. 90). One can easily 

conjecture that this concept of the king's duty persisted far into 

later times, especially as the belief in divinity of kings was prevalent. 

The Thulla-Tissa-thera-vatthu bears evidence of this in the story 

of the ascetics Narada and Devala, when it says: ‘nagard arune 

anuggaccahante rdjadvaram gantva dev a tayi raj jam karente aruno 

na utthahati. arnnam no utthapehlti kandimsu. raid attano 

kayakammddini oldkento kind ayuttam adisva klnnnkhd kdrananti 

dntetva . . . ', When the sun did not rise, the people of the city 

marched to the palace gate and shouted ‘ O King! when ruled by 

you the sun does not rise. Cause the sun to rise \ The king 

reflected on his actions and saw no injustice done by him. Then 

thinking what the reason could be . . . (DPA, p. 21). This, no 

doubt, is a Jataka idea that came down from the pre-Buddhistic 

times, as observed by Mehta when he says: ' Everything is right 

only when the kings are just. Even if there is no rainfall, it is the 

king’s fault. All the people gather together before his palace and 
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ask him to atone for his sins ' (Pre-Buddhist India, p. 84). That 

this idea did not leave the minds of the people is attested by the 

author of SdhRv in his translation of the above story. Here 

he adds a little flavour, and also a certain amount of force, to the 

Sinhalese rendering when he says: ‘ nuSiiba vahanse raja kamata 

patangena metek davas niihgcna hira ada nictek veld venalek nonciu- 

geyi. ratatotavalin havurudu noyihmavd badda namvannd scrna adat 

davasa iknt nokara hira ndhguva mdnavdyi kivuya* (SdhRv 85). 

The translator here adds the statement ‘ havurudu novikmavd 

badda namvannd scma ’, for this idea is not expressed in the Pali 

version. This makes it clear that the writer was keenly aware 

of the oppression caused by a king by heavy taxation, and that the 

people did expect the ruler to protect his subjects in the same manner 

as he did not fail to collect his taxes. This statement also shows 

that the Jataka concept was yet in the minds of the people even 

at this time. That the ‘ protection of the strongly loyal adherents ’ 

was in the highest degree a duty incumbent on the kings is stressed 

in the slab-inscription of Siihasa Malla (EZ 2. 5. 229). The SdhRv 

states that the people belong to the king, and in another place it 

says that one belongs to the king even though one may be rich 

(SdhRv 815, 331 respectively). 

The kings, as patrons of the Buddhasasana, were expected to fall 

into line with the order of morality set forth by the Buddha and 

also to practise the virtues demanded of every lay devotee. But 

this demand was a hundredfold greater in the case of rulers. Hence 

they were enjoined to practise the teilfold royal virtues (dasa- 

rdja-dharma), which are also rules of morality that every good 

Buddhist is expected to practise, though they are not qualities 

essentially confined to the Buddhist code of morals, for they are 

ideals set before all of noble birth (abhijdta) by the Bhagavadgita, 

which enumerates these ten amidst many more: 

ddnam damasca yajiiaica svadhydyastapa drjavam 

ahimsd satyamakrodhastydgah sdntirapaiiunam 

davd bhidesvaldluptvam mdrdavam hriracdpalam 

tejah ksamd dhrtih .saucamadrohondtimdnitd 

(Bhagavadgita, XVI, 16, 2, 3a), 

yajna (sacrifice), svadhyaya (vedic learning), saiya (truthfulness), 

apaiSunam (non-slander), dayd (compassion), aloluptvam (non¬ 

greed), hri (modesty), acdpalam (non-fickleness), tejah (subtlety 
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of intellect or majesty), dhrti (firmness), sauca (purity), anatimdnitd 

(humility), adroha (freedom from malice). The dasarajadharmas 

or rules of government or Norm of Kingship are: dana (alms¬ 

giving), slla (moral observances), pariccdga (liberality), ajjava 

(straightness), maddava (gentleness), tapo (self-restraint), akkodha 

(non-anger), avihimsa (non-hurtfulness), khanti (forbearance), 

avirodhana (non-obstruction). 

Literary evidence also shows that a king was expected to reign 

in accordance with the ten principles of royal conduct—dasarajadam. 

The KSil has it that the king, having married a queen, lived without 

transgressing the tenfold royal virtues: ‘ visl tamd kara kalak— 

kalak dasarajadamnen’ (KSil v. 5). The Chronicles always refer 

to a noble king as having reigned righteously and impartially, 

practising these regal virtues. The inscriptions of Nissanka Malla 

are full of references to these ten qualities. For example, the 

Kalinga park and Rankot dagaba gal-asana inscriptions say that 

he was ruling in accordance with the ten principles of regal duty. 

The Polonnaruva fragmentary slab-inscription of Sundara Mahadevi, 

queen of Vikramabahu I, a.d. 1116-1137, says: ‘ dasa rdjadharma 

nokopd mnlu lakdiva eksat kara rajakala siri sangabo vijayabahu ’, 

‘ Siri Sangabo Vijayabahu reigned without violating the ten princi¬ 

ples of royal conduct having brought the whole island of Lanka 

under one umbrella' (EZ 4. 2. 71). The slab-inscription of the 

Velaikkaras states that Vijayabahu Devar ‘ was graciously pleased 

to rule the kingdom for fifty-five years practising the royal virtues ' 

(EZ 2. 6. 254). The slab-inscription of Lilavatl records that she 

‘ reigned in accordance with the ten virtues belonging to royalty ' 

(EZ 1. 5. 180). The Pjv states that a king abandoned the practice 

of the tenfold virtues and handed over the administration of justice 

to the ministers (Pjv 227). The SdhRv, too, refers often to kings 

reigning righteously and impartially—ddhamin semin (SdhRv 239). 

Nissanka Malla’s slab-inscription refers to a multitude of virtues, 

such as liberality, truthfulness, heroism, and the like (EZ 2. 2. 80). 

As a Buddhist, the king also was expected to follow other paths 

of morality (slla) in keeping with the Buddhist code of morals. 

Thus a king was enjoined to perform day efter day the ten items of 

meritorious action—dasa pinkiriya vat (EZ 2. 3. 119), namely, 

dana (alms-giving), slla (morality), bhavana (meditation), pindlma 

(sharing one's merit with others), pin anumodana (sharing others' 

merit), vatd vat kirima (attending to one’s duties), pidiya ynttan- 
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pidlma (honouring those worthy of honour), bana kuna (preaching 
the doctrine), bana asima (listening to the doctrine), and samyak 
dristi (right view). 

Occasions on which kings preached the doctrine in keeping 
with these injunctions have been recorded in the chronicles as 
well as other literary works and inscriptions. The MV records 
that Dutugamunu attempted to preach, having learnt that ‘ a gift 
(by preaching) of the doctrine was more than a gift of worldly 
wealth': ‘At the foot of the Lohapasada, in the preacher’s chair 
in the midst of the brotherhood, I will preach the Marigalasutta 
to the brotherhood ; but when I was seated there, I could not 
preach it, from reverence for the brotherhood ’ (MV 32. 42). This 
is also recorded in the Thupa-vamsa (ed. D. E. Hettiaratchi, 1947, 
p. 167) : ‘ rahatun vahanse madhyayehi dharma danayak duna 
mdnavayi dharmasanayata p'ana n'dngx hinda mangala sutraya 
kiyanta patangat sek ’, Thinking that a gift of the Dhamma should 
be given amidst the arahants, he sat on the preacher’s chair and 
started preaching the Mangala-sutta. Upatissa II ‘ endowed with all 
royal virtues, ever leading a moral life, was great in pity. Shunning 
the ten sinful actions (dasa akusal, as opposed to dasa kusal), 
he practised the ten meritorious deeds ; the king fulfilled the ten 
royal duties and the ten pdramitas ’ (CV 37. 179). The slab- 
inscription of Kassapa V, giving a lengthy description of the king, 
qualifies him as ajara hamuyehi erne dham desum viyakhan kala 
siyabasnen bud guna vanu, ‘ He preached that same dhamma in 
the presence of his esteemed teacher, and extolled the virtues of 
the Buddha in his own language ' (EZ 1. 2. 43). The CV records 
that Parakramabahu II caused his royal brother Bhuvanekabahu, 
the yuvardja at the time, ‘ to be instructed, so that he was versed 
in the three Pitakas. He made him carry out the precepts for 
the theras, and held lectures of instruction thereon ’ (CV 84. 29). 
This was, no doubt, because the king was aware of his duty, and 
further, because being himself otherwise occupied in establishing 
peace and order, he employed his brother to attend to a part of 
his burden. 

There were two other sets of virtues that kings were expected 
to follow, namely, avoidance of evil conduct caused by the four 
kinds of error (satara agati), and practice of the four heart-winning 
qualities (satara sangraha-vastu, CV 37. 108 ; siv-sangard-vat. KSil 
v. 91). The kings were expected to refrain from wrongful 
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conduct caused by any of the four, chanda (desire), dosa (malice), 

bhaya (fear), and moha (delusion), for it is stated that the glory 

of those who do not transgress the path of righteousness grows 

like the waxing moon : 

chanda dosd bhaya tndhd yd dhammam ndtivattati 

vaddhatl tassa yaso sukkha-pakkheva candima, 

Dlgha-Nikdya, XXXI, 4, p. 182. 

If a king desired peace and safety, it was absolutely essential 

that he should practise the four heart-winning qualities ddna 

(liberality), peyyavajja (kindly speech), atthacariyd (beneficent 

action), and samdndtmatd (equanimity), to win the goodwill of 

his subjects. The Galpota inscription of Nissanka Malla records: 

' catussangraha vastuyen loka sdsana sanahd sit gat bahujanayd vend 

vend taman sit dti sneha paksapdta kola divi ii . . . davasa davasa 

dasa pinkiriya vat purd ‘ In this manner he conciliated the world 

and the church by the exercise of the fourfold cardinal virtues, 

and reached the very summit of popularity, so much so that people 

whose hearts he won protested their readiness to give their lives for 

him as a proof of the love and loyalty each entertained for him . . . 

performing day after day the ten meritorious acts ’ (EZ 2. 3. 106). 

King Buddhadasa is said to have been ‘ gifted with wisdom and 

virtue, a refuge of pure pity and endowed with the ten qualities 

of kings ; while avoiding the four wrong paths (agati) and practising 

justice, he won over his subjects by the four heart-winning quali¬ 

ties ’ (CV 37. 108). Moggallana II ‘ won over the mass of his 

subjects by largesse, friendly speech, by working for the good of 

others, and by his natural feelings for others ’ (CV 41. 63). When 

KirtiSri Rajasimha heard of the doings of former kings, of Para- 

kramabahu and others, he recognised it as right and imitated their 

doings : ‘ He learned the duties of a king, was filled with reverence 

for kingly duties, shunned the four false paths, schooled himself 

in the four heart-winning qualities, showed his brothers and others 

all favours by befitting action, made them contented and won their 

hearts by caring for them in the right way ’ (CV 99. 73). This 

is ample evidence that the above were the ideals set before every 

king who ascended the island’s throne. 

The exemplary character that a king was expected to bear is 

set forth in the story of King Kavantissa in the Sdhlk (ed. B. 

Saddhatissa, p. 452). The ministers admonished him thus: 
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A king should always be careful in all his actions ; the glory and 

fame of kings who do their duty, having intelligently considered 

what should be done and what should not be done, spread in the 

ten directions like the light of the waxing moon. All beings despise 

a ruler who is overcome with excessive lust, who does not persevere 

in his duty, who is oppressed by poverty, unduly gentle, or fierce 

like a demon, a king who is harsh and biting of speech, illiberal, 

inactive, ignoble in his conduct, crafty, easily overcome by fear 

and possessing no kingly courage. The glory and majesty of a. 

king, the very sight of whose face instils fear in the people, spread 

like the drop of oil on water and perish. Therefore, O king ! royal 

virtue lies in protecting all beings, association with wise men 

advanced in years, knowing worldly custom, leading a life free of 

blame in this and the next world, protecting himself, ruling rightly 

and impartially, being attached to friends and compassionate 

towards Brahmins and ascetics. These are ornaments to a king. 

He who shows compassion to, and helps in the hour of need even 

his worst enemy, who comes to him in adverse circumstances— 

comes to him for refuge being refugeless—he is the real king indeed. 

The kings of former times attained bliss of heaven by guarding 

their subjects rightly and protecting samanas and brahmanas, 

satisfying the wishes of suppliants. If, Your Majesty, the serpent 

of lust and the demon of hatred, the root cause of all evil, were to 

arise in the forest of your mind, banish them immediately with the 

charm of forbearance 

That the kings had knowledge of the Manava DharmaSastra, 

the Laws of Manu, is clear from the CV when it records that Para- 

kramabahu II was well versed in the Ordinances of Manu (Manu- 

nltivisdrado) (CV 84. 1). 

(b) Descent of Kings 

The kings of the early periods, when no special sanctity or divinity 

was attached to them, did not unlike Indian kings, trace their 

origin to the Sun or the Moon (Mendis, Early History of Ceylon, 

p. 29) ; but by the tenth century they generally claimed to belong 

to the Solar or the Lunar dynasty. That the kings of the ninth 

century tried to gain prestige by tracing their descent to the Sun, 

probably influenced by the ideas of the Puranas, is also observed 

by Mendis (ibid., p. 54). The inscription of Kassapa V states 

that he is descended from the Okkaka dynasty, the pinnacle of the 

illustrious Ksatriyas (EZ 1. 2. 43). Mahinda IV makes the same. 
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claim in bis slab-inscription (EZ i. 3. 115). That the same views 

prevailed even beyond the 13th century is quite clear from the 

attention paid to genealogies by the writers of the Pjv and SdhRv 

and by later authors. The author of the SdhRv in his story of the 

origin of the Sakyas includes the genealogy of Mahasammata up 

to Makhadeva, though this does not occur in the Pali version 

(SdhRv 312). The Pjv gives a detailed account of the genealogy 

of the Ambattha Sakyavamsa (Pjv 108-115). This long account 

helps us to form an idea of the claims of our own kings as to their 

traditional origin. King Parakramabahu II, the supposed author 

of the Kav-silumina, states in the colophon of this work that 

he belongs to the Lunar dynasty. This is one of the arguments 

cited in support of the view that Parakramabahu II was not the 

author of the Kav-silumina, as he is said to have belonged to the 

Solar dynasty. However this may be, it shows that the kings of this 

period claimed to be of one of the dynasties, the Solar or the Lunar. 

According to the MV the first mention of the claim of descent from 

Mahasammata is made in the case of Manavamma (a.d. 676), 

who is said to have been the son of Kassapa II, belonging to the 

line of Mahasammata (CV 47. 2). When we come to the 15th and 

16th centuries, we find the same claim still made by the kings. 

The slab-inscription of Bhuvanekabahu VI of the 15th century 

states that he was the son of Parakramabahu the Great, overlord 

of kings born in the race of the Sun, and was descended in regular 

succession from the glorious Mahasammata (EZ 3. 5. 281). Bhuva¬ 

nekabahu VII makes the same claim in his Palkumbura Sannasa 

when he says that he was of lineal descent from Mahasammata 

named Vaivasvata Manu (EZ 3. 5. 247). The Sdhlk of the 14th 

century, referring to this legendary view regarding Mahasammata, 

states that Mahasammata was the son of the Sun-god by Sri- 

Kanta, according to non-Buddhistic thought (paramataya) (Sdhlk 

ed. Saddhatissa, p. 131). 

This practice of tracing descent from Mahasammata seems to 

have been started when kings were looked upon as Bodhisattvas, 

for the MV first refers to the race of Mahasammata when it traces 

the descent of the Lord Buddha (MV 2. 1.) Hence, when kings 

were looked upon as Bodhisattvas they made the same claim as to 

their descent. The Rajavaliya commences with a long account 

of the descent of Mahasammata. 
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The account in the Visnu Purana (Book IV, ch. 1, etc.) will 

give us an idea of the dynasties of kings as recorded by the Hindus. 

Here there is no mention of Mahasammata but only of Vaivasvata. 

The dynasties given in the various Puranas differ at times, but 

are similar to a tolerable extent. This practice of tracing the 

descent of kings to a higher divinity was widespread in India. 

For example, the Pallavas traced their line to Brahma, and the 

idea of the divine origin of their family was elaborately related in 

their copper-plates (Minakshi, Administration and Social Life under 

t he Pallavas, p. 38). 

(c) Succession 

As in the Vcdic times, kingship was generally hereditary. 

Occasions are not few in the island’s history when lust for power 

on the part of the princes put a premature end to a king’s rule. 

On many an occasion a sendpati (Commander-in-Chief) is recorded 

as having slain the ruling king to gain the kingdom. Apart from 

such exceptional cases, kingship was hereditary, and seems to 

have passed from father to son according to primogeniture. 

‘ As to the right of succession observes Geiger, ‘ the rule 

was that the next youngest brother of the king succeeded 

him on the throne. Only when no other brother existed did 

the crown pass to the next generation, and here again to the 

eldest son of the eldest brother of the preceding generation * 

(CV, Vol. I, Introduction, p. xx). With due deference to Geiger’s 

great scholarship, it is very doubtful whether the examples he 

cites justify the conclusive formulation of such a rule of succession. 

It is significant that all the cases cited occur within the period 

between Mahinda III (a.d. 797) and Mahinda IV (a.d. 95b), when 

the MV recounts instances of personal considerations which seem 

to have affected the succession. In some of the cases on which 

he relies doubt persists as to the survival of sons, and in others 

as to the relationship. Though the records are silent on the point, 

it is more than possible that circumstances might have arisen to 

cause a variation from the usual practice regarding succession in 

these particular cases, and in the absence of further evidence than 

is available it would not be safe to conclude that a different rule 

had come into vogue. Against these are numerous cases, before 

and after the period above mentioned, which confirm our view 

that the succession passed from father to son. 
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The SdhRv and the Sdhlk refer to no other succession 

except that from father to son ; for example, the SdhRv 

says: ‘ put anuvo taman piydnan santaka rajyaya ganiti', ‘The 

son succeeds to the father’s kingdom ’ (172); ‘vadimdlu putanu- 

vanta rajyaya dipiyd', ‘ having given the kingdom to the eldest son ’ 

(314); and the Sdhlk says: ‘rajyaya rakalanta obage nisi put- 

rnvanek nata ', ‘ There is no suitable son of yours to protect the king¬ 

dom ’ (181) : ‘yuvarada tanaturen pudanaladuva . . . piyarajahu 

dvarnen siyalu rdjya dhurayehi niyuktava ’, ‘ Being honoured 

with the office of sub-king . . . engaged himself in all duties of king- 

ship after the death of his father Reviewing the Kandyan 

system of government, Codrington observes that ‘ when the succes¬ 

sion was doubtful, the selection of the new monarch in practice lay 

with the principal ministers, and their choice was formally ratified 

by the people, but normally son followed father on the throne ' 

{A Short History of Ceylon, p. 179). Earlier in his book he states 

that ‘ the succession to the throne normally seems not to have 

been from father to son, but from brother to brother, and then 

to the son of the eldest brother and his brothers ’ (ibid., p. 42). 

Unfortunately for us, he does not say at which point in the history 

of the island this change in succession took place. It is most 

likely that there was no cause for a change, as the normal 

rule of succession was always from father to son, both in the Kandy 

period and previously, and this indeed was in keeping with the 

Indian tradition, which has been thus summed up by N. N. Law: 

' The selection of the eldest son as successor to the kingdom appears 

to have been the normal mode of disposition in ancient times. 

The ruling of a kingdom by brothers in rotation has, so far as we 

see, nowhere been recorded as having taken place in the dominions 

of the Solar and Lunar kings in ancient times ’ (Ancient Indian 

Polity, pp. 51, 54). Since this was the general rule in ancient 

India, we so far have no reason to believe that a deviation from this 

general principle occurred in Ceylon. 

(d) Election 

The foregoing views perhaps create the impression that succession 

was only hereditary ; but a few examples show that ministers and 

the Sahgha, the community of monks, had a voice in the choice 

of a king. Occasions when a successor was elected to the throne 

are mentioned in the Chronicles. The MV refers to the election 

of king Thiilathana : ‘ When Saddha Tissa died, all the councillors 
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assembled, and when they had summoned together the whole 

brotherhood of bhikkhus in the Thuparama, they, with the consent of 

the brotherhood, consecrated the prince Thulathana as king ’ (MV 

33. 17). This was an election of a younger son to the throne in 

preference to the elder son Lanjatissa, who, in the view of the 

Sangha and the ministers was perhaps unworthy to hold the royal 

dignity. As a result of this, Lanjatissa is said to have treated the 

brotherhood ‘ slightingly and neglected them, thinking that “ they 

did not decide according to age” This example shows us that 

a prince could not ascend the throne merely by right ; but that he 

had to possess certain necessary qualifications demanded of a king. 

That this was the age-long Indian custom is seen by the following 

statement : ‘ But wTe have instances which show that heredity was 

often not the sole support by which a prince could get on to the 

throne. He was thoroughly examined by the ministers, and if 

found worthy and capable, then only was he declared fit for king- 
ship ’ (Mehta, Pre-Buddhist India, p. 101). The 12th century 

also records a somewhat similar case when Jayabahu I (a.d. 1114) 

was elected to the throne : ‘ The highest dignitaries and the ascetics 

dwelling in the district met together, and, without sending news 

of the monarch’s death to the ddipdda dwelling in Rohana, they 

took counsel together, and when they had become of one mind they 

bestowed the consecration as king of Lanka on the yuvardja ' 

(CV 61. 1). The statement ‘ wrhen they had become of one mind ’ 

suggests that the council was divided in its opinion to begin with, 

and that it was after discussion, perhaps of the merits, demerits 

and eligibility of the princes concerned, that unanimity was reached. 

The Galpota slab-inscription of Nissaiika Malla refers to the selection 

of a king (see p. 45 above). In the 13th Century, the successor 

of Parakramabahu II was chosen by the community of monks : 

‘ Hereupon he summoned the great community in great numbers, 

and the king asked them ” which of these six princes, my sister’s 

son and my own sons, is worthy of the royal crown ?” ...” 0 Great 

King, thy princely sons and this thy sister’s son are all capable 

men and well instructed ; they are all practised in fighting, crushers 

of the alien foe, and worthy of the royal crown as protectors of the 

laity and the order. But thy eldest son Vijayabahu ” . . . ’ (CV 87. 

39). The foregoing examples show that the community of monks 

had the chief voice in the choice of a king. This no doubt was 

due to the fact that the king was looked upon as the sole guardian 

of the Buddhasdsana. Codrington mentions that ‘ where the 
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succession was doubtful, the selection of the new monarch in practice 

lay with the principal ministers (A Short History of Ceylon, p. 179). 

The necessity for such an election, or even consultation, no doubt 

arose only in cases wrhere the heir was for some reason or other 

considered unlit to succeed. Under normal circumstances the 

heir succeeded to the throne, being spared such formality. ‘ In 

theory the sovereign was elected by the people, and the tradition 

of the right to choose or approve of the prince nominated to succeed 

appears to have survived even the tyrannies established by the 

last occupants of the throne ’ (Hayley, A Treatise on the Laws 

and Customs of the Sinhalese, p. 41). P. C. Dharma's remarks 

on Ancient Indian Kingship sum up the position for us thus : 

* Kings were hereditary as a rule. But the new kings could not 

succeed as a matter of right. They had to be formally elected by 

the people’s assembly. The kings succeeded one another by the 

law of primogeniture . . . the succession of the eldest son to the 

throne of the father, unless he was disqualified, was the recognised 

rule . . . The son must be a prince qualified to succeed, by his 

virtue and education . . . Though it was the rule for the eldest son 

(unless disqualified) to succeed, the consent and approval . . . was 

necessary before he could be crowned’ {The Ramdyana Polity, 

pp. 14, !5)- 

(e) Inauguration 

The inauguration was the most important institution relating to 

kingship. The ceremony seems to have been conducted amidst 

great pomp and revelry. This was a time-honoured ceremony which 

started in Ceylon with the consecration of Devanampiya Tissa, 

who, according to Paranavitana, was the first to be instituted 

king in Ceylon (J.R.A.S., 1936, p. 456). The ceremony of ahhiseka 

or consecration vras held according to tradition from the earliest 

times in India. Unfortunately, it is difficult for us to fix upon the 

exact details of the ritual conducted in our inauguration ceremonies. 

There is no doubt that much of the Indian ritual was repeated here, 

and customs and traditions were established after the first conse¬ 

cration that wras carried out under the instruction of the Emperor 

ASoka. The MV tikd embodies an account of the consecration 

of a king (Vamsatthappakdsinl,ed. Malalasekara, Vol. I, p. 305). 

' Thus it is written in the Sinhalese commentary of that portion 

of the Majjhima-nikaya known as Culasihanadasuttavannana:. 

In the first place, he who wishes to be duly inaugurated as king 
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should obtain for this purpose three chanks (golden and otherwise), 

water from the Ganges river, and a maiden of Ksatriya race. He 

must himself be ripe for the ceremony, and be a Ksatriya of noble 

lineage, and must sit on a splendid udumbara chair, well set in the 

middle of a pavilion made of udumbara branches, which is itself 

in the interior of a hall gaily decked for the ceremony of abhiseka. 

First of all, the Ksatriya maiden of gentle race, clothed in festive 

attire, taking in both her hands a right-handed sea-chank filled 

with Ganges water, and raising it aloft, pours the abhiseka water 

over his head, and says as follows : “ Sire, by this ceremony of 

abhiseka all the people of the Ksatriya race make thee their Maharaja 

for their protection. Do thou rule over the land in uprightness 

and imbued with the ten royal virtues. Have thou for the Ksatriya 

race a heart filled with paternal love and solicitude. Let them 

(in return) protect, and guard, and cherish thee Next, the 

Royal Chaplain, splendidly attired in manner befitting his office, 

taking in both his hands a silver chank filled with Ganges wrater, 

and raising it aloft, pours the abhiseka water over his head, and 

says as follows: “Sire, by this ceremony of abhiseka all the people 

of the Brahmin race make thee their Maharaja for their protection. 

Do thou rule over the land in uprightness and imbued with the ten 

royal virtues. Have thou for the Brahmin race a heart filled writh 

paternal love and solicitude. Let them (in return) protect, guard, 

and cherish thee (Next, the Sett.hi and the Gahapati do likewise). 

Those who address the above form of words pronounce, as it were, 

a curse upon the king as if they should say: “ It is meet that thou 

shouldst rule the land in accordance with these our words. Should 

it not be so, mayest thy head split in seven pieces In this island 

of Lanka be it known that a Ksatriya princess, sent by Dhamma- 

soka, performed the ceremony of abhiseka over the head of Deva- 

nampiya Tissa with a right-handed sea-chank filled with water 

from lake Anotatta. Previous to this no such ceremony was 

known (in Lanka) ’ (C. M. Fernando, The Inauguration of the 

King in Ancient Ceylon, J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XIV, No. 47, p. 126). 

This no doubt is an account recorded when the Indian ritual was 

yet fresh in the memories of the people here. With the passage 

of time this ceremony was very much modified in its details when 

it was not found possible to adhere to the very letter of Indian 

ritualism. During the discussion that followed the reading of the 

above article on the Inauguration of a King, it had been remarked 

that the later kings of Kandy were certainly spoken of and portrayed 
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as wearing a crown, and the question whether there was an actual 

coronation also had been raised. According to Coomaraswamy, 

the coronation was the third item of the ceremony, and abhiseka 

or sprinkling of the water took precedence over it in the Indian 

ceremony (ibid.). This order apparently underwent a change in 

the island, and at some time, the actual coronation seems to have 

taken precedence over everything else. We shall refer to this 

iater. 

The MV gives a short account of the articles that were necessary 

for the ceremony. A§oka is recorded to have sent to Devanampiya 

Tissa all that was needed for consecrating a king, viz. ‘ a fan, a 

diadem, a sword, a parasol, shoes, a turban, ear-ornaments, chains, 

a pitcher, yellow sandalwood, a set of garments that had no need 

of cleansing, a costly napkin, unguent brought by the ndgas, red- 

coloured earth, water from the lake Anotatta and also from the 

Ganges river, a spiral shell winding in auspicious-wise, a maiden in 

the flower of her youth, utensils as golden platters, a costly litter, 

yellow and emblic myrobalans and precious ambrosial healing herbs, 

sixty times one hundred waggon-loads of mountain rice brought 

thither by parrots ’ (MV n. 27). These may be compared with 

the list given in the Ramayana (see Appendix I). The CV mentions 

that Vikramabahu I had made ready the ornaments and diadem, 

umbrella, and throne for the consecration, at the request of the 

court officials ; but he is said to have refused the festival saying 

‘ what boots me the ceremony of the raising of the umbrella so long 

as the possession of Rajarattha is not achieved ’ (CV 56. 4). This 

shows us that the spreading of the white umbrella was, as during 

the Jataka times, a part of the inauguration ceremony of oui Kings. 

That a new pavilion (pasada) was built for the purpose of the corona¬ 

tion ceremony is shown by the CV when it says that Vijayabahu I 

charged his followers with the preparation of a pasada for the purpose 

(CV 59. 2), and that he, being well versed in custom, performed 

the high festival according to tradition ' (CV 59. 8). Gajabahu 

refers to the water of the royal consecration which will be poured 

over the head (CV 67. 16). The CV account of Parakramaba.hu 

I’s anniversary celebration of his coronation gives us an idea of 

the gorgeousness and the splendour with which the ceremony 

was conducted: 'At a favourable moment and under a lucky 

star the ruler (now) without rivals held the happy festival of the 

coronation (molimangalarn). The loud noise of the diverse kinds 
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-of drums was then terrible as the raging of the ocean when lashed 

by the stormy wind of the destruction of the world. Elephants 

equipped with gilded armour made the royal road look as if it were 

traversed by lightning-flashing cloud mountains. The whole 

town, in which the colours of the horses gave rise as it were to waves, 

was in agitation like the ocean. By the variegated umbrellas and 

wreaths and the rows of golden flags the heavens were hid as it 

were on all sides. Garments were shaken (as in calling for three 

cheers today) and Angers snapped ; the inhabitants of the town 

sent forth the cry : “ Live, 0 King ! Live ! Covered with arches 

of bananas and thickly studded with jars and wreaths, the whole 

universe consisted of a mass of festivals. Songs of praise were heard, 

hymned by many hundreds of singers, and the smoke of aloewood 

filled the firmament. Clad in many-coloured garments, adorned 

with diverse ornaments and bearing sundry weapons in their hands, 

practised warriors strutted around here and there with well-rounded 

limbs goodly to look at with their heroic forms, like rutting elephants. 

The many thousands of archers with their bows in their hands made 

it look as if the army of the gods trod the earth. Filled with 

hundreds of state chariots cf gold, jewels, and pearls, the town looked 

like the starry firmament. While the mighty king, whose eye was 

large as a lotus flower, thus performed a long series of marvellous 

things ; he ascended, adorned with a wealth of ornament, to the 

golden baldachin that rested on a couple of elephants covered with 

golden cloths, wearing on his head a diadem sparkling with the 

brilliance of its jewels, like to the eastern mountain when it bears 

the rising sun, vanquishing the fairness of the spring by the power 

of his own fairness and making moist the eyes of the women in the 

town by the water of the tears of joy. Thu's beamed on by auspi¬ 

cious signs, after he had encircled the town with his right side turned 

towards it, he entered like unto the thousand-eyed, into the beautiful 

palace ' (CV 72. 312). In the account of his first inauguration as 

king, which was held on a day considered auspicious, he is said to 

have ‘ placed the crown on his head, arrayed in all his jewels ’: 

nakkhaitena pasatthena dine mangalasammnte 

dharetva sirasd mblim sabbdbharanabhusitd (CV 71. 28). 

The placing of the crown on the head does not seem to have been 

an important rite in the inauguration of kings in Ancient India. 

The early Indian accounts do not refer to a ‘ coronation ’ as such, 

but always speak of the ceremony of abhiseka, which seems to have 
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had precedence over all other ceremonies. Haug also points to 

the same fact when he says that the ‘ principal part of all these 

(Abhiseka, Piinarabhiseka and Mahdbhiseka) ceremonies consists 

in the sprinkling of holy water over the head of the kings ’ (Aitareya 

Brahmana of the Rigveda, ed. Martin Haug, Introduction, p. 66). 

According to the Jatakas, ‘ the king was seated on a fine chair of 

fig wood (ndumbara-bhadda-pitaka) and was sprinkled with auspi¬ 

cious water from a conch with spirals turned right-wise . . . then 

the white umbrella with its festoons of gold was uplifted ' (Ratilal 

Mehta, Pre-Buddhist India, p. 106). The Ramayana while describ¬ 

ing Rama’s consecration mentions the diadem (kirita) ; but the 

account does not make it clear that the placing of the crown on the 

head formed a part of the ceremony of consecration (Vdlmiki 

Ramayana, Bk. IV, canto 130, p. 606 ; see Appendix II). The 

Mahabharata, whilst describing the consecration of Yudhisthira 

speaks only of the ceremony of abhiseka (anointing) and makes 

no reference to a crown (Mahabharata, &dnti-parva, 40). The 

Edicts of Asoka do not mention a coronation* ; but refer to the 

fact that he was anointed (Edicts of Asoka, Murti and Aiyangar, 

Edict V, pp. 14-15). That this was the practice even in the age 

of the Guptas is made clear by the observations made by Salatore 

on the inauguration of the Gupta kings (Salatore, Life in the Gupta 

Age, p. 172). The CV account (see above) of the coronation of 

Parakramabahu I (12th century), makes us conclude that the corona¬ 

tion ceremonies of the succeeding century were also carried out 

in equal splendour. Parakramabahu II is said to have adorned 

the fair town for his coronation (CV 82. 1). The anniversary 

of the coronation seems to have been celebrated by many kings. 

Bhuvanekabahu II celebrated it every year in a manner worthy 

of the highest kingly power, and is also said to have held an opulent 

sacrificial festival in conjunction therewith (CV 90. 61). 

The Rambava slab-inscription of the 10th century (EZ 2. 2. 67) 

states : ‘rada-vd (minivutnen pahdyu) siya mundnen lo-utura bisevnen 

bisesvd ’, ‘ became king, was anointed on his head resplendent with 

the jewelled crown, with the unction of world-supremacy '. Nis- 

sahka Malla refers in the Galpota slab-inscription to his inaugura¬ 

tion ceremony as votunu mahgula, festival of coronation (EZ 2. 

*Most writers on Hindu Polity seem to use the term * coronation when 

actually they refer to the abhiseka, e g. Salatore, Life in the Gupta Age: 

Mookerji, Hindu Civilization; P. C. Dharma, The Ramayana Polity; 

Griffith, Ramayana. See Appendix II. 
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3. 105). The author of SdhRv in translating ‘ tarn rajj' abhi- 

sincimsu * says ‘ mahatvu raja peraharin raja kmndrayan dtuju 

nuvarata gena votunu palandava rdjyayehi pihituvuha ' (173). In 

this translation the author loses sight of the word ‘ ahhisincirn.su 

‘sprinkled water', and instead refers to ‘the placing of the crown’. 

This difference takes us back to the same expression used in connec¬ 

tion with Parakramabahu I (see above). Again, the SdhRv 

describing the coronation of Kasthavahana (this story does not 

occur in the DPA) says : ‘ having placed the crown on his head, 

he was made king ’ (472). The Thupa-vamsa and the Sdhlk too 

use the phrase ‘ otunu pdlanda ’ (having worn the crown) in describ¬ 

ing the attainment of kingship, which no doubt refers to the con¬ 

secration (Thupa-vamsa, ed. D. E. Hettiaratchi, p. 33, and Sdhlk 

530). This is perhaps because by this time the principal act of 

inauguration was the placing of the crown on the head and not that 

of sprinkling the waters of consecration on the head of the king. 

The abhiseka of Devanampiya Tissa is stated to have been 

performed by a Ksatriya maid sent bv Asoka. With the lapse of 

time this custom seems to have been discontinued, as the consecra¬ 

tion of later kings seems to have been performed by either ministers, 

chaplains or even monks. The whole ceremony seems to have 

been borrowed from the Hindus and was modified later in certain 

details. 

The account of Parakramabahu I also points to the fact that the 

king was taken round the city (pradaksind) in procession after 

he was crowned: ‘ Then in gorgeous procession he left his palace, 

marched round the city with his right side towards it, like a fearless 

lion, stunned with amazement by his splendour the thronging people, 

and returned to the royal palace ' (CV 71. 31). 

In wording the message of King Suddhbdana asking for brides 

for his son Siddhartha, the SdhRv translator adds the clause ‘ biso- 

varun dtamand bavin ' that ‘ queens are necessary for coronation ' 

(SdhRv 980). The Jatakas show that the queen was anointed 

chief queen, aggamahesi, along with the consecration of the king 

(Fousboll, Jdtaka, IV, p. 407). It is likely that this was the custom 

even in Ceylon. This gains support from the fact that Pandu- 

vasudeva is said to have been only entrusted with the sovereignty 

of Lanka, but did not receive the solemn consecration, as he lacked 

a consort (MV 8. 17). The MV also records the consecration of 

Pandukabhaya’s spouse Suvannapali as queen, on the occasion 
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of his consecration (MV io. 78). As regards the consecration of 

the queens, it looks as if the king himself performed this, for MV 

states that Kavantissa consecrated her (Vihara-devi) as queen 

{22. 22). 

(f) Harem 

The harem (antcihpura) was an important institution of royalty, 

and is referred to in almost all literary works. Indian sovereigns 

were privileged to have as many wives as they desired. In Ceylon 

too, the kings had their harems, termed drodha, antepura, and 

itthagara in the MV. The size of the harem no doubt varied with 

each king according to his will and pleasure. The CV refers to all 

the wives of Gajabahu (70. 266) and to the women of the harem of 

Vijayabahu I (60. 85). The Hatadage vestibule wall-inscription 

of Nissahka Malla states that he got * queens from various countries, 

such as Kaliiiga, Veiigi, Karnata, Gurjara, etc. ’ (EZ 2. 2. 95). 

Intrigues with the queens are referred to in the Chronicles, and 

in some cases these intrigues led to the assassination of the king, 

or his flight. For example, Abhaya Naga is said to have been in 

love with his brother’s queen and to have slain his brother Vohara 

Tissa (MV 36. 42). Prince Mahinda, the yuvardja and younger 

brother of Sena II, is said to have committed an offence in the 

women’s apartments and fled as a result of being discovered by 

the king. Recruits to the harem were no doubt selected from noble 

families, but occasions when women of lower birth were chosen 

are referred to ; for example, one of Mahasena’s wives w*as the 

daughter of a scribe, and was exceedingly dear to him. In the 

case of the chief queen, or agga-mahesi, as Geiger observes, equality 

of birth was strictly enforced, and only her sons had a right to 

the succession. An instance when a royal father was slain by 

a son of a queen of unequal birth in order to usurp the throne is 

recorded in the case of Dhatusena (CV 38. 80, 112). Geiger also 

observes that some of the kings had two mahesis or two chief queens 

and that the mention of the title agga-mahesi makes it possible that 

there was a difference in rank between the two (CV Introduction, 

p. xvi). The Potgul-vehera inscription mentions a second head 

queen of Parakramabahu: ‘ nara devassa dutiyam yd aggatam 

gatd sd rdijini Candavatl ’. The words of the inscription are trans¬ 

lated as ' second head-queen ’, but in a note, it is mentioned that 

it is a title of the sub-queen (EZ 2. 5. 241). Geiger himself states 
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that this does not support the above theory (CV Introduction, xvi). 

The slab-inscription of Uda Mahaya. refers to Oueen Kita as of equal 

birth. The translator of this inscription adds a note to the effect 

that the word rajna denotes the wife of a king other than the 

crowned queen (EZ i. 2. 49). The Ruvan-mala gives the synonyms : 

bisev lada kiit hat—wchesun ho bisav vc 

radii rcijcina kdt hot—navatd ambu du kalaturu. 

According to this the anointed queen is called the bisava or mahesi, 

and rajana denotes any other queen (Ruvan-mala, ed. Wijayasekara, 

p. 47, v. 259). The slab-inscription of Kassapa V states that 

Silameghavarna Abhaya was born of the ‘ bisev rajna the anointed 

queen, as distinct from the other queens (EZ 1. 2. 49). The Katara- 

gama pillar-inscription of DappulaV also refers to a jewelled wreath 

borne by the agmehesnd, the chief queen (EZ 3. 4. 223). The 

slab-inscription of Mahinda IV states that Sirisarigabo Aba was 

born of the anointed queen Dev Gon of equal birth and descent 

(EZ 1. 6. 224). The SdhRv also recognises that queens were not 

debarred from wielding the sceptre, ‘ bisovarun rajakamata hdki 

heyin ’ (SdhRv 441). This is attested by the reigns of a few queens 

who held sway in the island. The SdhRv also refers to an instance 

when a king sent his queen back to her parents as she was barren 

(SdhRv 304). Considering this, it seems quite probable that some 

Sinhalese kings consecrated a second wife as chief queen when the 

first was without issue. We have some proof of this in the con¬ 

secration of a second queen bv Vijayaba.hu I. The CV states : 

4 The king, wishful for the continuance of his line, fetched from 

the Kaliriga country the charming young princess . . Tilokasun- 

dari by name, and had her consecrated as his'chief queen (CV 59. 

29). This view also gains support from the fact that only sons 

of the chief queen were considered eligible to ascend the throne. 

Another possibility is that two queens were consecrated as chief 

queens as a precaution in the event of one proving barren, so that 

it was not necessary to find a second queen if the first should be 

childless. 

(g) Recreation of Kings 

Water sports and park amusements (jala and tidy ana krldd) 

seem to have been the chief recreations of Sinhalese kings. These, 

with hunting, were ancient sports of royalty. According to the 

Jatakas (Pre-Buddhist India, p. 112), hunting was the most favoured 

outdoor sport of the king; but that hunting was a favourite pastime 
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with the Sinhalese kings is highly doubtful. The kings, especially 

of this period under review, being looked upon as Bodhisattvas, 

could not have taken delight in hunting. After the establishment 

of Buddhism, says Seneviratna, we read of no kings going a-hunting 

(Royalty in Ceylon, J.R.A.S., C.B., No. 71, pt. 2, p. 133); but we 

find an instance in the Galpota slab-inscription of Nissanka Malla 

where he refers to one of his hunting expeditions. Here it is 

mentioned that a she-bear sprang before the king when he was 

hunting in the forest and that he laid her and her whelps dead at 

his feet (EZ 2. 3. 105). 

The literary works of this period often refer to diya keli and 

nyan keli (water and garden amusements). Tradition demanded 

that a park and a beautiful pond were essential requirements of a 

king. Here the king sported with his queens. The Jatakas also 

refer to a special seat of the king in the park ‘ from where he watched 

the girls sing and dance while resting on the lap of one of his favourite 

queens ’ (Pre-Buddhist India, p. 114). The inscriptions of Nissanka 

Malla refer to this kind of seat : for example, the pritidanaka 

mandapa, from where he enjoyed the bliss of almsgiving (EZ 2. 

4. 178). A seat from where the same king completed the function 

of lustral bathing is referred to in his Siva-devalaya inscription 

(EZ 2. 4. 148). The same king in his Kaliriga park gal-asana 

inscription mentions the seat in his park from where he witnessed 

artistic performances of dancing and singing (EZ 2. 3. 134). This 

establishes beyond doubt that park amusements were very popular 

with our kings, and this accounts for the laying out of royal parks 

by them. Th* CV gives a lengthy description of the park that 

was laid out by Parakramabahu I (CV 73. 95-112), and this will 

give us an idea of the parks and ponds of our kings. ‘ Again the 

ruler . . . had a private garden laid out in a region close to the king’s 

house. As one felt that it showed by its beauty a likeness to the 

(heavenly) pleasure garden Nandana, and by lavishing charm 

charmv d the eyes of men, it received the name of Nandana. Its 

trees were twined dbout with jasmine creepers and it was filled 

with the murmur of the bees drunk with enjoyment of the juice 

of the manifold blossoms. There campaka, asoka and tilaka 

trees, nagas, punnagas and ketakas, sal trees, patali and nlpa trees, 

mangoes, jambu and kadamba trees, vakulas, coco-palms, kutajas 

and bimbijalakas, malati, mallika, tamala and navamalika shrubs, 

and yet other trees bearing manifold fruits and blossoms, rejoiced 

the heart of the people who went thither. Pleasant it was, and with 
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the cry of the peacocks and the gentle twitter (of the birds) it always 

delighted the people. It was furnished with a number of ponds 

with beautiful banks whose chief decoration were red and blue 

lotus flowers and which appropriated all that was the loveliest of 

the lovely. It was adorned too with a large gleaming bath-room 

supported by pillars resplendent with endless rows of figures in 

ivory, which was fair and like to a mountain of cloud pouring forth 

rain by (reason of) the showers of water which flowed constantly 

from the pipes of the apparatus, and which seemed to be the crown 

jewel of the beauty of the garden and ravished the eye. The garden 

was (further) resplendent with an extensive palace adorned with 

many columns of sandalwood, resembling an ornament on the 

earth’s surface, that glittered, peerless, shimmering, and with an 

octagonal mandapa resembling an ear ornament. It was also 

adorned with another large, fair, charming mandapa that had the 

charm of a wreath of serpentine windings. There in the garden 

the Silapokkharani pond continually captivated the king, who 

was highest among rulers of the earth, who had attached the 

good without number to himself. Still more delightful was the 

garden by (means of) the Mangalapokkharani (royal pond) and pro¬ 

vided with the Nandapokkharani pond it looked like the divine garden 

of Nandana. Yet another pond gleamed there, filled with a stream 

of perfumed water gladdening the royal moon, and it was ever 

fair with rich beauty and splendour, furnished with the cave called 

Vasanta, and with bathing ponds ’ (CV 73. 95-112). 

Archaeological discoveries give us an idea of the situation of 

the Kalinga Park and also its proximity to the royal palace. 

Further, the ruins discovered testify to the foregoing description 

of the CV, and therefore it is not possible to discard all the descrip¬ 

tion as poetic exaggeration. An introductory note to the Kalinga 

park gal-asana inscription states : ‘ The exact locality of the Kalinga 

Park, which we are told was formed by this king Nissaiika Malla, 

has as yet not been definitely fixed. But if the original site of the 

present “lion-seat” is somewhere near the spot where it was un¬ 

earthed, namely, just outside the ruin of the “Council Chamber”, 

then the park must have occupied the open ground on the eastern 

side of it. Bell also admits the existence of a park here, for he says, 

” The ‘ Council Chamber ' and the ‘ Audience Hall ’ each stood 

in its own enclosure, one wall pierced by two openings for mutual 

admission, sufficing to divide their premises north and south. The 

precincts of the ‘ Audience Hall ’ were more spacious, allowing 
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width of some fifteen feet round the building on three sides, and in 

front running out east as a broad bay. Thence a flight of steps 

descended into the traditional ‘ King’s Garden on the farther 

side of which, directly opposite, was one of the doratu (entrance 

porches) into the Citadel ” (EZ 2. 3. 131). But he identifies the 

garden with the Nandana Park formed by Parakramabahu I some 

few years before, because of the existence within this area of 

ruined buildings, stone baths, etc., similar to those described in 

the account of the Nandana Park in the Mcihavamsa (quoted above). 

The truth may be that Nissanka Malla made just a few trifling 

alterations and improvements and re-named the park as Kalin- 

godyana (Kalinga Park) after the name of the land of his birth ’ 

(ibid.). There is no doubt that this royal park was in use during 

the next century (the 13th), especially as it had been renovated 

towards the end of the 12th century by Nissanka Malla. 

As for water sports, we are told that Dutugamunu ‘ disported 

himself in the water the whole day through, together with the women 

of the harem ' (MV 26. 10). The same king is said to have held a 

water-festival in the month of Jetthamula in a tank which he had 

caused to be built (MV 25. 51). The Sandesa poems afford us some 

information regarding water sports in general. There is no doubt 

that the kings also indulged in the same type of sports. These 

will be discussed in PART III under games and pastimes. 

The descriptions in the KSil give us an idea as to the nature 

of the park and water sports. The king is shown amusing himself 

amidst his queens, more in the enjoyment of sensual pleasure than 

anything else. The 10th canto describes the udyana krlda. The 

king is said to have set forth accompanied by his army, ministers, 

queens, and musicians. The streets along which the king passed 

were beautifully decorated. The king was greatly pleased when the 

keeper showed the women the beauty spots of the park. One 

lady is spoken of as decking the chest of the king with tender 

leaves and thus enchanting him with her snare of lust. The king, 

while decking thedheekofone woman with the pollen ‘ drank of the 

sweetness (honey) of her face with the coral vessel, her lips ’ : 

gena muvarahda ron—kataka patalt: sadamin 

muvaml hciyl e nirindu—lavanata pabala odamin (KSil 490). 

Thus we see that the king amused himself sporting about with his 

wives and listening to music. The water sports too are described 
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ir the following canto. The king goes to the pond accompanied 

by his wives and enjoying the cool breeze laden with pollen. Swim¬ 

ming about, splashing water at each other and diving from the 

shoulders of one another are, even today, the main pleasures in 

bathing in a river or the sea. A lady is shown diving from the 

shoulders of the king : 

digdsiyaka nirindu—ndngeta sadombata hallata 

lomudehen piya pahas—noma lada piya ura pahas (KSil 5X7)» 

‘When a lady climbed the diving board, the shoulders of the king, 

he did not enjoy the pleasures of contact with her because his 

hair was standing on end \ There is no doubt that much of the 

description is conventional poetic exaggeration ; yet it gives us 

an idea of the nature of the sports. 

The KSil, also gives a beautiful description of a drinking scene— 

apana krlda. The king and the women are shown drinking to 

their fullest capacity, and dancing about singing. The king 

enjoyed himself thoroughly in the company of these women. The 

women were so drunk that they could not distinguish the shadow 

of their eyes in the vessels of honey ; they thought it to be a manel 

petal and blew at it. The king, seeing this, was beaming with 

smiles. While pretending to remove the flower that had fallen 

into the cup of mead, from the tresses, he kissed a lady on her lips : 

kataka bona ml vit—hi heta kiyambu sihduvara 

duralannasin pimbiyc—muva ml gate naravara (KSil 305). 

He clapped his hands so vehemently when the women sang melo¬ 

dious songs that his eyes were nearly drowned in his own tears, 

and his wristlets nearly gave way : 

liyaden antalira—nangata matakatana nirindu 

nupupule ahga nuvanin—sulu dele nogillmat (KSil 307). 

This revelry of drinking, singing, and dancing went on till dawn 

of the day. We may be tempted to regard all this as mere poetic 

convention borrowed from Sanskrit ; but such may not be wholly 

the case. Many of the ideas are undoubtedly Indian, but it is also 

likely that the poet, being a king, knew what he was saying— 

perhaps from his own personal experiences. If we admit that the 

writer of the poem was a king, we must agree that the poem was 

coloured by his own experience. The drinking scene is so beautifully 

described that it is difficult for anyone to believe that it was in¬ 

spired by book-learning and not by experience. Kumaranatunga, 
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one of the island’s leading scholars, threw a challenge, asking anyone 

to show any place in Sanskrit literature where such a drinking 

scene is similarly described. R. Tennakoon in his appreciation 

of the book remarks : ‘ ekati kav silu mini karuvan oye avane dl 

nam okdvas raju siya sevanallen muva kola bava nam’, * It is definite 

he says, ‘ that king Okkaka herein reflects or portrays the writer 

king himself ’ (Kav-silumina Hela havnla mangin, 1946, July 6, 

p. 10). There is some truth in all this, and we cannot discard 

this part of the book as mere poetic convention. There is no doubt 

that some of it reflects the court life of the king at this time. It 

is likely that drunkenness and looseness were common within the 

royal harem. 

(h) Royal Ornaments 

A king seems to have had two sets of ornaments, one the royal 

insignia, and the other his personal ornaments. The five insignia 

of royalty and the sixty-four ornaments are often referred to in 

the literature. The five insignia of royalty were regarded as trea¬ 

sures to be carefully guarded, for if a king lost them it was almost 

as bad as losing his kingdom, and he who possessed them could 

claim kingship. This is why the Sinhalese kings were careful to 

carry away with them these five treasures whenever they had cause 

to flee from their capitals. Reference is made to a king who sur¬ 

rendered these : ‘ When in fight he fled, he not only surrendered his 

courage, but also his throne, his umbrella, his ornaments, and 

all else ’ (CV 76. 166). The Colas are said to have ‘ seized the 

mahesi, the jewels, the diadem . . . the whole of the (royal) orna¬ 

ments, the priceless diamond bracelet . . . the unbreakable sword,, 

and the relic of the torn strip of cloth ' (chinnapattikadhatukam). 

Regarding this Geiger remarks thus: ‘ W. translates: “and the 

sacred forehead band” and adds in a note “the term is of doubtful 

meaning, but it evidently refers to the fillet worn round the fore¬ 

head This translation of chinnapattikadhatuka is perhaps not 

impossible. Apparently a piece of stuff is meant of the Buddha's 

dress which belonged as highly prized relic to the regalia of 

the Sinhalese kings ’ (CV 55. 17, n. 3). Kassapa is said to 

have fled to Malaya taking his comrades and the royal treasure 

(CV 41* 20). Another seized power together with the royal 

ornaments (CV 48. 89). 

The five royal insignia were known to the Indians as the raja- 

kakudhabhandani: 
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nikkhippa pahca kakudhanl kasinam ratthavaddhand 

valavljanim unhlsam khaggam chattam updhanam 

(Samkicca Jataka, Fausboll, Jdtaka V, p. 264). 

In rendering the term ' rajakakudhdni ’ the SdhRv names the five, 

viz. mangul kaduva (royal sword), he]a kudaya (white umbrella), 

nalal pata (forehead band), val vidund (yaktail fan), ran miri- 

vadi sahgala (royal golden slippers) (308). It also refers to the 

lustre of the polished gems of the forehead band (ibid., 939). The 

Sdhlk and the Pjv also refer to the same five (p. 186 and 113 res¬ 

pectively). These five were known from earliest times as essential 

belongings of a monarch. That these were necessary for a conse¬ 

cration ceremony is seen from the fact that Asoka is said to have 

sent them with the other articles for Devanampiya Tissa's conse¬ 

cration (MV 11. 28). Geiger’s observations regarding the royal 

insignia are of interest : ‘ To the articles of the regalia (rdjasddhana 

or rajabhanda) belong also the umbrella (chatta) and the so-called 

ekavall, a chain consisting of one row of pearls. Their possession 

means at the same time that of the royal dignity. In times of danger, 

therefore, the first thing the king does is to secure the insignia (41. 

20). A new king takes care to get hold of them in order to legalize 

therewith his possession of the throne . . . After the death of 

Mahalanakitti the Colas take possession of the diadem and the other 

valuables (kirltadidhanam 56. 10). The Co}a king claims therewith 

symbolically the dominion over Lanka. When Aggabodhi III flees, 

he takes the string of pearls ekavall with him. It is expressly said of 

Dathopatissa, that he became king without the ekavall (44. 127-8), 

thus something of his dignity is wanting. It is significant too, that 

when Samghatissa’s royal umbrella by a mere accident falls into 

the hands of the rebel Moggallana the army at once recognises 

him as the legitimate king (44. 18-20) * (CV 55. 16, n. 2). Geiger 

here refers to the ekavall as one of the royal insignia. The incident 

that he alludes to makes it amply clear that the ekavall was an 

essential treasure of the king. However, the other records do not 

show that this ornament was one of the five insignia of royalty 

(kakudhabhandani). The other reference in the CV to the ekavall 

also shows that it was a highly valued treasure of the king, for it 

is said that Aggabodhi IV made a rosary out of the ekavall, ‘ bearing 

in mind the splendid qualities of the Three Jewels : 

anussaranto so tinnam ratananam gune vare 

ekavalim gahetvana akkhamdlam aka kira (CV 46. 17). 
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The personal ornaments of the king were sixty-four in number 

(susata abharana). The literature often describes a king as being 

decked with the sixty-four ornaments, e.g., the Pjv describes a 

king as wearing the sixty-four ornaments and a golden crown : 

* su sdtak abharana palahda ruvan rasin diliyena anargha vu otunnak 

palahda ’ (Pjv 283). The Thupa-vamsa (ed. D. E. Hettiaratchi, 

p. 80) speaks of Dutugamunu as being decked in the sixty-four 

ornaments such as the ranpata, ruvansolu . . . There is a difference 

of opinion regarding the number. According to the above reference 

the king wore sixty-four ornaments and a crown, thus making the 

number sixty-five. Some hold the view that the sixty-four included 

the crown. Mahinda IV’s slab-inscription says: ‘ lakala saha 

vutuna tama baranin tula ag ara ‘ wearing his ornaments inclu¬ 

ding the beautiful crown, he mounted the scale-pans ’ (EZ 1. 6. 

229). Nissarika Malla’s inscription states that he, ‘ wearing the 

crown and his other ornaments (royal ornaments) mounted the scale- 

pans ’ (EZ 2. 2. 79, 2. 3. 106). These references do not necessarily 

help us to fix the number or to decide whether the crown was, or was 

not included in the sixty-four. It may be that the crown, being 

the most important ornament of a king, was specially mentioned. 

The references in the Sdhlk, too, confuse the issue. In one place 

it says : ‘ ran salu hdhda ranpata . . . votunu yana me adi vu 

su sata abharanayen sarahi ', ‘ wearing a golden robe and decked 

with the 64 ornaments as golden chain and crown ’ (Sdhlk 91). 

In the page previous to this it says : ‘ manahara votunnak palahda 

ranpata ruvansolu ddi vu susata abharanayen sarahunu rajatema ’, 

‘ the king, who wore a crown and was decked with the 64 ornaments 

as the golden chain . . . ’ (Sdhlk 90). The first reference obviously 

shows that the crown was one of the 64, while the latter reference 

points to 64 other than the crown. The CV also refers to the 64 

ornaments when describing king Parakramabahu II as being decked 

with the 64 ornaments, such as diadem, bracelet, and so forth. 

The exponents of Kandyan dancing also speak of 64 ornaments of 

Kohomba Deviyo (God Kohomba). According to the Kohomba- 

yadinna these ornaments were presented by Malayaraja to God 

Kohomba. 

The number 64 may just be a number selected at random, probably 
to correspond to other numerical groups such as the 64 kalds (arts) 
and 64 mdyam [Skt. mdyd, art, deception, illusion (MW) ; deceptive 
appearance, (P.T.S. Die.), S. mdyam are coquettish deceptive ap¬ 
pearances or artful ways specially of women]. Whatever this may be. 
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we give below our attempts to reconstruct the 64 ornaments. The 

items 1-46 in the following list are supported by at least two of the 

literary works: Sdhlk, Pjv, UmgJ, DmbAs. The DmbAs gives 

the largest number (61) while the others give only about half the 

number (see Appendix III for lists). Items 49, 56 and 61, viz., 

jarighapatra, pabaludam and siddatudam have been selected solely 

on the authority of the Pjv. Pabaludam and siddatudam are included 

in the list given by H. R. Gunaratna in his Sahkhya-nama-akaradiya 

(p. 71). The rest of the items 47-64 are included in the DmbAs 

and have also been selected by Kumaranatunga (Kavya-Sekhara- 

vivaranaya, p. 46), Revata (Simhala-maha-akarddiya), Jhanananda 

(Glossary to Butsarana) and Gunaratna (Sahkhyd-ndma-akarddiya). 

1. aiigadabhar ana — bracelet (ornament) ; angada, bracelet 
for the upper arm; abharana, ornament, decoration (MW). 

2. avulhara — an elaborate jacket-like ornament made of 

beads and worn on the chest—worn by Kandyan 

dancers even today; describing what the uracakka 

[an iron wheel (put on the chest), as an instrument of 

torture in niraya (hell); Jataka, ed. Fausboll, Vol. I, 

P-363]looked like, thePansiyapanas-jataka-pota (Vol. 2, 

p. 779) says: * e mittavindakaya nelum malak isa 

tabagana sitinndse peril ohu Idya pastanakin yadamakin 

masd tibenneya t muta avulharakse penenne..That man 

Mittavindaka appeared as if he was carrying a lotus on 

his head, and his chest was stitched in five places 

with an iron thread. This appeared to him as an 

avulhara. avul<C.akula, entwined-; inter-twined ; hara, 

garland (of pearls), necklace, chain ; ‘ a jacket-like 

ornament worked in circular fashion with strings of 

beads, which are held together by other strings of 

beads radiating outward from the centre ; at the joints 

of the two sets of strings of beads the strings are 

fixed on to a disc of ivory or buffalo horn; is worn 

on the chest and is held by six strings tied at 

the back, two on each side and one over each shoulder ’ 

(Sedaraman, Simhala-ndtya-kala, p. 29). 

3. bdhudandi — bdhu, fore-arm, the arm between the elbow 
and the wrist, bdhudanda, arm-staff (MW) ; sceptre ? 
armlet ? (EWP). 
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4. ekavdla — Skt. ckavali, a single string of pearls, beads or 
flowers (MW); neck ornament; UmgJ gives ekvdti; 
considered an insignia of royalty (see above). 

5. galamutumala — string of pearls for the reck ; gala, neck ; 
mala, wreath, garland, string of beads, necklace, rosary 
(MW) ; Pjv gives gala, DmbAs gal. 

6. gelamutumala — gela, gala are synonymous ; hence may 
be identical with galamutumala ; DmbAs mentions 
both gal and gela mutumala while the Sdhlk mentions 
gelamutumala and the Pjv galamutumala. 

7. gigirivalalu — tinkling bangles ; hollow bangles with small 
balls of metal inside (HJ). 

8. hastamudrikd — signet ring; cp. hasmunda, hasmudda, 
signet (Carter) ; mudrikd, a little seal, seal-ring (MW) ; 
UmgJ gives perds, king’s ring, ring bearing the royal 
symbol (HJ) ; the word hasmudda suggests that the 
symbol took the form of a goose, hamsa; hasta is 
fore-arm or hand; Skt .mudrikd, P. muddika, signet ring, 
finger-ring (P.T.S. Die.) ; hence hastamudrikd may even 
mean ordinary rings for the fingers. 

9. hastanguli — literally fingers ; these seem to have been 
some sort of ornament for the fingers, perhaps different 
from finger-rings; may have taken the shape of the 
fingers themselves, hence perhaps the name; the 
Hatadage portico slab-inscription of Nissahka Malla 
refers to ranahgili (EZ 2. 2. 87), and it has been 
rendered as ‘ golden fingers ’ by the translator, who has 
added a note to say that Burrows renders it as gold 
rings; ahguli>ahgili ; ranahgili and hastanguli are 
probably identical. 

10, hinasdda — hina or ina means waist; sdda<isajjd, armour, 
mail (MW) ; armour worn round the waist (HJ) ; if 
this was a part of the armour, it is unlikely that it 
was one of the 64 ornaments ; it may even be some sort 
of robe set with gems or worked otherwise; cp. 
inahadaya, worn by Kandyan dancers and ‘ made of 
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kappa cloth (glossy cloth such as velvet or satin) cut in 

the shape of an elephant’s trunk ; it is decorated with 

silver bosses on which beautiful designs are worked and 

bright coloured tassels are hung round the edge at 

intervals and worn in front on the waist on the frills 

of the garment’ (Sedaraman, Simhala-natya-kald, p. 29); 

the two are probably identical; the Kavya-Sekharaya 

speaks of a forest-deity as being adorned in an 

inasada which was bedecked with muruta mal, rubies 

or flowers of the muruta (Lagerstroemia flosreginae) 

tree (canto 10, v. 104). 

11. janghavalalu — some sort of bangles for the calves; 

DmbAs gives padajanghavalalu ; valalu, vala, vald, 

valaya, all mean bangle (PurNv). 

12. kadukdppu — T. ear ornament; rings for the ear ; T. kdppu 

by itself means a bracelet (MTL) ; Kandyan dancers 

use what is called a kadukcippu, an ornamental piece 

of cloth worn on the groin. ‘ One end is taken between 

the thighs and tucked up at the back and the other 

end is tied up in frills on either side of the waist ’ 

(Sedaraman, Simhala-natya-kald, p. 30). 

13. karnavatamsa — may be a sort of hanging ornament for 

the ear ; karna, ear ; avatamsa, a garland, ring-shaped 

ornament, ear-ring, crest (MW). 

14. karna-kundaldbharana — seems a term used to mean ear 

ornaments in general; kundala, bracelet ; kundalakdra, 

shaped like an ear-ring (MW) ; cp. T. makarakuniala, 

ear-ring shaped like a makara (Ottakkuttar, Muvar Ula, 

ed. Kaliyanacuntara Aiyar, p. 220) ; ear-rings went 

by the names of karnabhusana, karndpura, kundala, 

and manikundala signifying different varieties (Saletore, 

Life in the Gupta Age, p. 425) ; vatasak, kondol, paskan, 

peda, kanabarana (PurNv). 

15. kattodam— Sdhlk and Thupa-vamsa have kattodam; 

DmbAs and UmgJ pattodam; Revat.a and Kumarana- 

tunga give kaccodam ; it is difficult to say whether 

these are identical; Skt. kacchapa, turtle, tortoise ; 

5—H 11305 (2/68) 
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kaccha, a particular part of a tortoise (MW); T. kacca, a 

kind of corset worn by women (MTL) ; vatam is a string 

of jewels or a chain of a necklace ; kaccu is a belt, 

girdle, or sash (MTL) ; T. kattu and vatam can give 

kattodam, a kind of calf-ornament worn by aPandyan 

king (Muvar Uld, p. 185); according to the MTL it is a 

necklace of beads ; kattodam can therefore mean a neck¬ 

lace of beads, a jewelled girdle, or an ornament made 

of shell. 

16. kayipottu— possibly a bracelet ? (South Indian Inscriptions 

ii, 80, 7) ; T. kai, hand ; pottu, ornament. 

17. keyurabharana — a bracelet worn on the upper arm (MW); 

‘ The keyura and the kataka should be worn round the 

middle of the length of the arms. The pendant should 

be suspended from the root of the arm and should be 

connected with the keyura and the kataka ’ (M); bdhu- 

valaya, keyura, ahgada are synonymous (AmK) ; Vesa- 

turu-da-sanne explains khdmahca keyuram as ranmaya 

gdta hu da ranmaya hihdi pat satahana gelehi palanda- 

nahayi yet me; this refers to keyura as a gold neck- 

ornament shaped like a date-palm leaf; it also speaks 

of kdyuram glveyyam ratanamayam, hihdi pat satahan 

svarnamaya grivabharanaya, a gold neck-ornament 

shaped like a date-palm leaf (Vesaturu-da-sanne, ed. 

Hettiaratchi, p. 128, 660). 

18. kihkinikajala — tinkling bell net-work (EWP) ; kihkini, a 

small bell (MW) ; jdla, a net, collection, multitude 

(MW). 

19. makarapata — makara, a kind of sea monster, sometimes 

confounded with the crocodile, shark, dolphin, etc. 

represented as an ornament on gates or on head¬ 

dresses ; makara-kundala is an ear-ring shaped like a 

makara (MW); ‘The crocodile (makara) ear-rings should 

be put on the ears ’ (M) ; pata, strand or cord ; hence 

makarapata should be a chain worked with a makara, 

or perhaps a chain suspended with a pendant shaped 

like a makara; ornaments are often made in the form 

of birds and animals even today, e.g. pendants in the 
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form of peacocks ; cp. T. makara-pakuvay, head orna¬ 

ment shaped like an open mouthed shark (MTL). 

20. manikayivadam — bangle of gems or jewels (Carter); vadam, 

e.g. mat vadam, strings of flowrers ; garland, chaplet ; 

cp. ndga-patam [vadam), armlet shaped like a coiled up 

cobra with outspread hood (MTL). 

21. mantvalalu — bangles set with gems or jewels ; cp. jaiighd- 

valalu; bangles are of different kinds ; ‘ On the forearms 

broad and ornamented valayas [valalu), were worn, while 

on the wrists we find single as well as double wristlets. 

Though generally the wristlets were not as broad as those 

worn on the forearm, sometimes they wrere as broad if not 

broader. At times the wrist was adorned with as many 

as six bangles with twro extra larger ones in the begin¬ 

ning and in the end ’ (Saletore, p. 426). 

22. mutudam — pearl strings ; Skt. mukta-ddma. 

23. mutupata — string of pearls ; seems identical with mutudam; 

it is difficult to know what the difference between pata 

and dama was; Skt. ddma, wreath, garland, string, 

cord (MW) ; perhaps pata meant a single string or 

cord as in S. ekpata, depata, etc., one-fold, two-fold, etc 

24. nagavadam — T. armlet shaped like a coiled up cobra with 

outspread hood ; ear ornament resembling a cobra’s hood 

(MTL) ; also name of an ornament shaped like a cobra 

worn along the plaits of hair so as to cover the 

plaits of hair. 

25. nalalpata — forehead band ; Skt. laldta-patta or pattikd, tiara 

or fillet (MW) ; one of the insignia of royalty (see above). 

26. otunu —crown (see below, see also Architecture of Mdnasdra, 

translated by P. K. Acharya, p. 483 on crowns). 

27. pdddbharana — ornament for the feet (EWP) in general ; 

it is difficult to say whether this term is applied to any 

particular variety of foot-ornament ; ‘ Rings for the 

toes and anklets and leglets of various kinds have been 

current from an early epoch. The most favourite . 
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among them was a chain band fringed with little bells, 

round the feet, or small metal shells filled with shots, 

which made a jingling sound when in motion. It was 

called kihkini and worn by both sexes ’ (Mitra, 

Indo-Aryans, Vol. I, p. 236); the Vesaturu-da-sanne 

explains the term palipadakam as pdddbharanaya 

(p. 129, 662 A). 

28. padajala — an ornament for the feet; ‘ A belt should be 

put on round the knee-cap, and the feet should be orna¬ 

mented with the ornaments’ (M, p. 499) ; possibly a 

net-like ornament for the leg, a sort of net-work round 

the leg. 

29. paddhguli— cp. hastangnli; a similar ornament for the 

feet; pdddhguliyaka, toe-ring (MW). 

30. pddasiri — Sdhlk, padaSari; Pjv, padasiri; a foot-orna¬ 
ment ; cp. T. pddacaram, anklet for women (MTL); 
also T. kurankuceri, ornament for the thigh ; ceri, close 
fitting as bangle ; knranku, thigh (MTL). 

31. pasalamba — tinkling bell ornament for the feet, jingling 

anklet ; synonymous with saranavdla, salamba, tulakela, 

pdkeyuru, nuruva (PurNv) ; cp. n. on pdddbharana; 

‘ The chain (of the foot-ornament) is sometimes replaced 

by hollow tubes filled with shots. These are called 

nupura in Sanskrit. They are called Gujri, from having 

been first introduced by the belles of Guzrat ’ (Mitra, 

Indo-Aryans, Vol. I, pp. 236, 237) ; cp. gigirivalalu and 

kinkinikajdla. 

32. pddasankhald — foot-ornament ; cp. padasahkhajdla, conch¬ 

shaped ornament for the feet (EWP) ; Skt. srYikhald 

chain, fetter ; irnkhala, chain, a man’s belt (MW) ; cp. 

T. catahkai, string of small metal bells ; string of gold 

or silver bells worn by children and women as an 

ornament for the feet or waist (MTL). 

33. pasperahara — probably a five-fold protective ornament ; 

perahara, Skt. parihdra, protection, safety ; parihdraka, 

an armlet (MW) ; Cutsarana refers to perahara and 

pasriiperahara as ornaments of a queen (p. 293); 
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pasperahara may be identical with pasruperahara; 

hence it may be an ornament with five forms of 

either birds or animals; cp. n. on makarapata; the term 

palipadakam is explained as pCipahayinudu-perahara 

pahayinda yi yat me, that is as if to say foot-ornaments 

— perahara ornaments (Vesuturu-du-sanne, p. 129, (>62 

BC); hence perahara may also be a variety of foot-orna¬ 

ment. 

34. pasru— probably a five-fold ornament like the paspera¬ 

hara; Butsarana makes it clear that it is a chain 

ornament for the neck : pasruvdlayak karabdiidi bclla- 

knmdrayakse, like a child wearing a pasruvdla on the 

neck ; five-fold form-ornament (EWP) ; cp. panca- 

yudha, necklace for children with a disc embossed with 

the figures of five weapons (dyudha). 

35. patravalalu — pdtra in Sdhlk ; possibly bangles made 

of broad sheets of gold, etc. ; thick bangles or bangles 

in the form of leaves ; patra, leaf ; cp. T. pattiram, a 

leaf-like ornament, and T. valaya, bracelet or armlet ; 

‘ The valaya (armlet) should be put on the root of 

the arm and the daman (string bracelet) should be worn 

round the armpit (kaksa) ’ (M) ; also cp. tdlapatram, 

trinket for the ear (AmK) ; ear ornament in the 

shape of a palm leaf ’ (Mitra, Indo-Aryans, p. 231) ; 

patra, leaf-like ornament (Acharya). 

36. randam — gold chains ; or jewelled .chains ; cp. ratnamald, 

necklace of jewels (MW). 

37. ranpata — probably similar to randam ; see n. on mulupata; 

gold forehead frontlet (EWP) ; cp. ratnapatta, a jewelled 

band, a jewelled turban (Acharya). 

38. ransavadi — gold waist-chain (EWP) ; cp. T. savadi, an 

ornament for the neck consisting of three or more gold 

cords, also ear-ornament worn by women (MTL) ; in 

Tamil savadi is a neck ornament ; but the Sinhalese 

seem to use the term to mean a chain for the waist. It 

is difficult to say whether savadi meant the same in 

the period under review. 
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39. rididam — silver chains ; Skt. rajata, silver, gold, a pearl 

ornament, ivory (MW). 

40. ruvansolu — golden or jewelled staff (Carter); nalala bandi 

ruvansoluvehi manik gal ginivara kala heyin l tejasa, the 

lustre produced by the polished (literally heated) gem? 

of the ruvansolu tied on the forehead (SdhRv 939) ; 

according to this ruvansolu seems to be a gold or 

jewelled forehead band and not a staff as Carter makes 

out. 

41. ruvanvala — golden girdle (EWP) ; Skt. ratnavali, a string 

of pearls (MW) ; avail, a row, range, continuous line, a 

series; ratna, a gem, jewel, precious material (nine in 

number); hence ratnavali may be a string of any one of 

these or even of all these. 

42. saddam — occurs in DmbAs and Pjv; Kumaranatunga, 

Revata, and Jnanananda all give sakdam; if they 

are right it should be a string of shells ; sankha, shell, 

especially the conch-shell (used as an ornament for the 

arms (MW); Mitra refers to a hand-ornament: ‘ The 

well known conch-shell ornament (sankha) ; it is 

formed by cutting the shell into annulets, and eight 

or ten of them are arranged in a tapering form, and 

then mounted with gold beads, bosses, and other 

decorations; some of the annulets are left white, 

while others are dyed with lac of a bright crimson 

colour * (Indo-Aryans, pp. 234, 235) ; If saddam, it may 

be satdam, an ornament containing seven rows or strings. 

43. tddanka —tdt(d)anka, an ornament for the ear (Acharya) ; 

T. tdtankam, a woman’s ear ornament (Cutamani- 

nighantu). 

44. tisarapata — synonymous with mutupata, mutuvdla (HJ) ; 

mutuvdla, tisarahara. muthara are synonymous (PurNv) ; 

tisarahara, tisaravdla, mutuvdla, hamsapela are also- 

synonymous (HJ) ; it is quite possible that these are 

identical; a neck ornament (Revata); tisara means a 

hamsa, goose, swan ; hence tisarapata may have been a 

necklace in the form of a line or row of geese. 
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45. udarabandhana — waist-belt; * belly-band should be round 

the middle belly, and above that should be the stana- 

sutra (breast string) ’ (M). 

46. urujdla — thigh ornament, perhaps worked in the form of 

a net; uru, thigh, shank (MW). 

47. darsanamdla — darsana, audience or appearance (before 

the public) (MW); probably neck ornament worn 

when the king gave special audiences. 

48. grlvdlamkara— seems a term generally applied to neck 

ornaments ; griva, neck, the back part of the neck ; 

alamkara, ornament, decoration (MW). 

49. jahghdpatra—probably a leaf-like ornament to cover 

the shanks. 

50. karnasutra— possibly a string-like ornament for the ear ; 

sutra, thread, string, cord, girdle (MW) ; cp. katisutra, 

hip-chain, girdle (Mitra, Acharya). 

51. mevuldam — synonymous with kdsa, rasan, hinudam, vala 

(Ruvan-mala) ; UmgJ gives rasand ; belt, girdle, zone 

(as w’orn by men or women) but especially that 

worn by the men of the first three classes (MW) ; 

‘ It was made of various forms, but a fringe of bells 

was held in the highest favour, and known under 

different names. Sometimes it was worn tight like a 

belt, but at others, loosely like a garland of many rows’ 

(Mitra, Indo-Aryans, p. 236) ; ‘ The girdles had the 

names of mekhald, hanamekhala, kdiiici, kanakakinkini, 

and rasand, denoting some types’ (Saletore, p. 425) ; ‘ In 

Meghaduta a tinkling zone is mentioned, which was 

known as rasand. It appears probable that zones with 

small jingling bells came to be known as rasand’ (Kalyan 

Kumar Ganguli, Jewellery in Ancient India, p. 157, 

Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art, Vol. X, 

1942). 

52. minibandhi— Skt. manibandhana, a string of pearls, an 

ornament of pearls, the part of a ring or bracelet 

where the jewels are set (MW) ; cp. manibandha, an 
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ornament for the wrist, a string of pearls, collet 

(Acharya). 

53. mulhara — chain of pearls; the hdra (chain) should be 

round the neck. ‘ The hdra should be suspended over 

the chest from the upper neck down to the (part 

above the) heart’ (M) ; ‘ A chain of 108 strings is 

called the hdra, and a half-chain of 64 strings is styled 

the ardha-hara ’ (M, p. 498, n. 1) ; cp. note on tisara- 

pata. 

54. mutusavadi — waist-chain set with pearls ; see n. on ran- 

savadi. 

55. nilminisavadi — waist-chains of sapphire; Skt. nilamani, 

sapphire (MW). 

56. pabaludam— strings of corals; Skt. pravdla, coral (MW). 

57. padakkam — a pendant set with gems and suspended 

from a necklace (MTL). 

58. rajalasavadi— silver waist-chains; see n. on ransavadi. 

59. ranminisavadi — gem-set gold waist chain ; ran-mini, gold 

and gems (Geiger, An Etymological Glossary of the 

Sinhalese Language) ; Skt. hiranya, gold (originally 

uncoined gold or other precious metal) (MW). 

60. ranpetimdla — strings of gold roundels ; cp. what is known 

as the pavummdla, a necklace made of sovereigns 

attached to a gold chain. 

61. siddatudam — strings of beads ? of the size of white mustard 

seeds; Skt. siddhcirtha, white mustard. 

62. satruvanvdla — a string of the seven kinds of precious 

material. 

63. sivkotmdla — possibly a chain to which were attached 

four-pointed (e.g. rectangular, square) pieces of gold or 

any other metal; Geiger derives kot from Skt. kunta, 

spear, lance [An Etymological Glossary of the Sinha¬ 

lese Language) ; hence kot can be a point. 
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64. tunkotmala — possibly a chain of the same sort as the 

sivkotmala i.e. a chain to which were attached trian¬ 

gular pieces of gold or any other metal; see n. on 

sivkotmala. 

In the foregoing pages, EWP refers to E. W. Perera’s article on 

the ‘ 64 Royal Ornaments in Ceylon \ Notes and Queries, xxxvi, in 

the J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. xxiv. Here he observes that though the 

64 ornaments of Sinhalese royalty are frequently mentioned in 

history, sannes and literature, a list of them is not readily available. 

He refers to five kinds of otunu, crowns, viz., siddha (celestial), 

mini (jewel), simha (lion), vydghra (tiger), and ruvan (golden). 

He does not afford us much information regarding the 64 ornaments. 

The DmbAs mentions six kinds of crowns : siddha, simha, ran (gold), 

ridi (silver), mini (precious stones), satruvan (seven kinds of pre¬ 

cious material). 

We have already referred to the royal signet, hasmunda, of the 

Sinhalese kings. The SdhRv often refers to this ring, which was 

used as the State seal. The king is also described as wearing a 

costly silken robe and covering his body with as costly a silken robe : 

*laksayak vatina palasak peravagena ’ (SdhRv 170), and ' laksayak 

vatina ran saluvak hahda ’ (Sdhlk 87). The slab-inscription of 

Mahinda IV also speaks of a white scarf, ‘ sevel bandna apa parapuren'. 

Wickremasinghe translates sevel as white scarf (EZ 1. 4. 240). 

The Kavya-§ekharaya describes the king as wearing a ‘ white 

scarf': 

gata savbarana sddi 

balamin isa sevelu bahdi 

kirulada tama pdlahdi 

tabu ohn mudunatehi sirirahdi, 

Looking at the body decked in all ornaments and the head beauti¬ 

fied by the white-scarf, he placed the crown that he wore, on his 

(the prince’s) head (canto 15, v. 14). 

A simile worked out in the Kataragama inscription mentions 

the dress of the chief queen : ‘ TarahgavdUi rali ot mahamuhund me 

nildiyul han namba gahga me data lela mut harin hobnd Hat Uda 

girikulu me mini kodulu palan Dambadiv polov ag mehesna palan 

mini subuluvak bandu nan siri lakala adorned with the 

varied splendour, comparable to a jewelled wreath worn by the 
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Chief Queen, the land of Dambadiv, the blue robe worn by whom 

is the great ocean containing rows of billows as if they were folds ; 

who is resplendent with the celestial river oscillating on the braided 

hair as if it were a string of pearls and the jewel ear-rings worn by 

whom are the mountain peaks Hat and Uda ’ (EZ 3. 4. 223). The 

Sdhlk also mentions pattakdra, pamutilihgam, kadnkdppu, kondamal, 

as the ornaments of a queen (biso palandana) (Sdhlk 182). Queen 

Madri is said to have given as alms the following ornaments (Daham- 

sarana, ed. D. Dhammananda, p. 366). The Butsarana (293 ; 

Sorata, 303) and the Pjv (129) give the same list; but with a 

few variations and a few other terms which are also noted below. 

The names of these ornaments are listed in sequence and diffi¬ 

culty seems to have arisen in the separation of the different terms 

e.g. dakan pasevikan dasa angatilaka have been separated as 

kanpcisevi, kandasa, angatilaka and also as dakan, pasevikan, dasa 

angatilaka; hence the variant readings in the different texts. In 

the Pjv these appear as dakan, pasevikandasa and angatilaka. 

agatilaka — Skt. agra, foremost, chief, best, foremost part, 

top ; tilaka, a mark on the forehead (made with coloured 

earths, sandal-wood, or unguents, either as an orna¬ 

ment or a sectarial distinction) ; a kind of necklace 

(MW) ; agatilaka may therefore be an ornament worn 

in the centre of the forehead ; Butsarana gives dasa- 

angatilaka and the Pjv angatilaka; the Vesaturu-da- 

sanne explains mukhaphullamca as nalalat hi palandana 

tilakabharana da, the tilaka ornament worn on the 

forehead, etc. (p. 129, 661 BC) ; Skt. mukha phullaka, 

a kind of ornament (MW). 

tihgullasara — ? possibly an ornament for the fingers ? ; But¬ 

sarana and the Pjv give angiil dasaru. 

bdhumutu — may be chains of pearls for the arm; Butsarana 

gives bdhu mutuvala and the Pjv bdhudanda and 

mutuvala. 

depatavidyd — S. depata means twofold ; Skt. vidyd, a small bell 

(MW) ; probably an ornament with two rows of small 

bells; cp. gigirivalaln. 

ekvdti — probably identical with ekdvdla (see above). 
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galamutu — pearl chains for the neck ? cp. galamutumdla (see 

above). 

hint— probably identical with hinasdda (see above). 

kandasa — kan, ears, Skt. da&d, skirt or hem (MW) ; probably 

an ornament worn on the edge of the ears ? 

kanapasevi — ? 

kesvdla — ornament worn on the plaits of hair or knot of hair ; 

strings of pearls were worn on the knot of hair. 

mdnikmdld — jewelled necklaces. 

minidam — chains of gems or jewels. 

nilmdtraka— ? Butsarana gives nilmdtrd; nil, Skt. nila, blue, 

sapphire; mdtraka, cp. Skt. mdtrd, an ear-ring, jewel, 

ornament (MW). 

otunu — crowns. 

pddagam — anklets. 

pdddnguli — ornaments for the toes ; cp. hastanguli (see above). 

pddakataka — Skt. kataka, a bracelet of gold or shell ; T. katakam, 

armlet, bracelet (MTL) ; hence similar ornaments for 

the feet. 

padamudu — rings for the feet ? 

pasru and pasperahara — (see above). 

ranmaravddi — golden slippers. 

siravalalu— sir a may be Skt. Mr as, head; hence some sort of 

ornament worn round the head ? 

vdlamutu — cp. mutupata (see above). 

The Butsarana and the Sdhlk (96) also mention the following : — 

kaba (Butsarana)—cp. P. kambu, a conch, shell, a ring or 

bracelet (made of shell or gold), worn on the wrist. 
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sadamgd (Sdhlk) — T. catankai; (Cilappadikaram, ch. 6. 84) ; 

see n. on pddasahkhald. 

oravasun (Sdhlk)—Skt. liras, chest, breast, bosom; vasana, 

cloth, garment, ornament worn by women round the 

loins, dress ; oravasum, oravdsuma, breast-cover, breast¬ 

plate ? (The Sinhalese-English Die. ed. Ratnasuriya 

and Wijeratne). 

vijaya vastra (Sdhlk) — mentioned as a biso palandand ; S. 

palandand, P. pil(l)andhana, Skt. *pinandhana ; 

(cp. Skt. pinaddha, apinaddha, pinaddhaka ; P. 

pilandhati is to adorn, put on, bedeck ; pilandhana is 

embellishment, ornament, trinkets (P.T.S. Die.); Skt. 

pinaddha is fastened, wrapped covered, dressed, 

armed ; pinaddhaka, dressed, covered, clothed (MW); 

S. palandand usually meant an ornament ; but con¬ 

sidering the meanings of the P. and Skt. terms it may 

be conjectured that palandand may also have meant 

dress, clothing as well ; hence vijaya vastra may have 

meant some sort of garment, dress, clothing or robe 

which was worn on festive occasions — eg. celebration 

of a victory, etc.; Skt. vijaya, victory, contest for vic¬ 

tory, triumph, a kind of military array ; vastra gar¬ 

ment, raiment, dress, cloth (MW). 

kakusahda (Sdhlk) — ? 



CHAPTER III 

ADMINISTRATION 

We have very little information regarding the real nature of the 
administration of the island at this time ; but we can form some 
idea of its chief elements by examining the conditions that prevail¬ 
ed before and after. It is unfortunate that the inscriptions mostly 
•deal with immunities granted to temples or individuals. The king 
no doubt was the supreme head of the state, and was assisted by a 
•council of ministers. ‘A council undoubtedly existed just as one 

did in the last days of the Kandyan kingdom, but we can only guess 
at its functions ’ (Codrington, A Short History of Ceylon, p. 42). 
The King, being supreme in matters both civil and military, was 

probably at liberty to act according to his wishes; but he was guided 
no doubt by custom and tradition. How far he disregarded the 
wishes of the Council it is difficult to say ; but it may be that he 
usually acted in accordance with its wishes though he was never 

bound by its decisions. The Vevalkatiya slab-inscription of 
Mahinda IV speaks of the lords who sat in the Royal Council, and 
also of the promulgation of the regulations in accordance with 
mandates delivered by the King in Council (EZ 1. 6. 251). Queen 
Lilavatl is said to have created a council of wise, brave and faithful 

ministers (EZ 1. 5. 181). The fifteenth century inscription of 
Parakramabahu VI states that the king vouchsafed, after due 
inquiry, edicts fit to be carried out in the world, seated on the lion- 

throne surrounded by his ministers in the auspicious palace of 
Jayavardhanapura (EZ 3. 2. 67). The Polonnaruva Council- 
chamber inscription of the tenth century refers to the settlement of 

disputes regarding a Tamil allotment by the gentlemen who sat 
in the Assembly (sabaye hindna samdaruvan) (EZ 4. 1. 40). 

The apex of the whole administration was the king, and next 

stood his ministers who were in charge of the various departments, 
such as finance, war, etc. At the head of the board of ministers 
was the Chief Minister (P. mahamacca, muldmacca, mahdmatta ; 

S. maha-amati, agamtiti). Lower down in the ranks were various 

chief governors of provinces, of districts, and village headmen, 
who enjoyed a certain amount of independence in matters of local 
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administration. The Kandavuru-sirita (ed. D. B. Jayatilaka, p. iv) 
states that King Parakramabahu II was wont to listen to certain 
officers who informed him of any new enactments, etc., which were 
perhaps promulgated by them in their respective territories or 
spheres of duty, and that the king would either reprimand the 
officers or ratify the regulations according to whether he was annoyed 
or pleased with them. That the villages enjoyed a certain amount 
of freedom in the management of their internal affairs is also brought 
out by some of the inscriptions, which record various immunities 
granted to certain maintenance villages. ‘ Royal control says 
Codrington, ‘ was exercised by officials who went on circuit annually, 
somewhat in the manner of the English assizes, to administer 
justice and collect the king s dues, and this was still done as late as 
the early seventeenth century' (A Short History of Ceylon, p. 43). 
The Badulla pillar-inscription of Udaya III requests the people 
to inform the secretariat of the State Council of any illegal acts 
committed by the officers who thus came on circuit (EZ 3. 2. 81). 
The same inscription gives an idea of the immunities a village enjoyed 
and also shows the kind of rules enacted for purposes of local adminis¬ 
tration (EZ 3. 2. 74). The inscription also refers to the desire of 
kings to have first-hand information regarding the conditions of 
the country. To achieve this kings sometimes toured the island. 
For example, Nissanka Malla refers often to the fact that he toured 
Tri-Simhala. Nissanka Malla was wont to travel throughout 
Lanka, inspecting completely, ‘ like a nelli fruit' in his hand, 
villages, markeLtowns, seaport towns, cities, and many other places 
in the three kingdoms, including Devnuvara, Kalaniya, Damba- 
deniya, and Anuradhapura (EZ 2. 3. 141). The SdhRv also 
mentions that kings were wont to tour the country in disguise. 
King Gajabahu is said to have gone about the city in the night. 
Stories of this nature are often related in connection with the kings 
of Kandy. The VismSn, too, refers to kings riding about in 
the streets on elephants (IV. 36). 

Codrington’s account gives us a glimpse of the administrative 
system in the twelfth century, and it is most likely that the same 
system was followed during the succeeding century, at least as far 

as the general principles were concerned. He states: ‘ With 

Parakrama Bahu I we once more gain an insight into the govern¬ 
ment of the country. While still only ruler of the “ Southern 

Country ”, he reorganized the administrative system of his princi¬ 
pality, and it is probable that he introduced the reforms then made 
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into the government of the whole island on his securing the crown. 
The sub-king’s country before his time was ruled by two ministers, 
the “ Adigars of Lanka ", who, doubtless as in the last days of Kan¬ 
dyan rule, divided the supervision of the whole realm between 
them. Parakrama, with the object of obtaining abetter revenue, 
separated “ all the land of great value ", in all probability the 
royal villages which in later days always contained the most fer¬ 
tile lands, and placed it under a third minister, perhaps the one 
known in the fourteenth century as the “ Adigar in charge of the 
palaceWe also hear of twelve governors of provinces, of 
eighty-four rulers of smaller districts, and of chiefs in charge of 
the borders, all with military and probably also with civil juris¬ 
diction ’ (.4 Short History of Ceylon, p. 68). The Nikaya-sahgrahava 
attributes to Parakramabahu the reorganization of the system of 
administration, and he is said to have effected laws and regulations 
(vyavastha) to ensure the continuance of the system so organized. 
He seems to have asserted his kingly power, put an end to the 
‘ leadership of the many ’ (bahu ndyakatvaya) and established 
instead a centralized form of government (ed. Kumaranatunga, 

pp. 20, 21). 

The SdhRv refers to the mode of proclamation of decrees, orders 
of the king, enactments, endowments, etc. A drummer went round 
the city or village beating his drum at short intervals, and the 
people questioned him as to what it was all about and learnt the 
orders. The MV states: “ Tomorrow the enshrining of the relics 
shall take place", thus proclaimed the king by beat of drums in the 
city, by which all that must be done is set forth ’ (MV 31. 32). 

Decrees, enactments, etc., came into effect x>nly after such docu¬ 
ments had been stamped with the royal seal. This is shown by 

the SdhRv, which says: ‘ liyannan liyalu patkadeyi rajjuruvan lu 

oppuva nisei e teme sanhas vida ’(55). The inscriptions bear evidence 

that this was the practice even in the preceding centuries, e.g. the 
Nagama pillar-inscription states ‘ hasin pamunu kot vadala tana 

bimhi In the ‘ tana bima ' (grass land) which had been assigned 
with (His Highness’s) seal as a pamanu (heritable grant) land 

(EZ 2. 1. 16). 

(a) The Council of State 

‘ Luckily the inscriptions on the pillars of Nissahka Malla’s 

“Council Chamber’’ at Polonnaruva supply us with definite infor- 
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mation as to its (council’s) constituent members. These were the 

Yuvaraja otherwise known as Mapd or sub-king; thecas or princes; 
the Senevirat or commander-in-chief, often a member of the royal 

family; the “ Principal Chiefs ” or Adigars; and the Chief Secretary 
with his subordinates, who all sat on the king’s right hand; on his 
left were the governors of provinces; the chiefs of districts ; and the 
principal merchants, doubtless under their official head the Situ-nd. 

But we are still without knowledge as to the powers of this body ' 
(Codrington, A Short History of Ceylon, p. 68). Though Codrington 
gives the composition of the council and this has been accepted by 
Mendis, we cannot assert that all officers mentioned in the list did 
actually form the council. The inscription may be referring to 
some general state assembly, and it is probable that the council 

itself may have been formed only by the personnel who sat on the 
king’s right-hand side. The division of the officers thus into two 

wings is in itself very significant. It is unlikely that subordinate 
officials such as the governors of districts were members of the 

Council of State. Further, if this assembly met daily as the Kanda- 
vuru-sirita states, it was impossible for all the chiefs of provinces 

and districts to have come to the capital every day from all parts 
of the island. Therefore the reference in the Kandavuru-sirita 

to a ratanayaka (Provincial Chief), and a disanayaka (District 

Chief) among the officers who sat in some sort of assembly (see 
below), seems probably to refer to the two Chiefs of the Province 

and the District wherein the capital was. We have definite infor¬ 
mation that those who held the positions of raja, yuvaraja, senevirat, 

dpa, and mapd fell into the chief category (see below). By raja 

here is meant the provincial rulers, as those of Rohana, Malaya and 
Vanni. The CV also refers to the monarchs of Vanni and also to 
the ruler Vlrabahu in the time of Parakramabahu II (CV 88. 87, 90). 

We do not know whether these principal officers formed something 
like a Cabinet. The Moragoda pillar-inscription of Kassapa IV and 
the Vessagiri slab-inscription refer to officers who came by order of 
a Supreme Council (ektan samiyen a) (EZ 1. 5. 206). Explaining 

the word ' ektan ’, Wickremasinghe says that it may be a derivative 
of Skt. eka+asthdna the one (or supreme) assembly as distinct 

from other assemblies (ibid. n. 2 ; see also EZ 3. 2. 107). This 

reference seems to indicate that there was an assembly which was 
distinct from all other councils. The Kandavuru-sirita further 

states that later on in the day the king (Parakramabahu II) sat 

on the throne surrounded by the following officers :— 
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sendnayaka — Commander-in-Chief. 

ekandyaka — The One (aka)—Chief (nayaka), the Supreme Chief. 
The Hamsa-sandesa (ed. Godakumbura, v. 50) whilst 
describing the royal assembly or the ministers of 
state refers to Ekandyaka after making reference to 
the princes and he has been given precedence over 
Vikramasimha adikdram who is mentioned only in 
the following verse. We may claim him as the Chief 
or Prime Minister, mahd mdti. The verse has mati 

mahante, which form no doubt has been used to ensure 

the rhyme in the verse. Godakumbura however ex¬ 
plains that mahantc was the village from which Ekand¬ 

yaka came. It is most unlikely that he would have been 
referred to in this manner. It isalsolikely that Ekand¬ 

yaka may have been the personal name of this minister. 

bandarandyaka — Chief of the Treasury. 

disanayaka — District Chief; the Alutnuvara slab-inscription 

records that the disanayaka was one of the officers who 
testified to an undertaking (EZ 4. 6. 270) ; the Amba- 
gamuva rock-inscription (A.D. 1058-1114) refers to 
dasanavan which is rendered as governors of districts 
by Wickremasinghe (see below) ; the term occurs 
as disdpati in later records. 

adhikaranandyaka — Chief Justice. 

samantandyaka — probably Chief Provincial Dignitary ; Geiger 

states that samanta, in his opinion, was purely a military 
title. ‘ It has the same meaning as our word “ officer ”, 

corps-commanders of various ranks subject to the 
Commander-in-Chief (CV, pt. I, Introduction, p. xxvi) ; 

Samannd occurring in places such as Mangul Mahale 
Samanna Araksamanan in the Badulla pillar-inscription 

may probably refer to samantandyaka ’ (EZ 3. 2. 78). 

arthandyaka — Chief Economic Adviser. 

gajandyaka — Superintendent of elephants. 

ratanayaka — Provincial Chief. 
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mudatnayaka — Chief Accountant ? 

badundyaka — Chief Revenue Officer. 

dahampasakna — Ecclesiastical Commissioner; the Gadaladeniya 
rock-inscription records a grant made by Min 

Dahampasakna (EZ 4. 2. 109); Nikaya-sangrahava 

(p. 21) mentions that dahampasakna was one of the chief 
State officials under Parakramabahu I ; Asoka, in one 
of his rock edicts states that dharmamahamatras were 
appointed by him to enforce the laws of Dhamma and 
that these had not been in existence before: ‘ I ap¬ 
pointed Dharmamahamatras. They are commissioned 
to promote the welfare of and Dharma among followers 
of all religions; to promote the welfare and happiness 
of the virtuous . . [Edicts of A&dka, ed. Sirinivasa 
Murti and Aiyangar, p. 15). 

mahaviyatnd — probably Minister of Education. 

mahandkatind — Chief Astrologer; and (?) Astronomer Royal. 

mahavednd — Chief Medical Officer; reference is made to maha- 

vednd Rak in the Polonnaruva council chamber inscrip¬ 
tion of the 10th century; ‘ The reading mahavednd', says 
Paranavitana, ‘ is very doubtful. Mahavednd “ the Chief 
Physician ” occurs in the Nikaya-sangrahava as one of the 
principal functionaries of the state under Parakrama¬ 
bahu I. The cognate title of Suluvedna “ the Junior 
Physician ” is found in an inscription of the reign of 
Parakramabahu I, found at Anuradhapura. But the 
word has not been met with in any other document of 
the 10th century ’ (EZ 4. 1. 44). 

sihgand — P. asiggahaka-nayaka; with reference to this title 

Geiger observes: ‘ Amongst the officials in personal 
contact with the king are the umbrella-bearer 
(chattagahaka) and the sword-bearer (asiggahaka). .. The 
title asiggaha was, like that of the umbrella-bearer, 
without doubt one of high rank. Moggallana I gives 
his sister in marriage to his sword-bearer Silakala and 
entrusts him with the guardianship of the Hair Relic ’ 
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(CV, pt. I, Introduction, III, p. xxviii). On the chief 
of the setthis was bestowed the title of asigahaka 

(S. kaduganna tanatum) and he was enjoined to keep 
watch day and night with swrord in hand at the Bodhi 

tree (BovGp, p. 143). 

dahamgeyina — probably a Minister of Justice ; the CV records 
a rebellion caused by three officials one of whom was the 
dhammagehakanayaka (59. 16); Geiger has rendered this 
term as the President of the Court of Justice (ibid.). 

mahavelendna — Chief Merchant, Trade Commissioner ? cp. 
modem Secretary to the Board of Trade. The SimBd 
tells us that the chief of the velahda kula wras given the 
title of mahavelandand and that he was enjoined to 
supply, with the help of his merchants, vessels for hold¬ 
ing mustard and incense — abamald and suvahdadum- 

mala (p. 221) ; mala means vessel; cp. P. mallaka% a 
bowl, a cup, a vessel (P.T.S. Die.). The Jataka-atuva- 
gatapadaya explains dhuma tattakam as dum mala— 
suvanda dum mala yi (pp. 224-25); P. tattaka means 
a bowl for holding food, a flat bowl, salver (P.T.S. Die.). 

SimBo (ed. Dhammaratana, p. 213) reads that the 
mahavelendna had to supply aba (mustard), laja (parched 

rice) and such other incense. BovGp says siddhatupa 

elavanu kola, to supply vessels for mustard; pd, patra. 

situna — Chief Setthi. We are told that the title of moriya situ 

(P. moriya setthitthdnam) was conferred on Prince 
Dharmagupta enjoining him to blow the conch at the 

Festival of the Bodhi tree (SimBo, p. 220) and that 
the title of asigahaka was conferred on the chief of 
the setthis (ibid, see also under sihgand). 

mulahgina — probably superintendent in charge of the royal 

kitchen; S. mulu means food; cp. mulutange, kitchen; 
‘ In the Tamil inscriptions of South India, the food 

offered to the deity in temples is called amudu (Skt. 

amrta, ambrosia) ; and it is probable that the same 
usage prevailed in the Buddhist shrines of Ceylon. The 
word mulu, used in Sinhalese literature to describe food 

offered in temples, and also for the victuals served 
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to the king, can etymologically be identical with amrta * 

(EZ3. 2. 219). The title mulurakind was bestowed 

on the chief of the arakkdmi kula (clan, family or caste 

of cooks), and he was enjoined to see that the supply 

of rice for offerings was maintained (SimBo, p. 221); 

mulurdtind in the BovGp (p. 144). 

arakmend — Chief Conservator. 

mahadorand — probably chief officer of the royal household, 
perhaps similar to the Lord Chamberlain or a chief of the 

Gate (Palace) Mudaliyars (vdsala mudali) referred to in 
the Hamsa-sandesa (v. 54). The SimBo states that the 
title of dor ana was bestowed on the chief of the balat kula 

and that he was enjoined to stand guard at the entrance 
(dorakada) to the Bodhi house (p. 221). 

kilimnd — this term occurs in a few inscriptions, but it has been 

left untranslated; it occurs as a part of the name of 
some state officials, e.g. Riling-GolabagamaBahatusivim 
(EZ 1. 5. 200), Riling-Gavayim (EZ 2. 1. 18) ; in a 

footnote to the first example Wickremasinghe offers 
Ralinga Gothabhaya-gama as an explanation ; Maha- 

kilinggam Riling Lokeyim occurring in the Raludiya- 
pokuna inscription is rendered as Riling Loke of 
Mahakilihggam (Mahd-Kalihga-gdma) by Paranavitana 

(EZ 3. 5. 269) ; the word kilihgun also occurs in the 
literature. The SimB5 tells us that title kilihgund was 

bestowed on the chief of the kilihgu kula, and that he 
was enjoined to supply fresh flowers to the Bodhi tree 
through the kilihgun, his clansmen or followers (p. 221, 
BovGp, p. 144). S. kilihgu is equivalent to P. kulinga 

(ibid., p. 140); Skt. ku + lihga, having bad marks (MW). 

Madovita Jnanananda Thera explains kilihgun as 

napumsakayan (eunuchs) (Butsarana Glossary). The 
Vesaturu-da-sanne explains mdgadha in sutamdgadha 

vannite (Jatakatthakathd, ed. Widurapola Piyatissa 
Thera, pt. VII, pp. 423, 424) as kilihgunvisin, by 

kilihgun (Vesaturu-da-sanne, ed. Hettiaratchi, p. 4) ; 

mdgadha means scent-seller (P.T.S. Die.), and pro¬ 

fessional bard or panegyrist of a king, one who informs 
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a Raja of what occurs in bazaars, also an unmarried 
woman’s son who lives by running messages or who cleans 
wells or dirty clothes, etc. (MW). We may mention 
here that kilingun who were employed to supply flowers 
may have been expected to remove the old flowers and 
clean the place. It is also interesting to note that 
certain words such as kilingun, balatun, kudasala, 

arakkiimi, kuru kudun often occur together. The BovGp 
mentions certain occupational groups (termed kula) : 
kilingu, balat (guards), pehera (weaver), kurhbal (potter), 
suda (cook) (p. 140); the Butsarana mentions kuru kudun, 

kundasald, balatun, kilifigan (p. 283). These references 

seem to indicate that these persons were more or 
less of the same rank or status which does not seem to be 
high. In the inscriptions too, kudasala and kilifig often 
come together and also dunuvdvan and balatun (see also 
under arakmcnd below). According to the inscriptions 
kilifig was one who was sent to set up pillars of Council 

Warranty (EZ 2. 1. 19). He seems therefore, to have 
been a high ranking officer. 

kapuna — Chief Officer of Popular Cults. The BovGp records 
that the chief of the kapu kula (P. kappa, precept, rule, 
practice) was given the title of kapuna and was enjoined 

to supervise the supply of food and ladapasmal (parched 

grain, broken rice, white mustard, jessamine buds and 

panic grass) to the Bddhi tree (p. 144). He may also 

have had either to perform the offerings or see that they 
were performed (SimBo, p. 221). 

Compared with this list, that quoted by Codrington from the inscrip¬ 

tions seems to be incomplete ; or it may be that the council of 

Parakramabahu II had a larger personnel. Codrington concludes 

that at the head of the principal merchants was the sitund ; but 

we shall see later that the merchants were represented by the 

velehdnd, the Chief Merchant, and that the sitund was quite a distinct 

official who represented the setthis. 

The Nikaya-saiigrahava refers to the following as the principal 

functionaries under Parakramabahu I : adhikdra ; senevirat; dpa ; 

tndpa ; mahaldna ; ?naharatind ; anundyaka ; sahhdpatind ; sitund 

siritlena ; dulend ; viyatna ; mahavedand ; mahanakcitind ; daham- 
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pasakna (ed. Kumaranatunga, p. 20). These have been rendered 
as Justiciar ; Commander-in-Chief of the Forces; Heir Apparent and 
Aide-de-Camp to the king, and virtually First Viceroy; Heir 
Presumptive and Second Viceroy; Secretary of State ; Minister of 
the Interior; Second Minister of the Interior ; President of the 
Council; Director of Commerce; Chief Legal Adviser; Under 
Secretary and Keeper of the Rolls; Chief Intelligencer; Chief 
Medical Officer ; Chief Officer of the Calendar; Minister of Education 
respectively by C. M. Fernando in his translation of the Nikaya- 
sangrahava (p. 20). 

sabhdpatina — According to Paranavitana the word is first noticed 
in the pillar inscription of Kassapa IV. ‘It ... is also 
mentioned in two other unpublished fragmentary ins¬ 
criptions of the tenth century ; one from a place named 
Dombavalagama . .. and the other from a village called 
Kuncikulama . . . His function . . . was to preside over 
the meetings of the Council of State . . . Possibly there 
were two of them who functioned by turns’ (EZ 3. 5. 
271, 272). The CV refers to ministers who were headed 
by the President - sabhapatippabhutike * macce (67. 64). 

dulend — Fernando (above) seems to consider this officer as the 
Under Secretary, perhaps attributing the meaning of 
P. dutiya, Skt. dvitlya to S. du. Etymologically this 

does not seem possible as du cannot be derived from 
these words. No other instance, where du is used in this 
sense, is known. Du here is probably from duta, meaning 
messenger, envoy, ambassador, negotiator. Hence du¬ 

lend was probably a secretary in charge of foreign affairs. 

anundyaka— just means Deputy Chief ; even though Fernando 
considers him to be the Deputy or Second Minister of 
the Interior (see above), it is not possible to be certain 

as to whose deputy he was. 

The Pjv states that the following titles were bestowed on the 
princes who came to Ceylon with the Bodhi tree: lakntahale; 

jayamahale ; vilbdmula raja ; maha rdti'na; maha sitund ; koturu- 

gand ; sakddna ; arakmend (721). Of course we do not have suffi¬ 

cient evidence to assert that some of these titles such as sakddna, 

koturugand, vilbamulardja, were in use during the period under 

review. 
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vilbamula raja — SimBo records that the title of mdlaya raja 

was conferred on prince Candagutta and that he was 
enjoined to beat golden drums at the festivals of the 
Bodhi, and also that Vilba danavva was given to 
him as a heritable grant. The place where Virabahu, 
son of Vijaya and Kuveni, lived was known as 
Virabahu janapada, which later came to be known 
as Vilba janapada (p. 220 and BovGP, p. 143). 

maharatina — Prince Devagutta was given the title lakmaha- 

rdti and he was entrusted with the task of taking 
the pirit pan (protective water made so by chanting 
the parittas) round the city on the royal elephant 
(SimBo, p. 220) ; cp. ratanayaka. 

koturugana — P. bimkdragdhakatthdna (BovGp, p. 143); Prince 
Suriyagutta was entrusted with the sprinkling of 
the pirit pan on the Bodhi tree with a golden vessel 
on the occasion of the Festival and the title koturugana 
was bestowed on him (SimBo, 220); kotoru, kendiyar 

a small metal pot. 

sakdana — The Pjv states that Prince Sisigot was given the 
title of sakddndt Chief of the conch-shell service. 
According to the SimBo it was Prince Dharmagupta 
who was entrusted with the blowing of conches; though 
he was given the title mdriyasitu (p. 220). According 
to the Pjv Prince Damgot (Dharmagupta) was given 
the title mahasitund (721). 

(b) Officers of State 

Next in command after the king was the yuvardja, who was 
considered the heir to the throne. At times, the uparaja was 
also spoken of as yuvardja, and the titles were sometimes used 
without much discrimination. Aggabodhi III consecrated his 
younger brother Mana as uparaja, and he is later described as 
yuvardja. In the same way Mahinda was the uparaja of Agbo II, 
and is subsequently called yuvardja. 

‘ The dignity of uparaja ’, says Geiger, ‘ is a position of trust 
carrying with it certain rights, apparently a share in the business 
of government. It seems to have been a matter of the king's plea¬ 
sure whether to have such a support in his royal office or not ' 
(CV Introduction, p. xx). The Chronicle speaks of a yuvardja 

in almost every reign, and kings are also said to have appointed 
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uparajas. Geiger also observes that one became yuvaraja either 

by virtue of the right of succession, or, if necessary or desirable, the 
position of yuvaraja was conferred like an office or title. The 

investiture of an upardja was a solemn ceremony, and one had to 
be consecrated as such ; but in the case of a yuvaraja no such con¬ 
secration is spoken of (ibid.). King Parakramabahu II conferred 

the dignity of yuvaraja on his younger brother Bhuvanaikabahu 
and made over to him a part of the kingdom (CV 82. 4). We hear 

of two uparajas in the reign of Klrtisri Rajasimha: ‘ To show the 
world that he respected his royal brothers as himself, he 
assigned the two uparajas vehicles and retinue and every kind 
of distinction, making them thus completely contented . .. ’ (CV 99. 
84). The SdhRv refers only to a yuvaraja in the lists of officers, 

e.g. raja, yuvaraja, maha cimati ; raja, yuvaraja, senevi (268, 450). 

Two other titles borne by the princes of the royal family were 
those of ddipdda and mahadipdda. The title of ddipdda (apa) 

first occurs in CV 41. 34, when King Silakala is said to have con¬ 
ferred the dignity of ddipdda on his eldest son Moggallana. 
On the second he conferred the title of malayardja (41.35). 

This shows, as remarked by Geiger, that conferment of that title 
acknowledged the right of succession. We hear of the case of 
Mahinda I, who reigned as ddipdda, as he did not wish to be con¬ 
secrated king. The slab-inscription of Uda Mahaya states that he 
received at the very instant of his birth the unction of Governor and 

Heir-Apparent, apd-yuvarad (EZ 1.5. 188), thus showing that both 
titles were borne by one person, the heir-apparent. This indicates 
that it was not considered necessary for a prince to reach a definite 
age to be thus honoured. We are also told that Udaya I had little 

children and that he bestowed the dignity of yuvaraja on his eldest 
son ; the others he made adipddas, and his daughters he made 

queens (CV 49. 3). There is one other title, that of mahadipdda 

(also mahdpa, mahapd, mdpa, mahaya) which also seems to have 

been borne by the heir-apparent. We first hear of it when Agga- 

bodhi I confers the title of mahadipdda on his sister’s son (CV 42. 38). 

The thirteenth century pillar-inscription of Bhuvanaikabahu speaks 

of himself as mahapd, which title he seems to have held under his 

elder brother, Parakramabahu II (EZ 3. 5. 288). The MV, on the 
other hand, states that Bhuvanaikabahu held the dignity of yuvaraja 

(CV 82. 4). Referring to the above inscription Paranavitana remarks 

that the inscription records the grant of land to a pirivena by the 
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heir-apparent mdpd Bhuvanekabahu ; this prince held the office 
of yuvaraja, which is very often synonymous with mdpd (EZ 3. 5. 
287). The Pjv states that Parakramabahu bestowed the titles of 
yuvaraja and mahapd on his brother (737). Here we have an 
instance of a prince who perhaps held both titles. Earlier we 
recorded the case of one who held the titles of dpd and yuvaraja. 

Referring to the title of mahddipdda Wickremasinghe remarks 
that this was a ministerial title higher in rank than that of apd. 
This is made clear by the fact that princes are often referred to as 
attaining kingship after holding the dignities of dpd and mahapa ; 
e.g. ‘ Enjoying the regal dignities of governor and sub-king, and 
being proficient in the science of arms, in religion, and in all arts 
and sciences, he, in due order of regal succession, received the sacred 
unction, and wearing the crown assumed supreme sovereignty ’ 
(EZ2. 3. 115). This reference also gives us an idea of the requirements 
of a prince who aspired to kingship. The pillar-inscription of 
Bhuvanaikabahu Mahapa (EZ 3. 5. 286) and the Nagama pillar- 
inscription of Uda Mahapa definitely show that the mahapds and 
the sub-kings wielded great authority. These two vidpas made 
endowments on their own authority. The phrase ‘ Uda Mahapa 
had assigned with {his own) seal as a pamunu land ’ shows that the 
sub-king himself had a seal of his own which he used in attesting 
documents of state, as the king his signet ring (EZ 2. 1. 19). 

Considering the foregoing facts, we may conclude that a king 
normally chose the title which he desired to bestow on the princes 
of the royal house ; generally the eldest, or the heir-apparent was 
made either yuvaraja or mahddipdda, and the other princes of 
royal blood upardjds or ddipddas. 

Purohita 

Another official who wielded great influence in the king’s court 
was the formidable personage, the purohita or chaplain. He was 
the king’s adviser on all matters, and hence a trusted companion 
of the king. The institution of the purohita seems to have been 
maintained even up to the last phases of the Sinhalese kingdom. 
Pandit Punnaratana Thera states that Delgoda Vijetunga Atapattu 
Mudiyanse held this post under Rajasimha II (Larikdve-pura- 
tattvaya, p. 77). The first chaplain mentioned is Canda in the time 
of Pandukabhaya (MV 10. 79). Devanampiya Tissa is said to have 
bestowed the title of purohita on a brahmin (MV n. 26). Queen 
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Anula is known to have been in love with Damila Niliya—a brahmin 

who was the palace priest. Vikramabahu II is said to have caused 

the performance of salutary sacrifices by the house-priest and other 

brahmins (CV 62. 33). The Oruvala sannasa of Parakramabahu 

VIII, 15th century, records the granting of land to two brahmanas 

who served as chief domestic chaplains (EZ 3. 2. 68). The Pjv 

also refers to the fact that a purdhita reigned for six months during 

the intrigues of Lilavati (p. 724). 

Literary works, such as the SdhRv, make copious references 

to purdhitas ; and they have been depicted as being very familiar 

with the king. The appointment of a brahmin par excellence to 

this office was in keeping with all Indian tradition ; but it is difficult 

to say whether the post was always held by a brahmin ; that this 

was not so in the later periods is seen by the appointment made by 

Rajasimha II. Irrespective of the person who held the post, we 

see that the purdhita occupied a place of great eminence in the 

king’s court, being the personal adviser of the king in all matters 

spiritual, temporal, official or private. As in India, he had a power¬ 

ful influence because of his religious knowledge, and because he 

was versed in various sciences, astrology, omens, etc. He advised 

the king on when to do a thing, and when not to, thus wielding 

great influence on him. 

Commander-in-Chief 

The sendpati or Commander-in-Chief of the army was of recognised 

importance in the Sinhalese court. Literature constantly speaks 

of commanders who wielded great power, and were able even to 

depose a king. Generally, therefore, it was a trusted relation of 

the king who was raised to this honour, and the investiture was 

often conducted ceremonially. We hear of the important campaigns,, 

and of the part played by sendpati Deva during the time of Parakra¬ 

mabahu I. The CV records the treachery of sendpati Mitta, who 

caused Vijayabahu to be put to death (CV 90. 2). The beginning 

of the thirteenth century saw the investiture of Lankadhikara 

Lolupalakulu Duttati Abonavan as sendpati, who established 

Sahasa Malla on the throne: ‘ For this unique act of loyal service 

. . . His Majesty, in the first year of his reign, invested him with the 

rank of senevirat and appointed him as his prime minister ’ (EZ 2. 5. 

229). Here we see an instance of a senapati who held two port¬ 

folios, that of senapati and of prime minister. The senapati seems 
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also to have been entrusted, in addition to his own duties as com¬ 

mander-in-chief of the army, with other state duties, in keeping 

with the Ksatriya custom whereby military officers took a share in 

the administration of the country during peace time. With re¬ 

ference to this office, Geiger makes the following remarks: ‘ Head 

of the whole army is, however, the senapati. His position was 

without doubt one of extreme importance, and the king only granted 

it to a man in whom he had the fullest confidence. Dhatusena 

appoints his sister’s son senapati (CV 38. 81). In the same way Para- 

kramabahu II, in the war against the Javakas, entrusts the highest 

command in the army to his sister’s son Virabahu (CV 83. 41). I do 

not think, however, that the conclusion is warranted that this posi¬ 

tion was reserved for the bhagineyya. He could indeed become 

senapati if he had the necessary qualifications and if he possessed 

the confidence of the monarch, but the king was not bound in his 

choice by conditions of relationship’ (CV pt. I, Introduction, 

pp. xxvi-vii). This officer was normally in charge of the 

army, but on occasions of great wars the king himself seems to have 

taken charge of the supreme command. 

The Kandavurusirita mentions five chief officials: panca 

pradhana maha senaga—raja, yuvaraja, senevirat, a pa, mapa, 

thus showing that they were the chief officials of state under 

Parakramabahu II. ‘ Raja' here probably refers to the pro¬ 

vincial rulers who ruled in the provinces, acknowledging the 

supremacy of the king. The Masulipatam plates of Aminaraja II 

mention several high officials of state as the vassal kings, purohita, 

senapati, etc., thus giving us a parallel from the Indian continent 

(El Vol. 24, p. 273). 

The Ministers 

The actual working of the administration was carried on by a 

Council of State, which consisted of a certain number of ministers 

who held different portfolios. We have already seen that the 

administration was divided under different heads, as, for example, 

Finance, Law, etc., and that each department was placed under a 

ministry, at the head of which was a minister. It also seems likely 

that there were other ministers who were not heads of such depart¬ 

ments. We are not in a position to give the exact number of ministers 

in a Council of State. This no doubt depended on the will of the 

king. It is also difficult to gather what exactly the function of a 
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minister was. As far as the duties are concerned, the Pjv (18) only 

states that because they were constantly engaged in performing 

the different duties entrusted to them by the king, they were also- 

expected to have a knowledge of the dhamma. Referring to the 

title ' amacca minister, Geiger observes that it certainly was one 

of general meaning and that it was used alike for civil and military 

officials (CV pt. I, Introduction, p. xxv). Therefore we can only 

state that a king had a number of ministers, of whom those who 

were in charge of departments bore titles indicative of their office. 

We are told that Devanampiya Tissa had his nephew Maharittha 

as his Chief Minister, along with whom he sent his Chaplain, his 

Treasurer and another minister as envoys to Asoka (MV n. 20). 

King Parakramabahu separated the finance administration from 

that of the army and made them over to two supreme officials 

(CV 69. 29). He is also said to have separated all lands of extra¬ 

ordinary value and placed them under a minister for whom he 

created the ‘ Office of the Interior ’ (antarangadkura). Referring 

a this ieiger adds a note that Parakramabahu must have created 

two ciuef ministries, ‘ a ministry of war and one for internal adminis¬ 

tration, each with a highest official at the head and that for simpli¬ 

fication the latter function was locally divided into two parts, to 

which was added a third embracing in particular the administra¬ 

tion of the mines. He also points out that the compiler is here 

describing the system of administration set up in certain works of 

the Niti literature, and that it was of course possible that Parakra¬ 

mabahu himself adopted this system (CV pt. I, p. 285, n. 3). Certain 

gifts and goods, etc., sent by Parakramabahu I seem to have been 

seized by force on the way to Kamboja. Parakramabahu, hearing 

of these insults, summoned his ministers and took counsel : ‘ Either 

the capture or the slaying of the king of Arimaddana must be effected. 

Thereupon there spake a distinguished official of the public accounts 

the Damiladhikarin, by name Adicca . . . ’ (CV 76. 38). Queen 

Mitta is said to have taken counsel with the highest dignitaries 

and ascetics, and when they were agreed, consecrated Jayabfihu as 

king (CV 61. 1). The Galpota inscription of Nissanka Malla states 

that he appointed ministers of justice and put an end to injustice 

in the island (EZ 2. 3. 117). The same inscription also states that 

he appointed yet other ministers and officials and provided them with 

‘ livings ’, serfs, cattle, permanent grants, and inheritances, gold 

and silver vessels, domestic utensils and other riches. The ministers 
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seem to have come to the court in the morning to pay their homage 

to the king. This is shown by the well-known story of Subha 

(MV 35. 51). The Kahdavuru-sirita also mentions that five 

chief officers paid homage to the king daily. 

The appointment and dismissal of ministers were entirely in the 

hands of the king. The first official act of the king, immediately 

he was consecrated, was the appointment of his officers of state, 

and the bestowal of honours and titles as a mark of recognition on 

persons of his choice. Parakramabahu II, after holding the cere¬ 

mony of his consecration is said to have received, on account of 

his learning, the title of * kalikala-sahitya-sarvajna-pandita ’. This 

may have been conferred on him by either the ministers or the 

brotherhood of monks. On his younger brother he conferred the 

title ofyuvaraja (CV82.3). Aggabodhi IV, gifted with right views, 

‘ bestowed office according to worth without preference, and by 

showing favour in accordance with rank, clans, and so forth, he 

won over these to himself ’ (CV 46. 4). Such titles and endowments 

were sometimes withdrawn : we are told thai King Dhatusena, who 

being ‘ wroth with those belonging to noble clans or to kinship 

villages who had attached themselves to the Damijas, deprived them 

of their villages . . . But to all the people . . . and . . . his ministers, 

who were the companions of his misfortune, he brought content¬ 

ment (CV 38. 38). Moggallana I is said to have destroyed over a 

thousand, ministers and others belonging to the same houses or 

families, who attached themselves to his father's murderer (CV 39. 

35). King Jettha Tissa is said to have commanded that the 

treacherous ministers be slain and their bodies impaled on the 

stakes round his father’s pyre (MV 36. 121)'. The SdhRv refers 

to occasions when the ministers were banished from the kingdom 

(239). Thus we see that the king got rid of anyone who incurred 

his displeasure. It was incumbent on the part of the ministers 

to visit different parts of the country on official business. The 

CV records the visits paid by Deva-Patiraja to various parts of 

the island (ch. 86). The SdhRv refers to an interesting episode 

connected with the minister Lakuntaka Atimbaru of King Dutu- 

gamunu. It is said that he once went to a village called Maha- 

muni in Digamandulla on some official business, and there he fell in 

love with a beautiful girl, named Sumana and married her (851). 
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All these officers of state enjoyed a certain amount of privilege 

in respect of the offices they held. On them were bestowed land, 

serfs, cattle, heritable lands, gold, gems, clothes and ornaments, 

in accordance with their positions (EZ 2. 2. 90). To the yuvardja, 

for instance, the Southern Country was given, and he enjoyed the 

revenue derived from this part of the land. The Sdhlk relates the 

story of a man named Tissa who lived in a certain village in Ceylon. 

His father instructed him in the science of weapons and showed 

him to the king ; and from this time onwards he served the king 

loyally and became a trusted servant. The king, being pleased 

with him, appointed him a minister and made over Magama to 

him (672). There is no doubt that people who went out of 

office, or were divested of such dignities, laid aside their claims to 

such grants, except perhaps under special circumstances, when the 

king assigned to them whatever remuneration he pleased for the 

services they may have rendered him. 

Royal Preceptor 

The SdhRv also refers to a royal preceptor or rdjaguru in the 

story of Kasthavahana. It is very likely that in Ceylon the post 

was held by a monk at the court. We have definite proof that 

such a post existed in the 12th century from the reference made to 

it in the slab-inscription of the Velaikkaras : ‘ The Royal Precep¬ 

tor (rdjaguru) and grammarian Mugalan Maha Thera of Uturula- 

mula, who is endowed with piety and virtuous conduct and with a 

knowledge of all Sdstras and Agamas . . . ’(EZ 2. 6. 254). This not 

only establishes beyond doubt that there was such an office, but 

also gives the necessary qualifications of one who held the post. 

We hear that during the time of Gdthabhaya a Colan monk named 

Sanghamitta was employed as teacher of his two sons Jetthatissa 

and Mahasena, and that Mahasena wrought many an evil deed 

under the influence of this monk (MV 36. 116, 37. 13 ; Nikdya- 

sangrahaya, p. 13). Next we hear of Aggabodhi I keeping piously 

to the instruction of the bhikkhu Dathasiva and living according to 

the law (CV 42. 22). In a foot-note to this, Geiger adds that 

Dathasiva apparently took a post at court corresponding to that of 

purohita in the Indian courts. The CV also records that ‘ a grand¬ 

son of King Dathopatissa, who had undergone the ceremony of 

world-renunciation in the Order of the Holy Buddha, dwelt full of 

faith, practising asceticism, controlled by discipline, self-controlled 

in spirit, as hermit in a solitary spot. The gods, who had pleasure 
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in him, praised everywhere his virtue. When the ruler of Lanka 

heard of his excellence ... he sought to gain him as his counsellor 

. . . had him fetched and made him take up his abode in a finely- 

built pasada. The king . . . ruled the people in justice, walking in 

the way marked out by his advice . . . Since that time the sovereigns 

of Lanka make a bhikkhu spend the night in a small temple of the 

gods, and place him, if he has found favour with the deity, in the 

leading position, and when they protect Order and people, they act 

according to the counsel of the ascetics who hold the leading posi¬ 

tion ’ (CV 57. 31). In a note to this passage, Geiger adds that it is 

not clear which king is meant. He suggests Manavamma : ‘ The 

whole passage is very curious. We are told here of a Mulatthana, 

that is (according to v. 39), the position of a premier and highest 

counsellor. It is held by a bhikkhu who must be confirmed in it by 

a kind of oracle. This confirmation again is granted by the devatds, 

another proof of the way in which Buddhism is interwoven with 

popular ideas ’ (CV, pt. I, p. 196, n. 2, 4). It is quite likely that the 

‘ mulatthana ’ referred to herein does not refer to a premier, but to 

the position of a chief monk, and is, no doubt, thus termed as a 

mark of the highest recognition and honour, as the monks are always 

considered to be on a higher pedestal than any laymen. The pas¬ 

sage also establishes beyond doubt that a monk held the position 

of a royal adviser from the time referred to above, though it is not 

clear what reign is meant. The reference to such a position in the 

time of Aggabodhi I shows that this post may have originated about 

this time ; and probably the office referred to is that of the raja- 

guru, who must have always been the most eminent monk of the 

day. It is quite likely that this post may have been identical with 

that of the purdhita during certain times. From the very origin 

of this post, the purohita has remained an acariya, teacher of the 

king. What often happened in India was that the teacher of 

the king in his youth was ultimately appointed to the post of 

purdhita, when the latter ascended the throne. We have definite 

evidence that this post continued up to the last phases of the 

Sinhalese kingdom. The early years of the 14th century saw 

the appointment of a rajaguru by Parakramabahu IV : ‘To 

the office of royal teacher the king appointed a Grand Thera 

from the Cola country, a self-controlled man, versed in various 

tongues and intimate with philosophic works ’ (CV 90. 80). We 

also hear of a number of royal preceptors under the Kandyan 

kings, as for example the well-known poet, Attaragama Raja- 
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guru Bandara, a pupil of Sangharaja Saranankara. We also hear 

of Moratota Dhammakkhanda Thera, the royal teacher of Rajadhi- 

rajasimha. The following verse from the Moratota-vata establishes 

this, and also throws light on the CV passage quoted above 

regarding the appointment of a royal preceptor : 

metun lakata oba vdni viyatek ndta tevalabana pelarut danena 

mevan mahimavcil visituru kara kara yedila nima nciti guna varund 

etcin patan avavdde pihitd delovin vada sadd kiyand 

utum rajaguru tanaturu moratota terihduta deviyangen Idbund 

{Moratota-vat a, ed. Albert de Silva, v. 61). This verse states that 

Moratota Thera received the office of rajaguru at the hands of the 

gods. This indicates that the tradition recorded in the CV was 

current even at the time of the Kandyan kings. Certain Indian 

States yet continue this practice of having a rajaguru, and we 

have an example from Nepal State where Pandit Hemaraj holds 

the office. 

Setthi 

This term setthi (S. situ) is rendered as foreman of a guild, ' city- 

man ’, banker, wealthy merchant, in the P.T.S. Die. Whatever 

the English term we hit upon, the references make it clear that this 

was a titular rank bestowed on certain wealthy citizens as a mark of 

social eminence and recognition by a king. The Jataka stories 

show that when a king came across a very rich man he honoured 

him with the conferment of this title. The stories also indicate that 

these setthis did a certain amount of work for the king. The inves¬ 

titure no doubt was carried out ceremonially, as was the custom in 

India. It is difficult to say whether all these titular lords had any 

hand in the administrative affairs of the land ; but all setthis seem 

to have been represented by one chief setthi, who seems to have had 

a place in the Council of State. The Kandavuru-sirita, giving a 

list of officers to whom the king gave orders daily, mentions the 

sitund (daham geyi na, maha velehdana, sitund), thus showing 

that he had certain official duties to perform. This reference also 

makes it clear that the sitund was an officer different from the 

maha-velehdnd (chief merchant). 

The CV records a revolt caused by three officers, namely the 

Head of the Umbrella-bearers (chatta-gahaka-ndtha), the President 

of the Court of Justice (dhammagehaka-ndyaka), and the Chief of 

the setthis (setthindtha), during the time of Vijayabahu I (CV 59. 
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17). The Nikaya-sarigrahaya, too, mentions the situna as an officer 

of state during the time of Parakramabahu I (Nikaya-saiigrahaya, 

ed. Kumaranatunga, p. 20). The Madavala rock-inscription also 

refers to a high official by the name of Joti Sitana, who has set his 

signature to a grant of land along with the apd (EZ 3. 5. 236). The 

Gadaladeniya slab-inscription of the 16th century mentions situ in 

a list of officials, viz. ‘ raja, yuvaraja, apd, mapa, situ senevirat 

adhikdra dtuluvu kavarataravi kenakuntat’ (EZ 4. 1. 22). 

We have a parallel to our setthindtha in the Indian inscriptions. 

The position of our chief setthi seems to have been similar to that of 

the &re§thins mentioned in the Indian inscriptions. The Damodarpur 

copper-plate inscriptions give us valuable information regarding 

this position. An interesting historical fact revealed by these 

plates is that the visayapatis (District Commissioners) 'appear to 

have been aided in their administrative work (samvyavahdra) 

by a Board of Advisers, which is found to have been constituted of 

four members representing the various important interests of those 

days : (1) the nagara-Sresthin (the most wealthy man of the town), 

representing, perhaps, the rich urban population; (2) the sarthava- 

ha (the chief merchant), representing, perhaps, the various trade- 

guilds ; (3) the prathama-kulika (the chief artisan), representing, 

perhaps, the various artisan classes; and (4) the p rath avia-kdyas- 

tha (the chief scribe), who may either have represented the Kayas- 

thas as a class, or have been a Government official in the capacity of 

a Chief Secretary of the present day ’ (El, Vol. 15, p. 128). In a 

note to the term nagara-Sresthin, it is stated that he probably 

represented the various guilds or corporations in the town, or the 

rich urban population, and that the word Srcsthin came to mean a 

‘ banker ' in later days (ibid., p. 131, n. 4). Another title used in 

the plates is kula-sresthin, which is explained in a note as the foremost 

person in the company of artisans. According to this, the nagara- 

bresthin was only the richest man in the particular city, and there 

would have been at least one in every visaya (district) to help the 

visayapati (District Commissioner). Considering these, we may 

say that our situna was either the representative of the setthis, of 

whom there may have been a good number, or the foremost rich 

man in the capital. Therefore it is justifiable to equate our situna 

with the Sresthin of these inscriptions, who seems to have held a 

high position in the court. That the Sresthin was a high official of 

state is shown by the Masulipatam plates of Ammaruja II, who is 

6—H 11305 (2/08) 
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recorded to have issued a command in the immediate presence 

of several high officials, the vassal kings, the antahpura-mahamatr a, 

the purohita, the amdtya, the besthin, the sendpati, the bikarana, 

the dharmadhyaksa, and twelve sthan-adipatis (El, Vol. 24, p. 273). 

The Bannahalli plates of Krishnavarman II record that the king 

was advised to make the grant referred to in the plate by the besthin 

Haridatta (El, Vol. 6, p. 17). The Khamkhed plates of the time of 

Pratapasila record that the grant was written by the besthin. So 

do the Badakhimedi copper-plates (El, Vol. 23, p. 79). Thus we 

see that the besthin of the Indian inscriptions took a leading part in 

the affairs of the state. It is quite probable that the position in 

Ceylon was much the same. The presence of two officers represent¬ 

ing similar interests is quite clear from the references to the situna 

and the maha-velefidnd, and the references in the Indian inscriptions 

help us to distinguish these two officials. The position, therefore, 

must have been that the situna represented the rich (other than the 

merchants) or high finance, while the maha-velehdna stood for the 

merchant guilds or corporations, or the merchants in general. 

Attention must again be drawn to the question whether the term 

setthi was a title always conferred on a person by a king. The 

stories often speak of the bestowal of this title on wealthy citizens. 

The MV tells us that Devanampiya Tissa bestowed the rank of 

setthi (setthittam) on his treasurer or accountant (ganaka) : 

add sendpatitthanam tuttho 'ntthassa bhupati, 

porohiccain brdhmanassa, dandanayakatam pana 

adasi tassdmaccassa, setthittam ganakassa tu 

(MV 11. 25b, 26). 

The note added to the comments on the Damodarpur copper-plate 

inscriptions of Kumaragupta I, of the fifth century, a.d. (see above) 

shows that during the early times the term did not refer to a banker 

as such. Originally, therefore, the sresthin was only the ‘ foremost 

man ’ in a town. We also have evidence that this term setthi (T. etti) 

was conferred on rich merchants even in the Tamil country. In 

explaining the term etti which occurs in the Cilappatikaram, V. V. R. 

Dikshitar states : ‘ The merchants were the wealthiest community 

in the land, and the king befriended them by honouring them with 

titles. Etti was one such title ’ (Cilappatikaram, Introduction, p. 39). 

Swaminatha Aiyar, in his commentary on the Manimekalai, 

states that the term etti is a title that was conferred on the 
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people of the vaisya caste : vaisyar per uni pattab peyar (Marnvie- 
kalai, Swaminatha Aiyar’s commentary, 1931, p. 47). The Madras 

T. Lexicon also explains the term as ‘ title of distinction conferred 

on persons of the vaiSya caste In the choice of the persons upon 

whom this title was to be conferred, the king may have been guided 

by the wealth a person possessed. It can be conjectured that as 

time went on, the sresthins and the ‘ rich men ’ came to be identical, 

so that at a certain stage the rich men, the majority of whom may 

have been bankers, came to be known as sresthins. Though it is 

not possible to say when this actually came about, yet one may 

hazard the conclusion that up to, and during, the thirteenth century 

the term setthi (situ) had not come to mean a banker in general, 

but remained a titular rank. 

Treasury Officials 

The literature also speaks of various officials of the Treasury 

other than the head of the Treasury or Chief Treasurer. Some of 

these officers are referred to as ayakdmi, those who keep records of 

the income. The same officers are perhaps referred to by the term 

bhandarapotun, keepers of the treasury books, used in an inscrip¬ 

tion of Nissanka Malla (EZ3. 3. 151). Geiger’s remarks about these 

officers may be noted here : ' Several official titles are formed with 

the word potthakin, namely, bhandara-, ddi-, mula-, and jivita- 

potthakin. We shall see that it is probably a case here of various 

synonymous designations for one and the same office. According 

to its origin potthakin has reference to an official who in some sphere 

or other has to do with book-keeping, the making of lists and inven¬ 

tories. Now bhandara potthakin is of itself intelligible. It probably 

corresponds to kosthagaradhyaksa “ overseer of the provision 

house ” in the Kautaliya. The title is borne (72. 182) by an officer 

of Parakramaba.hu I, Kitti by name. But the same Kitti is also 

described (72. 27, 207) as ddipotthakin. This, therefore, is 

probably a synonym of bhajuLdr a potthakin and means simply 

“ first or highest potthakin But the same meaning is also 

attached to mulapotthakin, which is the title of Mana (75. 139, 140), 

another officer of Parakrama. I may point to mulatthana (57. 38) 

“ the first, the highest and most influential position ”, the fore¬ 

most office in the state. My impression is that jivitapotthakin has 

the same meaning. This title is also applied to Kitti (74. 90), as 

well as another official of Parakramabahu, Mandin by name (70. 

318 ; 72. 161). It should be remembered that the Skt. jivita means 
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“ livelihood, food By bhandara was meant the necessary food¬ 

stuffs which were under the supervision and control of the potthakin ’ 

(CV, pt. I, Introduction, p. 29). That the office of bhandarapot- 

thakin was known in South India is seen when it is said that accounts 

were recorded in the bandara-pottagam : ‘Charitable grants, which 

were tax free, were registered in the vari-pottagam, and money 

accounts were recorded in the bandara-pottagam (Venkateswara, 

Indian Culture through the Ages, p. 119). According to Venkates¬ 

wara the bandar a-potthakin had to do with accounts and not with 

foodstuffs. 

Geigef in his explanation makes out that adipotthakin, bhandara- 

potthakin, mulapotthakin, jivitapotthakin were synonymous (see 

above). One reason he advances is that Kitti is referred to by at 

least three of these titles (see below). This view he puts forward, 

no doubt, considering the Kittis to be one and the same person ; 

but a few other possible explanations make it difficult for us to 

assert that only one individual is referred to by the name Kitti. 

The descriptions of the battles of Parakramabahu I refer to more 

than one person of the same name and also to more than one who 

bore the same title : Kesadhatu Rakkha, Kesadhatu Buddha, 

Adhikarin Rakkha, Adhikarin Kitti, Damiladhikarin Rakkha, 

Mahalekha Rakkha, Sankhanayaka Rakkhaka, Bhandarapotthakin 

Kitti, Adipotthakin Kitti, Jivitapotthakin Kitti, Dandanayaka 

Kitti, Bhandarapotthakin Bhuta, Jivitapotthakin Mandin (see 

CV, chs. 72, 74). These no doubt make it clear that more than one 

person of the same name is referred to. The Adipotthakin Kitti 

does not appear to be identical with Bhandarapotthakin Kitti. 

It is also likely that one of these Kittis was later honoured or given 

the title jivitapotthakin perhaps as a mark of recognition of services 

rendered during war. Similar seems to have been the case with 

the title Damiladhikarin. 

The CV tells us that Adipotthakin Kitti was sent along with 

Adhikarin Rakkha to take up a position at Mangalabegama (72. 160). 

It is also said that Mahalekha Rakkha and Jivitapotthakin Mandin 

and two Dandanayakas Sankhadhatu and Kitti were sent to Pila- 

vitthi (on the borders of Kalavapi) (72 162). It is again mentioned 

that Mahalekha Rakkha and Bhandarapotthakin Kitti marched 

to Kanamula having left Kalavapi (72. 182), and that they returned 

to Kalavapi later (72. 193). We are here faced with the question- 

as to who Bhandarapotthakin Kitti was, as the only Kitti who is 
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recorded to have gone to Kalavapi is the Dandanayaka Kitti, 

brother of Dandanayaka Sankhadhatu, and Adipotthakin Kitti 

was away in Mangalabegama. Were Dandanayaka Kitti and 

Bhandarapotthakin Kitti identical ? (the same person may hold two 

titles). Both these seem, however, to be different from Adipottha¬ 

kin Kitti. We are told in another place later on, that the king 

gathered his army together and re-distributed them again : Maha- 

lekha Rakkha, Kammanayaka Anjana and Adipotthakin Kitti 

were sent to Kyanagama ; Adipotthakin Kitti who first went to 

Mangalabegama is now replaced by Adhikarin Rakkha (72. 207). 

No mention is made of the position of Bhandarapotthakin Kitti. 

These references show that the possibility of there being two or 

three Kittis is not ruled out. The CV (74. 90) records that Adhi¬ 

karin Kitti and Jivitapotthakin Kitti wrere sent to Rlghavapi. One 

may now consider with some justification that these two Kittis 

were the Dandanayaka Kitti and Adipotthakin Kitti for they 

may have been given these two titles adhikarin and jivitapottha¬ 

kin respectively later on. Now we see that it is not easy to consider 

the titles ddi-, mula-, bhanddra- and jivitapotthakin as synonymous. 

These titles were probably indicative of the different aspects of 

book-keeping or accountancy that prevailed at the time. The 

reference to Bhandarapotthakin Bhuta (72. 196) shows us that 

there were more than one bhandarapotthakin. We may therefore 

conjecture that these were also general terms meaning treasury 

official or ' book-keeper ’ of whom there may have been many. 

Considering the titles ddi and mulapotthakin, we see that both 

terms adi and mula can mean chief, first or principal, thus indicating 

a Chief or Principal potthakin. If the terms were used in this sense, 

then the two titles may be considered identical ; but there is also 

the possibility that mula meant money, or capital. If so, the title 

mulapotthakin could also be a general term for an accountant or 

book-keeper who kept accounts of money or capital (cp. mudal 

potun in the Papijiyane inscription). The term jivita meant life, 

existence, subsistence, maintenance, livelihood (MTL and MW 

cp. S. divel). Jivitapotthakin, therefore, may have designated an 

officer who recorded maintenance or subsistence grants to people. 

T. pottakam has been rendered as land register (MTL, SI, Vol. 3, 

p. 80). Now we can say that these titles were indicative of the 

varying status of, and the different work performed by, the officers 

of the treasury or a department of accounts. 
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The SdhRv also refers to officers who were engaged in the distinct 

work connected with revenue and expenditure and also of 

recording the income or revenue (127). The same officers are no 

doubt referred to in the Giritale pillar-inscription of Udaya II : 

‘ Officers of the two treasuries and the two departments . . . ’ 

(deruvana de kamtan) (EZ 3. 3. 141). According to Paranavitana* 

the two departments referred to are those of revenue and expendi¬ 

ture (ibid., also see 3. 3. 143)- The term dyapotthakin is explained 

as ‘dravya a kdkaspan hevat lekam’ in the Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya 

(p. 7). The SdhRv also refers to a title mudalpat (335); pat here 

is perhaps identical with pan of the Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya, 

meaning books, and account books are no doubt meant. The 

Papiliyane inscription refers to the title mudalpotun * ' vihdrayak 

karavana lesata ranivasala kdriyehi niyukta sikurd mndalpotunta 

vaddla mehevarin pasvisidahasak dhana viyadam kota’, on the orders 

to build a vihara, Sikura, tne mudalpotun who was engaged in office in 

the Queen’s mansion, spent twenty-five thousand (Katikdvatsan- 

gard, ed. D. B. Jayatilaka, p. 43). Therefore mudalpat may have 

been an officer of the treasury similar to, or even identical with, 

that of mulapotthakin of the CV. 

The CV also refers to the treasurers of Gajabahu’s father, and to 

the fact that Parakramabahu I separated the administration of the 

treasury from that of the army (69. 27, 29). Hence it is clear that 

the king’s treasury was administered by a set of officials who 

recorded the revenue and expenditure and who worked under a 

superior, the bhanddranayaka or chief treasurer. 

Adhikarin 

The inscriptions of this period refer to an official called the adhi- 

karin, which title also occurs in the CV. Geiger’s views on this 

may first be noted here : ‘ Nor is it easy at times to determine 

whether a word is merely a general term for an official, or whether 

it is associated with a strictly defined sphere of action. This is the 

case, for instance, with adhikarin and adhindyaka (adhindtha). 

These terms almost certainly represent a difference in degree ; for 

according to 70. 278, Parakramabahu conferred on the Adhinatha 

Mayageha as a reward for his military services, the digftity of an 

adhikarin (adhikaripadam). The title Damiladhikarin may be 

mentioned here. It is borne by one of the two Rakkhas, the gene¬ 

rals of Parakramabahu (75. 20, 69 ff.), further by a ganakamacca 
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named Adicca (76. 39 ff.) ’ (CV, pt. I, Introduction, p. 25). The 

Batalagoda-vava slab-inscription dated in the fifth year of Queen 

Kalyanavatl (a.d. 1207) refers to the benefactions made to a shrine 

by an officer, adhikarin, named Cudamani, Lord of Mangalapura 

(EZ 4. 2. 80). Referring to this, Paranavitana remarks : ‘ That 

part of the record containing the titles of this dignitary is mutila¬ 

ted ; and, we are, therefore, deprived of the means by which we 

could have ascertained what the position he held was. There is no 

other mention of this officer, so far as I know, in the records of the 

period ’ (EZ 4. 2. 75). We have references to these officers in the 

succeeding century. The Gadaladeniya rock-inscription refers to 

‘ raja yuvaraja adhikara senevirat arthandyaka ’ (EZ 4. 2. 100), and 

the word adhikara has been rendered in this context as ‘ officers of 

state ’ by Paranavitana. Other records also snow that there were 

adhikarins of high status designated by the titles Lahkadhikdrin 

and Damaladhikdrin. Gajabahu is said to have bestowed the office 

of adhikarin on the chief Mayageha, and that of Lahkddhikdrin on 

Sankhanayaka Kitti (CV 70. 278). 

The Adhikarin Rakkha, who was stationed at Mangalabegama, 

is said to have fought with the enemy . . . again with Adhikarin 

Natha and to have put him and his army to flight (CV 70. 297). 

These references seem to indicate that these titles were conferred 

on officers in recognition of the military services rendered by them 

(see also Introduction to CV, pt. I, III). Reference is also made to 

these officers as executing civil duties of an administrative nature. 

The Galapata vihara rock-inscription of about the 12th century 

states that a dignitary named Mindal who held the office of Demala- 

adhikarin was administering the Pasyodun district (EZ 4. 4. 198). 

Referring to the same inscription, Paranavitana adds that ' the 

official title Demala-adhikarin is known from the Mahdvamsa to 
• • 

have been current in the reign of Parakramabahu I ; and names 

such as those of the dignitaries figuring in this epigraph were borne 

by personages who flourished in the reign of that monarch or in the 

decade or two that followed it. The official titles such as Demaja- 

adhikara, found in the document, are not known to have been in 

vogue in the Dambadeniya period, though of course we cannot 

definitely assert that they had fallen into disuse ’(EZ 4. 4. 199, 200). 

Though Paranavitana makes this statement, the references to these 

two officials, namely Lanka- and Deniala-adhikara by the author 

of the SdhRv suggest that these titles were used during the Damba- 
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deniya period. In translating the Pali passage ‘ ammo, sasurd kira 

te kosala ranna saddhim digato, tassa katarageham patijaggitabbam, 

rannokataram iifiarajadinamkataranlti , Dhammasena Thera says : 

* puta, to page mayilanuvd kosol rajjuruvan vahanset kdhdavdgena 

avuya. to page mayilanuvanta navdtanata kavarageyak nilakaramoda ? 

yuvarajjuruvanta . . . lahkd-adhikdra demala-adhikdra mudalpat 

adlvu e e dendta kavara kavara geval . . . (SdhRv 335)- Here we 

see that the writer in translating the one term yuvardjddlnam 

has given a series of other officials with whom, we have no doubt, 

he was familiar. The mention of the two adhikdrins proves that 

he knew of their existence. Hence we have not the slightest doubt 

that these titles were used in the Dambadeniya period. We see no 

reason to presume that these posts fell into disuse, since they were 

very conspicuous in the immediately preceding period. Further 

evidence to the effect that these were known in the beginning of the 

13th century is afforded by the slab-inscription of Sahasa Malla, 

which refers to two officers who held the title Lahkddhikdira, one of 

whom, Abonavan, is said to have been imbued with ministerial 

qualities such as learning, virtuous conduct, family (or caste) pro¬ 

priety, and the like, and being observant of justice, etc. (EZ 2. 5. 

227). It may also be noted that this title was very much used 

during the Kandyan times. ‘ At this period (during Parakrama- 

bahu I) they seem to have been chiefly military commanders of 

whom several are named. In modern times the adikaram or adi- 

gars became the chief ministers of the kingdom with administra¬ 

tive and military duties . . . the country was administered by chiefs 

of the disawanes and ratas under the two chief ministers of state 

known as adigars’ (Hayley, A Treatise on the Laws and Customs of 

the Sinhalese, p. 47). It is difficult to ascertain what exactly their 

duties were ; but there is no doubt that they were high officials of state 

in whom both administrative and military duties were combined. 

Patiraja 

The Pjv records that Parakramabahu II carried out immense 

religious activity through one of his ministers, Deva-Patiraja, who 

was a true believer in the Triple Gem (see also CV 86. 4). Mayura- 

pada Thera is said to have composed his religious treatise Pujava- 

liya at the request of this minister and is also said to have sent it 

to the king through him (Pjv 46, 754). The Pjv refers to him as 
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agamdti (Chief Minister) of the king (Pjv 12); but the CV calls him 

only a minister, viz. ‘ But which of my dignitaries has the capacity 

to accumulate a blessing of merit . . . Now there is my dignitary 

(amacca) Deva-Patiraja . . . (CV 86. 3). The Elu-attanagalu- 

vamsaya also mentions him as a minister well known for his reli¬ 

gious faith and devotion, and states that he belonged to the Dunn- 

kevahtvamda (Ehi-attanagalu-vamsaya, ed. Kumaranatunga, p. 48). 

This title also appears later in the Gadaladeniya rock-inscription of 

the 14th century, where many pratirajas are mentioned. Parana- 

vitana, commenting on this name, says: ‘ Patiraja, occurring in 

this as well as in several other names of persons figuring in this 

record, is obviously a title ... In the printed editions of these works, 

the word, however, is given as pratiraja ; and Sinhalese pandits 

take it as a compound of Skt. prati and rdjan, and interpret it in 

some way to mean " viceroy ”. But the Skt. compound pratiraja 

means “ enemy king ”, and is altogether inappropriate for the 

title of a state official or courtier. Our inscription mentions a 

number of pratirajas who flourished in the reign of Bhuvanaika- 

bahu IV, and probably there were others who had this title at that 

time. All of those could not have been 44 viceroys ”. Moreover, 

the inscriptions invariably use the form patiraja, and as it is reason¬ 

able to assume that the contemporary documents used the current 

form, we may take pratiraja as due either to the ignorance of copy¬ 

ists, or to the pedantry of the modern editors of the literary works. 

We may therefore take this word as a compound of Skt. pati and 

rdjan. The material part of the compound is pati, 44 lord ”, and 

raja is most probably suffixed as an honorific,, precisely as it occurs 

in the Sinhalese word senevirada (Skt. send patiraja) . . . Pati and 

prabhu being synonymous, the title patiraja and prablnirdja might 

have had the same significance, and were possibly adopted by the 

feudatory nobles who, in mediaeval Ceylon, wielded a good deal of 

influence, like the feudal barons of contemporary Europe. The 

title pratiraja first occurs in the thirteenth century and continued 

in use till about the end of the fifteenth ’ (EZ 4. 2. 108, n. 1). 

The references to the minister Deva-Pratiraja, or Deva-Patiraja 

in the CV, Pjv, and the Attanagalu-vamsaya suggest that this was 

his name. The CV says: 4 Devapatiraja by name *; and the Pjv 

has 4 Dcvapratirdja nam amdtyayd ’ (745) ; the Attanagalu- 
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-vamSaya also has ‘ Devapratirdja namvu amatyayanan yava The 

Sidat-sahgarava refers to him as Patirajadev. Hence it is not un¬ 

reasonable to conclude that this was the name of the minister, and 

that in later times pratirdja or patirdja may have been used as a 

title, as supposed by Paranavitana. 

Mahale and Arakmena 

We must agree with Paranavitana as far as his view regarding 

the meaning of the term araksamana is concerned (EZ 3. 2. 99). 

There is no doubt, as suggested by Codrington, that this official 

had some connection with the office of arakmena which is identical 

in meaning, guardian or protector-in-chief. We may even go a 

step further and suggest that these two offices were identical, if 

araksamana was actually a title of office (cp. mahaleyakhu . . . vara 

arak mehe kdmiyak) (EZ 1. 3. 118). Going on the information affor¬ 

ded us by Paul E. Pieris that kundasala was the name of the build¬ 

ing in which the 17th century kings kept their treasures (Ceylon : 

The Portuguese Era, p. 320), Paranavitana tries to make out that 

the term kudasald, occurring with araksamana in the inscriptions, 

meant treasury officials, whose chief was the mahale. We may 

agree that the kudasald were in the service of the mahale, the Chief 

Secretary ; but it is difficult to subscribe to the view that kudasald 

were treasury officials (EZ 3. 2. 99, 100; 4. 4. 190, n. 9). 

In the first place, we are doubtful of the fact which Paul E. Pieris 

has tried to establish, and we cannot ascertain definitely the con¬ 

nection between the terms kundasala and kundasala. Pieris’s author¬ 

ity for his conclusions is a verse, in the Kustantinu-hatana (ed. 

D. M. Samarasinghe, v. 137), which has been rendered into 

English thus : ‘ And the Mandapas and balconies and the 

stout Kunda Sala of many stories, they must be built again ’ (Ri- 

beiros Ceilao, translated P. E. Pieris, p. 218, 153). This verse 

does not afford us any evidence to show that this building (kunda- 

sdla) was where the king kept his treasures. In my opinion, kun- 

dasdla here, meant a building (said) in a lake or a tank (kunda). 

T. and Skt. kunda also meant a pool, tank, a hollow in the ground 

for the sacred fire, spring or basin of water, especially consecrated 

to some holy purpose or person (MTL and MW). Pieris himself 

states that ‘ a stream winding down from the hills led to a marsh 

which occupied the site of the lake of today, and in the midst of it 

was the Kundasala . . . (Ceylon : The Portuguese Era, p. 320). 
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Secondly the Sinhalese literary sources bear evidence to show 

that kuhdasala did not mean a treasury official. Paranavitana 

himself refers (EZ 4. 4. 190, n. 9) to the fact that this word occurs 

in the But-sarana (p. 283): ‘ kuru kudun ladaruvan ha kudasald 

balatun ha arakkdmiyan kilihgan visin'. Here kudasald occurs 

with other words meaning, the lame and hunched [kuru kudun), 

children (ladaruvan), sentries (balatun), cooks (arakkdmiyan), 

eunuchs (kilihgan) (But-sarana Glossary). [balat and kilihg also 

occur in the inscriptions: dunupa-balat padi meheya attan, archers 

and those of the paid services (EZ 3. 2. 104, 105); dunuvd balatun, 

archers and guards (EZ 3. 139. 141) ; dunuvd balatun occurring in 

the pillar inscription in the Colombo Museum has been rendered 

as archers and royal messengers (EZ 4. 5. 252) ; these and kuda¬ 

sald are persons who are prohibited from entering certain premises 

(EZ 4. 4. 191). The SimBo states that the title of dor ana was bestowed 

on the chief of the balat kula and that he was enjoined to stand guard 

at the Bodhi tree (221)]. These occurrences are an indication that 

the word meant a person considered unfortunate or of low rank. Mado- 

vita Jnanananda Thera in his Glossary to the But-sarana derives 

kuftdasald from Skt. kunda + chatd. kunda means an adulterine, 

a son of a woman by another man than her husband while the 

husband is alive (MW), and chatd, a mass, assemblage, number 

(MW) which Jnanananda Thera interprets as parapura, line of 

descent. T. kunda also bore the same meaning as the Skt. (MTL ; 

cp. Cilappadikdram, Commentary, 10,219—karpalindu veseiya- 

naval). This certainly corroborates the view that kudasald was a 

low-born person. The Vesaturu-da-sanne also throws some light 

on this term. Here the term cela occurring in the text khujjaceld- 

pakakinneti khujjehi ceva celdmakehi ca akinno is explained as lada¬ 

ruvan hd kuhdasalayin kiyatmayi (ed. Hettiaratchi, p. 4, para 11 

and p. 136 resp.). The P. term celakd means: 1. one who is clothed, 

2. a standard bearer, cp. Skt. cedaka, P. ceta and meaning E. 

knight Ger. knecht ; knave (P.T.S. Die.), ceta, a servant, a boy, 

a slave (MW, and P.T.S. Die.). Hence perhaps the translation of 

cela as ladaruvan (boys), and kundasalayin (servants), cp. Pkt. ceda, 

cedaga boy, servant ; P. cetaka seems to have been used in a dero¬ 

gatory sense : cp. duttha-cetaka, miserable fellow ; bhatika-cetakd, 

rascals of brothers (P.T.S. Die.). Reference is made in the pillar 

inscription in the Colombo Museum to Kudasald Detyasaya who 

guarded the shrine of a Bodhisattva statue (EZ 4. 5. 252 and n. 5). 
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These references establish beyond doubt that about the 12th 

century the word kundasala or kudasald meant a servant or one 

of low rank ; but it is difficult to say that in the inscriptions it 

meant a person of so low a rank. We can now say that the term 

kudasald in the inscriptions also did not mean a treasury official, 

but someone, e.g. a standard bearer, in the service of the mahale, 

or a representative of his. Who he was, and what actually his 

status was cannot be ascertained without further evidence. 

This goes against the view (based on kundasala as treasury offi¬ 

cials) that the mahale was in charge of the Treasury. Considering 

the duties of the mahale as can be gathered from the inscriptions 

we can see that he almost always had to set his hand to immunity 

grants (EZ i. 5. 175 ; 4- 4- i85)> or set UP edicts (EZ 3- 2. 81 ; 
2. 1. 48). If araksamana was an additional title of the mahale, 

then we see that he was responsible for instituting regulations as 

well (EZ 3. 5. 269). These duties which seem to have been perfor¬ 

med by the mahale, do sufficiently indicate that his work was con¬ 

nected with orders, decrees, etc. enacted by the*Council and that 

he had nothing to do with the Treasury as such. It may also be 

mentioned that treasury officials are mostly mentioned in combina¬ 

tion with terms such as bhandara-, and mula- (see above). 

Coming back to the title araksamana we see that it has very 

often been used in combination with the title mahale (e.g. EZ 3. 2. 81 ; 

3. 5. 274 ; 1. 5. 168, 174). Araksamana is sometimes referred to 

without the title mahale, e.g. Vatrak Kasba Raksamana (EZ 3. 5. 

269). Wickremasinghe treats this term mahale as showing line of 

descent and translates it as ‘ in the family of ’ the Chief Secretary 

(EZ 1. 5. 171). This is not accepted by Paranavitana (EZ 3. 2. 99, 

109). The Kavya-sekharaya states that the Prince Sumitta, who 

came to Ceylon with the Bodhi tree, was given the title jayamahale 

and that he was enjoined to guard the Bodhi tree (canto 15, vv. 12, 

13). This book also speaks of a family of jayamahales (ibid. v. 17), 

and also states that Parakramabahu VI was the grandson of the 

Jayamahale who belonged to the Lambakarnas (ibid. v. 20). Ihe 

Parakumba-sirita refers to the conferring of the same title, and 

also states that it was conferred to be handed down from generation 

to generation: ‘ kulaparapuren ena lesa demin jayamahaldna tana- 

tum ’ (v. 11) Thus we can see that this title must have come down 

from family to family, and it is quite likely that the members of the 

family were referred to as being ‘ in the line of jayamahales One 
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may now conjecture that the case was similar with the mahales as 

has also been suggested by Wickremasinghe. 

In an inscription at Kottange we are told that Loke Arakmena 

was given a pamnnu (heritable) grant for ‘ valour shown in dispos¬ 

ing of the Colas ’ : solln sadha dun daskamata (EZ 4. 2. 88). Para- 

navitana points out that das here may either be Skt. daksa (valour) 

or dasya (service) (ibid., n. 2). If sadha meant ‘ disposing of’ in 

this context, as indicated by him (ibid., n. 3), then it is most likely 

that das meant valour. If so, we have an example of an arakmena 

who was skilled in war. Now one wonders whether it is fair to 

consider him an official of the treasury. Of course it must be 

remembered that even an ordinary soldier could have been rewarded 

for valour shown in battle. It is therefore, not possible to accept 

for certain that the arakmena was a military officer. It may even 

be that this particular arakmena was a good soldier or even a mili¬ 

tary officer. It is therefore not safe to generalise on this instance 

alone. 

We are told that Sumitta was appointed jayamahale (lahka 

jagati mahaldno, BovGp, p. 143), and was enjoined to see that the 

customs, etc. relating to the offerings to the Bodhi tree were duly 

carried out and also maintained (Parakumba-sirita, v. 11). The Kav- 

ya-§ekharaya and the SimBo tell us that he was entrusted with 

the guardianship of the Bodhi tree: mahabo rakna lesa (canto 15, 

v. 17 ; SimBd, p. 219). Now we see for certain that the jayamaha¬ 

le had to do with guarding the Bodhi tree as well as the 

maintenance of the rules relating to its worship. The Pjv tells us 

that the title of lakmahale was conferred on Prince Bogot and that 

the title of arakmena was conferred on Prince Jutindhara (p. 721). 

The Pjv does not specify what their duties were ; but the SimB5 

records that Jutindhara was responsible for the security measures 

or that he was enjoined to provide ‘ watch ’ during the Festival: 

mahabo mahgulehi araksava keretva yi (p. 220). The slab-inscrip¬ 

tion of Nissanka Malla states that Loke Arakmena was entrusted 

with the restoration of the Mirisavati and other vihdras (EZ 2. 2. 83). 

Here, too, we cannot be certain that this was the specific duty of 

this official, as it may be that it was only in this particular instance 

that the arakmena was entrusted with the restoration of vihdras. 

It is quite likely that the kings appointed someone to look after the 

temples, monasteries, and other religious establishments. Consider¬ 

ing the SimBo statement that the arakmena had to do the police 
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work at the festival, one may conjecture that his duties were more 

or less of the nature of those of Police Officers. The Skt. word 

araksaka or araksika means one who guards or protects ; patrol, 

watchman, a village or police magistrate (MW). This lends sup¬ 

port to the view that the arakmend was probably a Chief of Police, 

the chief of the arak meh€ kdmi, who were probably police patrols, 

watchmen or police officers. Reference must be made to yet 

another difficulty regarding the interpretation of these titles, that 

is, that the possibility of some of these terms considered by us as 

titles, were probably personal names, showing line of descent, 

cannot be excluded This cannot be decided until further evidence 

regarding the usage of titles and names is available. 

Territorial Officers 

The SdhRv often refers to a class of officers known as mudali, 

which is a Tamil word meaning ‘first man ’. Dhammasena Thera, 

the author, however, uses this term in translating the Pali term 

gamabhojaka. The references also make it clear that this officer 

seems to have been in charge of a village or a number of villages 

for purposes of internal administration. The Pjv, too, refers to 

these officers (510). It says that certain people carried tales to 

the mudaliyars and roused their anger against others. The refer¬ 

ences in the SdhRv are numerous : e.g. ‘ ek danav vasi minisek 

gammudalin daknata enne . . . gammudalinta demi kiyala *, is 

the translation of the Pali, ‘ janapadassa manusso gdmabhojakam 

passitum agacchanto . . . gamabhojakassa dassamiti . . . ’ (SdhRv 

497). It is interesting to note that the term gamabhojaka is ex¬ 

plained as ‘tumd vasana gama valanjanuva’, one who enjoys the 

village in which one lives, in the Dhampiya-atuva-gatapadaya in 

the same context as given above (DhpAGp, p. 158). The SdhRv 

and DhpAGp again give the same renderings, viz. gammudali and 

gamvalanduhata respectively (106 and 33 resp.). Again the SdhRv 

in translating the Pali, ‘saputtaddrakam gdmabhojakam tesam 

dasam . . . adasi’ says: ‘ ambudaruvan pitinma gammudaliya unta 

. . . dunha ’ (258). The DhpAGp explains gamabhojaka in this con¬ 

text as ‘ gam-ladn ’ (89). These references show that during this 

time there was an officer of state who was known as mudali, and 

that no such title was in use at the time of the DhpAGp. The 

Palkumbura sannasa shows that this title, mudali, was used ia 

later times : ‘ was pleased to command in the midst of the mudali¬ 

yars (mudalihdu) whilst seated on the lion-throne ... ’ (EZ 3. 5. 247). 
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The officer referred to may have been in charge of either one village 

or more than one, the extent of his jurisdiction perhaps varying 

according to the size of the village or villages. The SdhRv refers 

to a tnudali in charge of a hundred villages (182). It also seems 

likely that these village headmen were appointed from amongst 

the people of the village itself. This officer may also have enjoyed 

the revenue from the village, in which he lived, as his emolument, 

as the term ' gam-ladu * itself indicates. 

Another official, no doubt of a higher rank, is mentioned in the 

SdhRv in rendering the Pali terms ' ayasadhako ’ and ‘ dyuttaka 

puriso ’, as ‘ rata-vicarana dhurayaku vaniyaha’ (815). By this 

is perhaps meant a local official with judicial authority in the 

village, without distinction as to the nature of the cases that might 

be tried by him. In another context the SdhRv uses the term 

‘ rata-nayaka ', referring very likely to the same official (816). 

This indicates that there was during this time an official known as 

rata-nayaka (district headman) in charge of a division known as 

rata (district). The inscriptions refer to this officer as well as to a 

‘ disa-ndyaka who was perhaps in charge of a disd, province. 

The Polonnaruva Council-chamber inscription of the tenth century 

states : ‘ By the command of Mahamal Bud. By Diyavalla Kasba 

who has received (the governorship of) the district of Maharat in 

the province of (Giri) vadunna, and by Hivaja Agbo, who has 

received (the governorship of) the adjoining district ’ (Mahamal 

Buddhu vajanin [Giri) vadunnd-danaviyehi Makar at-lad Diyavalla 

Kasbayahu isa v[e)ta-r at-lad Hivala Agboyahn isd . . . EZ 4. 1. 41). 

That district headmen (rat-ladu) or keepers of district record-books 

(pas-ladu) should not appropriate the melatsiq, etc., is recorded in 

the Iripinniyiva pillar-inscription of the same century (EZ 1. 5.167). 

In the introductory remarks to the Polonnaruva inscription 

quoted above, Paranavitana points out that Maharat was in a 

Danaviya called Girivadunna, not known from other sources. A 

danaviya, therefore, he says, was a territorial division larger than a 

' rata * (EZ 4. 1. 39). Rat-ladu, Wickremasinghe says, was pro¬ 

bably an officer of the rank of rate rdla in later times (EZ 1. 3. in, 

n. 4). The Ambagamuva rock-inscription also refers to a class of 

officers called ‘ dasandvan ’, which is rendered as governors of 

districts by Wickremasinghe (EZ 2. 5. 216). In an explanatory 

note to the term he equates it with the Skt. disdndthdindm or disa- 

nayakdndun. He further states that dasa-nd may be the title of 
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the chief administrative officer of a dasa-gam, ‘group of ten villages ' 

which term is explained by him in the introductory note to the 

Vevalkatiya slab-inscription of Mahinda IV. 'We are confronted’, 

he says, ‘ with the technical term dasa-gama, of which the meaning 

is ambiguous. We know that gama is Skt. grama, " village 

But whether dasa should in the present instance be connected with 

Pali dasa, “ ten ”, or with dasa, “ a slave ”, it is difficult to decide. 

The fact, however, that the dasa-gama attan, “ inhabitants of dasa- 
gama ”, seem from the context to belong to a class higher in the 

social scale than that of the ordinary serfs with hardly any proprie¬ 

tary rights, as well as the expression dasa-gama t ekeka nayakayan„ 

“ each chief of the dasa-gama", suggests the possibility of the exis¬ 

tence of a system of dividing the country for administrative purposes 

into groups of ten villages as prescribed in the Hindu Law Books 

of Manu, Visnu, and others. Compare also the term dasa-gramika 
in the Khalimpur Plate of the Buddhist king Dharmapala-deva. 

According to the late Professor Kielhorn, it probably means “ an 

officer in charge of a group of ten villages ”. On the other hand, 

the absence of any reference to such a system in Sinhalese literature 

so far as we know, and the occurrence of terms such as sivur-gam 
(Skt. clvara-grama), ‘‘villages that supply robes to the priesthood”, 

gabada-gam, “ royal villages ”, and ninda-gam, “ villages assigned 

for the exclusive use of the grantee ”, lead us to think that dasa- 

gama may after all be nothing more than a village occupied by the 

serfs attached to a temple ’ (EZ i. 6. 243). The Alutnuvara slab- 

inscription of the fifteenth century refers to rata-nayakas and disa- 

nayakas of the Satara Korale (EZ 4. 6. 270). The Sdhlk relates 

the story of a minister Siva, who was sent as gamabhojaka to Mavatu 

patungama. Siri-Sangbo Uda in his Badulla pillar-inscription 

of the tenth century lays down that the office of district headman, 

rat-nii, should not be given to a Tamil, and that daughters also 

should not be given in marriage to them (EZ 3. 2. 80). Thus these 

references help us to conclude that there were three kinds of officers, 

namely, gam-lad, rat-na, and disa-na (village headman, district 

headman, and provincial headman or governor respectively), in 

ascending order of rank. 

The title gam-lad seems to be identical with that of gam-mudali 

in the SdhRv, which also mentions that people were in the habit of 

taking presents to these officers (497), and that very often these 

officials were insulted by the people, perhaps when dissatis¬ 

fied with any of their decisions (Pjv 510). These gifts may have 
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been some sort of court-fee given to the mudaliyars who were vested 

with judicial powers and it is very likely that the biggest fee had 

the best deal. The manner in which the CV refers to the gdmabho- 

jakas whilst describing the conduct of the royal officers and princes 

during the time of Jayabahu I when there was strife and unrest in 

the country, makes us confirm our view regarding these officers : 

‘ Like the gamakabhojakd wholly and ever void of all dignity, their 

mind bent on destruction without end, wholly lacking in royal 

pride, false to their own or to others ’ welfare, without any restraint 

in their efforts : thus lived all these rulers forsaking the path of 

(good and ancient) custom ’(CV 61. 73). The gdmabhojaka seems 

to have been an important officer in the local administration in India 

during post-Vedic times: ‘ Tho. gdmabhojaka or headman of the village 

was paid by the king, but was probably a chief elected by the vil¬ 

lagers , . . Ordinary quarrels among the villagers went to him for 

settlement, and he could fine the guilty. He was to see that the 

villagers led a regular life and were free from trouble ... In one 

case we are told of a villager who beat a gdmabhojaka who had been 

guilty of misconduct and drove him out of the village. The name 

gdmabhojaka seems to show that he was in enjoyment of certain 

rights in the village . . . We are told by Manu that there were officers 

who were lords of villages ranging from 1 to 1,000. It may there¬ 

fore be presumed that the gdmabhojaka was a prominent magis¬ 

trate of the village, who also received some remuneration from the 

state’ (Venakateswara, Indian Culture through the Ages, pp. 61,62). 

The position in Ceylon seems to have been much the same. 

Other Royal Officers 

In addition to all the officers above mentioned, the State also 

employed a large number of others in administrative and executive 

capacities. These officers had subordinate officers who carried 

out the orders. The State also seems to have had a sort of patroll¬ 

ing police force that looked after the towns and villages. The 

literary works mention occasions when thieves were captured by 

these watchmen of the towns and villages (SdhRv 854, 828) The 

Pali expression ‘ rajapurisa nam gahetvd rahho dassesum' is trans¬ 

lated in the SdhRv as ‘ gam-rakavallu geyaka hasukotagena gasa 

alvagena rajjuruvanta pavuya ', the village watchmen caught them 

in a house and showed them to the king. The Sdhlk, too, men¬ 

tions that thieves were waylaid by village watchmen (192). These 

references show that central as well as local governments employed 
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watchmen or officers who patrolled towns and villages during the 
night. The MV records that Abhaya became the nagaraguttika in 
the time of Pandukabhaya, and also states that there were nagara- 
guttikas (guardians of the city) from that time onwards. The 
statement quoted above from the SdhRv hints that a certain 
amount of manhandling was also practised by these officers. 

The kings seem to have had quite a large number of employees 
as personal officers. In the first place, there were the palace 
guards; then there were the bodyguards. The inscription of 
Sena I refers to the gentlemen of the bodyguard (mekappar) 
(EZ 3. 5. 269 ; 3. 6. 290). The Kaludiyapokuna inscription of 
the tenth century refers to Mekappar-Wddarum, which is ‘ obviously 
an official title . . . We know mekappar is a Tamil title and it means 
“bodyguard”, but the form vadarum of the verb vadaranava (Skt. 
ava + V dhr) “to declare” or “order” is puzzling. The verbal 
noun vadaruma (pi. vadarum) does not suit the grammatical cons¬ 
truction, unless we take, mekappar-vadarum as a bahu-vnhi com¬ 
pound meaning “ he who possesses the commanding of the body¬ 
guard ”, in other words “ commander of the bodyguard ”' 
(EZ 1. 5. 193). The king also had his personal attendants and 
domestic servants, who were engaged in different duties, such as 
attending on the king at the bath, driving his chariot, etc. He 
also had a gate-sentry. Then there were the raja-purisd or royal 
officers (Sdhlk 451), who were engaged in the carrying out of various 
orders. The inscriptions refer to these royal officers who visited 
villages either for the collection of revenue, or in search of mis¬ 
creants ; and the people are advised to report any illegal act on 
their part to the officials of the secretariat of the State Council for 
redress, (e.g., EZ 3. 2. 81). In the Ambagamuva rock-inscription 
employees of the royal family are prohibited from entering the 
lands dedicated to the Sacred Footprint (EZ 2. 5. 218). 

(c) Administration of Justice 

The administration of justice was one of the primary functions 
of the state. ‘ One of the most striking features of Sinhalese insti¬ 
tutions says Hayley, ‘ is the elaborate judicial system which 
existed throughout the island. The development of the courts 
seems to have followed much the same lines in Ceylon as in England’ 
(A Treatise on the Law and Customs of the Sinhalese, p. 58). The 
king, as in all other matters, was the supreme arbiter in matters 
pertaining to law and order, and was expected to administer justice 
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himself. The SdhRv says : ‘ votunu palan rajadaruvan adhikara- 

navehi hunamana bavin’ (238). The kings are often advised to 

rule righteously, by which is meant a conscientious, rightful and 

impartial discharge of judicial duties. Though the king was the 

highest court of appeal and supreme dispenser of justice, in every¬ 

day life justice was administered by judges appointed by the king. 

The Chronicles also refer to the fact that the king himself sat in 

judgment at certain times. 

The Ministry of Justice seems to have been under the chief Minister 

of Justice, the adhikarananayaka. The necessity of administering 

justice impartially and without prejudice is often brought out by 

the stories. The ideal set up was of the highest order, and there¬ 

fore the standard of justice maintained was expected to be high, 

though instances are not wanting when these guardians of law and 

order fell below the expected ideals. Instances of miscarriage of 

justice due to bribery and corruption, attachments and personal 

grievances are also noted, e.g. ‘ yam• kenek kerehi musuppu attevi 

nam boru yukti kiyala . . . Adsanika vuvot paksabala ladin . . . navata 

atlas kapiya . . . tavada yam kenek pohosattu vu nam nohimi vuvan 

himikarava nuluvot gahatak vadaheti yana bhayin ayuktiyama yukti- 

kota kiyatda , if displeased with any one he would regard falsehood 

as truth... if dealing with government having party power ... again 

having taken bribes . . . fearing that some harm be done to him if 

anything unjust done by one who is rich is not upheld (SdhRv 

780). This reference shows that the wealthy, as often happens, 

influenced judicial activity, as did partisan feeling. If the judges 

could thus have been influenced, there is little doubt that witnesses 

were still more often influenced unduly by offers of bribes. The SdhRv 

refers to bribes to witnesses: ‘des kivavunta dena atlasak se’ (55). 

The inscriptions also refer to such illegal practices. Thus the 

Badulla pillar-inscription of the tenth century says: ‘ In the days 

gone by, the subordinate officials of the magistrate in charge of the 

market transgressed the regulations . . . exacted fines illegally 

and received presents contrary to custom’ (EZ 3. 2. 78). That 

corruption prevailed in Kandyan times is shown by Knox: ' For it 

is a common saying in this land, that he that has Money to see 

the Judge, needs not fear nor care, whether his cause be right or 

not. The greatest Punishment that these Judges can inflict upon 

the greatest Malefactors, is but Imprisonment, from which Money 

will release them’ (Knox, p. 84). As is shown by this reference, 
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it is likely that corruption was largely practised only by the 

subordinates. The keen sense of justice of the kings is brought 

out by the references in the Chronicle: Ejara ruled ‘ with even 

justice toward friend and foe (MV 21. 14) ; Tissa reigned with a 

knowledge of law and tradition (MV 36- 27) > Aggabodhi judging 

according to justice, rooted out unjust judges’ (CV 48. 71). 

Courts of Law are often mentioned as adhikaranasald. The 

Priti-danaka-mandapa rock-inscription of Nissanka Malla states 

that he suppressed injustices in many places through courts of 

justice (EZ 2. 4. 175). The Galpota inscription of the same king 

also states that ministers of justice put an end to injustice (EZ 2. 3. 

117). These prove that the king appointed judges or ministers 

to carry out the legal administration. The Pjv refers to the hand¬ 

ing over of the administration of justice to ministers on certain 

occasions (227). There is no doubt that there were courts of law 

established in many parts of the island, where cases were tried as is 

done today, both sides of the cases being heard: ‘ nbhaya paksa- 

yen ma ddyanta asa ganna dadek da’ (SdhRv 3^5)* The people 

also seem to have had a right of appeal to the king against judg¬ 

ments delivered by the judges or ministers. The judges seem to 

have acted independently of the king at least on some occasions, 

and at times against his wishes (see MV 37. 38). It was, of course, 

the king’s prerogative to set aside any orders or judgments deli¬ 

vered by his officers. Reference is also made in the inscriptions 

to royal officials who go annually on circuit to administer justice 

(EZ 1. 6. 251). 

The CV refers to a Law Book compiled during the time of Kalya- 

navati : ‘ bent on doing good, had a text-book compiled which 

had Law as its subject ’ (CV 80. 41). This book is not extant today, 

and we have no further information regarding it ; therefore we 

are not in a position to know exactly what its nature was. One 

may conjecture that, what was popularised in the island may have 

been a code of the laws of the country, or even a law-book based 

on the Dharmasastras. We also have evidence to show that the 

proceedings at court-houses were recorded and preserved for future 

guidance, as in the time of Udaya I : ‘ Judgments which were just 

he had entered in books and kept in the royal palace because of 

the danger of violation of justice ’ (CV 49. 21). 

Justice seems to have been symbolised by a pair of scales, as in 

modern times. This is shown by the SdhRv when it renders the 
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Pali ‘ athekadivasarn vinicchaye kutattaparajitamanussa bandhu- 

lani agacchantam disva mahaviravam viravantd vinicchayaamaccd- 

nam kutattakaranarn tassa drocesum. so vinicchayam gantvd tarn 

attam tiretvd sdmikameva samikamakasi. mahajano mahdsaddena 

sddhukaram pavattesi... so tala patthaya sammd vinicchi ’, as ‘ yak- 

tiyakbana pcirddi ekek bandhula mallayan hunnavun diika adhikarana- 

ndyakayan atlas kala karana ayuktiya kiva. u e asd adhikaranayata 

gosin yuktiya tarddiyak se mddahat va vie dr a', one who had lost a 

trial, having seen Bandhulamalla, reported to him the injustice done 

by the ministers of justice who had taken bribes. He having heard 

this conducted the trial and decided the case justly like a pair of 

scales (306). The SdhRv writer thus renders the Pali version 

very forcefully, no doubt because he was keenly aware of the injus¬ 

tices and corruption prevalent during his day. 

Crime and Punishment 

We read of various forms of punishment and torture inflicted 

in the process of carrying out Justice. The punishments were 

at times so severe that it is difficult to say they quite fitted the 

crime. No doubt the forms of punishment in existence in India 

were practised here, and were of various kinds, such as fines, 

imprisonment, mutilation, banishment and death. 

Treason was considered one of the worst crimes and was 

punished with death, mutilation or banishment. The SdhRv 

refers to these different forms of punishment meted out to traitors, 

as, for example, ‘ me rajadrohiya veda at pa ho kdpiiva manava hula 

ho ndhguva manava . . . sampat hdragatot mata ayinddan siddhaveyx 

. . . musaparddha tanattahu ratin neriyayi varada nata ’, This is a 

traitor. His hands and feet should be cut off or he must be put to 

death ... If I were to confiscate his wealth I should be guilty of 

stealing . . . but if I banish him it is not wrong (239). The book 

also refers to other instances when ministers were banished or 

imprisoned for conspiring against the king (ibid. 395). These no 

doubt were Indian, but we have no hesitation in asserting that 

these were the punishments meted out to traitors here, as is also 

shown by the Chronicles and inscriptions. We also have evidence 

to show that whole families were put to death in Ceylon for the 

treachery of one member. An inscription of Nissanka Malla boldly 

declares that ‘ those who pay obeisance to persons of the same class 

(govi) as themselves and render them the honours due to kings, and 
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those who accept from them offices and titles, shall indeed be called 

traitors—such people with their families and their worldly posses¬ 

sions will be rooted out as soon as a royal prince appears ’ (EZ 2. 4. 

164). It further states that those who have committed an evil act 

such as destruction of life, and also those who have taken poison, 

destroy themselves alone ; while treason destroys those who have 

committed it together with their families and their associates. 

Therefore they are admonished not to harbour thoughts of treason 

(EZ 2. 4. 163). The MV refers to Ilanaga, who ordered that the 

Lambakarnas who had opposed him be yoked two and two behind 

one another to his car and bade his soldiers then to strike their 

heads off, but being admonished by his mother, he recalled the 

order to behead, and instead commanded that their noses and toes 

be cut off (MV 35. 40). Jetthatissa commanded that ‘the treason¬ 

ous ministers be slain and (their bodies) be impaled on stakes 

round about his father’s pyre ’ (MV 36. 121). Severe punishments 

were meted out even to monks who were proved guilty of high 

treason. King Kanirajanutissa is said to have taken sixty monks 

captive with all that was theirs, and flung them into caves called 

Kanira (MV 35. 11). Parakramabahu I had hundreds of rebels 

impaled and several hanged on the gallows and burnt to ashes 

(CV 75. 162). The CV speaks of Parakramabahu II (thirteenth 

century) as more humane, for he inflicted as most severe penalty 

only imprisonment and set free those whose heads were to be cut off 

(CV 83. 4). It is not clear whether he thus sympathised with the 

traitors, but this must have been his general attitude to criminals. 

The fifteenth century slab-inscription of Bhuvanekabahu VI refers 

to similar punishments meted out to rebels, thus showing 

that these were in force prior to the fifteenth century, for it is 

unlikely that the monarchs changed their codes of law frequently 

‘ To anyone behaving in submission, neither loss of property nor 

loss of limb nor loss of life shall be inflicted ’ (EZ 3. 5. 281). 

Cases of theft are the most discussed in the SdhRv, where 

the stories show that the punishments meted out in cases of theft 

and robbery were very severe. The stories record instances of 

execution and impaling in cases of robbery. Impaling was inten¬ 

ded to inflict torture on criminals. The SdhRv says : ‘ ekvita 

nomara duk gena miyana lesata divas hulata ndmguya’, without 

killing him at once, he was impaled so that he may suffer and die 

(852). Another common form of torture was the tying of the hands 
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behind the back and marching the robber to the place of execution 

while beating him with thorny whips (SdhRv 393). These forms 

of punishment are also recorded in the Sdhlk (259, 242), and by 

Parakramabahu himself in his VismSn, where we have first-hand 

information coming from a king himself. That the thieves had to 

suffer very great torture is shown by the Sdhlk which says : 

‘ rajapurusayo ohu pititala hay a bdhda siyalu savlrayehi ulu suna 

galva ratmal vadani kara palahdavd hisa pas kondayak kota bdhda e 

nuvara kove tnahave adivu e e vlthi sandhiyehi situvd gena katusamiti 

ddiyen pita paid pahara dahasganan gasvatnin mese noyek vicitra 

vadha kercmin vadha bera gasvd gena hulak kara tabd The 

royal officers tied their hands behind their backs, applied powdered 

tile-dust on their bodies, put garlands of ratmal (red flowers) round 

their necks, tied their hair in five knots, marched them through 

the streets of the city, beating them with thorny whips on their 

backs at every junction, thus inflicting diverse torture, they were 

made to march carrying a spike, to the accompaniment of the execu¬ 

tion drum ' (242). This no doubt directly refers to what took 

place in India from the most ancient times, but we have to presume 

that something of this nature was known in Ceylon, too, for the 

VismSn refers to the same type of torture and adds that the people 

who had gathered to see the ‘ procession ’ gave the criminals various 

kinds of food, such as rice-cakes and betel, and also incense and 

flowers: ‘ dhata minissu kavumu du vdlahdiyayut-u da du malgahda- 

vilavunu du bulatu du dennaha’ (VismSn III. 64). It also refers to 

the mutilation of hands and feet of thieves (VismSn 392). The 

CV helps us to establish beyond doubt that these punishments 

were in use here when it refers to binding the hands behind the back, 

impaling and mutilation : ‘ He had their hands bound fast to their 

backs, chained to a stake and burnt in the midst of the flames 

blazing up around them ’ (CV 60. 42). Knox while portraying 

the Kandyan kings as naturally cruel gives us an account of the 

tortures inflicted by them by way of punishment : ‘ He seems to 

be naturally disposed to Cruelty: For he sheds a great deal of blood, 

and gives no reason for it. His cruelty appears both in the Tortures 

and Painful deaths he inflicts, and in the extent of his punishments, 

viz. upon whole Families for the miscarriage of one of them. For 

when the King is displeased with any, he does not always command 

to kill them outright, but first to torment them, which is done by 

cutting and pulling away their flesh by Pincers, burning them with 

hot Irons clapped to them to make them confess of their Confeder- 
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ates ; and this they do, to rid themselves of their Torments, con¬ 

fessing far more than ever they saw or knew. After their confession, 

sometimes he commands to hang their two Hands about their Necks 

. . . and so to lead them thro’ the City in public view to terrify all, 

unto the place of Execution ... At the place of Execution there 

are always some sticking upon Poles, others hanging up in quarters 

upon Trees, besides what lies killed by Elephants on the ground, 

or by other ways’ (Knox, p. 63). We may conclude that these 

types of punishments may have been resorted to by the kings from 

the earliest times. In cases of theft, too, King Vijayabahu IV 

seems to have been very considerate towards the criminal. ‘ Many 

thieves who had committed thefts even in the royal palace, turned 

to him when punishment overtook them. They gave up their 

anguish and fear, and unharmed, without suffering the loss of a 

limb, their lives were spared ’ (CV 87. 48). This reference throws 

light on the fact that cases were tried by judges and that the guilty 

had the chance of appealing to the king for mitigation of sentence. 

The SdhRv refers to the fact that thieves caught in villages were 

produced before the Headmen, who perhaps had the right to deal 

with such cases. The MV speaks of Voharatissa as having set 

aside (bodily) injury (as penalty), and thereby he is said to have 

received the name Voharika, meaning versed in Law and Tradition 

(MV 36. 28). But this law does not seem to have lasted long. 

Execution by cutting off the head with an axe is also referred to. 

Mention is also often made of the executioners themselves (VismSn 

846), who were no doubt in the permanent employment of the 

State. The execution block is referred to as the damgediya (SdhRv 

648). The Sdhlk also speaks of the confiscation of all property 

and wealth of those guilty of thieving, and the destruction of gene¬ 

rations of families for stealing treasures or property belonging to 

the royal princes (425, 426). Hurling of thieves from mountain 

tops and getting elephants to trample them are mentioned, but we 

have no other corroborative evidence to establish these practices 

as being in vogue in Ceylon during these times. Knox provides 

some evidence to show that elephants served the Kandyan kings 

for executing malefactors : ‘ The King makes use of them for 

Executioners, they will run their Teeth through the body, and then 

tear it in pieces, and throw it limb from limb. They have sharp 

Iron with a socket with three edges, which they put on their Teeth 

at such times ’ (Knox, p. 36). 
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The imposition of fines is also recorded. Fines seem to have 

been imposed for violation of the orders of the king, and such other 

offences as quarrelling, assault, etc. The inscriptions afford us an 

idea of the system : ‘If the case be an aggravated assault and not 

murder, a fine of fifty kalamias of gold shall be exacted as damage 

to life. Should this not be feasible, “ ged/td ” shall be exacted. 
If assailants are not detected, the dasagam shall pay fifty to the 

State * (EZ i. 6. 250). This quotation brings us to the question 

of collective responsibility of the dasagam area, which enjoyed a 

ceitain amount of independence. Occasions when assailants hid 

themselves or broke away from prison are not unusual, and in such 

cases it was the duty of the village to help in bringing the culprit 

to book. On the other hand, if they did not succeed in doing so 

or refrained from action, the people were collectively held respon¬ 

sible, and fined. The same inscription states : ‘If offenders are 
not detected, the inhabitants of the dasagam shall find them and 

have them punished within forty-five days. Should they not find 

them, then the dasagam shall be made to pay a fine of 125 kalafulas 

of gold to the State ’ (EZ 1. 6. 250). Commenting on this inscrip¬ 

tion, Wickremasinghe says : * Whatevei actual significance of 

this term “ dasa-gam ” may be, we learn from the inscription that 

within the dasa-gam justice was administered by means of a Communal 

Court composed of Headmen and responsible householders subject 

to the authority of the King in Council, “ the Curia Regis In 
its democratic character, this tribunal differs from the courts pres¬ 

cribed in the Hindu Law books unless the judicial assemblies men¬ 

tioned by Narada include such an institution. This village court 

was empowered to carry into effect the laws enacted by the king 

in council and promulgated by his ministers. It could, for example, 

investigate cases of murder and robbery, exact the prescribed fines 

from law-breakers, and, in certain cases even inflict the punishment 

of death. Moreover, the collective responsibility which lay upon 

the inhabitants of the dasa-gama for producing offenders within a 

limited time, the fines imposed upon the whole community in case 

of failure, the system of compensation for offences, and the surety 

required for good behaviour as stated in lines 15-19 and 35-37 remind 

us strongly of certain administrative features of the Saxon and 

Norman periods in English history, such as the institution of 

tithing and frank-pledge, and the hot and wite. Another point of 

resemblance to early English administrative methods is to be seen 

in the references both here and in other tenth and eleventh century 
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inscriptions to royal officers who, like the itinerant justices or 

members of the Curia Regis of the Norman kings, went on yearly 

circuits in the country, not only to settle important disputes, but 

also to promulgate new laws and see that the Government dues 

were properly collected ’ (EZ i. 6. 244). 

Most of the fines levied as punishments enriched the royal trea¬ 

sury and were no doubt a good source of income to the State, but 

on certain occasions such fines were handed over to religious or 

public institutions, as is sometimes done even today. ‘ The fines 

which had been exacted after making due inquiry in the village 

shall not be appropriated by the State, but shall be handed over 

to the parivena ’ (EZ 2. 1. 14). 

We have already made reference to the sympathetic attitude of 

King Parakramabahu II, ‘to whom pity was the highest ’. ‘The 

CV states that for people who deserved prison he ordained some 

lighter punishment, and reprimanded them ; on those who should 

have been banished from the country he laid but a fine of a thou¬ 

sand kahapanas ; and on those who deserved a fine he looked with 

indignation, and with words of rebuke he made honest men of them ’ 

(CV 83. 6). Thus we see that he punished the offenders with impri¬ 

sonment and fines, and in certain cases set them free with a mere 

admonition to be of good conduct, thus avoiding the use of capital 

punishment and banishment. Though drastic penalties may have 

been done away with by him, no doubt other kings resorted to 

them. The island’s long history has known occasions when death 

under torture was inflicted. For example, we have the well-known 

story of Kelanitissa, who burnt a monk in a cauldron of boiling 

oil : ‘ tel katarayehi Id ginigasa maravayi vidhana kalaha ’ (Sdhlk 

439). The Vevalkatiya slab-inscription of Mahinda IV of the 

eleventh century records that those who effaced brand-marks shall 

be made to stand on red-hot iron sandals (EZ 1. 6. 251). The 

tenth century Badulla pillar-inscription also records that should 

one causing trouble not fall into the hands of the officers, such un¬ 

usual punishments as beating with clubs and punishments by tor¬ 

ture may be inflicted (EZ 3. 2. 81). Another inscription of the 

eleventh century records the punishments meted out to cattle- 

lifters : ‘ Those who have slaughtered buffaloes, oxen, and goats 

shall be punished with death. Should cattle be stolen and not 

slaughtered, they must be branded under the armpit. If the nature 

of the offence cannot be determined, they shall be beaten ’ (EZ 
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I. 6. 250). The Sdhlk also refers to the tearing of the jaws in cases 

when royal orders were transgressed (221). It is difficult to con¬ 

clude that this was a punishment common at this time, as no other 

references are made to P 

A traditional custom that prevailed in India was the release of 

prisoners on certain special occasions, as the coronation or the birth 

of a prince. It is quite likely that this custom was preserved in 

Ceylon. The CV makes one such reference to the occasion when 

Vikramabahu II, filled with joy at the birth of a son, set many free 

who were bound in fetters in prison (CV 4. 41). All infliction of 

punishments depended on the wishes of the king. The Pjv refers 

to this when it says : ‘ yamse rdjadroha kala purusayek ula anna 

varada ativat rajahuge prasddayen massak pamana dadadi e drohayen 

gdlaveda ’, ‘ Just as a traitor who deserves to be impaled, escapes 

with a small fine if he wins the king’s heart’ (630). Thus it was 

in all matters connected with the administration of justice. 

A word about the administration of temple property, the large 

extent of which was a marked feature in mediaeval Ceylon, seems 

necessary. The observations made by Codrington gives us some 

idea of the position regarding these lands : ‘ The temple adminis¬ 

tration was controlled by the priests through the means of lay 

wardens and a host of officials. The villages enjoyed considerable 

immunities ; by these no royal officer could impress coolies, carts 

and oxen, or cut down trees, or remove criminals who had taken 

sanctuary. Varying provisions applied to murderers ; in some 

cases they were driven out and arrested outside the village limits, 

in others they were to be tried and punished with exile. In one 

instance provision was made that public officers might enter and 

demand their surrender only, and that on the expiry of every two 

years the royal officials on circuit might require the persons of the 

perpetrators of the " five great crimes ”, but not others. Offen¬ 

ders who had committed lesser offences seem to have had safe sanc¬ 

tuary. The privileges above mentioned touching forced service 

and felling of fruit trees, in one instance specifically given as pal- 

myrahs and coconut trees, form an illuminating commentary on the 

conditions existing outside the temple lands. On the other hand, 

strict regulations existed for the control of crime in the temple 

villages. The Headman and the householders had to give security. 

In a case of murder they were bound to inquire, record evidence, 

and have the murderer killed ; in one of house-breaking they had 
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to restore the goods to the owner and have the thieves hanged. 

If the criminals were not detected, the village on failure to have 

them punished within forty-five days was liable to a fine of 125 

kalandas of gold, about half pound troy, a large sum for those days. 

In cases of violent assault not involving loss of life, the fine or “ life 

price ” was 50 kalandas, which the village also had to pay on failure 

to punish the crime . . . Identification security was also insisted on 

in the case of villagers coming from outside. Failure of the village 

in these matters was dealt with by the royal officers on their circuit> 

(A Short History of Ceylon, p. 43). 

We learn from the Sdhlk that a fine was imposed on 

adulterers. The Nandiya story makes this clear when it says 

that those guilty of adultery suffer great ignominy and will also 

have to stand punishments such as fines, etc. The story of the 

Somadatta Brahmana shows that they were mercilessly handled 

by the king’s officers : ‘ matu paradurayehi santosayata risi yancc 

paridden atin payin tala mard durvala kota pititala hayd bdhda 

. . . ‘his hands were tied at the back, he was beaten, kicked and 

weakened, thus making him give up any further desires of miscon¬ 

duct ’ (Sdhlk 272). 



CHAPTER IV 

REVENUE AND LAND 

TENURE 

Revenue and taxation were the mainstay of the State, and 

revenue from land seems to have been the chief source of income. 

We have already seen that a separate department was established 

to deal with matters pertaining to finance. It is likely that the 

local governing bodies were entrusted with the collection of revenue ; 

and we are also told that officers from the central government went 

round annually, either to collect taxes themselves or to see that 

they were collected by the local authorities. The inscriptions 

point to the fact that the people had to pay a certain tax on 

account of their holding land, and, in addition, they had also 

to pay other taxes. In discussing taxation in the twelfth 

century, Codrington says : ‘ Nissanka Malla claims to have 

reduced the excessive demands of his predecessors and fixed the 

revenue [aya) at if amnnavis on the amunam sowing extent 

for the best paddy land, at ij for that of medium quality, and 

at ij for the poorest ; the additional cash payments were fixed 

at six, four, and three " aka ” coins respectively. The Hindu law 

books regard the demand cf J or JL as reasonable, a tax ot £ 

being sanctioned only in emergencies. Taking the average yield 

of the best paddy land other than under the great tanks as 

fifteen-fold, we find that Nissanka’s revenue therefrom amounted 

to ii per cent. This king has also been credited with the exemp¬ 

tion from taxation of chena land, that is, jungle land periodically 

burnt and cultivated . . . Chena land paid its quota in the early 

seventeenth century ’ (A Short History of Ceylon, p. 47). We 

have no direct evidence either in the literature or the inscriptions 

so far to ascertain the exact rates and the different taxes levied 

during the thirteenth century ; but it is not unlikely that taxes 

similar to those levied in the twelfth century continued to be so 

levied in the succeeding years. 

The SdhRv makes only general reference to taxation. It men¬ 

tions a ‘ rata badda ’, a land tax, and also ‘ sungain ', rendered as 

* ay a badu \ perhaps taxes in general, which were levied at this 
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time. The Pali ‘ sunk am daddmi * in the Kumuduppalanita story 

is rendered into Sinhalese as * rata hunndta nnmbavahanseta baddak 

dlld hindimi', I shall live paying you a rent for living in this country 

(SdhRv 373). This cynical statement undoubtedly indicates 

that the people had to pay a tax merely for their existence, a sort 

of ‘ poll-tax ', as at the present day. The Pjv (685) also refers 

to two taxes, ‘ is ran ’ and ‘ mas ran ’, which seem to be respective¬ 

ly a tax on each head (his or is) and a monthly tax [cp. mas ran, 

is ran, davas ran (Dalada-sirita, ed. Sorata, p. 54)1* The Ja-taka 

atuva-gatapadaya explains ‘ his ran ’ thus : ‘ hisakata massak 

dunamdnavayi nohot hisakata metek ran dunamdnavayi kiya mese 

minisun atin gannd his randyi ’, ' his ran ’ is a tax of a massa or a 

certain amount of gold pieces charged upon each head or individual ' 

(Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya, p. 12). The SdhRv also refers to 

Kasthavahana doing away with a tax by beat of drum : ‘ nuvara 

sumgam harand lesata bera lava’ (473). The word sumgam seems 

to have come into Sinhalese from Tamil. The Skt. form is Sulka, 

which meant a tax, toll or customs, and also a bride’s purchase- 

price. The Sinhalese form of this word is ‘ sun ’ or ‘ suk 

T. ' sumga ’, and P. ‘ sunka ’. Another form used is ‘ sut’, as in 

‘ sut vat '. In the Tesakunajataka, in a manuscript of the Jataka- 

atuva-gatapadaya, the word is explained as ' thalajalapathesu 

yana tanhi thalapathayehi aya nam noyek margayehi sumgam adiyayi. 

jalapathayelii tota sut vat ndv yatrddi aya hd maha muhudin upadind 

mutusak ddi . . . ' Thus we see that it is here explained as a road 

and water transport tax, customs, and also a tax on pearl-fishing, 

etc., in the sea. The Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya also explains 

‘ ime asse suhkatopi mocessati’ as 1 mohuge vikrama dutuvd sumvat 

gannd tdnin me asun sumvat kotasa povd nogannaha. eheyin me 

saindhava iema sesu ah'ayan sumvat gannd tdnin povd muhdanne- 

yayi ki' (Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya, 149). Here it seems to 

refer to a road-toll which was charged at a certain place, on every 

horse that passed that point, and seems similar to a toll one has to 

pay today for the use of a certain road or highway. The DhpAGp 

throws no light, as it just explains the term sunka as swnvat. The 

Badulla pillar-inscription of Udaya III of the tenth century also 

refers to a similar toll that was levied on trade : ‘ gam van badu 

gdmd vikkd misd gend yet sutvat no gannd isd nopa viki badiyehi 

dlna sut-vat ganut. . . ‘Toll-dues should be levied on commodities 

brought into the village, only if they be sold within its limits; but 

not on those that are only passing through it. In the case of those 
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commodities sold without being shown . . . double toll dues should 

be taken ’ (EZ 3. 2. 79). 

A few other particular kinds of taxes are also referred to in Nis- 

sanka Malla’s inscriptions. The Kantalai gal-asana inscription 

refers to the ‘ pisaihburu vata ’ and ‘ kdti ada ’ which he is said to 

have remitted for all times (EZ 2. 6. 288). The pisamburu vata, 

according to Paranavitana, was apparently a tax on fallow or barren 

land (EZ 2. 3. 117, n. 11). ‘ Kdti ada ’, he says, * is equivalent 

either to Skt. ksatriya + ard/iam, P. kliattiya — addham, “ royal 

half " ... or Skt. Karttrl + ardham, “ bill-hook share ", most pro¬ 

bably a technical term for a tax on grains raised on jungle-covered 

dry land, the bill-hook (S. katta, plural kdti), being the weapon 

chiefly used in clearing the land of brushwood. . . . The reference is 

undoubtedly to the tax on chena produce ’ (EZ 2. 2. 72, n. 6). 

These references give 11s an idea of the type of taxes that were 

imposed in ancient Ceylon. The kings maintained the right or 

power to remit or impose any taxes considered necessary. The 

MV shows that Dutugamunu pondered over the necessity of intro¬ 

ducing a new tax to enable him to complete the building of a temple : 

* It is not possible to levy a tax, yet if without a tax I build the 

Great Thupa, how shall I be able to have tiles duly made’ (MV28. 5). 

This shows that the treasury could not afford the expenditure 

incurred on the building, and hence the king was contemplating a 

new tax. 

Death-duty seems to have been levied from early times. Codring- 

ton says : ‘ Certain lands were given by the king for life, and in 

these and others which had escheated a viardla or death-duty be¬ 

came inherent, and was exacted at every succession for a re-grant 

to the heir. A mardla, amounting usually to one-third of the 

deceased’s movables, or, if no male heir had been left, to the whole, 

was levied in the Sinhalese country on all estates This custom 

was not peculiar to Ceylon, and in India told with much severity 

on the great men, all of whose movables usually were seized by the 

king at death. The principle underlying this impost was the royal 

claim to the soil, a claim also seen in the Tamil and Sinhalese count¬ 

ries in the recovery of the “ soil-burning " fee (bim pulutu) before 

the cremation of a dead body was allowed. In its origin it seems 

to have been analogous to the renewal fees on pdttani leases in 

Malabar. In Ceylon, however, it practically became a tax on 

succession. In the Kandyan country it was not levied on women. 
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and was abolished about the middle of the eighteenth century, 

though the last king revived it in its most severe form at least on 

the death of one chief ’ (A Short History of Ceylon, p. 49). We 

may mention here that J. de Lanerolle disagrees with Codrington s 

view regarding bim-palntu which in his opinion is the same thing 

as bing-mila (J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXXIV, p. 230), and he also states 

that there is no justification for assuming that any tax levied on 

cremation was indicative of the king’s ownership to forest or land 

(ibid., p. 214). The slab-inscription of Bhuvanekabahu VI of the 

fifteenth century speaks of marala : ‘ Of one malar a, half shall be 

left to the owner. When an estate is being given to another, the 

principal house and garden and the sowing (extent) of an amuna 

of seed shall be left to the (original) owner of the estate ’ (EZ 3. 5. 

281). Paranavitana, explaining this, says : ‘ Malara appears to 

be the earlier form of marala which occurs in copper-plate inscrip¬ 

tions of the period. The form malar a also occurs in an unpublished 

rock-inscription, at Gadaladeniya, of a king named Senasammata 

Vikramabahu, where we read citvage duva vatunu kenekunge malara- 

yata himi kenek ndtuva tibe nam jaravasava tibena vihdra karavlmata 

pudanuvat (if there be no person entitled to the malara of a person 

who had fallen whilst running in elephant hunts, the same may be 

dedicated for the repair of dilapidated monasteries). The word 

malar a most probably is derived from Skt. mrta “ dead ” and hdra 

“ what is taken ”, and would etymologically mean ‘‘what is taken 

from dead persons ”. According to Sinhalese institutions, when a 

person died all his movable properties passed to the king if he had 

no male heir ; otherwise, one-third of it belonged to the king. The 

custom was in vogue during the Portuguese period in the territories 

under their rule ... In this particular instance, the malara of those 

persons of the Four Korajas who had acted treasonably would 

have been confiscated by the king, but in pursuance of the policy 

of reconciliation, already noted, the king was satisfied with only 

half a share ' (EZ 3. 5. 285). This duty amounted to one-third of 

the movables of a deceased if he left a son, and the whole if he had 

none (EZ 3. 2. 55). The SdhRv speaks of the same institution : 

‘ sitdvan mala niydva asd kosol rajjuruvd sampat himivanta nisi 

darumalu kenekun ndti kalata me sampat kavurun santaka veddyi 

vicar a rajadaruvanta veddyi ki kalhi ’, ‘ having heard of the death 

of the setthi, the king inquired as to who would become the owner 

of the wealth when the deceased left no heir, and learnt that it was 

the king who came into possession of such wealth ’ (867). 
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The king also had claims to any ownerless property and to any 

treasures that were discovered. This is brought out by literary 

works such as the SdhRv and Sdldk. The cowherd story in the 

latter refers to a woman who was thoroughly frightened by the 

people for secretly enjoying a treasure that she had found. The 

setting of the story is in a place called Uturalu, in Rajarata. It 

says: ‘ nidana navi rajadaruvan santaka bava nodanuda', ‘Do you 

not know that treasures belong to the king ?’ (Sdhlk 425). Accord¬ 

ing to Lanerolle forests and wildernesses unreclaimed and untenanted 

by men belonged to the king (J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXXIV, p. 217). 

The law of treasure trove in ancient India, as expounded by the 

law-givers, may be noted here. At first sight we should expect 

the king, as owner of the soil, to take the whole of a treasure trove 

or mine. But he did not do so, because the finder or occupant had 

partiary rights (‘in India the land was held under a tenure, in some 

respects similar tocolonia partiaria of France and Italy’). As Manu 

shows, the king by his prerogative over the soil took half; the 

Brahmans normally had a valid claim to the other half 

(see Appendix IV). As far as Ceylon was concerned, it is diffi¬ 

cult to say, owing to lack of evidence, whether any system such as 

this was in operation in the island during this time. 

Another source of revenue was the svstem of fines levied on 

various defaulters, and this no doubt brought a considerable amount 

of income to the Crown. These have been discussed in the chapter 

on the Judiciary. 

Land Tenure and Endowments 

The records of this period afford us very meagre information 

regarding the system of land tenure in the thirteenth century. An 

examination of the earlier periods will help us to form an idea of 

the system probably in use at this time ; and for this it is best to 

repeat some observations made by Codrington : ‘ The superior 

tenures were pamunu (“ possession ”) and ukas (mortgage). 

Pamunu were granted by the king, or in his principality by 

the sub-king, under seal, and included all grants to temples 

and charitable institutions as well as those to important chiefs ; 

in the case of the last-named a small quit rent was often, if not 

always, imposed in the form of a payment of oil to the Tooth relic 

or to some temple. Pamunu holders had full rights over the jungle 

in their lands. Judging from the Indian practice, it would depend 

7—H 11305 (2/G8) 
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on the wording of the grant whether the land conveyed was alien¬ 

able or heritable or both. The ukas has to be compared with the 

Malabar otti or usufructory mortgage. Outright sale is considered 

disgraceful, hence a mortgage, under which the payer of the money 

enters into possession of the land, while the original owner retains 

an indefinite right of re-entry on payment of the debt. . . We know 

practically nothing of the land tenure outside the temple villages, 

but there can be little doubt that in the main features there was no 

difference and that the king merely took the place of the priestly 

overlord. . . 

History often recounts the grant of men and women slaves 

with other movable property to temples. The unpublished 

documents connected with the dedication of land to Pepiliyana 

vihara in the fifteenth century show that these slaves were largely 

artisans, blacksmiths, potters, lime-burners, and the like ’ (A Short 

History of Ceylon, pp. 44-48). 

As an example of the grant of movable property, we can quote 

the slab-inscription of Queen Lilavati of the end of the twelfth 

century : ‘ Her Majesty granted in perpetuity three yalas . . . 

thirty serfs, one hundred and fifty oxen and buffaloes ’, and this 

grant was made to an alms-house (EZ 1. 5. 182). The Kevulgama 

inscription of Sahasa Malla, a.d. 1200, records a grant to Gulpiti- 

But for valour shown in battle : ' There were given to him, having 

been made a pamunu holding and enrolled, from the time of sealing 

with the signet the counterparts of this (all) within the four pillars 

set up on the land appurtenant to Valimada liyadda in Mandivak 

Samvalla of the Pihiti Kingdom (to wit) the field, the serfs, and the 

plantations, the woodland and the grassland ’ (EZ 3. 5. 235). The 

pillar-inscription of Bhuvanekabahu Mahapa, of the thirteenth 

century, at Anuradhapura, records a grant to a pirivena : * This 

is the stone inscription set up in order to (proclaim) that the area 

belonging to this Kavudavatta was granted by His Highness Sri 

Bhuvanekabahu Mahapa, the son of. . . Vijayabahu, to the pirivena 

constructed in the name of His Highness ’ (EZ 3. 5. 288). A rock- 

inscription at Kottangeof the thirteenth century, ascribed to Lokesi- 

vara II, records the grant of a village named Kalama to the general 

Loke Arakmena, in recognition of services rendered in defeating 

the Cojas. It is interesting to note the boundaries of the said 

grant : ' On the east, the pillar atKappalagoda, on the south, the 

silk-cotton tree, standing by the side of the high road, on the 
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west, the gatakos (a species of jak) tree standing on the side of the 

hill, on the north, the dtamba tree (a species of mango) standing 

near the mountain stream’ (EZ 4. 2. 88). The second inscription 

of the same place tells 11s that a Mahd Thera of the Vilgammula 

fraternity granted to the Sahgha the pamunu village called Kalama 

and some other lands belonging to him. Paranavitana comments 

that this thera was a grandson of Loke Arakmena, to whom the 

village was originally granted. His connection with the Vilgammula 

fraternity is also shown by the stipulation in the first inscription that 

any disputes concerning the lands in question were to be settled by a 

Mahd Thera of that institution (EZ 4. 2. 88-89). This shows that the 

thera came into possession of the land as it was heritable. Parana¬ 

vitana remarks that pamunu lands were heritable, as distinct from 

divel, held ex-officio. This is shown by the Oruvela sannasa of the 

fifteenth century, which records that the grant should continue in 

the lineal descent of the children and grand-children (EZ 3. 2. 68). 

The SdhRv also records the grant of lands, movable property, 

and serfs. It mentions two types of tenure, pamunu and batgam 

(315, 339, 634, 712). The Pali words ‘ tain ca gdmam yathd suhham 

paribhogam katva addsi ', in the Mahali-panha are rendered into 

Sinhalese as ‘ Macala gamut pamunu kola dunha ’, he granted the 

village of Macala as a heritable land. The SdhRv also renders the 

Pali word kammakdra as rajadaruvange batgam parivara, ‘ the 

people of the batgama ’ (712). The Gadaladeniya rock-inscription 

also refers to ‘seed from a batgama ’; and in a note to this Paranavi¬ 

tana states that a batgama in Kandyan times was a royal village 

tenanted by the people of the Padu caste- (EZ 4. 2. 107, n. 3). The 

Sdhlk records that Kalakandetatis gave Magama as a batgama to 

his minister Samgha (617), and that King Kavantissa granted a 

village as a bat-gama to the hero Nandimitta (Sdhlk 481). Accord¬ 

ing to Codrington, batgama is the older name for viddnagama, a 

village governed by a Disdva in office or other chief as King’s 

Viddna, and not by the Gabadd Nilame. Such a village was usually 

inhabited by people of low caste liable to public service (Ancient 

Land Tenure and Revenue in Ceylon, p. 25). The word ‘ gama ' 
did not mean ‘ village ’ only, but it also meant ‘ land ', ‘ landed 
property or estate ’. Etymologically it meant ‘ a collection or 
group ’ (see Lanerolle, J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXXIV, p. 211). The 
term ' gamvara ’ in gamavara atakut dunha (SdhRv 398, DPA attha 
gamavare, II, 46) is explained as ‘ eight gifts of land’ (A Dictionary 
of the Sinhalese Language). 
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These references show us that the system of land tenure prevalent 

during the thirteenth century was hardly, if at all, different from 

that of the preceding century. The king was the sole owner of the 

land, which was given out to people by his grace either for 

a payment, or in return for some kind of service. Some lands 

were private endowments, parnunu, which were heritable and 

granted as gifts to individuals or institutions (the nature of the 

religious endowments recorded by the inscriptions are discussed 

by W. M. Wamasuriya in the University of Ceylon Review, April, 

1943). Other lands were held ex-officio by various state officials 

and also for service rendered to the king, as is seen in the time of 

Parakramabahu VI, who granted villages to scribes for copying 

books. Whether the rates of payment as established by King 

Nissanka Malla were altered or changed we cannot say. 

Some kings of Ceylon seem to have practised the common Indian 

custom of donating wealth equivalent to one’s weight. The inscrip¬ 

tions of the twelfth century refer to this practice (e.g. EZ 1. 4. 129). 

The CV, too, records a few instances of this tulabhara ceremony. 

Vijayabahu I is said to have dispensed alms to the poor of a weight 

equal to that of his body, on three occasions, and Parakramabahu I 

is said to have allotted yearly alms equal in weight to his body. It 

is quite likely that this custom was followed in Ceylon even during 

the century under review. The grant of boons to those with whom 

the king was pleased for some reason or other was much practised 

in India. The SdhRv refers to such boons. We have no direct 

evidence of them at this time, but we may conjecture that kings of 

Ceylon may have bestowed them. The kings also no doubt with¬ 

drew any privileges they had granted when the recipients abused 

them or were found guilty of some transgression. This is referred 

to in a tenth century inscription : (‘ The servant responsible) shall 

be turned out after taking back the maintenance (lands) that are in 

his possession’ (EZ 3. 5. 229). 



CHAPTER V 

COINS AND CURRENCY 

The SdhRv and the Pjv mention kahavanu, masu, and ran as 

money. Money is often mentioned only by numbers or amounts, 

as for example ‘siyak vatana gasata desiyayak dl. . . desiyayak vat and 

. . . sdrasiyayak dl. . . ’ (Pjv 462) ; ‘ laksa laksa vatana palas dekak 

(SdhRv 553) ; ‘ ohu pita dahasin biihdi piyallak tabu ’ (Sdhlk 168). 

In Ceylon ’, says Codrington, ‘ from the reign of the first king 

Vijaya onwards money is mentioned, usually by numbers only, c.g. 

a thousand ”, ** a hundred thousand ”, and the like, kahdpanas 

being understood . . . Kahdpanas first appear by name in chapter 

XXI. 26 (MV), in which it is recorded as an act of munificence that 

the Tamil king Elaja spent 15,000 kahdpanas to replace fifteen 

stones of the thupa on Cetiyapabbata or Mihintale, accidentally 

broken by his chariot. His Sinhalese conqueror Dutugamunu 

B.c. 161-137, rewarded the archer Phussadeva with a heap of kahd 

panas . . . and the designer of the Ruvanveli Dagoba with ” a pair 

of garments worth a thousand and ornamented shoes and 12,000 

kahdpanas ” (MV 30. 14). As wages for the workmen employed 

on the Brazen Palace, he deposited 800,000 of gold (hiranita) at 

each of the four gates . . . The Tika commenting on the first of these 

two passages explains that the amount was too,000 hiranhas, each 

reckoned at eight kahdpanas, and this may be a genuinely ancient 

tradition ’ (Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 11). Codrington also 

mentions that the use of the term kahdpana was continuous, though 

it was doubtless applied to more than one coin (ibid., p. 12). 

The commentaries dealing with the Vinaya, too, deal with 

money : 4 Dealing with a case of theft of timber by a disciple, 

Buddha asked an old monk, formerly minister under the King of 

Magadha, for what amount stolen a thief would be sentenced to 

corporal punishment, imprisonment, or banishment. The monk 

replied ” For a pdda (quarter), or property worth a pdida ”. Now 

at that time at Rajagaha five mdsakas were a pdda , . . . twenty 

masakas, therefore, were then equal to one kahdpana . . . The ancient 

scholium embodied in the Vinaya text explains jdtarupa by satthu- 

vanna, “ colour of the Teacher ”, and raj at a as meaning the kahd¬ 

pana, and the base metal, wooden or lacquer masaka ” which are 
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current ", and includes both jdiarupa and rajata under the common 

term rupiya. Buddhaghosa explains jdtarupa as a name of gold 

(suvanna) in the same way, and includes under rupiya chank shells, 

coral, silver, and gold, following the Patimokkha, while by rajata 

are meant kahdpanas and other current money. He adds that the 

kahdpana is of gold, or silver, or the “ common ’’ one, sc. of copper, 

and gives at length details of the base metal, wooden, and lacquer 

mdsaka. This commentary is repeated almost word for word in 

Sariputta’s Palimuttaka-vinaya-viniccbaya-saiigaha, the Tika on 

which gives the further interesting information that by the mdsaka 

made of the fruits or seeds of trees is meant the tamarind seed. A 

similar use of bitter almonds as money in Gujarat in the 17th century 

is recorded in Tavernier's Travels, Part II, p 2 . . . The conclusions 

to be drawn seem to be that in the 5th century the kahdpana was of 

all the three metals ... and in all probability the kahdpana had 

then long ceased to connote a piece of a particular weight and had 

come to mean the standard coin of the day . . . mdsaka had ceased 

to be the name of any one particular coin, though perhaps not so as 

a weight ; for the gold mdsaka must be the gold kahdpana . . . 

Mdsaka, therefore, by the 5th century, must have come to signify 

“ coin ", “ money ”, just as salli, kdsi, at the present day ... in 

mediaeval Ceylon, the kahdpana was a coin of gold, in weight one- 

half of Mann's piece of So raktikds ' (Ceylon Coins and Currency, 

pp. 12, 13) The Pjv also mentions a variety of kahdpanas—‘ solos 

dahasak nlla karsdpana sankhydta vu ran di ’ (556). In discussing 

this coin Codrington observes that ‘ the kahdpana of Magadha . . . 

consisted of 20 mdsakas and is known in the Commentaries as the 

nlla or “ faultless ” kahdpana. The Ceylon tradition, which seems 

to be as old as Buddhaghosa, represents it as a coin of gold divided 

into 20 mdsakas, that is, manjddis, of the same metal, and thus 

equal to the kalanda ; according to the 14th century version of the 

Ummagga Jataka it was composed half of madha gold and half of 

alloy. The pdda or “ quarter " of the Ceylon School was five 

mdsakas ... If the Ummagga Jataka version is to be trusted, five 

mdsakas, the quarter of the Ceylon nlla kahdpana, would also con¬ 

tain five gunj as of pure gold . . . The nlla kahdpana therefore should 

be 57.6 grains of silver and not of gold, or, in other words, was the 

eldling ' (Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 13) The Pjv gives the 

value of a nlla kahdpana as 20 pieces of ‘ ran ', which were in use : 

bdvahara ranin vissek nam nlla kar^dpanaven ekak vewi (556) 
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Therefore by ranin was meant perhaps a masaka. The Jataka- 

atuva-gatapadaya (p. 81) explains hirahha as amu ran (unwrought 

gold) and masu ran (masu gold). 

‘ The masaka (S. masaka, later massd), according to the Vinaya, 

was the one-twentieth of the kahdpana, and a coin of small value 

or a substitute therefor. Though the precious metals doubtless 

were weighed in Ceylon, as in South India, by the masaka, which 

was identified with the manjadi seed, no ancient inscription, definite¬ 

ly referring to the masaka as a weight seems to have been 

discovered. In those few, in which the word occurs, it can be 

referred to land ; . . . the sub-divisions of the kiriya are given as the 

paya, the massa, and the kana. The kiriya . . . was treated as being 

a karsha or kahdpana of land . . . The pay aka or paya is undoubtedly 

the quarter (Pali, pdda) ; the masaka or massa presumably is the 

twentieth ’ (Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 15). The SdhRv seems 

to throw some light on the masaka as a weight when it says : ‘ demas- 

sen tun massen, dasa kalahdin visi kalahdin panasin satin ’ (890) 

This ascending order no doubt indicates that the massa formed a 

certain fraction of the kalahda, though it does not actually state 

howr many massas formed a kalahda. This also indicates that the 

massa was used as a weight as w7ell. 

In one place the SdhRv renders the Pali ' attha kahdpana ’ as 

ata massak ’ in the Marana-paridipana-vatthu (204). It is 

very likely that the author was here thinking in terms of the cost 

of flowers in his day, and w^as not giving the equivalent of the Pali. 

Another mode of currency seems to have been weights weighed 

in terms of seeds of paddy. The SdhRv renders the P. ' pdda- 

mattampi na agghati ’ as ‘ satalis viyatakut novutti '; further it 

continues : ‘ mu viyata gananui vlnarn eksiya sdta viyatak vitara 

demhayi ' (SdhRv 497). According to this we see that a pdda, one- 

fourth, is equivalent to forty seeds of paddy. Now w'e have : 

20 ran (pieces of) 

5 mdsakas 

20 mdsakas 

1 pada 

1 kahdpana 

= 1 kahdpana 

— 1 pdda 

— 1 kahd pana 

=- 40 viyatas (paddy seeds) 

= 160 viyatas 

The SdhRv also mentions a series of currency in the story of 

Sirima. The DPA says : ‘ raja pahca satdni datvd ganhantuti 

bhlrim cdrdpctva kahci ganhakam■ adisvd addhateyydni satdni dve 
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satani satam panndsam panca visali kahdpane dasa kahdpane panca 

kahdpane ekam addharn pddam masakam kdkanikam datvd sirimam 

ganhantuti bherin cardpetvd’. Ihe SdhRv translates this as raj- 

juruvd agaya adu kar anno kahavanu dahasin bhdgavu pansiyayeka in 

bhdgavu desiya panaseka in bhagavu eksiya pas visseka in bhdgavu 

desata kalan satara akeka., in bhdgavu ckiis kalan de akeka, in bhagavu 

pasalos kalan pascka, in bhagavu ata kalan akeka in bhdgavu satara 

kalan dasa viyateka, in bhdgavu dekalan pas viyateka . . . ek kalan 

deviyata samdrckdyi . . . asu viyatak dlld . . . satalis viyatak . . . devi- 

yata samdrak . . . ek viyatayela hamuvak ... (623). Now we have- 

half of 125 kahavanu 

half of 62 kalahdas and 4 akas 

half of 31 kalahdas and 2 akas 

therefore 1 kalahda 

half of 8 kalahdas and 1 aka 

one aka 

half of 2i paddy seeds 

therefore 1 paddy seed 

62 kalahdas and 4 akas 

31 kalahdas and 2 akas 

15 kalahdas and 5 akas 

8 akas 

4 kalahdas and 10 paddy 
seeds 

20 (twenty) paddy seeds, 
viyata (‘ visi viyatak d kala 
eda akek ve , Ydga-ratndka- 
raya, v. 284) 

i paddy seed and 1^ amu seeds 

3 amu seeds. 

This tallies with the Yoga-ratnakaraya table as given by Modder 

(J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XII, p. 176). 

aka is again referred to in the SdhRv and the Pjv. The SdhRv 

renders the DPA phrase ‘ panca mdsaka mattam ' as ‘ ran da akak ’ 

and ‘ panca mdsaka mattam ’ is explained in the DhpAGp (p. 130) as 

‘ pasviyata pamanak ’ (SdhRv388); ‘ akek nata massek ndta (Pjv 232). 

1 The value of a pala is given as two akas. Again, the Mulusika- 

gatapada-vivaranaya explains the phrase in the Mulusika “ goods 

worth a pala " by “ goods of the amount, the taking of which 

involves expulsion from the Community, or any goods worth 2 akas 

of masuran : here two akas of masuran equal one part if the now’ 

existing kahavaniiva be divided into four parts each of two akas 

(Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 53)- Codrington also gives the 

following table of gold coins of mediaeval Ceylon : 

kahavannirva, about 68-70 grains 
a da kahavaniiva. about 34-35 grains 
pala or deka, about 17-17 ‘ 5 grains 

aka, about 8• 5-8 • 73 grains 
(?) massa. about 3*4-.3\5 grains (ibid.). 
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The Pjv also refers to the letters stamped on the face of the coins 
when it says: * alleka tubu masseka akuru daknavunse ’ (499). 
Codrington’s account of the 13th century coinage ma}? be noted here: 

The coins of the Sinhalese rulers of this period arc traditionally 
known to the people as Dambadeni kdsi, “ Dambadeniya money ", 
a designation correctly indicating the dynasty by which they were 
last struck. According to Casie Chetty, they were styled by the 
Tamils peykasu, “ demon money ”, peypperumun-kasu, “ demon 
king’s money ”, or Irdvanan-kdsu, “ Havana's money ”. With 
the exception of the “ lion ” coin of Parakramabahu, and the rare 
eighths, this coinage is of one type, closely following that of the 
later gold pieces of Vijayabahu I (a.d. 1055). The human figure, 
however, is even less well executed. On the obverse, the normal 
head consists of an irregular oblong, the right side being a vertical 
line, from which project three horizontal strokes representing the 
nose, mouth, and chin ; the bottom is also horizontal, while the 
back and top are formed by a curved line bulging outwards at the 
crown of the skull. The forearm is bent sharply down, the 
elbow being shown as an acute angle ; the hand grasps the hanging 
lamp. The dhoti is shown as on type III of Vijayabahu I, the 
line between the legs being very fine and often obliterated . . . The 
lotus plant, with the exception of the finials, is a fine line, and is 
often absent. To the right are five balls, while to the left on some 
coins, is a faint trace of the outermost symbol. On the reverse the 
head and crown are as on the observe, with the exception of one 
coin of Parakramabahu, which has a tuft in place of the makuta. 
In the hand is a chank shell The left leg is perpendicular, and 
nearly in a line with the body. The legend is more regular than 
the Cola, from which the script differs slightly. The asana usually 
is represented by a straight line, from which four or five short 
lines project, . . . but it is often faint or omitted ’ (for details see 
Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 64). 

Sir W. Elliot in his Coins of Southern India (p. no) has propound¬ 
ed the interesting theory that the Ceylon type of coin was derived 
from the Gupta coinage and Codrington while confirming Elliot’s 
view went further and opined that it went back to even the Kushan 
dynasty. He seems to have been inclined to connect the reverse 
squatting figure with the ‘ conch type' of Candragupta II. He further 

remarks that the attitudes of the figures on cither side are common 
in Indian art, and that the figures on the reverse may be compared 
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with the Yatthala ddgaba seal (Parker, Ancient Ceylon, p. 495) and 

the Deva in the Hindagala fresco (Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 72). 

Marshall is of opinion that the Greek idea of a coin—‘ a round piece 

with a ruler on one side and a religious type on the other ’—pro¬ 

foundly influenced the. Indian coinage through the Kushans down 

to the Muhammadan conquest throughout India as far as Ceylon. 

He traces the Parakramabahu type (12th century) to Kaniska 

(see John Marshall, Taxila, Vol. II, p. 862). 

The SdhRv also refers to a system of usury : mudala sitiyadima 

poliyenma praydjana vindindse ’ (418). It is likely that it was 

possible for the people to deposit certain sums of money on interest 

with a guild or some such corporation. What actually the rates 

of interest were the book does not say. In the case of loans the 

interest must have in all cases depended on the security placed. 
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CHAPTER VI 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

Moggallana's Abhidhanappadipika gives various schemes of 

weights and measures (194, 267-269, 479, 484). Referring to 

these weights given by Mogallana, Rhys Davids observes that his 

tables cannot be entirely relied upon as evidence of Indian or even 

of Ceylon usage. One of his tables of weight as copied and calculat¬ 

ed by Rhys Davids in his Numismata Orientalia (p. 14), is as 

follows :— 

2 guiija = 1 mdsaka (a seed of phaseolus) 

5 guiija = 2\ mdsaka = 1 ahkha (a seed of the Terminalia bellenca) 

= karsha 

40 guiija = 20 mdsaka = 8 akkha — 1 dharana = ($. kalanda) 

200guiija = 100 mdsaka = 40 akkha = 5 dharana — 1 (gold) 

1,000 guiija — 500 mdsaka = 200 akkha — 25 dharana = 5 suvanna 

— 1 nikkha (an ornament for the neck) 

400 guiija = 200 mdsaka — 80 akkha =10 dharana = 2 suvanna 

= \ nikkha = 1 phala (fruit) 

40,000 guiija = 20,000 mdsaka = 8,000 akkha = 1,000 dharana 

= 200 suvanna = 50 nikkha =100 phala = 1 tula (scale) 

800,000 guiija = 400,000 mdsaka = 160,000 akkha = 20,000 dha¬ 

rana = 4,000 suvanna = 1,000 nikkha = 2rooo phala = 20 tula 

= 1 bhdra (load). 

The figures in heavy type are given by Moggallana, and the rest has 

been calculated from them. ‘ On careful inspection ', says Rhys 

Davids, ' it will be seen that we have here at least two tables, and 

the connection between the two, which Moggallana establishes by 

making one phala equal ten dharanas, is probably fictitious ; for 

as far as nikkha the weights are applicable to substances of great 

value and small bulk, and the rest vice versa to things of small value 

and great bulk. It is incredible that hay and gold should have been 

measured by one scale. None of these words are used in the publish¬ 

ed Pali texts in the sense of definite weights, except perhaps 

phala and mdsaka . . . The guiija is another name for the rati ’ (Nti- 

mismata Orientalia, p. 14). He also states that this table varies 
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almost throughout from those given by Skt. authorities, and adds 

that ‘ it is curious that Moggallana does not mention in the table the 

only measure of weight actually found in use, viz., the kdca or kdja, 

a pingo-load, that is, as much as a man could carry in two baskets 

suspended from a pole carried across his shoulder \ He further 

states that ‘ according to Childers, the word kahapana itself meant 

primarily a small weight, and that our authorities differ hopelessly 

about the weight of a karsha : the Sanskrit authorities making it 

equal to sixteen mdshas, each of which equals two-and-a-half 

mdsakas equals five ratis ; while Moggallana makes the akkha 

(which, teste Bohtlingk-Roth, is the same as the karsha) equal two- 

and-a-half mdsakas equals five ratis (that is equal to one mdsha) ' 

ibid., p. 4). 

The above table shows the kalahda, a weight referred to in the 

literary works of the period, in its relation to other weights given 

by Moggallana. The SdhRv also establishes beyond doubt the use 

of this weight in the monetary system of the period, as we have 

already seen. The Pali ' devasikam solasa kahapana paribbayena ' 

is rendered into Sinhalese as ‘ davas paid ma solos kalahdak viyadam 

kota ’, having spent 16 kalahdas daily (SdhRv 621). This is 

also shown by an inscription of the nth century which states that 

a fine of 125 kalahdas of gold was levied (EZ 1. 6. 250), and also by 

the phrase ‘ mat mila solos kalahdak', 16kalahdas as price of flowers 

(EZ 1. 3. 87). The Eppavala inscriptions mention that one paya 

of land was sold for eight kalahdas of gold (EZ 3. 4. 191). Herein 

we must observe that the monetary system was closely connected 

with the metrological ‘ In Ceylon the number of kalahjus in the 

palam varied with the article weighed from eight to ten or twelve, 

and in the 17th century to twenty. According to the Sinhalese 

commentary inserted in the medical work Sarartha Sangraha, the 

first kind of palam is used in weighing all liquid poisons, the second 

all spices, and the third all kinds of roots. It was this last which 

was employed by the goldsmiths. The weight of the mahjadi or 

madata also seems to increase with the dryness of the locality ' 

{Ceylon Coins and Currency, pp. S, 9). The Badulla pillar inscrip¬ 

tion of the 10th century prohibited weighing with mudadi weights 

which were not stamped, madadi, a rare form of madata or madati 

is the twentieth part of a kalahda (EZ 3. 2. 80). 

Two other weights mentioned are aka and viyata, both as weights 

of gold. The Pjv uses viyata (paddy seed) with reference to wealth 
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in general. These weights have already been discussed under coins 

(see above). The following table from the Abhidhanappadlpika, 

as given by Codrington, will show the paddy seed in relation to the 

other weights : 

4 viha 

8 viha 

20 viha 

160 viha 

8oo viha 

1 guhja 

2 guhja 

5 gunja. 
40 guhja 

200 guhja 

1 mdsaka 

2 \ mdsaka = 1 akkha 

20 mdsaka = 8 akkha — 

100 mdsaka — 40 akkha = 

1,600 viha = 400 guhja = 200 mdsaka — 80 akkha = 

= 2 suvanna = 1 pala 

25 dharana = 5 suvanna = 1 nikkha 

100 phala = 1 tula 

2,goo phala — 20 tula = 1 hlidra 

1 dharana 

5 dharana = 

1 savanna 

10 dharana 

According to the Yogarnava, the table is as follows :— 

8 vi ala = 1 madata 

160 vi dta = 20 madata — 1 kalahda 

480 dta = 60 madata = 3 kalahda — 1 /mna 

1,920 vi ata — 240 madata =12 kalahda. = 4 huna — 1 palama 

20 vi ata = 1 aka 

160 vi dta = 8 aka = 1 kalahda 

The old Tamil table of these weights is given below for comparison 

(from Codrington, p. 10) : 

4 nel (paddy) = 1 kunri 

8 nel — 2 kunri = 

16 nel = 4 kunri - 

160 nel = 40 kunri = 

kalahju (molucca bean) 

320 nel = 80 kunri = 40 mahjddi = 20 kdnam = 2 kalahju 

1 mahjddi 

2 mahjddi = 1 kdnam 

20 mahjddi =10 kdnam = 1 

= 1 kaisu 

1,280 nel = 320 kunri — 160 mahjddi = 80 kdnam = 8 kalahju 

— 4 kaisu = 1 palam 

100 palam = 1 tulam 

2,000 palam = 20 tulam = 1 pdram 

Comparing these tables, Codrington states that they, * whether of 

India or Ceylon, have a close family resemblance. For purposes 

of metrology and numismatics, the island cannot be separated 
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from the mainland, the very names of many of the weights being 

derived from the Tamil, a fact sufficiently explained by the geogra¬ 

phical position, as well as the constant intercourse between the 

two countries * (Ceylon Coins and Currency, p. 8). It may be noted 

in passing that these weights of kalahda and mahjddi are used even 

today in weighing gold and medicinal ingredients. 

Measures of Length 

The measures of length referred to are: anguli (finger breadth), 

viyata (span), riyana (cubit, fore-arm length), gavn and ydjana. 

The anguli and viyata are mentioned in connection with the length 

of a small piece of kihiri wood, and the SdhRv refers to some 

flowers, made of gold, which were about a span in size. Measures 

of riyana, yatthi and isba (usaba) are used as land-measures. The 

SdhRv also mentions some of these measures, viz., ‘ isub gananin 

visi isbak vitara hd yata gananin sarasiyayak yata ha rivan gananin 

dedas atasiyayak riyan vitara diga palala dti bima ’ (592). According 

to this statement 20 isabas — 400 yata = 2800 cubits, that is, r 

isaba = 20 yata = 140 cubits. This tallies with Moggallana’s 

table as given by Rhys Davids (Nymismata Orientalia, on the 

ancient coins and measures of Ceylon, p. 15) : 

36 paramanus = 1 anu 

36 anus = 1 tajjari 

— 1 ratharenu 

= 1 likkha 

= I ukd 

= 1 dhahhamasa 

7 dhahhamasas = 1 angula (finger-joint, inch) 

12 angulas — 1 vidatthi (span) 

24 angulas = 2 vidatthi = 1 ratana (cubit, fore-arm) = hattha 

168 angulas = 14 vidatthi = 7 ratana = 1 yatthi (pole, walking- 

stick) 

672 angulas = 56 vidatthi = 28 ratana =■ 4 yatthi — 1 abbhantara 

(interval) 

3,360 angidas = 280 vidatthi = 140 ratana = 20 yatthi = 5 abbhan¬ 

tara = 1 usabha 

268,800 angulas = 22,400 vidatthi = ii,-200ratana = 1,600yatthi 

= 400 abbhantara = 80 usabha = 1 gdvuta 

1,075,200 angulas— 89,600 vidatthi = 44, 800 ratana — 6,400yatthi 

= 1,600 abbhantara— 320 usabha — 4 gdvuta = 1 ydjana 

1 kosa = 500 bow-lengths. 

36 tajjaris 

36 ratharenus 

7 likkhas 

7 ukas 

I 
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The Pjv, too, mentions these measures in ascending order, viz. 

* angaleka viyateka riyaneka yateka isbeka gavuveka yodaneka siyak 

yodaneka ’ (p. 5). 

The distances between certain towns as given in the SdhRv and 

the Pjv will help us to deduce the relation between certain distances : 

From Sagala to Savatthi, 

From Buddha’s residence 

at Savatthi up to the 

river Candrabhaga, 

Savatthi to Sakaspura, 

Devram to Kuraraghara, 

Kusinara to Rajagaha, 

Rajagaha to Visala, 

Savatthi to Sakaspura, 

Kalutota to Bentota (in ( 

480 gavu (SdhRv 440) ; 

480 gavu (SdhRv 441) 

120 gavu (SdhRv 697) 

480 gavu (SdhRv 880) 

25 ydjanas (Pjv 681) 

8 ydjanas (Pjv 424) 

30 ydjanas (Pjv 497) 

n), 1 yojana (Pjv 746). 

The SdhRv also makes 300 ydjanas equal 1200 gavu (75), thus 

giving 4 gavu as equal to 1 yojana. This is also established by the 

two distances given from Savatthi to Sakaspura, viz. 120 gavu equal 

30 ydjanas. Again the SdhRv renders the Pali satta yojana as 

28 gavu, giving the same result. This is in agreement with the 

Nava-namavaliya and other glossaries as quoted in the EZ, Vol. 2, 

p. 82, n. 5. 

7 ukd = 1 viyata 

7 viyata = 1 angala 

12 angal = 1 viyata 

2 viyat = 1 riyana (P. ratana, cubit) 

4 riyan = 1 baihba 

7 riyan = 1 yata 

20yata or 35 bamba = 1 isba, isiihbu (P. usabha) 

80 isiihbu = 1 gavuva 

4gav = 1 yojana, yoduna 

The note also adds that a Sinhalese gavuva is equivalent to about 

3! English miles according to Clough. ‘ Taking the vidatthi or 

span at 8-J to 9 inches, and the ratana or cubit, (which should be 

measured from the elbow to the end of the little finger only) at from 

17 to 18 inches, the yojana, according to Moggallana’s scale would 

be equal to between 12 and 12 J miles, and this is the length given 

by Childers ; but I think it is certain that no such scale as Moggal- 

lana here gives was ever practically used in Ceylon. The finger 

I 
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joint, span, and cubit, may have been used for short lengths ; the 

usabha for longer ones; the gavuta and yojana for paths or roads; but 

I doubt whether any attempt was made in practice to bring these 

different measures into one scheme ’ (Nnmismata Orientaiia, p. 15). 

The distance from Kalutota to Bentota, given in the Pjv will help us 

to fix the mileage according to use today. The 26th mile-post from 

Colombo is at the northern end of the northern bridge at Kalutara. 

The 3Sth mile-post is at Alutgama, close to the turn to the railway 

station ; and it is about half-a-mile to the southern end of the 

southern bridge at Bentota, that is, almost opposite the Rest House. 

Therefore, we could take the distance from bridge to bridge, that 

is from Kalutara bridge to Bentota bridge, as 38J minus 26, that 

is approximately I2| miles. The distance given in the Pjv is one 

yojana, and this tallies exactly with the distance of the yojana as 

given by Childers. We now see that Moggallana’s scheme also 

tallies with this length, thus establishing his system of linear mea¬ 

surers, as shown by Rhys Davids in a foregoing paragraph. This 

makes it difficult for us to agree with Rhys Davids when he says 

that such a scale as given by Moggallana was never practically used 

in Ceylon, but on the contrary the present evidence makes it quite 

reasonable to conjecture that such a system may have been known 

for practical purposes. 

The system used by the Hindus may also be noticed in passing. 

Barnett observes that the Hindus used both a long and a short 

yojana ; the former contained 32,000 hastas, or eight krosas, and 

amounted to about nine miles, and the short was exactly one-half 

of the long. The word yojana is also used by some writers to denote 

vaguely a day’s march, which on an average amounted to about 

12 miles but varied according to the circumstances (L. D. Barnett, 

Antiquities of India, p. 218). Nissanka Malla also records that he 

fixed the distance of a gavu and called it the Nissanka gavu. He is 

said to have set up mile-posts in their proper places (EZ, Vol. 2, p. 91). 

The length barnba is used in the SdhRv in measuring depth, e.g. 

of a pit (937). Barnba is used even today to measure depths, as 

for example of a well, etc., and also as a square measure, e.g. gal- 

bambaya, a square barnba of stone. The SdhRv renders the Pali 

‘ attha usaba vitlhardya nadiyd ’ as ‘ ek dahas eksiya visi riyan palala 

ati gahga ’ (985). According to this rendering, one usaba is equival¬ 

ent to 140 cubits, and this agrees with the table given in the Nava- 

namavaliya (see above). 
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We have : 8 usaba = 1,120 cubits 

1 usaba = i-jo cubits 

According to the Nava-namavaliya 1 usaba = 35 bamba, and 1 bamba 

— 4 cubits. Therefore 1 usaba = 140 cubits. 

The glossary to the SdliRv gives— 

35 bamba = 1 usaba 

7 cubits = 1 yasti 

20yasti = 1 usaba (SdhRv Granthipada-vivaranaya). 

This table agrees with that of the Nava-nfimavaliya. 

The cubit seems to have been of two varieties, the ordinary riyana, 

and the vadu-riyana (carpenter’s cubit). Constant reference is 

made to the vadu-riyana, e.g. ‘ vadu-riyanin satara riyan pamana 

cintd-mdnikyaya ' (SdhRv 694) ; ‘ vadu-riyanin do]os riyan usa dti 

bydma prabha’ (SdhRv 395). SdhRv also renders the 

Pali ‘ attha pannasa hatthubbhedam * as ‘ vadu-riyanin ata panas 

riyana ’ (SdhRv 130). According to this the Pali ‘ hattha ’ is 

rendered as ' vadu-riyana ’, and the same figure, 58, is given as in 

the Pali. This reference therefore does not point to a difference 

between ' hattha ’ and ' vadu-riyana *. Skt. hasta, P. hattha is 

the hand or fore-arm as measure, a cubit ; a measure of length 

from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger = 24 ahgulas or about 

18 inches (P.T.S. Die. and MW). The SdhRv also uses the term 

sama-riyana, thus differentiating the vadu-riyana from the ordinary 

riyana ; eg. * sama-riyanin eksiya satalis riyanak usaya ’ (132). 

This is the rendering for the Pali usabhamattam. Therefore, one 

usaba is equal to 140 sama-riyan. But we have already seen that 

1 usaba is equal to 140 riyan (cubits). Therefore, we have to take 

sama-riyan as a term for riyan itself, and no doubt used to distin¬ 

guish the ordinary riyana from the vadu-riyana. However, these 

references do not help us to ascertain the relation between the two. 

Carter’s Sinhalese-English dictionary says that one vadu-riyana is 

about a yard. But it is quite unlikely that the vadu-riyana was 

double the riyana. We also have already seen that the Pali hattha 

has been rendered as vadu-riyana, and this shows that the vadu- 

riyana is the measure from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger 

= about 18 inches (see above). According to MW, Skt. aratni 

(P ratana, S. riyana) is the cubit of the middle length, from the 

elbow to the tip of the little finger. The P.T.S. Die. explains 

ratana as a linear measure and mentions that the Abhidhanappa- 

dipika gives it as equal to 12 ahgulas, or 7 rat anas — 1 yatlhi. Now 
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we see that the vadu-riyana was the length from the elbow to the 

tip of the middle finger = 24 angulas and that the riyana was the 

length from the elbow to the tip of the little finger = 12 angulas. 

The lengths given in angulas make the vadu-riyana double the length 

of the riyana and shows how Clough arrived at his conclusion; 

but when fore-arm is taken as the measure, the difference can 

never be 12 angulas. We may, therefore, say that the vadu- 

riyana differed from the riyana by the difference in length between 

the elbow to the tip of the little finger and the elbow to the tip of 

the middle finger—that is roughly by about 2 angulas. 

Measures of Capacity 

The measures of capacity mentioned in the Pjv and the SdhRv 

are yala, pala, amuna, kiriya, kuriniya, nciliya, mandva, lassa and 

tirhba. The tablets of Mahinda IV of the 10th century at Mihintale 

refer to payala, kiriya, yahala, ndliya, paya, admana and pata 

(EZ 1. 3. 98). The tables given by Rhys Davids help us to ascertain 

the relation between these : 

4 pasata (handfuls or kuduba) = 1 pattha or noli 

16 pasata = 4 pattha 

64 pasata = 16 pattha — 

256 pasata = 64 pattha = 

10,24 pasata = 256 pattha — 

= 1 khdri 

1 alhaka or tumba 

4 alhaka = 1 dona 

16 alhaka = 4 dona 

64 alhaka = 16 dona 

— 1 mdnikd 

— 4 manikd 

20,480 pasata = 5,120 pattha = 1,280 alhaka=320 dona = 8o mdnika 

= 20 khari = 1 vdha (sakata, cart-load) 

11 dona = 1 anvnana 

10 amuna = 1 kurnbha 

Clough gives : 
5 kurunis or y alas = 1 parr ah 

12 kurunis = 1 pala 

8 parrahs or 160 measures = 1 amuna 

40 Idhas = 1 pala 

4 pdla = 1 amuna = about two acres. 

(Numismata Orientalia, p. 18, n. 3). He also makes the following- 

observations: ‘ . . . karisa = 4 ammanas (Moggallana). Karlsa seems 

to have been the measure of extent really in use in Ceylon in the 

5th century ; it is used quite independently of ammana (which 

does not occur as a measure of extent till much later) . . . Like all 
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other Ceylon measures of extent, it is derived, not from any measure 

of length, but from a measure of capacity, the Tamil karisu . . . 

(Sinhalese) always measured land by the quantity of seed which 

could be sown in it; and the peasantry do so still in practice . . . 

The amrnana (T. ambana) now varies in different parts of Ceylon 

from 5 to 7 bushels and a half . . . The ndli in use in the island is 

larger than the Tamil one. The Magadha ndli is the right measure. 

It is said in the Great Commentary that one Sinhalese ndli is equal 

to ij of this Magadha nali . . . The ndli was a liquid as well as a dry 

measure . .. The original meaning of the word is “ pipe ” or “ reed ”, 

then the " joint of a bamboo ”, and hence the measure, either dry 

or liquid, which such a joint would contain ; or, as a measure of 

extent, the space over which the seed contained in such a measure 

could be sown. As the size of different bamboos differed, we can 

understand the origin of the difference in the size of the measure . . . 

in the inscription referred to . . .ydla, kiriya, and pay a are used as 

measures of extent, the kiriya being four ammanas, while the ndliya, 

adamana and pata are used as measures of capacity ; the pat a being 

the same as pasata, a handful, and stated by Clough to be the eighth 

of a seer, that is, the 256th part of a bushel, while the adamana is 

probably another name for nali ’ (Numismata Orientalia, p. 18, 20). 

The Badulla pillar and the Eppavala inscriptions refer to padda : 

a padda of oil and a padda of chunam (EZ 3. 2. 79 ; 3. 4. 194 resp.). 

The term padda, SV.X.., prastha is synonymous with pata (EZ3. 2. 94). 

Paranavitana makes the following observations regarding the 

measures : ‘ The relationship between the earlier and the later 

systems of Sinhalese land measurements is made clear by two pas¬ 

sages in the Saddharmaratnavaliya . . . The word atthakansa occur¬ 

ring in the Dhammapadatthakathd is rendered by ek ydla dolos amuna 

. . . We know that a ydla is equivalent to twenty amunas, therefore 

one ydla and 12 amunas is equivalent to 32 amunas. Hence a 

karisa, Sinhalese kiri, is equivalent to four amunas. Again, the 

word addhakarlsa in the Dhammapadatthakathd is translated as 

bijuvata damunak . . . According to this, half a karisa is two amunas, 

therefore one kiri is the same as four amunas. Thus a paya, which 

is one-fourth of a kiri, is shown to be equivalent to an amuna 

(sowing extent) according to the present-day usage. The English 
equivalent of an amuna of paddy field cannot be exactly ascertained, 
but Clough gives it as from two to two-and-a-half acres. The price 
paid in the 10th century for this extent of rice field was eight kalah- 

das of gold ’ (EZ 3. 4. 189). He also makes a few other remarks 
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regarding some of these measures. He distinguishes between 

pay ala and pala. ‘ Pay ala is obviously a term of land measurement. 

It is probably the same as paya. It is doubtful whether payala is, 

as Dr. Wickremasinghe assumes, the same as pala, a measure of 

capacity, also used as a term of land measurement from the 12th 

century onwards. There is no evidence to show that terms denot¬ 

ing measures of capacity were used in Ceylon before the 12th century 

to indicate the areas of fields. Moreover, pala is invariably spelt 

with a cerebral “ 1 ”, whereas the “ / ” of payala is dental * (EZ 4. 4. 

175, n. 6). The Tonigala inscription of the fourth century men¬ 

tions hakada and amana (EZ 3. 4. 177). ‘ The word hakada is 

derived from the Pali sakata, which originally meant “ a cart”, 

but also has the secondary meaning of a measure of capacity, i.e. as 

much as would be contained in one cart-load. Sakata is the same 

as Sinhalese yahala or yala, for the phrase “ sakata-sahassa-mattam 

occurring in the Jcitaka 1. 467 has been rendered ddsak yala in the 

14th century Sinhalese translation of that work. Not only in 

meaning, but etymologically too, the two words are identical . . . 

Vdha is another word which has the same significance as sakata . . . 

Sakata was the highest term in this system of measurement with 

which we are familiar from the Pali writings. It was divided into 

twenty ammanas, a word occurring in Tamil as ammanam, in 

modern Sinhalese as amuna . . . The Pali word ammana has also the 

meaning of “ a trough ”, and it may be presumed that an ammaria 

measure was originally as much as could be held in a wooden trough 

used for storing grain, etc. According to the modern and mediaeval 

usage in Ceylon, an amuna is sub-divided into 4 pal as (derived from 

Pali pitaka through pekada) . . . The original meaning of the word 

pitaka was “ basket ”, and this term, therefore, must have its 

origin in a “ basketful ”, just as sakata originally meant a “ cart¬ 

load ”, and ammana “ a troughful ”. These three terms are in¬ 

structive as to the way in which the measures of capacity used in 

ancient India and Ceylon had their origin. In primitive times 

commodities like grain were bought and sold in such natural terms 

of measurement as a “ cartload ”, a “ basketful ”, a “ handful ”, 

etc. These, of course, could not have had the precise value at every 

place and occasion in which they were used, and a considerable 

amount of uncertainty must have prevailed in the transaction of 

business. When the organisation of society was more developed, 

and with the increase of trade, the precise values of these primitive 
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terms of measurement were standardised, and the relation which 

each of them bore to the other was fixed ’ (EZ 3. 4. 183). 

The next large measure is the lassa, the capacity of which is given 

by the SdliRv as four ndli (satara ndli gamut Icissen) (774). The 

VismSn refers to this measure, showing how milk was adulterated : 

‘ lassak pamana kirchi noyck lasu diya vatkalada ’ (IV. 256). This 

reference, as well as the statement that oil should be supplied at the 

rate of a Idha measure a week, in the Rambava slab-inscription, 

show that this was used as a liquid measure as well. The Pjv 

mentions that gold was measured with a Idsu: ‘ bada, sdleka id mdna 

harinndsc Idsuvalin ran mdna mdna det ’ (p. 322). This no doubt 

deals with an extraordinary situation, and therefore we cannot 

deduce that the Idsu was used generally for measuring gold, when 

normally it was measured by weight. The Badulla pillar-inscrip¬ 

tion refers to a measure called the gana-lahassa : ‘ Commodities 

should not be measured with lahasu measures other than the gana- 

lahassa ' (EZ 3. 2. 79). ‘ In this word the reading gana is not 

certain. This seems to have been the name of a standard measure. 

South Indian inscriptions afford 11s the names of several such 

standard weights and measures used in the Tamil country, e.g. 1 'idel 

vidugu kal, Rdjakcsari ndli, or Rdjakcsari marakkdl. If the above 

reading is correct, the measure seems to have received its name 

either from a guild or the community of monks, the word being 

applicable to either of these. The former is more likely to have 

been the case. A lahassa (modern Sinhalese Idha) consists of four 

ndli (Tamil ndli) ’ (EZ 3. 2. 95). The Oruvela sannasa (EZ 3. 2. 68) 

of the 15th century also refers to the Idha measure. 

The Pjv mentions the timba as a measure of capacity. The Sdhlk 

renders the P. donam as timbak (570), thus equating a dona with a 

timba. The P.T.S. Die. gives the capacity of a tumba as 4 ndli, and 

that of a dona as 4 dlhaka generally. Carter’s Die. gives its equival¬ 

ent as half a bushel. According to the previous paragraph a laha 

was found to be 4 ndli, and the P.T.S. Die. gives tumba as equal to 

four ndli. Therefore one laha equals a tumba. The above table 

also equalises one tumba with one dlhaka, regarding which the 

P.T.S. Die. gives Buddhaghosa’s explanation, ‘ cattdropatthd dlha- 

kdni donam ’, i.e. 4 patthasor dlhakas equal one dona. According 

to the above table one dona equals four tumbas. Therefore the 

Sdhlk rendering of dona as timba cannot be correct. Further, the 

SdhRv establishes the table as correct when it says 16 ndli equal 
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one dona, * magadka ndliyen solos naliyak ’ is the rendering of the 

DPA reading tandula-donassa odanam (SdhRv 837). The VismSn 

throws light on the same when it states that 

4 mita (handful) = 1 kuduba 

4 kudubas = 1 nali 
nali = 1 drona = 12 ndli from a Magadha 

nali (IV. 137). 

The Yoga-ratnakaraya (ed. K. A. Perera, 1930, vv. 283, 285, 286) 

gives the following scheme of weights :— 

3 tala (sesamum) seeds = 3 amu (a kind of millet (Paspalum 

scrobiculatum) seeds. 

3 amu seeds = 1 vl dta (paddy seed) 

8 in dta — 1 madata 

20 madata seeds 

3 kalaiidas 

4 hunas 

2 palamas 

2 kulundulas 

4 patas 

4 nddwnbas 

4 Idsas 

= 1 kalaiida 

= 1 huna 

= 1 palama 

= 1 kulundula 

= 1 pata 

= 1 nddurnba 

= 1 lasa 

= 1 drona. 

The Pjv refers to another measure—the ulakkuva (p. 49). The 

Sinhala Maha-Akaradiya of Revata Thera equates this with a pata, 

one-fourth of a nali. The rnandva meant half a nali, as it does 

even today. This is shown by the SdhRv when it says : ‘ me sal 

ndliyen tdukdhdak pisam nam rnandva rnandva bdgin develakata dta ’, 

If out of this naliya of rice, gruel were to be made, it would be 

sufficient for two meals, a rnandva each time (773)- These 

measures of nali and rnandva are used even today in measuring the 

doses of Ayurvedic medicinal mixtures (kasdya, decoction). The 

table as in use today is 

2 kdlas (quarters—usually teacupful) = one rnandva, and 

2 manavas equal 1 ndli 

The Sdhlk also shows that the naliya was used in measuring out 

ghee, honey, etc. (p. 15). 

Both the SdhRv and the Pjv refer to the kuruniya, which is in use 

even today, specially for measuring paddy. The Revata Akaradiya 

equates it with one Idiha or 4 ndli, and also gives 10 kurunis as equal 

to one pfila. The glossary to the SdhRv gives the same measure 
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of one kuruni as equal to one Idsu, in explaining the term palldsa as 

pan lasa, equal to 5 kurunis. 

The VismSn refers to a distance beyond which a monk is not ex¬ 

pected to look: ‘viyadandu pamanak balanneyi ’, in rendering ‘yuga- 

mattadaso siyd ’ (I. 155). yuga is the yoke of a plough, and 

yuga-mattam therefore indicates a distance equal to the length of the 

yoke of the plough. The P.T.S. Die. also explains the term as only 

a little (viz., the most necessary) distance ahead. In Sinhalese, 

the viyadanda is also termed viya gaha, and is generally the term 

applied to the yoke-pole of a cart, to which the bullocks are tied. 

The Revata Akaradiya gives the length as four cubits. 

The SdhRv also refers to a measure of height, e.g. ' sat talak pamana 

ahasa ’, about the height of seven tala-trees or palms into the sky 

(430 ; ‘ asa sat talak pamana pdnandhgala , having risen into the 

sky to a height of about seven palm-trees (605). The MV indi¬ 

cates height in the same way (MV 31. n ; 17. 44). This shows that 

the height was considered in terms of a tall tree, the tala or palmyra 

in this case. This is the case even today. Compare, for example, 

the modern usage pol gahak vitara uha (as tall as a coconut tree), 

and puvak gahak vage (thin and tall like an arecanut tree). 

Some passages throw light on the measurement of area. Thus 

' mage uyana nam ayamin vitarin vadu dahas dahas riyan dtiyeya. 

ese hey in ek ydla dolosamunak vap yanndvu malm birneka ’, My 

field is a square each side of which is 1,000 carpenter’s cubits 

in length and is of one ydla twelve amunas of sowing extent 

(Pjv 321). In another place the book uses the expression ‘ riyanak 

tana aba damunak ganna hey in ’, meaning that an area of one 

square cubit will hold two amunas of mustard-seed (Pjv 50). 

We thus see that land was measured according to the sowing 

extent. 

We also gather that certain standard weights and measures were 

used. That a standard weight of a madadi was used as early as the 

10th century is shown by the Badulla pillar-inscription, when it 

states that weighing should not be done by madadi weights which 

are not stamped (EZ 3. 2. 80). This shows that the Government 

took care that no cheating was done in weights, and that weights 

used were stamped officially. The scales for weighing and the ndli 

for measuring are mentioned. It is quite likely that the ndli was a 

standard measure in use. 



CHAPTER VII 

MILITARY ORGANISATION AND WARFARE 

The island’s history shows that foreign invasions and internal 

civil dissensions were of frequent occurrence. Most kings were 

in constant fear of foreign invasion or internal strife, and had to 

maintain powerful armies. The campaigns of Parakramabahu II 

described at length in the CV show the strength of his military 

organisation. The army was under a commander-in-chief, senapati, 

and various divisions were under other subordinate generals. In 

important wars the king himself undertook the supreme command. 

Codrington, discussing the military organisation, says : ‘ The tradi¬ 

tional “ four-fold army ” in India was composed of elephants, horses, 

chariots, and foot-soldiers. In Ceylon in the period before the twelfth 

century, we find the king in battle usually mounted on an elephant. 

His royal parasol was the rallying point of the army, and, as in 

South India, the king’s flight or death entailed the rout of his host ; 

an instance of this is seen in the account of Kassapa I’s defeat by 

his brother. Occasionally, princes were mounted on horses, but 

these were always a luxury in the south, being imported at heavy 

cost. In the twelfth century there is no indication of the existence 

of organised units of elephants, chariots, or cavalry in Ceylon ; 

indeed the thickly-wooded nature of the country in which the opera¬ 

tions took place, renders it very doubtful whether they could have 

been used to any extent. This is noteworthy, as during the Portu¬ 

guese period in the Low-Country elephants were employed in siege 

operations as well as in the van of the army. In the period under 

consideration, a division consisted of infantry with the accom¬ 

panying baggagetrain ; the generals were carried in palanquins, and 

were distinguished by their parasols. The bulk of the troops pre¬ 

sumably then, as certainly in later days, consisted of local levies, 

and was stiffened by various select corps, such as the “ moonlight 

archers ”, recruited for night work, and the regiment of mace-bear¬ 

ers. These may be the “ eight bodies of skilled foot-soldiers ”, said 

to have been organised by Parakramabahu I. In the opinion of 

the foreigners the efficiency of the troops was low, and Marco Polo 

states that in his day, at the end of the thirteenth century, the 

authorities employed " Saracens ” or Muhammadan mercenaries. 
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Under Parakramabahu I, the Ceylon records mention by name 

Canarese, the Keralas, and the Tamils ; the Velakkara force had 

continued to exist since the days of Vijayabahu I. In the 13th 

century, Rajputs are mentioned ’ (.4 Short History of Ceylon, p. 69). 

The army is always referred to as four-fold. The literature, the 

chronicles, and the inscriptions do likewise, as, for example, an 

inscription of Nissaiika Malla (later 12th century) states that 

he proceeded to India attended by his four-fold army (EZ 2.2.90). 

Another inscription of the 12th century refers to the four-fold army 

of elephants, chariots, cavalry and infantry (EZ 2.3.142). The CV 

refers to a heroic army of troops, elephants, chargers and chariots. 

The KSil refers to a sivurahga senahga, four-fold army, and 

describes it as 

tahata sarahaminavi— desendhgdhi nan bala riis, 

dtaruva ihi asaruvan—pdlambini ram porola gat (v. 662), 

The numerous soldiers equipped with various weapons and clad 

in armour, lined up with the horse and elephant divisions. The 

Dambadeni-asna also gives us some information regarding the army 

of the Dambadeniya period. According to this book, the army at 

this time consisted of 990 elephants and 890 horsemen. The free 

personnel of the army that received wages from the king numbered 

24,25,000 Sinhalese, 12,000 Tamils, and also 900 archers. The 

army also contained technicians and workmen, such as stone-masons, 

potters and washermen numbering 900, 790 and 800 respectively. 

The Asna also gives us a full list of officers and service corps which 

are given below in the same order as they appear in the Asna : 

mini van bdlayo—mini, Skt. mani, jewel, gem; van, Skt. 

varna, a covering, cloak, mantle (MW) ; the reading bdla 

may be bala, Skt. bhata, mercenary, hired soldier, warrior 

(MW) ; hence possibly a battalion of soldiers wearing 

gem-set armours or apparel ; cp. mini kavada, jewelled 

armour—‘mini kavada porond yodha mulak sc', like a 

battalion in jewelled armour (Revata Akaradiya). 

svalakkdra bdlayo—probably T. cavalaikkdrar, a caste of 

weavers in the Tinnavelly district (MTL) ; cp. also T. 

cavalakkarar, a class of fishermen or ferrymen (ibid.). 

■konta bdlayo, spear, lance ; battalion of lancers. 

velakkara bdlayo—the inscriptions make reference to a number ot 

classes of velaikkaras (EZ4.4.194; 2.6.252); ‘From time 
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immemorial it was a custom in India, and perhaps in Ceylon 

too, for loyal and faithful servants who failed to carry out 

the orders of their king or of their master, to kill 

themselves, and it was not uncommon for kings to have 

soldiers who took the oath (vancinam) that they would do 

away with their lives if any misfortune befell the king 

. . . These were called Velaikkdras ’ (EZ 2.6.251, n. 3 ; see 

also ibid. p. 250). 

lekam bdlayo—Skt. lekha, writing, letter, document; lekhaka, 

writer, clerk, scribe; lekhana, scratching, scraping, lancing ; 

may therefore be a battalion of messengers, clerks; 

lancers were mentioned before. 

agampadi—(mukula and netti) ; T. akampati, service in a sanc¬ 

tuary or inner apartments of a palace (MTL) ; Codrington 

states that in the north of Ceylon, the term agampadi 

was used to signify a particular caste whose duty it was 

to attend to business within the palace or the temple ; 

apart from the Tamil districts, appeared as a caste 

apparently only in Demaja Hatpattuva and the 

neighbouring country; the term is indicative of the 

mercenaries or a class of mercenaries in the employ 

of the Sinhalese king, a body corresponding to the 

padikdra hevapanne or standing army of the Kandyans 

composed largely of foreigners; four classes are noted— 

raja agampadi, mercenary soldiers employed in the palace ; 

muhukala agampadi, collectors of cash tributes; netti 

agampadi, a division of the army ; bdla agampadi, camp 

followers and serving people of the army (see Codrington, 

Mediaeval Mercenary Forces in Ceylon, Ceylon Literary 

Register, Vol. Ill, No. 9, pp. 387-90; and H. Punnaratana 

Thera, Lankdve-purd-tattvaya, p. 96). The agampadi army 

has been known even from the earlier times; the Nikaya- 

saiigrahaya (p. 20) refers to an agampadi army girt 

with golden daggers (ran siri ban) of Parakramabahu I, 

which was 24 lakhs and 25,000 strong. Punnaratana 

Thera considers this an army collected from South India 

(Lankdve-purd-tattvaya, p. 95). He also states that these 

troops were South Indian Maravars who were well known 

for their skill in war. The Mayura-sandesa also makes 

reference to an agampadi army : 
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vikum dadi dapaya bifida rudu rupun gala 

tar am viidi padavi nan tiyu sirin yutd 

ad am ada nokala l aka ana sakin gatd 

agampodi senanga vela yali silan seta (153). 

Here the author requests the God to bestow prosperity (victory) 

on the agampadi army, which is free of all evil and which 

destroys the pride of the enemy. In tlie sanne to this 

verse, Dipankara Thera states that this army was 

24,25,000 strong. 

The CV also records that during the 13th century the army 

consisted of Indian as well as Sinhalese divisions. What 

actually took place after the assassination of Vijayabahu IV 

is described thus : ‘ They began in the first instance to hand 

over their pay to the chivalrous Ariya warriors, at the 

head of whom was Thakuraka. But these declared: " We 

have at all times been people who one felt must be won 

over. Now ye must under all circumstances, first of all 

by good pay, win over the Slhala warriors and make them 

contented". And none of them now accepted the pay. 

"Be it so ", answered others. They paid all the Slhalas 

their money, and then called upon the Ariya to take 

their pay. But again they refused, with the words, " Our 

pay shall be handed to us later; we shall not take it now " 

. . . Thakuraka. . . took his sharp sword and in a moment 

swiftly struck off the Senapati’s head . . . now when here¬ 

upon a great hubbub arose in the town, all the Sihala 

soldiers who were a mighty force, banded themselves 

together ... all the Ariya and Sihala warriors united 

and brought the King, their Lord Bhuvanekabahu ... to 

the town of Jambuddoni and with reverence consecrated 

him King. From that time onward the King made the 

whole double army obedient to his will by assigning them 

salaries and the like . . . ’ (CV 90.16 etc.). In a foot¬ 

note to the words ‘Ariya warriors’ Geiger says that these 

must have been South Indian mercenaries. In a note to 

Ariya dynasty, 63.15, he says that what is meant is the 

Ariyan dynasty of the Pandyas, in Southern India. The 

CV itself states that Aryacakravartin was a Damila general 

(90.44). The Venerable Thera quoted above seems to con¬ 

sider this army as of Aryan Ksatriyas from North India 
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(.Lahkdve-purd-tattvaya, p. 97). This account bears further 

evidence that the armies were paid by the state, as is 

stated in the SdhRv. 

rajuta tevakara sitina atavudayo—armed guards who attended 

on the king ; T. tevai, business, need, necessity, slavery, 

(MTL) ; ata, hand and dvuda, weapons ; those carrying 

arms or weapons in their hands. 

sain vadanno—sain, Skt. sdtaka, garment or gown, cloak ; 

vadanava, carry, develop, serve, supply ; hence those who 

supplied garments or literally garment ‘ servers ’ ; in this 

context and the following the term vadanno meant officers 

whose concern it was to see that the king’s requirements 

of the things specified were made available to him. 

Hayley translated the term as ‘ Master ’, e.g. sain vadanno, 

Master of the Wardrobe (see Hayley, A Treatise on the 

Laws and Customs of the Sinhalese, p. 52). Hocart renders 

vadana as ‘ presenting e.g. diyavadana nilame, Water- 

presenting officer (The Temple of the Tooth in Kandy, p. 12). 

The term has also been rendered as chief, e.g. sahdun 

vadanno, ‘ sandalwood chiefs'. This term vadanno neces¬ 

sarily meant those who attended on royalty or the Tooth 

Relic. 

diya vadanno—those who supplied the king with, water; 

water servers ’ ; Master of the bath ; cp. diyavadana 

nilame, ‘ water-presenting officer 

bat vadanno—food servers. 

tel vadanno—-oil servers. 

ndnu vadanno—T. ndnam, fragrant substance, unguents for 

the body, perfumed oil for bathing, scented hair-oil (M TL); 

unguent or perfume servers. 

bulat vadanno—betel servers. 

kapuru vadanno—camphor servers. 

sahdun vadanno—sandalwood servers. 

Palis vadanno—shield bearers. 

chatra vadanno—umbrella bearers. 

edmara vadanno—yak-tail bearers. 

pavan vadanno—those who fanned, ‘ fanners ’. 

mal vadanno—those who supplied flowers, flower servers. 
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kapuvo—P. kappaka, barber, hair-dresscr, attendant to the 

king (P.T.S. Die.) ; officiating priests or barbers (for higher 

ranks). 

kilinguvd—cp. n. on kilimnd, p. qz. 

ndkdtiyd—astrologers or astronomers. 

veti av am—physicians. 

battavaru—(SdhRv 1006) ; Skt. bhatta, panegyrists or bards. 

pulavarn—cp. T. pulavar, sages, chieftains, dancers, actors, 

artisans, mechanics ; hence a battalion of any of these. 

gabadd ndyaka—Chief Storekeeper. 

banddra ndyaka—Chief Treasurer. 

rata-ndyaka—District Chief. 

artha ndyaka—Chief Economic Adviser. 

gaja ndyaka—Chief Superintendent of Elephants. 

badu ndyaka—Chief Revenue Officer. 

mndali ndyaka—Chief of the Mudaliyars. 

bulat geyi bdlayo—attendants of the betel-store. 

rahas geyi bdlayo—officers of the secret services. 

tatu geyi bdlayo—attendants of the bed chambers ; cp. T. tat- 

tam tattu, plate, salver, sleeping room, bedding (MTL). 

savari bdlayo—probably identical with cdmara vadanno ; 

cp. T. cavaram, yak, false hair used by women in toilette. 

meru bdlayo—cp. Skt. mernka, fragrant resin, incense (MW). 

mallavayo—fighters, wrestlers. 

atabage nnira piris—guards corps from Atabage (place near 

modern Gampola). 

vaga piris—spies. 

kotmale alapetiye vaddo—Vaddas from the eight divisions of 

Kotinale. 

polu vaddo—Vaddas armed with clubs ; (some Vaddas hunted 

with clubs). 

7nas vaddo—fishermen (Carter) ; hunters. 

otunu panditavaru—those who made crowns ; a class of smiths 

whose speciality was making crowns. In common jargon 

potters are also referred to as pandita. 

suddhdcdrlhu—dcari are smiths ; hence a class of smiths. 

baddllu—goldsmith, silversmith (Carter). 

ahduvaduvo—pincer makers. 

liyana vaduvo—carvers. 

I vaduvo—arrow makers. 

8—H 11305 (2/G8) 
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badahdlayo—potters. 

kulu potto—wicker workers. 

kalalgasanno—cp. kaldla, mat ; mat weavers. 

radav—washermen. 

ambattayo—barbers (for lower ranks). 

ball batuvd—cp. bali bat in modem usage—those who live on 

rice or food offered at sacrifices or ceremonies ; bali, offer¬ 

ing, oblation, any offering or propitiatory oblation, espe¬ 

cially an offering of portions of food, such as grain, rice, 

etc. to certain gods, semi-divine beings, household divini¬ 

ties, spirits, men, birds, etc. (MW) ; hence perhaps camp 

followers or menial servants. 

kali natanno—kali dancers, entertainers; perhaps dancers 

dedicated to the goddess Kali. 

This list shows us that the army was accompanied by some of the 

high officials of state, as the bandara ndyaka, Chief Treasurer, and 

the arthanayaka, Chief Economic Adviser. The army seems to have 

been complete in all respects ; it had a medical corps, which indeed 

was of vital importance. The presence of a ndkdtiyd, astrologer, 

suggests that certain undertakings or ventures, such as attacks, 

may have been launched at auspicious moments. 

The armies were of considerable size : Dutugamunu’s warriors 

are said to have been n,no in number. Reviews of troops seem 

to have been held to ascertain the strength of the forces, and per¬ 

haps as an inspection of the army (SdhRv 59). The CV refers to 

such a review held by Klrtisri Rajasimha (CV 99. 42). The soldiers 

wore some kind of armour, and were equipped with various weapons. 

They were also trained in the art of warfare and in sciences such as 

archery, dhanu silpa and dyudha saramba (SdhRv 309). For 

defence they employed a shield: ‘ pahara vdlahimehi phalakdiyudha- 

yak vanivu’ (SdhRv 252). In one passage of the MV a soldier’s 

armour is stated to have been of buffalo-hide (74. 73). The litera¬ 

ture refers to a variety of weapons which were used in war as well 

as on other occasions. The SdhRv mentions the following: 

ada yati—(114, 852) ; The Dhampiya-atuva-gatapadaya 

(pp. 35. 68 and 139) and the Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya 

(p. 101) explain P. satti as ada yati ; P. satti (Sdhlk 473, 

CV 69. 20), Skt. sakti, spear, lance ; ‘ The sakti (spear) is 

represented as being two cubits long, with a steady side¬ 

way movement. It has a sharp tongue, a horrible claw. 
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and makes a sound like a bell ... It is as broad as a fist 

and goes very far. It must be taken up and thrown with 

two hands ’ (Gustav Oppert, On the Weapons, Army 

Organisation, and. Political Maxims of the Ancient Hindus, 

p. 13). The Vesaturu-da-sanne explains tomaramkusa as 

ad a yati ha aknsu thus showing that the tomara and the 

ada yati are the same (p. 117). 

diinu—(156, 862); bows ; the Dambadeni-asna (ed. Ranasinghe) 

mentions a large variety of bows : yon dunu, Arabian 

bows ; tattdri dunu ? ; gal dunu, pellet bows ; mattan dunu, 

even or level bows ; ran dunu, golden bows ; ridl dunu, 

silver bows ; ruvan dunu, bows decked with (the seven kinds 

of) precious material ; mdra dunu, mdra means fatal, is 

also the name of a tree—hence mdra dunu may be bows 

that delivered particularly fatal shots ? or even bows made 

of the wood of the mdra (Adenanthera pavonia). It is 

difficult to know for certain whether this wood was 

used for making bows. A few other names (e.g. kalu, 

kaluval, pangam) also seem to indicate the wood that was 

used for the bows. Here too we are faced with the same 

doubt. Spittel and Seligmann tell us that the Vaddas 

used various kinds of wood for their bows as well as the 

bow-strings : ‘ At Henebedda the wood of the kobbevel 

(Allophylus cobbe) is used for the bow ; a sapling is peeled 

and shaved down until the desired amount of flexibility 

is obtained, it is then stained black. The bow string is 

made of the bast of a tree called aralu (T erminalia chebula) 

. . . (Seligmann, The Veddas, p. 324). ‘ The staves of 

the ath-dhuna (hand-bow) which shoots arrows, as well as 

of the gal-dhuna (pellet-bow) are made of the gatawela 

tree (dhunu-gaha or bow tree) ulkandhe, kobewela, or maha- 

kekela-gaha. The pellet-bow is usually strung with niyande 

or bowstring hemp, the other bow with araluwcl, the 

inner sheath of the bark of the aralu tree ’ (Spittel, 

Vanished Trails, p. 251). mdra pangam dunu ? pamgam is 

a kind of creeper bearing a bitter fruit (Carter), the creeper 

may have been used even for the bow string ? ; mdlakkam 

dunu ? cp. T. mdlakam, vempu, margosa; Olakkam 

dunu ? ; kalu dunu ? literally black bows—kalu is aiso a 

kind of wood, Diospyros melanoxylon, a large erect tree 
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with thick bark exfoliating in scales (Spittel, ibid., p. 257); 
kaluvdl dunu ? kaluval—an odoriferous creeper (Agal- 
lochum), the Abhidhanappadipika gives kdllyam [akind of 
(shiny) sandalwood (P.T.S. Die.)] as equivalent ; nada 
hcimbu dunu ?; mcida hangu dunu ? according to the 
AmK mdnda hangu is ajasrihgi, a plant. MW explains it 
as goat’s horn or the shrub Odina Wodier, the fruit of 
which resembles a goat’s horn ; us dunu, simple long 
bows, generally exceeding the height of the user by 
one to three spans (Deraniyagala, Sinhala Weapons and 
Armour, J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXXV, p. 114) ; miti dunu, 
‘ smaller but thicker bows, and probably a more efficient 
form ’ (ibid.), short bows; candra vahka dunu, bows 
curved like the moon (probably the crescent moon is 
meant) ; surya vahka dunu, probably bows circular like 
the sun ? ; trivahka dunu, bows with three bends, three¬ 
fold-bent bows ; sinduran dunu, Skt. sindura, minium, 
red lead, a kind of plant; hence bows painted with red 
lead or made of sindura. 

Deraniyagala observes that the best bows are ‘ shaped like a fish’s 
back and are three cubits long, measured off the owner’s 
arm. This length might be reduced if desired, but the length 
removed should not exceed one span. In the best bows, 
the arrow shafts are half the length of the bow ’ (ibid.). 

kadu— (pp. 187, 305, 990, Pjv 178; asi Pjv 174); swords; 
the Dambadeni-asna also refers to alarge variety of swords; 
ran kadu, golden swords ; ridi kadu, silver swords ; mini 
kadu, gem-set swords ; sat ruvan kadu, swords of the seven 
kinds of precious material ; apard kadu ?; gurjara kadu, 
probably swords from Gujarat ; pdndi kadu, swords from 
Pandya ; vadiga kadu, swords from the Vadiga country ; 
jina kaiu, swords from China ? (etna) ; malaya kadu, 
swords from Malaya ; maditra kadu, swords from Madura ; 
telihgu kadu, swords from the Telugu country ; jdvaka 
kadu, swords from Java.; vahga kadu, swords from Vanga 
(Bengal) ; ayodhya kadu, swords from Ayodhya; ddt kadu, 
swords with saw-like edges—if the reading is ddt, it may 
be a variety of swords to be held with both hands ?; ddra 
kadu, Skt. dhdra, sharp edge, blade (especially of sword, 
knife, etc.) (MW) ; S. ddra, sharp edges, hence sharp 
edged swords or swords with sharp blades, cp. sharp- 
edged (tlksana-dhdram) discus (Chakravarti, The Art of 
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War in Ancient India, p. 171), may even be swords with 

more than one blade or edge ; sirivdl kadu ?; dilena kadu, 

shining swords ; lelcna kadu, flashing swords ; visl or list 

kadu, throwing swords, cp. visi hella, 1 throwing spear 

(Deraniyagala, p. 114) ; dhavala kadu, white or dazzling 

swords ; vak kadu, bent or curved swords ; dik kadu, long 

swords ; luhundu kadu, short swords. According to the 

Sdhlk the swords were sharpened with the file (plri gd) 

(5i8). 

i—arrows ; the CV refers to medicines preserved in cow horns 

for the healing of venomous wounds caused by poisoned 

arrows (70. 49) ; it also records that the Javaka warriors 

who invaded Ceylon in the time of Parakramabahu II used 

poisoned arrows ; reference is also made to a variety of 

arrows called gokannaka, Skt. gokarna (76. 48). 

konta—(852, 990, Pjv 178 ; V esaturu-dd-sanne, p. 134) ; 

synonymous with tbmara, benduvala, vilkot (Ruvan-mala); 

javelin, lance ; described as ‘ possessed of a very sharp 

point, piercing straight through the arms of the combat¬ 

ant . .. like the kakti ... a weapon with edges like a plough¬ 

share . . . has a wooden body and a metal head ' (see 

Chakravarti, p. 167). 

siri—(565) ; cp. Skt. churikd, churikd, churl, knife, dagger 

(MW) ; synonymous with ilukkolaya, patara (Ruvan-mala). 

tep, teb—(418, 852) ; anina dyudhavisesayak (D. B. Jayatilaka, 

SdhRv Glossary), a weapon for piercing, pricking ; hunt¬ 

ing-spear (Carter) ; cp. Skt. tlvra, sharp, severe, violent 

(MW) ; Vesaturu-da-sanne explains P. tippdhi as muvan 

marana kakulu tebin, with the sharp piercing teba used for 

killing deer (p. 120). 

The Sdhlk mentions the following (57, 473) : 

bhendivala—(also Pjv 174) ; cp. Skt. bhindipdla, bhindivdla ; 

Chakravarti (p. 167) considers it as belonging to the gene¬ 

ric class of spears ; is described as flung ; Oppert defines 

it as a crooked club—' has a crooked body ; its head, 

v'hich is bent and broad, is a cubit long, and it is a 

hand in circumference. It is first whirled thrice and 

then thrown against the foot of the enemy’ (Oppert, p. 13), 

Lakshmanswami Mudaliar also considers it a heavy club 
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with a broad and bent tail end ; cutting, hitting, striking 

and breaking were its uses (see War in Ancient India, 

p. 106). P. bhendi is identical with bhendu, a kind of 

missile used as a weapon, arrow (P.T.S. Die.), cp. T. 

pintiv(p)dlam. 

candra cakra—? cp. cakrdyudha (Dambadeni-asna), steel quoit 

with plain cutting perimetre (Deraniyagala) ; cakra 

(Pjv 174), is a discuss or sharp circular missile (MW) ; 

the uses of the cakra were felling, whirling, rending, break¬ 

ing and cutting (see Lakshmanswami Mudaliar, p. 109 ; 

Oppert, p. 15 ; Chakravarti, p. 171) ; candr a may be the 

name applied to one variety of the cakra to distinguish it 

from another variety of the same weapon. 

itti—boar-spear ; ‘ an ornamented type of the Bandarawela- 

Badulla area, which possesses a heavy triangular head 

about six inches long, two-and-a-half wide, and a strong 

seven-foot haft ’ (Deraniyagala). 

karavdldrdha—? cp. T. karavdlam, dagger, poniard (MTL) ; 

Skt. karavdla, a sword, scymitar, karavdli, a kind of sword 

(MW) ; Skt. ardha, half, part. 

mutturu, mitturu—? cp. T. mittaru, mut-kol, a kind of goad 

for horses. 

palanga—large shield ; the smaller is the palasa or paliha ; 

the shields 4 are among the earliest defensive armour. 

Stone carvings at Anuradhapura show heart-shaped as 

well as circular bucklers. A large shield standing nearly 

as high as the owner’s shoulder appears on a fifteenth 

century stone slab from Horana. In shields the number 

and the relative positions of the handles differ. In some 

there is only one, others possess two sets, either parallel to 

each other or at an angle. At times there is a pad 

on which the arm rests, and the handles might pass 

completely through and be rivetted with copper rivets 

on the external surface ’ (Deraniyagala). 

pattiram—an arrow according to the Tirukkurralattala 

Puranam (11. 39). 

suraga—? 
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tomara—see n. on konta ; Vesaturu-da-sanne explains tomara 

as ada yaii (p. 117). 

The Pjv (174) mentions the following: 

ekadhara—S. dara means a sharp edge ; a variety of weapon 

with a sharp edge or blade ? cp. data kadu (above). 

dvidhara—double edged or bladed weapon ? 

kampana—Skt. kampana, swinging, shaking, a kind of weapon 

(MW) ; probably a weapon that is swung at an object ; 

cp. karpana, a dart thrown by the hand like the tomara 

(Chakravarti, p. 168). 

kanaya—a sort of spear or lance ; cp. T. kanaiyam, club ; also 

T. kanai, arrow (MTL) ; ‘ a metallic rod both ends of 

which are triangular ; is held in the middle and is 20, 22 

24 inches long ’ (Chakravarti, p. 168). 

keteri—axe, mattock ; ketcriyen paid (Pjv 526), having rend 

or split with the mattock ; ‘ Various modifications of the 

keteriya exist, some bifurcated weapons, resembling the 

Indian Khond or Gond ones, others possessing a crescent 

head with the cutting edge along the concave margin and 

a spike at the back of the “ head”, while others are only 

feebly crescentic with a concave edge instead of the usual 

convex one ’ (Deraniyagala). 

muguru—clubs or maces ; Skt. mudgar'a, any hammer-like 

weapon or implement, a hammer, mallet (MW) ; the 

Dambadeni-asna refers to some varieties of muguru : 

sivurds muguru (also SdhRv 144), four sided (faced) clubs ; 

atds muguru eight sided (faced), octagonal clubs ; tunas 

muguru, three sided (faced) clubs ; ‘ Sukra (ch. IV, sec¬ 

tion vii, I. 424) refers to it (mace) as octagonal (astdSra) 

in shape ... It may be of three shapes, viz., sthuldgra 

(pear-shaped), caturasrd (quadrilateral) and tdlamuldkrti 

(shaped like the root of palmyra)’ (see Chakravarti, p. 169). 

Reference is also made to round maces a hand in circum¬ 

ference (see Oppert, p. 21) ; patas muguru ? the reading 

may even be pasas, pentagonal ; loho muguru, metal 

clubs ; mini bandi muguru, gem-set clubs ; ridl muguru, 

silver clubs ; ddra muguru, sharp-edged clubs, see n. on 

dara kadu; Clubs ‘ are amongst the most primitive of 
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human weapons and wrere first made of wood, which were 

later studded with stone flakes, spikes or metal points, until 

eventually the wood was completely replaced by metal. The 

Sihala name is muggara or mugura, and the early chapters 

of the Mahavamsa frequently mention the fact that the 

regiment of club-bearers consisted of unusually powerful 

men. The usual iron mace is the yakkadava (yagaddva), 

a type of weapon fancied by Gajabahu’s giant warrior 

Nila ' (Derani}*agala). Another variety of the club 

mentioned is the valatadi (Dambadeni-asna, cp. T. valai- 

tati, valai to bend, tati, hew down, cut off, kill, destroy, 

also staff, rod, club, cudgel, hence valai tati is a curved 

cudgel used as a weapon (MTL) ; cp. S. tadi bdnava, beat, 

hammer, clout; Oppert speaks of vala tadi as a variety 

of the boomerang (astara) : ‘ When thrown a whirling 

motion is imparted to the weapon which causes it to return 

to the place from which it was thrown ’ (Oppert, p. 19). 

sotiya—(Pjv 596) ; hella, spear, javelin (Carter). The Pjv 

states that the sotiya was tied to the thigh. It must hence 

be a sort of dagger and not a spear or javelin as made out 

by Carter. 

The Pjv also mentions a group of five weapons, pancdyudha (84, 385): 

dunu, muguru, kadu, siri, ada yati, Revata Thera gives the follow¬ 

ing five: dunu, muguru, patkohol (lance), pdrd valalu, quoit with 

spikes or a serrate perimeter (Deraniyagala), and ada yati. The MV 

states that Vijaya was armed with the five weapons (7. 16). Gaja¬ 

bahu’s soldiers and king Dathapabhuti were also armed with the five 

kinds of weapons (CV 70. 229 ; 41. 48). Clough gives the five as 

sword, bow, battle-axe, spear and shield. The pancdyudha are 

well known to the Sinhalese. The figures of the five weapons are 

embossed on gold discs which are worn as ornaments (specially 

by children) as a safeguard against evil. 

Deraniyagala in his article on ‘ Sinhala Weapons and Armour ’ 

gives an interesting account of the various weapons and the uses to 

which they were put, and also the various beliefs connected with 

some of them. His general remarks are also of interest: ‘ The 

study of Sinhala weapons ', he says, ‘ reveals North Indian, South 

Indian, and Arab influences, and it is interesting to note the existence 

of some kindred weapons in such remote areas as the Malayan 
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archipelago and Australia. The extensively artistic decoration, 

which is essentially circinate scroll-work, and the fact that it reaches 

its highest development as fretwork, which reduces weight without 

sacrificing the strength of a weapon, are noteworthy. To the 

casual observer some parts of ornamentation appear meaningless, 

but unless the efficiency of a weapon was enhanced thereby, the 

artisan seldom employed superfluous ornamental projections ’ 

(J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXXV, No. 95, pt. 3, P- 30). 

Coming to actual fighting, we see the CV describing the battle of 

the Slhalas with Candrabhanu, in the 13th century, in the following 

manner: ‘ The fearful Rahu, namely Virabahu, with his terrible 

appearance completely destroyed Candrabhanu in the fields of 

heaven, namely battle. He placed his heroic Sihala soldiers here and 

there and began to open fight with the Javaka warriors. The good 

Sihala warriors, sure in aim, the archers, shattered in pieces with 

their sharply pointed arrows, in the battle the countless number of 

arrows whizzing against them with their poisoned tips, which were 

shot swiftly one after the other by the Javaka soldiers from a 

machine ’ (CV 83. 42). Codrington observes that temporary 

fortresses played a great part in the wars of the 12th century. 

‘ Such a stronghold consisted of a stockade “ not to be shaken 

by elephants ”, furnished with a gate and surrounded by a ditch 

strewn with thorns; the approaches through the surrounding 

forest were blocked by barricades of trees. In one instance a gang 

of housebreakers armed with sharp-edged deer-horns was dis¬ 

patched to effect an entry into a fort of this kind. In a stronghold 

of exceptional strength, described at length in the Mahdvamsa, a 

central tower of four stories was surrounded by two concentric 

stockades, between which lay a ditch twenty to thirty cubits wide, 

strewn with thorns and spikes. This ditch was some 700 feet 

round. Beyond the outer stockade lay another similar ditch, and 

beyond this a row of spikes and a thorn-fence with a deeper ditch 

outside. The whole was surrounded by an open space cleared in 

the forest. I he approaches were defended by concealed pits dug 

in the paths, commanded by archers in ambush. In the attack on 

this fortress we read of stones hurled from engines, of reeds fired 

and thrown among the enemy, and of fire-darts. Permanent forti¬ 

fications were found only in the case of cities. At Pojonnaruva in 

the 12th century and at Kurunigala and Vatagiri in the 13th, we 
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hear of ramparts, watch-towers, gates and gate-houses ’ (A Short 

History of Ceylon, p. 70). 

There is not the least doubt that such fortresses existed in the 

13th century, and the SdhRv refers to such when it says : ‘ yodayek 

satan bima balakotuvak kota gena saturan hd satankaranne ' (284). 

Siege-warfare also seems to have been practised. The aggressor 

would besiege a city and would call for surrender or battle. An ins¬ 

cription of the 12th century also mentions such demands. There he 

dispatched heralds and champions to demand single combats and 

army-contests, and prepared for war ’ (EZ2.3.119)- Army encamp¬ 

ments are also referred to, e.g.: ‘ avut nuvara samipayeki kahdavuru 

bdndagena hihda rajjuruvanta kiydevanndhu rdjyaya ho dev a nohot apa 

hd samaga satan ho karava ’, Having set up an encampment near the 

city, he sent messengers demanding their surrender or asking for 

battle (Sdhlk 99). The Bopitiya slab-inscription of Kalyanavatl 

refers to the fact that her strong hold (kahdavura) was broken up 

through the Tamil insurrection (EZ 2. 4. 192). Cunning and 

strategy were largely practised ; for example, the MV tells of a 

cunningly planned battle of Dutugamunu, when parasol-bearers 

and figures of a king were placed elsewhere to deceive the foe while 

actually the monarch himself took his place in the innermost body 

of the troops (MV 25. 56). The use of a martial drum is also men¬ 

tioned in the SdhRv (738). It is likely that the commencement of 

the battle was announced by the beating of a drum (satan her a). 

When a battle was won, conches of victory (jaya sak) were blown. 

The CV speaks of such drums, trumpets and conches during cele¬ 

brations of victory. Various honours and gifts were bestowed on 

warriors who showed great valour in battle. For this purpose, 

such warriors were presented to the king, perhaps at an assembly 

or congregation held for this ‘ satan jay agat kenekun r aj adaruv ant a 

pdnta gena vanndse ’ (SdhRv 432). The army in general also 

might be rewarded when triumphant in battle *. saturan kavara 

lesin vuvat sddhd lu senahgata prasdda devanta vuva mcinava (Sdh Rv 

241). One 13th century rock-inscription at Kottange proves this 

beyond doubt when it states that a pamunu land was given for 

valour shown in the disposing of the Colas: ‘ To this (village) 

Kalama, granted as a pamunu (to exist so long as) the sun and moon 
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endure, by His Majesty, the Emperor Sirisarigabo LokeSvarabahu, 

who is descended in unbroken succession from the lineage of the 

illustrious Maha Sammata and who is like unto an adornment of 

the Kaliiiga dynasty, to Loke Arakmena, for the valour shown in 

disposing of the Cojas ' (EZ 4. 2. 88). 
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CHAPTER VIII 

RELIGION AND RELIGIOUS CULTS 

We now enter into an examination of the religious beliefs which 

were no doubt the dominant influence of the day. The philosophical 

material relating to Buddhism at hand is vast ; but we do not propose 

to discuss this, as it has already been dealt with by various students 

of Buddhism. Our attempt is to get a glimpse of the popular mind 

and the practices and beliefs of the day. The books of the period 

are mainly religious. For example, the SdhRv can be termed an 

exposition of the theory of karma, cause and effect. It deals with 

stories which show the working of karma, that good deeds, 

words and thoughts are conducive to good results, while evil 

thoughts, words and deeds are forerunners of evil conse¬ 

quences. At the end of every story, the people *are admonished 

to do good and refrain from evil. Dana is the topic mainly dealt 

with ; but slla is not lost sight of. Dana alone cannot lead to final 

emancipation or attainment of Nirvana, without the practice of 

sila. Hence the people are advised to practise at least the five 

precepts (pansil) in their everyday life and the eight and ten precepts 

(ata and dasa sil) according to their convenience. The writer’s 

description of ddna and sila will give us an insight into the entire 

work. ‘ Ddna is a noble cause of divine and other happiness. As 

it is a support for all prosperity, it is like a kinsman unto all beings. 

It rescues those in adversity. . . It will stand in good stead as a 

sufficing condition for attainment and will lead one to the desired 

attainment of one of the three bodhis (enlightenments) \ Having 

thus laid down the good results of ddna, he further admonishes one 

to put on the armour of sila : ‘ One should not be merely satisfied with 

the practice of ddna ; but should also practise at least the five pre¬ 

cepts. Sila is the foundation for material as well as spiritual good. 

Whatever ornaments one may wear, there is no ornament like sila 

. . . If there be a ladder to ascend to the portals of heaven, it is the 

ladder of sila. Sila is a mansion unto the aspirants to Nirvana ' 

(SdhRv 29). 

Most of the tales in the book are similar to the Jditaka tales, and 

there is no doubt they wielded great influence, as did the Jdtakas, in 

moulding the character of the people. The constant references to the 
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Jdtakas in the literary works also indicate that the people of that 

day were quite familiar with the Jdtaka tales themselves. The 

national character was the result of a union of thought and behaviour 

that was brought about by the overwhelming influence of the Bud¬ 

dhist religion. Hence we may say that the roots of our culture 

lay in religious principles. The whole society was knit together 

by this bond of religion, which exercised its control over all spheres 

of life, whether political, economic or social. The background of 

all these was Buddhism. The lives of kings, as we saw earlier, 

were moulded according to religious principles. The kings were 

enjoined to practise all virtues recognised by the religion. They 

were above all the supreme protectors of the Faith, which was the 

religion of the State. The king, being the greatest champion of the 

religion, did all within his power to maintain it as a living force in 

the lives of his people. The influence of the Sangha in matters of 

State has already been referred to earlier. We thus see that our 

culture was determined by the religion which played the greatest 

part in the daily lives of the people. 

The considerable influences that other religious systems, such 

as Hinduism, wielded in the island have already been discussed in 

the Introduction. We also saw how Buddhism adjusted itself from 

time to time to changing circumstances or outside influences. The 

centuries prior to the 13th brought the island much into contact 

with Hinduism and Mahayanism, and the Theravadins were com¬ 

pelled to adapt themselves and their religion to suit the new im¬ 

pacts. This accounts for the entrance of Hindu and Mahayana 

ideals into the fold of the Theravada (Hinayana Buddhism), which 

was practised in the island. We shall now go on to study t]ie 

popular religious beliefs and practices of this time. 

The cults of Hinduism that wielded a considerable influence on 

the inhabitants of this island must have been practised and preached 

by people who had come from different parts of India. W hether 

they had any real converts, it is difficult to surmise ; but no doubt 

the people adopted many Hindu and Brahmanic rites and cere¬ 

monies, and included them in their own Faith. The political history 

shows that the South Indians, headed by Magha, spared no pains 

to establish their religion. The damage done by him to the cause of 

Buddhism has already been referred to in the Introduction. The 

influence of their religion certainly lingered through the ages that 

followed, and we hear of heretical sects and their practices taking 
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root in the island. The CV says : ‘ The monarch (Magha) forced 

the people to adopt a false faith and he brought great confusion 

into the four sharply divided castes’ (80.75). The Chronicles also 

often refer to the Hindu cults, beliefs and practices that were followed 

in Ceylon, and to the various kings who practised them side by side 

with their own religion or as a part and parcel of the latter. The 

presence of a purdhita itself shows to what an extent the kings 

indulged in Brahmanic rites. The literature of the period refers 

copiously to Hindu gods, brahmins, heretics, ascetics, Vedas and 

sacrifices. These references are really in connexion with Indian 

settings; but here and there the writers show their personal acquain¬ 

tance with these practices, and were no doubt keenly aware of the 

consequences that followed them. Perhaps these writers, such as 

Dhammasena and Buddhaputta, while inculcating the fundamentals 

of Buddhism, also sought to popularise the doctrine with a view to 

checking the devastating influence of other faiths. This evidence that 

there were adherents of other faiths in the island is corroborated 

by testimony from the Chronicles and other books of later periods, 

such as the Sdhlk. That these writers were also greatly conscious 

of the ruin that sham ascetics and monks brought upon the cause 

of religion, as well as on themselves, is shown by the derogatory 

and spiteful references to them : ‘ simha sam peravi kdnavilunta 

siraha taram nattd se yahapat taram natat labhaya nisd sasun vada 

mahanava rndnik tibiyadi tirivana podi gannd se tama tamange 

labdhi pirimasamin karana sasana vildpaya daka ’, having seen 

the harm done to the cause of religion by monks who had entered 

the Order for personal gain . . . (SdhRv 64) ; * tavus vesin data 

mahdulu valkald ddiya ativa mahanava ’, ordaining themselves like 

ascetics in turban and bark-garments (ibid. 477) ; ‘ Veda igena 

sulra hd karald sak haragena hdma kota avidlm pamanakata pdvati 

bavahara seyin bamunuya kiyat mut ’, termed brahmins according to 

usage merely on account of their wandering about having learned 

the Vedas and wearing the sacrificial cord and carrying the conch 

. . . (ibid. 912); ' rariga maridaleka purdmdttu pand kenekunse kabal 

gat at ativa rakna tapasak natat ndara posy ay a nisd dor a dor a' sita 

singatbegging from door to door, shell in hand, for their bellies’ 

sake like dancers on a stage . . . (Sdhlk 15). The last reference 

to ascetics who joined the fold for their bellies’ sake and went about 
begging clad in the garb of ascetics like actors on a stage, levels a 

biting attack and shows utter contempt for such hypocrites and 

their practices. 
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The books also refer to homa as well as other sacrifices that were 

held on various occasions. It is quite likely that some of these 

practices were followed during these times. We have definite evi¬ 

dence of a king who held a homa sacrifice in the 12th century. He 

was Vikramabahu II, who performed not only various Buddhist 

rites, but also Hindu ceremonies, to make sure that everything 

was done to gain a son. ‘ Rites like the homa sacrifice and others 

held to be salutary, he had performed by the house-priest and other 

brahmanas versed in the Veda and the Vedahgas ’ (CV 62.33). 

The CV also refers to Vedic rites performed by Gajabahu (CV 64 15). 

These examples testify not only to the fact that these were observed 

in Ceylon, but also to the fact that brahmins lived in very close 

association with the court circles. The SdhRv also refers to certain 

other sacrifices (biliyam) (805) ; but it is not clear what actually 

they were. In one place it mentions a sacrifice or offering of blood 

of the neck : ‘ botuve leyen topata biliyam keremi ’ ; in another of 

flesh and blood: *masin ha leheyen (ibid. 350). It may be noted in this 

connexion that even to-day the villagers resort to such forms of 

offerings in their devil-dancing ceremonies, when they are supposed 

to sacrifice a fowl, and cheat a devil or evil spirit with a man pre¬ 

sumed to be dead. The pretended offering of blood to-day, may be 

a survival of the actual sacrifice of animals at that time. 

The literary sources of the later centuries prove the presence of 

other religious sects, and also show that the Vedas were studied in 

the island. It is quite likely that the Vedas were well known and 

were studied even during this time ; for their study could not 

have been a later innovation in the educational system of the island. 

We hear much about the brahmanical practices during the time of 

Rahula ; and the Gira-sandesa in giving an account of studies con¬ 

ducted at the Vijayaba-pirivena tells us that the Vedas were also 

studied: 
ddpunn sitin ihda kara vehera purana 

bamunu rdseki vedarut karana ddrana 

(Gira-sandesa ed. D. Panhasara, v. 214). This makes it clear that 

the educational authorities at this time had to cater for a set of 

brahmins, who no doubt lived in the island. These brahmins may. 

not have been the only ones who studied the Vedas, for it is 

very likely that others also took to them. 

Another work, the Budugunalamkaraya, affords us much evidence 

regarding the extent of the influence of these heretical faiths. The 
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author of this work denounces vehemently not only such non- 

Buddhistic practices, but also the niganthas. Vidagama Thera 

has levelled the most scathing attacks on them. The reader is 

asked to give up entirely those wicked niganthas, who had 

entered the fold for their bellies’ sake; but the writer also 

shows due regard to the noble brahmanas, when he advises 

the people to work for the welfare of the world with the help of the 

brahmanas well versed in the Vedas. He also denounces the Vedic 

yaga practices as utterly useless ; it is, according to him, sowing 

pebbles in the hope of reaping suvahdal paddy. Biting satire is 

seen further when he compares the brahmins who run to the sacri¬ 

ficial feast, to the fish that rush at the bait thrown to them (vv. 134, 

158,536)- 

The inscriptions too refer to brahmins. We have already seen 

that a king w'as pleased to grant some lands to two brahmins for 

the valuable services rendered to him (EZ 3.1.64). A Tamil slab- 

inscription from Palamottai records the donations to the god Siva, 

in memory of her husband, by a brahmin lady Nagaiccani (EZ 4.4. 

195). In addition to all this evidence to show that other faiths 

held firm ground in the island, we also have direct evidence from 

the Sdhlk, which relates the story of a Sivaite paribbajaka of the 

province of Rohana. We shall have occasion to refer to this 

story later. 

There was yet another influence to be reckoned with, that of 

Mahayanism. Though the SdhRv does not betray any such ten¬ 

dency, yet the Pjv shows instances of the Mahayanic influence 

that was felt at this time. The first chapter shows the minister 

Deva-Patiraja admonishing Parakramabahu to aspire to Buddha- 

hood : ‘ himi pinvat rajakhu budubava piitimehi upeksd vana noye- 

deyi. Buduvannata valid prdrthand kala indnava ’, A noble wise 

king like you should not show indifference to the ideal of Buddha- 

hood. You should soon aspire to be a Buddha (Pjv 12). 

Paranavitana gives us an account of the influence and the spread 

of Mahayana in Ceylon, and refers to epigraphical evidence, which 

establishes its prevalence. He speaks of an inscription containing 

invocations to Tara and Avalokitesvara, representing advanced 

stages of the Tantric cult and affording evidence that Mahayana gods 

and goddesses were objects of popular worship. Images of Avaloki¬ 

tesvara and Vajrapani belonging to the 9th century have been found. 

He also refers to Abhayagiri sects such as Uttaramula and 
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Mahanetraprasada-mula, that flourished till the advent of the 

Portuguese. Thus he has established the existence of Mahayana 

Buddhism up to quite modern times {Ceylon Journal of Science, 

Vol. II, Section (j). 

The SdhRv throws out a hint which may be construed to show 

this influence. The Pali phrase ‘ tumhakam mayd esa dinno ’ is 

rendered in Sinhalese as ‘ md buduvanta nopatatat tela daruvan 

numbavahanseta dan de-mi', I offer this child unto you even 

though I do not aspire to Buddhahood. This may be a passing 

reference to the Bodhisattva cult then in existence. 

Reference should also be made to Natha worship recorded in the 

rock-inscription of Bhuvanekaba.hu V. The object of it is to register 

a donation of lands to god Natha of Senkadagala and the god of 

the nd tree of unspecified location. In the introductory remarks 

to this inscription, Paranavitana observes that ‘ long before the 

city (Kandy) gained political importance, it enjoyed a reputation 

as a seat of the god Natha, whose temple is still one of the most 

important among the many shrines at the place. I have elsewhere 

proved that the god Natha is the same as the Mahayana Bodhisattva 

Avalokitesvara, to whom at one time most of the Buddhist world 

owed allegiance and who still commands the veneration of millions 

of devotees in China, Japan, Tibet and Nepal ’ (EZ 4.6.307). The 

MV refers to Ilanaga as being won to the faith in the Bodhisattva 

(35-30)- The prevalence of the worship of Sumana, who is identi¬ 

fied by Paranavitana with a principal Mahayana Bodhisattva, is 

additional evidence. 

Religious Cults 

The religious cults may be examined here in a little more detail. 

Primitive religion has often been the attitude of man towards the 

natural forces and phenomena of the universe, which he has looked 

upon as the manifestation of some higher or supernatural element 

or Being. These, in his opinion, controlled the whole universe. 

With all its power and influence Buddhism failed in its attempt 

to eradicate this notion. The result was that it embraced within 

its fold these beliefs, which in time became so closely interwoven 

with it as to be part and parcel of it. Buddhism was so much 

of a philosophy that it had nothing concrete to offer to the 

common man, who, as a result, grasped the various non-Buddhistic 

beliefs and practices from Hinduism and Brahmanism, which afforded 
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tangible forms of worship. Ultimately Buddhism itself adopted 

such forms. Hence the temples, ddgiibas, etc. As tolerance was 

one of its fundamentals, it permitted these heretical practices to 

go on side by side, and Hindu gods and Buddhist images were wor¬ 

shipped within the same portals. The theory of karma was perhaps 

too abstract for the ordinary man. Hence he grasped the Hindu 

gods and practices that satisfied his curiosity and answered his 

essential needs. For refuge in times of adversity, as a cure for all 

ills, men prayed to the gods who, they believed, were omnipresent 

in every part of the universe. These primitive practices have gone 

on from ages past and have persisted up to the present day. These 

agencies which were worshipped fall into two categories, the benevo¬ 

lent and the malevolent. To the former belong the gods and devatds, 

and to the latter, the yakkhas, pisdcas and other evil spirits. Before 

we go on to deal with cults connected with the latter, one or two 

important cults connected with gods have to be examined. 

Most important of these were Siva and Visnu cults, which 

were and are still widespread. In many a Sinhalese home one may 

see Visnu being worshipped, with other planetary gods such as 

Sani (Saturn) who is considered dangerous. Literary works refer 

to these gods and the cults connected with them. The SdhRv 

admonishes the people to give up faith in Visnu and Mahesvara and 

take refuge in the Triple Gem: ‘ sujanayan visin visnu mahesvaradi 

bhakti nativa tunuruvanhi ma bhakti dtiva ’ (516). The Sdhlk affords 

definite evidence regarding the prevalence of these cults in Ceylon, 

and also gives some details of them. The Pan^aranga story in 

this book relates the doings of some followers of Isvara at Magama 

in Rohana. The story relates that the ministers living in this pro¬ 

vince wanted to give alms, when a certain Saiva praised the virtues 

of a paribbajaka who lived in the cemetery. He described him 

thus : * Isvara is the creator of the whole world. Any good or evil 

that may befall man is due to him. There lives in the cemetery, 

a follower of his. He applies ash on his body. His mouth is covered 

with his moustache and his beard covers his chest. He wears a 

turban and is dressed in a dirty rag . . . When the people went to 

see him with alms they found that he had mis-conducted himself 

with a woman the previous night and had drunk toddy, and at this 

time he was found fishing' (Sdhlk ed. B. Saddhatissa, p. 689). 
a 

The Pjv refers to the worship of the Siva linga : ' pndava . . . siva 

linga dcviyan ho’ (342). The KSil mentions that women could 
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attain heavenly bliss without worshipping gods, if they are devoted 

to their husbands (v. 535). Reference may here be made again to 

the Tamil slab-inscription of Palamottai, which records a donation 

to Siva in the temple named Ten-Kailasam (southern Kailasam) at 

Kantalai. 

The story connected with Rajasimha and related in the CV, not 

only indicates that the cult of Siva was practised up to his time ; but 

also shows clearly what conditions led men to embrace such faiths. 

‘ But one day the King, after he had brought a gift of alms, asked 

the Grand Theras full of anxiety: “ How can I undo the crime of 

my father’s murder?”. Then the wise Theras expounded him the 

doctrine, but could not win over the wicked mind of this fool. They 

spake : “ To undo the committed crime is impossible Full of fury 

like some terrible poisonous snake which had been struck with a 

stick, he asked the adherents of Siva. The answer they gave him 

that it was possible, he received like ambrosia, smeared his body 

with ash and adopted the religion of Siva ’ (CV 93.6). Certain 

archaeological discoveries and ruins point to the prevalence of this 

cult prior to the 13th century. We refer to the Siva-devale number 1 

at Polonnaruva, which has been assigned to the 12th century by 

Fergusson (History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, Vol. 1, 

p. 248). We also have a Siva-devale number 2, dated in the reign 

of a Tamil king of the Cola dynasty, who ruled in South India a.d. 

1070-1073. It is to the period of the conquest of Ceylon by the Cojas 

that these Hindu temples and other bronzes belong. ‘ The images ’, 

says Sir P. Arunachalam, ‘ are those of Siva, his consort Parvati’, 

the bull Nandi, the Sun-God, etc. The most important of the bronzes 

discovered is that of the dancing Siva, Nata-Raja ’ (Polonnaruva 

Bronzes and &iva worship and Symbolism J.R.A.S. C.B. XXIV, 

No. 68, pt. 2). In this connexion we may also draw attention to the 

references in the later Sandesas, which describe many devales and 

kovilas dedicated to various forms of Siva, such as Sudarsana and 

Bhairava. 1 The author of Tisara-sandesa says that this god Sudar¬ 

sana is constantly honoured and worshipped, that he increases the 

joy in the hearts of people and that he is engaged in ruling the 

universe ’ (N. R. Ratnaike, Glimpses of the Social, Religious, 

Economic and Political conditions of Ceylon from the Sandesas, 

pp. 46-47). The Bhairava-kovila was situated at Sltavaka. Reference 

should also be made to the temple of Uma, consort of Siva (ibid.). 
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Visnu Cult • • 
Though we have not as much evidence to establish the prevalence 

of Visn u-worship, we see that it existed in Ceylon, though perhaps 

it was not as widespread as the cult of Siva. Adikaram is of opi¬ 

nion that the cults of many Hindu gods and goddesses, such as 

Visnu, Karttikeya, Natha and Pattini, which cult has persisted up 

to the present day, came to Ceylon with the Colans (Early 

History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 90). 

In connection with the cult of Visnu, we may mention the 

confusion that arose between Upulvan and Visnu. Paranavitana 

states that Upulvan, the most popular of the local gods, is now 

considered to be the same as Visnu and that he is believed to be 

one of the future Buddhas. He also suggests that Upulvan 

may be a local name for Avalokitesvara* (Mahdydnism in Ceylon, 

Ceylon Journal of Science, Section G, Vol. 2, pt. I, pp. 66, 67). Rat- 

naike gives an account of Upulvan: ‘ Upulvan seems to have been the 

most popular of the Buddhist gods of the time. Several SandeSas, 

the Mayura Kokila, Parevi and Tisara, are addressed to him. The 

abode of the god is described as being at Devi-nuvara (Dondra). 

The Parevi speaks of him as protecting the Buddhist religion in 

Ceylon, accepting the words of the Buddha just before his pari- 

nibbana. Kokila and Mayura refer to him as Kihirali Upulvan, 

probably in reference to the traditional story of his image being made 

of kadira wood. That Upulvan was distinct from Visnu at this 

period can be proved from references both in the Kokila and Tisara- 

sandesa . . . The confusion about these two gods seems to have come 

at a later period, probably during the time when Visnu worship 

spread far and wide in South India, with the result that the original 

temples built to the sacred memory of Uppalavanna are today- 

identified as those of Visnu ’ (Glimpses of the Social . . . Conditions 

in Ceylon from the Sande&as, p. 43). It may be noted that the 

devale (near the Buddhist temple) at Dondra is now considered a 

Visnu devale. 

We learn from the CV that during Parakramabahu IPs time, 

his nephew VIrabahu betook himself to Devanagara, worshipped 

there the Lotus-hued god and celebrated for him a divine sacrifice 

(CV 83. 49). Geiger in a note to this adds : ‘ “Blue-coloured ’’ is 

the name of Visnu. Here for the first time we have a notice of the 

* He now identifies Upulvan with Varuna {The Shrine of Upulvan at 

Devundara, pp. 44, 46, etc.). 
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shrine of Visnu celebrated in the middle ages. According to tradi¬ 

tion it was built in a.d. 760. It was plundered and destroyed by 

the Portuguese in 1588. It is significant that Virabahu offered his 

sacrifice of victory in a Hindu sanctuary. At the same time, how¬ 

ever, he builds a parivena for the Buddhist Order, thus putting his 

attitude towards their parity beyond doubt. Even today a Hindu 

devdlaya and a Buddhist vihdra stand side by side in Dondra ' 

(CV pt. 2, p. 152, n. 3). The CV again tells us that this devale was 

repaired by Parakramabahu II : Then when the monarch learned 

that in the sacred town of Devanagara which was a mine of meri¬ 

torious work, the shrine long since erected to the lotus-hued god, 

the King of the gods, had now fallen into decay, he betook him¬ 

self to the superb town and in rebuilding the dwelling of the King 

of the gods, like to the heavenly mansion of the King of the gods, he 

made of it an abode of all riches . . . Hereupon he determined to 

celebrate every year in the town, an Asalhi (month of June-July) 

festival for the god ’ (CV 85. 85). It is perhaps this festival that 

is carried on annually to this day. This reference from the CV is 

ample evidence to show that the cult was much followed during the 

reign of Parakramabahu II. Parakramabahu IV is said to have 

built a temple to the lotus-hued King of the gods, where he placed 

a statue of the god and celebrated a sacrificial festival, in the dis¬ 

trict of Mayadhanu (now Sitavaka) (CV 90. 100). What is note¬ 

worthy here is that Geiger has identified the god, referred to in the 

above passages, with Visnu, no doubt basing his conclusions on 

colour (CV pt. 2, p. 152, n. 3). This view does not seem to be correct, 

for the Pali stanzas refer to the god as Uppalavanna, e.g., Devass’ 

uppalavannassa devarajassa mandiram (CV 85. 85). 

The epithet devarajassa is misinterpreted by Geiger in the above 

renderings, to mean King of the gods. This no doubt is the literal 

sense ; but here the term seems to be merely honorific, and it there¬ 

fore only means noble god. We see this in the usage of even today, 

where gods of whatever calibre are styled diviyarajayo : e.g., siyalu 

diviya rdjayd pin ganitva (may all gods partake of this merit) and 

surya divya rdjayd (Sun-god). We do not normally use the epithet 

‘ King of the gods ’ when we refer to Visnu. This is an epithet 

of Sakra. Therefore we may say that the references in the CV 

are to Upulvan, and not to Visnu. The traditional story that 

Upulvan was charged with the protection of the island helps us in 

arriving at this decision. Kumaranatunga adduces further proof 
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to show that there were two gods Visnu and Upulvan. He points to 

Candravatl, the consort, andDhanu, the son of Upulvan, mentioned 

in the Parevi-sandesa (vv. 205-6) and asks the question whether 

Visnu had a wife by this name or such a son. He also quotes from 

the Lankatilaka rock-inscription which mentions Visnu and Upulvan 

as two gods (Tisara-sandesa-dipaniya, p. 76). The Sdhlk records 

that Vijaya was protected by Upulvan who had had orders from 

$akra to guard the island of Lanka in accordance with the wishes 

of the Buddha (395 ; see also MV 7. 5). The Mayura-sandesa refers 

to the traditional story of £akra’s order to Upulvan to be the 

guardian of the island : 

devrada laka rakinuva kala niyovine 

devrada himi devnuvarata vadina dine. 

In the sannaya to this verse, Dipankara Thera identifies dev 

rada himi with Visnu, but it is generally accepted that it was 

Upulvan who was charged with this responsibility, as the 

story appears in the other sources. In the sannaya to verse 158 of 

the same Sandesa, devihdu has again been identified with Visnu 

(Mayura, ed. V. Dipankara, v. 113, pp. 48, 68). 

It is quite likely that interpretations of this nature gave rise to 

the existing confusion. If, on the other hand, the confusion had 

already arisen, then these interpretations doubtless made the 

confusion worse confounded. 

Upulvan being considered the guardian of the island, it is likely 

that Virabahu held his sacrificial festival after victory at the Upul- 

van-devale and not at a Visnu-devale, as supposed by Geiger. 

Therefore, we may with the foregoing evidence surmise that the 

devdle at Dondra was dedicated to Upulvan during the 13th century. 

The prevalence of the cults of Visnu and Siva is proved beyond 

doubt by two references in the SdhRv. The author, in rendering 

the Pali sentence ‘ antodevatd namassitabbd ’ in the Visakha story, 

says: ‘ dtulata deviyo vdnda yuttahayi kivuya. visnu Isvarddi 

deviyan lamkota tabd gantat pilivanda ? ’, You have said that ‘ inside 

gods ’ should be worshipped. What, is it possible to have Isvara 

and Visnu by ‘ one’s side ’ ? (344) ; and again in translating the 

Pali ‘ ekacce bali-kammena aydcandya mahgala-kiriydydti ’, he says : 

‘samahara kenek biliyam kala kala sanhihdeyi kivuya, samahara kenek 

devata drddhandven sanhihdeyi kivuya, samahara kenek visnu isvard- 

dlnta pujd kala kala sanhihdeyi kivuya ’, Some said that the evil 
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could be destroyed by sacrifices, some that it could be by propitia¬ 

ting gods, others that it could be by paying homage to Visnu and 

Isvara, etc. (SdhRv 805). We may say that in the rendering of 

these statements the writer has been alive to his environment. 

One more point, even though it may confuse the present issue 

further, must be raised here. We have already shown that the 

confusion between Visnu and Upulvan may have been due to colour, 

as they are both painted blue. We would here, like to hazard the 

question whether it was possible that Krsna was worshipped in 

the form of Upulvan, or was it even Rama, who was thus worshipped 

after his alleged victory over Ravana ? Both Rama and Krsna 

are painted black or blue, and are considered to be incarnations 

(,avatar as) of Visnu (Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, 

Vol. 1, p. 119). Rama or Ramacandra, the ideal hero of the 

Hindus and the husband of Slta, has been widely worshipped in 

India, and of his worship in Ceylon, we have direct and definite 

evidence. The Kokila-sandesa refers to a Rama kovila in Jaffna: 

* sobaman ramindu suranindu babalayi efura ’ (Kokila, ed. W. F. 

Gunawardhana, v. 255). Here the author refers to the building of 

the bridge to land Rama’s army in Ceylon. This temple was no 

doubt put up by the Tamils, who occupied the north of the island. 

The question now is whether this Rama-worship, which was known 

to the north, spread southwards in some form or other. Can it be 

in the form of Upulvan ? We saw that Rama was black or blue, 

and black was often confused with blue. We see this in the case 

or Krsna, who, as his name itself indicates, is black ; but he is often 

painted blue. If it was not Rama, who was thus worshipped, could 

it then be Krsna ? When we consider how widespread and popular 

the cult of Krsna was in India (see Gopinatha Rao, Vol. I, p. 200), 

it seems unlikely that it did not leave its impress on the island of 

Ceylon. 

Such being the position, it is not unreasonable to raise the ques¬ 

tion whether Krsna-worship was not known in Ceylon. If it was 

known, could it have been in the form of Upulvan ? One obvious 

objection to this view is Upulvan’s close connexion, according to the 

traditions, with the Buddhist religion. As for Rama-worship, it 

is quite likely that he came to be worshipped after his alleged victory 

over Ravana, and the people may have looked upon him as a 

protector. 
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The Sun-god 

Among the bronzes of Polonnaruva was an image of the Sun-god 

{Polonnaruva Bronzes and Siva Worship and Symbolism, J.R.A.S. 

C.B., XXIV, pt. 2, No. 68, p. 220), which stands on a lotus in an 

erect posture with lotus in either hand. The Pjv refers to the 

worship of the sun in connexion with a Jataka tale (p. 63). It is 

quite likely that the worship of the sun was prevalent at this time. 

Even today the people look upon him as a guardian, and he, besides 

other gods, is often requested by them to partake of the merits they 

acquire by the performance of meritorious deeds. 

Sumana 

The worship of Sumana has persisted to this day. Paranavitana 

identifies him with the yakkha Sumana, mentioned in the Atanatiya- 

sutra, and thinks that this yakkha was later elevated to the dignity 

of a deva {Pre-Buddhist Beliefs in Ceylon, J.R.A.S., C.B., XXXI, 

p. 308). In his article on Mahavanism in Ceylon, he has identified 

him with Samantabhadra, one of the eight principal Bodhisattvas 

of the Mahayana, prominent in Chinese Buddhism, green in colour, 

and riding on an elephant. The principal seat of this cult is the 

Saman-devale at Ratnapura. The CV attests his worship in the time 

of Parakramabahu II. It states that the minister Deva-Patiraja 

set up an image of Saman at Adam’s Peak, at the shrine of the Foot¬ 

print : ‘ Devappatiraja agreed with “ aye ” and betook himself in 

the first place to Gangasiripura. There he had fashioned a magni¬ 

ficent image of Sumanadeva furnished with all the fair bodily 

signs and decked it out with ornaments of gold and jewels. But 

after that he wished to visit the Samantakuta. He took the image 

of the god (Sumana) along with him in festive procession, set forth, 

betook himself first to the village Bodhitaja, and began from here 

to build bridges . . . Then he betook himself to the Samantakuta, 

showed veneration to the sacred Foot-print, set up in the courtyard 

of the cetiya of the sacred Foot-print the image of the god (Sumana) 

and erected a mandapa for the holy Foot-print. Round about it he 

had a wall built, and discerning as he was, had the mandapa fastened 

with strong chains to iron pillars in this wise to secure it, and then 

again he sacrificed for three days to the sacred Foot-print with 

lamps and the like ’ (CV 86. 18-31). Adikaram states that Sumana 

is a local deity, and that according to the Papancasudani his daugh¬ 

ter Kali was married to Dighataphala, a tree-deity at Rajagaha 

in India (Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 152). Geiger 
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notes that this god was the local guardian spirit of Adam’s Peak 

(CV pt. 2, n. 7). The MV mentions Sumana in connection with a 

visit of the Buddha to the island : ' The Prince of Devas, Maha 

Sumana of the Samantakuta mountain, who had attained to 

the fruit of entering into the path of Salvation, craved of him, who 

should be worshipped, something to worship * (MV 1. 33}. The 

Savul-sandesa tells us that he wears a crown and a pair of earrings 

(vv. 185, 191). Some verses are also addressed to his consort and 

son (vv. 200, 201). 

Other Practices 

Paranavitana in his article on Pre-Buddhist beliefs in Ceylon 

refers to the memory at least of Brahmanic sacrifices which was 

preserved in Ceylon even after the introduction of Buddhism 

(J.R.A.S., C.B., XXXI, p. 302). The MV mentions the destruction 

of the temples of Brahmanic gods by Mahasena (37. 41). The 

SdhRv also speaks of various sacrifices and temples of gods (kdvil) : 

‘ mage rata deviyan nati kdvil se ’ (331). The Sdhlk refers to a 

temple of a god at Anuradhapura in the time of Dutugamunu : 

‘ Anuradhapura samipaye pur a deviyd kdvil asa ’ (471). Mention 

is also made of offerings to the Fire-god. The Pjv says : ‘ gini 

deviyan ho pudava ’, either worship the god of fire (342). Both 

the SdhRv and the VismSn disapprove of this practice as not con¬ 

ducive to well-being ; it is therefore likely that traces of this worship 

were found even at this time : ‘ varsa satayehi yam kala vahni 

pujdvak atada eyatada vada . . . utumi ’, It is nobler than offerings to 

a Fire-god for a hundred years (VismSn 819); ‘ havurudu siyayak 

mulullehi gini deviyd pidu navi . . . gini deviydta kala pujdven pirena 

kisit pinak nati heyin . . . Even if one were to make offerings to the 

Fire-god for a hundred years, no merit will accrue to him (SdhRv 515). 

We see the writer here denouncing these heretical practices as value¬ 

less for gaining salvation, or even heavenly bliss. Hence it is quite 

reasonable to conclude that these rites were practised in that age 

on some occasions. Reference may here be made to a practice 

which seems a remnant of this fire-worship. In certain parts of 

the island in the Southern Province, it is the practice in some 

homes to worship the lamp after it is lighted in the evenings. More 

widely prevalent is the practice of worshipping the lire that is 

lighted for the first time on New Year’s day. Blowing with the 
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mouth to put out a lamp is a taboo which is widely observed 
today. 

Tree Worship 

Commonest among other beliefs was the idea of a god or devata 
inhabiting an inanimate object. The Pjv refers to gods inhabiting 
mountains and trees (704). It also refers to gods that live every¬ 
where in the universe—on the tops of hills, in rocks, trees, creepers 
and even in pita (Tephrosia purpurea) trees and grass (419). The 
most important of these were the tree-gods, who according to belief 
had power to help the people in their needs. Tree worship was 

widespread, and has persisted up to the present day. The people 
believe that they could ask favours of a tree-god, and in return for his 
beneficence he was rewarded with offerings of various kinds. Hang¬ 
ing of banners, lighting of lamps, offering figures of gold or silver, 
washing with milk, are some of the modes in which the tree-gods 

were propitiated, and these are of every day occurrence in the island 
even today. It is the refuge of the gods that the people always 
sought— ‘ deviyange pihitayi ’ is the commonest expression that one 

can hear in a village. Before they undertook any new work, what¬ 
ever its nature, it was the custom to invoke the blessings of gods at 
the very outset. This was a sort of general appeal to all gods ; but 

appeals to particular gods or devatds were as common. A large tree 
was generally believed to be the abode of a powerful god. Even 

today in some villages one comes across banyan trees where offerings 
to tree-gods are made. The ground around such trees is kept clean 
and lamps are lit at night. The SdhRv says: ‘ mesevu gasaka 

anubhdva samp anna devata kenek dtamanava ', In a tree of this sort 
there must be a powerful god (27). Reference must again be made 
to the rock-inscription of Bhuvanekabahu V, which records the 

grant of lands to Natha and the god of the nd tree (ndgasa deviyan). 
* The god of the nd tree, who figures here in the company of Natha 
and is a joint beneficiary with regards to the lands granted by this 
document, has no such respectable antecedents and he seems to be no 
more than one among the myriads of devas, who, according to the 
beliefs of Sinhalese Buddhists, haunt many a tree of remarkable size 
and hoary age found in the countryside. The nd (Mesua ferrea) is 

considered to be a tree particularly fancied by devas of this class in 
the selection of suitable abodes for themselves and their families * 
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(EZ 4.6.307). The VismSn refers to a tree-god in a midila* tree at 

Situlpahuva, near Tissamaharama (III, 57). In explaining the term 

‘ cetiya rukkham ’ it says: ‘ deviyan vesetiyi minisun visin pidiyayutu 

ntka ’, the tree that should be worshipped by people as an abode of 

a god (VismSn 192). The book also refers to ant-hills which were 

considered sacred and where offerings were made : ‘ biliyam pinisa 

tumbasa sisala piyal ’, the rags that were hung around the 

ant-hill as offering (VismSn 165). 

The story of how a certain man was helped by a mountain deity 

is related in the same book. A man on his way to Situlpahuva 

came to cross-roads, and did not know which way to proceed. Then 

a mountain-god showed him the right direction pointing with his 

hand : ‘ Situlpavvata yanne demans andhiyakata pamina me maga 

do me maga do hoyi sitamin sitiye . . . parvatayehi vasana devatdvek 

ata dik kota me maga yayi. ’ (VismSn 57). 

An important practice in tree-worship seems to have been the 

prayer for a child by the favour of a tree-deity : ‘ dev ata drddhana- 

yen darukenekun ladim nam yehekayi sitd ’ (SdhRv 27) ; topage 

anubhavayen daru kenekun ladim nam . . . kala upakdrayata . . . 

mahat satkara karavamiyi kiyd If I shall have a child by your 

favour, I shall show you great honour as a mark of gratitude (SdhRv 

27). The fulfilment of this request is also referred to (ibid., 27). It 

is uncertain whether this same request was made of tree-gods in the 

period under survey ; probably it was. Today we see the same 

thing ; but the general practice today is to ask this kind of favour 

of a more powerful deity, such as the god Kataragama. Thousands 

* P. manila ( Viduddhimagga, P.T.S., p. 313); cp. Malayalam manilla 
(Mimusops dissecta, Rh., Gundert, Malayalam-English Die.)', see also 
Index Kewensis III, Plantarum Phauerogamarum—Mimusops dissecta, Buch.- 

Ham. ex A. DC. in D.C. Prod, viii, 205 — hsxandra = Roxb., modern 
Manilkara hexandra, Dubard—S. palu; also cp. T. manild-dtta or iramacitta 
(rdmasltd) (MTL), S. anona, anoda or dtd (Anona reticulata, squamosa, 
muricafa), custard apple. I am inclined to think that manila is either palu 

or a variety of the genus apple, e.g. S. jul, jivul, divul, elephant or wood 
apple (Feronia elephantum, Rut.) — both plants are very common in the 
Hambantota District. P. manila has been rendered into English as rose- 
apple ( Visuddhimagga translation, Pe Maung Tin, The Path of Purity, pt. II, 
p. 360). Rose-apple is a variety of Eugenia jambos, S. and P. jambu, 
a tree rare or hardly grown in the district referred to. Rhys Davids leaves 
it untranslated (On the Divine States, p. 18). M. Dharmaratna in his 
paraplirase renders it as midella (VismSn III, p. 61), genus Barringtonia, no 

doubt led by the form midila. 
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flock to the shrine of this god at Kataragama, 12 miles from Tissa- 

maharama, many with offerings, largely figures of gold or silver, 

which represented the child, if a child was desired, or the person 

otherwise benefited. 

The SdhRv makes humorous reference to female deities saying 

that they too give birth to children like human beings (739). 

Referring to tree-worship in pre-Buddhist Ceylon, Paranavitana 

observes that ‘ worship of trees seem to have been intimately con¬ 

nected with that of the yaksas and the cult of the caityas. Some of 

the stupas mentioned in the pitakas and which are said by Buddha- 

gh5sa to have been yaksa sanctuaries, are sacred trees or groves 

. . . The (Bo-)tree was an object of popular worship in India before 

it was appropriated by the Buddhists . . . ’ (J.R.AS., C.B., XXXI, 

p. 318). 

Yakkha Cults 

Foremost among the malevolent category of spirits were the 

yakkhas. The fear of these made the people endeavour to find 

ways of propitiating them and counteracting the evils caused by 

them—spells, charms, sorcery and magic. Paranavitana discusses 

the yakkha cults that were prevalent in pre-Buddhist Ceylon, and 

states that the yakkhas were worshipped in Ceylon in the earliest 

times ; but during the period under survey, although they were 

propitiated, no adoration as such is recorded. The commonest 

belief in this respect was the idea of possession by a yakkha, and 

this belief seems to have been current in India from pre-Buddhistic 

times. The Sdhlk describes Gdthaimbara’s wife as possessed by a 

yakkha. Immediately she was possessed, she dropped the vessel of 

toddy that was in her hand, fell unconscious on the ground and rolled 

about, emitting white froth and then lay with eyes turned up : 

' otomo e kenehi alvagena siti ra odama bima held visamjhava bima ata 

mdta peralemin mukhayen sudu pena pitat kota viruddhava peraliyavu 

as dtiva uda bald hottlya ’ (493). The SdhRv also describes one 

possessed by a yakkha as falling on the ground with face twisted 

back : ‘ dhga dvistavald nomiyana lesata kara afhbard muna piti 

kara dasdvata tabala. bima heldluva ’ (839). The usual places 

supposed to be haunted by these yakkhas were the burial grounds 

and forests. 

Exorcism 

The remedy for all this lay in ceremonies of exorcism, which were 

conducted in various ways. Reference may here be made to the 
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Colan monk who is said to have been well versed in the teachings 

concerning the exorcism of spirits and so forth (MV 36. 113). bali 

offerings, tovil ceremonies (devil dancing) and pi deni (offerings) 

were held to relieve a patient. These were conducted by a yakadura, 

one versed in the art of exorcism, etc. The very terms used in 

the SdhRv themselves suggest that tovil ceremonies were probably 

known at the time. The terms used are 1 yakdduyd, pideni, 1 ilakku, 

kadaturd and bali, which are all terms used in connexion with demo¬ 

nology today. The writer’s similes too point to his acquaintance 

with these activities, e.g., i vesa banda pana yuvak men , like a form 

presented in a different guise (SdhRv 8p) j yakdduyanta lamvu pisd- 

cayaku men da', like a pisdca who had come near a sorcerer (ibid. 80). 

Some of the requisites necessary for ceremonies are also mentioned, 

viz., ‘ lada pas mal ha pan numusu kiribat ’, five kinds of ‘ flowers ’ 

[P. Idja-pahcamdni pupphdni, a cluster of ‘ flowers ' with Idja, 
fried or parched grain as the fifth—sun sal (broken rice), hela aba 

(white mustard), saman kcikulu (jessamine buds), itana (panic 

grass), and Idja, S. lada. These are used on occasions of religious 

significance, e.g. pirit, and on other respectful occasions today], 

and milk-rice (ibid. 508) > sacrifices, bali or pideni, are offerings of 

food, etc. to the spirits. Another way of appeasing the yakkhas 

was with blood. The use of a fowl in today’s ceremonies answers 

this need. All these ceremonies were conducted with recitation of 

charms or mantyas. Hence the SdhRv statement that by the 

power of incantations the evil wrought by yakkhas will be dispelled : 

1 pyalaya mantvdnubhdvayen yaksopadyava duyuveyi (806). Other 

superstitious beliefs are also connected with these beings, for exam¬ 

ple, it is very commonly believed even now that certain foods 

especiallv those fried and prepared in oils—should not be eaten 

if one has to go out of the house. The yakkhas are supposed to be 

fond of these foods: ‘ amanusyanta priyavu dadamas, kudamas, 

piti kavum, tala muyuvata ddiya nokayutuya ’. The belief today 

is that if one should eat any such food, one should at least drink some 

water before leaving the house. The practice of throwing a bit of 
food out into the open from any food that is brought from outside, 
and also the keeping of a piece of iron, e.g. a nail, or putting some 
saliva in a corner of the wrapper, are some of the present-day super¬ 

stitions rather widely observed, to counteract an}7 evil influence on 

the food. 

Paranavitana states that in spite of the adoption of Buddhism 

as the national religion, the earlier yaksa worship flourished side by 
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side among the masses and has persisted down to modem times 

(Pre-Buddhist Religions Beliefs in Ceylon, J.R.A.S., C.B., XXXI, 

p. 317). It will be useful to explain some of the terms referred to 

as terminology connected with demonology. 

ball ordinarily means an offering similar to pideni ; but in demo¬ 

nology it has now come to mean particular kinds of offerings or 

sacrificial ceremonies such as Isvara ball (offering to Isvara), Brahma 

bali (offering to Brahma), nagaraksa ball (offering to Nagaraksa), 

pantis bali (offering or ceremony with thirty-five bali figures), 

kalukumdra bali (offering to Kalukumara) (see Bali-kavi-pota 

manuscripts, University of Ceylon Library). It also must be men¬ 

tioned that the term bali came also to mean the figure of the devatd 

or yakkha made of clay or drawn, and the whole ceremony was named 

after the particular figure. People also resorted to these ceremonies 

as a safeguard against the evil influences of the planets—graha dosa, 

e.g. senasuru baliya, offering to Saturn (see also Knox, Ceylon, p. 122). 

pideni is the term applied to another kind of offering to t\\o yakkhas, 

and is done on a minor scale. The word itself means offering, and 

any ceremony in these cults will have a certain amount of pideni or 

offerings. The ceremony is generally known as pideni dhna(ddmima), 

giving of an offering. The pideni consist of a few tatu (sort of 

trays made with young coconut leaves, to hold the offerings of food, 

etc.), vilakku are a variety of small torches made by wrapping cotton 

rags round ekels and small sticks such as of the plant kdppitiyd, 

(Croton lacciferum), and are used in all ceremonies of these cults. 

kadaturava is a curtain cloth, held between the patient and the 

pideni so as to prevent the patient seeing the pideni. yakddurd 

(exorcist) is the dcmonologist, who is well versed in the art of 

exorcism and other ceremonies connected with these cults, tovil is 

a general term for any of the ceremonies connected with all these 

practices, and covers a large number of forms such as bali, huniyam, 

rata-yakun, sanni-yakun, mahason samayama, etc., which are conduct¬ 

ed according to the demand of the occasion. It is interesting to note 

that rata-yakuma is connected with fertility and is conducted when 

a woman desires to have offspring. The kolama is also considered 

a similar pregnancy rite. Which of these were practised during 

the period under review it is difficult to say ; but we may conjecture 

that most of them may have been in use throughout the centuries. 

Some light is thrown on this fact by W. A. de Silva in his 

article on Sinhalese magic and spells (J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXX, 

9—H 11305 (2/08) 
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p. 202). He says: ‘ The similarity of some of the words in the old 

Maldivian and old Sinhalese, specially as seen in charms and 

incantations, opens a wide field for inquiry as to the identity of the 

aboriginal inhabitants of Ceylon and Maldives. A number of 

charms contains words of Telugu, Canarese and the languages of 

the Deccan’. 

Charms 

Charms are of two kinds—malignant and curative, referred to 

also as black and white in magical rites. The use of the curative 

charm is often mentioned in the SdhRv, e.g., in case of bites of 

poisonous reptiles such as the snake. Making the snake itself to 

extract the poison is known even today : ‘ nayi lava, dasta kala 

mukhayen visaya uravd mat nirvisa kota ’ (SdhRv 100) ; ‘ « e visa- 

yata pratiniyata mantradiya tibiyadi anik mantradiyakin visa bdmin 

sitiyadi vadagena yana visayak men ’ (SdhRv 47). The second 

quotation refers to the increase of the effects of poison by the use 

of a wrong mantra. The SdhRv also refers to a charm used during 

confinement. In cases of labour, water is charmed by reciting 

incantations and given to the patient: ‘ prasava dnk kiya avavunta 

matuta povana pcinak men ‘ (737). This seems to be quite similar 

to the chanting of the Angulimala-pirita on such occasions. It is 

also the practice to drink water that had been charmed by reciting 

the parittas. The book mentions a malignant charm used to destroy 

the beauty of a person : ‘ sobha natikaranamantrayak ’ (SdhRv 924). 

The Sdhlk refers to another charm by which the limbs of a person 

could be severed. The incantation must be recited the necessary 

number of times, and the air blown out of the nose ; whatever limb 

this air touches will drop from the body (138). The same process 

could be adopted to kill a person : * mantra pirivakd nasd vdtayen 

minisun mar ana mantrayak ’ (ibid. 138). The charms of this 

variety known to the people are many, and among them are love 

charms which can be used to win the love of a woman. This is 

also done by the use of a drug, commonly known as * in a behet ’• 

W. A. de Silva refers to the Marangana-sahaha, which describes the 

temptations to which Prince Siddhartha was subjected by the Evil 

One. It also describes in general the preparation of the love-drug 

and its uses (J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXX, p. 193). The CV speaks 

of people who were skilled in the preparation of magic potions and 

versed in spirit incantation (CV 66. 1 38). 
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The Dambadeni-katikavata affords further evidence of these 

practices. It shows that these had even penetrated to the monks, 

and this is why it was found necessary to include a rule ordering 

them not to resort to propitiating theyakkhas for the cure oi various 

illnesses: ‘ upan rogaya nisd yakun kelavim bili tiblm bali bat 

kiyavlm udi nosarup da nokatayulu ’ (Katikavat-sahgara, ed. D. B. 

Jayatilaka, p. 19). 

The story of the merchant Nandiva in the Sdhlk gives interesting 

information on certain of these practices. Here it is stated that a 

minister of Ceylon, Siva by name, was fascinated by the beautiful 

wife of Nandiya. When she refused to accede to his wishes, he 

planned to kill her husband, who had gone to a foreign land for 

purposes of trade. He made inquiries as to who was capable of 

undertaking the task of killing one who was awray. This was under¬ 

taken by a certain man ; and he, getting together the necessary 

offerings, etc., went to a cemetery and, finding a corpse which wras 

intact, made the offerings and started his incantations. When he 

had sprinkled the charmed w’ater on the dead body, a supernatural 

being took possession of it and immediately the dead body stood 

up and asked the conjuror what he was to do. He then handed 

a sword to this spirit and bade him go and kill the merchant 

Nandiya, wrho vras sailing back at this time. When this spirit 

appeared on board the ship, the sailors were terribly alarmed ; but 

the pious merchant, undaunted, asked all the people on board to 

exert love, maitrl, or meditate on the metta bhdvand, universal 

love. The yakkha wras hence unable to harm anybody on board. 

He returned to the conjuror, who sent him back three times ; but 

at the fourth time the yakkha returned and killed both the conjuror 

and the minister (660). It is the belief even now that if the conjured 

being fails to do the bidding of the conjuror, he will kill him. Hence 

it is at the risk of his life that a conjuror undertakes such work. 

Ceylon does not stand alone in beliefs of this nature, which seem to 

have spread throughout the world. The Katha-sarit-sagara relates 

a number of similar stories. It is observed in the Ocean of Story, 

the translation of the above work, that * all races at all times have 

naturally shown the utmost interest in the condition of the dead and 

their behaviour in the unknowm land. The manner of the person’s 

death and the mode of his life or any unusual phenomena noticed 

immediately after his death are all important factors which have 

helped to foster the belief that the spirit of the dead man being unable 
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to rest in peace, comes to visit the scene of his former life, perhaps 

with the intent of revenge, or through dissatisfaction with the pre¬ 

sent abode. Hence ghosts, spirits, vampires play a very important 

part in the beliefs and superstitions throughout the world’. The 

vetcila in Hindu fiction appears as a mischievous goblin. ‘ He is 

always ready to play some rather, grim, practical joke on any un¬ 

wary person who chances to wander near burning-ghats at night, 

for here are corpses lying about or hanging from stakes, and what 

more effective means could be formed to frighten the life out of the 

humans than by tenanting a corpse ’ (The Ocean of Story, ed. N. Mi 

Penzer, Vol. VI, p. 136). The Sinhalese parallel to the vetala of 

the Katha-sarit-sagara is the pilli or pillu, and the conjuring of these 

spirits is well known in the island. In India the yakkhas do not 

seem to have been considered malignant as a rule, but in Ceylon 

they seem to have been always regarded as harmful to human beings. 

What Barnett observes about the magical rites in respect of India 

applies with even greater force to conditions in Ceylon. He says : 

‘ No less important in Indian life is secular magic—astrology, divina¬ 

tion, necromancy, and every variety of the black art. Astrology 

is still a prosperous and crowded profession to which the whole 

population looks for guidance in its daily affairs; and there is even 

now a good market for the kindred of the less important trade of 

the magician ' (Antiquities of India, pp. 183-184). 

Raksasas 

Raksasas and pisdcas also fall into the category of malevolent 

agents, and no doubt were as much feared as the yakkhas. It is a 

common practice with parents even today, to frighten their children 

by referring to the yakkhas and raksasas and other such evil spirits. 

The SdhRv describes a rdksasa as having a rough head as large as a 

mountain, eyes like the sun, teeth like elephant-tusks, trunk as high 

as a mountain, hands and feet like palm-trees, huge nose curved in 

the centre, and a large mouth like that of a cave (965). The Sdhlk 

gives a far more exaggerated description : ‘ The frightful body was 

like a large black mountain, mouth an opening on a mountain-side, 

two tusks jutting out of the mouth, two eyes like two blazing balls 

of iron, deformed nose flat at the end, copper-coloured beard like 

flames of fire that rises in whirls, a moustache like a rough bush of 

pamba (Lygodium) creepers, a large belly like a dark rain cloud, legs 

like mortars, nails smeared with blood and sharp like the blade of 

a sword, and roaring like thunder' (89). No ceremonies or rites of 
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propitiation, etc. are referred to in the literature of the period 

under review, in the case of raksasas and pisdcas. 

Pretas 

Another class of spirits were the pretas, the spirits of the 

departed. It was commonly believed that miserly people who died 

were re-born as pretas. This indeed is the view expounded by the 

religious teaching itself. Hence the popular beliefs. Buddha 

himself is said to have preached the Tirokudda-sutta, dealing with 

the propitiation of deceased relations. Many a religious ceremony 

is performed for this purpose. Buddhism itself owes this cult to 

Brahmanism, and it no doubt proved quite a successful means of 

encouraging the laity to be generous to the clergy. 

The common man believes that these pretas come and live in various 

parts of the house, in nooks and corners and cause much discom¬ 

fort to the inmates. The only way to relieve them is to perform 

religious ceremonies such as giving of alms, etc. and pass on the 

merit to them, for they are incapable of doing anything themselves. 

They haunt the houses and cause trouble to their living relatives. 

Sometimes, as in the case of the yakkhas, people are possessed by 

them, and various magical rites have to be performed to get rid of 

them. The common method is the ‘ pretaya bandlnta ’, literally 

the binding of the preta. mantras are chanted and a nail is struck on 

a piece of wood, which is then thrown into some place, such as 

the attic—the nail is sometimes driven into a tree with sap. Thus 

it is believed that the spirit has been nailed to the wood and will 

give no more trouble. There is no doubt that these beliefs and 

rites were prevalent in Ceylon from very early times and have been 

handed down from generation to generation. The CV refers to cere¬ 

monies connected with the dead, carried out during the reign of 

Parakramaba.hu I : ‘ The two adhikdrins Manju and Kitti by name, 

without omitting any honour due to his rank, carried out the 

ceremonies of the dead ’ (CV 74. 144). What is here meant is the 

propitiation or thanks-giving or remembrance-ceremonies that the 

living are obliged to carry out in the name of the dead relations, 

and not any exorcism ceremonies and such like. 

Geiger has made the following observation in this connection : 

‘ According to the Brahmanical view as it is here and often express¬ 

ed in ceremonial, the deceased before he is admitted to the world 

of the manes, becomes a preta, a “ roaming soul ”. The ekoddista- 

draddha is offered to the preta ’ (CV pt. 2, p. 35, n. 1). In India 
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ceremonies connected with the dead are called srdddha. In Ceylon 

today the first ceremony held on about the third day after the 

cremation or burial is called the ‘ mataka bana ’, sermon delivered 

for the benefit of the dead. Transference of merit to these departed 

beings is also referred to in the slab-inscription of Kalyanavatl: 

* Caused a share ot the merit to be transferred to all the varied 

ghosts of the departed, whether kindred or not ’ (EZ 4. 5. 260). 

Nagas 

‘ The Nagas are semi-divine beings in the form of snakes. They 

are always held to be zealous worshippers of the Buddha and of 

his teaching. They are represented in human form with a snake’s 

head growing from between the shoulder-blades over the head’ 

(CV pt. 1, p. 59, n. 6). The kingdom of the nagas was believed to 

be within the earth. The MV refers to the ndga kingdom in the 

sea, covering half a thousand yojanas. It also refers to nagas of 

the mountains and to eighty kotis (crores) of snake-spirits, ‘dwellers 

in the ocean and on the mainland’ (MV 1. 48, 51, 62). 

We may note here the observations of Gopinatha Rao : ‘ The 

Nagas ’, he says, ‘ are according to Puranic authorities a race of 

serpents who inhabited the Patala-loka or the nether regions. The 

Mahabharata and the Vardha Parana give the origin of the Nagas. 

By DaksyanI, the daughter of Daksha, Kasyapa begot the seven 

serpents beginning with Vasuki. Their progeny increased and the 

world was flooded with serpents, to the great detriment of man. 

The latter complained to Brahma, about the hardships caused to 

them by the serpents. Brahma summoned the serpents to his 

presence and cursed them to be ruined by the imprecations of their 

mother, which she uttered in the Svayambhuva-manvantara and 

banished them to the Patala-loka with the command that they 

should not bite any human beings, except those who were predes¬ 

tined to die a premature death or those that were really bad ... In 

historical times, portions of India were inhabited by a race of men 

who went by the name of the Nagas and they are said to have form¬ 

ed the majority of persons who joined the newly started Buddhis¬ 

tic religion . . . The Nagas are believed to have been born on the 

Pane ami tithi of the bright half of the month &ravana and the whole 

of India offers pvjds to the Nagas on this day, except the Dravida 

brahmanas ’ (Elements of Hindu Iconography, Vol. 2, pp. 554, 555). 

The question as to the form of the nagas, whether they are human 
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or not, has been discussed by Vogel in his volume on Indian Serpent- 

Lore. He says: ‘The distinguished German indologist, the late 

Professor Hermann Oldenberg, reckons the Ndgas to belong to that 

class of demonical beings which is best represented by were-wolves. 

They appear, indeed, often in human shape, as is also the case with 

were-wolves, tiger-men and swan-maidens . . . The conception of a 

substantial unity between animal and man, which during the Vedic 

period is met with only in certain survivals, finds an expression in 

the beliefs in the beings like were-wolves. Presumably, the “ tiger- 

men ” belong to this class, and certainly do the Ndgas, which seem 
• 

to be men, but in reality are snakes. According to an ancient 

Buddhist text, their serpent nature manifests itself on two occa¬ 

sions, namely, during sexual intercourse and in sleep ’ (Indian 

Serpent-Lore, Introduction, p. 2). 

The ndga is depicted as very powerful and dangerous, and its 

connexion with Buddhism is manifest from religious texts. In 

this serpent cult, Ceylon does not stand alone. Vogel shows how 

widespread this cult has been in India from earliest times : ‘ It is 

the cobra which under the name of nag is worshipped up to the 

present day in large parts of India. The Ndga of Indian mythology 

and folk-lore is not really the snake in general, but the cobra raised 

to the rank of a divine being ... it is evident that the Ndga in his 

animal form is conceived as the hooded snake. Mucalinda shelters 

the Buddha against the inclemency of the weather, by spreading 

his hood over the Master’s head. Sesha carries the earth on his 

thousand-fold hood . . . The evidence of Indian art points to the 

same conclusion. The Ndga, represented either in a purely animal 

or in a semi-human shape, is always characterised by the snake- 

hood ’ (ibid. p. 27). The figures of the Ndgas found in almost all 

parts of India show the popularity of the cult. ‘ The Ndga figures 

which guard the entrance to the Buddhist sanctuaries of Ceylon 

are clearly derived from the anthropomorphic type of India proper. 

The earliest specimen found at Anuradhapura shows a close affinity 

to the Ndgas of Amaravatl. The Ndgas of Ruwanwiili Dagaba, 

which Vincent Smith assigns to the early centuries of the Christian 

era, must belong to a considerably later period ' (ibid. p. 43). 

Vogel points out that real ophiolatry—the cult of the live serpent 

—is found only in western and southern India, where it has existed 

to the present day in a form undisguised ; while in the north it 

figures only as a worship proffered to certain gods and saints for 

1 
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protection against dangerous reptiles (and in many cases these 

divine protectors themselves were conceived in the semblance of 

snakes) (ibid. 268). 

Serpent-worship is prevalent in the whole of South India, and no 

doubt this was responsible for the development of the cult in Ceylon. 

It is the cobra that is held sacred here, as is also the case in Ceylon. 

Vogel says that the higher castes considered it a sin to kill it, and 

believe that the man who does so will be stricken with all kinds of 

misfortune (ibid., p. 270). This indeed is the position in Ceylon 

even today. To kill a snake is considered a grave sin by everyone 

irrespective of caste, and cobra killing especially is believed to 

cause great misfortune. The Sinhalese treat the live animal with 

all kindness and respect. It is even addressed with due respect as 

* nayi hami ’. Vogel also observes that a benevolent household 

snake is considered by some as a deceased ancestor who has taken 

up residence in the home. This is a common belief in Ceylon. If 

a snake frequents a certain house, it is at once looked upon as a 

dead relation of the household. This also accounts for the honour 

and respect shown to the nagas in general, and also explains to 

some extent why the people are generally loath to kill or even harm 

a snake. These beliefs, along with the position they occupy in the 

religious texts, largely account for the cult of snakes. The Kokila 

and the Parevi sandesas refer to a Naga-kovila somewhere near 

Wellamadama, near Pondra. Ratnaike commenting on these 

verses, says that ‘ this is reminiscent of the ndga or snake-worship 

which is considered to have existed in Ceylon at a very early time. 

In Parevi-sandesa the temple is described as being full of young 

lovers who came to see the attractive women who had come there, 

thinking that they were Ndga damsels ' (Glimpses of the Social . . . 

Conditionsfrom the Sandesas, p. 48). The Kokila-Sandesa verse is— 

savana savana satiyehi vddahindina lesa 

lelena dararta vcilalu mudalindu vilasa 

karana pasihdu penardndi narada sakasa 

sobana ndga kovila daku mituru tosa 
(ed. W. F. Gunawardhana, v. 44), 

O friend, gladly see the temple of the ndga, whose figure isbeauti- 

fully made with a spread hood and coils resembling Mucalinda, the 
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nuga king, on the occasion when he gave shelter to the Buddha. 

The SdhRv refers to this cult in connexion with the story of the 

ndga king Maha-Dona, in the stories dealing with the Maiigala- 

sutta, etc. (963). 

Finally passing reference may here be made to the earliest inhabi¬ 

tants of the island, who are referred to as Ndgas and Yakkhas. 

Opinion seems to be divided as to the race of these inhabitants. 

But whatever it may be, we now have definite evidence of the 

prevalence of a snake-cult in Ceylon from very early times. 



CHAPTER IX 

SUPERSTITIONS AND MYTHOLOGY 

The Evil Eye 

Superstitious beliefs connected with the yakkhas have already 

been dealt with. These and a host of similar beliefs are current 

amongst the Sinhalese today, and have no doubt, been handed 

down from the most ancient times. Amongst these is the 

belief in evil-eye (asvaha), which is also believed in by some peoples 

in India. The belief is that evil consequences can be brought about 

by the look of a person. It is clear that intentions of such a look 

must necessarily be wrought with evil. Associated or cognate with 

the evil-eye are two other evils, namely, evil-mouth (kata vaha), 

and evil-breath (ho vaha). Therefore, a person who is supposed to 

possess the power of one is necessarily believed to have the power 

of the other two, although he may exercise the powers jointly or 

severally. If one looks at a beautiful child and remarks that the 

child is most handsome, then, according to the belief, the child will 

become emaciated and lose all its beauty. Some magical perfor¬ 

mances have to be gone through to save the child. One such 

common ceremony resorted to on occasions of this nature, is that of 

‘ dehi kapima ', literalfy ‘ cutting lime ’. mantras or incantations 

are chanted and the limes are cut. Abbott refers to a similar prac¬ 

tice in India: 4 If a man is victimized by evil-eye, four lemons are 

placed on his shadow ; these have to be cut all at one blow and the 

pieces thrown in four directions, care being taken that no two 

halves of any one lemon are thrown in the same direction ’ (The 

Keys of Power, p. 28). In cases of asvaha recourse is had even today 

to what is called asvaha vat'ira matirlma (charming of evil-eye 

water), which is considered to be equally effective for one or all of 

the three evils. W. P. Wijetunga, in his article on ‘ Some beliefs 

among the Sinhalese ’, explains the treatment thus : ‘ At early 

dawn the water is taken into a new earthenware vessel by the “ char¬ 

mer ”, who takes care not to talk to anybody till the work is done. 

The incantations having been repeated the required number of 

times, the water is given to the “ patient ”, who drinks a little and 

splashes his face with some more. The process is repeated three or 

four times a day for a couple of days. While reciting the spell the 
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41 charmer ” stirs the water with a sprig of lime leaves which he 

leaves in the vessel. The quicker those leaves undergo decay and 

discoloration in the water, the greater is presumed to be the inci¬ 

dence of the evil-eye and its cognate “ evils ” against the “ patient 

(The Ceylon Antiquary, Vol. Ill, p. 150). 

Reference is made to this belief in the evil-eye in the KSij. It is 

stated here that the king looks at his own face in a bowl of oil every 

morning. This, no doubt, is due to the belief that it is a bad omen 

to see an evil person first thing in the morning. Hence the kings 

must have followed the Indian practice of looking at their own 

faces in oil before they saw anybody else. This practice is also 

mentioned both in the Kavya-sekharaya and the Kav-mini-kondola: 

itu deviyan namdhda 

pansil ragena mananahda 

ranpaya giteld sonda 

bald siya muvatambara maharada, 

having paid homage to the chosen deities and recited the five pre¬ 

cepts, and having looked at hislotus-face in the bowl of ghee (Kavva- 

^ekharaya, VIII, v. 13). The same idea is expressed in : 

sobaman ran bandana pirn suvanda gitel tulehi lakala 

tamuvan narambd siri ddka yali pansil gena manakala 

(Kav-mini-kondola, v. 351). 

Martin Wickramasinghe has taken these statements quite literally 

and asked the question whether we are to believe that ancient 

Sinhalese kings used a bowl of oil instead of a mirror (Simhala- 

sdhityaye-ndhgima, p. 47). He has lost sight of the belief in the 

evil-eye and the precautions taken against it. The Kahdavuru- 

sirita makes it quite clear that Parakramabahu II observed this 

practice, when it states that he looked at his own face in a vessel of 

ghee and caused that oil to be given to religious mendicants: ‘gitel 

pdtraya vata bald ehi tel mahana bamunanta devd ’. Abbott also 

has observed a similar practice in India : ‘ When a man is suffering 

from the evil influence of Saturn he looks at his reflection in oil, and 

sends this to a temple to be burnt in one of the temple lamps. As 

Sunday is to the Hindu an inauspicious day, anyone going a journey 

on that day, or going out with an object, prevents the frustration 

of his purpose by looking into a mirror before lie sets out ' (The Keys 
of Power, p. 29). 
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A few other superstitions of a similar nature are referred to. It 

is inauspicious to hear the crying of the ‘ karald ', a species of wood¬ 

pecker. The SdhRv says that the cry will indicate the good or the 

evil that is to befall a person (550). Today the belief is that it 

portends evil. To meet a monk when one sets out on a journey 

was also considered inauspicious and a sure sign of disappointment, 

as is believed even today (SdhRv 572). When one meets with an 

unlucky omen of this nature, one usually turns back and postpones the 

journey, or at least waits a few minutes and then starts again. On 

the other hand, it was, as it is today, considered auspicious to meet 

a cow, a person bringing a pot full of water, or a pregnant woman 

(SdhRv 952). It is the practice now to arrange for someone carry¬ 

ing a vessel of water, to meet a person setting out on a journey 

or a bridegroom leaving his home. The SdhRv also adds that 

a young girl decked in a pearl necklace and bangles is an auspicious 

omen (ibid.). This is not given in the list in the Pali original. 

The book also refers to the practice of seeing the moon. It is the 

belief that the new moon must be seen on an auspicious day, certain 

days of the week being considered inauspicious. Generally, 

after the New Year the moon must be seen for the first time in the 

new year on an auspicious day, and a day is fixed for this purpose 

by the astrologers. The SdhRv expresses the commotion on this 

day when it says, ‘ yamse sanda cidiyen daknd kalata mahotsaliayen. 

bald dakitda' (462). It is difficult, at this time, to see the new 

moon, as it is in its early phases, without really making an effort 

to see it. The whole village is astir on this occasion. It is also 

believed today that sweets must be eaten after looking at the moon. 

Dreams 

Another superstitious belief was that in dreams which were 

considered a' forewarning of what was in store for a man, portend¬ 

ing future events, either good or bad. This belief naturally gave rise 

to diviners who interpreted the dreams. The dreams were classfied 

according to their supposed import, and rules were drawn up for 

averting the evil portended by ill-omened ones (see Barnett, Anti¬ 

quities of India, p. 184). Even if these rules were not generally known, 

personages such as the purdhitas were versed in them. In every¬ 
day life, almost every man, as today, would have perhaps known 
the general implications of dreams, and may have taken the neces¬ 
sary precautions if they were ill-omened. Oneiromancy, the art 

of taking omens from dreams by analogical interpretation, has 

been quite widespread amongst the primitive peoples. The general 

1 
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belief was that of contraries, that is, for example, to dream of death 

portended good, while to dream of a wedding portended evil (see 

E. B. Tyler, Primitive Culture, pp. 121, 122). This has remained 

the belief up to the present day. We can see this by examining 

some of the dreams mentioned in literature. The general belief is 

seen in references such as ‘ lye ranapuruslnayak ditimi ’, I dreamed 

an ill-omened dream last night (SdhRv 209). In the story of Kala 

Thera, the author again adds ‘ slnenut bat dutu kala bddhdse ’ (SdhRv 

653), and these words do not appear in the DPA. Therefore we 

can conclude that it was believed to be an ill-omen to see rice in a 

dream. If one dreamed that one walked on a heap of dirt (night- 

soil), and none of it stuck to his leg, this was considered a very good 

omen, portending attainment of Buddhahood (Pjv 169). The 

Sdhlk relates the story of Tissa, who lived in Mundavaka, a village 

near the river Mahavali. He is said to have dreamed that eight 

columns of fire entered his house, and on waking he was happy to 

think that this predicted the fulfilment of his desires (537). The 

story of Nandiya in the same book states that Nandiya dreamed 

that his intestines came out of his mouth, and after traversing the 

whole of Jambudvlpa, returned to their place. This was highly 

auspicious, portending that if the dreamer was a man he would 

gain sovereignty within seven days, and if a woman, she would 

become the chief queen of an annointed king within seven days 

(180). 

The time of the dream was also an important factor. It was 

believed that if one dreamed in the early hours of the morning 

the dream inevitably came true or at least, that dreams dreamed 

during these early hours were more reliable. The SdhRv refers to 

this when it says that a dream dreamed when the day dawns is 

quickly fulfilled (249). 

In this connection the Pjv refers to an important custom of our 

peoples. It says that betel with the five ‘fruits’ (paspala vat) were 

offered to the Brahmin who was asked to interpret the dream. It 

is the general custom to offer betel on similar occasions—the due 

fee was offered along with betel. 

Astrology 

The rather copious references to astrological as well as astro¬ 

nomical data establish beyond doubt that these ‘ sciences ’ 
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were much practised at the time, though they are declining today. 

Astrology played an important part in men’s lives, as hardly any¬ 

thing of importance was done without due astrological consideration. 

Every new venture was started at an auspicious time, ceremonies, 

marriages, and other such solemn activities were all conducted at 

astrologically favourable moments. Thus it has remained a popular 

branch of knowledge up to the present day. The great recognition 

paid to it and the vital importance attached to it made it a good 

held of exploitation. The number of astrologers was no doubt 

large. The Tablets of Mahinda IV refer to the emoluments allotted 

to an astrologer : ‘ To an astrologer two kiriya of land and a vasag 

from Damiya’ (a measured quantity of provisions from the almonry 

of the monastery) (EZ i. 3. no). The Pritidanaka-mandapa 

rock-inscription of Nissanka Malla refers to the observation of the 

lucky marks and auspiciousness of the stars at the hour of birth 

(EZ 2. 4. 175). The slab-inscription of Sahasa Malla, a.d. 1200, 

shows that journeys were undertaken only during auspicious times : 

‘ to resume the journey by sea at an auspicious moment just as the 

full moon shows itself ’ (EZ 2. 5. 228). Another inscription of the 

same king shows that he was crowned at a lucky moment (EZ 2. 5. 

228). The Siva-devalaya slab-inscription of Nissanka Malla refers 

to a ceremony conducted to propitiate the nine planetary gods 

(EZ 2. 4. 148). The SdhRv refers to the selection of auspicious 

days for marriage ceremonies : ‘ maniyoda oba gosin sarana victim 

nilakota kandavtigena yanta nisi nakatakut victirtilti nisi nakatakin 

genavut putanuvanta ptivti dunha (88). The literature refers to 

religious ceremonies conducted at auspicious moments. The Sdhlk 

refers to the enshrining of relics at such favourable times. The CV 

(89. 39) refers to the enshrining of relics by Vijayabahu IV at a 

moment when constellations, day, and hour were auspicious. The 

CV (57. 48) also records the portrayal of the character of Prince 

Kitti by a distinguished, astrologer thus indicating that the character 

of a person could be known by the constellation under which he 

was born. It is the custom even today to cast a horoscope when a 

child is bom. This enables one to read the full life of the individual 

concerned. Horoscopes are, surprisingly, not referred to in the 

literature of the period. 

Allied with astrology is the belief in signs and bodily marks. 

Reference is often made to kings who made Brahmins examine the 

bodily marks of princes and interpret signs. Vijayabahu IV is 
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said to have possessed the lucky signs that indicated that he would 

be king some day (CV 87. 62). The CV (81. 69) also records that 

Vijayabahu III examined the signs of his sons : ‘ The signs on 

Parakramabahu are such that he will in accordance therewith 

accomplish through the majesty of his power the destruction of the 

enemy and will unite Lanka under one umbrella As for external 

objects and (phenomena (nimiti), it is stated that the sight of a 

breached tank on the way to battle is not a good omen. The Sdhlk 

also states that eclipses of the sun and moon, the falling of meteors, 

and earthquakes portend evil (530). It also relates that King 

Kavantissa made inquiries from soothsayers about the meaning of 

the desires of his pregnant queen (Sdhlk 449). 

Though references show the widespread use of astrology, yet the 

literature of the period does not offer us much detail of the ‘ science ’ 

itself. Asterisms and favourable constellations are at times men¬ 

tioned, as for example, the slab-inscription of KalyanavatT, which 

refers to the asterism of visakha (S. visa) (EZ 4. 5. 258), and the 

SdhRv constantly refers to uttardsddha (uturusala) (975, 9S5, etc.). 

As in the case of other things, we are no doubt indebted to India 

for this ‘ science \ Hence the system here was the same as that prac¬ 

tised in the mainland. The year was composed of twelve lunar 

months named bak (baga—March-April) (EZ 3. 3. 140) ; vesak 

(vesaga—April-May) (EZ 3. 4. 224 ; SdhRv 989) ; poson (May- 

June) (EZ 1. 6. 229 ; 1. 5. 198 ; SdhRv 712) ; dsala (June-Julv) 

(EZ 3. 2. 67 ; SdhRv 522) ; nikini (July-August) (EZ 1. 1. 24, 

3. 2. 78); binara (August-September) (EZ 1. 1. 31); vap (Sep- 

tember-October) (EZ 1. 3. 84) ; il {hit—October-November) 

(EZ 3. 5. 235) ; unduvap (November-December) (EZ 1. 6. 248, 

1. 5. 169) ; durutu (December-January) (EZ 2. 1. 42) ; navan (Janu- 

ary-February) (EZ2. 2. 55); mcidin (February-March) (EZ 1. 3. 115, 

2. 1. 24). 

The month consisted of two lunar fortnights called pur a and ava 

paksaya, corresponding to the Indian sukla and krsna paksa accord¬ 

ing to the waxing and waning of the moon, or the bright and the 

dark halves. It was thus usual to reckon time from the moon. 

For example, the Pali term ‘ anvaddha-masam ' has been rendered 

1 depoyen depoyata’ (every two pdyas) by the SdhRv author (385), 

and ‘ addhamdso ' as ‘ depoyak ' (two pdyas) (744). 
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The day was reckoned as 60 pay as (sata pay a). The Pjv has 

* satapaya giya kala ’ for the lapse of a day (163). The SdhRv 

refers to the fore-noon as consisting of fifteen payas (peravaru pasa- 

lospaya), and afternoon as consisting of fifteen (pasvaru pasalos- 

paya) (368). The night consisted of 30 payas (rdtriye tis pa), 

and was divided into three ydmas or watches, pera yama, mada 

yama, and aluyama, first, second, and third watches, each watch 

consisting of ten payas (SdhRv 84, 153, 879 resp.). The practice 

of reckoning 60 payas for the day has persisted up to the present: 

60 vinddis = 1 ghatikd, and 60 ghatikas (‘ hours ’) = a day and night. 

A week of seven days named after the planets was in use : iru dina 

(Sunday) ; sandu dina (Monday) ; kuja dina (Tuesday) ; buda 

dina (Wednesday); guru dina (Thursday) ; kivi dina (Friday) 

and Sani dina (Saturday). The SdhRv’s reference to angaharuvada 

(Tuesday) (20, 808) shows that the names of the days of the week 

as popularly known today were also used at this time. The names 

in order are: iridJd (Sunday), sahdudd, angaharuvada, badada, 

brhaspatinda, sikurada and senasuradd. 

The planets are nine in number : (1) Ravi (Sun) ; (2) Candra 

or Sandu (Moon) ; (3) Kuja or Ahgaharu (Mars) ; (4) Buda (Mer¬ 

cury) ; (5) Brhaspati or Guru (Jupiter) ; (6) &ukra (Venus) ; 

(7) &ani (Saturn) ; (8) Rahu (ascending node) ; (9) Ketu (descend¬ 

ing node). 

The Pjv speaks of the 12 signs (rasi) of the zodiac, 27 ndkdt tdrakd 

(asterisms), and 108 pddas (650, 280). It also states that in one 

vinddika these planets move 725 yojanas, or within one breathing 

space, 120 yojanas, 24 isabas , 1 syastis, 1 riyan, 1 viyat and 4 ahgulis 

(Pjv 280). The twelve signs of the zodiac as used by the Sinhalese 

are:mesa (Aries),vrsabha(Taurus),mithuna (Gemini),kataka (Cancer), 

simha (Leo), kanyd (Virgo), tula (Libra), vrscika (Scorpio), dhanu 

(Sagittarius), makara (Capricomus), kurnbha (Aquarius) and mlna 

(Pisces). The celestial circle was divided into 27 parts of 130 20' 

each, corresponding to the 27 asterisms or naksatras, which are as 

follows, in regular order: (1) asvini, (2) bharani, (3) krttikd, (4) 

rohini, (5) mrga-siras, (6) ardrd, (7) punar-vasu, (8) pusyd, (9) asle- 

sd, (10) maghd, (n) purva-phalguni, (12) uttara-phalguni, (13) hastd, 

(14) extrat (15) svdtl, (16) visdkkd, (17) anuradha, (18) jyesthd, 

(19) muld, (20) piirvdsddhd, (21) uttardsddhd, (22) sravana, 

(23) dhanisthd or sravisthd, (24) sata-bhisaj, (25) purva-bhadra- 

padd, (26) uttara-bhadrapadd, (27) revati. A 28th, abhijit is some- 
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times included ; it is inserted between uttardsddhd and sravand 

(see Antiquities of India, pp. 190-191). The Sinhalese terms for these 

27 naksatras (ndkdt) are: (1) asvida, (2) her ana, (^)kdti, (4) rehena, 

(5) muvasirisa, (6) ada, (7) pundvasa, (8) pusa, (9) aslisa, (10) md, 

(it) puvapal, (12) uturupal, (13) hata, (14) sita, (15) sa, (16) visa, 

(17) anura, (18) deta, (19) mulct, (20) puvasala, (21) uturusala, 

(22) suvana, (23) den ata, (24) siyavasa, (25) puvaputupa, (26) uturu- 

putupa, (27) revati, (28) abhijit, (M. M. P. Wijayaratna Appuhami, 

Lit-hddiya, 1915). Each of these naksatras is divided into four 

padas, thus giving a total of 108 padas. 

Mythology 

‘ Along with the growth of ritual says Adikaram, 1 there grew 

also the attention paid to the denizens of the heavenly spheres * 

(Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 145). We have already 

noticed that as Hinduism gained ground, ritual grew. Buddhism 

was a religion opposed to ritual, and had no ritual to start with, 

and it did not favour the worship of gods ; but as time went on 

Hindu practices crept in and were adopted by the Buddhists. This 

attention paid to ritual brought into Buddhism almost all the 

Hindu gods, who thus began to exercise an immense influence on 

the minds of the people in the island. This has been observed by 

Sir Charles Eliot, and is quoted by Adikaram. ‘ Their existence 

is assumed, but the truths of religion are not dependent on them, 

and attempts to use their influence by sacrifices and oracles are 

deprecated as vulgar practices similar to juggling. Later Buddhism 

became infected with Mythology, and the critical change occurs 

when deities, instead of being merely protectors of the church, take 

an active part in the work of salvation. When the Hindu gods 

developed into personalities who could appeal to.religious and philo¬ 

sophic minds as cosmic forces, as revealers of the truth and guides 

to bliss, the example was too attractive to be neglected and a pan¬ 

theon of Bodhisattvas arose. But it is clear that when the Buddha 

preached in Kosala and Magadha, the local deities had not attained 

any such position. The systems of philosophy then in vogue were 

mostly not theistic, and, strange as the words may sound, religion 

had little to do with the gods. If this be thought to rest on a mis¬ 

translation, it is certainly true that the Dhamma had little to do 

with dev as ’ (Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 145). Referr¬ 

ing to this statement, Adikaram makes the following remarks 

clarifying the situation in Ceylon : * These remarks are also true 1o 
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a very considerable extent with regard to Buddhism in Ceylon as 

represented by the Pali Commentaries. The old Canonical accounts 

dealing with the dev as were expanded and mythology grewr round 

them, but to the Ceylonese Buddhist these dev as were still merely 

classes of living beings, some of them, such as the Great Brahma 

and Sakka, being devout followers of the Buddha, and others, such 

as the sinful Mara (Pdpimd Mdro), being opponents of the Great 

Teacher and those who followed his teachings. Even the greatest 

gods of the Brahmanic pantheon were in their status considered to 

be far below the Buddha and his virtuous disciples . . . Such being 

the attitude of the early Buddhists in Ceylon towards the deities,, 

we cannot expect to find them engaged in praying to, or worship¬ 

ping, deities . . . Though the ritual side is absent, we cannot 

ignore the effects of the growth of mythology, as this, too, is a 

potent factor in influencing the .minds of the common folk 

(ibid. pp. 145, 146). Though this may have been the case 

in early Ceylon, we have already seen how, as time went on, 

Hindu rites began to be observed in Ceylon, and by the 13th century 

many of the Hindu cults had taken deep root in the island. All 

the literary works show us to what extent their writers were familiar 

with the Hindu gods and goddesses. Thus by this time, Hindu 

mythology had crept into the minds of the people and exercised far- 

reaching influences. Some of these deities are recognised by Bud¬ 

dhism, and the highest among these is Brahma, who with his other 

associate Brahmas lead pure lives and are free from enjoyments of 

sensual pleasures. Some of the most sublime virtues in Buddhism, 

such as Brahma-cariyd and Brahnia-vihdra, are called after Brahma. 

The Brahmas are many in number, and so are their abodes, the 

suddhdvasas or Pure Abodes occupying the chief position. These 

Brahmas are shown in various commentaries as attending on the 

Buddha. The SdhRv gives forty-eight gavs (leagues) as the height 

of Brahma (405). Brahma Sahampati is said to have been the first 

to request the Buddha to preach his Law ; and reference is made 

to this in the Pjv, which describes him as follows : ‘ Brahma forty- 

eight leagues in height, has a span of six leagues, fingers that would 

cover a space of half a league, is dressed in a celestial robe of six¬ 

teen ydjanas, wearing a robe of twelve ydjanas covering one shoulder, 

a bejewelled crown of sixteen leagues, illuminating tens of thousands 

of world-systems with the lustre of his fingers as if thousands of suns 

and moons had arisen ’ (199). 
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The Hindu conception of Brahma as the creator of the world is 
also fully reflected in the literature. The KSil looks upon him as 
the four-faced creator. Describing women it says that if one were 
to see their breasts and hips, he would consider Brahma incapable 
of creating anything fine ; but this doubt is dispelled by their 

waists (234). The same idea of creation is expressed by the SdhRv 

when it says that we are the children of Brahma and therefore do 
we aspire to be bom in the world of Brahma (514). 

Sakra 

Sakra is mentioned very frequently in all religious works, from 
the Canon and Commentaries downwards. He was Indra in the pre- 
Buddhist pantheon of Indian gods and became a devoted follower 

of Buddha later on. Adikaram speaks of him thus: ‘ In the 

Vedas we find him as a “ demon - slaying, Soma - drinking ” deity. 

Now he is “ the heavenly counterpart of a pious Buddhist king . . .” 

He is also said to have taken a keen interest in the affairs of Ceylon 

... It was also believed in Ceylon—and the belief prevails even at 

the present day—that Sakka kept a record of the good deeds done 

by men on this earth ’ (Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, pp. 147, 

148). &akra has been known by different names, some of which, 

according to the SdhRv are :—Magha, as he was known as Magha 

in the world of men before ; Purindada, as he was in the past, in 

the world of men, in the habit of giving alms first, before anyone 

else ; he gave with good intentions, hence he is &akra ; he once 

built a rest-house for wayfarers, hence he is Vasava ; he is called 

Thousand-eyed (sahasraksi) because of his penetrating intellect, 

though he has only two eyes. He had an asura wife, Sujata byname, 

hence he is Sujampati. He is the Chief of the gods, hence Devinda 

(256). He is also referred to as Tidasindu, the Chief of the Thirty- 

three gods of Tavatimsa, and as Surindu, Chief of the gods. 

Matali was his charioteer, and Pancasikhahis musician, who is repre¬ 

sented as playing a lute known by the name Beluva (SdhRv 697). 

The palace, frequently referred to, is Vejayanta (vijayat), and the 

assembly hall was Sudhamma. His park was Nandana, his chariot 

also was Vejayanta, and his elephant Airavana (SdhRv 1001). 

Buddha is said to have given him an additional span of life of three 

crores and 60 lakhs of human years (SdhRv 525). Sakra was con¬ 

sidered a guardian of the virtuous, and whenever they were in 

trouble it was incumbent on him to help them; if he failed in this 

his head would burst into seven pieces (SdhRv 42). On occasions 

of this nature 6akra always appeared in the guise of an old man 
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who showed great need himself. The SdhRv refers to this when it 

says: ‘ kavara kalat dukpat kamama kiya ena sakravarun heyin ‘ 

(45»)- 

The most important thing in his equipment was his marble seat, 

which became hot or cold according to his wishes (Sdhlk 89). It 

always became heated whenever a virtuous being was in need of his 

help, and it was by this sign that he knew his help was required. 

Whenever the seat was thus heated he looked into the world of men, 

and, discovering with his eye of wisdom the person who needed his 

help, he went down to him and helped him. The SdhRv describes 

the seat as 240 leagues in length, 200 in breadth, and 60 in thickness, 

red like a heap of red shoe-flowers. It is as it were on springs, for 

&akra sinks up to his navel when he sits on it and it stands level as 

he rises (41). The DP A gives the dimensions as 60 ydjanas in 

length, 50 in breadth and 15 in thickness and agrees with 

the Pjv which describes this seat as 60 ydjanas in length, 50 in 

breadth, and 15 in thickness, red like bandu-vada (shoe) flowers 

(Hibiscus rosasinensis); Sakra sinks up to the navel when he sits 

on it and it stands level like the face of a drum when he rises, and 

is warm or cold according to his desire (86). This seat is said to be 

placed under the Parijata-tree which grew in his park as a reward 

for his good deed of growing a kobollla tree (Bauhinia purpurea) as 

a shelter to wayfarers in the world of men ; and he was given a 

yellow-stone seat because of his meritorious action of placing a stone 

slab for the use of wayfarers. On the eastern side of his palace was 

the park Pundarika, and in the centre of this grew the Parijata tree. 

The trunk of this tree was five ydjanas, circumference 15 ydjanas, 

height 100 ydjanas ; it had five branches, each 50 ydjanas in length. 

It was a white kobollla tree known as Paricchattaka. The distance 

between the end of the southern and northern branches and bet¬ 

ween the ends of the eastern and western branches was 100 ydjanas, 

and the circumference of the branches wTas 300 ydjanas. The 

flowers of this tree were used as parasols by the gods. Their scent 

spread to a distance of 100 ydjanas, and the lustre from the tree 

illumined a distance of a radius of fifty ydjanas. The same text 

also affords us a lengthy description of the abode of Sakra and all 

his equipment (Pjv 428). 

The Gadaladeniya rock-inscription (14th century) show's that these 

gods were looked upon as devout followers of Buddha: ‘ In the lowest 

storey [of that image-house, he] (Bhuvanekabahu IV) caused to be 
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made, beautified by diverse paintings, the principal image, containing 

relics, which (depicted Buddha) seated on the Vajrdsana, with his 

back to the sacred Bodhi-tree and attended by gods such as Sakra, 

Brahma, Suyama, Santusita, Natha, and Mayitri, and two atten¬ 

dant images. In the cell of the caitya on the top-most storey, he 

caused to be made an image of Buddha [depicting him seated] for 

delivering the discourse on the Abhidharma, on the throne Pandu- 

kambala under the Parijata tree, and attended by Sakra, Brahma, 

and others, led by Matr-devaputra ’ (EZ 4. 2. 106). 

Visnu and Siva 
• • 

Visnu and Siva with Brahma form the Hindu Triad. Visnu's special 

work is preservation, while that of Siva is destruction. Visnu is also 

termed Narayana, and is represented as a black (blue) man with 

four arms, a club in one, a shell in another, a discus in the third, 

and a lotus in the fourth. His vehicle is the bird Garuda. Ten 

avatdras (incarnations) of his are described in some Puranas. He 

is often shown as sleeping on Ananta. Siva is represented as living 

in the Himalayas with Parvati, his consort, wearing round his neck 

a serpent and a necklace of skulls, and furnished with a number of 

emblems, as trident, tiger-skin, drum, and noose. The white bull 

Nandi is his vehicle. He has three eyes. He is also known as 

Mahadeva, Mahesvara, Hvara, etc. His wife is Uma (Parvati, 

Chamunda, Chandi, Kamakshi, Gauri, Kali, or Durga) (see Anti¬ 

quities of India, p. 27). The Sandesas refer to an Uma kovila 

(Savul-sandesa, vv. 92, 93). 

Other Divinities 
The four guardian gods are often referred to as Sataravaramun or 

Lokapdld. These gods, says Adikaram, held posts under Sakra and 

are Dhatarattha, Virulha, Virupakkha and Vessavana. The Pjv 

states that their abodes were on the four sides of the Yugandara 

mountain (426). Vessavana, also known as Kuvera, seems to have 

been the most popular. He dwells in Alaka, in the Himalayas 

(see Early History of Buddhism, pp. 148, 149 and Pjv 434). The 

Alutnuvara slab-inscription (15th century) shows that these four 

deities were invoked by the people along with deities such as 

Upulvan, who were considered guardians (EZ 4. 6. 269). 

Sarasvati, the goddess of learning, wife of Brahma, and Sri or 

Laksmi, consort of Visnu and goddess of prosperity, are also often 

mentioned. The Ksil starts with the pious hope that people may 
become poets by a glance of Sarasvati. 
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Asuras, a set of non-divine beings who were the enemies of 
the^gods, are referred to frequently. In the Vedas the term asura 
was originally used as a title of the gods; but, as later, it also 
depicted a class of non-divine beings at war with the gods. 

Ananga, the god of love, son of Visnu and LaksmI, is a very 
popular figure with all writers. He is known by a variety of 
names: e.g. Kandapa, Naranga, Malkehella, Madana, Malsara, 
Makaradvaja, Kama. His wife is Rati; and he is represented as a 
handsome young man, with a bow of sugar-cane, a bow string formed 
of a line of bees, flower-tipped arrows, and a banner bearing the 
emblem of a makara or sea-monster. He is god of sexual love, like Eros 
of the Greeks and Cupid of the Ramans, Ananga has been widely 
worshipped in India ; but we have not come across any references 
so far to the prevalence of this cult in Ceylon. The only figure of 
Ananga known, is the one at the temple at Telwatta near Hikkaduwa. 
Here is a statue, larger than life-size, erected facing the doorway 
to the viharage—with a sugar-cane bow in one hand and a sheaf of 
arrows in the other (see Plate IV ; see also Plates V and VI for 
Ananga representations from India). This figure at Telwatta 
seems to be a recent piece of work, probably not more than 200 years 
old. It is also difficult to account for the presence of this particular 
god in a Buddhist Temple. It may have been a warning to the 
lav-devotees against indulgence in sensual pleasures. 

Visvakarma, ‘ literally " All maker ”, a god who in the Veda 
is very abstract, but who gradually evolved into a definite character, 
being in the Brahmanas the same person as Prajapati, and finally 
becoming the ideal craftsman, like the Greek Hephaistos' 
(.Antiquities of India, p. 30). He is the ideal attendant of 
&akra, who sends him out on all important business of creation. 
When a virtuous person is in need of help, Visvakarma is 
despatched to aid him : for example, ‘ when King Dutthagamani 

contemplated the building of the Mahdthupa, Sakka sent his 
attendant Vissakamma to make bricks for the king, and 
later when the time for the enshrining of relics came, he sent 
Vissakamma again to decorate the whole of Ceylon ' (Early 
History of Buddhism, p. 147). The Sdhlk records that he 
was sent by Sakra to make a ship of the seven kinds of precious 
material for a kutunibika-putta (a rich householder) (721). Thus 



Plate IV 

Sumitra Studio, Grandpass. 

Figure of Ananga (Kamadeva) holding sugar-cane bow in 

left hand and sheaf of arrows in the right. 

Purana Totagamu Viharaya, Telwatta, Hikkaduwa. 
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he was the symbol of perfect craftsmanship. Anything that is 

beyond human skill is considered to be the work of Visvakarma. 

Surya is the Sun-god. ‘ He is frequently worshipped in local 

cults, chiefly as a power of moral and physical purification, and 

is represented as riding on a chariot drawn by seven horses ' 

(Antiquities of India, p. 28). Aruna was his charioteer. 

Candra, the Moon-god is worshipped in the island even today. 

He is often referred to as being devoured by Rahu, the reference 

being to the eclipse of the moon. 

Rahu, the ascending node, is referred to in the SdhRv as an asura 

with a large mouth. He is supposed to be of immense stature, 

and his encounter w7ith the Buddha is well known. The Pjv 

states that he lives under mount Meru in an abode 10,000 yojanas 

in extent. He is 4,800 yojanas in height, 1,200 from sole of the 

foot up to the knee, 1,200 from knee to the navel, 1,200 from navel 

to throat, 1,200 from throat to head, 1,200 from shoulder to 

shoulder, 900 yojanas round his head, forehead 300 yojanas, 50 

yojanas between the eye-brows, mouth 200 yojanas, depth of 

mouth 300 yojanas, hands and feet 200 yojanas broad, 50 

yojanas from knuckle to knuckle, 750 yojanas a step, forearm 

1,200 yojanas, span 600 yojanas. He could cover the moon and 

sun with one of his finger-tips (350). 

Brhaspati, Jupiter, is the teacher of the gods, and a very wise 

person is always compared to him (see below). Sri Rahula compares 

himself to Jupiter who has descended to earth : guru van derana 

sapdmini (Kavya-dekharaya, 1, 24). 

Mldeduva is the mother earth, or Earth-goddess, also referred to 

often asMahikanta. The Gadaladeniya inscription of Senasammata 

Vikramabahu lays down two commands and states that they were 

the commands of certain divinities among whom is Mahikantava 

(EZ 4. 1. 15; also see L. D. Barnett, Alphabetical Guide to the 

Sinhalese Folklore, p. 63). 

To most of these deities has been attributed a quality in which 

they are supposed to excel all others. Hence persons possessing 

such extraordinary powers or qualities have often been compared 

to them. The following quotation from one of the inscriptions 

illustrates this: ‘ He has surpassed the Sun in majesty inherent in 

him, Mahesvara (Siva) in prowess, Vi§nu in haughty spirit, the 
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Chief of the gods (Indra) in kingly state, the Lord of riches (Kuvera) 
in inexhaustible wealth . . . the Preceptor of the gods (Brhaspati) 

in his fertility of wisdom, the Moon in gentleness, Kandarpa in the 

richness of his beauty, and the Bodhisattva in the fullness of his 

benevolence ’ (EZ 2. 5. 215). 

Cintamani 
The belief in five divine objects which satisfied all desires 

of beings was widespread. The five are : cintamani, the wish- 

conferring gem; kalpavrksa, the divine tree; kalpalata, the 

celestial creeper; surabhi dhenu, the divine cow; and bhadra- 

ghata, the celestial pot. A person of extraordinary generosity is 

commonly referred to in these terms. One of the inscriptions of 

the 12th century states that the king put up many alms-houses, 

which were furnished like wish-conferring trees (EZ 2. 2. 90). 

The Pjv describes the divine tree thus : Its trunk is 5 ydjanas in 

thickness, 15 in circumference, 50 in height. It has five branches, 

50 ydjanas each in height, and the foliage expanse is 300 ydjanas. 

Each branch has thousands of branches. The ripe leaves of this 

tree are golden-coloured clothes ; the mature leaves are blue celes¬ 
tial garments. Tender leaves are red divine garments. Its shoots 

are jewels, as coral, gems and metal. The fruits are the seven kinds 

of gems (571). 

Cakravarti 
A concept which seems to have been widespread is that of 

universal rulership. The Sdhlk gives us some details of a 

Cakravarti or universal monarch who, it is believed, will be ruling 

over the world at the advent of the Maitri Bodhisattva. He will 

be Sankha by name, and will be born in the kingdom of Ketumati. 

He will have a mansion made of the seven kinds of precious 

material; and seven ‘ treasures’, namely, chariot, elephant, 

horse, gem, wife, adviser (par indy aka), and treasurer (grhapati) 

shall be given to him. He will have a thousand sons of prowess 

equal to his own, and will have power to travel through 

the air. From his body shall emanate the smell of sandal¬ 

wood and from his mouth the smell of mahanel (Nymphaea 

stellata) flowers. Four gods shall keep guard in the four direc¬ 

tions, with swords in their hands. His orchestra will occupy a 

space of 12 ydjanas, his circle of brahmins a space of 25 ydjanas, 

the ministers, decked in all splendour and in battle array, a space 

of 48 ydjanas, the remaining assembly a space of 90 ydjanas, his 

army in armour a space of 500 ydjanas. His four-fold army of 
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about 84,000 crores of horses, elephants, etc., will stand by. 

Jambudvipa will have 84,000 kingdoms, and these will have 90 crores 

of lakhs of annointed kings who will constantly surround this univer¬ 

sal monarch, who will live a life full and perfect in sensual enjoy¬ 

ments amidst his divine damsels, listening to fourfold music, and 

rdmonishing the whole world. Within one morning he will traverse 

the sky, the four great islands and their satellite islands, admonishing 

all beings to refrain from evil and observe the five precepts, and 

return to his palace for his mid-day meal (750). The SdhRv also 

refers to the fact that universal rulers are wont to practise the four 

heart-winning qualities (catusangaha-vatthu). In their kingdom 

there are no thieves. They are in the habit of patrolling the whole 

universe once a day. Similarly, they examine their own selves 

daily and give up any evil qualities and strengthen the good (524). 

The book also refers to the universal ruler Mandhatu, who had 

power to cause a shower of seven kinds of gems by the mere clapping 

of his hands (ibid. 705). His chief treasure and the chief symbol of 

office is the chariot, which is often referred to. One who is not bom 

in a royal family cannot become a Cakravarti ruler. He is possessed 

of 32 marks, as those of the Buddha. If a being possessed of 

these 32 characteristic signs remains in household life he will neces¬ 

sarily become a universal monarch ; and if he renounces worldly 

pleasures, he will be a Buddha. 

This concept of a universal monarch seems to be bound up with a 

sense of imperialism. The desire of every king was to gain more 

and more territory and have as many vassal kings as possible. 

Thus the Universal Monarchy is the highest concept of an imperia¬ 

listic world-state. 

Concept of Heaven and Hell 

The universe was believed to consist of many world-systems 

each of which has its own earth, heavens and hells. In this world- 

system, the world of human beings is placed in between the hells 

and heavens. In the lowest regions—that is, sunder the earth’s 

crust—are the purgatories, eight or more in number, and above in 

the sky are the heavens. 

Today this view has been contested and some maintain that all 

these heavens and hells are in this animal world ; but the SdhRv 

specifically mentions that paralova (the next world) is not a part or 

portion of the world of human beings: ‘ para lova namut minis 
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lovinma kcibdllak noveyi ’ (62). It also states that the worlds of 

dev as and Brahmas also form part of the other world, thus estab¬ 

lishing the belief in a heaven which is not a part of the earth. That 

the heavens were situated above where the stars were is indicated 

by the phrase ‘ tarn penena divyalokayehi ’ (Pjv 430). The statements 

that the flames rose as far up as the worlds of the Brahmas, and that 

one climbed up to heaven with the ladder of a pleased heart, estab¬ 

lish the same concept as to the position of heaven (SdhRv 707, 53 

resp.). Great sinners are supposed to have been pulled into the 

hells down below the earth’s surface through cracks that appeared 

in the crust; e.g. polova galagena gosin aviciyehi laplya (SdhRv 16), 

dragged into the earth and cast in the Avici hell. The eight hells 

are also placed one over the other as a number of pots placed one 

over the other (Pjv 617). The VismSn, explaining the words 1 adhd' 

and ‘ uddham clarifies the position. By ‘ adhd ’ is meant the 

beings of the hells and the ndga abodes who are below you, and by 

‘ uddham ’ is meant the beings of ^m?-worlds or other beings who 

are above you (44). Again the same text states that Avici was 

beneath Jambudvipa (742). This no doubt was the common 

Buddhistic concept (see Law, Heaven and Hell in Buddhist 

Perspective, pp. 93, 104, 115). 

The Pjv describes the hells as 10,000 yojanas each in length, 

depth and breadth. They have an iron sheet 9 yojanas in thick¬ 

ness. The eyes of those who stand even 100 yojanas away will 

burst owing to the heat of the hell-fires (Pjv 55). According to 

the SdhRv the hell-fires of Avici will burst the eyes of even those 

watching from a distance of 400 leagues. If one were to drop a 

rock as large as a gabled house into it, it will melt as soon as it 

is cast (144). It was 400 gavs in length, breadth, and height, 

36 gavs in thickness, has four flaming walls, an iron roof and 

floor (ibid. 145). Molten lava is poured with a metal spoon 

into the mouths of those who fell into this hell (ibid. 144). 

The Pjv describes the fate of the unfortunate beings who fall into 

the eight hells, Sahjiva, Kalasutra, Sanghata, Raurava, Maharaurava, 

Tapa, Pratapa and Avici (55). Another hell frequently referred to is 

Lokantarika, which, according to the Pjv, is situated where three 

world-systems met. There is no light, either of sun or moon. The 

pretas born there are three leagues in height, have long nails, bodies 

like dried leaves, mouths of the size of an eye of a needle, and their 

age there is a kalpa (Pjv 56). 
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The descriptions of Raurava and Maharaurava in the Markandeya 

Purana apply also to the he]Is of the Buddhists (see Law, Heaven 

and Hell in Buddhist Perspective, p. 117). 

The Pjv gives the spans of life in most of the hells, whilst the 

SdhRv only makes a passing reference here and there. The SdhRv 

says that even if the life-span of a human being was an asahkheyya 

of years, it would be much less than the time taken to burn up a cob¬ 

web when one compares it with the life-span in some of the hells 

(316). The age-span of Avici is given as one antah kalpa (SdhRv 

409). According to the Pjv the beings who fall into the first 

(Sahjiva) hell, suffer for a length of 162,000 crores of human years ; 

in the second hell, for 1,296,000 crores of years; in the third, 

10,368,000 crores; in the fourth, 82,944,000 crores; in the fifth, 

663,552,000 crores; in the sixth, 5,308,416,000 crores ; in the 

seventh, half a kalpa ; and in the eighth for a kalpa (56). 

The frequent descriptions, both in the Pjv and the SdhRv, afford 

us interesting information regarding the heavens. The Tavatimsa 

deva-world is that most frequently mentioned. According to the 

Pjv, a hundred years of the world of human beings is one day ther<\ 

A month of ours is the time taken for 18 sighs of the gods ; 10 days 

the time taken for 6 sighs; 5 days, 3 sighs. Therefore, they 

eat twice within a period equivalent to a hundred years on earth 

(488). According to the same book, the life-span in the Catur- 

maharajika deva-world is 500 years, a day here being 50 years on 

earth, a month 30 such days and a year 12 of these months (56). 

The SdhRv gives 12 years on earth as 7 hours and 12 minutes in 

Tavatimsa (955), and the life-span in Tusita is given in the same 

text as 5,760,000,000 years (163). These figures are corroborated 

by Law {Heaven and Hell in Buddhist Perspective, p. 27). In the 

Suddhavdsas or Pure Abodes, which are not destroyed at the cosmic 

dissolution, the life-span is given as 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000 and 

16,000 maha-kalpas respectively (SdhRv 30). 

Certain common beliefs regarding these heavens are also express¬ 

ed by the author of SdhRv : for example, in one place he adds that 

there are no women in the Brahma-world (678) ; there are no animals 

in the deva-worlds (261) ; pdramitas (Perfections) cannot be ful¬ 

filled in the deva and Brahma worlds (249); even if women were to 

attain the five dhydnas, they could only be born in the sphere of 

the First Trance-heaven (849) ; and the gods could smell human 

10—H 11305 (2/68) 
I 
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beings at a distance of 400 leagues as if a dead body were tied round 

their necks (722). 

Yama 

In Yama we have the king or the lord of the hells. He is one 

of the Brahmanic deities adopted by Buddhists. He is assisted 

in his work by a set of officers, the nirayapdlas, or guards of the 

hells. When a man is bom in hell, the nirayapdlas take him to 

Yama for judgment. ‘ A man who has sinned excessively, we are 

told ', says Adikaram, ‘ is not taken to Yama, for in this case 

there is no question that he must suffer the torments of hell. Yama 

is a righteous king. He tries his best to save a person from falling 

into niraya. Yama asks him to recall some good deed that he has 

done. Even at the eleventh hour, if he can recall a good deed, 

that enables him to take birth in a ha'ppy world ' (Early History of 

Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 150). When some meritorious deed is 

done, it is the practice to share the merit thus gained with Yama— 

that is, the people request Yama amongst others to partake of the 

merit. ‘ This belief in the efficacy of sharing merits with Yama 

seems to have originated in Ceylon, and even today it exists in the 

island among some people ’ (ibid., p. 150). 

According to the Hindu conception, he is the son of Vivasvat 

(sun) and Saranyu, the daughter of Tvastr (Visvakarma). In the 

Rg-veda, he is nowhere represented as having anything to do with 

the punishment of the wicked ; but in the Puranas he is the judge 

of men, and is said to rule over the hells where the wicked suffer 

(W. J. Wilkins, Hindu Mythology, pp. 68, 70). He is the Indian 

equivalent of Pluto. 

Cosmography 

The cosmography known to the people of the island was that 

known to the Indians but modified by Buddhist thought. The 

universe was considered a collection of numerous world-systems. 

The literature always refers to dasa dahasak sakvala (10,000 world- 

systems), the figure being significant as denoting a large number. 

The world-systems are also described at times as kela laksayak or as 

ananta aparimana (innumerable). Our world-system is the only 

one we know of. According to belief, the whole world-system 

was surrounded by the cakravdla mountain, 3,610,350 yojanas 

in circumference. Within was mount Meru with the four con¬ 

tinents and their 2,000 satellite islands (Sdhlk 130). The extent of 
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this cakravdla, as given in the Sdhkv, is 4,813,800 leagues in 

length and breadth, 14,441,400 leagues in circumference (866). 

This cakravdla consisted of the four main continents, namely, 

Uttarakuru, Aparagoyana, Purvavideha and Jambudvipa, situated 

on the four sides of Meru. The Pjv gives an account of 

these : The Jambudvipa is 10,000 ydjanas, out of which 3,000 

yojanas are the Himalayas, 4,000 are covered by the ocean, and the 

remaining3,000 form Jambudvipa, in which an; 96 croresof villages 

(patun gam), 99 lakhs of landing places or harbours, and 50 of gold 

mines. In the best era it has 199,000 human kingdoms, in 

the middle era either 84,000 or 63,000 beautiful cities, and 100 

kingdoms in the last era. In the centre of the land of Jambu¬ 

dvipa was the sacred Bo-tree (105). The Uttarakuru has an area 

of 8,000 ydjanas in length and breadth, and is 24,000 ydjanas round. 

In all this vast expanse of land there is not a hole, hill, mountain, 

tree or creeper ; and the whole of it is a sandy surface, resembling a 

vast surface strewn with pearls. In the centre of this is the kalpa- 

vrksa or divine tree (Pjv 570). The Aparagoyana and Purva¬ 

videha are each 7,000 ydjanas in extent (Pjv 105). According to 

the SdhRv these three continents are lit up by one moon (662). 

Our system is divided into three worlds (tun lova), Kama (world 

of sense-desire), Rupa (world of material form), and Arupa 

(world of no form). 

Below this earth arc the abodes of nagas (snakes). From the 

abodes of the terrestrial gods up to those of Brahmas are the abodes 

of gods. This cakravdla thus extends from the Ndiga-world up to 

the Akanittha Brahma-world (SdhRv 809). According to the 

SdhRv the earth itself is about 960,000 leagues in thickness, 

while the Pjv gives the thickness (bol) as 240,000 ydjanas 

(Pjv 47). In another place it gives the depth (gdmbura) as the 

same (Pjv r33). What it means is perhaps the thickness of the 

crust and not the depth into the centre, and this thickness agrees 

with that given by the SdhRv (see above). The rate of growth of 

the earth’s crust is one inch in a thousand years, according to all 

the three books, SdhRv (489 ; 406), Sdhlk (632), Pjv (238). 

The kalpa-vindsa or cosmic dissolution occurs at the end of a 

kalpa or aeon, which consists of a thousand colossal cycles of time 

(maha-yuga), each of which is divided into four yugas (ages), Krta, 

Treta, Dvapara, and Kali, which are marked by successive decrease 
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and deterioration. Each kalpa is preceded by a new creation and 

ends in a cosmic dissolution. The destruction is caused by different 

agencies, such as fire, wind, and water. When the destruction is 

caused by fire, the universe up to the Abhassara Brahma-world is 

destroyed, and when it is dissolved by wind it perishes up to the 

Vehappala (SdhRv 30). A lakh of years before its destruction by 

the appearance of seven suns, the gods of the kamavacara deva 

worlds (planes of sensuous pleasures), dressed in red, with 

their hair dishevelled, descend into the world of men, weeping 

and lamenting, and tell the people that the world’s ruin is 

at hand and that innumerable world-systems will perish, the 

oceans will dry up, and Meru itself will be destroyed, and they 

admonish them to practise metta, universal love (SdhRv 954), 

Similarly, seven days before the dissolution by rain, a god in auspi¬ 

cious guise descends to the earth and warns mankind of the coming 

disaster thus : ‘ O men! seven days hence the disastrous rain 

known as mrga-samvarsa will continue for seven days. Those 

beings who become wet in this will appear to each other as deer and 

they will kill each other. Those who desire to safeguard their lives 

should retire into caves or like places, taking provisions for a week. 

Those who adhere to these words will save their lives, while all the 

others perish. Those who axe saved will get together and lead 

righteous lives. First of all, they will give up killing, and as a 

result of the merit thus gained, their children will enjoy a life-span 

of 20 years. These will in turn give up theft, and their children 

will have a life-span of 30 years. Thus the ages will gradually 

increase up to 200 years as men give up the ten sinful deeds’ (Sdhlk 

733). 

The vast expanse of time is also divided into Buddhantaras or 

intervals between Buddhas. Both the Pjv and the SdhRv give 

the length of one such interval as the time taken by the earth to 

grow seven leagues, growing at the rate of one inch in a thousand 

years (Pjv 172 ; SdhRv 847). 



CHAPTER X 

THE BUDDHIST CHURCH 

The Sangha 

We should be quite justified in concluding that the island at this 

time was everywhere ‘ dotted with monasteries ', and the yellow 

robe was' shining everywhere though, as we have already observed, 

Buddhism was much mixed with other cults and practices which 

were, in spirit, quite foreign to it. What Adikaram observes of 

an earlier period may hold good even here. ‘ The laymen—com¬ 

prising the kings, the nobility, and the common folk—considered 

it their bounden duty to help the monks by bestowing on them 

food, clothes and other requisites, and the monks in turn considered 

it their duty to instruct and enlighten the laity in matters spiritual 

pertaining to this life and to the hereafter ’ (Early History of Budd¬ 

hism in Ceylon, pp. 125, 126). This mutual activity has persisted 

up to the present day. Adikaram has also observed that the Sangha 

during the early period preserved a high degree of purity and that 

the Buddhist Order was a highly respected and influential organi¬ 

zation in the island (ibid.). The Sangha no doubt remained a 

respected and influential body up to quite recent times ; but it 

appears that during the time under review the Order had lost much 

of its purity. We see that the high standards reached and main¬ 

tained in the early periods fell under the various foreign influences. 

The bhikkhus seem to have been lax in discipline, and corruption 

had set in. We hear of the same conditions even in the centuries 

immediately preceding the thirteenth. It was this state of impurity 

and laxity that compelled the ruling kings to intervene and set up 

codes of regulations called katikavat which the monks were expected 

to follow. These were attempts made by the kings to restore peace 

and order and the purity of the Buddhist Church. Parakramabahu I 

has recorded his attempts to achieve this end. His rock-inscrip¬ 

tion states that ' the Community of Theras, headed by the Great 

Thera Mahakassapa, formulated the code of disciplinary injunctions 

without deviating from the customary formalities observed in the 

lineage of preceptors, after due consultation of the Dhamma and 

the Vinaya in order that those of negligent conduct may not find 

an opening (for transgression) ' (EZ 2. 6. 276). The same inscrip- 
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tion also states that the king enlisted the services of the monks of 

the Udumbaragiri monastery, removed hundreds of sinful monks, 

and brought about a rapprochement of the three fraternities. These 

words will help us to form an idea of the state of the Sangha at this 

time. We see that dissension and corruption had set in amidst the 

Order. The efforts of the ruler do not seem to have had far-reaching 

effects, for we again read of similar conditions in the succeeding 

century, when Vijayabahu III and Parakramabahu II had to resort 

to the same method to bring about the unity and the purity of the 

Sangha during their times. In between the reigns of these two kings 

ruled Nissanka Malla, who himself has recorded that he purified the 

Sangha: ‘... he rid the Buddhist Church also of the thorns of irreligi¬ 

ousness, and thus rendered both the Church and the State free from 

evil ’ (EZ 2. 3. 118). His inscription on the inside wall of Hatadage 

at Polonnaruva gives us indirect evidence to conjecture that indivi¬ 

duals were admitted into the Order without due consideration as 

to their suitability. He made a definite order against such indis¬ 

creet actions : ‘ the venerable ones, who are in the position of . . . 

teachers and spiritual preceptors should not without inquiry robe 

foolish, sinful persons who are false and crafty ’. He also refers 

in contemptuous terms to hypocrites who had crept into the Order, 

for personal gain : ‘ The guise of a sramana adopted without the 

virtues (of one) is ... and the partaking of food (belonging to another) 

while one leads an immoral life ... in hell ’ (EZ 2. 2. 98 ; parts of 

the inscription are obliterated). The conditions do not seem to 

have improved much with the dawning of the 13th century, for 

the setting up of a code of rules during this period shows that the 

Sangha was still in a state of impurity and dissension. The SdhRv 

hints at this when it deviates from the Pali text to make the setthi 

of Pataliputra ask Nagasena whether he knew anything of the 

doctrine or whether he was one who had entered the Order for his 

own convenience (75). Again, in the story of Laludayi, it states 

that this monk had entered the Order merely because he happened 

to live in the country : ‘ rata hunndta sasun v'dda mahanavu pamanak 

vina * (388). These and other such references make it clear that 

the Order at this time was corrupt, and that it was full of 

those who had entered for their bellies’ sake. This does not mean 

that there were no virtuous monks, but is only an index to the 

general standard of religious attainments. The remarks made 

by Paranavitana regarding the setting up of katikdvatas may be 

observed here : ‘ Whenever a pious king noticed corruptions or 
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dissensions in the Buddhist Church, he had the canon rehearsed 

and a katikavata issued. Of the later katikiivatas we see in the 

Hiitadage wall-inscription a fragment of the one issued by Kitti 

Nissanka Malla (a.d. 1187-1196). During the reign of Vijayabahu 

III (a.d. 1227-1231), Sangharakkhita Thera, a pupil of the celebrat¬ 

ed author Sariputta Thera of Polonnaruva, with the co-operation 

of another eminent elder, Dimbulagala Medhahkara, held an eccle¬ 

siastical court at which the sacred text was revised and a new code 

of disciplinary rules was promulgated. Thereafter his distinguished 

son Parakramabahu II (a.d. 1231-1265) had the Dambadeni-Kati- 

kavata issued by an assembly of elders of the Dimbulagala fraternity. 

In this the authors have included practically the whole of the con¬ 

tents of Parakramabahu’s Gal-vihara Katikavata ' (EZ 2. 6. 261). 

The Pjv makes reference to the low standard of the religion at 

this time. It states that books were brought over from India, and 

that Ceylon had only few monks versed in the doctrine (741), and 

it extols the efforts of Parakramabahu II to restore the sasana. 

It also records that he had Maha Thera Dhannakirti brought from 

a place called Tamalimgamuva, and honoured him greatly (Pjv 

740). It further records the presentation of the monastery at 

Attanagalla to Anomadassi (Pjv 745). The VismSn also mentions 

the theras Tissa, Mahatissa, Pindapatika, and Dvebhatika of the 

Kolapav, Maha Karanda, Devput-rata and Situlpav vihdras 

respectively (VismSn 1052). 

The Sarigha at this time was divided into a number of factions 

as in the preceding centuries. We see that during the time of 

Mahanaga there were three nikdyas (tayo nikaya) (MV 41. 97;. 

The slab-inscription of the Velaikkaras of the 12th century states 

that a purification of the three nikdyas was effected (EZ 2. 6. 254). 

The rock-inscription of Parakramabahu I of the same century 

states that His Majesty brought about a rapproachment of the 

three nikdyas, fraternities, which according to Wickremasinghe 

were Mahavihara, Abhayagiri and Jetavana. He however points 

out that according to a manuscript copy of the Dambadeni-katika- 

vata available at the British Museum, the fraternities in question 

were the three heretical sects called Dhai maruci-nikaya, Sagaliya- 

nikaya, and Vetulyavada-nikaya (EZ 2. 6. 275, n. 1). 

The Nikaya-sangrahaya refers to the unification of the Sarigha 

belonging to the three nikdyas, Dharmaruci, Sagalika and Vaitulya- 

vadi by Parakramabahu I (p. 22). Thus we see that the three 
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well established Nikayas at this time were Dharmaruci, &agalika 

and Vaitulayavadi. Then there was the orthodox Mahavihara. 

The existence of two other schools, the MahiSasakas and the Vitanda- 

vadins is shown by Adikaram (Early History of Buddhism in 

Ceylon, p. 95). He also gives evidence that there were Theravadins 

in Ceylon who tended to make the Buddha supernatural just as 

did the Lokottaravadins of India (ibid., p. 96) ; but we cannot 

know for certain whether these formed a Lokottaravada School in 

Ceylon. We also have the evidence of the CV that Sena I (9th 

century) built the Virarikurarama and granted it to the monks of 

the Theravada and Mahasamghika schools (CV 50. 67). Reference 

is also made in the VismSn (p. 819) to the Sarvastivada-nikaya. 

The Mahisasakas are reckoned as belonging to the Vibhajjavadins 

and are said to be a branch of the Sarvastivadins (see MV Appendix 

B, The Buddhist Sects, p. 279). 

Rahula Thera refers to the existence of two groups of monks known 

as Dhammakathika and Pamsukulika in the latter part of the first 

century b.c. afid states that they were not two different nikayas 

but two groups of the same community (Rahula Thera, unpublished 

Thesis—Some Aspects of the Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, 

p. 284, University of Ceylon Library). The CV states that 

the Pamsukulikas separated from the Abhayuttara vihara and 

formed special groups (ganahesurn) in the twentieth year of the 

reign of Sena II (CV 51. 52). Two other groups, the Arannavasi 

and the GamantavasI are also heard of (see Rahula Thera, p. 285 ; 

CV 52. 22, etc.). It is likely that all the nikayas had these groups. 

Rahula Thera also mentions that Pamsukulikas and Arannakas were 

regarded as separate groups (ibid., p. 287). Godakumbura says 

that tradition records that beginning of the Arannavasins and the 

'Gamantavasins goes back to the early Anuradhapura period when 

the Vessagiriya and the Issarasamana were the two seats of the 

forest and village dwellers respectively. Both belonged to the 

Mahavihara fraternity (see Ceylon Daily News Vesak Number, 

May 1941 Some Ancient Seats of Learning). That these two 

groups were in existence during the time of Parakramabahu IPs 

time is shown by the CV when it describes the great work done by 

this king in furtherance of the Buddhasasana : * Now in order to 

provide for the protection of the Order, furthered by him, the Great 

King built round about his capital for the eight Grand Theras who 

dwelt in the eight sanctuaries (dyatanas), and for the discerning 
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theras dwelling in villages or in the wilderness of the forest {gdmd- 

rannanivasinam), many communal monasteries suitable for dwell¬ 

ing in, extensively embellished with diverse pdsddas, provided 

with various mandapas, furnished with various bathing-ponds, 

adorned with cloisters which were places of sojourn by day and by 

night, surrounded by a series of flower-parks and tree-parks, and 

granted them to them (CV 84. 17, etc.). Two divisions of Pamsu- 

kulika bhikkhus are also mentioned during the time of Jayabahu I 

(early 12th century) : pamsukulika bhikkhu ca kotthdsadvayanis- 

sita (CV 61. 59). Geiger in a note to this remarks that this is the 

last mention of this organisation and that the sect seems to have 

vanished after this time (ibid., n. 2). 

The slab-inscription of Kalyanavati records that Her Majesty 

gave great largesse to the resident monks led by the venerable 

elders of the seven confraternities (ganas) (EZ 4. 5. 260). Parana- 

vitana, commenting on the term ‘ satgenehi ’, states that the Buddh¬ 

ist Church of Ceylon in the Polonnaruva period seems to have 

been constituted of seven Colleges or Confraternities {ganas) ; but 

that he does not know of any place where the seven are enumerated 

(EZ ibid., n. 8). The later Alutnuvara inscription of the 15th 

century (EZ 4. 6. 266) also refers to seven ganas. Paranavitana 

here observes that the same seven organisations recorded in the 

inscription of Kalyanavati may have continued till the 16th century. 

He adds that the word gana originally meant a corporation of any 

kind, and the possibility of the term satganaya referring to other 

corporations, seven in number, of a secular nature, is not altogether 

excluded (EZ ibid., n. 2). The Dambadeni-katikavata lays down 

that the Higher Ordination katikdvata be read amidst the assem¬ 

blies of the respective ganas prior to the admission into the 

Higher Order : ‘ e genehi samghayd madhyayehi mahalu pavidi 

katikdvata kiyava guna upankala mahalu pavidi katayutu ’ 

{Katikavat-sangara, ed. D. B. Jayatilake, p. 10). Now we 

can see that the community of monks was divided into 

ganas during the 13th century. There seem to have been 

seven such ganas though we cannot be certain as to the names 

of these seven. We have already seen that the Pamsukulikas 

were termed a gana. This establishes that the term could not be 

applied to the nikdyas which were the main divisions. Whether 

the other schools such as Mahisasakas, Yitandavadins, Mahasam- 

ghikas, came to be known as ganas it is difficult to surmise. It 
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may be mentioned that the term gana has been used in the Sam- 

yutta-Nikaya with reference to the heretical or alien sects or'schools 

during the time of the Buddha: ganassa satthdro, teacher of garni 

(Samyutta-Nikaya, II. 3. 10, p. 66; also ganacariya III. 1. 1, p. 68). 

The mention of a viyat pat ataganaya in the Nikaya-sangrahaya 

(p. 21) in connection with the administrative activities of 

Parakramabahu I must be mentioned here. Medhananda Thera 

in his Introduction to the Anagatavamsaya (p. viii) states that 

the eight ganas referred to in the Nikaya-sangrahaya were the 

mulas Uttara, Senapati, Mahanettappasada, Selantara, Saroggama, 

Vadum and the two sects Gamadhivasi and Arannadhivasi. 

Here we come to the question of the mulas which will be 

discussed subsequently. Medhananda Thera’s enumeration has 

no basis of fact. The * Rajavaliya speaking of the efforts of 

Parakramabahu I in the purification of the $asana, states that he 

caused to be built mansions, image-houses, etc. in the eight ayatanas 

of Sfigiri in Polonnaruva. The words chief monasteries (pradhana 

vihdrasthdna atehi) are also written within brackets after the word 

ayatdna (ed. W. Pemananda, 1926, p. 57). Hence ayatdna perhaps 

meant ayatana ; ayatdna could also mean places of income, aya 

sthdna. The Dambadeni-katikavata too makes reference to ayatdna 

whilst speaking of the appointment of chief monks to the ayatdna 

(p. 13). Here too the word could mean either ayatana (institution) 

or place of income. The word ayatdna cannot be derived from 

ayatana according to normal rules of philology ; but it can be a 

* learned ’ or ‘ scholarly’ derivation from it. Medhananda Thera 

in his attempt to explain ata gana refers to ayatana padavi and 

mula padavi which he considers identical. On this he concludes 

that mula padavi meant the ganas. Thus we see that he has been 

influenced by ata ayatan in his identification of the ata gana with 

the mulas. The term gana here no doubt meant some secular divi¬ 

sions to which some part of the administration was divided into. 

The term has been rendered as eight departments of the Ancient 

Sinhalese Government (A Die. of the Sinhalese Language). Codring- 

ton thinks that the term meant divisions of the army—eight corps 

of skilled foot-soldiers (J.R.A.S., Vol. XXXI, p. 39®)* ^ie CV 

refers to eight chief vihdras (atthamulavihdresu) and Pamsukulika 

bhikkhiis of the time of Jayabahu I (61. 59). The Chronicle also 

records that Parakramabahu II had the maintenance villages 

of the ganas, eight ayatanas and pinvenas properly assigned. It 

further adds that he built many monasteries for the eight mahd- 
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theras resident at the eight ayatanas (CV 84. 4, 17). Neither the 

eight viharas nor tlie ayatanas are enumerated in the Chronicle. 

These references also make it clear that the ganas were different 

from both the viharas and the ayatanas. 

Now we come to the mulas and the ayatanas of which we read 

quite frequently both in the literature and the inscriptions. We 

also come across a combination of these two terms as muldyatana. 

ayatana means region, sphere, place, spot, haunt, e.g. arahhayatana, 

a lonefy spot, a spot in the forest (P.T.S. Die.) and mula means 

chief, first, original, source, foundation, beginning, base, primary, 

principal (ibid, and MW) ; but the word is usually spelt in the 

inscriptions with a cerebral l as mula- an assembly or congregation 

according to Paranavitana (EZ3. 2. 97 ; cp. S. muln, Skt. samudha, 

samulha\ for the meaning of S. mula cp. that of Pk., P., Skt. 

samuha. An Etymological Glossary of the Sinhalese Language). 

This gains support by the mention of Selantarasamuho in the CV 

(57. 37). Today the word is commonly spelt with a dental l as 

mula and the idea implied by Skt. mula seem to apply quite appro¬ 

priately. A mula would have been the original foundation or 

centre of a movement and the ayatanas would have been other 

institutions attached to these centres. In Ceylon these ayatanas 

and mulas came to be places or centres of learning and education. 

Mention is made of several of these centres. The two inscriptions at 

Kottange of the 13th century refer to Vilgammula (P. Sarogamamula) 

(EZ 4. 2. 87). This fraternity, says Paranavitana, ‘ figures in history 

for the first time in the Polonnaruva period. Moggallana Thera, the 

author of the Pali Lexicon Ahhidhdnappadlpikd and who lived in 

the Jetavana-vihara built by Parakramaba.hu I at Polonnaruva, 

was a member of this fraternity. The authors of several well- 

known Sinhalese and Pali works produced in the 14th century were 

of this fraternity of monks. The Vapasina Ayatana, which seems 

to have belonged to this college of monks, is not known from other 

sources ’ (EZ 4. 2. 86). The slab-inscription (No. i)of Mahinda IV 

of the nth century makes reference to four mulas (EZ 1. 6. 226). 

Another inscription of the same century refers to Kaparamula of 

the Pubbaramavihara. Here the Mahaya is said to have bestowed 

the four priestly requisites upon twelve monks, who were adorned 

with the ornaments of distinctive virtues such as moderation in 

desires, contentment, and religious austerity (EZ 1. 5. 188). It 

can be gathered that the Kapara and Vilgammuja were seats that 
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belonged to the Abhayagiri sect. The slab-inscription of the Velaik- 

karas mentions Uttorula-mula as the chief (agra) ayatana of the 

Abhayagiri and also shows that Mugalan Mahathera belonged to 

this mula (Ez 2. 6. 254). In a note to this Wickremasinghe con¬ 

jectures that this mula might have been the one built by Manavamma 

{a.d. 670-705) at Abhayagiri for the use of his brother (Parivenam 

Uttaromulam, CV 57. 20) (EZ 2. 6. 248, n. 5). The Pjv (731) also 

mentions that Uturalamula and Vadumula were built by Mahali.- 

pano (Manavamma). The Dalada-sirita also refers to Uturulu- 

mula and Vadummula (ed. Vajira Ratnasuriya, p. 42). The 

Anuruddha-sataka in its colophon states that it was done by 

Anuruddha Upasthavira, who was a jewel-shoot in the necklace 

of the Uttaramula : 

idam vyadhattottaramulahdra 

ratnankuropasthaviranuruddhah 

(Anuruddha-sataka, published by the Buddhist Text Society of 

India, 1899, p. 44). Seelakkhandha Thera in his commentary to 

this stanza says that Anuruddha Thera belonged to the Uttara- 

mula-vamsa (ibid.). Malalasekara identifies this Uttaramula with 

the Uttaromula built by Manavamma (Pali Literature of Ceylon, 

p. 170). The slab-inscription of Kassapa V records that the 

Kaparamula belonged to the Abhayagiri (EZ 1. 2. 43). The other 

malas mentioned are: Mahanetpamula (Mahanettappasada mula; 

Pjv states that it was written by Sthavira Buddhaputra, Principal 

of Mayurapada pirivena and brother of Sumangala Mahasthavira 

of Mahanetpamula, 754); Senaratmula (Senapatimula, Vrttamald, 

v- 43) I Galaturumula (Selantaramula, CV 57. 37 has Selantar- 

samuho, cp. Sailantayatana EZ 4. 4. 208) ; mention is made of a 

Dakkhinamula (MV 36. 33) ; but it is difficult to ascertain whether 

this mula was identical with Dakkhinagiri-vihara or not. Thus we 

see that eight mulas have been recorded. 

Temple ‘Slaves’1 

The literature reveals the employment of servants or ' slaves ' 

by religious bodies or temples. This evidence is supported by a mass 

of information from the inscriptions dating from the earliest times. 

The stories of Cakkhupala Thera, Kakapreta, etc. of the SdhRv 

refer to the ‘ slaves' or serfs of the temples. The former refers to the 

1. Though the term slave has been used in this context it is unlikely that 

the term had the same connotations known to the West. 
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freeing of two servants from bondage, and the latter to servants 

(valak) as property of monks (SdhRv 43, 409). The CV (37. 173) 

states that King Buddhadasa assigned revenues and servants 

(kappiya kdrake)1 2 to the monks who preached the doctrine. The 

inscriptions show that the Buddhist temples had their own ‘ slaves ' 

from the earliest times. The sixth century rock-inscription of 

Dalamugalan refers to the gaining of freedom from ‘ slavery ' 

(viherila)- by granting a hundred kahapanas to a monastery (EZ 4. 

6. 295). The 12th century Rankot-dagaba pillar-inscription of 

Nissanka Malla records the granting of serfs (dasi ddsayan) to the 

temple (EZ 2. 3.142). The 14th century rock-inscription of Gadala- 

deniya records the granting of ‘ slaves ’ (vahal) to the monastery 

(EZ 4. 2.107). The Galapata-vihara rock-inscription also gives us 

a list of the lands and serfs dedicated to the monastery. 'Some of 

the names of these slaves are Tamil, or of Tamil origin; but no 

one who is familiar with the names of the Sinhalese people today 

would, on that account, assume that the bearers of these Tamil 

names were Tamils by nationality' (EZ4.4.201). The inscription 

also gives the various types of ‘ slaves ', viz. slaves who belong to 

the family hereditarily, purchased ' slaves ’ (vahalin) and those 

acquired by paying gold from the funds of the vihdra (EZ 4. 4. 210). 

Paranavitana's introductory comments on the four rock-inscriptions 

from Vessagiriya shed light on the conditions that existed in ancient 

Ceylon : ‘ They record the obtaining of freedom from slavery of 

themselves, or of their relatives, by various individuals who are 

named. The two individuals mentioned in inscription No. 4 

obtained their manumission by paying 100 kahapanas to the Issara- 

samana monastery, which is also mentioned in this connection in 

inscription No. 1. This, and the fact that the records of the manu¬ 

mission are engraved within the precincts of the monastery, show 

that the slaves set free belonged to that religious establishment. 

1. Geiger translates kappiya karake as servants. P. kappiya means right, 

suitable, proper and appropriate and kappiya kdraka ' one who makes it 

befitting ’ i.e. who by offering anything to a bhikkhu, makes it legally acceptable 

(P.T.S. Die.)—those who supplied the requirements of the monks in keeping 

with the rules of the Vinaya. 

2. Since writing this D. J. Wijayaratne has given a new interpretation 

to the terms viherila, veherala and other variant forms of this word and derives 

them from visdrala and visaralaka meaning wood, timber (University of 

Ceylon Review, Vol. x, No. 1, January 1952, p. 103, Interpretation of Vaha- 

rala etc. in Sinhalese Inscriptions). 
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We have epigraphical evidence to prove that slaves were owned by 

Buddhist monasteries of Ceylon in the second century a.d., and 

also in later times, though the practice does not seem to be in keep¬ 

ing with the spirit of Buddhism. From other Buddhist countries 

like Burma and Cambodia, too, we have evidence to shew that 

Buddhist monastic institutions owned numerous slaves ’ (EZ 4. 3. 

132). ‘ One of course gains merit by providing money for the main¬ 

tenance of slaves at a monastery, and, at the same time, one would 

equally gain merit by obtaining the freedom of these slaves, which 

also would have to be done by paying money. Even if one obtains 

one’s own freedom from slavery . . . there would yet be merit for 

the money paid to the monastery ’ (EZ 4. 3. 135). The story of 

Kukkutamitta in the SdhRv states that a sitana voluntarily offered 

himself along with his family as ‘ slaves ’ (val) to a monastery, and 

that the people redeemed them, paying their value to the temple 

(572). Ceylon temples were not alone in this respect, for similar 

slaves seem to have been kept in other Buddhist centres such as 

Burma, where Sir Charles Eliot notes the presence of pagoda-slaves 

even in modern times (see Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Budd¬ 

hism, 1921, Vol. Ill, p. 120, n. 6). 

Thus we see that ‘ slavery ’ was in existence in the island from 

early times. And not only did it exist, but a sort of * slave-trade ’ 

also seems to have been carried on. 

Monasteries and Places of Worship 

It is important to note the centres or places of worship that 

flourished during this century ; but it is not possible here to deal 

with all such places, as the whole island must have been full of 

temples and viharas. Reference, therefore, will be made to a few 

which are mentioned in the literary records of the century. Adi- 

karam has dealt with a large number of places where the faith 

flourished, and there is no doubt that most of these were, during the 

period under review, still places of worship and religious activity. 

Mahdvihdra (Sdhlk 394) which was the first to be built shortly 

after the introduction of the faith into the island, was for many 

centuries the leading monastery in the island. The SdhRv author 

mentions the Mahavihara in the story of Sakra, wherein he also 

refers to the Lovamahapaya, which was also referred to in his 

Ekavihariya Thera’s story (SdhRv 866, 823). The Mahavihara 

was the monastery that preserved the Theravada doctrine under 
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very trying circumstances. At the time of Buddhaghosa, when 
the commentaries were written, the views held by this school were 
considered to be free from heretical thought. 

Closely connected with the Mahavihara were the Lovamahapaya, 
Ruvanvalisaya, Thuparama, and the sacred Bodhi tree, all of which 
are mentioned in the records of this century. The SdhRv refers 
twice to the Lovamahapaya (823, 866), andtwice to the Ruvanvali- 
sSya(245,23 ; VismSn 236). The Lohapasada (Lovamahapaya),or 
the Brazen Palace, was built in the early part of the 2nd century b.c. 
by Dutugamunu, and was the uposathagara of the Mahavihara. 
RuvanvalisSya is also mentioned in the slab-inscription of Kalyana- 
vatl, which states that the votaries listened to the Thupa-vamsa on 
the platform of the Ruvanvali itself, and made offerings to the 
reciters of sacred texts (EZ 4. 5. 260). 

Thuparama (Pjv 689) and Maha-Bodhi are also mentioned in 
the inscription referred to above, wherein is stated that the votaries 
caused various offerings to be made to these two places. The Sdhlk 
also refers to a pirivena called Asiggahaka-pirivena of the Thupa- 
rama (561). The VismSn refers to the fact that the Thuparama 
was believed to be the repository of the relics—belts, water-vessels, 
bathing-robes, and collar-bones—of the four Buddhas of this kalpa 
(VismSn 236). On account of this belief, this vihdra became one 
of the most venerated temples. 

Mirisavati-vihdra (Sdhlk 394) is also mentioned in the SdhRv 
in connection with the story of Prince Anitthigandha. It was 
built by Dutugamunu. The SdhRv records an incident wrhich 
occurred during the consecration festival of the vihdra. The story 
is that a sdmanerl offered a rag to a samanera whose hands were 
burnt by the hot gruel offered to him. Both of them obtained the 
Higher Ordination (upasampadd), but owing to some mishap they 
had to flee the country, and they met each other in the place 
whither they fled and recognised each other (246). 

Tissamahardma (Pjv 689), the most important among the many 
centres of learning in Rohana ' held a position in the southern 
half of Ceylon corresponding to that held by the Mahavihara in 
the northern half ’ (Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism in 
Ceylon, p. 116). The SdhRv refers to this monastery in translating 
the story connected with an incident that took place in the time of 
Dutugamunu. The reference is to the wife of the minister 
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Lakuntaka Atimbaru. She is said to have joined the Order of 

Buddhist nuns at Tissamaharama and attained the Path of 

Sotdpatti (Stream-winner) on listening to the Mahasatipatthana 

Sutta (SdhRv 851). 

Situlpav comes next in importance in Rohana, and is mentioned 

in the VismSn and the Sdhlk (VismSn 310; Sdhlk 691). This is 

situated about 15 miles north-east of Tissamaharama. Both 

these viharas were built by Kavantissa in the 2nd century b.c. 

Kotipabbata (Kelapav) is another vihdra mentioned in the SdhRv 

in the same connection as Tissamaharama (851). Adikaram 

says that it is a monastery not far from Situlpav, and that the 

Visuddhi-magga mentions a thera Tissa of this vihdra, who knew 

exactly when his life-span would end (Early History of Buddhism, 

p. 119). The SdhRv refers to a thera named Anula who went on his 

begging round to the village called Mahapunna. This thera is said 

to have seen Sumana, the wife of Lakuntaka Atimbaru, and told 

the other monks how wonderful it was that a sow should become 

the wife of a minister. Sumana, who heard this story, attained 

the power of seeing the past, and realised that she had been bom 

a sow in her previous birth. 

Samanola (Samantakuta, Sumanakuta, Sumanagiri) was known 

from the earliest times (see Adikaram, p. 114). The Pjv (745) 

records that the minister Deva-Patiraja was requested by 

Parakramabahu II to clear the way to Samanola (§ri-pada). 

The book states that pilgrims from 18 countries visited this 

shrine. The CV gives corroborative evidence of this fact : ‘So 

thinking, he (the king) had him (Deva-Patiraja) summoned and 

spake to him thus : “ By swamp, mountain and wilderness as 

though created by the powerful, unwelcome Mara, the road leading 

to the Sumana mountain is at many places obstructed (made) 

inaccessible, and causes difficulties to the people of the eighteen 

provinces who make a pilgrimage thither in order to accumulate 

blessing by venerating the footprint of the Sage. Do thou there¬ 

fore make it accessible ” ' (CV 86.8). In accordance with this request 

‘ he built rest-houses, finished the building of bridges, laid down 

at the remaining places frequent stepping stones, had the wilderness 

cleared and (in this way) a great road built * (CV 26. 27). Not 

only did he thus make Samanola accessible, but he also set up an 

image of the god Sumana in the courtyard of the cetiya. The Pjv 
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also gives an idea of the pilgrim parties to this sacred footprint 

when it says : ‘ Simhala dipavasi satvayan samanola daknata yan- 

ndse kala baiida gos’, wrent in bands just as the people of the island 

of Ceylon go to see Samanola (567). The belief is that the Buddha 

left his footprint on the summit of this mountain on his third visit 

to the island. An inscription of Nissanka Malla also refers to Sama¬ 

nola as one of the places he inspected (EZ 3. 6. 331). The Sdhlk 

(419) also refers to pilgrimages to Samanaja, Kajaniya, etc. 

The Ambagamuva rock-inscription of Vijayabahu I (a.d. 1058- 

1114) gives us information regarding the repairs he effected at 

Samanola and the buildings he erected, and also interesting infor¬ 

mation about a terrace he constructed to enable low-caste people 

to worship the Relic : ‘ Thereafter, he instituted the maintenance 

of repairs, offerings, paintings, lighting of lamps on Samanoja rock, 

which bears the sacred foot print (of the Buddha) ; and for provid¬ 

ing the great community of Buddhist monks, who arrive from the 

four quarters, to worship the (foot) relic here, with suitable food 

and other necessary things, and also for keeping up the alms given 

to those other travel-worn pilgrims who come together to worship 

the relic, he had almonries established in his name, one at each of 

the last five gavs of Raja-rata road and endowed them with means 

for alms-giving. He had a terrace constructed below the terrace 

where the sacred footprint is, and (thus gave facility) for low-caste 

people to worship the relic of the Sage. He had the first terrace 

enclosed by a great wall with two gateways at the two roads (leading 

in and out), which are fitted with locks and keys. (Thus) did he 

give those worthy of his protection facility to worship the relic of 

the Sage. He had a net also put up over the sacred footprint, and 
in the neighbourhood all round it he caused the formation of paddy 
fields ’ (EZ 2. 5. 217). 

Kalaniya-vihdra (Pjv 689) has been one of the very important 

•centres of the religion. It is believed that Buddha visited this place 

twice. ‘ The name of the monastery ’ says Adikaram, ‘ occurs for 

the first time in the Mahavamsa about the middle of the 2nd 

century b.c. Already at that time it was a well-organised vihdra 

and hence its establishment must have been earlier. We are 

unable to say definitely when the present cetiya was built. Cave 

gives the probable date as the 13th century ’ {Early History of 
Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 113). Nissaiika Malla is said to have 
effected repairs in the old vihdras such as Miyagunu mahavehera, 
Mahagaipa, Devunuvara and Kajaniya (EZ 2. 3. 119). 
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Cetiyagiri (S. Sagiri) is mentioned in the VismSn and Sdhlk 

(310, 408 resp.). This was the cetiya at Mihintale, about eight 

miles from Anuradhapura, and was the place where thera Maha 

Mahinda first landed in Ceylon and preached his first sermon. 

The Pjv mentions this shrine by the name of the place, Mihintale, 

as it is popularly known even today (689). This cetiya is also 

referred to in the slab-inscription of Kassapa V (EZ 1. 2. 45) 

and the tablets of Mahinda IV (EZ 1. 3. 84). 

Mahiyahgana, mentioned in the Pjv (689) is the Alutnuvara of 

today on the right bank of the river Mahavali. ‘ Evidently says 

Geiger, ‘ an ancient place of worship, probably already in pre- 

Aryan times, if the tale related in the Mahavamsa 1. 14-43 rests 

on any kind of tradition. The thupa in Alutnuvara is held to be 

the oldest in the island ’ (CV, pt. 1, p. 154, n. 3 see also MV 1. 37, 

CV 51. 74). 

Mandulu and Kallaka viharas are two other monasteries referred 

to in the SdhRv. The minister’s wife, Sumana, above referred to, 

is said to have attained Arahatship in the Kallaka-vihara in the 

village called Bhekkhanta (851). The book refers to a monk, Maha 

Tissa, of the Mandulu-vihara, who was in the habit of learning the 

Dhampiya commentary (DPA has Dhammapadabhdnaka). 

The Madiligiri or Mahdalagiri (Pjv 689) is in Tamankaduva, 

north-east of the Minneriya lake. The Madirigiriya inscription refers 

to this vihdra (EZ 2. 1. 28). The CV (46. 29) records that Agga- 

bodhi IV gave a costly relic-house for the cetiya in this vihdra. It 

also records that Vijayabahu I repaired this and many other viharas 

that had fallen into decay, and granted villages to every one of 

them (CV 60. 63). The Prlti-danaka-mandapa rock-inscription 

states that Nissanka Malla visited and made great offerings to many 

celebrated viharas such as those at Mandili-giri, \ elagama, Maha- 

gama, Devunuvara and Kalaniya (EZ 2. 4. 177). 

Senevirat-pirivena was, according to the Batalagoda-vava slab- 

inscription dated in the fifth year of Kalyanavati’s reign (a.d. 1207), 

established by Lakvijaya Sam Singu. The inscription also records 

the repairs effected to the Batalagoda-vava and the endowments 

made to the shrine by Adhikari Cudamani: ' Having seen 

that the monastery called Senevirat-pirivena, established in 

this town by the generalissimo Lakvijaya Sam Singu, remained 

dilapidated and uninhabited, he repaired the image-house, rebuilt 
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the dagaba, making it a mantle-ddgaba, repaired also the dilapidated 

residences of the monks in the same place, including the latrine 

and the water-closet, invited the members of the Great Community 

of monks, made them reside therein and attended on them with 

the four requisites ’ (EZ 4. 2. 81). ‘ The record, so far as it is pre¬ 

served says Paranavitana, ‘ does not contain anything to show 

that Queen Kalyanavati herself was concerned with the works of 

repair to the Batalagoda-vava and the religious foundations at the 

place. But she is said, in the Mahavamsa, to have founded a vihara 

at the village Pannasala, which has been identified with the modern 

Pannala near Batalagoda’ (ibid., p. 77). 

Dambulu-vihdra (Pjv 689) is the celebrated rock-temple at Dam- 

bulla, 26 miles north of Matale. The CV refers to this temple as 

Jambukola-vihara and Jambukola-lena, which was one of the 

places restored by Vijayabahu I (CV 60. 60). Nissaiika Malla is 

said to have caused the statues in the cave of Dambulla to be gilt, 

and celebrated an offering at a cost of seven lacs of money (EZ 1. 

4. 135). The Priti-danaka-mandapa inscription of the same king 

records that he caused the erection of a vihara and dagaba and 

setting up of seventy-three statues (EZ 2. 4. 177; see also Galpota 

inscription, EZ 2. 3. 106). 

Mahasengamu-vihara (Pjv 689) in the village of Mahasena 

was also restored by Vijayabahu I (CV 60. 62), and a main¬ 

tenance village granted to it. Aggabodhi V is said to have 

restored the Talavatthu-vihara and granted the village of Panna- 

bhatta (CV 48. 8) to the vihara called after the Ruler of men, Maha¬ 

sena. Geiger explains that Talavatthu was an older monastery 

which Aggabodhi restored, and to which he granted a village, after¬ 

wards giving it the name of Mahasena, by whom perhaps the older 

structure had been built (CV pt. 1, p. 111, n. 1). 

Abhayagiri (Pjv 689 ; Sdhlk 394) was the chief centre of the 

Nikdya of the same name, and played an important part in the 

history of the religion. Geiger points out that ‘according to the 

Mahavamsa 33. 42-44, the monastery of the niganthas, the Tittha- 

rama, stood outside the gate of Anuradhapura. Since, on its place 

the Abhayagiri-vihara was built, it cannot be identical with the 

vihara of the dagaba which is now called the Abhayagiri-dagaba, 

but it must be that of the now so-called Jetavana-dagaba. On the 

other hand, the site of the Jetavana-vihara must be looked for 
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south of the city where now the so-called Abhayagiri-dagaba stands. 

Tradition seems to have confounded one name with the other’ 

(MV p. 235, n. 1). 

Jetavana-vihara (Pjv 689, Sdhlk 394) was built by Mahasena 

for the thera Kohontissa, and the monks of the Sagaliya sect came 

over from Dakkhinagiri and settled down in it. Geiger points 

out that Abhayagiri is without doubt the northern of the three 

large tliupas in Anuradhapura, Jetavana the eastern, and not 

conversely (CV pt. 1, p. 3, n. 2). The CV mentions another 

Jetavana monastery founded by Parakramabahu I. ‘ What is 

meant here says Geiger, 4 is without doubt the group of 

monastic buildings within the city, to the north of the citadel, or 

the so-called quadrangle ’ (CV pt. 2, p. 105, n. 1). 

Girihandu-maha-vehera, referred to both in the Pjv and the 

VismSn (689, 372 resp.), has been identified with Girikanda-vihara 

by Paranavitana: 4 The identity of Girikandi with Girihandu is 

proved beyond doubt by the fact that, in the Sinhalese paraphrase 

by Parakramabahu II, of the Visuddhimagga, the word Giri- 

kanda-mahdvihdra occurring in the Pali text is paraphrased 

as Girihandu-vehera. Therefore, we may be quite certain 

that, at the time when this inscription (Tiriyay rock-inscription, 

late 7th or early 8th century) was written, there was a local 

legend connecting Tapassu and Bhalluka with the ancient stupa 

at Tiriyay and that it was believed that this stupa contained the 

hair-relics said to have been presented by the Buddha to these 

merchants. This tradition seems to have persisted down to the 

thirteenth century and was known to the author of the Pujavali, 

who added this additional information to the legend of Tapassu 

and Bhalluka given in the Niddnakatha . . . Girikandika is obviously 

identical with Girikandaka, a monastery of which name occurs in 

the Mdhdvamsa (lx, v. 60) in a list of vihdras repaired by Vijaya- 

bahu I. But there is nothing to decide the question whether it 

was the ancient monastery at Tiriyay or a monastery of a similar 

name situated elsewhere . . . Of particular interest is the statement, 

in line 5 of the inscription, that Girikandaka-caitya was an abode of 

Avalokitesvara . . . This also explains why the Girikandika-caitya, 

which, from this inscription, appears to have enjoyed a great repu¬ 

tation for sanctity, hardly finds mention in the chronicles written 

by the Theravadins. Nor does the claim of the votaries of this 
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monastery that their stupa contained hair-relics of the Buddha 

seem to have found recognition by the Mahavihara fraternity, for 

the Niddnakathd knows nothing of the episode which brings the 

two merchants to Ceylon ’ (EZ 4. 3. 156, 157, 158). ‘ The Sinhalese 

Pujavali of the 13th century records the tradition that the merchants 

Tapassu and Bhalluka came to Ceylon and built a stupa enshrining 

the hair-relics of the Buddha at a place called Girihandu ; ... thus the 

belief that the Girikandika Caitya was built in Ceylon during the 

life-time of the Buddha existed in the 13th century ’ (EZ 4. 6. 319). 

Dakkhinagiri-vihdra (Sdhlk 394) is also referred to in the Kalu- 

diyapokuna inscription (EZ 3. 5. 259). The Nikaya-sangrahaya 

(p. 12) records that a ttera Sagaliya broke away from the 

Dharamruci sect with his pupil monks and resided at this temple 

during the time of Gothabhaya. 

The Pjv (734) states that Nissanka Malla built the Ruvanmali- 

dagaba at Polonnaruva. This is corroborated by his Rankot- 

dagaba gal-asana inscription (EZ 2. 3. 135). 

The Pjv (689) also refers to a vihara Dighanakha. Medhankara 

Thera states that this was a vihara in the Batticaloa district (Puja- 

valiye Sutisvani paricchedaya, granthipada-vivaranaya, p. 64). The 

Saddharmaratnakaraya states that the Buddha visited the future 

site of the Dighanakha caityaya in the Ruhunu janapada and 

quotes the Samantakutavannana in proof of his statement. The 

Pali stanza thus quoted refers to DIghavapi instead of Dighanakha : 

dighavdpiyam thupassa thane paramaya bhumiya (Saddharma- 

ratndkaraya, p. 312). Later on in the same book it is stated that 

king Saddhatissa caused the Dighanakha caityaya to be built 

(ibid. p. 333). 

Five Great Residences 
The Sdhlk (404) makes reference to Five Great Residences (pahca- 

rnahci avdsa) : Denanaka, Bhagirinaka, Mirisavati, Dakunugiri 

and Mahavihara. The story is that of a devout female Sraddha 

Sumana who gave alms to hundreds of monks of the Five Great 

Residences who had gathered at the almonry known as Mahapali 

at Anuradhapura. The Nikaya-sangrahaya dealing with the 

Sagaliya sect speaks of Gothabhaya as assembling the monks of the 

Five Great Residences to ascertain their views on the Vaitulya 

doctrine (p. 12). It also mentions that thera Sanghamitra could 
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not win the monks of the Five Great Viharas to his \aituly an views 

(p. 13). Unfortunately for us the book does not name tne five 

viharas or the residences. The fragmentary inscription from Jeta- 

vanarama also refers to the Five Great Residences (EZ 4* b. 282) , 

but here too the fragmentary nature of the inscription makes it 

impossible for us to find much information. Paranavitana com¬ 

ments that the five are monastic establishments which adhered to 

the Mahavihara doctrines. The Nikaya-sangrahaya reference is 

to a time prior to that of Mahasena who is said to have built the 

Jetavanaramaya (MV 3b- 33)> hence the inclusion of the Jetavana¬ 

ramaya as one of the Five Great Residences by the author of the 

Sdhlk does not, as observed by Paranavitana, seem to be reliable 

(see EZ 4. b. 278, etc., and n. 4). The slab-inscription of Kassapa V 

refer to Mahanetpa and Vahadu dvasas (EZ 1. 2. 45). These two 

are the Mahanetpamula and Vadummula (see p. 234). 

Associated Buildings 
The monasteries were composed of various other buildings which 

were used for different purposes in the monastery. The chief 

component part no doubt was the drama, where the monks dwelt. 

The other indispensable requirements were the refectory (bojun- 

hala or ddna-sald), and the vaccakutis or lavatories for the monks. 

The CV states that Parakramabahu I built eight long cloisters and 

a refectory of (great) length and breadth, eighty-five fire-houses 

covered with bricks, and one hundred and seventy-eight privies 

(78. 43). The monasteries also had kitchens (ginihalge), and bath¬ 

ing ponds, amongst other necessaries for the monks. Some of the 

viharas must have had their own sabbath-halls (pdyage), where 

the monks assembled to listen to the pdtimokkha (code of rules). 

Ritual 
The other parts of a monastery were the places where the devotees 

carried out their ritual practices. Ritual became a very important 

part of the religion, and places for ritualistic observances had to 

be built. Hence the building of ddgdbas, image-houses, altars for 

offering flowers, and the planting of Bodhi trees. Every temple 

had at least a ddgdba, Bodhi, and an image-house. With the influ¬ 

ence of the beliefs and the superstitions of the people on religion, 

various practices, forms of worship and propitiation entered the 

folds of religion thus causing the growth of ritual. Adikaram 

regards the beliefs, forms of worship and the like which are absent 
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in the Canon and are found in the Commentaries as having grown 

in Ceylon or, at least, as being prevalent in the island at the time 

the Sinhalese Commentaries were written (Early History of Buddh¬ 

ism in Ceylon, p. 134). We thus see that ritualism gradually 

grew, and long before the period under review it was quite wide¬ 

spread. There is no doubt that the rituals of the earlier periods 

were carried on at this time and have come down to the present 

day. Some of these practices may now be discussed. ' Veneration 

of cetiyas and Bodhi trees’, observes Adikaram, ‘was a pro¬ 

minent feature in the religion of ancient Ceylon. It was only at 

a later stage that images came to be so regarded. As Sir Charles 

Eliot remarked : “It is one of the ironies of fate that the Buddha 

and his followers should be responsible for the growth of image 

worship, but it seems to be true. He laughed at sacrifices and 

left to his disciples only two forms of religious exercise, sermons 

and meditation. For Indian monks this was perhaps sufficient, 

but the laity craved for some outward form of worship. This was 

soon found in the respect shown to the memory of the Buddha and 

the relics of his body, although Hinduism never took kindly to 

relic worship ’’ ’ (Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 134). 

The ddgdbas or cetiyas were the sanctuaries where the relics of the 

Buddha were deposited, and these were built from early times, start¬ 

ing from that of Devanampiya Tissa, whose example was followed 

by almost all his successors. Hence we see that cetiyas were wor¬ 

shipped from the time of the introduction of the religion. These 

forms of external worship have undermined the real religious prac¬ 

tice of sila and meditation, which are hardly the concern of the 

Buddhists today. This situation is no doubt the result of gradual 

decadence. People undertook pilgrimages to distant places only 

to worship at a cetiya or a Bodhi tree. It was not only the laymen 

who attached great importance to these ritualistic practices, but 

the monks as well hankered after this kind of ritual. 

The worship of the Tooth-Relic gained the greatest prominence 

when it was brought to the island during the time of Meghavarna. 

This relic became a most jealously guarded royal treasure, and 

many a king is said to have built a shrine for it. In the century 

under review itself, we see that Parakramabahu 11 ‘ built near his 

palace a fair and costly temple for the Tooth-relic. In the midst 

of this the king had a splendid throne set up and decked with a 

costly covering. Out of a large precious stone, the Ruler had a 
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casket fashioned for the Tooth-Relic, and again as a receptacle 

for this, a large, superb, costly jewel-ca$e of bright, valuable precious 

stones. Then for five thousand gold nikkhas he had as receptacle 

for this case, a second splendid chest fashioned, and then again for 

twenty-five thousand silver nikkhas a third chest ’ (CV 82. 9-15). 
Again the Chronicle tells us that Vijayabahu IV thought: ‘ “ I 

was entrusted with the two relics, the Tooth and Bowl; for these 

I must build a new temple”' (CV 88. 11). He at any rate repaired 

the existing temple and made it ‘beauteous as a heavenly palace '. 

The Dalada-sirita written during the time of Parakramabahu IV 

of KurunSgala records the history of the Tooth-Relic and also lays 

down the rules and practices that had to be observed at the festivals 

of the Relic. 

Thus we can realise how much importance was attached to the 

Tooth-relic even during this period. The festivals celebrated 

will be discussed later. The worship of the Bodhi tree was as com¬ 

mon and widespread as that of the ddgdbas, and has come down to- 

the present day. In fact, every temple had a ddgdba and a Bodhi 

tree in close proximity. Image-worship, as already remarked, 

started much later. * The first mention of it *, says Adikaram, 

‘ refers to the time of King Vasabha (a.d. 127-171). He caused 

to be made four beautiful images of the Buddha and a temple for 

them in the courtyard of the great B5dhi Tree ’ {Early History of 

Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 142). The kings who followed him emulated 

his example, and set up images, and as time went on, image-worship 

became firmly established in the island. Hence almost every 

temple had to be equipped with an image-house, which was decora¬ 

ted with various paintings depicting Jataka tales or the life of the 

Buddha, etc. The Pjv refers to images of stone, wood, metal, 

gold and silver (690). The MV (27. 34, n. 1) refers to the Jataka 

tales which were used as motifs for decorative scenes. 

Offerings of various descriptions, food, flowers, incense, lamps, 

etc., were made to all these shrines, image-houses and Bodhi trees. 

Hence an altar where those offerings could be placed became an 

essential need. To meet this, there were provided the mal-asanas, 

altars for flowers in all these places of worship. Another feature 

mentioned by the Sdhlk is the bell (ghantci), which was first used 

on important occasions for the purpose of summoning the monks, 

etc.; but as time went on, the bell began to be rung by the devotees 

who came to pay homage, and thus lost much of its significance. 
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However, it gained in another respect in that it began to be consi¬ 

dered as a form of offering (ghantara-puja), and everyone made a 

point of ringing it. This formed a part of the sabda-pujd (offerings 

of music), along with the beating of drums, blowing of conches, etc. 

Religious Festivals 

Along with the growth of ritual there grew also the custom of 

holding religious festivities. The MV describes various festivities 

of a minor and major character. One of the main ritualistic practi¬ 

ces which may be considered under this head is that of the recita¬ 

tion or chanting of paritta (S. pirit, protection). The general 

belief is that during times of danger, calamity or adversity, the 

recitation of the sattas, like the Ratana-sutta, would bring relief. 

As time went on it became the practice to chant these suttas as a 

protective measure on any occasion. Some, no doubt, were in the 

habit of reciting them daily before they retired to bed and also in 

the morning. This indeed was partly due to the belief that recita¬ 

tion of paritta was meritorious (punya) in itself, and that it would 

save the people from the effects of evil, and partly to the belief in 

the magic effects of the words of the Buddha as a means of over¬ 

powering evil. It also was the practice to chant them at death¬ 

beds. This is brought out by the SdhRv when, in translating the 

Pali ‘ dhammam sotukamo ', the writer says, ‘ marana andurata 

dsannava bana asanu kamativa hevat pirit banavanu nisd budun kard 

vahanda atanamak ho solosnamak ' (SdhRv 146). This brings to 

light another practice, that of gathering either 4, 8, 16, 32—and so 

on—monks for a paritta ceremony. This is still practised in cer¬ 

tain parts of the island, as in Ahangama in the Southern province. 

The CV refers to the occasion when Upatissa held a paritta ceremony 

when the island was overcome with famine and plague. The des¬ 

cription of this also shows what ceremonies and festivities were 

connected with such practices : ‘ In the time of this king the island 

was vexed by the ills of a famine and a plague. The benevolent 

(king), who was as a light for the darkness of sin, asked the bhikkhus : 

“ Did not the great Sage, when this island was visited by such evils 

as famine and the like, provide some kind of help for the world ? " 

They pointed to the origin of the Gangarohana-Sutta on such an 

occasions When he heard this, he made an image wholly of gold 

of the departed Buddha, laid the stone alms-bowl of the Master 

with water in the hollow of its hands, and placed thus his figure on 

a great chariot . . . Then after he had adorned the town comely as 
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the world of the gods, he descended, surrounded by all the bhikkhus 

. . . to the principal street. Then the bhikkhus who had gathered 

there reciting the Ratana-sutta and pouring out water, walked 

about the street . . . When morning dawned a great cloud poured 

rain on the earth, and all who had suffered from disease held, re¬ 

freshed, high festival. But the Lord of men decreed: “When 

there shall be on the island an evil such as famine, plague, or the 

like, thus shall it be done ” ’ (CV 37. 189)* 

The CV also refers to such an instance during the time of Parakrama- 

bahu II, when through the influence of evil planets a great heat 

arose in Lanka and famine was inevitable. The king gave orders 

for the holding of a great festival. ‘ He gathered together the 

monks and caused them to recite the Partita and bear the Tooth- 

Relic of the Great Sage round the town in a fitting manner, and 

made (in firm faith) the resolve : “ the heavens shall rain ” ’ (CV 87. 

5). The practice of taking the Tooth-Relic out in procession in 

time of drought, etc., is observed even today. ‘ The belief in the 

efficacy of the chanting of the Partitas ’, says Adikaram, ‘ is per¬ 

haps even older than the time of Upatissa . . . When laymen were 

ill, it was customary for the people to invite the bhikkhus to recite 

Partita ’ (Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, p. 143). 

The literature also mentions ceremonies or festivals held on 

admission into the Order, gaining Higher Ordination, laying the 

foundation of religious edifices, enshrining of relics, and dedication 

of such edifices. All these were held amidst great festivity, pomp 

and revelry. Alms-giving and preaching of sermons formed a 

part of most of these ceremonies. One important ceremony con¬ 

nected with the Sahgha is the kathina ceremony, which is held 

annually even today in almost every vihdra. As a rule the monks 

have to observe vas or the rainy seasonal retreat and at the end of 

this period is the pavdrana ceremony the object of which is the 

strengthening of the unity of the Sahgha. kathina robes were to 

be offered during the month subsequent to this ceremony. 

The Polonnaruva Galpota slab-inscription states that the king 

provided the Great Community of monks with the four requisites, 

caused ordination ceremonies to be held every year, bestowed 

kathina gifts, and re-established offerings to gods (EZ 2. 3. 118). 

A kathina is explained as a robe made for a Buddhist monk 

in the course of a single day and night, and is considered a 

highly meritorious gift. The CV records the holding of a kathina 
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festival by Parakramabahu II : ‘ Now when the great king 

heard that unimaginable blessing attaches to a kathina offering, 

he thought ..." I will give a great and splendid kathina offering 

of eighty (robes) ”... called together the men and women . . . 

of Lanka, and made them all carry out in the shortest time the 

whole of the work (for the making) of these garments, beginning 

with the preparation of the cotton. And on one day he gave away, 

together with all the useful and important wares, the eighty kathina 

robes ' (CV 85. 99-102). The Pjv also makes reference to this 

festival. 

Another sacred occasion was the festival of the Tooth-Relic. 

Great festivals have been held in honour of the Tooth which was 

carried in procession on such occasions. This ceremony is held 

annually even today. The Pjv refers to the festival of the Tqoth- 

Relic held by Parakramabahu II: mahatvu utsdhayen danta dhdtu 

pujdvak kota ’ (12). The CV records a number of ceremonies con¬ 

ducted by this king in honour of the sacred relic : ‘ Thereupon the 

Monarch himself, decked out in all his ornaments, accompanied 

by his four-membered army, urged by his faith, placed the two 

relics, the Tooth and the Bowl, on a costly chariot, adorned with 

every kind of chariot-ornament. Then one by one he had displayed 

before him diverse votive offerings, such as flags of gold and 

flags of silver, golden vessels and silver vessels, fly-whisks of 

gold and fly-whisks of silver, chests of gold as also silver chests . . . 

charming silver fans, golden bowls with lotus flowers . . . filled jars 

which were fashioned of gold and . . . silver, and afterwards holding 

a great sacrificial festival with these diverse (offerings) ever and 

again to the sound of the five musical instruments, he by degrees 

brought (the relics) on this decked-out road to the town of 

Sirivaddhana . . . (85. 24). The extent of the veneration paid to 

the Tooth-Relic may be understood by the offerings of the son and 

daughter, made by Nissanka Malla, and recorded in the Hatadage 

vestibule wall-inscription (EZ 2. 2. 90). 

Reference must also be made to an account in the slab-inscription 

of Kalyanavati of a special offering performed by three personages 

at the Ruvanmalisaya at the very dawn of the 13th century 

(EZ 4. 5. 258). 
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Plate VII 

Dambadeniya-vihara—main shrine 

as seen today. 

Maligakanda (Palace Hill), Darhbadeniya 

as seen today. 



CHAPTER XI 

FINE ARTS, EDUCATION, MEDICINE 

Architecture and Sculpture 

The Archaeological Department of the island has already brought 

to light the advance made in such fine arts, as architecture, 

sculpture and painting. Its observations have been published in the 

Ceylon Journal of Science, Section G, and the Memoirs and Reports 

of the Archaeological Survey of Ceylon. It is unfortunate that 

the literature of the period under review should give no infor¬ 

mation regarding these arts, dagabas, images, statues, buildings 

and paintings are mentioned, but without any descriptions 

or accounts of them. Images made of stone as well as those 

of gold are referred to (SdhRv 679, 417, 1010). The SdhRv 

also mentions the vermilion lines drawn on golden images: 

‘ ran pilimayaka hingul rekhd denndse ’ (1010), and the technique 

of heating images over burning coal to polish them (527). The 

Pjv mentions images and statues of stone, wood, metal, 

silver and gold and also statues made of stone and iron and 

plated with gold (690, 196;. Although the available material 

regarding these is so very meagre, it is known that all these fine 

arts were in a highly developed state in Ceylon in ancient times. 

The innumerable ruins bear ample testimony to this fact. It is 

not out of place here to repeat a few of the observations made by 

various scholars regarding the art and architecture of the island 

during the century under review. Prosperity under the Pojonnaruva 

kings led to a great deal of activity in architecture, sculpture, 

and painting. Most of the buildings, as the Demaja-Mahasaya, 

Kirivehera, Jetavanarama, Lahkatilaka of Parakiumabahu and 

Rankot-vihara, Nissarika-lata-mandapaya, Vatadage and Hatadage 

of Nissahka Malla, were erected in the 12th century. These viharas 

are built of brick, lime and mortar. Some of the largest rock- 

hewn statues, e.g., image of the Buddha at Avukana and those at 

the Gal-vihara in Pojonnaruva, belong to the Pojonnaruva times. 

The best secular figure, identified by some as that of Parakrama- 

bahu I and by others as that of the sage Agasti, n^ar the Potgul- 

vihara in Pojonnaruva also belongs to this period. These obser¬ 

vations help us to realise that nothing outstanding was achieved 

11—H 11305 (2/G8) 
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in this field of art during the 13th century. Reference has already 

been made elsewhere to the immense destruction caused by 

Magha. This no doubt was a great set-back in the development 

of the arts. Magha brought with him a Dravidian element, and no 

doubt put up buildings in that style, as was done by his predecessors. 

The Siva-devale No. 1 at Polonnaruva, which was built during 

the Pandya occupation, gives us an example of the Dravidian 

architecture that was introduced into Ceylon. ‘ It is built of stone 

and belongs to the Pandya style of architecture of the 13th century 

which differs in a few respects from the Cola style. The style of 

the stairway of the Dalada Maligava at Yapahuva is Hindu, and 

shows the influence of the later Pandya style ’ [Early History 

of Ceylon, p. 112). Thus we see the extent of the Dravidian 

influence. Kings such as Vijayabahu III and Parakramabahu II 

did their best to make good the damage done by the invaders. 

Hence the 13th century was mainly devoted to repairs, renewals 

and renovations. Parker refers to many of the ddgdbas that were 

destroyed by Magha and restored by succeeding kings. ‘ During 

the reign of the Kalinga conqueror Magha (a.d. 1214-1235), 

the ddgdbas throughout the whole country were ransacked 

for treasure, and that at the Thuparama was certainly one 

of the first to suffer, but it was restored again in the reign 

of King Parakramabahu II (a.d. 1240-1275) ’ (Ancient Ceylon, 

p. 266). Some of the other ddgdbas that suffered a similar 

fate were the Ruvanvali, Abhayagiri, Jetavana, and Kalani; 

and all these were repaired by Parakramabahu II during 

the 13th century. Hocart states that the I2th-i3th centuries were 

ages of brickwork and that stone receded to the background. All 

buildings were plastered over. In the Polonnaruva period, too, 

they were painted as in the earlier periods (Codrington, A Short 

History of Ceylon, p. 188). Writing on Sinhalese architecture and 

sculpture, Vincent Smith states that ‘ the ddgdbas, huge masses 

of masonry, wonderful as stupendous monuments of laborious 

engineering, are not in themselves interesting as examples of archi¬ 

tectural art. The work of the artist must be sought in the numerous 

and splendid associated buildings . . . Circular temples or shrines, 

of which three notable examples are known, are the most original 

and peculiar of Ceylonese buildings. That at Polonnaruva, erected 

by King Nissanka Malla at the close of the 12th century, is 

considered by Mr. Bell to be “ the most beautiful specimen of 



Plate VIII 

Frieze of lions from Darftbadeniya temple 

ourtesy. Archaeological Commissioner, Ce 

Balustrade and flight of steps from Dambadeniya temple. 

By courtesy, Archaeological Commissioner, Ceylon. 
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Buddhistic stone architecture existing in Ceylon ” ’ (Fine Art m 

India and Ceylon, pp. 143, 144). 

The CV gives us some examples of tlie pieces of sculpture set up 

during the 13th century. Mention has already been made of the 

setting up of an image of the god Surnana at Sri Pada by Deva- 

Patiraja (CV 86. 18). It further states that Vijayabahu IV made 

an image of the Buddha in the three-storeyed image-house which 

he built at Kurunagala (CV 88. 56). The same king is also said to 

have set up in this same place a fine statue of his uncle (CV 88. 57). 

Parakramabahu II also erected an octagonal image-house, and 

had a stone image of the Buddha set up in the place where his 

father was cremated (CV 85. 77). He also caused two pirivenas 

Bhuvanekabahu and Mahamahindabahu to be erected at Sirivad- 

dhanapura and Hatthigiripura respectively (ibid., 85. 60, 62). In 

Dariibadeniya he built a high wall and gate-towers round the Siri- 

vijayasundara-vihara which had been erected by his father. He 

restored the three-storeyed relic temple attached to the vihara, 

and had the Tooth-Relic placed therein (ibid., 85. 91, 92). The 

CV (82. 9) also states that he had built near his palace a temple for 

the Tooth-Relic. Whether these buildings were identical it is not 

possible to say. The Vijayasundara-vihara which stands today, 

as repaired very much later, is believed to be the Dajada-maligava, 

Temple of the Tooth (see Hocart, Temple of the Tooth in Kandy, 

p. 39; see Plate VII). 

One of the observations made by A. Nell on the origin and styles 

of the ancient Ceylon architecture may be noted here. He concludes 

that the technique, designs, and methods were imported necessarily 

from Aryan and Buddhist India, and that from time to time a fresh 

stimulus came to Ceylon with each great efflorescence of art in 

Aryan India, and that the Sinhalese art of the ancient period ended 

at Yapahuva in a.d. 1222; that mediaeval Sinhalese art was 

Dravidian, whereas the ancient was Aryan ; that mediaeval art was 

strongly Hindu, whereas the ancient was purely Buddhist. Ancient 

Sinhalese art excelled by its delicacy and truth of outline, its 

exquisite outline of stone carving, and its harmony of proportion— 

qualities all hard to find in all the later work (On the Origin and 

the Styles of Ancient Ceylon Architecture, J.R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXVI, 

No. 71, pp. 163-164). 
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Painting 

Similar is the case with painting. We only get a few references 

to the paintings on walls, pieces of cloth and pots, and to the use 

of colours. Some similes of the SdhRv indicate the types of paint¬ 

ing with which the writer was familiar : ‘ asuci purdlu kola pita 

sittam karanndse ’, just as painting the outside of a pot which is 

full of dirt (624). This simile has been used a number of times. 

It shows us the author’s familiarity with painted pottery. ‘ pilima- 

gey aka sittam karannavun anik sittam hdrald rahat kata ’ad budu- 

rava maiida andandse ’, just as the forms of the Buddha and Arahats 

are drawn in the centre, leaving aside all other forms, in painting 

an image house (810); ‘ vayitiyak bita kola sittamak sd ’, like the 

painting on a wall prepared with plaster and pigment (934) ; 

‘yuhapat payak gannata vayiti hananndse just as colours 

are mixed to get a good colour (55) I ‘ amutu payak evanta 

noek pa dti vayiti yodanndsH ’, as mixing different colours to 

get a new colour (444)* Paintings on cloths are referred to : 

‘ sittam kata hakuluvd tubu pettak vidahd pdnd kalak paridden \ 

just as a painted cloth that had been rolled up is unfurled (SdhRv 

299). The Pjv, too, refers to similar paintings : ‘ noek citrakdrayan 

lava peti kadeka sitiyam karavd ’, having got cloth painted by artists 

(744). petta or peti kada was a piece of cloth on which paintings 

were done. The SdhRv also refers to the resin or gum of the wood- 

apple tree (Feronia elephantum) which was used for fixing colours 

(159, 137)- Except for these references ve have no account of 

the paintings of the times ; but we are already aware, from other 

sources, of the high standard of art attained by the ancient Sinhalese 

From the work of the Archaeological Department, and the writings 

of Ananda Coomaraswamy, Vincent Smith and other scholars we 

can form an idea of the paintings of ancient times. We learn from 

these that vihdras and temples were decorated with var’ous types 

of painting ; that pottery was painted and that paintings were 

done on rock surfaces and on pieces of cloth, as is also referred to 

in the literary sources above mentioned. The CV refers to the 

paintings during the time of Parakramabahu II. It states that the 

pdsddas of the vihdra at Sirivaddhana were bright with various 

kinds of paintings (CV 85. 3). A few observations made by some 

of the scholars who have studied this subject will be extremely 

useful in forming an idea of the progress painting had made in Ceylon. 

Ananda Coomaraswamy makes the following remarks on the history 
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of painting in Ceylon. ‘ Painting was one of the 64 arts and sciences 

practised in Ancient India . . . The first mention of it in the Maha- 

vamsa is the reference to the use of “ painted vases ” in the reign 

of Devanampiya Tissa (307 b.c.). It is very likely indeed that 

the foundation of the craft as now surviving in Ce3'lon, dates, like 

so much else of Hindu-Buddhist culture, from the time of the settle¬ 

ment of Asoka’s missionaries, and the great intellectual stimulus 

resulting from the contact of the art of Bharhut with the more 

primitive art, of which we have no remains, but which may have 

existed in Ceylon . . . We hear also of the decoration of the relic 

chamber with representations of Jatakas, and it is probable that 

tempera painting (in water colour) is here meant, though not 

expressly indicated . . . The Sigiri paintings show that Ceylon was 

in close touch with the art growth of the time . . . Passing on to 

the later times, we find at Polonnaruva in the Demala Malta Saya 

certain Jataka paintings, more like the Sigiriya work than modern 

work ; and on certain of the ddgdbas (Ruvanveli and Abhayagiri) 

at Anuradhapura, paintings (patterns) in a very bad state of 

preservation, but which also incline to the earlier type in their 

free and almost careless execution ’ (Mediaeval Sinhalese Art, 

pp. 17 7,178). 

The paintings at places like the Gal-vihara and the Demala Maha- 

saya will give us an idea of the achievements of the centuries just 

prior to the thirteenth. ‘ Enough is left to suggest that the painting, 

in the cave shrine of the “ Gal Vihara ” may Wfell have approached 

in technique—truth of form, distribution and gradation of colouring, 

and harmonious grouping—some of the best of the Indian frescoes 

to be found at Ajanta . . . “ Gal Vihare ” of Polonnaruva stands 

among the Archaeological wonders of the East—inimitable exemplar 

to the world for all time of colossal artistic sculptures ambitiously 

conceived and gloriously perfected according to Oriental canons 

. . . There are paintings still left at “ Demala-Maha-saya ” which 

rival some of the best at the Cave Temples of Ajanta * (Quoted 

from Bell in J.R.A.S., C.B., Joseph, G. A., Vol. XXVI, No. 71, 

pp. 102, 105). These observations show the high standards attained 

by the artists of Ceylon up to about the 12th century. What the 

13th century actually achieved in this field of artistic activity is 

unfortunately uncertain. 
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Music and Dancing 

References to music and dance are frequent, and there is not 

the slightest doubt that the kalds appertaining to music—vocal 

(gUa), instrumental (vddita) and dancing (nacca)—were very widely 

cultivated. Constant reference is made to kings who were always 

surrounded by musicians and dancers ; thus we can see that song 

and dance occupied a recognized place in court circles. Music 

and dancing were not by any means confined to the higher circles, 

for the love of music prevailed even among humbler classes. We 

often hear of male and female dancers ; and women seem to have 

been specially gifted in these arts. Even a poor girl would sing while 

gathering herbs (SdhRv 44^)* This is attested by the \ ismSn 

which says the same thing, viz., gl kiyamin paid bindinahu 

(309). Singing must have been very common among young girls, 

and this is perhaps why the SdhRv author used the simile kudd 

kellakase gl kiya kiydi ’, singing like a small girl (SdhRv 353)* 

Reference is often made to song and dance taking place in the 

palace. The splendid description of the drinking scene in the KSil 

bears testimony to this fact. Though there is a great difference 

of opinion regarding this description, we cannot fail to observe 

that there is much in it which shows first-hand knowledge and 

not mere hearsay. We are not fully justified in discarding the 

description as mere plagiarism. The description shows the women 

enjoying themselves, drinking, singing and dancing. ‘The king 

listened attentively to the women who danced, and sang harmo¬ 

niously on the octaves sama, madara and tara, to the accompani¬ 

ment of the vlna (KSil 306). ‘ When an intoxicated woman sang the 

antalirdga rhythmically, the king went on clapping in time, so that 

his wristlets narrowly escaped breaking, and the king himself was 

nearly drowned in his tears of joy’ (ibid., 3°7)- 

The CV also bears evidence of the fact that festive occasions 

were marked by music and dance. Thus we see that music had 

much to do with the everyday life of the people, as it has even 

today. ‘ The monarch (Parakramabahu II) instituted a sacrificial 

rite for the Buddha. The festival was ravishing by reason of the 

many exquisite dances and songs of the dancers who on splendid 

stages erected here and there, performed while assuming different 

characters, divers dances and sang various songs. The noise of 

the festival was increased by the sound of the live musical instru¬ 

ments which produced the illusion of the roar of the great ocean 
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of his meritorious works that was so strong that it surpassed the 

booming of the sea, while the drums showed the thunder-claps of 

Pajjunna ’ (CV 85. 42). The first part of this quotation refers to 

a song and dance recital or a sort of variety entertainment, which 

was perhaps organised for the occasion. This makes it clear that 

on various festive occasions song and dance recitals were performed 

in sheds specially put up for the purpose. The present-day perfor¬ 

mances of the same type, and of plays that are staged on New Year 

day and Vesak day, are reminiscent of these performances of ancient 

times. In this connection, one may refer to the observation made 

by Parker : ‘ The chief quality of the music was its loudness ; it 

is described as being “ like a blast proceeding from the sea of his 

merits, which sufficed to drown the roar of the ocean and put to 

shame the thunder of the clouds " ’ (Ancient Ceylon, p. 260^. 

Parker seems to have looked at only one aspect, and that, too, 

at its highest poetic exaggeration. The drums and other such 

instruments no doubt produced loud noises, but the ancient Sinha¬ 

lese have had chamber music too, produced by stringed instruments, 

e.g., various type of vinas. Consider, for example, the description 

of a festival during the time of Vijayabahu IV : ‘ It was filled with 

the songs of praise of the bards who sang festive songs, making 

thereto on the five instruments fine music which spread abroad 

and charmed the hearers, also with the songs of the minstrels who 

again and again let their praises resound. In devotion there 

surrounded it the dancers and the actors who performed dances 

and sang songs delightful to see and to hear ’ (CV 89. 33). 

The SdhRv also refers to the traditional five-fold music (pasahga- 

turu) (337). This comprises five kinds of special musical instru¬ 

ments, viz. : dtata, vitata, dtata-vitata, ghana, snsira (Pjv 436). 

ditata, according to the P.T.S. Die., is the generic name for drums 

covered with leather on one side, and vitata is a drum with leather 

on both sides, dtata-vitata refers to instruments in which strings are 

stretched across the face and tightened on pegs, viz., vend, ghana 

is a term for a musical instrument played by striking, as cymbal, 

tambourine, etc. ; metal percussion instruments, snsira, meaning 

perforated, full of holes, hollow, refers to musical instruments as 

flute or pipe ; wind-instruments. 

Amongst musical instruments mentioned, the vlnd (lute, guitar) 

takes first place, as it is constantly mentioned (SdhRv 361, 475 ; 

KSij 19, 595). The writer of the Sdhlk translates the Pali 
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‘ canddla gandhabba brdhmanassa ' as ‘ vlnu gay and karana ektard 

canddla brdhmanayek kata ’ (356), that is, the Pali phrase 

meaning ‘ a candala Brahmin musician ’ is rendered into Sinhalese 

as ‘ a candala Brahmin playing on a vlnd thus indicating that the 

vlnu was a commonly known instrument. The work also mentions 

three varieties of the vlnd, viz., brahma vlnd, nakula vlnd, and 

daddara vlnd (Sdhlk 305). 

Other instruments mentioned are: maddala, Tamil drum, 

rendered as mihingu bera (SdhRv 637, 9S3) ; bera, drums, which 

are of various kinds (Pjv 26, 170). The 10th century inscription 

on a pillar-fragment refers to the sounding of tndi and soli drums 

(EZ 4. 4. 191). The Sdhlk refers to the Hindi bera (130), and to 

other varieties as vnaha bera, pokuru bera and mihingu bera (412), 

and to gala bera, pand bera, pataha, loho bera, talappara, virandam, 

tammdtta, and nisdna (99, 462), rodu bera, ekas bera, dudu bera, 

ddduru bera (130), davura (57), mrdanga, dekki, kotumbara, dendima 

(106). The Pjv also refers to davura bera and dahara bera (606)» 

udekki is a ‘ small drum about a foot in length and narrower in the 

middle of the trunk. The leather is stretched on the two faces of 

this drum and is kept together (secure) by a series of strings which, 

by being held with the closed fist at the narrowed portion of the 

trunk, can be loosened or tightened with the lingers while the drum 

is being played with one hand ’ (J.R.A.S., C.B., XXVII, p. 71). 

gdta bera is ‘ a large-sized drum about 2b feet in length with the 

centre bulging out and narrowing towards the ends ’ (ibid.) ; pataha, 

kettle drum (P.T.S. Die.) ; mrdanga, tambour (MW). 

Also mentioned are : sak, conch shells (Pjv 170, 283) ; sinnam, 

T. a kind of trumpet (Pjv 606). The Sdhlk gives the varieties of 

these two, viz., ran sak (gold conches), ridi (silver) sak, ruvan (gem 

set) sak ; ran sinnam (gold sinnam), ridl and ruvan sinnam (462). 

timbili (Pjv 26; 170; 283), pana bera ; (diva) kulal (Pjv 501), flute, 

pipe ; {jaya) kdlam (Pjv 501), horanava (trumpet). Several specimens 

of horana are described by Devar Surya Sena : ‘ Some are of ivory 

ornamented with incised lines and circles filled with red lac, others 

of buffalo horn and wood. All have brass or bronze bell-shaped 

cones. Varying in height from n to 14 3/4 inches, the smaller 

horana have from 6 to 8 finger holes. The horana embouchure 

(mouth-piece) consists of palmyra-leaf reed fitting into a narrow 

metal tube with a circular metal disc or lip-rest against which the 

lips are pressed ’ (Ceylon Observer Annual, 1948, p. 9). dlavanni 
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(Sdhlk 129, 412) ; vangl (Pjv 152) ; tanti (Sdhlk 412; Pjv 283), 

T., lute ; ekacchidra ; maniparva ; kanlasvara ; kamsutdlam and 

samuttalam (Sdhlk 129, 573). hdhala varieties : randdrd, ridlddrd, 
daladdra ; dalaham ; loham ; vijayddhvani; vangl (Sdhlk 462, 305, 

129) ; ottu (ibid. 129, 462), T., a reed instrument conical in shape 

and enlarging downwards, used for playing the drone note accom¬ 
panying a ndka-curam ; sirivili (ibid. 462). 

The Thupa-vamsa gives a long list of instruments in which are 

included most of the above-mentioned instruments: gat a bera, pandi 
bera, ekds bera, mihingu bera, maddala, pataka, loho bera, ynvala 

bera, maha bera, d'dduru bera, roda bera, karandi bera, ghosd bera, 

talappara, vlrandam, tammdta, nisdna, ranarahgaghosa, samudra- 
ghosd, anukkattuli, timbulivu, david, morahu, mallari, sirivili, tappu, 
tatsara, ddkki, uddkki, mahdala, ndgasara, uccambhayangi, kombii, 
sakunaviridu, surana, kdla, dam darn, dalaham, loham, sinnam, 
kinnara, kayitddam, samuttalam, gltdlam, damaru madu, den- 

dima dhvani (varietiesof drums); ran sak, ridI sak, ran sinnam, ridl 
sinnam, ran ddrd, ridl ddrd, data ddird, dalaham, loham, gavaraham, 
vijayddhvani, ottu, tantiri, patasiri (kdhala varieties) (Thupa-vamsa, 
ed. D. E. Hettiaratchi, p. 41). iditti (idaitidi, uddkki, variant 

readings) and sak pahca are also mentioned as varieties of drums 

on page 81 of the same book. Varieties of vlnds mentioned are 

nakula vind, bhrnga vlnd, ksudra vind, and other instruments as 

dlavatti, vangi, vasdandu (ibid., p. Si). To the list of sak (conches) 

are also addedyuvala sak and dakunu sak (ibid., p. 81). dlavanti, 

dlavanni are variant readings for dlavatti. tammdta is a drum 

beaten with two sticks, the extremities of which are bent to form 

circles and kept in a state of tension (John Davy, Music of Ceylon, 
p. 29). 

Technique 

The information we have regarding the technique itself is indeed 

very meagre. The available material however helps us to establish 

that it was the Indian tradition of classical music that was prevalent 

in Ceylon. The Ksil gives us a few technical terms. The king is 

said to have listened attentively to the grdmardgas sung according 

to the correct tempo (laya) and accompanied by the vind on the 

three octaves sama, madara and tar a (306). These three terms 

for the octaves do not entirely correspond to those given in the 

Sangita-ratnakara which has madhya instead of sama. sama 

means f< equally distant from extremes’, ‘common’, ‘ midling ’ 
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(MW) and carries the same sense as madhya. Music is mainly 

developed within three octaves : 

vyavahdre tvasau tredhd hrdi mandro'bhidhlyate 

kanthe madhyo murdhni taro dvigunascottarottarah 

(Sangita-ratndkara, i. 3. 7), 

‘ In practice there are three (octaves in singing)—the lower one 

(■mandra) (resounding) in the chest, the middle one (madhya) in 

the throat and the higher one (tdra) in the head, each being 

double of the other ’ (Alain Danielou, North Indian Music, Vol. I, 

P- 75). 

sail of the KSil (306) has been interpreted as ‘ with grace ‘ in 

harmony’ (Ilia sahita) (KSil, ed. Sorata Thera). It seems more 

likely that sail (v. 306) and laya (v. 307) both indicate laya (tempo) 

meaning laya sahita, in the right laya and in the two layas respec¬ 

tively. Three layas, vilambita (slow), madhya (medium), and 

druta (fast) each being double of the previous are known : 

kriydnantaravisrdntirlayah sa trividho matah 

druto madhyo vilambasca drutah slghratamo matah 

dvigunadvigunau jheyau tasmdnmadhyavilambitau 

(Sangita-ratndkara, 5. 48), 

In each case the exact tempo will be expressed, as is customary 

in Western music, by the number of ‘ time units (mdtrds) per minute ’ 

as they are given by an ordinary metronome (Danielou, p. 86). 

visamalaya (v. 309) therefore, means irregular tempo. When 

the women sang in irregular tempo the king improvised tanas and 

ornamented the melody. 

The KSil also refers to another technical term tan or tan. The 

king is said to have improvised tanas and ornamented the melodies 

(miyuru kala tan) when the women sang in irregular tempo (visama 

laya) (see above). Kusa’s vlna is spoken of as being able to produce 

forty-nine (49) 4an or tan (unupanas tan, KSi} 601). Sorata Thera 

explains tan in v. 309 as tana and tan in v. 601 as sthdna (KSil ed. 

Sorata 1 hera, pp. 120, 231 resp.). The KSil sanne also explains tan in 

v. 601 as sthdna. Both words sthdna and tana could give us tan or tan 

in Sinhalese. The Dharmapradlpikftva and the Sdhlk also speak 

of 49 sthdnas : ekeki svarayange sat sat sthdna bhedayaha yanayamhe- 

tuvekin svarayange mandrdkdravyavasthd re da evhu ekunpanas sthdna 

visesayoyi ’, Each svara has seven sthdnas. Accordingly in a Register 

such as mandra there are 49 sthdnas (Dharmapradlpikdva, ed. Dhar- 

marama, p. 286); ‘ eki ekl sarayata sat sat sthdna manddkhydvasthdva 
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pavatna ekunpanas sthdna visesayak’ (Sdhlk 697). (In these two 

references the words ekeki and mandrdkdravyavasthd and manddkh- 

ydvasthdva seem to be corrupt and needs elucidation). We do not 

hear of a group of 49 sthdnas in the Indian musical system, where 

Sthdnas (Registers) are said to be three in number, sthdnas are 

the positions where the notes of varying pitches are produced. * I11 

ordinary usage ... it is of three kinds ; it is called mandra in the heart, 

madhya in the throat, and tdira in the head ; and each succeeding 

one is double the other. This means that in actual singing mandra is 

the lowest, madhya is medium and tdira is very high ’ (see Sangita- 

ratnakara, translated by C. Kunhan Raja, Yol. 1, ch. 1, pp. 6, 46 

resp.). The Taittiriya Pratisakhya also speaks of these sthdnas. 

mandra madhyama tdrdni sthdndni bhavanti (ed. Rangacharya and 

Sastri, p. 498). There is however a possibility of calculating 49 

sthdnas (in a different sense) within the same Register : from each 

of the seven notes of any one Register (sthana) a murchand 

can be developed consisting of the seven notes of the scale beginning 

with that particular first note of the Register, going down in 

descending order, thus giving for all the seven notes of one Register 

seven into seven notes (sthdnas). If tan or tan in the Sinhalese texts 

meant sthdna, they seem to have used the word in this secondary 

sense. This term sthdna has been used in early Sanskrit literature 

in relation to voice production : * sapta vdcas sthdndni bhavanti. 

yairvak prayujyate yasminica tisthati tat sthdnam ’, Of speech there 

are seven pitches by which the voice is articulated and wherein 

the voice remains, that is a sthdna (Taittiriya Pratisakhya, 23. 4, 

p. 508). O. Bohtlingk and R. Roth explain sthdna thus : sthdna— 

position, step of voice, soft or hard, high or deep (Sanskrit—Wbrter- 

buch, Vol. VII, 1322). Thus there seems to have been in Vedic 

music a primitive sense in which the term sthdna was used for a 

pitch or tone of the voice. This use probably arose out of the 

production of the various notes of an instrument like the vind, by 

placing the finger or the frets in certain fixed positions along the 

string. These positions are called sthdnas. It may also be noted 

here that this use of the term sthdna is different from the more 

developed sense in Classical Indian Music, where it was used to 

mean a Register to which we have referred at the beginning of this 

discussion. 

The use of the term sthdna in the Dharmapradipikava also seems 

to be due to a confusion going back to the Pali tradition. This 
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text quotes a stanza : 
satta sard tayo gdmd mucchand ekavisati 

thandnekunapannasa iccete saramandalam, (p.286), 

and this stanza is also given in the Abhidhanappadipika. This 

stanza may be compared with one that occurs in the Panca Tantra : 

sapta svardstrayo grama murchanas tvekavindatih 

tana ekonapahcasat tisro mdtrd layas tray ah 

(ed. Hertel, Book V, Tale v, p. 271), 

* There are seven notes, three octaves, twenty-one scales, the tanas 

are forty-nine, three time units, three tempi (see Tantras IV and V, 

ed. M. R. Kale, p. 49 and Fox Strangways, Music of Hindustan, 

p. 82). Now it does not seem unlikely that the P. thana was con¬ 

fused with Skt. tana. It may be surmised that this confusion 

perhaps arose as the result of the phrase ekavimsatih tana being 

represented in a text as ‘ ekasvimsatis tana ’—Skt. sthdna > 

P. thana. 

Forty-nine tanas are of course referred to by Bharata as 

well: * evametepi sadavdsu murchanasu kriyamand bhavatyekona- 

pancasat tdnah ’ (The Ndtya-Sdstra of Bharata, ch. 28, p. 320). 

‘ In the two (gramas), these are accepted as the forty-nine Sadava 

(tanas)... in the Sadja grama there are separately twenty-one auduva 

tanas. But when from these (seven) in the Madhya grama are 

removed Ri and Dha, and the two bi-sruti (svaras) there are just 

fourteen. They together form thirty-five. All the Sddavas and 

Auduvas taken together form eighty-four ’ (Sahgita-ratnakara, 

translated C. Kunhan Raja, p. 75). Now we can with justification 

conclude that tan or tan in the KSil meant tanas and not sthanas. 

Gamrd (KSil vv. 236, 306) may be interpreted either as gramas 

and ragas or as grdmardgas. rdga (mode) is a specific combination 

of notes calculated to charm and rouse the emotions : 

svaravarnavisistena dhvanibhedena vd janah 

rajyate yena kathitah sa rdgah sammatah satarn 

yo’sau dhvanivisesas tu svaravarnavibhusitah 

rahjako janacittandm sa rdgah kathito budhaih 

(Sahgita-ratnakara, 2. 1, p. 150). 

The ragas vary indefinitely, the number theoretically possible being 

limitless, though in practice only a few hundred ragas are generally 
used (see Danielou, p. 115, etc.), ragas have been classified into 

ten main classes; each of which is again sub-divided into other 

sub-divisions. The ten are : grdmardga, upardga, rdga, bkasd, 
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vibhdsd, antarabhdsd, rdgdnga, bhasdnga, updfiga and kriyahga 

(see Sanglta-ratndkara, i. 2, also The Sanglta-sudhd of King Raghu- 

natha of Tanjore, p. ioi). 

The chief ragas or modes a*e also considered masculine 

in character, while the secondary modes the rdginls are said to be 

their wives or even ‘ sons ’ : ‘ Bharataenumerates six (ragas), viz., 

Bhairava, Kausika, Hindola, Dipaka, &rl-rdga and Megha, each 

mode exciting some affection ; other writers give other names ; 

sometimes seven or twenty-six ragas are mentioned ; they are 

personified, and each of the six chief ragas is wedded to five 

or six consorts called rdginls ; their union gives rise to many other 

modes’ (MW). 

grama (basic scale) is a collection of notes—• 

gramah svarasamuhah syanmurchanddeh samdArayah 

tau dvau dharatale tatra sydtsadjagrdma ddimah 

(Sahgita-ratndkara, i. 4. 1), 

which forms the basis for murchands and the like. Two gramas 

are prevalent on earth, the first being sadja grama. Two basic 

scales sadja (C) and madhyama (F) are mentioned. A third 

gandhdra (E) is also mentioned ; but it is stated that this grama 

is found only in the world of the gods (see Danielou, p. 72). 

Reference is also made to the women who sang the antalirdga 

in the two layas (KSil v. 307). Sorata Thera here gives the reading 

andalira ; but it must be stated that none of the manuscripts we 

have compared give this reading—andhdlikd would give in Sinhalese 

dhdali or dhdali. If the reading is andalira as suggested by Sorata 

Thera, then his interpretation has to be accepted, andhdlikd or 

andhdli is a rdga that falls into the categories of bhdsd and vibhdsd 

ragas : * iti bhdsdvibhdse dve bammdnyandhdlike tatah' (Sahglta- 

ratnakara, 2. 1. 28). 

The KSil also states that the women played the karanas and 

that the king beat his hands according to the music played by them. 

karana is a technical term that occurs both in dancing and in instru¬ 

mental music. Bharata mentions both : the combined movement 

of hands and feet in dance is called karana, and these number 108 

bearing names such as talapuspaputa, vartita, svastika, lolitaka 

(Natya-Sastra of Bharata, translated M. Ghosh, p. 48). When the 

Bharata Natya-sastra states that the playing of the music should 

be in pure karana and jati it is clear that the terms refer to some 

l 
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sort of tala in instrumental music which seems to accompany tand.ava 

dancing (ibid., p. 69). It further states that the playing of instru¬ 

mental music during the class dance (tdrdava) should be sama, 

rakta, vibhakta and sphuta (distinctly heard) on account of the 

clear strokes and should properly follow different aspects of the 

dance (ibid., p. 70). Instrumental music which has various oghas 

and karanas is to be played during the formation of what are called 

pindis. This instrumental music should also be played in the 

proper tempo: ‘The Tattva, Anugata and the Ogha are related 

to the Karana. Among these the Tattva is to be applied in slow 

tempo, the Anugata in medium tempo and the Ogha in quick tempo' 

(ibid., p. 73). 

Thus it is made clear that the karana is a form of instrumental 

music that accompanies tdndava dancing. Sorata Thera in his 

explanation of this term makes out that the karanas were mainly 

two-fold, viz., maha and sulu and that each of these two is again 

classified into sampurna and asampurna (KSil, ed. Sorata, v. 308) ; 

but unfortunately we have not been able to trace this classification 

of the karanas. However, this may be, sampurna appears in con¬ 

nection with the rdgas : ‘ Class (jati), in rdgas, is considered to 

be of three kinds—audava of five notes, shddava of six, sampurna 

(complete) of seven notes ', ‘ if, in any mode, one or more notes 

be used from each division, the mode is called ‘ complete ' {sam¬ 

purna), but if one division is not represented, whatever the number 

of notes in the other divisions the mode is called hexatonic {shddava); 

if two divisions are not represented the mode is pentatonic {audava) ’ 

(Danielou, p. 122). Considering this classification, we may venture 

to suggest that, if the first was termed sampurna, the other two 

being incomplete may have been known as asampurna (incomplete). 

These twro terms are also met with in connection with the murchands: 

asampurndsca sampurna vyutkramoccdritasvardh 

murchandli kutatdndh syustatsankhydmabhidadhmahe 

{Sahgita-ratndkara, 1. 4. 32). 

Speaking of the music that could be produced on Ivusa’s vlnd the 

KSil mentions devisi hahda (601), musan (601) and svara {sara 

satin, 236). By twenty-two hahdas is meant sruti (intervals) : 

‘ Notes depend upon intervals. The intervals from which the 

notes are produced are called sruti, i.e., “ audible " since it is only 

through hearing that the idea conveyed by the intervals can be 

grasped' (Danielou, p. 45): tasya dvdvimsatirbheddh sravandc- 
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chrutayo matdh (Sangita-ratnakara, i. 3. 8). These Srutis have 

been classified and each was given a name depicting its character. 

These have been classified into five main groups or jdtis—dipta 

(keen), dyata (large), karuim (compassionate), mrdu (tender), 

madhya (moderate) (Danielou, p. 56; see Sangita-ratnakara, 

I. 3. 29, 30). Some consider the number of drutis to be twenty- 

two, others speak of sixty-six, and yet others say they are number¬ 

less—kecana punah satsastibhedabhinnah srutaya iti vadanti (ibid., 

1, p- 35)- Bharata gives us three ways of calculating the twenty- 

two : 
tisro dve ca catasrasca catassrastisra eva ca 

dve catasrasca sadjdkhye grdme sruti nidarsanam, etc. 

3, 2, 4, 4, 3, 2, 4 and 4, 3, 2, 4, 4, 3, 2 and 4, 3, 4, 2, 4, 3, 2 (ch. 28, 

22, 23, 25, 26). Of these the Sangita-ratnakara tallies with the 

middle one. It is of interest to note that the ancient Sinhalese 

system as given in both the Dharmapradlpikava and the Sdlilk 

tallies with the first given in the Bharata Natya Sastra, i.e., 3, 2, 4, 

4, 3, 2, 4 : * srutihi tun denaya dcdenayd satara deneyd satara deneyd 

tun deneyd dedenayd satara deneyayi dvdvimsati srutibhedayo ipsita- 

yoyi (Dharmapradlpikava, ed. Dharmarama, p. 2S6) ; srutibheda 

vadayen palamuvana svarayehi sruti tuneka devana . . . dekeka . . . 

tunvana . . . satareka . . . sataravana . . . satareka . . . pasvana . . . 

tuneka . . . savana . . . dekeka . . . satvana . . . satarekdyi mese sapta 

svarayehi sruti bheda devissek hd' (Sdhlk p. 697). It is noteworthy 

that the system as produced by the Sinhalese writers does not 

correspond to that of the Sangita-ratnakara. Sorata Thera con¬ 

siders this difference as indicating that Ceylon had a music tradition 

different from that of ancient India (see Sorata Thera, IvSil p. 232) ; 

but we now see that the Sinhalese tradition went back to earlier 

times, that of the Bharata Natya-Sastra. 

musan of the KSil is murchand (also Amd-vatura, Deva-damanaya 

p. 68). ‘ The sequence of the seven notes in ascent or descent is 

called murchand ’ (modal scale) (see Danielou, p. 101). 

kramayuktdh svardh sapta murchndstvabhisahjhitah 

satpancakasvarastdsdm sddavodduvitasmrtdh 

(Ndtya-Sastra of Bharata, ch. 28, v. 31 ;see also Sangita-ratnakara, 

1. 4. 9). The Dharmapradlpikava also speaks of twenty-one 

murchanas : ‘ svarayange tun tun murchand bavin ekvisi murchand,- 

voyi, twenty-one murchanas three for each svara (p. 286 ; see also 

Sdhlk 697). svara or notes mean a certain pitch of sound plus 
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an expression, i.e., ‘ an expressive note svaras are seven in 

number—sadja, rsabha, gandhdra, madhyama, pancama, dhaivata 

and nisdda which are divided into sadja (chajja) grama, madhyama 

grama and sddhdrana grama (Dharmapradipikava, 286 ; Sdhlk ibid. ; 

see Natya-Sastra of Bharata, ch. 28, v. 19 and Sahgitd-ratndkara, 

3. 23). These svaras are in practice briefly called Sa, Ri, Ga, 

Ala, Pa, Dha, Ni. 

KSil also refers to oli which has been explained as corresponding 

to kdkali by Sorata Thera (KSil, p. 231). kdkali is an accessory 

note : ‘ To the seven main notes were added, in ancient music, 

two accessory notes dividing the major tones Ni, Sa and Ga, Ala 

into two half-tones. These two intercalary (sddhdrana) notes 

were called kdkali Ni (the pleasing Si) and antara Ga (intermediary 

Ali) “when two Gratis (half a tone) from Sa(Do) pass into Ni (Si), 

this is (called) Kdkali . . .” ’ (Danielou, p. 44) : 

sddhdr anakrta.icaiv a kdkalisamalamkrtah • • • • 
antarasvarasamyuktd murchand grdmayor dvayoh 

(Natya-Sdstra of Bharata, 28. 32). 

However it is very doubtful whether oli means the same thing as 

kdkali. The meaning of this word is not clear. 

Music and dancing go together, and we have already noticed 

that dancing was as popular as music. The writers of the period 

were familiar with dancing halls (rahga mandulu) and dancing 

women (nalu gdnu). In addition to the graceful, serene dances 

of the women, other types of clownish dances, referred to as para¬ 

matta in the SdhRv (447, 990), were also known. Reference is 

also made to some sort of clowns (komdlin), who took part in such 

dances (SdhRv 990), and to dancing families (viddat kula) (ibid. 

637, 946). The Sdhlk also makes reference to such forms of dancing 

—rahgamandeleka pnramdttu pdna kenekun se, like a clown in a 

dance hall (15). This type of dancing was no doubt similar to what 

we call kolan ndtima today. Some of the similes used by the writers 

are of interest, as they throw some light on the types of dancing 

and amusements with which they were familiar. ‘ rahga mahdala- 

kata komdlin se ’, like clowns for a dance hall (SdhRv 687). ‘ ves 

bcihda pdnd vikdra se ', like masked dances (Pjv 194). This simile 

shows that masks were used in these dances or that dancers appeared 

in different guises. ‘ puramdttu pdnta d komdlin men ’, like clowns 

who came to perform (SdhRv 990). The SdhRv also refers to 
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one form of dress worn by some of these clowns when it says : ‘ topi 

rangamadulleka puramattu pdndkenekun men kunu reddakin amudak 

gotd gena ’, tucking up your dirty cloth as done by a clown (447). 

In this connection we see from the CV that mimicry and puppet- 

shows were known in Ceylon even in the earlier periods. For 

example : ‘ Amongst the many Damijas and others he made such 

as were practised in dance and song appear as people who played 

with leather dolls and the like ’ (CV 66. 133). 

We get no descriptions, except in the later Sandesas, of the more 

graceful, artistic type of dance. That this type of dance was very 

popular with Nissanka Malla is shown by many of his inscriptions. 

He had a seat constructed in the Kalihga park for the purpose of 

witnessing dancing: ‘ this stone seat His Majesty occupies for 

the purpose of witnessing dancing ’; ' this stone seat His Majesty 

occupies whilst engaged in witnessing the various diversions . . . 

such as dancing, singing, and the like ' (EZ 2. 3. 127, 2. 6. 290 resp.). 

A Tamil slab-inscription from Palamottai of the nth century 

shows that dancing was carried on in the Hindu temples by girls : 

' Having placed forehead marks on seven females (dedicating them) 

as dancing girls of the god . . . ’ (EZ 4. 4. 195). This is the type of 

nautch dance that is prevalent even today. Reference has already 

been made to dances on festive occasions. VismSn distinguishes 

between those wEo dance and those who make others dance as 

‘ natayo ’ and ’ naccakayo * (91). 

Education 

As to the exact nature of the system of education, its principles 

and methods, hardly any information can be gathered from the 

literature of the century ; but we have no hesitation in asserting 

that education had attained a very high standard in the island 

during this period. An account of the literary productions of the 

century has already been given in the introduction. These give 

ample evidence to establish the high standards of achievement 

reached by scholars during this time. Reference must again be 

made to the devastating influence of Magha, during whose time 

Sinhalese cultural activity received a great set-back. But with 

the unification of the island and the establishment of peace by 

Parakramabahu II, education and learning flourished once again. 

Even prior to him, efforts to restore the island’s culture wrere made 

by his predecessor, Vijayabahu III, who succeeded for some time in 
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wresting back the Mayarata from the invaders. He is said to have 

repaired all the pirivenas in that area which had been razed to the 

ground by Magha. Not only the king himself, but the sub-kings 

and governors as well, were active in furthering the cause of educa¬ 

tion, as is shown by the pillar-inscription of Bhuvanekabahu mapa 

at Kataragama. It states that the area belonging to Kavudavatta 

was granted by Bhuvanekabahu mapa, son of Vijayabahu III, 

to the pirivena constructed by His Highness. However, all 

education and culture were still at a low level until the accession of 

Parakramabahu 11 to the throne at Dambadeniya. This enlightened 

ruler, besides being a great scholar himself, was a patron of learning, 

and because of these qualities the title ‘ Kali-kdla-sarvajna-sdhitya- 

pandita ’ was attached to him. The CV speaks of his manifold 

activities in this field : ‘ With the reflection that theras who were 

acquainted with the sacred texts were rare in the island, he had 

all books brought from Jambudvipa, had many bhikkhus instructed 

in sacred texts, as also in all sciences, such as philosophy, grammar, 

and the like, and thus made of them cultivated people. In this 

manner, furthering conduct and learning, the wise (prince) honoured 

with such a religious sacrifice the Guide to the path of Salvation 

(Buddha). The Ruler caused his younger royal brother, Bhuva¬ 

nekabahu by name, to be instructed, so that he was versed in the 

Three Pitakas. He made him carry out the precepts for the theras 

and hold lectures of instruction thereon ' (CV 84. 26-30). The 

king is also credited with the building of a number of pirivenas, 

which remain only names to us today, such as Mahamahinda, 

Parakumba, and Bhuvanekabahu. The CV says: ‘ The King 

made his yuvardja erect in the Billasela-vihara the pirivena called 

Bhuvanekabahu after him, embellished with pdsddas, mandapas 

and the like . . . But also in the splendid town of Hatthigiripura 

(Kurunagala of today) the King made the same (yuvardja) erect 

a vast vihdra, and after having built in his name a superb pirivena 

called Mahamahindabahu . . . ' (CV 85. 59, 62). ‘ Thereupon the 

King erected a pirivena that was called by his name Parakkamabahu, 

adorned with lofty pdsddas, granted the vihdra the diverse objects 

of use suited to it, as well as several rich maintenance villages . . . ' 

(CV 85. 57). The king is also said to have ordered the return of 

all land which had belonged to the pirivenas in former times, but 

had been seized during the period of disorder and anarchy. Deva- 

Patiraja, the Minister of the king, was as good and enthusiastic a 

scholar and patron of learning as the king himself. He is said to 
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have built for thera Anomadassi, a pirivena at Attanagalla. Some 

believe that another pirivena of tlie same name was built for thera 

Vedeha, the author of RasavahinI: ‘ Devapatiraja betook himself 

to the Hatthavanagalla-vihara and had erected there at great cost, 

in the manner commanded by the king, a three-storeyed pdsdda 

with a lofty point, and gave it over to the Grand Master, the wise 

Andmadassin by name ' (CV 86. 37). He is also credited with 

the founding of the Mayurapada-pirivena at Vakirigala, where the 

thera Buddhaputta, the author of the Pjv lived. The Mahayanic 

bias reflected in this book in upholding the Bodhisattva ideal, makes 

us conjecture that this seat of learning belonged to either the 

Abhayagiri or the Jetavana sect. 

After Parakramabahu, learning and culture declined once again. 

His successors, being weak rulers, were not powerful enough to 

maintain peace and order, and under their rule the country lost 

most of its former glory. With the passage of years the country 

fell into lawlessness and anarchy, under which conditions learning 

could not have flourished. This does not in the least mean that 

all learning and education were rooted out. The seats of learning 

no doubt carried on their work, but with only a glimmer of their 

former brilliance, there being no stimulus to creative activity until 

about the time of Parakramabahu IV, under whom learning and 

culture flourished once again. We should not here overlook 

the attempts of Vijayabahu IV to keep burning the torch of learning 

lit by his royal father Parakramabahu II, in memory of whom he 

put up the Abhayaraja-pirivena (CV 88. 52). 

The foregoing account makes it quite clear that education and 

learning centred round the monasteries of the Buddhist monks, 

by whose zealous and untiring efforts education and learning was 

maintained. Their main concern was the practice of religion, 

and it was also considered their bounden duty to propagate the 

teachings of their revered Teacher. They taught their pupil monks, 

each of whom had to attach himself to a preceptor at the time of 

ordination. Hence during the very early times the Dhamma must 

have been imparted to the pupil monks only ; but as time went 

on and the monks led a more settled life, the portals of these vihdras 

were thrown open to lay pupils as well. Thus the temple became 

the village school, and many of them later grew to be famous centres 

of learning, where resided distinguished scholars. ‘ In times past ', 

says Coomaraswamy, ‘ the education of boys was carried on by 
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Buddhist priests at the village pansala (temple), the home of the 

incumbent of the nearest vihdra, just as the village priest taught 

at the church door in mediaeval England ’ (Mediaeval Sinhalese 

Art, p. 49). Thus this Buddhist educational system grew out of 

the need to teach the novices entering the Order. The primary 

concern of a monk was to provide the novice with proper instruction 

in the principles of the doctrine, and the pursuit of secular learning 

was in fact considered contrary to the spirit of Buddhism. But 

a change of attitude took place—the monks adapted themselves 

from time to time to changing conditions, and, perhaps being 

inspired by scholastic activities in India about the beginning of the 

Christian era, included in their studies the pursuit of secular learning. 

This new outlook exerted a great influence on the pirivenas, which 

now became centres of secular learning as well. That these seats 

of learning attained recognised standards and enjoyed a great 

reputation is shown by the desire shown by foreign scholars to seek 

admission to them. 

Pirivenas have been mentioned from the earliest times, and it 

is hard to determine the time when the term pirivena first came to 

be applied to an educational institution. It seems to have been 

used in the early times to denote a vihdra. The MV records its 

use to indicate a dwelling-house or cell of the monks : ‘ The dwelling- 

house was dark-coloured and therefore they named it the Kala- 

pasada-pirivena’ (MV 15. 204). The Moragoda pillar-inscription 

of Kassapa IV records the grant of certain immunities to 

lands which were the property of Vadara-pirivena, which was 

attached to Magul-pirivena, situated at Abhayagiri-vihara in the 

range of pirivenas known as Kukulgiri (EZ 1. 5. 201). The MV on 

the other hand records that a row of cells called Kukkutagiri was 

built by Kanitthatissaka (MV 36. 10). The Jetavanarama slab- 

inscription of Mahinda IV (a.d. 956-972) states that in the vihdra 

called the Abhayagiri there ‘ rises in splendour the Ruvan-maha- 

paha surrounded by the noble pirivenas ’ (EZ 1. 6. 226). The 

pirivenas referred to here are no doubt the cells of the monks. 

Somehow a distinction seems to have been established by the time 

of Parakramabahu 11, for the C V says : ‘ Thereupon the king erected 

a pirivena that was called by his name Parakkamabahu, adorned 

with lofty pdsddas, granted the vihdra the diverse objects of use 

suited to it ... (CV 85. 57). Here the terms vihdra and pirivena 

do not seem to have been used synonymously, as pointed out in 

1 
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a foot-note to the above passage, which also suggests that the 

‘ vihdra ’ referred to is the monastery in which, or attached to 

which, a pirivena was built (CV, p. 165, n. 2). 

No mention is made of any fees that were charged to the students, 

and it is reasonable to assume that the education at these centres 

of learning was free. The kings granted maintenance-villages 

to the pirivenas, and also servitors : ‘ One amuna of raw rice and 

four akas of gold a day (shall be granted) to those who have received 

lodgings at the Maha-kapara-pirivena for their maintenance. At 

the expiration of every year, 1,000 (akas) of gold (shall be given) 

to (meet) the expenses of their robes; the two payalas (sowing 

extent of land) in Valigamu for their servants and the men thereof 

as serfs’ (EZ 1. 2. 57). The Galpota slab-inscription of Nissahka 

Malla states that he ‘ promoted the interests of religion and science 

by providing suitable means of subsistence for those versed in the 

Dharma and in the [various] branches of knowledge ' (EZ 2. 3. 118). 

The Prlti-danaka-mandapa rock-inscription again states that he 

‘ bestowed suitable means of subsistence on learned men versed 

in law and science ’ (EZ 2. 4. 178). We have already made mention 

of the grant of land made by Bhuvanekabahu mdpd to the pirivena 

constructed in his name (EZ 3. 5. 288). 

We shall now consider the various subjects that are mentioned 
in the literature of the period. Constant reference is made to 
susdta kala, 64 arts, and astadasa silpa, 18 practical arts or crafts 

(Pjv 84, 14). The literary works also name some of these arts and 
‘sciences'. The Pjv itself refers to naksatra, astronomy; ganita, 

arithmetic ; naimitta, science of signs (452) ; dhanurvcda, archery 
(89, 147) ; bhumivijaya, a science concerned with the features of 
the earth between a space of 80 cubits into the sky and 80 cubits 

into the earth (114); dharmanlti, ethics; lokaniti, worldly custom ; 
rajanlti, law; aksara, letters; likhita, writing (736) ; and vaidya 

Silpa, medical science (553). The books also speak in praise of the 
study of medicine, which seems to have won the recognition and 
honour of the people. Even today this science is held in high 
esteem even by the common man. The Pjv says that a man would 

be pleased to hear the word ‘ physician ', and that he would be looked 

upon as a parent or a teacher. It further states that one would be 
greatly benefited in this as well as in the next world by the study of 

this science (533b The SdhRv refers to the following : bhummdjdla, 

science of earth’s features ; knowledge by which the good and 
the bad, the advantages and disadvantages, or good and bad 
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consequences between a space of 80 cubits into the sky and 80 cubits 

into the earth are known (313) i sdlittaka, science of stone throwing 

(412) ; adhikarana msira, law (780) ; dhann&Mlpa, archery (309) ; 

4 Vedas ; nighantu and ketubha (67). nighantu is explained as 

vocabulary or glossary, and ketubha as the ‘ science which assists 

the officiating priests by laying down rules for the rites, or by 

leaving them to their discretion; ritual’ (P.T.S. Die.). The 

SdhRv further mentions ganita, arithmetic ; gdndharva, music 

(59) ; sabda, science of sound (219) ; ciyudha srama, science 

of the use of weapons (513); nakat, astrology, said to be a 

science suitable only for laymen (994) ; and sdmudrikd, science 

of signs (see below). The SdhRv insists that fallacious studies 

such as the study of the Ramayana should not be undertaken 

(507). These words of advice are added at the end of the story of 

Daruciriya Thera, where the writer requests the people to give up 

such fallacious studies (vitanda sastra) and study only the word of 

the Buddha (budu vadan). It is quite likely that this statement 

may have been necessitated by the fact that heretical studies were 

followed in his time. The VismSn also refers to a few subjects or 

occupations which are considered wrongful means of livelihood 

(micchajiva), namely : anga-vidya, science of the interpretation of 

the features of a person ; nimitta, interpretation of the sound of 

birds, etc., divination ; supina, interpretation of dreams ; lakkhanam, 

interpretation of signs, as marks on the body of a person, etc. ; 

musikacchinnam, the science that explains the good and bad results 

when a cloth is eaten by rats, etc., divination (86). It also explains 

akkhara cintakd as grammarians (53)- In the Nagasena story 

adapted from the Milindapahha, the SdhRv mentions only two 

subjects, ganita and gdndharva, out of nineteen enumerated in the 

Milindapanha (ed. V. Trenckner, p. 3), viz., (1) suti, knowledge of 

the \edas (holy tradition); (2) sammuti, tradition, lore, convention, 

secular law; (3) sdhkhya, Sarikhya philosophy; (4) yoga, concentra¬ 

tion, devotion or \ oga philosophy; (5) niti, polity or Nyaya philo¬ 

sophy; (6) visesika, Yaisesikha philosophy; (7) ganita, arithmetic; 

(8) gandliabba, music; (9) tikicchd, medicine; (10) editubbeda, 4 Vedas’, 

(11) purdna, traditional history, Puranas, legendary or religious 

teaching ; (12) itihdsa. history ; (13) jotisa, astronomy ; (14) mdyd, 

magic ; (15) hetu, logic (causation) ; (16) mantana, Holy Scriptures, 
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sacred texts, spells ; (17) yuddha, art of warfare ; (18) chandasa,* 

metrics (poetry) ; (19) mudda* probably gestures of hands (in 

dancing), conveyancing. 

According to the Sdhlk the 18 Silpas were: (1) sruti; (2) Veda ; 

(3) vyakarana ; (4) chanddlaksana ; (5) Sabddrtha, sound and sense 

of words; (6) naksatra ; (7) siksd, training; teaching of the proper 

pronunciation of words and laws of euphony (Apte, Sanskrit Die.) ; 

(8) moksajnana, knowledge of final beatitude or emancipation 

(MW) ; (9) sirita, history? or customary law; (10) dhanuteilpa ; 

(n) hasti silpa, art of training elephants; (12) kdma tantra 

(name of a work), erotics; (13) samudrika,; (14) parakatha, talk 

about another (MW); (15) nighantu ; (16) mti ; (17) tarka, logic ; 

(18) vaidya (Sdhlk 87, 88 ; Pjv 147). 

According to the same source and the Pjv (147), the sixty-four 

Arts are as follows:—(1) aksara, letters, speech, reading; (2) 

likhita, writing ; (3) ganita ; arithmetic ; (4) gdndharva, music; 

(5) tarka, logic ; (6) vyakarana, grammar ; (7) chandas, prosody ; 

(8) nighantu, vocabulary ; particularly the glossary of Vedic words 

explained by Yaska in his Nirukta (Apte, Skt. Die.) ; (9) alamkara, 

rhetoric ; (10) sdliliotra, veterinary science ; (n) mantra, sacred 

text ; (12) tantra, magical and mystical formulae, treatise on astro¬ 

nomy, or a class of works teaching magical and mystical formularies, 

said to treat of five subjects, as creation, etc. ; (13) yantra, amulets, 

mystical diagrams supposed to possess occult powers ; (14) dtmodaya, 

self-advantage, elevation or self-realisation ; (15) jydtirjhdna, astro¬ 

nomy ; (16) itihdsa, history ; (17) Parana ; (iS) agnistambha, magical 

quenching of fire ; (19) jalastambha, solidification of water by magic ; 

(20) kaucumara, also kucimdra(na) (Sarvajha-gundlamakaraya, ed. 

Dhammajoti Thera, p. 137), the Commentary to the Kamasutra 

explains it as subhagamkaranddayah, beautifying the body (as 

taught by Kucumara) (The Kamasutra with Commentary, ed. 

*Trenckner has given these two words thus, but the Sinhalese edition of the 

Milindapanha (ed. K. Gunaratana Thera, p. 3) gives the readings as chandd 
and sdmuddd and this seems more likely as the term Skt. chandas, P. chandd 
does not usually stand as chandasa—The P.T.S. Die. also has gone on the 

reading given by Trenckner and given a word chandasa. Skt. sdmudra means 

an impression or mark on the body; samudra-vid means familiar with 

palmistry. Hence Skt. samudrika also means relating to marks on the body— 

relating to good or bad fortune (as indicated by marks on the body) (MW). Skt. 

samudrika, sdmudraka also mean belonging or relating to the sea, maritime or 

sea-faring. Sdmuddd therefore could also mean the science of sea-faring. 
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&ri G. Damodar Shastri, p. 31); (21) kupa Sastra, probably science 

dealing with the digging of wells ; (22) kama Sastra, erotics ; (23) 

Sastra vinyasa, science of arms ; (24) sastra karma, surgery ; (25) 

asvdrohana, horsemanship; (26) gajarohana, knowledge of elephants, 

riding, etc.; {2 y) sup a Sastra, cookery; (28) ankuSamdrana?, ankusa 

means elephant-hook or goad, marana is explained as abhicara 

visesah, a variety of magic (Sabdakalpadruma,p. 705, also gives the 

details of this magic from the Yoginl Tantra, Purva kandha, Patala 

4), carana is given as variant reading for marana (Jayatilaka, A Die. 

of the Sinhalese Language; ankusamdrana may be due to a 

confusion and the term may be only ankusa, cp. ahkusagraha, 

holding the ankusa (see Venkatasubbiah, The Raids, p. 20) ; 

(29) marana, magic for destruction of enemies (see above) ; (30) 

mohana, magical charm of bewildering enemies; (31) stambhana, 

paralysing the enemy by magical means; (32) uccatana, causing 

(a person) to quit (his occupation by means of magical incanta+ion) ; 

(33) trotana, destroying the enemy by magical means; (34) dura- 

gamana, travelling ; (35) duradarSana, sight of distant things ; (36) 

bheri trotana, drum-beating ?, rending or cleaving of drums by 

magic ?; cp. rending of raban (tambourine) b\ magical incantations 

today; (37) patracchedana, leaf-cutting (a kind of sport or art) ; 

(38) citrakarma, painting; (39) mdldbandha, garland making; 

(40) gandhayukti, preparation of perfume ; (41) duta, art of envoys ; 

(42) bharata, drama ; (43) strllaksana, characteristics of women ; 

(44) purusalaksana, characteristics of men ; (45) napumsaka laksana, 

characteristics of eunuchs; (46) parahitajnana, knowledge of 

another’s welfare; (47) kanaka-parlksd, testing of gold; (48) 

thenaka-parlksa, police work?, detection of thieves ? ; (49) edtur- 

vdda ?, four systems of Philosophy ?, may even be cdturveda ? 

(50) dhdtuvdda,. metallurgy, alchemy (MW) ; (51) khllavdda ? 

vdda means theory, doctrine; tradition, etc. khila means 

a post, stake, bolt, etc. (52) kanydvdda, kanydi means a girl 

who has not attained puberty; hence kanyavdda may be 

the art of divination regarding the attaining of puberty. Sorata 

1 hera explains it as kanydvange SubhdSubha prakdSa karana Sdstrava 

(Sri Sumangala-Sabdakosava, p. 212), the science that deal with 

the good and bad fortune of kanyds. It is the practice even today to 

consult astrologers when a girl attains puberty to ascertain whether 

the time of her attainment foretells a prosperous future; an art 

khanyavdda, location and acquirement of buried treasure, is also 

mentioned in Skt. literature (see The Raids, p. 47); (53) dkarsana, 
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attraction by magic ; (54) aka&a-gamana, going through the sky ; 

(55) sisya-karma, instruction ; (56) kastha-karma, wood-work 

(carpentry); (57) hema karma, gold work ; (58) ratnaparlksa, 

testing of gems ; (59) kandarana, cp. Skt. kandara, a sinew, a large 

artery, vein (MW) ; if the term is khandana, breaking, dividing, 

reducing into pieces, annihilating (MW), it may mean severing a 

man’s body into pieces by means of magic ; charm by which the 

limbs of a person could be severed (see page 198) ; (60) sruyd.ua ? 

could the reading be suraydna ? cp. suracariyam, movement of the 

sun (surya carya) (see The Raids, p. 13)—ydna and earlyd both 

mean movement, going ; (61) adrsyakarana, rendering invisible 

through magic ; (62) parakdyapravesana, entering another’s body 

(a supernatural art) ; (63) venuvlndvddya, playing of musical 

instruments, as the lyre and flute ; (64) visa harana, removal of 

poison. Mookerji lists out the 64 arts obtained in the Indian 

Literature. These seem to differ in the main from the items listed 

above, though a few items are common to both (see Ancient Indian 

Education, pp. 353-363 and Kdmasutra, pp. 28, 29). 

The Sdhlk (88) also refers to the finer divisions of the dhann 

Ailpa or archery, viz. : (1) aksana vedhi, shooting as quickly as 

lightning or with the help of lightning ; (2) vdla vedhi, shooting 

at a hair ; (3) dabda vedhi, shooting or hitting an object only the sound 

of which is heard ; (4) sara vedhi, shooting at a falling arrow ; 

(5) diyehi vidamanaya, shooting in water ; (6) godehi vidamanaya, 

shooting on land ; (7) ukdsa vedhi, shooting in the air ; (8) dura 

vidamanaya, long-distance shooting ; (9) dsanna vidamanaya, short- 

distance shooting; (10) yapata tambapata vidamanaya, shooting 

through iron and copper plates; (11) piduru bisi vdlibisi vidamanaya, 

shooting through bags of straw and bags of sand; (12) mlham 

udalu tatili vidamanaya, shooting through buffalo skin, mamoties, 

metal dishes, etc.; (13) dimbiilpbru piydpdru vidamanaya, shooting 

through wood. The Pjv adds a few more to this list: sara pavuruya ; 

dara toranaya; sara pokunaya \ 6ara prasadaya ; sara ranaya (147). 

The Lalitavistara mentions three forms of marksmanship, viz., 

aksunna-vedhitvam which Mookerji explain as ‘ the art of hitting 

the mark accurately ; marmavedhitvam, hitting the heart of the 

mark ; Sabdavcdhitvam, hitting the mark or game by its sound 

(see R. K. Mookerji, Ancient Indian Education, p. 357). 

The Sdhlk refers to another very important art, namely the art 

of cookery, which is considered an essential attainment of a woman. 
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The Kind Samgha story, which is set in Rohana, states that the 

parents of Kind Samgha trained her in the art of cookery (Sdhlk 

605). The mention of the same by the SdhRv when it is not 

specifically mentioned in the DPA makes it clear that supa 6astra, 

or the art of cookery, was considered an important part of a lady's 

education (289). 

The Kaka-vastuva, set at Rohana in Ceylon, mentions that 

there was a monk in the temple who understood the cry of crows 

(Sdhlk 577). This reference shows us that the monks engaged 

themselves in various studies other than those relevant to their 

sphere of religious education. We noticed elsewhere that a katika- 

vata had to be set up owing to the decline of the Church. Some 

of the rules in this katikavata reveal a few'more facts regarding 

education and learning during the century. Martin Wickrama- 

singhe has already examined the katikavata from this point of view. 

The rules that concern us here are : (1) grhasthayanta sold didiya 

banda nokiya yutu, no verses, etc. should be written and sung for 

laymen ; (2) kdvya ndtakadi garhita vidyd tama nugatayutu,. anunut 

nuganviya yutu, that despised arts like drama and poetry should 

not be taught to others or learnt. Wickramasinghe draws our 

attention to the fact that such injunctions as these do not appear 

in the earlier Polonnaruva Galvihara Katikavata, and he concludes 

that the above-mentioned subjects or arts have not been included 

either because these arts and drama were not taught to the monks 

in the Polonnaruva times, or because the teaching of these to the 

monks was not considered improper (Simhala-sdhityaye-ndhglma, 

p. 72). However this may be, the Dambadeni Katikavata makes 

it amply clear that these were learnt by the monks, and that these 

subjects were looked upon as bad—that is, as being against the 

spirit of religion. This prohibition, says Wickramasinghe, was 

responsible for the non-production of any poetry for a considerable 

time after KSil. This no doubt must have been a great blow to 

secular learning during the period. The SdhRv, too, admonishes 

people to give up such useless studies as kdvya and nataka, poetry 

and drama (503). 

The foregoing references furnish some information regarding 

the curricula of the seats of learning, as well as the arts and 

sciences that, were generally studied. We cannot by any means 

establish that all the subjects enumerated in the above lists were 

taught in the pirivenas, or that they were studied by individuals. 
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We have already stressed that teaching of the doctrine was the 

main object of the pirivenas. This being so, Buddha Dharma and 

Pali itself must have headed the list. That Pali was a subject of 

study is also made clear by a rendering in the SdhRv. The phrase 

* uddesagahana-kdle ’ in the DPA has been rendered into Sinhalese 

as ‘ Pali uganna niyava asd ’, having heard that he studied Pali 

(228). The CV states that Parakramabahu II had many bhikkhus 

instructed in the sacred texts, as also in all sciences, such as 

philosophy, grammar, and the like (CV 84. 27). 

Subjects like Sinhalese, Sanskrit, prosody, rhetoric, history, 

logic, medicine, seem to have been taught. It is doubtful whether 

the other subjects were taught in the pirivenas ; but most of them, 

as for example magic, many branches of which are enumerated, 

and astronomy, science of signs, music, and painting, seem to have 

been studied by the people, perhaps on their own initiative. The 

knowledge of subjects like magic and astronomy must have been 

handed down from father to son. The arts of warfare, science of 

weapons and archery must have been well known to the royal 

princes and to the armies. We also have proof of the fact that 

monks practised various arts, such as those of magic, astronomy, 

medicine, for the next katikdvata, that of Kirti $ri Rajasimha, 

prohibits the practice of astronomy, magic, and medicine by the 

monks. As the monks had degenerated so much during the time 

of this king, these sciences must have been practised by the monks 

of the preceding periods, at least in private. Three other subjects 

which found their due places in the curriculum were Reading, 

Writing, and Arithmetic (aksara, likhita and ganita). The Pjv 

states that Parakramabahu was taught dharma nlti, loka nlti, raja 

nlti, aksara, likhita, etc. (736). 

As for the methods of teaching, we hear only of learning by heart. 

The VismSn explains the term ‘ uddesa ’ as reading of the text, 

and ‘ paripucchd ’ as teaching of meaning (241). Thus we can 

gather that various texts were read and their meanings explained. 

Writing is also commonly referred to. Writing seems to have 

been done on palm leaves with the stylus (Pjv 507). This is also 

indicated by the slab-inscription of Nissaiika Malla, which states 

that he stopped the practice of making grants on palm leaves and 

introduced instead copper-plate grants : ‘ he did not (as heretofore) 

have them written on tal-pat (palm leaves), which were liable to 

be destroyed by white ants, rats, and the like, but had such grants 
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engraved on copper (plates), and so established the practice which 

had not been in vogue aforetimes in Lanka ’ (EZ 2. 4. 156). 

Light is also thrown on certain customs and practices connected 

with education. The position of the teacher in the eyes of the 

pupils is also clearly established. The teacher was to be held in 

the highest esteem and regard, irrespective of caste or creed, by 

the pupils. It was the duty of the pupil to worship the teacher 

before and after his lessons. The teacher was the recipient of gifts 

and presents which marked the appreciation of his services. Yet 

another reference to the conduct of the teacher is the mention made 

of ‘ deary a musti’, close-fistedness of a teacher. It may be that 

certain teachers did not give the full benefit of their learning to 

the pupils, that is, that they withheld some knowledge from them. 

This was perhaps the exception to the rule (SdhRv 117). Reference 

is also made to pupils who served the temple in return for the 

education they received. 

The Pjv refers to the starting of the education of a child. This 

was done ceremoniously at an auspicious time, and the same practice 

has continued to this day (553). The Sdhlk, too, refers to this 

ceremony. The children were decked in ornaments according 

to the ability of the parents, and with great ceremony initiated 

into learning. The book also mentions that children started their 

education at five (425). 

The Pjv (735) states that Vijayabahu ordered the writing of 

books for payment in villages. This was no doubt one of the steps 

taken by this king to promote learning throughout the island. 

Hence it is likely that the percentage of literacy may have been 

fairly high. The Pjv, too, states that noble women should procure 

similar books, and read them to enhance their knowledge of the 

Dharma ; and it also advises those in remoter parts of the country 

to get such books read to them. 

The VismSn makes reference to a young monk who went to 

Rohana for his studies (236). This suggests that Rohana enjoyed 

a reputation for its educational centres as early as the time of 

Buddhaghosa. That the south of the island enjoyed some such 

reputation is indicated by the existence of centres of learning there 

such as the Vijayaba-pirivena even in later times. 
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Medicine 

Literature, however, affords us more detail regarding medical 
science. Reference has already been made to medicine, as well 
as surgery, which seem to have been subjects rather widely studied. 
The ayurvedic system of medicine as it is known today seems to 
have been in quite an advanced state. Public health was no doubt 
one of the chief concerns of the rulers of ancient Lanka, and they 
did much to promote it. The tenth century inscriptions often refer 
to hospitals and grants and immunities enjoyed by these public 
institutions. For example, the Pojonnaruva Council Chamber 
inscription refers to a rent paid to a hospital : ‘ The same shall be 
rented (to yield) interest and one pal a of dried ginger measured 
by lahasu taking 4 admand should be given year after year as rent 
to the hospital ’ (EZ 4. 1. 44). The same inscription refers to a 
grant to the chief physician (niaha-vcdnd), who, as already noted, 
was one of the principal functionaries of the State even under 
Parakramabahu II. The slab-inscription (No. 1) of Mahinda IV 
states that he established kitchens and medicine-halls (EZ 1. 6. 228). 
The pillar-inscription of Kassapa IV refers to a lying-in home 
which was established by the Chief Secretary (F.Z 3. 5. 276). The 
VismSn, too, refers to lying-in homes (timbirige) and hospitals 
(gilan hal) (940). The CV, besides referring to the above-mentioned 
establishments, speaks also of the practice of veterinary science : 
‘ To that hall there came, tortured by great pain, a crow suffering 
from an ulcer that had formed in her cheek. As if chained by the 
strong bands of his pity, she sat as if with clipped wings, motionless, 
outside the hall, moaning piteously. 1 he physicians, who rightly 
recognised her condition, caught her and cared for her at the Great 
King’s (Paiakramabahu I) command ’ (CV 73. 50). The SdhRv 
refers to the water mixed with medicine that was given to cattle, 
and the Sdhlk to the treating of a dog suffering from itch (1001, 262 
resp.). We are also familiar with the surgical operations attributed 
to King Buddhadasa. Whatever the truth of these stories may be, 
it is reasonable to conclude that medicine, surgery, veterinary 
science, and midwifery were considerably advanced, and that the 
country was well served by hospitals and dispensaries. 

The literature also refers to physicians and their methods of 
treatment. Midwives (vmnambu) are mentioned (Pjv 593, Sdhlk 
166). The SdhRv also tells us that the doctors had to be paid 
for their services and that their travelling expenses had also to be 

12—11 11305 (2/08) 
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paid (46). As to the charges and the rates, we have no information. 

That the physicians jealously guarded their reputation is also 

brought out by the Cakkhupala story, which states that the physician 

requested the monk not to say that he was treated by him (SdhRv 

37). They jealously guarded their science as well, for whenever 

any oils, etc., were to be prepared, they did it themselves and did 

not give out the recipes to the others (SdhRv 35, Pjv 563). 

As for the methods of treatment, reference is made to adminis¬ 

tration of medicine through the nose (nasya) (Pjv 555 ; Sdhlk 644 ; 

SdhRv 35, 914); application of oils (SdhRv 746; Sdhlk 406); 

fomentation ; to giving medicinal gruel [gruel cooked with herbs, 

such as polpald (Aerua lanata) and gotukola (Hydro-cotyle) today]; 

decoctions, the chief form of treatment (Pjv 564) ; oils given to be 

drunk (Pjv 563) ; paid behet, medicinal herbs for external applica¬ 

tion (Sdhlk 263) ; and kalka, a medicinal paste (to be eaten) 

(SdhRv 396). A system of First-Aid (avastha piliyam) also seems 

to have been in vogue, though we have no information as to its 
nature (SdhRv 114). 

Some of the similes used by the SdhRv are of interest, e.g.,' hunata 
tiyambard ydpatdyi yannavun men ’, like those who say that 

tiyambard (a variety of gourd) is good for fever (805) ; ‘ meha atta- 
vunta tel anubhava karanta kiyanndse ’, like asking people who 

have urinary diseases to take oils (555) i ' semata uk sakuru kanta 
kiyanndse , like asking the people who are phlegmatic to take 

cane-jaggery (555). These similes show that tiyambard, tel (oily 

substances or fat) and uk sakuru were considered bad for fever, 

urinary diseases and phlegmatic conditions respectively. Another 

significant simile used by Dharmasena Thera is : ‘ vahdata behet 
dunnase ’, like medicine been given to a woman to make her sterile, 

which also indicates that the treatment of women for barrenness 

must have been known (SdhRv 663). The Sdhlk refers to the 

treating of a dog for itch (kustha) with the juice of the creeper gonil 
[P. mlavalli (Rasavahini), nila tdmbula (Piper Betle) (ibid. Tika)] 

mixed with sour whey (dmbul-mdru) and also to the removal of a 

dead child, piece by piece, from a mother's womb with surgical 

instruments, as the mother could not bring forth the child as it 
laid transverse in her womb (269). 

The following are mentioned as used in medicines: vdlmi 
(liquorice) (SdhRv 914) ; sum (asafoetida) (SdhRv 914) ; siddhin- 
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guru (dried ginger) and vagapul (long-pepper) (Sdhlk 293) ; ghee, 

honey and cane-jaggery (Sdhlk 65). 

The following diseases are mentioned : atlsara, dysentery (SdhRv 

184) ; aksi roga, eye disease (ibid. 34) ; barava, elephantiasis (ibid. 

47) ; tanal roga (P. visaganda), poisonous abscess (VismSn no) ; 

kustha, leprosy (SdhRv 736) ; raktdtlsdra, bloody dysentery (SdhRv 

722) ; pandu, jaundice (ibid. 704) ; ajlrna, indigestion (ibid. 855) ; 

ahivdtaka, snake-wind sickness ?, plague (ibid. 804) ; hisaruja, 

headache (ibid. 326) ; udaravdta, wind of the belly, stomach-ache 

(Pjv 364) ; vana, sores (Sdhlk 311) ; jvara, pyrexia, fever (Pjv 

699) ; kdsi, coughs (SdhRv 283) ; sastrakavata, a windy (rheumatic) 

disease (Sdhlk 206) ; antaraganthi, intestinal obstruction, tumour. 

The Sdhlk also refers to 88 diseases, 99 illnesses, and 203 dangers 

(740). Special reference may also be made to the Yogarnavaya, 

a treatise on medicine by Buddhaputta Thera, the author of the 

Pjv. The Prayoga-ratnavaliya, another treatise on medicine, is 

also ascribed to this author. 



CHAPTER XII 

DOMESTIC LIFE 

(a) Social Structure 

The social structure seems to have been based on some form 

of caste-distinction, v hich seems to have been not as rigid as the 

system of the recent past and perhaps not so well developed. 

Differentiation is shown by the use of the term kula [race, family, 

community, caste, tribe, set, company, e.g., brahmana kula, caste 

of the brahmans (MW')], which is used even today to mean caste. 

Distinction seems to have been always maintained between noble 

(yahapat) and low (hlna) families. That some such distinction 

was observed is also indicated by the mention, often made, of 

jdti [position occupied by birth, rank, caste, family, race, lineage 

(MW)], and gotra [family, race, lineage, kin, tribe (MW)]; but the 

ideal, that virtue was of primary importance, and that noble 

conduct constituted true nobility, seems to have been still fresh 

in the minds of men ; and this was perhaps why the system did 

not develop as rigidly and strongly as it did during the last century 

or so (cp. Sdhlk 546 and SdhRv 82). 

The SdhRv and Sdhlk both use the terms jdti, gotra and kula 

(819, 297 resp.), thus making it clear that they base the social 

division on birth. The SdhRv also states that the jdti of those 

of noble birth will be noble even though they be poor (230). What¬ 

ever the English terms we may use in translating the Sinhalese 

words jdti and kula, we can say that the society at this time was 

divided into kulas, which perhaps were not so many as in the 

later periods. The kulas seem to have generally corresponded 

more or less to the professions followed by the families. The 

BovGp and the SimBo refer to occupational groups which are 

termed kulas, e.g., kapu kula, balat kula (pp. 140, 221 resp.). Let 

us here consider what may have been the position prior to the 

thirteenth century. The MY refers to the vessas when it explains 

the naming of the Yessagiri-cetiya. It says that this was the vihdra 

which was built where five-hundred vessas lived after their admission 

to the Order (M\ 20. 15). The Jetavanarama Sanskrit inscription 

of the ninth century refers to five castes, which are of course not 

enumerated (EZ 1. 1. 8). Coming to the eleventh century, we 
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hear from the Ambagamuva rock-inscription of Vijayabahu I 

that he had a terrace constructed below the main terrace of the 

Sacred Foot at Adam's Peak and thus ' gave facility for tlie low-caste 

people to worship the relic ’ (EZ 2. 5. 217). Towards the end 

of the twelfth century we find Nissarika Malla proclaiming that no 

other castes except Khattiyas should be raised to kingship (EZ 

2. 4. 162). He also states that people of the govt caste should never 

aspire to the dignity of kingship (EZ 2. 4. 164). With the dawn 

of the thirteenth century we have Sahasa Malla warning the people, 

in his slab-inscription, that if any one were to appropriate or destroy 

the gifts, they would be on a level with those degraded from caste 

(.k-ula) as well as with crows and dogs (EZ 2. 5. 229). A few years 

later, during his successor Kalyanavati’s reign, we find Ayasmanta, 

the Officer Administering the Government on behalf of the queen, 

scrupulously separating the four castes (not enumerated here), which 

had become impure through mixture (CV 80. 41). Later on we 

hear of Vijayabahu IV who, issuing a command to all inhabitants 

of Lanka, brought together the workers of iron, the turners, 

bamboo-workers, blacksmiths, potters, goldsmiths, painters, por¬ 

ters, workmen, slaves, Candidas who undertook work for hire, 

bricklayers, workers in stucco, carpenters and guilds of masons 

(CV 88. 105). This list seems to show the divisions of the 

inhabitants of Lanka who were assembled by the king’s orders. 

Later on we shall see that these professional groups are termed 

kulas. Hence the divisions seem to have had some occupational 

basis. 

‘ The spread of Hinduism ’, says Mendis, ‘ led to a greater obser¬ 

vance of the rules of caste. Some kings of Ceylon are said to have 

followed the Laws of Mann which, among other things, dealt with 

the rules of caste . . . Caste is an institution which keeps together 

a community of people by not allowing its members to marry 

outside their group. It further prevents its members mingling 

freely with those of other castes by forbidding them to take meals 

in common with anyone outside their caste. Caste, however, has 

neither a chief nor an organisation such as a council to enforce its 

rules. But the various families which make up a caste, see that its 

rules are carried out by their members. Each family punishes 

its disobedient members by casting them out of its circle and thus 

depriving them of the privileges to which its members are entitled. 

Caste, in other words, exists on account of the family system, and 
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in the past the family system was a necessity for the life of the 

individual as it gave him protection and satisfied his social needs. 

Its members, therefore, upheld its interests even at the expense of 

their own, especially by. marrying to the advantage of the family as a 

whole \ Mendis further observes that the view that castes were 

mere divisions based on occupations cannot be accepted, for recent 

research has shown that many castes are of racial or tribal origin : 

‘ The peculiar occupations associated with many of them were not 

the causes that separated them from others, but many tribes 

which were distinct units followed these occupations at the time 

they changed into castes ' (Early History of Ceylon, pp. 85, 86). 

According to this view, Ceylon should have had a number of tribes 

in the past which practised different occupations. Hence there 

should have been as many tribes as there were castes, which position 

is most improbable, for we do not hear of any such tribes in Ceylon. 

It may be that tribes which had already changed into castes had 

immigrated into Ceylon. We must here, before we come to 

conclusions on this point, have some knowledge of the tribal 

groups which were assimilated in the Sinhalese population. With 

regard to this point Bryce Ryan, in his Study of Caste in Modem 

Ceylon, observes that there has been a tendency throughout Ceylon 

to differentiate the origins of caste in terms of feudal services and 

occupations. He also thinks it probable that many castes repre¬ 

sented immigrant groups each of which possibly had predetermined 

status, and that others arose through division of labour and other 

schismatic processes within Sinhalese society itself. ‘ Thus specific 

coastal castes undoubtedly have unitary tribal or caste origins in 

India and were Sinhalised as bodies rather than as individuals, 

possibly with some retention of previous statuses and occupational 

roles ' (Caste in Modern Ceylon, pp. 11, 12). He clarifies his obser¬ 

vations further by stating that the evidence for this is clearer in the 

coastal areas than the interior where the origins have been lost in 

the mists of time (ibid.). Later on in his study he remarks: ‘One 

of the chief, and to some students the most basic characteristic of 

caste is the link between endogamous status groups and occupation. 

In addition to strictly secular vocational pursuits there is an allo¬ 

cation of ritual and secondary economic service roles among strata. 

No doubt Ceylon, more than India, emphasizes the vocational 

and service aspect of caste. Rather more plausible for Ceylon 

than India would be a theory of caste development on the basis 
of division of labor, for many of the castes have strong traditions 
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of ceremonial or occupational monopolies. It should be realized 

that the ritual and the vocational functions of caste defy clear 

demarcation ’ (ibid. p. 180). 

W. A. de Silva has made a few observations regarding the social 

organisation in the island in ancient times : ‘ Among the Sinhalese \ 

says de Silva, ‘there does not appear to have been any castes or 

divisions. Brahmins are mentioned as living apart in their 

own villages and were more or less counted as foreign to the 

Sinhalese. The members of the royal families were held in a 

class by themselves and those of such families who aspired to the 

kingdom had to marry a member of a royal family or at least from 

a Brahmin family. The rest of the people were grhapati (those 

having settled abodes). The candala (despised) were those without 

a fixed abode, they were despised on account of being tramps 

and vagrants with no fixed residence . . . Asoka Mala, addressing 

the Prince said that she was a Candali, as she did not belong to a 

family from which a member of the royal family is allowed to marry. 

So the two divisions merely appear to be those who had a fixed 

abode and those who had no fixed abode. There was at this time 

no special division for trades or occupations, for in general a 

householder or members of a family were expected to engage 

themselves in one of the three occupations, viz. :—as traders, as 

artisans, or as cultivators ’ (A contribution to the study of social 

organisation in Ceylon in early times from Saddharmalamkdraya, 

J R.A.S., C.B., Vol. XXXI, p. 68). 

From what we have already noticed, it is difficult to subscribe 

to this view. We have already shown that the Sdhlk pointed to a 

caste division. If de Silva based his division on kula, we cannot 

say why he overlooked the other kulas referred to in the book. The 

story of Asoka Mala may be quoted here : ‘ ikbiti rdjakumdrayanta 

tamdge jdti gotra prakdsakota kiyanndvu kumdrikd toma 

sdmi. hellolagdmasmirn—issarassa sutd aham 

kammdra dhitd candali—iti mannanti mam jand 

yanddin svdmini r mama hclldli nam gama pradhdna navdmiydge 

du, vu ektara sadol duvakimi Sire ! I am a candala woman—the 

daughter of the chief smith of the village known as Helloli (Sdhlk 

542). This conversation does not make the least reference to 

any eligibility for marriage, and further, Asoka Mfila did not know 

that Saliya was a Prince when they first met. Of course, later 

on in the story reference is made to the fact that King Gamunu was 
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anxious to get his son married to either a royal princess or a Brahmin 

lady, and Saliya was asked to give up this candala woman and avoid 

polluting the royal family. This is in no way to deny the existence 

of other castes ; on the contrary, the observance of caste-differences 

^indicated when the writer says: ‘ jdti gotra prakdi&akota kiyanndvu , 

explaining her birth and clan (caste). It may also be remarked 

that the reference to Helloli, the village of the Candalas and the 

fact that Asoka Mala was the daughter of the chief smith of 

the village suggest that the Candalas themselves had fixed abodes. 

Let us now consider the kulas mentioned in the literature of 

about the period under review : raja kula, royal family (Sdhlk 190); 

brdhmana kula, Brahmin caste (SdhRv 471) ; candala, depressed 

(Sdhlk 357); viddat kula, dancer caste (stated to below) (SdhRv 

860) ; velanda, merchant (Sdhlk 657) ; govi, cultivator (Sdhlk 

657 i EZ 2. 4. 164); pukkusa, scavenger (Sdhlk 657); suduru (sudra), 

a man of the fourth or lowest of the four original classes or castes 

whose only business was to serve the three higher classes (MW) 

(Sdhlk 74b) vaisya, trader (Sdhlk 163). The Pjv enumerates 

four castes, viz. raja, situ, bamunu, velanda (royal, setthi, brahmin 

and trader), and in another place situ (setthi) is dropped and govi 

substituted (Pjv 524). The SdhRv enumerates raja, brdhmana, 

vydpdrayo (traders), govi and hinajdti, in translating the terms 

brdhmana, vessa, sudda, candala and pukkusa from the Milinda- 

panha (61). The inclusion of the term hinajdti no doubt shows 

that there were other castes in addition to the four main ones 

enumerated, and that they were included in the category of the 

low castes which included the candala and pukkusa. It also men¬ 

tions vadi kula (hunters) (SdhRv 571; 418), and kapu kula (barbers). 

In the case of the latter, the DPA has only ‘ kappantevdsikena ’ 

and does not refer to a kula, whereas the SdhRv refers to the monk 

who entered the Order from the kapu kula (300). Also vadu kula 

(carpenters) (SdhRv 472) ; baddl kula (potters) (SdhRv 799) ; 

kevulu (fishermen) (SdhRv 847); sanndli (tailors) (Sdhlk 125). 

The Pjv refers to radavun and beravdyan (356). It is significant 

here that the Pali term ‘ tunnakdrd hutvd ’ has been rendered into 

Sinhalese as ‘sanndli kulayehi ipada', been born in the sanndli 

kula. The Pali term gahapati is rendered into Sinhalese as govi 

kula, e.g., gahapatika — govi kulehi upan tancitto, householder, 

the one born in the cultivator caste (SdhRv 937). Again, gahapati 

kula is rendered as govi kulehi (ibid. 853), and gahapati mahdsdra 
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kula as govi mahasal kulehi (ibid. 130). De Silva's division 

has some meaning here. That is, the SdhRv differentiates the 

govi or householder caste from the others, which are put into one 

category ; but this does not in the least mean that there were only 

two divisions other than raja and bamunu. We may say that there 

was the govi caste, the vyapdrayo or traders and other divisions, 

such as potters, carpenters, etc. The division by de Silva into 

those who had fixed abodes and those who had none is rather 

misleading, for one may be driven to think that the second group 

of people had no fixed abodes, which is most unlikely. Those 

of the govi caste no doubt led more settled lives on their farmsteads, 

whereas in the case of the other castes the nature of their employ¬ 

ment may sometimes have necessitated movement from place to 

place ; but this does not necessarily mean that these artisan 

castes had no fixed homes. They undoubtedly had their homes, but 

some of them travelled to different places in connection with their 

work. 

As for the positions of castes, and the customs and practices 

peculiar to them, we have no information except the general state¬ 

ment that some castes, specially canddla and pukkusa, were consi¬ 

dered low (VismSn 854). The Pjv also states that members of the 

royal family did not mix with those of the govi caste (58). The 

Vidudabha story in the SdhRv makes it clear that certain castes 

did not eat together. This was why the officers of the king were 

asked to bring a princess who ate together with the rest of the 

royal family (302). We can be almost certain that this was also 

the practice in Ceylon—that the higher castes did not eat in the 

houses of the castes considered low in the social scale. With 

reference to kevalu (fishermen) the SdhRv states that the people 

referred to were born in that caste (jati) as they had not done any 

meritorious deed which would have gained for them a birth in a 

noble caste (yahapat jdti) (847). 

A feature of the social structure seems to have been the segregation 

of the caste-groups in different villages, or, if in towns, in different 

streets, as in India. ‘ Segregation of individual castes or of groups 

of castes in a village is the most obvious—villages divided or 

houses arranged in streets—depressed classes as Mang, Mahar, etc., 

are forced to live in the outskirts of the village ’ (G. S. Ghurye, 

Caste and Race in India, pp. 10-11). The MV and the inscriptions 

provide proof of this fact. The CV refers to a weavers’ village. 
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viz., * The weavers’ village Jambelambaya he affiliated to the 

Uttaravihara ’ (CV 41. 96). Villages of canddlas are mentioned : 

* The consort of Prince Sumana . . . fled straight away by the east 

gate and went to a canddla village ’ (MV 5. 41). The Galapata 

vihara rock-inscription of the twelfth century refers to a beravdgama, 

a village of drummers (EZ 4. 4. 209). Notice may also be taken 

of the Vadudevigama, mentioned in the tablets of Mahinda IV at 

Mihintale (EZ 1. 3. 112). An examination of the distribution of 

population in the island today will show that this sort of segrega¬ 

tion of castes has persisted to the present day. These villages 

seem to have had their own headmen. 

Coming to later times, we hear of the four castes, ksatriya, 

brahmana, vaisya and sudra, from the Gadaladeniya rock-inscrip¬ 

tion (a.d. 1341-2) (EZ 4. 2. 106). Ananda Coomaraswamy, dealing 

with the Kandy period, makes the following observations : ‘ The 

caste system of Ceylon is similar to the Dravidian in South India, 

and differs from the well-known four-fold caste division of the 

Hindus generally. Vijaya himself could hardly have found a place 

in tfle Brahmanical caste system. The Sinhalese people from an 

early date had constant and intimate relations with the Tamils of 

South India, so it is that we find the Dravidian and not the Aryan 

caste system amongst the Sinhalese. In this system the cultivator 

ranked highest. With the spread of the Aryan civilisation came 

the Brahmanical system, which was superimposed upon the Dravi¬ 

dian, so that the Brahman and Ksatriya ranked above the cultivator. 

Hence the order of the castes in Ceylon came to be—(1) bamnnu- 

(Brahmans) ; (2) raja (ruling caste) ; (3) govt (cultivators); subse¬ 

quently the velenda or merchant was added. But as there was no 

place for Brahmans in a Buddhist country, and the royal family 

formed a caste by itself, and the merchants were few or none, the 

goviyd have remained to this day of chief importance from the caste 

point of view. That is, the goviyd or vellala as he is often called is 

the man of high caste. The goviyd included three ranks, the chiefs 

(radala or mudali periiva), the nobles or titled men (sitano), and the 

rest of the goviyd; and these together formed, as wre have seen, 

over 90 per cent, of the community. 

Authorities differ somewhat as to the order of precedence of the 

remaining classes. They are given in the following order by the Jana- 

vamsa, a most interesting Sinhalese poem of the fifteenth century, 

often regarded as an authoritative work, especially by the artificers. 
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but according to the others it has been adapted in their interests. 

The Jana-vainsa, by one Simhaof Kessellana, purports to be founded 

on a Pali original. It gives interesting but mainly fanciful accounts 

of the origin of the different castes, and endeavours to show that 

all men are really of one race though occupied in different ways ; 

stress being laid upon the well-known saying of Buddha “not by 

birth does one become a vasala (outcast), not by birth does he become 

a Brahman ..." I now give a table of castes according to tlie 

Jana-vainsa; (i) goviyo (handuruvo, “hondrews” of Knox) ; velldlas 

(cultivators); (2) plsakdrayo (saldgamayo, “chalia”, weavers); 

(3) kamburu (navandanno, gallado, artificers); (4)vaduvo (carpenters, 

blacksmiths, etc.) ; (5) hanndli (tailors and embroiderers) ; (6) radav 

(dhobies, washermen) ; (7) dmbdttayo (barbers) ; (8) sommdrayo 

(leather vorkers, shoemakers) ; (9) durdvd (toddy-drawers) ; (10) 

kumbakarayo (badahalayd, potters) ; (11) kardvo (hshers) ; (12) 

vaddo (hunters) ; (13) beravdyo (musicians and weavers, and often 

astrologers) ; (14) hakuruvo (jaggery-makers) ; (15) hunno (lime- 

burners) ; (16) pannayo (grass-cutters) ; (17) yamanno (iron-smel¬ 

ters) ; (18) vel-vaduvo (rattan-workers) ; (19) gahalayo (menial 

servants) ; (20) paduvo (servile or inferior cultivators and palan¬ 

quin-bearers) ; (21) mdlakdrayo (inferior florists and gardeners); 

(22) kinnarayo (mat-weavers); (23) rodiyo (makers of ropes, tanners, 

etc.) ; (24) oliyo (dancers) ; (25) indrajalakayo (conjurors) ; (26) 

candalayo (eaters of unclean food, scavengers). . (See Appendix V). 

Nowadays the fishers and the other castes in the low country 

contest the precedence of the conservative vellala ' (Mediaeval 

Sinhalese Art, pp. 21-22). 

Attention may be drawn here to a Tamil inscription which deals 

with a dispute between the blacksmiths and the washermen ; 

‘ Having inquired into former custom and having seen reason for 

blacksmiths to receive “ kottacaln ” foot-clothes, and clothes for 

covering the faces of the dead, sent for the washermen and made 

them perform (the said services)’ (EZ 3. 6. 307). This no doubt 

refers to the refusal of the washermen to perform certain services 

for the blacksmiths, as the washermen considered themselves 

higher in social status than the blacksmiths ; but the dispute seems 

to haye been decided against them, thus putting them lower than 
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the blacksmiths. Commenting on this inscription, Paranavitana 

states : ' The washermen disputed the claims of the blacksmiths 

for the social privileges specified, the latter had been enjoying them 

in earlier times. On the other hand, the Chronicle laments that 

under the rule of Manabharana and his contemporaries, men of 

the lower classes were placed in high positions ; and, possibly, 

it was owing to incidents like the one mentioned in this epigraph 

that the author of the Mahavamsa accused these rulers of subverting 

the established social order ’ (ibid. p. 305). The Chronicle says : 

‘ In their heedless way of acting they slighted people of good 

family and placed ambitious men of the lower classes in leading 

positions ’ (CV 61. 50). 

In the face of the foregoing facts it is difficult to assert that a 

system of caste division did not exist during the thirteenth century. 

Such an elaborate and rigid system as was found in the fifteenth 

century could not have come into being overnight ; it was no 

doubt the work of centuries. None can gainsay that the caste 

system in Ceylon is a legacy from the mainland of India whence 

the ancient Sinhalese drew most of their inspiration. The caste 

system in the mainland was well established and observed in all 

rigidity, and therefore it is impossible to believe that it did not have 

its repercussions here. The seeds of the system must have been 

sown in the very earliest times, and the system grew and took firm 

root as time went on. Looking at the foregoing evidence, we may 

conclude that a division into caste was known in the thirteenth 

century, that raja, bamunu, govt (vellala), velanda, canddla, were 

well established, and that other castes, as berava or radix, based on 

the different vocations followed by their members, were also known. 

I he position may be summarised in the words of Nilakanta Sastri; 

‘ Caste was the basis of social organisation. Each caste was more 

or less a hereditary occupational group with an active organisation 

for the regulation and protection of its economic and social interests, 

and the . . . society of those days is best conceived as a loose federa¬ 

tion of strong self-regulating groups which shared a common back¬ 

ground of social rights and obligations which made for mutual 

understanding and accommodation ’ (The Colas, Vol. II, pt. i, 

P- 350). 

(b) Marriage 

In marriage social and psychological problems played a vital 

part. Wrath of parents, fear of disinheritance, love, family prestige, 
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status, wealth are some of those which confronted a man intent on 

matrimony. These traditions seem to have persisted from the 

earliest times to the present. The family being the unit of 

society, the continuance of the family system was most essen¬ 

tial, hence marriage was of the utmost importance, and had 

to be regulated according to orthodox family traditions. The 

anxiety of every family wTas to see its continuance from generation 

to generation, and the parents therefore showed the keenest 

interest in the marriage of their children. Here too our pattern of 

living approximated to the Indian. Hence the traditions between the 

twro countries cannot be said to differ greatly. Probably the tradi¬ 

tions governing the institution of marriage today are hardly different 

from those that ruled in mediaeval times in Ceylon. The orthodox 

Indian view wras that ‘the good must give the daughter to a wooer 

gifted writh excellencies, having informed themselves of his character 

and wray of life, his knowledge, his origin and his business’ (Meyer, 

Sexual Life in Ancient India, p. 56). These w^ere the words spoken 

by Bhlsma to Yudhisthira on the question of choosing a husband. 

The Pahca Tantra advises the w’ise to give their daughters to one 

endowed w’ith seven qualities ; viz., caste or family, character, 

protection, learning, wealth or powrer, beauty, and health or youth : 

kulam ca silarn ca sandthata ca 

vidya ca vittam ca vapur vayas ca 

etdn gundn sapta vicintya deya 

kanya budhaih sesamacintaniyam 

(ed. Hertel, Bk. Ill, Tale xiii, v. 191, p. 214). To this very day 

parents conform to these rules in the choice of husbands for 

their daughters. The first thing to which we look today is the 

caste (jati), next his profession, then whether the man is suffi¬ 

ciently educated, and his character. These really are the most 

important considerations, and they are by no means different from 

those of ancient India enumerated above. The literature of the 

thirteenth century refers to these orthodox traditions, and no 

doubt these wrere the considerations that guided the parents in tin 

thirteenth century in the choice of a husband for their daughter. 

Of course there w^ere many exceptions to these orthodox views. 

Love was scorned, yet it had its say in very many cases. Girls 

were abducted ; they also eloped with their lovers on their own initia¬ 

tive. These were the exceptions, and the commonest form of 

marriage was that arranged by the parents of both parties, and 
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established between two families of the same caste (jati) and rank ; 

marriage within one’s own jati was the rule, and the jati 

or castes of the island remained endogamous. We also notice the 

efforts made to keep the families pure through marriages confined 

to people of one’s own standing and profession, thus taking care 

that they did not degenerate through mixture, particularly with the 

lower elements. 

The story of Mugalan Maha-thera states that a certain young 

setthi about to be married, was asked by his parents whether they 

should bring him a girl from a fit and suitable family (SdhRv 596). 

The Kali yakkhinl story shows that the bride should be able to attend 

to the work at home and also to the work in the field (ibid. 88). 

Purnavardhana in the Visakha story is advised to select a bride 

from the same caste : * jati sari tdnakin vicar a' (ibid. 332). The 

Cakkhupala story shows that the two Pfilas were married into two 

suitable families and were allowed to live separately and away 

from the parents (ibid. 28). The Magandhi story relates how the 

choice of a husband was based on considerations of caste, age and 

wealth (ibid. 199). The story of Sahgharakkhita thera states that 

he would marry a girl who would be able to look after the activities 

of the home (ibid. 277). One may even today, come across a 

mother asking a ‘ match-broker ’ whether the girl can attend to 

household work (gedara dore katayutu). The Sdhlk establishes the 

foregoing considerations in the story of Rihaltissa of Sagamdora in 

Ruhunu janapada. The parents inquired into the caste and 

family of the man and gave their daughter in marriage accordingly : 

‘ jati gotra vicarii ’ (580). The story here deals with an upasaka of 

Rohana in Ceylon. Yet again it renders the Pali ‘ ddra parivaj- 

jam katvd ’ as ‘tamanhd samdna velahda kulayakin rupa sampan- 

navu kumdrikd kenekun genavut ’, having brought a beautiful girl 

from a merchant family of equal status (Sdhlk 653). We also 

find the parents of Uggasena setthi admonishing him that his con¬ 

duct—falling in love with a dancing girl and marrying her—was 

discreditable to him as well as to his family ; and they wanted to 

find him a wife from a suitable family in keeping with their status. 

Some attention no doubt was paid to wealth. Visakha’s father 

wished to know the wealth of Migara setthi (SdhRv 335). It is not 

unusual today for a parent to inquire into the financial stability 

of the family of his intended son or daughter-in-law. A father’s 

chief concern was to make sure that his daughter would be happy 

and well maintained in the new place. Hence his anxiety. This 
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anxiety also led a parent to various other considerations, such 

as making sure that the young man had a good position, or that he 

knew some art or craft which would help him to maintain a wife. 

The Hunter’s story relates how a potter decided to give one of his 

daughters in marriage to his pupil, who, he was certain, was very 

skilful in the a\*t of pottery (SdliRv 758). The Pjv supports the 

same view when it says : nissilpl tdndttanta a pa daruvan no demlia 

(146). This same anxiety is reflected in yet another way : parents 

often contrived to get their daughters married when they found a 

young man who, in their opinion, would succeed in life. The story 

of Jatila thera speaks of such a situation : ‘ mu anarglia kcneka 

kotenaka vuvat rdkl ganitl tamange vddiviya pdmini duvaniyan 

unta pdva devdld This is a noble fellow. He will succeed any¬ 

where. Thinking thus he gave his daughter in marriage to him 

(SdhRv 941). 

Marriage between different religious sects was not welcomed, for 

such unions led to disruptions in family relations. The story of 

Uttara shows that Bahudhana sitdna was reluctant to give his 

daughter in marriage to the son of Sumana, as he was not a follower 

of the same faith. Somehow the marriage was solemnised, and 

when the young wife was not permitted to attend to her religious 

duties, feelings were estranged and unhappiness resulted. She 

was so much enraged that she wrote to her father telling him that 

it would have been better if she had been sold, for then no one 

would have been concerned as to who the purchaser was 

(SdhRv 744). 

Thus we may conclude that caste, wealth, status, and education 

were the chief factors that controlled the choice of a husband, while 

in the case of a wife, ability to attend to household work was 

considered a necessity. 

None of the above considerations influenced one who chose accor¬ 

ding to the dictates of the heart. The Dhanuggaha story describes 

how the wife of Dhanuggaha fell in love with a robber and helped him to 

kill her own husband (SdhRv 861). The story of Prince Saliya of 

Ceylon is too well-known and has been quoted above (p.287). The 

Sukarapotika story relates how a minister of Dutugamunu fell in 

love with a lady called Sumana when he was on circuit, and how he 

married her with all pomp (SdhRv 851). The Sdlilk., too, refers to 

such interesting episodes. Love at first sight and love on hearing the 
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voice are referred to. Some love affairs resulted in runaway marri¬ 

ages. Occasions when girls stole away from their homes to meet 

their lovers were not unknown. The Patacara story relates that 

a rich setthi’s daughter requested the servant in her own home to 

take her away if he had any love for her, as she was to be given away 

in marriage shortly to another (SdhRv 539). It is also clear from 

the stories that such love-marriages did not receive the sanction of 

the parents, and that they were contracted on the responsibility 

of the man and woman concerned. Under normal circumstances 

the parents seem to have paid some respect to the wishes of the 

children. They were married only if they were agreeable. Of 

course, there were occasions when children were compelled 

to agree to the wishes of parents. The parents considered it their 

sacred and express duty to get their children married at the proper 

age. Occasions when parents agreed to the wishes of their children 

are also recorded, for example, the Kali yakkhinl story shows how 

the son refused to concede to the wishes of his parents, until at 

last they yielded and married him to the girl of his choice (SdhRv 

88). The Nandika Upasaka story on the other hand is an example 

of the contrary, where the parent asserts his right to choose a 

wife for his son (ibid. 734). These no doubt were types of marriages 

which were largely dissociated from love and were based on economic 

or social considerations. When children agreed to the will of their 

parents much against their own wishes, it was no doubt due to their 

devotion and obedience to them. The story of Uttara makes 

this abundantly clear when the young lady agrees to the arranged 

marriage, as she considered it unbecoming on her part to disobey 

her parents and elders. The observations made by W. A. de Silva 

are worthy of note. ‘ Women have held a very high status during 

this period . . . monogamy was a definite institution. There is no 

mention of any other form of marriage. Women had freedom in 

choosing their husbands ... In the first place a suitor invariably 

inquires personally from a woman whether she was married or un¬ 

married, if unmarried, the woman’s consent to marriage was sought 

from her direct and the parents and relations agree to the marriage 

without demur. Once married, they set up a separate house, and 

do not live with the parents of either ’ (J.R.A.S. C.B. Vol. XXXI, 

Nos. 81-83, PP- 70,71). We can agree with de Silva that monogamy 

was the rule ; but with the second part of his statement, that the 

women under normal circumstances had freedom to choose their 

husbands, we find it difficult to agree, for this does not seem to have 
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been the case at all. We have already shown that arranged marri¬ 

ages were the order of the day and that parents normally took the 

consent of the two people concerned ; but the choice of both the 

bride and the bridegroom was entirely in the hands of the parents, 

except in the exceptional cases when love, or some such other consi¬ 

deration, was the deciding factor. A few examples from the Sdhlk 

itself will show that de Silva’s conclusions seem hardly accurate. 

He seems to have generalised perhaps from a particular instance or 

two. In the Kincisarigha story we are told that Sakra came in 

the guise of a handsome young man and proposed to a beautiful 

young girl who was standing by the roadside. Her reply to the 

proposal is interesting. She said : ‘ My parents have asked me 

to wait here till they return. Parents always desire the well-being 

of their children, and if we should act in our own way against the 

wishes of parents, we should meet with disaster in this as well as 

in the next world. Then, if my parents wish me to accept you as my 

husband, I shall do so, and not otherwise ’ (Sdhlk 609). In the 

first place in this example Sakra is trying to test the lady, and 

secondly it does not in any way prove that normally a young man 

proposed to the lady directly. On the other hand, it shows that good 

children normally acted according to the wishes of their parents, 

and that the matter rested entirely with the latter. The story of 

Nandiraja furnishes us with another story. The commander-in- 

chief, having heard that Nandiya was destined to be king in seven 

days, decided to give one of his daughters in marriage to him. He 

summoned his daughters to his presence and asked them whether 

they would consent to marry Nandiya. The elder six refused the 

offer, as nothing was known about the man concerned, and he was 

a complete stranger. The youngest said : ‘ Parents indeed desire 

the well-being of their children and do not wish them ill. Therefore 

if my parents give me away to some one, I shall accept him as my 

husband ’ (Sdhlk 180). This story also shows us, as does the 

previous one, that under normal circumstances the matter of 

choosing a husband was entirely in the hands of the parents, who 

of course generally consulted the wishes of their children. We 

have no examples to show that normally a man proposed directly 

to the girl except when he was in love with her. Sometimes in 

such cases too the proposals seem to have been sent directly to 

the parents and not to the women concerned. This is shown by 

the stories of Swarnatilaka and Kahcana-devi (Sdhlk 258, 213). 

The real position is amply made clear by statements like ‘ sarana 
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vicara nila kalaha (SdhRv 244) > and ‘ vadiviya pdmini daruvanta 
sudusu tanin sarana genva pdvadl venkalaha’ (ibid. 24). This 

second statement refers to the custom of getting the children 
suitably married and letting them set up their own households, 
that has persisted up to the present day. 

Cousin Marriage 

Cousin-marriages-seem to have been common during these times. 

A few stories record the preference shown for this type of union. 

Cousin-marriages—that is, marriage between cross-cousins—have 
been permitted up to modern times. According to this system, the 
children of a brother and sister could marry, but not those of two 
brothers or two sisters, which marriages are taboo even today. 
The Nandika story stresses that the man was compelled to marry 
his cousin Revati, even though she was a non-believer in the Budd¬ 

hist faith : ‘ un vadiviya pamini kalhi lamva tibena geyaka hindind 

mayilanu kenekunge duva revati nam kumdrikd kenekun putanuvanta 

sarana genenu kdmati vuha ', When the son came of age, the parents 
were desirous of getting him married to Revati, the daughter of one 
of his uncles, who lived in the neighbourhood (SdhRv 734). The 
Mahali-prasna records the soliloquy of Sujata thus: ‘mama me 

magha mdnavakayanta sessavun se novemi, ndndi mayil saranaya, 
un kala pmkamek dtnam md kaleya', My relations with this man are 

not as those of others, for mine is a cousin-marriage, and if he were 
to acquire any merit, it indeed will be mine as well (ibid. 260). 

This statement suggests that the lady laid additional claims to her 
husband as he was her own cousin. The Uttara story brings for¬ 

ward the relationship as an additional qualification for marriage, 

when the Pali makes no such reference : ‘ nd sambandhaya n-isd 

apage putanuvanta sarana pava duna manava ’ (ibid. 744). 

Looking at the Sinhalese kinship terminology one notices that 
the father’s sister’s daughter and the mother’s brother’s daughter 

are known by the same term baddni (mod. S. nand) and the term 

for father-in-law and maternal uncle (mother’s brother) and pater¬ 

nal aunt (father’s sister) and mother-in-law are mama or mayilanu 

and nanda or ndndi respectively. The son-in-law is referred to in 

the same term used for father’s sister’s son, and the mother’s 

brother’s son, viz., band. These seem to be indicative of the 
prevalence of cross-cousin marriage. The term nand is 

used today for the sisters of the wife as well and this 

is suggestive that marriage with nands was permissable, e.g., in 
the event of the death of the wife the husband’s marriage with 

a sister of the dead wife (sororate) would find social approval. 
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We are aware of a few cases of levirate—the widow’s marriage 

with a brother of the dead husband—as well today. The 

classification of the father’s brothers as fathers, younger or elder 

is indicative of this practice. From the occurrence of instances 

both of sororate and levirate today, we could infer that these 

institutions prevailed in the past, perhaps with greater frequency. 

The account of the origin of the Sakyas says : ‘ mage malun 

heyin topage mayildya unge du titnam topata bisd karavayi . . . ava&ya 

banan heyin genvdt pdvd dnnamand tena kala ddma yahapata’, They, 

being my brothers, are your uncles; if they have daughters, make 

them your queens . . . when really we should have taken the trouble 

to get them married as they are our nephews, their action is quite 

justified (ibid. 315). The story here is that the Princes carried 

away their cousins, and their uncles (now fathers-in-law) were only 

too jubilant that they had been spared the worry of getting them 

married, as they were their own nephews (avasya bfinan, modern 

avassa bdna). These two examples are not translations from the 

Pali, and hence are quite significant and may be taken to indicate 

that cousin-marriages were in favour with the people during the 

thirteenth century. Cousin-marriages are losing favour today, 

and are commonly referred to as avassa hira (literally, necessary 

marriage). 

As for taboos and other such prohibitions with regard to marriage, 

we have no information except that marriage between brother 

and sister was considered quite beastly. The Pali ‘ sdkiyd bhaginlhi 

saddhim samvasam vasitakdnam ’ is rendered into Sinhalese as 

* tirisanunparidden tarnan taman ge nahgun hdsamanga vasaya karat’, 

They live (co-habit) with their sisters like beasts (SdhRv 713). 

With the help of this statement we are justified in concluding that 

marriage within the narrowest famity circle was taboo and those 

transgressing this rule may have been considered guilty of incest. 

This was also a general principle in primitive society, where within 

the narrowest family circle sexual relations were universally taboo 

(see Lowie, Primitive Society, p. 14). 

As to the prevalence of other forms of marriage, such as the svay- 

amvara, and marriage by purchase, that were known in India, 

we have no information. A few references to what one may 

classify as purchase are found ; for instance, the KisagotamI story 

says : ‘ aya viyadam karavd un tamange putanuvanta genvddi' (P. 

dhanam pati sdmetvd) (SdhRv 546). What is meant may be that 
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the cost of the wedding was borne by the groom’s father. This 

type of marriage, where the bridegroom’s party bears the full cost 

if the other party is not in a position to do so, and where one party 

promises to pay off debts of the other party if the marriage is agreed 

upon, is not unknown today and may have been known in the past ; 

but we have no definite proof of it. The CV gives us a solitary 

example : * . . . then make her at once my spouse purchased by 

combat (72. 91). The translation here adds that the allusion is 

to the old custom of purchasing the bride (ibid. n. 1). 

Marriage Age 

A woman reaching the age of sixteen seems to have been recognised 

as eligible for marriage. Most of the references only state that 

marriage was solemnised when the children came of age. Whether 

sixteen was only the traditional age it is difficult to say ; but it 

seems reasonable to consider that a person who had reached the 

sixteenth year was considered fit to undertake the responsibility of 

family life. The Visakha story recounts that when certain female 

devotees who had observed the fast were questioned by Visakha 

regarding their object in such observances, they replied that it was 

their desire to ensure that they married before they were too old :1 geyi 

indama mukurd nogosin bdlakalama sarana ydma pinisa ’ (SdhRv 

590). In the case of women it was considered shameful to remain 

unmarried for a long time after they had come of age. One signi¬ 

ficant reference to sixteen is : ‘ evak patan solos hdviridi vanatura 

demavpiyan aturehi randd evakata sarana hihdind vayasheyin sarana 

gosin ’, Having remained with the parents up to the age of sixteen, 

entered the bonds of matrimony, as it was the age then recognised 

for marriage (ibid. 315). The word evakata is noteworthy here. 

It may be that the SdhRv author does not wish to recognise sixteen 

as the proper age for marriage in Ceylon, hence the word may even 

refer to the time when the event actually took place. The phrase 

‘ evakata . . . heyin ’ does not occur in the Pali. The Sdhlk offers 11s 

some information when the P. ‘tarnpatirupena ddrakenaniyojesum 

is rendered in it as ‘ kumdrikdvan vddl solos hdviridi vayasata pamini 

kalhi when the girl attained the age of sixteen (290). This may 

indicate that at sixteen a girl was usually considered fit for 
marriage. 

Polygamy 

We have already observed that the people were monogamous. 

Polyandry and polygyny may have been rare occurrences. We 
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get a few references to co-wives and the miseries known to them. 

Reference is made to a man marrying a second time if the first 

wife proved to be barren (SdhRv 88 ; Pjv 383). The kings were 

polygamous, as has already been shown. 

Dowry 

There are a few instances which show the existence of a sort 

of dowry system. The Visakha story speaks of the large dowry 

(dayada) that was given to her by her father on the day of her wed¬ 

ding (SdhRv 337). The Pali ‘ nahana cunnamulam katvii dinno ' 

is rendered into Sinhalese as ‘ dayada kota devd ', gave as dowry 

(ibid. 720). Again the SdhRv uses the simile ‘ pilvanna kiyavdld 

vastuve niyama danndsema ’, as one knows the extent of the wealth 

having read the list (1001). This certainly indicates the author’s 

familiarity with a practice that is still followed. Today the dowry 

given to a bride is listed, and the list is read out in the presence of 

the gathering at the wedding ceremony. 

(c) Women 

It can hardly be asserted that women’s position in society was 

very favourable. They may have been as well educated as the 

men and versed in many crafts and other such activities. But 

generally women have always been considered to be inferior to 

men in all respects and full of wiles and wickedness. No doubt 

there were exceptions to this, and at times they are depicted as 

of exemplary character as mothers and wives. The writers did 

distinguish between the good and the bad. The characteristic 

features of the two types were known ; but in general all were 

grouped together as a constant source of trouble in this world and 

as wicked by nature. ‘ The women deceive the men, therefore 

they are a delusion. They cannot be relied upon, then they are 

like a mirage. They are a mine of danger, sorrow and illness. They 

are like snares laid by Mara to capture passionate men, like a cave 

where dwell she-bears, like a door of the cave of Mara. If a man 

were to place any confidence in a woman who is such, he is ignoble 

(Sdhlk 363). They are never satisfied with the number of men 

they have ; they make no distinction of caste or creed. Their 

thirst for sensual pleasure, ornament, and decoration can never 

be satiated (ibid. 437). Women are like places for drawing water 

(SdhRv 763) ; just as the haunts of drunkards and watering places 

are common to all and are not for one and only one individual, 
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similarly women belong to everyone irrespective of caste, creed 

or social status. They are counsellors to birth in purgatory (ibid. 

764, 40). They are the cause of all ills, and embrace men for their 

own gains, just as the creepers the trees for their own support (ibid. 

600). They are always looked upon as full of wiles, may am, which 

are said to be 64 in number. The KSil describes women thus : They 

are a festival to the five senses, whirlpools in the ocean of life, a 

tap-root of the creeper of craving, a door open to purgatory (v. 87). 

It is the universal nature of women, says the Pjv, to see the beauty 

of other women and wish that they were as beautiful; to see the 

heroic deeds of a man and wish he were her husband ; to see the 

caresses of another’s child and wish the child were hers (Pjv 289). 

The wife had the usual quarrels with her husband ; but they 

also loved each other. Man is generally depicted as complying with 

the woman's will (SdhRv 927). Women are also shown as loving 

wives who feel greatly distressed when their husbands are displeased 

with them. Husbands were expected to treat the wives in five 

ways : by speaking sweet words, not speaking harshly to them, 

not being attached to other women, giving entire responsibility 

to the wife in matters of food, and supplying them from time to 

time with ornaments and garments (Pjv 854). Unpleasant relation¬ 

ships with mothers-in-law are also mentioned (SdhRv 596). The 

relationship between parents and children was one of love. The 

aim of marriage was, as we have said, to have progeny, hence some 

who were unfortunate in being childless adopted other children 

(VismSn 54). The Pjv refers to the rather unhappy position of 

a girl who has been thus adopted. When she was to be given in 

marriage, her adoptive parents had to fabricate stories to deceive 

the bridegroom’s party lest they refused to accept her (390). 

Seclusion 

We have evidence of the seclusion of women. The two sexes 

did not enjoy sufficient freedom to mix with each other, and the 

young girls of well-to-do families were very carefully guarded. 

The stories in the SdhRv often refer to such seclusion of girls when 

they attained puberty. Even in the present enlightened age the 

sexes have little or no freedom in Ceylon : a young girl is not allowed 

to go about by herself, and meeting young men is looked upon 

almost as a crime. Hence we can well imagine that restrictions 

regarding the association of the sexes existed in the past. It was 

only on certain festive occasions that young women came out of 
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their homes and took part in the festivities (SdhRv 190). This is 

shown in the description of the nakat keli in the Pjv, where it is 

stated that the noble women who do not normally come down from 

upstairs to the ground-floor, and those who do not leave the door¬ 

step from the ground-floor, come out on this occasion and sport 

with the young men to their hearts’ content (329). This statement 

is in itself ample evidence to show the strict segregation of the sexes 

in normal everyday life. 

The main purpose of such segregation of sexes was the preser¬ 

vation of the chastity of the women. The Pjv speaks of the guarding 

of a girl’s chastity : ‘ apata taram svami purusayaku dakna turn 

para purusayaku no dakumha ’, We shall not even see a man until 

we meet one suitable to be the husband (121). Every woman 

was expected to remain a virgin until given in marriage by her 

parents. A few observations made by Margaret Mead seem to 

have much relevance to the position in Ceylon as it is even today : 

4 Virginity is a (legal) requirement for her at her marriage. In front 

of all the people in a house brilliantly lit, the Talking Chief of the 

bridegroom will take the tokens of her virginity. The bridegroom, 

his relations and the bride and her relations all receive prestige 

if she proves to be a virgin, so that the girl of rank who might wish 

to forestall this painful public ceremony is thwarted not only by 

the anxious chaperonage of her relatives but also by the boy’s 

eagerness for prestige . . . These girls of noble birth are carefully 

guarded; not for them are trysts at night or stolen meetings in the 

daytime ’ (Coming of Age in Samoa, pp. 62-63). These statements 

are generally true of Ceylon today, and we have no doubt that 

they were equally true of ancient Ceylon. Of course today the 

tokens of a bride’s virginity are not examined in front of all the 

relations ; but this is done by a few elderly female relatives in 

private on the occasion of what is called the balanta ydma (lit. going 

to see) or devanu gamana (lit. second visit or trip), also called in 

certain parts of the island isa diya balanta ydma (lit. going to see 

the head-water). If the girl proves to be a virgin, great merriment 

results ; if not, great disappointment and much trouble. 

We also have reference to sallalas (sportive young men) moving 

freely with young women. This freedom was perhaps restricted 

to a few of the lower and poorer families. 
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Pregnancy 

Parenthood was the aim of married life. Barrenness, as it is 

today, was a misfortune accepted with resignation by the parties 

concerned, and looked on with some sympathy by others. The 

stories refer to husbands taking a second wife when the first happened 

to be barren ; but whether this was the case in Ceylon it is difficult 

to say. The child’s time in the mother's womb was generally 

considered as ten months ; but exceptions to this are noted (SdhRv 

975)- When the time of confinement approached, it was the 

custom, as it is now, to take the lady to her parents' home for 

confinement (ibid. 91). During the period of pregnancy, very 

strong desires or fancies arose in a woman's heart, and were known 

to the Sinhalese as dola (Skt. dauhrda) duka (ibid. 453; Pjv64). 

Usually women were rather reticent in expressing such desires, 

and it has been noted that under such circumstances they grew 

weak and emaciated. So it was of vital importance that such 
desires were satisfied (Sdhlk 446). 

Certain ceremonies were performed during pregnancy and at 

the time of conception for the protection of the embryo (SdhRv 

116). gabaperahara (P. gabbha-parihdra) is a term that occurs 

quite frequently in connection with pregnancy and seem to indicate 

the general care or protection of the embryo. Certain rites 

seem to have been performed during pregnancy, at child birth, 

and at the time of conception, of which the purpose being the same, 

seem also to have been included under the general term gab-perahc.ra. 

The Pali literature refers to the ‘giving ’ (adasi, gave) or ‘receiving' 

(laddha, received) of gabbha-parihdra, and seem to have meant the 

general care of the pregnant one and the embryo (DPA, pp. 2, 383). 

The exact nature of the ceremonies conducted in this connection 

cannot be ascertained. We have a stray reference to one such 

ceremony which was known as sunu gdma (application of chunam) 

which was done after the seventh month of pregnancy : Rendering 

of the Pali ‘ laddha gabbha parihdrd ’, the author of the SdhRv (420, 

014) says . sat tnasiu sunu gdma adivu’. Here too, we have no 

details of the rite referred to ; but it seems likely that this is similar 
to what is known today as matt pe kirima (charming of clay), which 

is done by taking some earth or clay from an anthill and fixing 

some tender coconut j leaves on this clay. The earth or clay is then 

charmed by recitation of certain incantations.The SdhRv also shows 

that precautions, for example, refraining from eating too salty,too 
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hot or too cold, foods, were a part of the gaba-perahara (420). 

The Pjv states that a pregnant woman had to take care of herself 

in certain ways, for example, abstaining'fromtaking certain kinds 

of food, suclras very hot, very cold, bitter and pungent foods. 

She was not to take a heavy meal. She should not lie on her belly, 

or lie on her left side. but always on her right side ; and quick 

movements were considered dangerous to the womb (128), and these 
were some of the ways of protecting the embryo{gabapirimasima). 

The Visuddhimagga refers to the ' ills which have their roots in 

the care of the embryo ’, gabbha pariharana (P.T.S., p. 593). 

The Skt. literature refers to garbha raksana, instead of parihara. 

The Grhya-sutras speak of ceremonies that are performed for the 

protection of the embryo : e.g. garbharaksana performed in the 

fourth month (Sdhkyayana, S.B.E., Vol. XXIX, p. 47) ; siman- 

tonnayana (parting of the hair) in the seventh month (ibid., pp. 47, 

181, 292, 394 ; Grhya sutras of Gobhila, ibid., Vol. XXX, pp. 54, 

208, 279) ; charming for the prevention of miscarriage (ibid., 

Vol. XLII, p. 98). King Dilipa is said to have performed the 

ceremonies attendant on pregnancy beginning with ‘ pumsavana 

(ceremony to secure the birth of a male child) : pumsavanddikdh 

kriyah\ Mallinatha commenting (Raghuvamsa I-V, ed. M. R. Kale, 

canto III, v. 9, pp. 53, 69) on this says that by ddikah is 

meant the two ceremonies—slmantonnayana and anavalobhana, 

ceremonies for preventing disturbances which would endanger 

the embryo and performed in the sixth or eighth month and fourth 

month respectively (Asvaliiyana Grhya-sutra, S.B.E., Vol. XXIX, 

P. 179). 

As for ceremonies connected with child-birth, reference is made 

in the SdhRv (93) to the religious ceremony of chanting of pirit. 

The Arigulirnala pirita is chanted and water is charmed. The 

water thus charmed is given to the woman in labour to drink. This 

pirita is thought, even now, to give relief from labour pains. It is 

often chanted until the child is born. 

A rite conducted a few days after the birth of a child was what 

was called the hiru vadana magula, the ceremony of exposure to 

the sun (SdhRv 420). This is known today as dorata vadima 

and is the occasion when the child is taken out of the house into 

the open for the first time. A practice connected with this rite 

is what is called the isa diyara vatkirima, application of some liquid 

on the head of the mother. The stuff thus applied is called nanu. 
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a mixture of lime and coconut milk with a medicinal herb like bdbila 
(Sida humulis). Nothing is applied on the child’s head. This 
may be compared with the ancient Indian custom—adityadarsana 
(ceremony of taking the child out to see the sun) which took place 
in the fourth month after birth (S.B.E., Vol. VII, The Institutes 
of Visnu, p. 114). 

Prostitution 

Prostitution was not unknown to the people at this time. The 
literature of the later periods mentions that various cities were 
beautified by their courtesans. The Sandesas often refer to courte¬ 
sans as lurking in the streets after dark and as being afraid of the 
light emanating from the gems of mansions (Tisara, v. 45, etc.). 
The KSil speaks of abisaruvan, the courtesans (women who kept 
assignations) of the city : 

rata mini torana ras—rdsin rate pura supun sahda, 
lahiru hoyi nosaras—danavi saka ’biso.ruvan (12), 

The full moon shining over that city reddened by the lustre of the 
rays of red gems of the pandals constantly caused doubt in the 
minds of the courtesans whether it was the morning sun. 

duru kele aluyam—her a me gos piya taman 
uravil I'dgum gos gat—abisaruvan tana hasun (324), 

The thunder-like beating of drums at dawn caused the swans, 
namely the breasts, of the courtesans, to leave the ponds, the chests, 
of the lovers, where they had rested during the night. 

The SdhRv often speaks of vesya women, and refers to their 
activities as ignoble (746). The Pjv states that prostitutes were 
in the habit of cheating people by pretending that they had no 
children, even if they had. If their offspring happened to be a 
boy, he was put to death ; and if a girl, she was brought up as a 
harlot (552). 

The courtesan held a recognised place in Indian society in the 
past, and provided amusement and intellectual companionship 
to any one who cou-K afford the luxury, for the ganikas used to 
charge exorbitant sums of money for a night. A ganikd, according 
to Vatsyayana, was ‘ marked out by high intellectual attainments 
and striking pre-eminence in the arts that she won the coveted 
title of ganikd. She must have her mind cultivated and trained 
by a thorough education and Vatsyayana lays down that it is only 
when a courtesan is versed in both the series of 64 arts or kalds 
enumerated by him and is endowed with an amicable disposition, 
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personal charm, and other winning qualities, that she acquires 
the designation of a ganika, and receives a seat of honour in the 
assemblies of men ’ (H. C. Chakladar, Studies in Vatsyayana s 

Kama-Sutra, p. 198). 

Such was the position of a. ganika in India, who was far superior to 
the ordinary prostitute as known to us today. It is very doubtful 

whether the courtesans referred to in our literature (the SandeSas, 
etc.), were equally cultured ; on the contrary, they probably wrere 
ordinary wromen who eked out an existence by leading a loose life. 

(d) Kinship 

A family was generally surrounded by a host of other related 
families who helped each other in their time of need, sharing their 

joys and sorrows. The kinship pattern is shown in the diagram 

in Appendix V. The terms of kinship show a classificatory system. 
There is a recognition of the generations, sexes, and ages. The 

system is classificatory as all brothers of a father are grouped as 
fathers, elder or younger, and the sisters of the mother similarly as 

mothers, elder or younger. The sons and the daughters of these 
fathers (paternal uncles) and mothers (maternal aunts) are classified 

as brothers and sisters respectively. The mother’s brother and 

the father-in-law are known by the same term, mayilanu or mama 

and the mother-in-law and the father’s sister by the same term 

ndndi or nandd. The son's wife and the daughters of sisters’ are 

referred to by one term leli or yeli and the daughter’s husband 

and the sons of sisters bear the same relationship band. This 

kinship system of the Sinhalese is a very close parallel to the system 
obtained amongst the Tamils whose terms of kinship are given 

(in the diagram) alongside those of the Sinhalese for comparison. 

Forms of Address 
The forms of address do not seem to be very different from those 

of today. Of course a variety of forms, w’hich were not employed 

then, are in use tod^ty. The Butsarana (309, 310) records the 

forms apacca for father and amandi and ammd for mother, which 

also appear in the modern usage as appa(o)cci, ammavdi and ammd. 

The parents called their children, irrespective of sex, putd (son), 

which we find in literature as put(a) and this helps us to deter¬ 

mine what the usage was in daily life, e.g. putanda father 

to daughter and mother to daughter (SdhRv 653, 675, 820). 

This term put (a) (son) seems to have been used when women nor¬ 

mally addressed children, even strangers ; it is generally a term of 

endearment, as it is even today (ibid. 221). A younger brother 

seems to have been addressed as mala (malli) or malanda (SdhRv 
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31, 931). The Pali term tdta is rendered as mala (also malanda) 

and putanda when addressing the younger brother and the 

son respectively (ibid. 31, 892). The Pali term amma is rendered 

in Sinhalese as ndnda, mdniyani, ndhganiyeni, bunaniyeni depen¬ 

ding on whether the mother-in-law, mother or sister (younger 

and elder) that was thus addressed (SdhRv 219, 222). The 

nephew and the son-in-law were both addressed as band; the 

grandson was munnbura (ibid. 222, 227). The maternal uncle 

was called mama, as is done even now. The younger sister also 

seems to have been addressed as naganda (ibid. 880). The 

SdhRv itself remarks that the form of address indicates whether 

one is younger or not : ‘ bcila niydva kiycilana vyavahdra lesin hdn- 

geti ’ (81). The forms such as the above ending in the suffix -anda 

are in use even today, e.g. ayyandi, mamandi, akkandi. The 

terms band, ayyd (ayya, SdhRv 259), puta, namgl were also used 

for persons who were not necessarily relations. For example, any 

elderly man was called ayyd (elder brother) as a matter of courtesy 

(SdhRv 259). Similarly puta (son) was a term of affection for 

a boy, as is the case now, even for a band. Similar was the case 

with the terms namgl (younger sister) and mama (maternal uncle), 

which were used even in addressing strangers very courteously. 

Friends seem to have called each other by their names : ‘ mitrayana 

kenekunge lesin . . . nama kiyd handa gala ’, calling him by name 

as in the case of a friend (ibid., 34). 

daruva (child) seems also to have been a term used in addressing 

servant-boys as well as children (ibid., 201). The terms for mother, 

father ‘ maniyeni, piyananvahansa ’, and for a wife, sohdura and 

pinvata (ibid. 54, 678) ‘ loved one ’ and ‘ virtuous one ’, are all 

too literary to be considered as terms in daily use. The common 

practice today is to refer to the wife or the husband as so-and-so’s 

mother or father, e.g. me lamayinge tdttd, this child’s father; 

Dasaldyi amma, Dasa’s mother. It may also be that such a form 

of teknonymy was in vogue in the past. 

(e) Disposal of the Dead 

The chief method of disposal of the dead seems to have been 
cremation, the next being burial. The Buddhist monks were 

cremated quite ceremoniously. No mention is made of a coffin. 
In fact the references show that a body was cremated without one 
—the body could be seen burning. The Mahakala story describes 

how the body was burnt (SdhRv 108). The Pali phrase ‘ sarlra- 
kiccam katva ’ has been often rendered as ' dddhana karava’, having 
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cremated (ibid., 185). Cremation of kings, laymen, and children 

is referred to. A pyre was erected and the body was placed in it 

and cremated. Martin Wickramasinghe makes the following 

observation : ‘ minlpettiya parani simhala samskrtiyehi npakara- 

nayak noviya. malakanda minipettiyehi dama valaddmima da 

parani simhalayange siritak noviyayi sitami. ovhu malakanda 

dddhanaya kalaha / noese nam amu sohonehi datnuha. parani 

sirita indiydve dravidayan atarada muslimkdrayan atarada venas 

novl pavatinu dakka hakiya ’, The coffin was not a feature of ancient 

Sinhalese civilization. In my opinion burying a dead body in a 

coffin was also not an ancient Sinhalese custom. They cremated 

the dead ; if not, threw it into the cemetery. One can see this 

ancient custom persisting yet with the Tamils and the Muslims of 

India (Budusamaya ha samdja-darsanaya, p. 141). 

The story of Mahakala thera indicates that in the case of the poor 

no pyres were constructed, but a heap of fire-wood was made and 

the body was burnt turning it with hooks and cutting it with axes 

(SdhRv 107). In India even now the dead body is burnt over 

a heap of firewood, and it is quite likely that such practices were 

prevalent in Ceylon in these early periods. Knox gives 11s evidence 

of this wffien he states that the dead body was laid on a pile of wood 

two or three feet high and that it was covered on top with more 

wood (Knox, Ceylon, p. 186). 

Funeral processions are referred to. In the case of monks the dead 

body was carried to the pyre on a beautifully constructed bier (Pjv 

676). Only stray references are made to burial (SdhRv 546, 1005). 

Reference is made to carrying of dead bodies in beds (ibid., 150). 

The story of the monks carrying Prince Tissa in a bed like a dead 

body is well known (Sdhlk 459). The Pali ‘ te mancakena dddya 

carrying him on a bier, is rendered into Sinhalese as ‘ malavun 

genayanna sema dhdaka tabd bahdagena’, carrying him tied to a bed 

like a dead body (SdhRv 160). Probably in the case of poorer 

people a sort of bed-like structure was made instead of a costly 

bier (dena), or the dead body was taken to the grave in the bed 

itself. 

The VismSn explains that a place where dead bodies are not 

burnt or cremated is not a sohona (P. snsdna): * Sava sariraya noda- 

vana lada kalhi e tana sohona nam nove’ (198). It further states 

that a place where a corpse has been burnt even once, and even 

though this place may not have been used for cremation for even 
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twelve years after that, such a place is a sohona: ' davu kala vanahi 

patan gena idin dolos avuruddak nodava harana ladde vl namudu 

e sohon nam ve’ (ibid.). A place where dead bodies are just cast 

is referred to in the SdhRv as amu sohona (P. amaka susana), 

charnel ground (179). 

An epigraph of the twelfth century makes mention of the cloths 

that were used to cover the faces of the dead. These cloths had to 

be supplied by the washermen, as was done by him on other 

occasions (EZ 3. 6. 307). 

(f) The Household 

We have already seen how important the family was in the social 

structure of Sinhalese society. The family has remained to this 

day the unit of society. The social status of families differed from 

each other. The economic differences were also quite well-marked, 

some families being poor and some rich, and their lives were 

regulated according to the length of their purses. The rich no 

doubt led a comfortable life, while the poorer classes led one far 

from happy and contented. The poor had to work hard to earn 

their daily bread, while the rich lived in comfort with domestic 

servants to attend to their needs. The servant was an adjunct in 

all well-to-do households which were able to command domestic 

service. Both male and female servants (dasa or keli kollan) appear 

in the stories of the SdhRv. The exhortation of Nissanka Malla 

to the people of Rohana that they should live possessing female 

and male slaves in addition to money and grain is significant in 

this connection (EZ 3. 6. 330). Instances where whole families 

volunteered to be servants on account of some invaluable service 

rendered them, are not wanting (SdhRv 44, 593). The Sdhlk 

reflects the sad plight of the poor when it says : ‘ tamage apay ana 

vahalak sarakak nati kala duk sapa nosita kal novaradavd dada bima 

kalamand mehevara kota ’, working in the household and the field 

without reflecting on joys and sorrows when there are no servants and 

when one does not possess any cattlef (Sdhlk 179). The servants 

referred to were for the most part household or domestic servants who 

resided with the family of their master and performed household 

duties, which were manifold. The Sdhlk gives us the story of a 

poor man and his wife in the village called Helloli in Ceylon, who 

lived in the house of another, working for wages (571). Servants 

were employed in husking paddy (SdhRv 539), fetching water 

(ibid., 540), cooking (ibid.), collecting firewood (ibid., 791), sweeping 
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the compounds (ibid., 942), ministering to the members of the 

family and humouring their likes and dislikes (ibid., 109, 38). The 

number of servants in the employ of a household depended entirely 

on the wealth of the family concerned. The richer may have had 

a number of servants to whom were assigned particular duties ; 

but in most of the average families, as is evident even today, a 

servant or two had to attend to all the work in the household. For 

example, the Jatila thera’s story refers to the sweeper of Setthi 

Jotiya (SdhRv 942). Reference is often made to a particular 

servant kala mindiya, who fetched water (ibid., 654 ; 91). Fetching 

water was perhaps the only job of these servants. Even today 

we have examples of this, especially along the coastal areas of the 

island, where the people have to get their drinking water from 

further inland, and servants are employed only for fetching water. 

In the Sdhlk we read the story of a maid-servant who borrowed 

money to give alms to a monk on the promise of working for the 

person who lent her the money. She is here called ina dasi, 

debt-servant (432). The story deals with a woman, Naga by 

name, who worked for a certain family in Nagadvipa from which 

she raised a loan of 60 kahapanas. One day on her way to the well, 

she saw a monk without food, and she decided to give him alms 

somehow or other. So she went to her master and requested him 

to give a further loan of 60 kahapanas on the premise of working 

during the night as well. Thus she had to work day and night, 

perhaps till she paid the loan. We read again the story of the 

devotee Nakula, of Magama in Rohana, whose daughter worked 

as a servant in order to pay off a loan of 12 kahapanas raised by 

her family. The father of the girl had raised the amount with 

great difficulty, and was on his way to redeem the girl (Sdhlk 564). 

This shows that work had to be done until the loan was paid, 

whatever the length of time. 

As regards wages or terms of service, we have no definite 

information. A story in the Sdhlk refers to the fact that a servant 

received only food in return for services rendered (281). The Pjv 

refers to the rice that a servant got as wages (vdtup sal), which 

moreover was inferior rice (nimudu sal) (642). The SdhRv also 

refers to the rice given as hire for husking paddy. 

The position of the domestic servants cannot be said to have 

been happy except perhaps under very special circumstances. They 

had to toil hard to perform the numerous duties assigned to them, 
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and their lot no doubt was far from happy and contented. The 

treatment of servants entirely depended on the temperament of 

masters and mistresses. The story of Ghosaka records that a maid 

was chastised by her mistress for delaying to return from her errand 

on which she was sent (SdhRv 182). Another story shows that 

people often expressed dissatisfaction with the work of servants 

(ibid., 800). That servants were also recipients of gifts on certain 

occasions is brought out by the Visakha story in the SdhRv. It 

poses the question : Should anything that is given to servants be 

given with the expectation of a return ? (343), with the implicit 

answer that a gift to a servant should be given without the least 

expectation of return. 

Houses 

The size and the building material, etc., of houses depended 

entirely on the economic position of the individual concerned. 

The literature speaks of large houses of several storeys, with various 

apartments, and also of small huts. Thus we can see that the 

well-to-do had reasonably large houses with the necessary apart¬ 

ments and rooms, while the poor had to be content with just a hut 

of one or two rooms wherein they had to manage all their business 

(cp. EZ 2. 3. 130). ‘ nn dukpat heyin hindina gey at mitiya. namburu 

nova vadanata nopilivana’, As they were poor their house was small 

and one could not enter it without bending (SdhRv 451). The 

rich had their houses built of stone, mortar and lime, and had their 

roofs tiled. They were complete in all respects, with the necessary 

doors, windows, and also ‘ fan-lights ’ (jdla kavulu, windows with 

net-like meshes ) (ibid. 206). The doors and windows were supplied 

with keys, locks, and hinges. Most of the houses of the rich seem 

to have had balconies, for we constantly hear of ladies playing on 

them. The SdhRv renders the Pali * dkdsatale ’ as ‘ dkdsatalaye 

abbhyavakdsaye saridalle ’, thus showing familiarity with balconies. 

The walls of the houses were whitewashed. The houses also had 

compounds or courtyards. The houses of the poorer people were 

built of clay (rndti) : ‘ H banbittiyekamatigasd livasdluvdse’ (SdhRv 

279). This expression seems to refer to houses of wattle and daub. 

Those of them who had the means, plastered the clay, while the 

very poor left the clay as it was. The floor was also of clay. This 

clay (usually from an ant-hill) was mixed with cow-dung, and then 

applied on the floor (ibid. 286). ‘ yata male goma pivibada gdnald 

hindina asun panavd lava ', Apply cow-dung (mixed with clay) on 
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the ground-floor and then set up the seats (ibid. 736). It is 

interesting to note that ‘ goma piribada gdnald ’ is the rendering of 

the Pali ‘ sammajjitvd This method persists even today. 

There is also a practice today of applying certain kinds of oil on 

timber to prevent decay. This practice seems to have been well 

known to the people of the past, for the SdhRv says : ‘ kap nodird 

mahatva tibena se tel kada sisaranta kiseka ’ (213). 

The poor had no locks to their doors, which were either tied with 

a piece of string or a bar was kept against them to prevent their 

opening. The SdhRv translates the Pali ‘ dvdram pidahitva ' as 

4 dora bdndald yemi ', and also says ‘ dora mat novanta avurd lalu 

dandu kandakse ’ (221, 83 resp.). 

All the houses, however small, had their kitchens. The larger 

houses had separate rooms for different purposes, the number of 

such depending on the social standing and the wealth of a person. 

Such separate rooms referred to are : a room or separate building 

for pounding paddy, and where the mortars and pestles were kept; 

-a store-room or a separate structure (atuva) for the purpose of 

storing paddy ; and sheds for keeping chariots. Latrines (vdsikili) 

are also mentioned. The poor had fences put up round the com¬ 

pound with a stile to serve as a gate, while the richer no doubt had 

parapet walls and gates. 

Household Utensils, etc. 

The following household utensils and equipment are mentioned : 

hdiida (bed) ; kotta (pillows) ; pettagam (almirahs, chests) ; pan 

(lamps) ; kambili (blankets) ; pasaturunu (spreads) ; bumuturnnu 

(carpets) ; pdpisnd (door-rugs) ; tdti (dishes) ; kundikd, kendika 

(pitchers, cans) ; payi (cases) ; kdtapat (mirrors) ; kenesi (spoons, 

ladles) ; tali (vessels) ; akpatald (vessels with large brim) ; dtirili 

(seat spreads) ; pdduru (mats) ; kaldl (large mats) ; kondu palas 

(goats’ hairrugs); padam (curtain or screen of cloth); putu (chairs); 

mdvida (mattresses) ; diya dabard (water filters) ; kotala (jugs, 

kettles) ; manddi [a vessel (SdhRv 337), also harpoons, hog-spears 

with short barbed prongs]; mundam (SdhRv 337, a vessel, cp. T. skull 

often used as a bowl); kanvayin (pillows); kessa (key) ; summandiya, 

daranna (a circular pad or coil to rest vessels) ; pasumbi (purse) ; 

hiratamnsna (ekel-broom); kola musna (leaf-broom); porova (axe); 

kdti (large knives with long handles); rdna (rope); vdya (adze); kina 

(ladder) ; kulu (winnowing-fans) ; sala (pots) ; vana (mortar) ; mol 

13—H 11305 (2/08) 
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(pestles) ; dCigala (grinding stone) ; valan (chatties) ; katdra (caul¬ 

dron) ; sanda or sdluva (spoon) ; dtili (a kind of chatty) ; gala 

(a stone for sharpening knives, etc.). As personal equipment, 
umbrellas and walking-sticks (kuda and saramiti) are mentioned. 

(g) Food 

The literature affords some information regarding the food of 

the people. We shall see later on that the country was predominantly 

agricultural, and as such could have had no difficulty in supplying 

its inhabitants with the necessary food. Ceylon no doubt was 

self-sufficient in food in the past, and tradition has it that the island 

was known as the ‘ Granary of the East No mention is made 

of any dependence on, or importation of, foodstuffs from other 

countries. Many varieties of food and drink are mentioned. Even 

though most of the foods mentioned are those that were offered to 

the monks, we can conclude that the same were partaken of by the 

laity as well. The most frequent reference is to cooked rice. Thus 

it is obvious that rice was the staple food of the people. Cooked 

rice was eaten with various kinds of cooked meat and vegetable. 

Various kinds of sweets, especially those made of rice flour, were 

delicacies. The people also seemed to have been fond of fruits, 

milk and milk products. The stories always refer to the sumptuous 

dishes served at alms-givings. The monks were offered rice and 

gruel and a great many varieties of dishes of Ash, meat and vegetable. 

This was followed by sweets and then by fruits, and finally by 

betel. That the writers superimposed their own environment on 

that of the stories is clear from the Sdhlk when the author speaks 

of the growing of coconut, arecanut, and plantain trees and jak 

in North India, where these trees are not grown. So in the case of 

food. Very often the books say that one was entertained to a 

sweet repast ; but no mention of the dishes is made (SdhRv 33, 

408, 301). All the people had not the good fortune to partake of 

the same kind of food, which, as all else, depended on the economic 

position of the individual. A poor man's meal is at times referred 

to as consisting of cooked, unpolished rice (nivudu sale bat) and a 

kind of common river-fish (kuda masu, kudu massa, Common rasbora, 

see Deraniyagala, A Colored Atlas of some Vertibrates from Ceylon, 

p. 44). The Pjv, too, refers to ‘ nimudu sale bat ’ as servants' food 
(ddsi bhojana) (642). 

The SdhRv refers to the fact that some people always had a 

meat dish or a fish dish, even though there were many other dishes 
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(757). It also states that if gruel was to be made out of one nali 

measure of rice it would suffice for two meals for five people, and 

if rice was cooked it was only sufficient for one meal (ibid. 773). 

People were also in the habit of taking rice for the morning meal 

(breakfast) (ibid. 742). The inscriptions give us an idea of the 

menu of the earliest times in Ceylon. For example, the Tonigala 

rock-inscription of the fourth century a.d. says that ‘ the expenses 

for two and a half hakadas of boiled rice, atarakaja, dishes taken 

with atarakaja (a meal taken before noon and after the morning 

gruel), curd, honey, sweets, sesame, butter, salt, green herbs, and 

turmeric, should be given at the refectory of the monastery ' (EZ 3. 

4. 178). Paranavitana, commenting on this, says : ‘ The record 

also enumerates the different kinds of provisions that had to be 

supplied for the feeding of the monks ; and as it was customary 

to supply the monks with the richest available food, we can learn 

from this record the nature of the menu of a well-to-do person in 

Ceylon during the fourth century. It is noteworthy that among 

the different dishes enumerated, fish or meat does not find a place ’ 

(ibid., p. 177). One may question here whether the monks in this 

period were vegetarians, and whether they ceased to be so as time 

went on. That monks of the second century b.c. partook of meat 

is however shown by the story of Prince Saliya in the Sdhlk, which 

states that a hunter prepared meat in five ways to be offered to 

a monk. The Madirigiriya pillar-inscription (tenth century) states 

the order that ‘ dead goats and fowls ’ should be given to the hospital 

attached to the vihara. It is observed in the comments on this 

inscription that animal food was allowed in Buddhist institutes 

under certain restrictions. The regulation refers to animals killed 

by accident (EZ 2. 1. 27). The laymen’s position is not made clear 

in these references. The two inscriptions from Eppavala give 

us some of the tenth century foods : * . . . gave to the congregation 

. . . one yahala of sasarapadi (a variety of paddy) paddy ; two 
palas of salt ; two palas of pulse ; one pala of undu (a species of 
flemingia) ; two akas of areca and betel ; two akas of sesame 
and chillies ; and one padda of chunam ’ (EZ 3. 4. 194). The 
tenth century Iripinniyava pillar-inscription refers to boiled or 
raw rice, and curdled milk or oil (EZ 1. 5. 170). The menu of the 
later centuries included fish and meat in addition to the dishes of 
the earlier centuries. 

The CV refers to the foods of the thirteenth century : ‘ They 

venerated them with heaps of aromatic rice . . . They venerated 
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them with diverse kinds of fruit, such as bananas, jak, 

mangoes, and so forth, which were quite ripe, fragrant, lovely in 

colour, perfectly sweet... provided the bhikkhu community carefully 

with food and drink, with dishes solid and tender, with drinks that 

one sips and with those one drinks ’ (CV 85. 36). The CV again 

refers to the same kinds of food : ‘ with dishes full of the finest 

rice prepared with sweet milk, with heaps of food composed of 

sweet-smelling rice . . . with all hard and soft foods, and with all 

that can be drunk or sipped ’ (CV 89. 44). The reference here approxi¬ 

mates to the traditional four kinds of food, viz., khajja (that can 

be bitten), bhojja (that can be eaten, that is, hard and soft foods), 

leyya (that can be licked), and peyya (that can be drunk). We 

have no doubt that foods of all these varieties were known at the 

time, as is also shown by the foods mentioned : a mess of unpolished 

rice (nimundu sale bat) (SdhRv 868) ; sour-gruel (kadi, P. bilanga) 

(SdhRv 559, Pjv 642) ; flesh of hunced animals (dadamas) (ibid. 

569) ; barley (yavasdl) (463) ; rice from unboiled paddy (kakulu 

sal) (ibid. 220) ; fowl (ibid 207) (Pjv 376) ; river-fish (kuda mas) 

(SdhRv 158) ; green herb (paid mdlu) ; milk (kiri) (ibid. 456); 

milk-rice mixed with ghee, honey and jaggery (ibid. 124) ; undu (a 

grain) (ibid. 690); milk-rice (kiribat) (ibid. 931); honey-comb 

(ml) (ibid. 652) ; pork (uru mas) (ibid. 714, Pjv 88); rice cooked 

from Ml and rat-hal paddy (SdhRv 775, 338); beef (gomas) (ibid. 

907, VismSn IV. 84) ; turtle eggs (kdsub biju) (SdhRv 813); fowls" 

eggs (kukulu biju) (ibid. 814) ; red fish (remas) (ibid. 253) ; rabbit 

(Pjv 88, Sdhlk 261) ; venison (muvamas) (Pjv 95) ; pigeon (paravi) 

(ibid. 583); snipe (vatu) (ibid. 586, SdhRv 371); md dta (a variety of 

bean); kirikanda gruel mixed with coconut milk (SdhRv 371); rice 

roasted and beaten (habala peti) (Sdhlk 652); lotus-roots (nelnmbu 

ddh, nelumbala) (ibid. 652, Pjv 85); katuala (a variety of bulb-root, 

edible yam, Dioscorea pentaphylla) (ibid. 423); pea-fowl (monara 

mas) (ibid. 427); sheat fish (petiyo, Silurus pelorius) (ibid. 529); 

lulu (Ophiocephalus striatus) ; and sumgo (variety of river- 

fish) ; teli (Sea Mastacembelus, also Spiny eel, see Deraniya- 

gala, ibid., pp. 65, 132, 133) (Sdhlk 529) ; andd (SdhRv 47 eel, 

genus Anguilla, Deraniyagala, ibid., pp. 64, 65). The SdhRv also 

refers to the fact that burnt rice that stuck at the bottom of the 

cooking vessel (damukada) was eaten (776). The Sanghadatta 

story in the Sdhlk gives us the full menu of a meal that was offered 

to an officer who came from the king to a fishermen’s village, viz. : 

rice cooked of rathdl paddy, ghee and fowl (612). The most frequent 
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mention is of rice and other dishes which are not specified. Gruel 

with avulupat (sweetmeats) is also often mentioned. The tempering 

of curries (<duvapu, modern ternparddu) is referred to. The dishes 

which are not thus tempered were considered to be of little taste, and 

the process is still widely used. A good curry had to have the proper 
amount of salt and acid (lime), and a dish without salt was quite 

unpalatable. Many condiments were added to the curries to make 

them tasty. The condiments or spices added were pepper (miris) 

(SdhRv 928); cummin-seed (duru); mustard (aba) (ibid. 547); dried 
ginger (siddhi inguru) and long-pepper (vagapul) (mentioned in the 

Pjv 407 as spices). The other stuffs used in the preparation 
of curries were oil and coconut. Frying of curries is referred to 

(SdhRv 214). Soup made of green gram (mudga supa) is mentioned 
in the VismSn (54). The cereals mentioned are: undu (peas), mum 
(green gram), tala (sesamum), paddy, barley, arriu (Paspalurn 

serobiculatum). A few varieties of vegetable are also named : kiikiri 

(cucumber) ; puhul (melon-gourd) ; del (bread-fruit) ; rat tarn paid 

(Arnaranthus emeritus); tiyambard (kind of cucumber); tibbatu 
(Solarium indicurn) (Pjv 165); labu (pumpkin-gourd) (SdhRv 391) ; 

vdtakolu (Luffa acutangula) (Sdhlk 391)] and alupuhul (ash-pumpkin) 

(ibid. 14). Coming to sweetmeats, etc., we have : pulub (dssada, 

a sweetmeat made of flour, sometimes fried in ghee) (ibid. 474) ; 
kavum (rice-cake) (VismSn 82) ; piini kdvurn (rice-cake with 

honey or molasses) (SdhRv 285) ; kudu kdvurn (rice-cake or 

sweetmeat made of rice bran)—it is also mentioned that kudu 

kavum is made solely of rice bran and that no oil or flour 

is used with it (ibid. 99) ; tala muruvata (gingely oil cake) (ibid. 

228) ; atirasa (a sweetmeat in the shape of a disc, made of flour) ; 
sunddngiya (1tala guli, sesamum mixed with sugar or honey and made 

into balls) (ibid. 414) ; kabalu (a variety of rice-cake) ; aggald 

(flour fried and mixed with honey and then made into balls and 

again fried in oil) (ibid. 992); atsunu (rice flour mixed with honey) 

(ibid. 992). lain (a sweetmeat) (Sdhlk 411). Most of these sweet¬ 
meats were made of rice flour. The rice is powdered and sifted, the 

powder is then fried and used for making these various sweetmeats, 

which are made into various shapes, some fried in oil. Reference 

is made to lalu made of green gram (mum) (SdhRv 371). 

Sarkard (jaggery or candy) ; uk sakuru (sugar-cane jaggery) 

and uk (sugar-cane) are also mentioned. The fruits mentioned 

are : arhba (mango of various varieties, such as ml arhba, a 

very sweet variety) ; vala and varakd (two varieties of ripe jak 

fruit, soft and hard) (SdhRv 102) ; damba (jambu, rose-apple) 

(ibid. 102) kehel (plantain) (ibid.) ; and belt (wood-apple) 
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(ibid. 285). Some of the fruits were made into drinks, and 

eight kinds of drink (asta-vidha-pana) are referred to. The Sdhlk 

(124) has: amba (mango), jambu (rose-apple), coca and moca 

[dta kehel and mas kehel, two varieties of plantain or banana, seedy 

and fleshy (see Sorata, Sri Sumahgala-sabdakosaya) ; coca— 

derivation and meaning uncertain, the coconut or banana (P.T.S. 

Die.) ; moca, plantain or banana (ibid.)] madha (honey), muddika 

(grape or vine), sdluka [edible root of the water-lily (P.T.S. Die.), 

lotus-root], phdrusaka, [boraludamanu or ugurassa (sweet lovi-lovi, 

Flacourtia ramontchi)]* In addition to these, the juice of sugar¬ 

cane is also mentioned (SdhRv 930). The water of the king- 

coconut, which is still a relished drink, is also referred to (ibid. 714). 

Two other sets of foods are : catu madhura, the four sweets or 

dainties and pas gorasa, the five products of the cow (SdhRv 167). 

The four sweets consisted of ghee, butter, honey, and jaggery 

(Glossary to SdhRv p. 28). The SdhRv mentions jaggery as one 

of the four (683). The Pjv (410) enumerates the pas gorasa— 

kiri (milk), di (P. dadhi, curd) ; yoda [moru, P. takka, whey or 

butter-milk made by churning dadhi (P.T.S. Die.)] ; tel (gitel, 

P. sappi, ghee) ; vehdaru (P. navanita, butter). The Vinaya 

Pitaka also mentions the same five, viz.—khiram, dadhim, takkam, 

navanltam and sap pun (ed. Oldenberg, I. 244). The Vimanavatthu 

Atthakatha describes go rasa as the finest quality of taste (rasut- 

tamam) : ‘ rasuttamam gorasasappi ddl’ (Paramatthadipanl, P.T.S., 

Pt. IV, p. 147). Adulteration of milk was not unknown, and is 

shown by the VismSn (IV. 256). 

Among the beverages liquor found its place. The SdhRv 

is full of references to the drinking of toddy, which was 

perhaps the only intoxicant known other than madha. Toddy 

seems to have been sold at the taverns, and may have 

been consumed on a large scale. The CV testifies to the fact 

that it was not only the drink of the common man, but that 

even kings partook of it and got drunk : ‘ . . . his low-class 

favourites who obtained no leave from their teacher to drink surd, 

praised in his presence the advantages of drinking intoxicating 

liquors, and induced the ruler to drink. After taking intoxicating 

drinks, he was like a wild beast gone mad ' (CV 54. 70). The 

*The Vinaya Pitaka (P.T.S. I. 246) and the Mahaniddesa (p. 372) also 

mention the same eight. The Mahaniddesa (ibid.) also mentions another 

set of eight, viz., kolamba, kola, badara, ghata, tela, yagu, payo and rasa. 
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drinking scene described in the KSil gives the high-class equivalent 
to toddy in madhu (mead), which the king and ladies all drank 
until they became intoxicated. The Kavya-sekharaya (7. 30) 
states that the women drank midi rasa ml, sharing it with each other. 
The sanne to this verse explains midirasa ml as wine or the juice 
of the grape ; but it is also possible that the term meant both 
midirasa (wine) and ml (honey), two of the eight kinds of drink. 

The Sasa-davata (v. 29) describes a city as being full of women 
who had vessels of madhu in their hands. A tenth century inscrip¬ 

tion states that royal officers who have come to the village should 
not receive liquor, meat, curd, or ghee ; they should not enter gardens 

and demand toddy, and should not take part in illicit trade (EZ 3. 

2. 79). This not only shows that toddy was quite a common drink 

in the villages, but also that an illicit trade in toddy was going on. 

Yet another widespread habit seems to have been the chewing 

of betel, which is constantly referred to in the literature of the 

period : ‘ hat hulat dl satapd ' (Pjv 555) ; ' hat kd antayehi bulat kd ', 

having chewed betel after the meal (SdhRv 285). This also shows 

that chewing betel after a meal was a common practice. The 

YismSn states that betel was offered to a thief who was led to the 

scaffold (III. 64). The Badulla pillar inscription prohibits the 

sale of betel leaves and areca-nuts from places other than sheds 

intended for the purpose (EZ 3. 2. 77). The Sdhlk refers to the 

habit of chewing betel at sermons (5). The Butsarana states that 

the chew of betel will be tasty when the proper quantity of chunam 

is added to it: ‘ mahda nokota adhika nokota pamana ddna sunn 

kd kalhi yahapatva yedena bulataksV (ed. Nanananda, p.253). 

Five ingredients or flavours (pas pal a vat) were used with betel. A 

twelfth century inscription refers to the chewing of betel with the 

five kinds of flavour (EZ 2. 4. 178). The five are given differently. 

The following are mentioned by Penzer in the Ocean of Story : (a)kar- 

piira(camphor), kankdla(bakek), lavaiiga(cloves), jatiphala(nutmeg), 

and puga (arecanut) ; (b) khadira (cutch), chuna (lime), supdri 

(arecanut), lavaiiga (cloves), and ilachi (cardamom) (Ocean of Story, 

ed. Penzer, Vol. 8, Appendix 2, pp. 24b, 247). Carter’s Sinhalese- 

English Die. gives: (1) puvak (arecanut), (2) kapuru (camphor), 

(3) kurundu (cinnamon), (4) inguru (ginger), and (5) hunu (chunam). 

Today the Sinhalese use other ingredients in addition to these 

five. Penzer also points out that the number five is used without 

any apparent reason, and shows that the habit of betel-chewing 

was widespread in the East—in Indo-China, Siam, Malaya, and 

India (ibid.). The practice in Ceylon has been similar to that in 
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other countries, that is, the five ingredients were not always used, 

but were taken on occasions, chiefly as a special honour to a 

distinguished guest. The literature also mentions liquorice ; but it 

is not clear whether it was taken with betel, as is done today. 

<h) Dress 

The question of dress has already been investigated by Martin 

Wickramasinghe, one of the eminent contemporary writers in Ceylon. 

In his study, data, especially from the SdhRv and also from other 

literary sources, from sculpture and paintings, have been examined. 

The observations made by him, being relevant to our period, may 

be summarised here. 

His first conclusion is that the women of ancient Ceylon did not 

cover the upper part of their bodies. To prove this statement 

he goes to the story of Rohini in the DPA. On the occasion when 

Anuruddha they a visited the city of Kapilavastu, the lay devotee 

Rohini did not come out to meet him as she was suffering from a 

skin disease. When the thera requested her to come, she put on 

a jacket and came to the presence of the thera : ‘ kata kahcukam 

patimuhcitvd dgatam ’ (DPA, p. 479). The DhpAGp explaining 

this Pali phrase says that Rohini, out of respect for the monk, 

removed the jacket she had worn to conceal her skin disease : ‘ sivi 

rovu piliseyanuvata perevi pata kassa tuman kereki gavurin muhdd 

tabd ' (p. 226). According to the SdhRv version of this story, 

Rohini appeared in a silk jacket, and when she was questioned 

as to why she did not come until sent for, she replied that she was 

shy to make her appearance as she was suffering from a skin disease : 

' pata kada sattayak ahga vasa Idgena dvavunta hciyi . . . svdmlni, 

heli basinta lajjd vana tar am kustha rogayak siyal siruru vasa dti viya 

e nisa lajjayen no d bava mut niharasarava noveyi * (736). It is 

now seen that the author of the SdhRv did not take notice of the 

DhpAGp rendering ; but kept to the original version of the DPA. 

Thus both, the SdhRv and the DPA, certainly indicate that it was 

unusual to cover the body. Both these works make special reference 

to the wearing of the upper garment, and Rohini is stated to have 

said that she did not come as she was shy to expose her diseased 

skin. This is suggestive of the fact that under normal circumstances 

the upper body was not covered and that she was compelled to 

wear a jacket to cover her diseased skin. It is only the DhpAGp 

that speaks of respect towards the monk. Even this explanation is 

suggestive that an upper garment was not worn when one was in 
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respectable company. As Martin Wickramasinghe himself observes 

the practice of removing the upper garment in respect was a custom 

amongst the ancients (Dress and Ornament in Ancient Ceylon or 

Purdna-simhala-stringe-ahduma, p. 35) ar)d a remnant of 

this amongst the Sinhalese is seen today when people remove 

their head-wear or scarfs out of respect. It must be observed 

here that Wickramasinghe, in his discussion of this story (ibid., 

pp. 33, 34), has rendered the P. patimuncitvd as galavd ivata tabu, 

having removed and kept aside, and this is incorrect as the Pali 

term meant ‘ having put on or worn ’. Hence his discussion has to 

be modified accordingly. It is also not impossible that the author 

of the DhpAGp made the same lapse and in order to account for 

the unusual circumstance (of removing the jacket) had recourse 

to the idea of respect. 

All the references in the stories make it clear that a lower garment 

was worn by both sexes, for example : ‘ go pain daruvek rajasin 

gdvasundvu sarira dtiva kilutu kada reddak anda . . . (Sdhlk 423) ; 

kina tibu vastraya ’ (ibid. 206) ; ‘ dahasak vatana hina kadakut 

(SdhRv 430) ; ‘ md hina tabu hast saluva ' (Pjv 159) ; ' vUistavu 

ru ati ran piliyak hdhdagena ’ (SdhRv 628) ; ‘ gihi minisun se lajju 

vasd pili nohandumha ’ (Pjv 202). Wickramasinghe cites the 

Visakha story as evidence for this. This story states that when 

a lady has been chosen as a bride, she must not walk, and that the 

daughters of the rich will travel in palanquins, etc., and those of 

humbler classes will carry either an umbrella or a palm-leaf over 

their heads, or, if they cannot do even this, they will cover the 

shoulders with a part of the garment they are wearing (SdhRv 334). 

Before the custom of covering the upper part of the body came 

into fashion, says Wickramasinghe, even the high-class ladies did 

not cover the upper parts of their bodies. It seems likely, he says, 

that before a separate cloth was used to cover the upper body, 

a part of the cloth worn was used to cover the shoulders. But 

the Visakha story only points to a particular occasion when this 

was done. It is not uncommon even today for people to cover 

their heads with the cloth worn by them, during a slight drizzle or 

when such other circumstances demand. ‘ The middle-class women 

only wore a cloth round their hips when at home and also used 

another to cover their shoulders whenever they went out of the 

house ' (Dress and Ornament in Ancient Ceylon, p. 38). Wickrama¬ 

singhe quotes the story of Cincamanavika as evidence of this, viz., 
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‘ devurayat badat vasd piliyak poravagena ’, putting on a garment 

covering her abdomen and shoulders. This is also shown by the 

Eka sataka brahman's story, which states that both, the Brahman 

and his wife had only one upper robe between them, and that when 

one went out the other had to stay in : * taman hahdanata ek kadek 

ha bdminiyan hahdanata ek kadek dta. pitata yana kala dasaruva 

vasdgena yanta denndtama kativa eka uturu saluvekdta ’ (SdhRv 551). 

Even the women of the lower classes wore only a lower garment, 

as is shown by the SdhRv and the Butsarana : ‘ situ duvaniyanda 

devana davas kilutu adahas sema kilutu kada reddak koyindo soya 

hahdagena . . . mihdi ves gat lesata . . . ’, the daughter of the setthi, 

wearing a dirty piece of rag . . . like a servant (SdhRv 539). ‘ o 

kiliti kadak, hdhda gena hisake viddld sarirayehi kudu galvd gena 

kalayak hdragena mihdiyaka ha ekva . . . with the help of the 

foregoing evidence Wickramasinghe concludes that the women 

in ancient Ceylon did not cover the upper part of their bodies, 

except when going out of their homes. This cloth covering the 

upper body is the uturu salu (upper robe) spoken of by the Sinhalese 

poets (Dress and Ornament in Ancient Ceylon, pp. 40-41). The 

Sdhlk speaks of a person who was too shy to enter the street without 

an upper robe (264). 

The SdhRv refers to two garments : ‘ hahdagena giya salu sahgala * 

(23). The Pjv speaks of the two robes round the hip : ‘ ina tubu 

sataka yugmaya ' (160). The Pjv also refers to one such garment : 

‘ val soru ohu kada udurdgena maranta alvd gala, hetema . . . seluvama 

gdlavl diva ’, The thief carried off the man’s garment . . . and he 

escaped naked (450). The Sdhlk too, speaks of a person who was- 

desirous of making a gift of his robe, but he was prevented from 

so doing as he had only one (450). It again speaks of one who 

gave away the garment he had, covering his nakedness with leaves 

(ibid. 393). This evidence shows that some wore two lower garments 

while others wore only one. Both these fashions are still followed,, 

villagers usually wearing two. 

References are also made to both an upper and a lower garment 

worn by the same individual. The Pjv says : ‘ dahasak agand 

kasi salu hdhda dedahasak agand kasi salu karata dama damd ’, 

wearing a kasi robe worth a thousand, and putting on the shoulders 

a robe worth two thousand (498). Again it says : ‘ wearing robes 

worth a thousand, and upper robes worth two thousand . . . like 

goddesses who had descended to the earth ’ (524). The SdhRv 
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speaks of a robe that is worn and also an upper robe : ' saluvak 

handa esema saluvak peravd (556). Thus we see that both men 

and women were in the habit of wearing an upper robe as well, 

perhaps when going out—as is also asserted by Wickramasinghe. 

As to the nature of this upper robe, we have some information. 

The Eka sataka brahman’s story already referred to says: 

* dasaruva vasd genayanta ’, to cover the shoulders. We frequently 

read vivid descriptions of the breasts and the line of hair from the 

navel of women, e.g. ‘ ndba piyumata muvarada lolin basnd brnga 

valiyakse dutu dutuvan sit umatukaravana nil vasd rcden ha . . . 

(Pjv 301). 

dasa vamiyan visit tint—rttdu piyayurn mandate 

dulu pala kokumahgard—gl vl tede naravard (KSij v. 40). 

These lead us to conclude that the women did not cover their 

breasts, that the upper robe was just put across their shoulders, 

and also that the lower robe was worn much below the navel 

(see Wickramasinghe for further details). 

Wickramasinghe also draws our attention to the fact that women 

of the candala caste covered their upper bodies, even if those of 

noble birth did not do so. He cites the Svarnatilaka story of the 

Sdhlk in support of his view, and also states that it was a blue robe 

that they used for this purpose. The Ditthamarigalika story in the 

Amavatura speaks of a blue robe ; but the Svarnatilaka story 

does not refer to any particular colour worn by these women. It 

only says : visituru vu karmdnta iiti dahasak vataud palasakin 

duvage sarlraya vasd poravdi . . . (Sdhlk 368) ; also : tamd peravahun 

palasa mahdak pahakota (ibid.). On the other hand, the Tebhatika 

vagga states that candala Brahmins wore yellow, viz. : ‘ brdhmana 

candalayot kdsdya vastra perava gena dvidinahamaya (ibid. 322). 

This is supported by the MV (5.57), which states thus in connection 

with the same story : ‘It was surely a candala, for the canddlas 

ever clothe themselves in yellow garments '. Another reference 

in the Sdhlk indicates that the different castes dressed themselves 

as befitted their castes : ‘ vaisya sudrddlhuda brdhmanaydda yana 

hdmadenama taman tamanta anurupavu vastrdlarnkbraycn sarahl 

(168). It must be remarked here that Suvarnatilaka wore her 

upper robe when she set out from her home, and the story does 

not refer to what she wore when in her home. It is curious to note 

that people of low caste were not permitted to wear upper garments 

till very recently. 
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Reference has already been made to the story of Rohini, which 

states that she wore a jacket. Though the jacket seems to have 

been known, it was not the regular custom to wear one, observes 

Wickramasinghe, who also refers to a statement made by Aiyangar 

that it was the custom with the lower classes of South Indian women 

to wear clothes covering both the upper and lower bodies. He 

also shows that according to the Sigiriya paintings the figures 

supposed to be those of queens show no upper garment, while those 

supposed to be of attendant women show a breast-band (Wickrama¬ 

singhe, Dress and Ornament in Ancient Ceylon, p. 41). The SdhRv 

makes another pointed reference to show that the jacket was not 

worn by women. In the Anitthigandha Prince’s story, the writer 

says that the wet-nurses put on jackets covering their upper bodies 

completely, thus taking the guise of men: ‘ kirimavu dnga malulla 

vasd sdtta Id gena pirimi ves gena ’ (SdhRv 242). Thus this story 

also indicates that men covered their upper bodies. Two references 

in the SdhRv also show that small children did not normally wear 

clothes : ‘ pill hdndat noveyi bdlavama giyadaya ’ (977) ; and ‘ pill 

nohandano nam bdla daruvoya ' (ibid. 60). Wickramasinghe also 

refers to the fact that clothes which were cut and sewn were not 

much used by the ancients (Dress and Ornament in Ancient Ceylon, 

p. 106). He cites the Nagasena story in the SdhRv in support 

of his conclusion. 

As for the material, the chief seems to have been silk of various 

kinds. The VismSn refers to silks from China and Somara ; the 

SdhRv and the VismSn mention other materials, viz. : tihiri 

[vegetable silk (?) woven from the fibres of a certain tree (Carter) ; 

the DhpAGp explains koseyya (silk) as tihiripili, (p. 119); also see 

Abhidhdnappadlpikd, 298], cotton, and komu pili (from goat hair) 

(VismSn 282), and kasl salu (Benares silk) (SdhRv 976). 

We shall now consider the personal ornamental and decorative 

arts cultivated by the people. The information regarding males 

is meagre ; but we get a mass of references to women, iheir hair 

seems to have been tied into a knot, and flowers were worn in the 

knot : ‘ pdhd sara saranga maldam—bahda muhulasa ’ (KSil 284) ; 

' iahopaln kusuma bada—dl mnhulu hard muhulu ' (ibid. 505). There 

seems to have been a distinction in tying the lock of hair in the 

higher and lower classes of women. The SdhRv says : ‘ mindiyange 

lesata HI kota hisa kl bdnda gena ’, tying the hair loosely like that 

of a maid-servant (539). Wickramasinghe also observes that 
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those of the higher classes made the knot of hair large and raised 

and not loosely hanging (Dress and Ornament in Ancient Ceylon, 

p. 40). He cites proof from the KSil and the Sigiriya paintings 

(see above for KSil). ‘ This view is supported says Wickrama- 

singhe, ‘ by the Sigiriya paintings and stone figures at Isurumuniya 

The Sdhlk also states that the hair was made into plaits and then 

tied : ‘ isakes gota bdhda ' (522) ; and it again says that the hair 

was woven into plaits like pods or ears, and allowed to hang on 

the back : ‘ karat kota hisake goto pita held ' (295). The attention 

needed to keep the hair clean and tidy is brought out by theSdhKv: 

Those who have long hair must wash it regularly, must dry it, 

must dress it before tying up. Oil has to be applied, flowers should 

be worn ; it must be scented even at some cost, scented creams 

must be applied, combs must be worn ; it must be well combed, 

lice must be removed ; when it grows grey it must be dyed ’ (68). 

Dyeing of grey hair and use of combs and scent seem to have been 

fashionable then as in modern times. 

Constant reference is also made to the application of various 

unguents and cosmetics in addition to the numerous ornaments 

worn. An inscription of Nissanka Malla states: Diverse orna¬ 

ments of gems, pearls, sapphires, emerald, topaz, gomeda (agate ?), 

lapis lazuli, diamonds, and corals, (costly) robes, perfumes, flowers, 

betel, and camphor, with all these may one be adorned ; yet if 

(he has) not received cosmetics, it is not pleasing ' (EZ 3. 3. 152). 

The SdhRv refers to the same when it admonishes those who wear 

ornaments, saying that there is no ornament better than that of 

sila, and addressing those using cosmetics, it says that there 

is no scent better than that of sila (29). The KSil refers to the 

application of kumkuma paste or painting of the breasts : ‘ kokumah- 

gard piyavure ’ (v. 322). The Pjv, too, refers to this practice : 

* ahgardgayan tavard ’ (70y). The women also used scents : ' is 

sodhd naha mal suvahda pdlahda ’ (SdhRv 190). The eyes were 

painted with collyrium : ‘ nuvanat hi andunahdamin ’ (KSil 363) ; 

‘ ahdun gd sdrahu as ’ (SdhRv 125). The application of sandal¬ 

wood paste on the body is referred to : ‘ sakala sarirayehi sahdun 

kalka tavardgena savbarana Id sdrahi mal pdlahda ’ (SdhRv 51). 

Sandal paste was applied on the hands, according to the VismSn 

(26), which also refers to some kinds of scents that were used, 

namely, tagara (fragrant powder or perfumes obtained from the 

tree Tabernacmontona coronaria, and mallikd (Arabian jasmine). 
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The SdhRv also refers to ndnu, an ointment, or a composition 

sometimes used to cleanse the hair (365). Four kinds of scent 

(sivuda gahda or suvanda) are referred to : kokum, yonpup, tuvarald 

and turuktel (saffron, sandal-wood, frankincense and a fragrant oil) 

(ibid. 640). The Ambagamuva rock-inscription also refers to the 

anointing of the Sacred Foot-print with the four unguents (EZ 2. 5. 
217). 

The women also seem to have placed the ‘ tilaka ' mark on the 

forehead (SdhRv 678). That garlands of flowers were worn round 

the head is also shown : ‘ hisa malvadamak sisdra la ’ (ibid. 409). 

The Sdhlk speaks of the garland oiidda (Wrightia zeylanica) flowers 

which was worn round the head (541). Something far more 

interesting is the idea of a hair stylist shown by the SdhRv. The 

Pali ‘ kappakam aha kaddi rahho massum karissasi ’ is rendered as 

‘ andam tabana karanavdmiyata andam tabanne kavaraddddyi ’ 

(235) i ' ddlirdvul kapd andam tabanta enndhu ’ (Pjv 598). The 

word andam suggests ‘ style ’, and it is not unreasonable to 

conjecture that the hair, moustaches and beards were cut in 

various styles, as is done today. 

As for the ornaments, such as jewellery, the most frequent 

reference is to the decking of one’s self with all ornaments, e.g. 

‘sav bar ana Id scirahl The ornaments mentioned are : pdmudu, 

toe-rings; pddagam, anklets; mudu, rings ; valalu, bangles ; mut-hara, 

chain of pearls ; todu, ear-rings; tisara, neck ornament ; samkhala, 

mother-of-pearl ? (see p. 76); kayi bandhi, body band (SdhRv 262, 

&44» 945> 21, 4 ) ; gele mntu dam, strings of pearls for the neck; 

kondola, ear-rings ; ridl savadi, silver waist-chain (Pjv 405, 218) ; 

mevul dam, girdle-band, parure ; ran dam, gold chains; rasan dam, 

tinkling chain (KSil 266, 147, 9); piyavuru-mut-hara vdla, a chain 

of pearls for the breasts (ibid. 702). The Sdhlk distinguishes 

between jewellery for the male and female wear : ekdvdla, dahanhu, 

kail sutra, tisara pata, otunu are male ornaments, while pamndu, 

pddagam, ruvan tanapata, pamuti-limgam, pattakdra are female 

ornaments (454). The SdhRv also states that pdmudu and pddagam 

are female wear : ‘ gdnunta vuvamand pdmudu pddagam ddivu 

dbharana ’ (461). konda mal (wreaths for the hair) were also a 

speciality for women (Sdhlk 182). 

I he Sdhlk gives another set of female ornaments : kundaldi- 
bharana, nupura, tddamga, ran todu, ek vdti, pdmudu, pasalamba, 
pddagam, sadanigd, oravasun, vijaya vastra, kakusahda, pdddmguli 
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ddivu noyek biso palandanayen sarahunavu (ed. B. Sraddhatisya, 

p. 96). pdda padanguli, pdda kataka, pasru, pasperahara, ek vdti, 

pa mudu, ranmaravadi, pddagam, hina kes vala, siripalalu, depata 

vidya, angul dasaru, bahudanda, muluvdla, gala mutu mala, mdnik 

mala, dakan, pasevikan, dasa angdtilaka, minidam, nilamdtrd, mudu 

otunu are the feminine ornaments (stri alankdra) mentioned in 

the Pjv (129) (see pp. 71-84 for ornaments). 

Tamil soldiers are also spoken of as wearing ear-ornaments 

(Sdhlk 442). Hence both males and females seem to have worn 

varieties of ear-ornaments. The slab-inscription of Kalyanavatl 

speaks of finger-rings set with precious stones : ‘ . . . gave to the 

servitors who performed various types of work, rings set with 

precious stones for their hands, and clothes of gold . . . 

(EZ 4. 5. 259). We have frequent reference to the girdle-band. 

The Sahasa Malla slab-inscription (a.d. 1200) states that the Prime 

Minister's mother was decorated with a waist-band of gold (EZ 2. 5. 

228). The KSil says : 

piyavuYU barusula—no saha ev mevulni duvan 

debarin yuga danga—nuru ravm gugurana van (205), 

Because of the sound produced by the girdle-band, the waist seemed 

to roar being unable to bear the weight of the breasts, and 

because of the sound produced by the anklets, the legs seem to roar 

being unable to bear up the weight of both. Another verse compares 

the sound of the anklets as well as the girdle-band to the music of 

Anafiga (KSil 293). Speaking about the girdle-band, Wickrama- 

singhe observes that it must have been once used to deck the genital 

organs. The descriptions of the poets suggest that it was worn 

under, and not over the garment. This also points to the fact 

that it was originally worn next to the body to adorn the hips and 

waist (Dress and Ornament in Ancient Ceylon, pp. 14-15). He con¬ 

jectures that it also must have been the fashion to wear chains of 

pearls on the breasts, up to about the fifteenth century. He explains 

that this chain was connected with the pearl necklace,and fell between 

the two breasts and then round the breasts (ibid., pp. 52, 53). It is 

difficult to say how many of the ornaments were worn in everyday 

life ; we can only say that they were worn as befitted the various 

occasions. That women did not normally deck themselves in 

splendour when going to the temple is shown by the Visakha story, 

which states that it is not suitable for them to go to the temple in 

all their ornaments like dancers (SdhRv 349). Even now the dress 
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for religious occasions is a very simple one. Further, all head¬ 

wear and foot-wear were removed when entering a temple, and it 

has been so to this day. The SdhRv speaks of parasols and foot¬ 

wear (328). The MV (30. 4) mentions ornamented shoes. The 

various ornaments were also studded with various kinds of precious 

stone and with various designs. The Visakha story tells us that 

Visakha’s parure bore on its top the figures of a dancing peacock 

(SdhRv 337). We are quite familiar with this type of necklace 

and the ornaments (kuru) worn on the knot of hair, etc. The 

Mattakundali story speaks of designs on ornaments when it says 

that the earrings made for Mattakundali had no such decoration : 

‘ uruttn ddivu suksma karmanta nciti ’ (ibid. 46). 

As for the precious material (valuables), seven kinds are often 

mentioned; viz., gold, silver, pearls, rubies, cats-eye, diamonds 

and coral. Other precious stones mentioned are : ruby (piyum rd) 

and blue sapphire (sunil mini). The Sdhlk enumerates eight kinds 

of pearls, viz. : asva (having the form of the horse), gaja (of the 

elephant), ratha (of cart-wheels), dmalaka (like citrus fruits), valaya 

(like bangles), anguli vethaka (like rings), kakudha phala (like the 

kumbuk fruit—Terminalia glabra), and piyavi mutu (ordinary 

pearl) (333). 



CHAPTER XIII 

OCCUPATIONS 

The occupational pattern formed the corner-stone of the economic 

and social life of the country. The whole wealth and production 

of the country depended mainly on the occupations followed by 

the people. The type of occupation followed determined not only 

the income of a particular community, but also its social status. 

At that time, when large-scale industry was unknown, cultivation 

of land was easily the most important occupation, and revenue 

from land was the main source of income to the State. Hence 

agriculture was naturally patronised by the kings, who did all they 

could to improve it. 

Trade came next in the list. Then came various minor occupa¬ 

tions, such as pottery, fishing, mining, etc. The occupations seem 

to have been considered hereditary in the different castes. Hence 

the people had no choice of occupation. It was perhaps considered 

wrong to abandon the hereditary occupation in pursuit of another, 

even though this might be more lucrative. The major occupations, 

like agriculture and trade, were perhaps open to many, even though 

on a small scale. 

Every possible attention was paid to the improvement of 

agriculture, which depended entirely on the amount of water 

available. As cultivation was mainly confined to the dry zones 

of the island where the seats of government of our kings were, the 

supplying of water to the fields was too heavy a task for the 

cultivator, and therefore the central government had to undertake 

the responsibility of providing the necessary water. The ruins 

we see today of the large reservoirs and irrigation systems show 

the extent of the island’s prosperity in this sphere of activity. 

* The special feature of the ancient civilisation of Ceylon ', says 

Parker, * was its irrigation works, which, with the exception of 

a part of the mountain district, were made throughout the whole 

country. Their purpose was to store or convey the water which 

was required for the rice fields that were found at every suitable 

place in the island ’ (Ancient Ceylon, p. 347). The long history 

of the island records the efforts of many kings to improve the 
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irrigation schemes of the island as an aid to agricultural activity. 

The MV deals at length with the tanks and canals that were cons¬ 

tructed by the rulers. We read of Dutugamunu sending his own 

brother to supervise the farming in one part of the country, while 

he himself supervised the Magama area (Sdhlk 460). With the 

advance of years, the country degenerated in this respect, and 

when we come to the thirteenth century and the later periods we 

do not hear of any major schemes, irrigation works, etc. The 

Polonnaruva period saw the developments in agriculture in the 

island on an unprecedented scale. Parakramabahu of the twelfth 

century constructed the largest tank, which was known as the 

Sea of Parakrama. ‘ He also built the great tank Parakkamatalaka 

with a sluice of a hundred cubits, and which was made fast by stone 

construction . . . (CV 79. 23). But somehow the tide turned, 

perhaps due to causes such as invasions and strife. The extensive 

irrigation works needed much attention and a great deal of labour 

to keep them in repair. Nissanka Malla saw to it that they were 

not neglected ; but the ravages caused by Magha left them in such 

a hopeless state that kings who followed him do not seem to have 

undertaken the task of repairing them (see Mendis, The Early 

History of Ceylon, p. 84). The Polonnaruva Galpota inscription 

states that (Nissanka Malla) repaired great tanks, irrigation canals 

and embankments ... in the three kingdoms (EZ 2. 3. 117). 

Referring to the two succeeding centuries, the thirteenth and 

fourteenth, Mendis observes : ‘ There is hardly any reference to 

the construction of any important irrigation work during this 

period. It is due to the fact that the Sinhalese kings at this time 

lived in the Wet Zone where paddy cultivation depends mainly 

on the rains. There are references, however, to cultivation of 

coconut and jak on the south-west coast. Though these products 

are mentioned in writings of earlier times, it is likely they began 

to be cultivated extensively only at this time, as the Dry Zone, 

which the earlier kings occupied, was not so suitable for their growth 

(The Early History of Ceylon, p. 105). The CV makes very little 

mention of agricultural activity during this period. It speaks of 

the efforts of \ ijayabahu IV to restore the land to its former glory 

in the held of agriculture : ‘ Thereupon in the devastated land, 

long desolate, King Vijavabahu, happy at heart, had the water 

system—tanks, ponds, dykes, pools, and the like—in which the 

embankments had given way, and which were deprived of their 
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deep water, dammed up as before, filled with deep water, covered 
with diverse lotus blossoms and stocked with all kinds of fish. 
Then he had many valuable fields which had always been grounds 
on which grew every kind of corn, newly planted, had all kinds 
of crops grown here and there, and made the whole fair land 
prosperous ’ (CV 88. in). One of the inscriptions gives us some 
information on repairs that were effected and new lands that were 
brought under cultivation at the very beginning of the thirteenth 
century. Unfortunately, certain parts of this inscription are 
obliterated, and we are not in a position to know what reservoir is 
referred to. ‘ At the time this . . . reservoir was hung unused, 
(its embankment) being breached in three places (and its) canals 
and sluice being destroyed . . . repaired the canals and the sluice 
and made them to be of use. Having seen that not many fields 
and gardens were flourishing, as there was no second sluice even 
in former times, he, by his own judgment, examined sites (fit) for 
sluices, and having found a suitable site, he constructed there a 
sluice called, after his own name, the Adhikara-sluice and brought 
under cultivation . . . from the lower embankment . . . being desirous 
of making the pains that he had taken on account of this reservoir 
exceedingly fruitful, and also being desirous of making a religious 
endowment, to the vihara of the sowing extent of four amunas of 
seed paddy from Sotemuna, which was made suitable for sowing 
by having the stumps of trees and roots removed ’ (EZ 4. 2. 81). 
The inscription deals with the work done by a General in the time 
of Kalyanavati, to promote agriculture. It shows that new lands 
were brought under cultivation by him. The inscription also refers 
to the rather neglected condition of the tanks and the neglected 
state of agriculture at the time. 

The author of the SdhRv shows great familiarity with agricultural 
methods in his use of similes and descriptions of farming. He 
refers to irrigation canals, viz., ‘ kdmati tdnakata pan gena gosin 
ket valata namd goyam kcrcti ’, lead the waters to any place they 
desire and cultivate the land (454) ; ‘ ala asnddha kalata kumburata 
vadand diyak ndttdse ’, as no water reaches a field when the canal 
is not clean. He also gives a description of the process of cultivation : 
* palamu kota kumburu gevadiya yntuya. ikbiti him nangiya 
yntnya. pasuva desi sciva yutuya. miyara ketiya yutaya. tun si santa 
yutuya. kcita tala pom ga yntuya. kalallam kata yutuya. 
vapula yutuya. vdta bcinda yutuya. isnan terniya yutuya. 
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diya biinda yutuya. goyam rogayata kem kata yutuya. goyam 

pdsl giya kalata da mdnda vl atukotuvala liya yutuya. perald 

hipindli sava yutuya. valpola ketiya yutuya. dava heli kata yutuya. 

vapula yutuya. mas samasat melesama kata yutuya '. The field has to 

be prepared first. Then the land has to be tilled. Then the second 

ploughing has to be done. Dams have to be built. It has to be 

ploughed for the third time. The clods of earth must be broken 

up and the ground levelled with a board or plank. Then the field 

has to be made muddy. Water has to be supplied to the growing 

seed. The held ought to be supplied with water by blocking up 

the waterways. Any diseases will have to be treated (kema is 

a sort of magical treatment). When ripe, the crop must be cut 

and the corn threshed and stored in granaries. Then again, the 

stubble must be removed, -wild plants removed, burnt and cleared 

up. Then sow again. Thus you will also have to work during 

the six months of maha (SdhRv 151). In another place he adds 

to this process the throwing of sand, etc., from the time the plants 

come to ear until they ripen : ‘ pun pasu kiri vadanci tek vdli islm 

ddi katayutuya ’ (ibid., 893). Here he clarifies his former statement 

by specifically stating that mowing must be done after the field is 

made muddy, and that water has to be supplied to the seedlings 

after sowing (ibid.). Ploughing was done with ploughs drawm 

by oxen. The SdhRv describes a man on his way to the field as 

taking a plough and a pair of oxen : ‘ gon geyakut nangul viyadandut 

hdragena sdnta yanndhu ' (740). The Sdhlk states that the ripening 

corn has to be protected from the birds, etc. (156). The people 

worked in the fields the whole day, and their midday meals were 

brought to them to the fields. The stories often refer to wives 

taking the meals to their husbands (SdhRv 579). 

We have already seen that the entire cultivation depended on 

the water-supply, and that the central government provided tanks 

and irrigation-systems for this purpose. The inscriptions tell us 

that the waters of these tanks were divided amongst the cultivators, 

so that everyone had a share of the water. This is the practice 

even today. We often read of the farmers, specially of the dry 

zones, who depended on irrigation for their cultivation, claiming 

their diya mura or share of water. The VismSn uses the same 

term diya mura in referring to certain disagreements which resulted 

in the prevention of some getting the diya mura (312). The inscrip¬ 

tions refer to the distribution of water-supply and of shares assigned 
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to certain viharas : ‘ The distribution of water-supply shall not 

be appropriated ’ (EZ i. 5. 206) ; ' The distribution of water in 

the 12 kiriyas (sowing extent of land) assigned to it from the Maha- 

mahdala ’ (EZ 1. 5. 170). The MV speaks of a share allotted to a 

vihara : ‘ When he had built the Mucela-vihara in Tissavaddha- 

manaka he allotted to the vihara a share in the water of the (canal) 

Alisara’ (35. 84). 

Cultivation had to be done at the proper time (SdhRv 81). The 

Sdhlk refers to yala and maha seasonal cultivations: ‘ sa bayo 

mdhata kumbuni tananndhu ' (Sdhlk 490). Thus there were two 

crops in a year. The inscriptions of Nissahka Malla tell 11s that 

arable land was divided into three categories for purposes of taxation, 

as the best, medium, and last (utte, mcinde, and passe), according 

to the fertility of the soil (EZ 1. 4. 133). Cultivation seems also 

to have been done on a half-half share basis as is done often even 

today : ‘ ahdayata sisdgena vap vaputagena ’ (SdhRv 540). Literature 

also refers to the rich harvest one may reap from a fertile field, as 

being one ydla for one pala of seeds sown : ‘ saru kumbureka pdlak 

vaputa ydlak labanndse ’ (Sdhlk 10), and ‘ sadu vu kumbureka ydlak 

vaputa pdlak labannakhuse ’ (Pjv 483). We also can gather that 

harvesting time was a festive season, a time of amusement and enjoy¬ 

ment. The kings themselves celebrated harvest festivals. One of 

the four great festivals in Kandyan times was ‘ alutsdl’ (harvest- 

home) (MediaevalSinhalese Art, p. 37). Similar feasting and festivity 

seem to have been engaged in during the time of sowing (vap magul). 

The Sdhlk gives some description of this festival : ‘ The people 

were decked in splendour, they feasted according to their means. 

The white bulls were decked with ornaments, the horns with 

silver ferrules and feet with tinkling bells. Some plough, some 

sow. Even the women, decked in festive garb help in the sowing ’ 

(676). A widespread practice connected with harvesting seems 

to have been the giving of alms of food cooked with the first fruits, 

after the harvest had been brought home. 

Amongst the cereals cultivated, the chief was paddy, different 

varieties of which, such as hdl, were known. Other cereals were 

hatnu (amu), uhdu, mum, yava, and meneri (Paspalum scrobicidatum, 

peas—a species of Flemingia, green gram— Phaseolus mango, 

barley, Panicum miliare resp.). The Sdhlk refers to the cultivation 

of varieties of yarns, banana, mango, coconut, and arecanut (432). 

The Galapata vihara rock-inscription refers to the inclusion of 
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land planted with coconut and arecanut palms in a certain donation 
(EZ 4. 4. 209). Sugarcane also seems to have been a crop, and 

mills where sugar was refined are also referred to (VismSn 923 ; 

SdhRv 929). Mention must be made of chena cultivation, which 

seems to have been widely carried on towards the end of the twelfth 

century. If, as Nissanka Malla’s inscriptions denote, chena culti¬ 

vation was so widespread, we have no doubt that the thirteenth 
century saw the continuance of this type of cultivation. He is said 

to have abolished for all time the tax on chena cultivation (the 

raising of grain after clearing the jungles) (EZ 2. 2. 90). We may also 

mention that the cultivation of the land was proclaimed as the best 
occupation by Nissanka Malla (EZ 2. 2. 122). 

The implements used were mammoties (udalu), large knives 
(kali), baskets (kuda), axes (pord), sickles (dakdti’), adzes (vd)t 
and iron ploughs (yanagul). 

Trade 

We have already noticed that a merchant class was fully 

recognised. The importance of the merchants is also seen in the 

appointment of a chief merchant to the Council of State. We 

also have proof that the merchants had organised themselves into 

guilds and corporations. The Badulla pillar-inscription orders 

the subordinate officials of the magistrate to hold sessions with the 

corporations of merchants (EZ 3. 2. 78). Trade was no doubt the 

most lucrative profession, as in modern times. The SdhRv aptly 

says : ' velahddm nokala kalata vastu nattdse ’, just as one has no 

wealth when one does not engage himself in trade (31). Profiteering 

does not seem to have been unknown, for the SdhRv refers to a 

man buying at double the cost price (120). The country had both 

settled merchants, who perhaps had their own shops, and traders 

who travelled about from one place to another to sell their goods. 

Market-places and bazaars are often referred to. The traders 

who went from place to place took their merchandise in carts ; 

and when they had sold off their goods, they went back home for a 

fresh load. The Sdhlk refers to cart-loads of firewood thus taken 

from the villages into the cities for sale (218). This is a common 

sight today, even in our largest towns. The SdhRv also refers to 

a system of barter, which seems to have been practised. The Pjv 

refers to pingo loads of grass that were taken for sale (294). Some 

of the articles of trade mentioned are : firewood, kinds of fruit and 
herbs, honey, ghee, textiles, oil, rugs, flowers, betel, arecanuts, 

meat, ginger, and turmeric. The actual practice of a villager is 
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portrayed in the Sdhlk when it says that a man took herbs and 

fruits from the forest and sold them in the towns. \\ ith the 

proceeds he bought the essential foodstuffs—rice, salt, chillies, 

and oil. We also have reference to the illicit sales of toddy (SdhRv 

596). This is supported by a tenth century inscription which 

prohibits royal officers from demanding toddy and taking part 

in illicit trade (very likely, though not necessarily, in toddy) (EZ 3. 

2. 79). An eleventh century inscription provides proof also of 

sales of animals : ‘ buffaloes, oxen, and goats, which are brought 

from outside for sale, shall only be bought after due identification 

of them, and on security being given ’ (EZ 1. 6. 251). The SdhRv 

refers to trade in horses. The CV shows that horses were imported 

from India. Another inscription of the tenth century shows that 

a toll was levied on goods taken from one village to another : ‘ Toll 

dues should be levied on commodities brought into the village, 

only if they be sold within its limits ; but not on those that are 

only passing through it. In case of commodities sold without 

being shown (to the authorities) double toll dues should be taken 

. . . (EZ 3. 2. 79). The same inscription shows that trading on 

poya days was prohibited. The guilty had to pay a padda of oil 

for offering of lamps (ibid.). It also shows that in this particular 

village separate stalls were supplied for the sale of betel and arecanut 

(ibid., p. 80). 

Mention is often made of those who went across the seas for trade. 

The Sdhlk makes ample reference to these. It also speaks of the 

importation of perfumes, musk, sandal-wood, etc., from other 

countries (485). The inscriptions too afford evidence of the 

existence of an import-export trade. Of the Anaulundava slab- 

inscription Paranavitana says : ‘ The presence of these merchants 

in Ceylon in the twelfth century leads us to infer the possibility 

of their having acquired important trading and other concessions 

during the time of Kirti Nissarika-Malla ' (EZ 2. 5. 236). Since 

at the end of the twelfth century we had foreign traders, they 

doubtless held similar positions in the succeeding century. The 

Tiriyay rock-inscription (seventli century a.d.) refers to merchants 

skilful in navigating the sea, engaged in buying and selling, who 

possessed a display of goods laden in sailing vessels of diverse sorts 

(EZ 4. 3. 159). 

The use of scales in trade is mentioned (SdhRv 956). 
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In mediaeval times the trade of the island seems to have been 

in the hands of the Hindu Tamils and the Moors, who Codrington 

conjectures, were the meldtsi of the tenth century inscriptions. 

Moors are first heard of in the late seventh century and gold coins 

of Egyptian and Hither Asian dynasties have been found in the island. 

The Moors had also by this time attained their commercial prosperity 

in South India. Coins dating from the tenth to the thirteenth 

century testify that the Chinese were also trading here (see Cod¬ 

rington, A Short History of Ceylon, pp. 50-51). Mendis also speaks 

of the important part played by foreign trade and refers specially 

to the trade in cinnamon during and after the latter part of the 

thirteenth century : ‘ Bhuvanekabahu I (a.d. 1273-1284) in order 

to increase his profits sought an agreement with the Sultan of 

Egypt in 1283 to supply him with cinnamon, precious stones, -and 

elephants ’ (Early History of Ceylon, p. 105). 

Rearing of live-stock and dairy-farming 

The pasture-lands seem to have been used for the grazing of 

cattle and goats. Cattle-owners seem to have entrusted their 

flocks to herdsmen employed by them. The poorer people looked 

after their own cattle. The herdsmen had to start work early in 

the morning and came back home only in the evening. The Sdhlk 

records the story of a poor cow-herd boy : ‘ He was clad in a dirty 

piece of rag, his body was dirty, his morning meal consisted of gruel, 

he was given a yam for his midday meal ’ (423). The cattle 

were of use for ploughing and draught and for the production of 

milk, curds, butter and ghee, etc. 

Reference is also made to training of elephants and horses, 

to rearing of pigs and to poultry farming. Cattle, goats, pigs and 

fowl were also reared for meat. 

Fishing 

Only fishing in rivers is referred to. We have already seen that 

fish formed a good part of the diet of the people. The net, rod, 

and the basket-trap were used to catch fish. Reference may here 

be made to the pearl-fisheries, for w'hich the island is still wrell 

known (SdhRv 225). 

Pottery 

The art of the potter seems to have had a long history in the 

island. He produced beautiful earthenware. The potter’s wheel 
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(saka) is well known. The VismSn also refers to the turning of 

this wheel with a stick, and further refers to tools (katu) which 

were used to draw arcs on the clay (369). This indicates that the 

earthenware was patterned. The SdhRv refers to the potteries, 

and also to family potters. It is likely that the well-to-do families 

had their family potter, who supplied all their necessary earthenware. 

The Tablets of Mahinda IV at Mihintale give the emoluments paid 

to a potter at the time as one kiriya of land to each of the five 

potters who supplied daily live earthen pots (EZ 1. 3. no). 

Metallurgy 

Metal-work had many branches, such as gold, bronze, iron, 

copper, silver wrork, etc. We have already referred to the great 

variety of ornaments that wrere worn by the people. We may 

therefore understand the flourishing position of the goldsmith. 

Ananda Coomaraswamv gives us a list of these artificers : ‘ A more 

particular account of the dedri, navandanno or caste or guild of 

artificers proper, will be necessary. The sub-divisions of the caste, 

according to Valentyn, are eleven in number, vizactin', blacksmiths; 

badallu, silversmiths ; vaduvd, carpenters ; liyana vaduvd, turners ; 

ridi kdtayankdrayd, damascenes; dtdat kdtayankdrayd, ivory 

carvers and cabinet makers ; galvadnvo, stone cutters ; ratna 

indrakdrayo, jewellers ; Ivaduvo, arrow makers (lac workers) ; 

sittaru, painters; lokuruvo, founders. But Valentyn’s divisions 

are rather a list of names given to men who followed particular 

branches of their craft than actual caste divisions ' (Mediaeval 

Sinhalese Art, p. 54). This helps us to see the various branches 

of the industry. The Pjv mentions goldsmiths, potters, metal¬ 

workers, blacksmiths, painters, stone-cutters, carpenters, lime 

and brick makers, and arrow-makers (752). Amongst the 

jewellery, mention is always made of gold, silver, diamonds, 

pearls, crystals, etc. Most of the precious stones used 

in making the jewellery may have been mined in the 

island itself, an industry which still goes on in certain parts. It 

has already been observed that the island exported precious stones 

(see p. 336). The SdhRv refers to gem-pits (725, 315). Reference 

must also be made to iron-smelting, which seems to have been 

fairly widespread. ‘ Seeing that a knowledge of iron is so ancient 

and widespread in India ’, says Ananda Coomarasw'amy, ‘ it is 

not surprising to find it also in Ceylon . . . Heaps of slag which are 
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found in every district show how widespread an industry the smelting 

of iron has been ' (Mediaeval Sinhalese Art, p. 190). 

A Tamil inscription of about the twelfth century refers to the 

settlement of a dispute that seems to have arisen between the 

washermen (radav) and the blacksmiths (EZ 3. 6. 307) (see above, 

p. 291). This incident shows that the blacksmiths held a higher 

social position than the washermen. The Culavamsa also gives us 

a comprehensive list of artificers of the time of Vijayabahu IV, 

a.d. 1271. ‘ He brought together the workers in iron, the turners, 

bamboo-workers, blacksmiths, potters, goldsmiths, painters, porters, 

workmen, slaves, the candalas who undertook work for hire, the 

bricklayers, workers in stucco, carpenters, and the guilds of masons ’ 

(CV 88. 105). It also lists the tools used by the smiths, viz. : 

‘ bellows, hammers, tongs, sledge-hammers, anvils, as well as many 

sharp saws, hatchets (wedges) for splitting trees and for crushing 

stones, knives, chisels, shovels, mats, baskets, and so forth ’ 

(CV 88. 108). 

Weaving and Spinning 

The writers of the period show acquaintance with spinning, 

weaving, and dyeing. It is in no way surprising that most of the 

references are connected with weaving and dyeing of robes foi the 

monks (Pjv 744). The religious ceremony of katkina necessitated 

spinning, weaving, and also dyeing, and we are often told that a 

great many people engaged in these. This is an index to the 

knowledge the people had in the art of weaving, which is a forgotten 

art in the villages today. The Dambadeni-asna refers to the 

completion of eighty katkina robes during the course of a single 

day starting with the picking of cotton (p. 7). The SdhRv speaks of 

a pillow made of a multi-coloured cloth (91). The women seem 

to have been skilled in spinning. This industry no doubt was 

carried on in Ceylon from the earliest times, for legend says that 

Kuveni was seen spinning when Vijaya landed in the island. The 

Maharatmale rock-inscription refers to the production of silk 

garments : ' (His Majesty, moreover), granted outer garments . . . 

having had them woven in silk . . .’ (EZ 1. 2. 62). This shows that 

the weavers were skilled in weaving not only cotton but also silk. 

The stories often mention the needle and the loom used in weaving 

and spinning (SdhRv 484, 166). Ananda Coomaraswamy refers 
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to ' two groups of weavers, the beravdyd, who made the country 

cloth (home-spun, so to say), and the “chdlids” (saldgamayo), who 

were brought over from South India to make fine and gold-woven 

cloth He further adds : ‘ Vijayaba.hu III of Danibadeniya, to 

revive the art of weaving fine cloth, sent letters and presents by a 

Muhammadan Tamil named Pati Mira Lebbe to Southern India ; 

and he brought back eight master weavers, and these were given 

villages, wives and honours by the King . . . The indigenous weavers, 

the beravdyd, on the other hand, have probably made their plainer 

home-spun cottons, much as they are still made in one Kandyan 

village, from time immemorial, unaffected by changes of fashion 

at court or the influence of Indian weavers ’ (Mediaeval Sinhalese 

Art, pp. 54, 232). A weaver’s family is termed a sdli-geya in the 

SdhRv (665). In the above account it is made out that ordinary 

cotton weaving was practised in the island from the earliest times 

by the caste known as beravdyd, who are today mainly tom-tom 

beaters or drummers. It also states that when Vijayabahu came 

to the throne about a.d. 1232, the art of making fine cloth was 

almost dying out, and that he had to revive it by bringing weavers 

from India. Though Coomaraswamy states that the beravdyd 

were the indigenous weavers, it must be mentioned that we have 

not come across any reference to this fact in the Sinhalese literature 

or elsewhere. One wonders here whether Coomaraswamy is basing 

his conclusion on the position that was obtained in South India 

where the kdlians, the weavers belonged originally to the paraiyans 

though the kdlians do not now eat or inter-marry with the paraiyans 

who acted as drummers at marriages, funerals, village festivals and 

on occasions when government or commercial announcements 

were proclaimed (E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes of Southern India, 

Vol. Ill, p. 302 and Vol. VI, p. 77). The beravdyd in Ceylon are 

known to act as demonologists, magicians and diviners in addition 

to being drummers. It may also be mentioned in passing that 

M. A. Sherring mentions a tribe of blanket weavers, of the districts 

of Punjab, who were known as barravar (Hindu 'Tribes and Castes, 

Voi. II, p. 8). Near Sigiriya is a village called Nagalvava which 

is inhabited by drummers who claim that weaving has been one of 

their occupations for at least the last 150 years. 

Carpentry and Masonry 

Having already seen the high standards attained by the Sinhalese 

in the field of art and architecture, one would rightly expect to 
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find the art of the carpenters well developed. The art of the 

carpenters, builders, and smiths was developed to a very high 

degree. The tablets of Mahinda IV at Mihintale show the emolu¬ 

ments granted to these artificers : ‘ to the chief master-artisan 

[yadu maha cidurak), all that belongs to the guild of artisans at 

Bond-vehera, to two master-artisans, to eight carvers and to two 

bricklayers—to (all of) these—the village Vadudevagama ’ (EZ i. 

3. hi). One or two practices of the carpenter are noted in the 

SdhRv. The method of drawing of lines in black when the wood 

is to be cut is alluded to (650): Charcoal is mixed with water and 

a string is dipped in it; then this string is held tight by two people 

against the wood to be marked ; one of them raises it in the centre, 

and drops it on the wood. It then leaves the black line along which 

the wood is to be cut. The SdhRv mentions the practice of closing 

one eye to see whether something is level (454). The heating of 

timber to straighten it is also referred to (ibid. 101). The VismSn 

refers to saws to which handles had been fixed at both ends, thus 

showing that these saws were meant to be used by two people (9). 

Hunting 

Hunting was the chief occupation of the Vaddas. Meat of 

various kinds formed the dishes of the people. This proves that 

hunting and killing of animals for food were carried on. The use of 

dogs in hunting is referred to (SdhRv 341). The chief equipment 

of a hunter was the bow and arrow, traps, and nets. The existence 

of hunters is shown by the CV (67. 18) when it speaks of Gajabahu 

finding a way of approach to a city through a forest with the help 

of the hunters. The chronicle also refers to hunting with spears 

and nets : ‘ had the whole forest surrounded by hunters with spears 

in their hands and nets and caused them to make a noise here and 

there ’ (CV 70. 35). The Oruvala sannasa refers to hunters with 

hounds and hunters with clubs : balu vciddan and dada vdddan 
(EZ 3. 2. 65). 

Hired Labour 

Reference has already been made to the domestic servants and 

the slaves. In addition to these, there were hired labourers who 

worked for others in return for a wage in money or in kind. The 

stories refer to many men who found their daily bread by working 

for others. I he number of such labourers seems to have been 
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by no means small. These workmen engaged in different kinds 

of work, for example, the Sdhlk refers to hired labour in sugar-cane 

mills (549). The wages were apparently often unsatisfactory. 

The rich seem to have exploited the labourers to a great extent. 

In one place a labourer is given only the cost of meals (SdhRv 219) ; 

another story states that a man hardly gets sufficient to fill his 

stomach even after working from morning till evening (ibid. 447). 

Yet another story describes the wage as ‘ vatup matra ', nominal 

wage. Labour seems to have been paid in kind, especially with 

rice and paddy. The SdhRv refers to the payment of four ndili 

of paddy to a man who chopped wood (448). The Pjv and the 

Sdhlk refer to rice given as wages : ‘ vatup sal’ and ‘ mehevara kota 

ladddvu sahal ’ (Pjv 642, Sdhlk 273). 

Other Occupations 

Amongst other occupations mentioned we read of carters or 

chariot-drivers (SdhRv 739) ; watchmen of cities and palaces 

(ibid. 767) ; messengers (VismSn 54) ; bamboo-workers (SdhRv 

180) ; astrologers; honey-gatherers ; undertakers at funerals 

(ibid. 106) ; snake-charmers (Pjv 585) ; dancers, archers, soldiers, 

devil-dancers (yak desso) (SdhRv 906 ) ; painters (ibid. 192) ; 

coir-workers (ibid. 854) ; washermen (Pjv 356) ; drummers 

(beravdyd) (ibid. 356); accountants and scribes (EZ 3. 3. 116; 

SdhRv 561) ; physicians (SdhRv 44) ; cooks (ibid. 449) ; and 

barbers (ibid. 235). The books also refer to lumbering—trees 

seem to have been felled and the timber removed for sale or for 

private use in building, etc. (SdhRv 922). Florists are often men¬ 

tioned (ibid. 211, 355). They made garlands and supplied flowers. 

The slab-inscription of Kalyanavati refers to several occupations, 

amongst which garland-making and making of perfumes are 

included : ' Scribes, gentlemen, appraisers, Brahmanas, pasakun, 

painters, dancers, drummers, sakundurayan, pamcayan, the women 

who fill the foot-basin with water, the auspicious female slaves 

who looked after the precincts of the stupa, the garland-making 

women, the perfumers and others ’ (EZ 4. 5. 259). This inscrip¬ 

tion thus proves the prevalence of many of the occupations men¬ 

tioned in the literary works, and also shows the existence of female 

florists as well. The literature also makes reference to midwives 

and wet-nurses (Pjv 593 ; Sdhlk 166 ; SdhRv 242). (Also see 

pp. 161-166 and 291). 
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Finally, we may refer to oil-mills mentioned in the VismSn. The 

Pali phrase ‘ yanta-cakka-yatthi ’ is explained in Sinhalese as follows : 

‘ yantra nam iksu yantraya cakka-yattki nam tala prtana cakra yasti- 

yayi ’ (VismSn V. 297). This rendering shows the writer’s acquain¬ 

tance with sugar-cane mills as well as machines which were used 

to extract oil. The writer refers here to the extraction of gingili 

oil. He also shows that the machines or mills were worked by 

bulls (ibid. 867). What is referred to may be something of the 

type of chekku with which we are quite familiar. 

There seems sometimes to have been a certain amount of un¬ 

employment, and people seem to have turned robbers and thieves in 

such circumstances (SdhRv 852). In addition to this menace, 

the people also had to contend with another public nuisance, namely 

the beggars, who infested the country, finding no other means of 

earning their livelihood. 



CHAPTER XIV 

TRANSPORT AND MEANS OF 
COMMUNICATION 

The growth of trade and commerce, makes a well-developed, 

cheap and quick method of transport and communication absolutely 

essential. We have already observed that the country had quite 

a developed trade, not only at home, but also with countries beyond 

the seas. This state of commerce shows that they had a fairly 

well developed system of transport and communication. One 

comes across numerous references to roads, major as well as minor. 

The capital seems to have been well connected with other important 

towns, and within the towns themselves they seem to have had 

a good network of roads. Roads were known by different names. 

Road-junctions referred to show that two or more roads met at 

certain places. A tenth century inscription refers to the High 

Street, magul-maha-vey (EZ 2. 1. 25). The Sdhlk refers to a street, 

three leagues in length, at Anuradhapura, known as the Mahavali 

Street (391). The VismSn refers to a man who came to cross-roads 

on his way to Situlpahuva (57). The Kirti Nissahka Malla slab- 

inscription refers to the King’s Street, raja vithi (EZ 2. 2. 81). 

The Dimbulagala maravidiye rock-inscription states that Sundara 

maha-devi constructed a road from Sahda-maha-lena to Hiru-maha- 

lena : ‘ seeing the hardship of people, who, like old folk, hang on 

to chains and tread the path . . . caused the stones to be cut and 

the path (thus) improved ’ (EZ 2. 5. 196). The MV states that 

Ilanaga had a road made to the Maha-thupa. It also states that 

the road was to be stamped down firmly when it ran beside the 

tank (MV 35. 17). Overseers supervised the construction. Another 

inscription tells us that the street was paved with flag¬ 

stones, ‘ kabali gal (hasva) manga pavat-kota ’ (EZ 2. 4. 189). 

The CV gives us some information regarding the roads of 

the Dambadeniya period. Parakramabahu II had a road to 

Samanala constructed : ‘ He built resthouses, finished the 

building of bridges, laid down at the remaining places frequent 

stepping-stones, had the wilderness cleared and (in this way) a 

great road built ’ (CV 86. 27). The chronicle refers to a great 

highway between Jambuddoni and Pulatthi-nagara : Vijayabahu 
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IV ‘ had the great highway from the town of Jambuddoni to 
splendid Pulatthinagara, a distance of five yojanas made level and 

throughout, always at a distance of half a ydjana, he had a costly 

rest-house built. . . (CV 89. 13). In addition to these major roads, 
the country no doubt had also a net-work of minor roads. The 

places of religious worship were well supplied with roads. The 

inscriptions of Nissarika Malla show us that certain roads were 

measured and milestones set up. The building of resthouses at 
certain intervals was no doubt a boon to the weary travellers. 

Construction of bridges—at least to serve the purpose of crossing 

the streams, though not the massive structures as of today—was 

well known. The VismSn describes the different types of bridges. 

To enable people to cross small streams, a log of wood was laid 

across the stream, and this type of foot-bridge was called dandaka 

situ. A bridge made of planks which were nailed and which could 

be used by four or five people at the same time was known as jamgha 

situ. The number crossing at the same time may refer to the 

breadth of the bridge, as in the case of the first type in which the 

people had to cross in single file. A bridge built to take a cart 

across was termed a sakata setu (cart bridge) (IV. 302). 

The chief means of transport was no doubt the cart and chariot, 

drawn by bullocks and horses. We are told that merchandise 

was transported in carts drawn by bullocks. The richer and 

higher classes of society seem to have gone about in chariots drawn 

by horses, whose number perhaps depended on the wealth and 

status of the owners. On festive occasions these chariots were 

beautifully decorated. In addition to using such chariots, the 

people also rode on horses and elephants. This mode of travel 

was perhaps a luxury of the highest order, and may have been 

used on festive occasions. The Sdhlk (460) speaks of Dutugamunu's 

giant warrior Velusumana who rode on horseback from Anuradha- 

pura to Rohana. The poorer people seem to have used a cart drawn 

by bullocks. The SdhRv vividly describes a miserly setthi who 

went about in an old cart drawn by haggard bullocks : ‘ gon mallan 

yedu main rathayakin ' (868). The book also refers to sheds where 

chariots were kept (ibid. 632). The richer, and perhaps those 

of some social standing, also seemed to have used another type of 

conveyance, namely, the doli and kunam. These were varieties 

of palanquins or litters. The ransivige was used by royal persons, 

and was a palanquin with decorations of gold (Sdhlk 190 ; SdhRv 

!S5 ; Pjv 516). The CV refers to high officers being carried in 
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litters, and this was the mode of transport even to the field of 

battle (CV pt. i, p. 328, n. 2). The chronicle also refers to King 

Bhuvanekabahu travelling thus when it says that he left the town of 

Jambuddoni in a covered litter (CV go. 5). The ordinary man’s 

mode of travel was walking. It was the practice to take provisions 

for the way—specially a batmula or packet of rice and curry. 

The villager had his own form of transport, the pingo (kada). 

It was used in his small business or trade to carry goods—vegetables 

or any other stuff for sale. Goods were carried about in the pingo 

and sold. Chatties were also carried tied in the same way as a 

pingo, specially on occasions such as the taking of alms to temples. 

A sort of sheath was made of tender coconut leaves and the pots 

were arranged in it, one on the other, and the leaves tied at the 

end. Two such sets were made and carried in the form of a pingo. 

Man was also used as a beast of burden. He carried the goods 

in bags and boxes. 

No doubt the rivers furnished a good means of communication 

and provided facilities for transport. The use of boats (oru), 

barges (pasu), rafts (pahuru), double canoes (aiigulu), and padav 

(kind of boat) is mentioned. The VismSn refers to the crossing 

of rivers in rafts (93). The Sdhlk refers to a man who engaged 

himself in taking people across the river Mahavali at Rihaltota in a 

boat, free of charge, with the hope of acquiring merit (600). Rivers 

afforded an easy mode of transporting timber. The timber was 

cut and tied into the form of rafts and sent down the rivers, or rafts 

themselves were used in transporting it (SdhRv 472). Sea-transport 

seems to have been quite well developed. As noticed in connection 

with trade, sea-navigation seems to have been quite common from 

very early times. Voyages were undertaken for purposes of trade 

by merchants, and goods were transported from Ceylon to other 

foreign lands and vice-versa by sea. The stories often refer to sea- 

journeys in ships. Fa Hein in his account of his travels refers to 

the fishing in pearls and journeys of merchants by ship from Tamluk 

to Ceylon in the fifth century a.d. : ‘ After this he embarked in 

a large merchant vessel, and went floating over the sea to the south¬ 

west. It was the beginning of winter, and the wind was favourable 7 

and after fourteen days sailing day and night, they came to the 

country of Singhala. The people said that it was distant 

(from Tamralipti) about 700 yojanas. The kingdom is on a large 

island, extending from east to west fifty yojanas, and from north 

14—H 11305 (2/G8) 
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to south thirty. Left and right of it there are as many as ioo small 

islands, distant from one another ten, twenty, or even 200 li ; but 

all subject on the large island. Most of them produce pearls and 

precious stones of various kinds ; there is one which produces the 

pure and brilliant pearl— . . . The kmg employs men to watch 

and protect it, and requires three out of every ten such pearls, 

which the collectors find ’ (Fa Hein of his Travels in I t'a and 

Ceylon, ed. J. Legge, p. 100). The ships referred to were the bailing 

vessels which depended on the winds for their travel . ‘ sulam 

bald karana ydtrdvak se ’ (SdhRv 870). The captain or the pilot 

was known as niyamuvd. It was he who directed and controlled the 

movement of the ships according to the winds (VismSn 352). The 

Sdhlk alludes to pilgrimages to Dambadiva, to worship the Bodhi- 

tree, etc., which were made in sailing ships (370, 535). ihe CV 

refers to the arrival in the harbour of many ships laden with various 

stuff—camphor, sandalwood, and other goods (58. 9). The Pjv 

refers to the use of the stars by navigators as guides to direction (7). 

Writing as a means of communication seems to have been widely 

known. Constant reference is made to letters (hasun) that were 

sent from one person to another. Some form of writing was used 

from the earliest times. The MV (8. 3) refers to Vijaya himself 

sending a letter to India. We are also familiar with the secret love- 

letters sent to the queen of Kalani Tissa. The letters were written 

and sent through messengers. The letter of death motif is referred 

to in the story of Ghosaka where Ghdsaka is made to carry the 

letter which instructed another to put an end to Ghosaka’s life 

(SdhRv 183). 



CHAPTER XV 

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS 

Ae read of a number of games ; but we have very little infor¬ 

mation regarding most of them. The observations made by 

Ludovici seem to the point : ‘ Inhabiting a climate which renders 

exertion of any kind distasteful, the Sinhalese in common with 

all inter-tropical races, indulge in exercise for exercise’s sake, but 

to a verv small extent. Hence it is hardly a matter for surprise 

that their games and sports should be cast after the tamest and 

soberest oi patterns’ (The Sports and Games of the Sinhalese, J.R.A.S. 

C.B., i8;j, pt. I). The games of the ancient Sinhalese at least, 

seem to be so adapted. 

One of che chief forms of amusement was water-sports (diyakeli), 

which seems to have been a very popular form of diversion throughout 

the centuries. All the literary works mention that the men and 

women, kings and princesses, all engaged in water-sports in ponds 

and rivers, and in the sea. The literary works of the period do 

not afford any details of the actual amusements. Even the KSil 

does not describe the water-sports in detail. It refers to the women 

who swam about with their faces turned upwards, so that the bees 

lined up, mistaking them for lotuses (570). This of course is one 

of the commonest concepts used by the poets in describing bathing 

scenes. KSil also refers to diving from one another's shoulders 

(511, 517). We have already discussed the diyakeli in connection 

with royal amusements ; here we would furnish a few more details 

from the Sandesas, which give more vivid descriptions of such 

scenes. One form of sport frequently spoken of is the splashing 

of water at one another. The KSil itself describes it (513). The 

Paravi-Sandesa refers to it thus : 

man tosa kara narambd komalahgaka vata 

dun rasavat rasapaharin diya mat a 

van siha niya at kurhbu tala uriru yuta 

men mutu disi diya bihdu saha hokum muta (v. 96), 

The lover looks at the face of the lady and joyfully splashes some 

water with his hands. The drops of water mixed with the red 

paste applied on the breasts of the ladies looked like pearls mixed 
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with blood on the forehead of an elephant torn open by the claws 

of a lion. The Gira refers to a water sport called diya-kokila : 

kiyamin vena vena vdsi pa bala 

indimin diya tula nopeni bokala 

penemin tana tana viduliya se dula 

gasa min kela kelayeti diya kokila (v. 84), 

The women speak words of challenge to each other and remain 

hiding under the water for a long time. Then they appear here 

and there like streaks of lightning and play diya-kokila. The Sdhlk 

refers to sea-bathing in the Nesada story dealing with an incident 

that took place in Rohana. It refers to a hunter who joined the 

crowd of people bathing in the sea (618). 

uyan keli or park-sports seem to have been more the recreation 

of court circles, and have been discussed earlier. We also hear 

that parks for the use of the public were laid out by various kings, 

and it is therefore quite likely that even the general public spent 

some part of their leisure in parks. Dance and musical amuse¬ 

ments have also been discussed elsewhere, and it is now left for us to 

see what actual games as such were known during the period under 

review. 

Quite a common game seems to have been what is referred to 

as tali in the literary works. The SdhRv refers to balls of lac which 

it says were like loll used by boys at play : ‘ kudd kollan tali lanta 

evdlu tali vata men ’ (474). The KSil states that the eyes of the 

ladies playing laid do not close at all (25). This reference suggests 

that they had to be very sharp and had to watch the balls always. 

The Pjv says that the bails, three in number, were thrown up one 

after the other, and the player had to catch them without dropping 

them, and to keep them in play all the time, throwing them up and 

catching them as they came down (470). D. S. Disanayaka in 

an article in the Sinhalese weekly Silumina has given us some 

information about this game. He states that this was a game 

specially intended for the women. The SdhRv has already told 

us that even little boys played at tali. Disanayaka also observes 

that it was not a game for drunkards like the game of dddi:. He 

also discusses the SdhRv statement : ‘ apage ydlanuvd kudd kollan 

Will lanta evdlu lali vata men metek tana sita metek kalakin mage rata 

Idikada arumayayi sita . . . (474), and deduces from this that the 

balls used in this game were made of lac, and not of wood. The 
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above quotation states that the balls made of lac that were sent to 

a king were like lull balls ; but this does not necessarily mean that 

Idll balls were made of lac. Let us consider the Pjv reference 

eseda vuvat mama sakvala gala hd hima kula hd maha mera hd Idll 

vata tunak se ... e tun parvatayama Idll vata tunak se ahasata dama 

damd bima hiya nodi Idli keli nam pelaharak pavimi ’ (470). Explain¬ 

ing this Disanayaka seems to take for granted that Idll would break 

if they fell on the ground, and according to him it is for this reason 

that one should be careful not to drop them. This explanation 

seems to be quite inaccurate. For one thing, the Pjv reference 

does not suggest that the Idll would break if they fell to the ground. 

It only says that one would perform the miracle of throwing up 

the mountains like three Idll balls and go on doing it without 

dropping them. There would be no miracle if one dropped them. 

This gives no suggestion as to the material of which the balls were 

made. Further, the reason why the balls should not be dropped 

is not because they would break, but because there would be no 

game if they were dropped ; the whole game consisted solely in 

keeping the balls in play. An unskilled player would be likely 

to drop them often ; hence it is much more likely that the balls 

were made of stuff which would not break easily when dropped. 

Kumaranatunga also says that Id means Idkada (lac), and therefore 

the balls should not be dropped at any cost (Tisara-sandesa dlpaniya, 

p. 186). 

There are references to another game called gula keli, ‘ ball-play 

None of the references help us to ascertain its exact nature. It 

seems to have been popular with children. One story relates that 

children played for rice-cakes and the loser had to stand rice-cakes 

to the winners. The story of Darusatika tells us that when two 

children were playing with a huvata (literally, a ball of thread), 

one child thought of the Buddha or paid homage to him before 

he actually threw the ball, and thus he always won. In this story 

the Pali word gnlam (ball) is translated into Sinhalese as huvata 

(SdhRv 816). The Sumana samanera story states the six princes 

were playing with balls (ibid. 891). The same number of players 

is given in the story of Devadatta, in which the Pali gula kllam 

is rendered in Sinhalese as ‘ palas huvata dama damd gula keli . . . ’ 

Here we see the word huvata qualified by palas, which means 

woollen. The story of Ghosaka does not indicate the number of 

players. The story of Paduma pasebuddha states that one prince 
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was playing by himself: ‘ hu vatak dama damd keliti ’ (ibid. 250). 

What is meant here is perhaps that the child was playing with one 

of the balls used in this game. So we can see that the game was 

played by two or more people. The Putra-vastuva (son’s story) 

states that a little child was playing throwing up the ‘ huvata ' 

(Sdhlk 354), and this again gives us no clue as to the nature of the 

game. The Mithyadrstika story refers to the game between two 

children. The DhpAGp explains gula-kllam as vata keli (ball-game) 

(65), and gula klldya as vata keliyen (ibid. 51). It also explains 

bahum lakkham jiniinsu ’ as ‘ boho lak junuhu, bohd vata junu 

hayi seyi won many stakes, that is, many balls (ibid. 65). 

What we can gather is that gula keli was a game played with balls 

made of thread by two or more people for a stake. A certain 

confusion also seems to have arisen between this game and that 

of dice (dukeli), in which dice (P. akkha) are used. The P.T.S. Die. 

explains akkha as a die and also states that the Digha-atthakatha 

explains it as a ball-game—gula-kila : 1 akkhan ti, gula-kilam 

The Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya explains akkha as vata (ball) or 

pasa dta, and again gulakam as pasa at a (p. 90). The meaning of 

pasa dta is given as dddu or sudu dta, and seems to have been either 

some type of ball or a kind of seed used in the game called du (Skt. 

dyuta, gambling). Thus according to the Jataka-atuva-gatapadaya 

both akkha and gulakam mean the same thing; but it may also 

be that the same seeds or balls were used in two or more games. 

The game played with dice (Skt. aksa) was a form of gambling 

(dyuta), and among the amusements in ancient India it took second 

place, the first being taken by chariot-racing (Cambridge History of 

India, Vol. 1, p. 102). ‘ Unhappily the details of the play are 

nowhere described ... in one form at least, the aim of the gambler 

was to throw a number which was a multiple of four ’ (ibid.). In 

connection with the duties of a king, we have yet another reference 

to dicing : ‘ ... in the assembly-house he shall establish a gaming¬ 

table, sprinkle it with water, and throw down on it dice made of 

vibhldaka (nuts), sufficient in number, and let Aryans play there 

. . . ’ (ibid. 247). These accounts reveal that dice were made of 

a certain kind of nut, and this agrees with dta (seeds) in the Jataka- 

atuva-gatapadaya. The disastrous extent of the stakes is shown 

by the Sdhlk in the Soma Brahmana story, when it states that the 

loser had to pawn even his upper robe and ring (264). 
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A few other games are mentioned, but we have no information 

as to the nature, mode of play, or any other details regarding them. 

The KSil states that the women bent while playing at ball (pend a 

nagamm) their faces that came in a line with the two breasts 

appeared like three lotuses. They also sang while playing : 

kenekana gi nangam—ni peda nahgamm ncimet 

piyavum langaya vuvan—samagaya te piynm van (280). 

The old sanne to the book explains the word peda as kanduka, which, 

according to the Skt. Die. is a ball made of wood or pith and Sorata 

Thera explains it as panduva (ball). The Thupavamsa describes 

Theraputtabhaya’s strength by saying that he could without effort 

throw huge rocks, which could not be raised by many, like a ball 

(penda vat a) : ‘ solovdliya nohixki gal keli pend a vata se osavagena 

saru ndtiva damanneya ’ (Thupa-vamsa, ed. D. E. Hettiaratchi, p. 25). 

The Elu-sahdas-lakuna quotes a verse which describes the penda 

as a fruit : merika menial gala viini pak a pa kelend peda (p. 62). 

Anotherterm for penda is pandit, which is still used as a very general 

term meaning any ball-game, or even any game. The Sdhlk-uses 

the word panduva in the same context : ‘ vata gal kelind panduva 

se ’ (514). The Nitisataka states that when a ball (kanduka) 

is struck against a floor it immediately rises up again (ed. Purohit 

Gopinath, p. 162, v. 104). 

The Raghu-vamsa states that boys and girls played with kandukas 

in their hands (Raghu, XVI, p. 344). The Muvadevdavata refers 

to ladies playing with balls : ‘ The swans having heard the sound 

produced by the anklets of the spirited women who were playing 

at balls, left their ponds and quickly entered the mansion ’ (Muva- 

devdd-vata, v. 16). Kumaranatunga explains penda keli as 

kanduka (pandu) krlda. The Sasada-vata says : 

ndgeta nuba pahala—peda vamiyan hamitele 

ihiva giya netd 7iilpahd—yasa lesini sand a lagi ev (v. 35), 

When the ball, struck on the floor by the women playing on the 

balcony, rises up into the sky, the blue lustre of the eyes that goes 

up with the ball, looks as if it were the moon-beams being fixed 

into the moon. This gives us an idea of the play by showing that 

the ball is bounced on the floor and, as it rises, the women look 

up when trying to catch it. Thus we only know that penda was 

a game played with a certain kind of ball, and that it was mainly a 

pastime of the women. 
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A recreation of children is termed vali-keli (playing with sand). 

Tyler remarks that many of the games of primitive children are 

only sportive imitations of the serious business of life. Playing at 

Sabine marriage has been noticed as one of the regular games of 

the native Australian boys and girls (Primitive Culture, p. 72). 

These remarks are true of the village children of the island even 

today. They will imitate a wedding ceremony, run a shop, hold 

a religious ceremony after building a dagaba with sand, and cook 

their rice with sand in coconut shells with curries made of various 

plants, etc. By vali keli, we have no doubt, the same thing is 

meant. The Sdhlk gives a few examples. The children one day 

made a dagaba of sand, hoisted up as a flag the cloth that one was 

wearing, imitated the drums and flutes with their mouths, and 

made an offering to the dagaba (438, 685). The Pjv refers to the 

keli valan of the children (227). These were small earthenware 

vessels specially made for children to play with. The VismSn refers 

to the use of small winnowing-fans and pestles in playing (v. 62). 

These are cooking utensils, etc., and are needed by the children 

in their imitation of the business of life, such as cooking. Children 

would also dig a small pit in the sand, put a few sticks, etc., across 

its mouth, and cover them with a few leaves and sand so that the 

surface appeared as sand. If anyone should fall into it, the children 

would have a hearty laugh (Sdhlk 95, 617). In vali keli are included 

all these types of children’s games. 

Other amusements referred to are playing with tops [at bambara) 

(Pjv 455 ; Sdhlk 54), and swinging. Familiarity with swings is 

shown by the similes the writers used. The KSil speaks of a lady 

amusing herself in a swing (v. 489). The Salalihini-sandesa (v 80) 

and the Sdhlk (575) compare earrings to a swing. Another pastime, 

specially with the young, is the flying of kites (ahas pat). Both 

the SdhRv and the Pjv use similes connected with kites : ‘ sulahgeka 

bdhdi ahaspatak men sdlena saluya ’, wont to shake like a kite in 

the wind (SdhRv 268); ‘ akdsayata ddmu ahaspatak se vevula vevula, 

trembling like a kite flown into the sky (Pjv 179). 

The SdhRv also refers to horse-racing : ‘ duvdliye laid asun (720) ; 

tada bimeka asun duvdliye luvase ’, as if horses had been set for a 

race on some hard ground (756). In this context the DPA does 

not refer to racing. The use of these similes by the SdhRv author 

shows his familiarity with horse-racing, hence it is quite likely 

that it was known in the island at this time. The SdhRv also 
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speaks of some kind of wrestling (mallava pora) (63, 79, 463, 582). 

The CV records that Vijayabahu IV held a great festival in honour 

of the Tooth and Bowl relics and warriors are said to have engaged 

in yodhakild (literally warrior-games) (CV 89. 27). The reference 

is likely to be to some sort of wrestling. The wrestlers carved at 

the Ambakke Devale (seventeenth century) and those frescoed 

at the Kandy Dalada Maligava (nineteenth century) are an index 

to the popularity of the sport during the recent past and it is most 

likely that it was known and engaged in from early times (see 

Deraniyagala, Some Sinhala Combative, Kield and Aquatic Sports 

and Games, pp. 3-15). Mention is made of another game, pusumbu 

and we have no further details of these games. 



CHAPTER XVI 

CEREMONIES, MISCELLANEOUS CUSTOMS 
MANNERS, AND PRACTICES 

A number of ceremonies seem to have been held in connection 

with children. We have already referred to two such ceremonies 

held during and after the birth of a child. The next in this series 

of functions is the naming ceremony (nam tabana magula). There 

was no definite date for performing this ceremony. The Pjv refers 

to an instance when the naming was done five days after birth : 

‘upan pas davasin nam tabana magul karanadd' (141). The SdhRv 

speaks of an occasion when it was done on the day of the birth 

(421). It also records that a monk was requested to name the 

child (453). It is likely that the naming was done by a monk, as 

it is still usual to ask a monk to suggest a name for a child. 

Then we have other functions, such as feeding, piercing the ears 

(if a girl), cutting the hair, and initiation into studies about the 

age of five. The DhpAGp (pp. 146, 147) refers to seven ceremonies 

(magul)—three to be performed in the third, fifth and seventh month 

of pregnancy and naming (nam tabana), giving rice-gruel (hambu 

povana), piercing the ears (kan vijuna) and tonsure ceremony 

(silu situvana). The ceremony of putting on garments (pill hahda- 

vana magul) is sometimes reckoned as one of the seven instead of 

the ceremony performed during the third month of pregnancy. 

All these functions are attended by a certain amount of ritual and 

ceremony. The relatives are invited, and feasting results. The 

ceremonies do not seem to have been very elaborate, but enjoined 

certain traditional ritual and were occasions when the close family 

circles met. One important item on these days was the giving 
of alms to the monks. This was never overlooked, and on all 

festive occasions the ceremonies were usually preceded by an 
alms-giving to a number of monks, the number depending on 

the individual’s means. The ceremonies were also conducted on 
auspicious dates fixed by astrologers. 

Another important private function was the house-warming 

ceremony. When a house was built, on the day of occupation, 

a ceremony was held. It was a day of feasting and alms-giving 

(SdhRv 183). 
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The most important ceremony in a man’s life was that of his 

wedding, which was celebrated in the grandest manner amidst 

all possible pomp and revelry befitting the occasion. The houses 

were decked in splendour and the people themselves clad in their 

best attire. The preparation of kiribat (rice cooked with coconut 

milk) was a feature, and was a symbol of festivity and joy. The 

wedding was always fixed on an auspicious day (KSij 371). Once 

a young man was married, it was the general custom to live apart 

from the parents, and the two had to manage their own affairs. 

The wedding party seems to have been conducted in a procession, 

as is still done today. The SdhRv refers to the custom that the 

bridegroom’s party stopped at a certain distance from the bride’s 

house, and a messenger was then sent to the bride’s people, informing 

them of their arrival (335). This no doubt was the custom at the 

time, and it persists to this day. The groom’s party has to wait 

outside until betel is taken to the bride’s house and permission 

obtained to enter. The earlier custom seems to have been to take 

as many betels as the number in the party, and this gave an idea 

of the number to be entertained. The SdhRv refers to the practice 

of putting the hand into a vessel of water and blessing the couple 

that they may live united like the water in the vessel (493). The 

reference does neither make it clear as to who puts the hand nor 

whose hands are put into the water. We are not aware of any 

such custom prevailing in the island today, but it is the custom 

to pour water on the hands of the couple at the marriage ceremony. 

This is also the custom when giving gifts. At a wedding the relations 

are said to bless the couple that they may be prosperous and live 

long like their grand parents (ibid.). The day of the wedding was also 

considered opportune to admonish the young couple. The SdhRv 

brings this out in connection with Visakha. It is the custom even 

today. After the marriage ceremony, the party returns in procession 

with the bride. It is usual for the couple to go in one vehicle and 

in such a manner that the onlookers will see them. That this was 

so is amply brought out by the Pjv : ‘ paticchanna yandven yctn 

nam . . . boho dend diikka noheti ... ’, if I were to go in a closed 
carriage many would not see . . . (338). Such is the common 
practice even today, ft was also usual to put up a shed for the 

occasion, as the house generally was too small for such a function. 
Such sheds were decorated in various ways—with flowers, pots 
of water, vases, etc. Golden-coloured garments seem to have 
been considered suitable for certain ceremonial occasions, and 
white was considered auspicious and was worn at ceremonies. 
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A festival which was the occasion for great fun and perhaps even 
for licentiousness was what is referred to as the ncikat keliya. The 
references show that the festival was ordered by the king, and the 
festivities lasted seven days. It was a time of feasting, drinking, danc¬ 
ing, music and making merry. On this occasion young women who 
did not normally go out of doors enj oyed great freedom. Water-sports 
and park-sports were also features of this festival. The Pjv says : 
‘ eda matu malenyati mdlata nobasna yati mdlen elipata pana pitatata 
noyana kula strl taman tamange gevalin nikma pirivara ha samahga 
siyalu satuntama peni peril uyan pokunu gam, tota ddiyehi sitse 
kelimin semin avidindhuya. edavas raja bamunu velehda govi sivu 
kulayehi srlmatvu salldla purusayo ada apa ha samdna kula dti 
uttama strln sitse balamhayi suvanda malkahdu gena e e sandhiyehi 
sitagena kdmdti kamdti kula strln karata mal darn dama dama sitse 
kelandhuya ’, On this day the young women of noble families, who 
normally do not come down from upstairs to the ground floor, and 
also do not go out of the doorsteps, set out from their homes and 
wander about, seen by everyone, playing about in parks, ponds, 
villages, etc., with their retinues. The spirited young men of the 
four castes, royal, brahmin, merchant, cultivator, stand at the 
crossroads with heaps of flowers in their hands with the hope of 
seeing the noble young women of equal birth. They garland them 
and sport to their hearts’ content (329). 

Martin Wickramasinghe makes a few observations with regard 
to this festival. According to him, the park-festival was an annual 
festival much enjoyed by the ancient kings, and was an erotic 
pastime. The park and water festivals described by the poets 
are one and the same. The festival which commences with park 
sports ended up in water sports, and this was always conducted 
as an erotic festival. This, he says, is reminiscent of the ancient 
fertility festivals, when men and women leasted, drank and enjoyed 
sensual pleasures, and is also a remnant of the same. He refers 
to the MV statement of Par.dukabhaya’s celebration of the Cittaraja 
festival, viz. : ‘ Year by year he had sacrificial offerings made to 
them and to other (yakkhas) ; but on festival-days he sat with 
Cittaraja beside him on a seat of equal height, and brought gods 
and men to dance before him, the king took his pleasure, in joyous 
and merry wise ' (MV 10. 87). This, according to Wickramasinghe, 
is connected with the park festival, and he also maintains that 
the festival of park and water sport mentioned in the KSil is one 
and the same. He also conjectures that another festival, known 
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as kdrttikotsava, is also the same. There he agrees with Parana- 

vitana that the festival of Cittaraja was a Saturnali i, and that 

it was identical with that of the kdrttika festival. Wickramasinghe 

considers them as fertility rites or cults (Purdna-sitnhala-strlnge- 

anduma, pp. 62, 64). 

Here we may refer to the nakat festival ordered by Devanampiya 

Tissa as given in the Sdhlk (341) : ‘ a pa budun pinmvi desiya 

satisvana havurudu dharmdsoka rajahata atalosvannehi devanapatis 

rajahata palamu vannehi ema mihindu malm terunvahanse upasam- 

padd vu dolos vana avurudu poson pura mula nakata lada pasalos 

vak davasayd. ese heyin devanapatis rajjuruvd palamu sat davasaka 

patan mulu nuvara devpurayak se sarahd sdnakeli kelundhu e davas 

nuvara vasiyan ha maha dmatiyan nakat keli keland se mybga kota 

tumu satalis dahasak purusayan pinvard mihintaldvata muva dadu 

giyaha It was the full moon day—the day of the asterism 

mula of the month of poson in the twelfth year after the higher 

ordination of Thera Mahinda, first year of the reign of Devanampiya 

Tissa, the eighteenth year of the reign of Asoka and 237 years after 

the passing away of the Buddha. Therefore, King Devanampiya 

Tissa caused the city to be decorated like unto a city of gods and 

ordered the people and the ministers to hold the nakat festival during 

seven days. He himself went out to hunt, accompanied by 

40,000 people. The MV has : ‘ The king, Devanampiya I issa 

who had arranged a water-festival for the dwellers in the capital, 

set forth to enjoy the pleasures of the chase ’ (14. 1). I his account 

suggests that the nakat festival was held during a certain asterism 

in the month of poson, and does not refer to any kind of fertility 

cult, etc. The MV calls the same festival a water-festival, and thus 

gives us additional evidence for Wickramasinghe's theory that 

the water and park festivals mentioned are identical with nakat 

keli. The story of Gothaimbara also refers to a drinking festival 

held by him. He had clever dancers and singers summoned, and 

supplied pots of toddy and meats, fish, ginger, salt, etc. He started 

to drink amidst dance and song (Sdhlk 492). 

The DPA also speaks of an annual festival called the giragga 

samajja. The SdhRv writer does not show familiarity with this 

festival. He tries to explain that it is called giragga samajja either 

because a great many people assemble and make merry amidst 

plenty, or because it is a festival that is conducted on the top ot 

a hill (SdhRv 116). This explanation may show that the writer 
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was not quite sure of the significance of this festival, and one may 

conjecture that it was because this may not have been a festival 

popular during his day. However this may be, the MV shows 

that this festival was held in Ceylon long before the thirteenth 

century. Mahadathika Mahanaga is said to have held a giragga 

samajja : ‘ When he had made ready around the Cetiya-mountain 

a (tract of land measuring a) ydjana, and had made four gateways 

and a beautiful road round about (the mountain), and when he 

had then set up (traders’) shops on both sides of the road and had 

adorned (the road) here and there with flags, arches, and triumphal 

gates, and had illumined all with chains of lamps, he commanded 

mimic dances, songs and music. That the people might go with 

clean feet on the road from the Kadamba-river to the Cetiya- 

mountain, he had it laid with carpets . . . and he gave great largesse 

at the four gates of the capital. Over the whole island he put up 

chains of lamps without a break, nay over the waters of the ocean 
within a distance of a ydjana around ’ (MV 34. 75). 

The SdhRv states that the kdrttika festival was held in the 

month of hil (that is, November-December), Skt. krttikd from 

which the festival itself derives its name (818). The Sdhlk refers 

to the nakat festival, which was held in the month of poson. The 

park and water-sport festival (uyan-diya keli) mentioned in the 

KSij, and considered a part and parcel of the nakat keli by Wickrama- 

singhe, seems to have been held at the advent of autumn. No 

doubt all these festivals were similar in most respects ; but we 

cannot conclude that they were one and the same without further 

evidence. One can be certain that the thirteenth century knew 

and held water and park festivities which were erotic in nature ; 

but if the three festivals are not identical we have not sufficient 

data to show that the nakat and kdrttika festivals were also held 

at this time. The CV shows us that Parakramabahu II held the 

dsalha festival every year, and this was no Saturnalia as was the 

nakat festival : ‘ Hereupon he determined to celebrate every year 

in the town an ‘ dsdlhi festival for the god ’ (CV 85. 89). 

There is one more point to be observed about the uyan-diya-keli 

of KSij. It does not seem to have been a public festival for all 

the people, but was meant only for the king, his harem and his 

retinue. Thus it was not a day of festivity for the people in general 

unlike the nakat keli, during which every man and woman made 

merry. 
V 
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We also have descriptions of various other festivities. The 

decorations, song and dance were much the same in most of them. 

We have already quoted a description of the samajja festival from 

the MYr (see above). On other festival days too the decorations 

were similar, the roads were cleared, pandals set up, pots of water, 

festoons of flowers, arches and plantain trees beautified the road¬ 

sides and halls. Flags and banners were flown here and there 

(SdhRv8o6). Flowers of different hue were strewn on many a festive 

occasion (ibid. 810). lada-pas-mal, namely, vilanda (parched grain), 

sun sal (broken rice), hela aba (white mustard), saman (jessamine), 

and Itana (panic grass) were also scattered. White sand was strewn 

on the roads, the roofs of halls and sheds were often covered with 

canopies, the floors were covered with carpets. At certain ceremonies 

as alms-givings, etc., cloths (pavdda) were spread for the monks 

to walk on (SdhRv 640). Beating of drums was a feature, specially 
of religious festivals. 

On certain days of festivity, bands of musicians seem to have 

gone from house to house to give various musical performances. 

This reminds us of the carol parties on Y'esak days and also of 

the pantomimes and mimics on the New Year days of the present 

time. Sometimes the people were informed of their coming, and 

if anyone disapproved of it or did not want them to perform at one’s 

house, one would send the party his contribution, stating that it 

was not necessary for them to visit his house (SdhRv 237). This 

is still the practice. YVhatever the reasons for the festivities may 

have been, they enlivened the dull monotony of everyday life, and 

no doubt contributed greatly to the joys and pleasures of the 

people. 

Funeral Rites 

We now come to a few customs and practices connected with 

the dead. On the day of a funeral all relations and friends assembled 

to pay their last respects to the dead person, and it is still a custom 

to bring with them some foodstuffs, etc., that may be useful on 

the occasion (Sdhlk 352). Certain religious rites were performed 

by the monks on these occasions (SdhRv 470). The rites had 

for main object the imparting of merit to the deceased person, 

and sermons and alms-giving were held to achieve this end. The 

SdhRv refers to an anumodand ceremony of imparting merit 

conducted a few days after the cremation or burial (633). Perhaps 

the mataka bana (preaching for the benefit of the dead) today 
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is the same thing. These ceremonies are similar to the sraddha 

ceremonies of India. The beating of tom-toms on the day of a 

funeral was a widespread custom (Sdhlk 568 ; SdhRv 704). 

Another prevalent custom seems to have been the spreading of 

a piece of cloth, the corners of which were tied on to four sticks, 

on the grave (sohon kada) (Pjv 613). In the Mattakundali story, 

the SdhRv describing the father lamenting the loss of his son after 

he had been buried, says : ‘ vasalii kada reddata lobhayen handannase 

handayi ’, cries as if crying for the cloth that covered (the dead body) 

(48). This may refer to the shroud used to cover the dead body. 

It was the custom to carry the corpse to the grave in solemn proces¬ 

sion, while near relations wept and lamented their loss. 

One or two rites practised at the death-bed are mentioned. The 

SdhRv refers to one such practice as the asanna karma (758) 

[lit. act nearest (the death)—i.e. a religious ceremony conducted 

when a person was on his death-bed]. The reference in the 

SdhRv is to an alms-giving by the son when the father was on his 

death-bed. The DPA names this ceremony jlva bhatta (p. 495). 

What is known as the jivadana (alms-giving when still alive) 

in certain parts of the island today, seem to correspond to what 

is meant here, jivadana is known in some parts of the island as 

goddna (lit. offering of cattle), e.g. in Hatara and Hat Korales, and 

refers to the offering of a piece of cloth to a monk in some places 

while in others this offering is preceded by an alms-giving. The 

term goddna suggests that cattle were gifted. Whether this was 

the actual practice it is difficult to surmise. According to Grhya 

Sutras goddna meant different ceremonies, namely, the ceremonies of 

tonsure {cuddkarma) and of shaving (kesdnta). ‘ The goddnakarma 

is identical with the cuddkarma ... at the third turn of shaving, 

however, he gives a cow and a garment that has not been washed ’ 

(Sdnkhydyana Grhya Sutra, 28, 19 and 21, S.B.E., Vol. XXIX, 

pp. 5k> 57)* At the kesdnta ceremony the sacrificial fee is an 

ox and a cow (see Asvaldyana Grhya Sutra, ibid., p. 186 ; also see 

Pdraskara Grhya Sutra, ibid., pp. 301-3 and Laws of Mann, S.B.E., 

Vol. XXV, p. 42). These gifts or fees suggest how the ceremony 

derived its name. 

It has long been the belief that the last thoughts of a dying 

person determined his next birth to the extent that a good 

thought caused birth in a good place and an evil thought in a 
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bad place. Every endeavour was therefore made to make him 

recollect some past good deed of his. Very often a monk was em¬ 

ployed to chant pirit so to keep his mind fixed on noble thoughts 

(SdhRv 146). Reference is also made to the keeping of beautiful 

flowers by the bedside in order to achieve the same result (ibid. 

146)—flowers are offered to the Buddha and would therefore help 

him to think of the Buddha. 

If the father of a family was on his death-bed, it was usual for 

him to summon the eldest in the family and place on him the entire 

responsibility of looking after the welfare of the family after his 

death. The story of Sarana thera refers to such an instance. On 

his death-bed, the setthi Sumana took the hand of his elder son, 

placed his sister’s hand in his, and handed her over to him, impress¬ 

ing on him that her well-being was entirely in his hands (Sdhlk 112). 

The story of Jayampatika records that Sanigha, a minister of 

Magama, in Rohana, summoned his elder daughter to his death¬ 

bed, and, placing the hand of his younger son in hers, gave her 

certain gifts to be given to him when he came of age, thus making 

her his guardian (ibid. 641). After the death of the parents, the 

eldest brother in a family was invariably considered as the parent 

(SdhRv 31. 492). The SdhRv also refers to the practice of some 

people handing over whatever possessions they had to their children 

before their death (186). 

Other Practices 

The SdhRv refers to yet other customs and practices which are 

still prevalent ; and one is struck by the degree of similarity in 

present-day life in Ceylon, especially in the villages, though many 

centuries have elapsed. Manners and customs have persisted 

through the ages, and human nature today is hardly different from 

that of the past. 

It has always remained a matter of courtesy on the part of 

neighbours to inform another neighbour whenever they saw 

visitors on their way to his house (SdhRv 735). This news helped 

many a housewife to make necessary adjustments in her home 

so as to render it fitting to receive guests. When guests or 

visitors arrived, it was the usual practice to go out to meet them, 

and also to accompany them a short distance when they left 

(SdhRv 39). It was the custom not to visit anybody empty- 

handed ; hence a visitor always brought with him some gift or 
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present (ibid. 460). When gifts were sent in return, it was always 

thought proper that the return gift must be somewhat better than 

the gift received (ibid. 474). The necessity of knocking before 

entering another’s house seems to have been recognised (ibid. 456). 

The elders in a family were held in great honour and respect. When 

a child started on a journey, it was customary for him to worship 

the parents when he took leave of them. Head-wear and foot¬ 

wear were removed when entering a house (ibid. 328). When 

friends parted they embraced each other and tears were often shed 

(Pjv 673). Water was served when inviting guests to meals 

(SdhRv 231). It was also customary to reward people as a mark 

of appreciation of their services (ibid. 259). When making a gift 

or presentation, it was usual to list what was presented. This 

was specially true of weddings, where the dowry-list was read out 

in the assembly of guests, as is done even now (ibid. 56). Liberality 

and hospitality have been a salient characteristic of the Sinhalese. 

The giving of alms to the Sangha and treatment meted out to guests 

are a sufficient indication of this. Alms wrere given not only to 

monks but also to beggars and suppliants, and even animals and 

birds were often fed (ibid. 187). Attention may here be drawn 

to the bala kaputa dana that are given today. It was thought proper 

for a guest to partake of more food when repeatedly requested to 

do so by a host, even when he had finished (ibid. 273). When 

a large number of visitors arrived, sometimes it happened that 

their retinue was treated first because of delays in serving the guests 

themselves (ibid. 122). A wife had to serve the parents-in-law 

and the husband before she herself partook of any food (ibid. 344). 
Thus we see that a family did not sit together at meals. The wife 

also had to retire last for the night, having seen to the others of 

the household (SdhRv 344). Parents often brought home for 

the children a portion of any sweets, etc., that they might have 
received at a place they had visited (ibid. 120). 

We have already seen that donations were often made. In this 

connection it may be observed that it seems to have been the 

practice to engrave the names of donors on any buildings, etc 
which were donated (ibid. 259). 

Nicknaming people and using abbreviated forms of names for 

convenience seem to have been prevalent (ibid. 316, pati pujikd ; 

55L ck salu). A man named Tissa was nicknamed Nikkamma 

Tissa as he did no work but idled away his time (Sdhlk 580). Some 
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of the names of kings of Ceylon, e.g. Khallatanaga (bold-headed 

Naga), Varikanasika Tissa(crooked-nosed Tissa), bear out this fact. 

We have already seen that the lot of servants was not in the 

least satisfactory. They normally received only remnants of food 

after their masters had partaken of their meals. The SdhRv writer 

makes this abundantly clear when he renders the Pali ‘ punnassa 

bhattam adasi ' as ‘ indul bat punna nam kollanuvanta dunha ’ 

(776). When people went away from home, they usually left one 

servant behind to look after the house (ibid. 881). 

Presents of clothes were made and betel was given at weddings 

(ibid. 315). We still see this practice observed at our weddings. 

It is customary for the bridegroom to present gifts of clothes to 

the bride’s close relations. When the bridal couple is about to 

depart, they offer betel to the guests. The bride and the groom 

held the betel-holders, with betel in them, and the guests took 

a betel each. This custom seems to be observed as a way of bidding 

goodbye to the guests and relations before they depart. W$ may 

conjecture that the practice in the ancient days was similar to this. 

When a small child came forward to meet one, it was usual for 

him to please the child with some small gift (SdhRv 330). When 

any work fell on the parents, it was obligatory on the part of the 

children to attend to it if the parents were prevented from carrying 

it out themselves (ibid. 44). 

The people were in the habit of loaning things on interest (ibid. 

650). They did not hesitate to borrow money or goods from others 

when they deemed it necessary. The Pjv humorously states that 

when a man wants to borrow something he speaks sweet words 

and promises that it will be returned in no time ; but once borrowed, 

he completely forgets about it, and even when he is reminded of 

it, is in the habit of delaying its return (341). That human nature 

was not far different from today is also seen by a few more such 

references. When people are rich, they are never mindful of the 

temple ; but when they are in trouble, they always run to it (SdhRv 

375). When abusing each other, it wps usual to speak ill and use 

scurrilous terms of abuse referring to birth, etc. (ibid. 414 ; Pjv 510). 

Making one swear by another to do or not to do something was also 

prevalent (ibid. 331). When a man was prosperous, he cared 

nothing for those who had helped him when he was in adverse cir¬ 

cumstances (ibid. 44). Man was thought to be crooked by nature. 

1 
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for the SdhRv remarks that animals are straight and of one mind, and 

that they do not say one thing and think another as men do (176). 

The Sdhlk refers to three other practices which seem to be still 

popular. One is that, when all the people in the house go out, 

it is usual to hand over the key of the house to a neighbour (usually 

a woman), who is attached to the family, and ask her to look after 

the house in their absence (711). Next is the throwing up and 

waving of garments, etc., as an expression of joy (ibid. 348). The 

third is the making of a slight noise or coughing to make one's 

arrival known to the people in a house (ibid. 277). This was often 

done instead of knocking. We have already made reference to 

the great sense of hospitality of the Sinhalese people. In this 

connection we would refer to a custom that, as Wickramasinghe 

conjectures, may have been prevalent in Ceylon during this time. 

The KSil makes out that King Kusa’s royal father indulged with 

the women of the harem during his visit to King Madra (313). 

Wickramasinghe here raised the question : ‘ Was it the custom 

in India to allow royal guests to enjoy women from the harem ? ' 

He refers to the prevalence of such customs in primitive society 

and says that, considering what is called the ‘ navatan hiraya ’ 

of the Kandyan times, it may be conjectured that such a practice 

existed in Ceylon (Simhala-sahityaye-ncigima, p. 47). 



CONCLUSION 

Mediaeval Sinhalese society was a fully integrated whole in which 

religion and the traditional forms of Buddhist thought provided 

the cohering links. This is neither surprising nor difficult to grasp. 

Although for convenience we have treated here the various activities 

and departments of social organisation more or less separately, 

yet it is clear that the authority of the Sangha, subtly linked with 

the Crown, which was enjoined to provide its temporal base and 

guarantee its protection, permeated the whole of social activity 

and thought. We may in this respect see an analogy to the concept 

of Christendom and its functions as enunciated in the Summa 

Theologica of St. Thomas Aquinas. Theology there provided 

the synthesis of knowledge and spiritual revelation. It sought to 

impose a unity upon the diversity of man’s activities and justify 

the ways of man in terms of his faith in God. 

There is however one important difference between Mediaeval 

society as the West knew it and Mediaeval society as it was in the 

East. Sinhalese society was more rigid in its social organisation, 

more firmly mediaeval in its lack of fundamental social changes. 

The change from mediaeval to modern has been pithily described 

by a famous historian as the change from Status to Contract. In 

other words, man's relation to the land was determined by his 

status, and his status carried with it certain privileges as well as 

certain obligations. We find this in Western as well as Eastern 

mediaeval society. But the craft guilds and the merchant companies 

of the West contained within themselves the germs of change. 

Not so in Asiatic society, which in that sense was mediaeval before 

the Mediaeval Age and remained mediaeval until it faced the impact 

of the economy of Contract. 

One reason for this timelessness, for this apparent ‘ unchanging 

pace ’ of Asiatic society, is the attitude to life that was characteristic 

of it, and in Ceylon it is seer in the Buddhist attitude to nature 

and the Buddhist concept of man’s salvation. Briefly the Buddhist 

attitude to nature was not the conquest of nature by the mastery 

of her secrets, but the conquest of nature through mastery of self. 

The world was not merely the flesh and the devil—it was illusion ; 

and although this attitude to life did not prevent Sinhalese kings 

from embarking on conquests or from looking to the security of 
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their thrones, it helped to give the social organisation of caste and 

status a formal rigidity. It is paradoxical to think that in a sense 

it is precisely the materialism of Buddhist philosophy—its denial 

of God and God’s grace—that prevented the materialist development 

of mediaeval Sinhalese society. 

The social forms that the essentially individualistic attitude to 

life of Buddha’s thought took, bound all in an unchanging unity. 

The Arts reflected this in their didacticism. All that is born must 

inevitably die, and the monk, scholar, and artist had for theme 

that all was vanity. The greatness of a king lay in the protection 

he gave the Sangha, and the irrigation-works he constructed for 

his people, for in them the prosperity of the land depended. Thus 

observes Emerson Tennent : ‘ Thus the royal authority, though 

not strictly sacerdotal, became so closely identified with the 

hierarchy, and so guided by its will, that each sovereign’s 

attention was chiefly devoted to forwarding such measures as most 

conduced to the exaltation of Buddhism and the maintenance of 

its monasteries and temples ... To identify the crown still more 

closely with the interests of agriculture, some of the kings superin¬ 

tended public works for irrigating the lands of the temples ; and 

one more enthusiastic than the rest toiled in the rice fields to enhance 

the merit of conferring their produce on the priesthood ’ (Ceylon, 

Vol. I, pp. 362, 366). 

The path of duty was the path of virtue. And the social functions 

carried out by the monarch resulted in the exaltation of his authority 

since the merit he thus accumulated gave to his title the awesome 

sanction of a society whose thought was permeated by the conception 

of the Buddhist way of life. 



APPENDIX I 

ARTICLES NECESSARY FOR THE CONSECRATION 

(Srimad Vdlmiki Rdmdyana, ed. T. R. Krishnacharya and 

T. K. Venkobacharya, Hindi Prachar Press, Madras, 1929, Vol. I, 

Ayodhydkdnda, canto xv). 

kdncana jala kumbha—golden water-vessel 

bhadra pltha—throne of holy wood 

rathascasamyagdistirno bhdsvatd vydghracarmand—royal car spread 

with tiger’s skin 

gangdyamunayoh punydit samgamdddhrtam jalam—water from the 

confluence of the Ganges and the Yamuna 

kdncanardjatdh gatdh—gold and silver urns (filled with holy water 

and beautified with lotuses) 

ksa udra m—honey 

dadhi—curd 

ghrtam—ghee 

Idja—parched grain 

darbha—grass (holy) 

sumanasah—flowers 

payah—milk 

vesydh—girls (eight) 

vdilavyajana—fan, chowri 

pdnAuram dtapatram—white umbrella 

pdndarah vrsah—white bull 

pdndarali asvah—white horse 

prasrtah gajah—elephant (uncontrolled, let loose) 

vdditrdni sarvdni—all musical instruments (all music). 



APPENDIX II 

THE INAUGURATION CEREMONY OF KINGS 

Whilst dealing with the inauguration of the king the Satapatha 

Brahmana states thus : 

* Athosnisam samhrtya purastdd avaguhati ksatrasya ndbhir asiti 

tad yaiva ksatrasya nabhis tdmevasminnetad dadhati. 

Taddhaike. Samantam parivestayanti ndbhirvd asyaisd saman- 

tam vd iyarn ndbhih paryetiti vadantas tadu tatha na kuryat 

purastdd evavdguhet purastddd hiyam nabhis tad yad enam 

vdsdmsi paridhdpayati janayatyevainam etaj jatam abhisihcdnxti 

tasmdd enam vdsdmsi paridhdpayati’ (III, 5. 23, 24), 

' He then draws the head-band together, and conceals it (tucks 

it under) in front, with, " Thou art the navel of knighthood ! 

He thus places him in what is the navel of knighthood ’. 

' Now some wind it quite round about (the navel) saying, " that 

(band) is his navel, and this navel goes round”. But let him not 

do this, but let him merely tuck it under in front, for this navel 

is in front. And as to why he makes him put on the garments ; 

—he thereby causes him to be born, thinking, “ I will anoint him 

when born : ” that is why he makes him put on the garments '. 

(Satapatha Brahmana, Pt. III. Sacred Books of the East series, 

translated J. Eggeling, p. 86. 23, 24). 

Writing on the consecration of kings in Vedic times, Venkateswara 

refers to the above passage and observes that ‘ the king now wore 

a turban or crown ' and ‘ that among some people it was not the 

vogue, for they hold that “ the crown hides his bodily form 

(Indian Culture through the Ages, Vol. II, p. 11). By this reference, 

he has, perhaps, tried to make out that the king put on a crown 

at some stage of the consecration ceremony. He bases his remarks 

on the word usnisa, which he renders as crown or turban. This 

term may not necessarily mean a crown or diadem. The reference 

may quite likely be to a turban or something wound round the 

head. This has been pointed out by Julius Eggeling himself in 
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his translation of the &atapatha Brahmana : ‘ The commentators 

do not seem to be quite in accord in regard to this particular item 

of the ceremonial. The most natural explanation, however, seems 

to be this: the head-band (turban, usnlsa) is wound (once ?) round 

the head and tied behind ; the ends being then drawn over the 

shoulders so as to hang down from the neck in the manner of a 

brahmanical cord (or like the ribbon of an order) ; and being finally 

tucked in under the mantle somewhere near the navel ' (p. 86, n. 2). 

Another writer, Jayaswal makes the same observations as did 

Venkateswara regarding the same passage, but words his observa¬ 

tions rather differently : * The king-elect then puts on a silk under¬ 

wear, a mantle and a turban or diadem. Our Satapatha Brahmana 

does not approve of the dressing, and there is that artistic touch 

in the reason given which was common to the Hindus and the Greeks. 

“ For the limbs being his natural vestments they deprive him of 

his native bodilv form ” ’. Attention must be drawn here to the 

Satapatha Brahmana statement : ‘ now some wind it quite round 

about ’ (see above). This description makes it quite clear that 

what was meant by the word usnlsa was only a piece of cloth as 

that used for a turban and not a crowm or diadem (kirlta). 

W. Hopkins, in the Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, p. 271, 

also tries to make out that the king was crowned : ‘ He is 

consecrated by baptism with water poured over him from a sacred 

horn, and is crowned “lord of the earth ” (MbhXII, 40 and Ram II, 

69)’. An examination of this reference makes it clear that it does 

not refer to the placing of the crown on the head or an actual 

coronation as such : The first reference is in connection with 

Yudhisthira’s consecration : 

vyaghracarmottare sukle sarvatobhadra dsane 

drdhapadapratisthane hutdsanasamatvisi 

upavesya mahatmanam krsndnca drupadatmajam 

juhava pavakam dhlmdn vidhimantrapuraskrtarn 

tat a utthaya dasarhah sankhamaddva pdjitam 

abhyasincat patim prthvydh kuntlputram yudhisthiram 

dhrtarastrasca rdjarsih sarvdih prakrtayastathd (Santi- 

parva, 40). 

Hopkins has rendered the Mahabharata phrase ‘ abhyasincat patim 

prthvydh ’ as * crowned “ lord of the earth ” We can see here 
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that the word abhyasincat has been rendered as ' crowned *, when 

he should have translated it as anointed . His reference to 

Ram II, 69 seems incorrect (see below). 

Writing on Ramayana Polity, Miss P. C. Dharma observes that 

the abhisecana was followed by the coronation : ‘ The Prince with 

his wife was placed on a golden throne inlaid with various gems, 

and was crowned by the Purohita with the hereditary crown (kirita) 

and adorned with the hereditary crown-jewels by the Rtvik priests ’ 

(Rdmayana Polity, p. 29). The Ramayana speaks of the abhiseka 

in three places, viz. in Bk. II, canto 15, the preparations for 

consecration are described \ in Bk. IV, canto XX.V I, the consecra¬ 

tion of Sugriva is described ; in Bk. VI, canto 128 (ed. W. Laxman 

Sastri Pansikar), Yuddhakanda, canto 13L vv. 60, etc. (in ed. 

Krishnacharya and Venkobacharya), the consecration of Rama 

is described. 

abhyasincan naravydghram prasannena sugandhind 

salilena sahasrdksam vasavo vdsavam yathd 

rtvisbhir brdhmanaih purvam kanydbhir mantribhis tathd 

yodhais caivdbhyasincamste samprahrstaih sanaigamaih 

sarvausadhirasais cdpi daivatair nabhasi sthitaih 

caturbhir lokapdlais ca sarvair devais ca samgataih 

brahmand nirmitam puvvcivfi kivitatn yatnusobhitain 

abhisiktah piiYd yena manus tarn diptatejasam 

tasvanvavdye Ydjanah kYamad yendbhisecitah 
sab hay dm hemakl ptdiydm sobhitdyam mahddhanaih 

kiritena tatah pascadvasisthena mahdtmand 

rtvigbhiY bhusanaiscaiva samayoksyata raghavah 

(ed. W. Laxman Sastri Pansikar, Yuddhakanda, canto 128, vv. 61-67) > 

' Sprinkled that foremost of men with clear and fragrant water 

as Vasus did the thousand-eyed Vasava. (He was then sprinkled by) 

the Rtvigs, Brahmanas, maidens, ministers, soldiers, and the 

merchants all delighted. (Thereupon) with the juice of the osadhis 

(he was sprinkled) by the celestials stationed in the sky, the deities 

presiding over four quarters and all Ocher celestials collected. And 

having placed him on a seat crested with Various jewels in the arena 

decorated with gold, various jewels and rich paraphanalia, he was 

decked by the high-souled Vasistha with the jewelled brilliant kirita 

(crown) made by Brahma and with which in the days of yore Manu 
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and other kings born in his race, were installed (anointed—abhisiktah). 

Then he was decked in ornaments by the Rtvigs’. (I have 

followed the translation given in the edition by M. N. Dutt, Deva 

Press, Calcutta, 1892 with slight changes as seemed necessary). 

It is in this final passage only that the word kirita has been used, 

while in the other places only abhiseka (anointing) is spoken of. 

Here too we see that sprinkling with juices and fragrant water 

formed the principal part of the ceremony. It is then clear that 

Miss Dharma is basing her conclusions on this last passage. As 

remarked earlier, this reference does not in any way make it clear 

that the placing of the crown or the actual coronation was an item 

of the inauguration ceremony of the king. \ye are only told that 

Rama was decked with (samayoksyata) the crown by Vasistha 

and in other ornaments by the Rtvigs. This does not in any 

way justify the conclusion that the coronation as such was an item 

of the inauguration ceremony of Rama. 

Jayaswal writing on Technical Hindu Constitutions, refers once 

again to a coronation ; ‘ the Mallas had their fixed place where 

their rulers in taking office went through “ coronation T’ makuta- 

bandhana, ‘ putting on the coronet ’ {Hindu Polity, ch. X, p. 89). 

His authority for this assertion is the Mahaparinibbana-sutta 

reference to the ‘ shrine of the Mallas called the Makuta-bandhana ’ 

(Sacred Books of East, Vol. Ill, Dialogues of the Buddha, Pt. 2, 

pp. 181, 182) : ‘ And going out again by the eastern gate,—paying 

honour . . .—let us carry it to the shrine of the Mallas called the 

Makuta-bandhana, to the east of the city, and there let us perform 

the cremation ceremony ’. The mere use of the term Makuta- 

bandhana seems to have been sufficient for Jayaswal to come to 

the above conclusion, i.e. to assert that this was a hall where the 

kings went through their coronation ceremonies. Here, too, the 

whole interpretation rests on the meaning given to the term makuta, 

as was also the case regarding the term usnisa. The word makuta 

may not necessarily mean a crown. MW gives the meaning ‘ crest'. 

Few other references and also the commentary on the above passage 

will throw more light on the meaning of this term. ‘ makuta- 

bandhanam ndtna malldnam cetiyam ti malla-rajjunam pdsadhana- 

mahgala-saldya etam ndmarn cittaka atthena pan’esd cetiyam ti vuccati' 

(P.T.S., Sumahgalavildsinl, Buddhagosa’s Commentary on the Digha 

Nikaya, ed. W. Stede, Pt. II, p. 596). ‘ The makuta-bandhana 

was a Hall in which the Malla-chiefs put on their ornaments on 
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festival days. It was called a cetiya because it was decorated’ 

(Malalasekara, Die. of Pali Proper Names). Malalasekara further 

adds : * Hiouen Thsang’s description of the stupa erected at what 

is evidently M akuta-bandhana suggests a different explanation. 

It was there that the Mallas laid aside their diamond maces (? makuta) 

and fell prostrate on the ground with grief at the Buddha’s death ’ 

(ibid.). The Buddhavamsa Commentary also refers to a makuta- 

cetiya : * Sakko devaraja . . . kesamakutam dddya sineru muddham 

liydjanappamdnam indanilamanimayam makuta cetiyam ndma 

akdsi ’ (Madhuratthavildsini Buddhavamsatthakathd, ed. I. B. Horner, 

P.T.S., p. 82). Makuta-cetiya here means a ‘ monument erected 

by Sakka on the summit of Sineru, enshrining a lock of hair ’ 

(Die. of Pali Proper Names). The MV refers to a makuta-mutta- 

sdld : 

natakiyo ddhagantva makutam yattha mocayurn 

makutamuttasald ti ettha sdla kata ahu (32. 78). 

This is explained in the MV tika thus : ‘ Makutam yattha mocayum 

ti yasmim thane thatva makutasankhdtam gandhakesavattikam moca- 

yum, ettha katdsdldtadii paddy a makutamuttasald ti ahuti sambandho 

(P.T.S., Vamsatthappakdsim, ed. Malalasekara, p. 601). ‘A hall 

built in Anuradhapura on the spot where the dancing maids laid 

aside their ornaments immediately after the death of Dutthagamani ’ 

(Die. of Pali Proper Names). The Divyavadana also makes reference 

to the Makuta-bandhana-sdld of the Mallas : ‘ Gautamanyagrodhah 

Aalavam dhurdniksepanam malldndm makutabandhanarn caityam 

(ed. E. B. Cowell and R. A. Neil, XVII, p. 201). 

These references make it amply clear that the term makuta was 

not used in the sense of a ‘ crown ’ in any of these places. We 

can thus see that Jayaswal's conclusion is quite unwarranted and 

unjustifiable. 

The use of the word ‘ coronation ’ by most writers when actually 

they mean the abhiseka (anointing), is quite misleading. These 

writers no doubt refer to the inauguration ceremony in the current 

terminology. 
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APPENDIX IV 

TREASURE TROVE 

Gautama says it belongs to the king, as owner of the soil, unless 
the finder is a Brahman practising brahmanic functions ; he cites 
the view of some that a non-Brahman finder should get a sixth 
(X. 43-45). Vasistha (III. 13b) says the king shall give a sixth 
to the finder and keep the rest, but must not take it if the finder 
is a practising Brahman. Manu (VIII. 35-39) gives rules that 
seem to embrace the cases (1) when a man claims a treasure, (2) when 
a practising Brahman finds treasure trove deposited in ancient 
times : he may keep it all; and (3) when the king finds treasure 
trove : he should give half to higher castes and keep the rest, being 
entitled as protector and lord of the soil to take half of all treasure 
trove and metals found in the earth. Yajnavalkya (II. 24!.) says 
that (1) wiien the king finds treasure trove he shall halve it with 
Brahmans ; (2) when a practising Brahman finds treasure trove 
he shall keep the whole, and (3) when another is the finder, the 
king shall take a sixth (Vijnanesvara explains that the king shall 
pay the finder a sixth and keep the rest). Narada says the finder 
must give all treasure trove to the king ; but if the finder is a 
Brahman, he must report to the king, and if the king allows he 
may keep it (VII. 6-7). Visnu says: (1) if the king is finder, 
he gives half to Brahmans ; (2) if a Brahman is finder, he keeps all ; 
(3) if a Ksatriya is finder, he gives quarter to the king, quarter to 
Brahmans, and keeps the rest ; (4) if a Vaisya is finder, he gives 
quarter to the king, half to Brahmans, and keeps the rest ; (5) if a 
Sudra is finder, he gives five-twelfths to the king, the same to 
Brahmans, and keeps the rest (III. 56-61). Kautilya (IV. 1) gives 
a general rule that the finder of mines and treasure trove shall get 
a sixth (a twelfth if he is a labourer) ; but if the treasure trove is 
worth over 100,000 panas the king takes all. Medhatithi on 
Manu VIII. 37 says that ‘ in ancient times ’ means ‘ by his fore¬ 
fathers so that Brahmans can keep only the whole treasure trove 
if it was deposited by ancestors. 

Many charters make over land to donees with rights over deposits 
and treasure trove, which shows that otherwise treasure trove 
belonged to the king. The king normally took half only, for land 

15—H 11305 (2/08) 
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was held under a tenure somewhat like colonia partiaria of France 

and Italy. 

See H. Breloer, Das Grundeigentum in Indien (Bonn, 1927, p. 72ft. 

U. N. Ghoshal, Contributions to the History of the Hindu Revenue 

System (Calcutta, 1929, pp. 116-122) ; J. Jolly, Recht und Sitter 

in Grundriss . . . ed. Biihler, Trubner, 1896, p. i03f. 
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u> w&\lc uo tXaj> «\vvh 1 )Kt4vtt tX^X|^x|vMik^ 

K^vauX^^xcW iV IvwA ^vuMAbiu-^y ww Hu_" 

>v ^ Yffl. 1. "vfluJ Wrlc U> *U\NAA^- vOuOL 

| wJJy Ha^uI" V\rtU> Wv(Hilyv io Ha*/ ^2AAv(vtJj>w^' a*yiaJ*<au^ 

I' Hv«y \HAAA/&AAA> hMAJUo 1 \^TtfAs vH^yxlu ru^iotAy 

q) ^ luu> tAttAi/vcHy^ \njuw cinvv|jJxAy ili> |\hjuuMX 

plAlX W^i/U. 7 tw ^uVei^Axi- ^ (AvuL ifu>r^ 

VejUA. lA, *A ^A^XyA^vu^ All*/ 

•1L |ah^1ma^&eav/u> p|/ Hu (yjipuy. At) )aA|u’uXPi^' 

UHUAA> O^J Hoi V^HTvlc it) C^hMXt-JL ]|ux>v 

UJaA^L<rvVp (AtvoA. aA KJa JUXAJUlAjsvU^^ IawaA. io t>|yl (Ax ov, 

lo CvO'|AUto , boaJ vuri ^UAX<r\vvvv^^^ . 4*- urtU. 

C <nvu|vHjX dk. iXt ^hLteiAxlr' ^irVvvv/ lh-| liuy WLk, Ivbt 

'ftxLcUixoL ^aJ/UcIa^^ pi HuJ I/VUjJa-W^ l/i|u<A>eL/ _ 

taittijj^hixjrryv/1 Myvuly llEtCKA> iyVvJL\/»tflX I'lHdjtAAXt' wv ptlluAiiyMA 

io Hu t(ftd^/UvUy i>ci/>A&|.7 (x^MJ^tty i^tivu, III1 7 btiMHoi/l;I). IS 3^> 7 

ft,- lti/va^ Lm4*V Huovv. lw? Jiei/^vv, . U/Iaiw 

I^CAVUzlxiAtrVD UA ^ Ha^UXaO' iiuAji' |IaL kH|ilv h^|tVrxA_y 

i fuy W- frvl<. io iAy ^xh>Lo-£?U lA^Dxoi' . 11^-^LO yV^M^Y >ua*- 

yyuuu 1/tMjmMVviXj inj wt' teivux- WanX oltuit^ 

^ MyvuL dlaXuaau^ w\m, IxI^axUi au ^ kaaA/ ^ 

^vLu-U caaauojUo ovywjihjo 

HAUL VurW 

in f\_' |ry r»w v^» -^-r » »• " ■ r*v ^ -* | j 

W?U> CJlXmxmX*jXj Aytbf w ivu/ £ Wt W 

' IjUXA/VWVA^U vHaAX^V^ JalA" AAV (AxA/nXVUY Hu> ^ 

fti&lviU bLWvlxtMhl^^ ^ MAAlL tU ilJt UmA VVUtluC ytuAtX 

iAHhAy 0^ tu>b AlMAeJ. Vl>0 IvvAIaI' LW HlA^cXyS 

VWllA W\il^W hJO j bAlW -Wu^ 
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iuKlL fr| R\Jt Wwiujt \f'il^JxV ^VKAX>aXb ? H l» lv«-' ^ DOwJL^ 

(H'A^lvuit tuA/lvc^, \\\ju ir| VVl^ojjt'o^^ 

maJb tv|Vwwvoc^,. -^Xyt&toVxJl to vriitvo 

vo-cUj ncvlo+tJL' 1)-^ Vt^xJ 35 Mywt-totiA^ Ixxv^ * *ovuL 
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IvcmK.' ttuxCAjAvtij t\AA/WAul^ bUc 1/Vl^oioDO O^klM) o| ttu VlltcLo 

\fib&Mj kLALLUMhXJbvJ. 
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Vol. I . ^.*15) 
[Aa» wa|Jt Ik; klAJLMs it lfc> DO ^je^-^e^Cyt tetfttjo- tv^lUijjy 
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Bhuvanekabahu Mahapii 

(mdpd), 97, 138, 270, 

2 73 
bili tiblni, 199 
biliyam, 182 
Billasela-vihara, 270 
bimkdragdhakatthdna, 93 
bim pnlutu, 135, 136 
bing-mila, 136 
bisd-palandand, 82, 327 
bisev rajnd, 63 
Bod hi, 91, 92, 93, 94 > 95- 

115, 217- 237> 244- 243- 
246 

bodhis, three, 179 
Bddhisattva(s), 44, 52, 64, 

184,191,213,220; cult, 
184; ideal, 27, 271; 
Maitrl, 220; shrine of 
a, 115 

Bodhi-vainsa, 19 

bodies, local governing, 

133 
bodyguard, commander ot 

the, 122 
bodyguards, 122 
Bogot, 117 
bojunhala, 244 
bol, 223 
Bond-vehera, 340 
book-keeping, 109 

Book, Law, 124 
books-account, 110 ; 

Hindu Law, 120, 129, 
133 ; Sarana, 25 

boons, 140 
boraludamanu, 318 
Bosat Vijayabahu, 44 
Bo-tree 4, 195, 225 
bow, (varietiesof), 167,172 
bow-lengths, 150 
Bowl Relic, 5 
boys, Australian, 332 
bracelet, 70, 71, 74, 83 
Brahma(s), 53, 202, 214, 

215, 217, 370 
brahma bali, 197 
Brahma-cariyd, 214 
Brahma-height of, 214; 

Hindu conception of, 
215; offering to, 197; 
Sahamapati, 214; world 
(of), 215, 222, 225 

Brahmana kula, 284, 288 
brahmanas (brahmins), 

137, 181, 182, 183, 287, 
290,377 

Brahmana Somadatta, 132 
Brahmanas, 218 
Brahmanical, (caste) sys¬ 

tem, 290 
Brahmanism, 184,201 
Brahma-vihara, 214 
Brazen Palace, 141,237 
Brhaspati, 212,219, 220 
bribery, 213 
bride, purchasing the, 300 
bridges, construction of, 

344 
bronzes, i£5 

Buddha, 44, 47, 49, 68, 
141, 187, 202, 205, 214, 
215, 217, 219, 221, 237, 
239, 243- 245» 247, 255, 
256, 258, 270, 274. 291, 
349.357.36i 

Buddhadasa, 13. 20, 30, 
235.28i 

Buddhadatta, 17 
Buddha Dharma, 279 

Buddhaghosa, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 18, 20, 30, 31, 32, 
142, 195.237,280 

Buddhahood. 44,183, 184, 

2 59 
Buddha Kesadhatu, 10S 
Buddhdntaras, 226 
Buddhappiya, 10 
Buddhaputta (Buddha- 

putra), 20, 181,234.283 
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Buddhas, intervals bet- 
ween, 226 

Bitddhasdsana, 47, 55, 230 
Buddhism, 3, 6, 10. 11, 25, 

64, 103, 1 So, 1 Si, 184, 
185, 213, 236, 272 ; 
Chinese, igi ; exaltation 
of, 366; in Ceylon, 214 ; 
introduction of, 1, 192 ; 
Orthodox, 3 

Buddhist-Church, 227; 
faith, 5 ; India, 255 ; 
rites, 182 

Budugunalamkiiraya, 182 
budu vadav, 274 
Buildings, Associated, 244 
bulat, 319 
burial, 308, 359 
Burlingame, 15, 30 
Burma, 6, 7, 236 
business, transaction of, 

156 

But-sarana, 3, 26 

G 
Cabinet, 88 
caitya, 217 
Caityas, cult of the, 195 
Cakkhupala, 31, 234, 282, 

294 
cakrayudha, 170 
cakvavdla, 224, 225 
Cakravarti, 220, 221 
Cambodia, 236 
Canarese, 161, 198 
Canda, 97 
Candagutta, 93 
candala(s), 285, 287, 288, 

290,292, 338 
candalayo, iqi 
Candavati, 62 
Candra, 212,219 
Candrabhaga, 151 
Candrabhanu, 173 
Candragupta 11, 145 
Candravati, 189 
Canon, 215, 245 
capacity, measures of, 

154.156 
capital, 109 
Cariyapitaka, 17 
carpentary, 277, 339 
carpenters, 291 
carvers, 165 
caste(s), 181, 284, 2S5, 

291, 293, 294, 323, 329, 

337» 339 
caste-canddla, 323 ; 

differences, 288; distinc¬ 
tion, 284 ; division, 287 ; 

division, system of, 292 ; 
five, 284 ; govi, 43, 285. 
289 ; low, 239 r origins 
of, 286 ; padu, 139 ; rules 
of, 285 ; system, Brail- 
manical, 290 ; vocation¬ 
al functions of, 287 

catankai, 76, 84 
cat u-madhlira, 318 
Caturmaharajika, 223 
catusangaha-vatthu, 221 
catussangralia vastuyen, 30 
cavalry, 160, 161 
cedaka, 115 
celakd, 115 
celebration, coronation 

anniversary, 58 
centres, educational, 280 
cereals, 317,333 
Ceras, 5 
ceremonies, 56, 210, 248, 

354 ; connected with 
child birth, 305 ; con¬ 
nected w;th the dead, 
202; during pregnancy, 
304 ; Hindu, 182 ; in 
connection with child¬ 
ren, 354 ; remembrance, 
201 ; srdddha, 360 ; to- 
vil, 196 

ceremony-anwnodand, 
359 ; consecration, 368 ; 
death bed, 360 ; house¬ 
warming, 354 ; inaugu¬ 
ration of kings, 58, 
372 ; kathina, 248 ; 
marriage, 335 ; naming, 
354 ; of exposure to the 
sun, 305 ; paritta, 247 
pavdrana, 248 ; ton¬ 
sure, 354 ; wedding, 301, 

352.355 
ceia, 115 
cetiya, Makuta, 372 
Cetiyagiri, 240 
Cetiya-mountain, 358 
Cetiyapabbata, 14 1 
cetiya, Ratnavall, 10 
cetiya rukkham, 194 
cetiyas, 245 ; veneration 

of, 245 
Ceylon, 278. 285, 286, 289, 

290, 292, 293, 295. 300, 
302, 303, 304, 309, 310, 

337' 338. 339. 345- 361. 
363. 365 

chaliyds, 339 
Chamunda, 217 
Channdl, 217 
Chandrabhanu, 7 

.395 

Chandravanka, 42 
chaplain, 97 
Chaplain, Royal, 57 
character, national, 180 
charms, 105, 196; curative, 

198; love, 198 ; malig¬ 
nant, 198 

charnel ground. 90 
charters, 377 
chastity, 303 
chatta, 09 
chatlagdhaka, 90 
chatta-gdhaka- ndtliu, 104 
chekku, 342 
chena-cultivation, 38, 

334; land, 133 ; tax on, 

334 
Chief-Accountant, 90 ; 

Astrologer, 90 ; econo¬ 
mic Advisor, 89, 165 ; 
Conservator, 92 ; Intel¬ 
ligencer, 94 ; Justice, 
89 ; Legal Advisor, 94; 
Medical officer, 90, 94; 
Merchant, 91, 93, 105 ; 
Minister, 100 ; Officer 
of the Calendar, 94 ; 
Officer of Popular Cults, 
93 ; of the conch-shell 
service, 95; of the M uda- 
liyars, 165 ; of the Trea¬ 
sury, 89 ; of the sett his, 
104 ; Physician, 90, 281 ; 
lYovincial Dignitary, 
89 ; Revenue Officer, 
90 ; Sandalwood, [64 ; 
Secretary, 88, 114, 116; 
bctthi, 91 

child, prayer for a, 194 
China, 1O8, 184, 324 
Chinese, 1, 336 
ch 1 nnapatt 1 hddh at a ham, 68 
Christendom, 365 
Chronicles, 2, 5, 7, 18, 39, 

181 
chuna, 319 
Church-Buddhist, 227, 

228 ; decline of the, 278 
Cilappatikaram, 106 
Cincamanavika, 321 
cinnamon, 10, 336 
Cinidmani, 220 
Cittaraja, festival, 356, 

.357 
civilization-Aryan, 

290 ; Hindu, 8 ; Indian, 
1 ; of Ceylon, 2 ; Sinha¬ 
lese, 3, 309 

clowns, 269 
clubs (varieties of), 171 
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cobra killing, 204 
coca, 318 
code-of morals, 47 ; of 

rules (for monks), 229 
coinage, Gupta, 145 
coin, Ceylon type of, 145 
coins, 141, 336 
Coins and currency, 141 
Cola, 45, 145 ; bhikkhus, 

8 ; coun< ry, 8 
Colan(s) 4, 13, 187 
Colas, 6, 7, 68, 60, 117, 

175, 186 
Coja, style (architecture), 

2 45 
collyrium, 325 
Colombo, 152 
r.oloma partiaria, 137, 378 
colonists, Aryan, 1 
colonization, Vijayan, 46 
colours, fixing, 256 
Commander-in-chief, 53, 

88, 94, 98, 99 
command, supreme, 99 
Commentaries, 17, 214, 

215, 237, 245; Dravi- 
dian. 17 ; SIhala, 14 ; 
Sinhalese, 12, 17, 18, 
29, 245 

commentary, Dhamma- 
pada, 30 

commerce, 343 
Commissioner, Archaeolo¬ 

gical, 19 
Commissioners District, 

io5 
Communication, means of, 

343- 345- 34*> 
conch-shells (varieties of), 

260 
condiments, 317 
confraternities, seven, 231 
conjuror(s), 199, 291 
consecration, 43, 56, 58, 

60,61,69, roi, 368, 369, 
370 ; waters of, 61 ; 
articles necessary for 
the, 367 ; of Yudhis- 
thira, 60, 369 ; Rama’s, 
60, 370 

continents, four (main), 

224,225 
contract, economy of, 363 
convention, poetic, 68 
cookery (art of), 276, 277, 

278 
copper (plates), 280 
cord, brahmanical, 369 
corporations of merchants, 

334 

coronation, 58, 59, 60, 
369, 370, 372 ; festival 
of, 60 ; of Kasthava- 
hana, 61; of Parakrama- 
bahu I, 60 ; queens 
necessary for, 61 

coronet, putting on the, 

37r 
corps, service, 161 -166 
corpse, tenanting a, 200 
cosmetics, 32 5 
Cosmography, 224 
Council, 116; Chamber, 

65 ; composition of the, 
88 ; Royal, 85 ; Warran¬ 
ty, 93 ; King in, 85 ; of 
ministers, 85 ; of State, 
87, 88, 94, 334 ; Royal, 
85 ; Supreme, 88 

Councils, three, 14 
country, sub-King’s, 87 
couple, bless(ing) the, 

335 ; bridal, 363 
court, Sinhalese, 98 
courtesans, 306 
Cousin Marriage, 298 
cow-divine, 220; five 

products of the, 318 
co-wives, 301 
craft guilds, 363 
craftmanship, symbol of 

perfect, 219 
crafts, 273 
craftsman, ideal (Visva- 

karma), 218 
creation, 275 ; new, 226 
creator, four-faced, 215 
creeper, celestial, 220 
cremation, 308, 309, 339, 

37i 
Crime and Punishment, 

125 
Crown(s), 38, 39, 81, 97. 

L37- i65> 3b5. 36(h 368, 
369,370, 372 

crown, placing of the, 60, 
61 

cubits, 132, 133 
cuddkarma, 260 
Cvidamani, 111 ; Adhikari, 

240 
Cults, Yakkha, 195 
Culasihanadasuttavanna- 

na, 56 
Ciilavamsa, 8, 9, 10, 18, 

28, 39 
cult(s), 180, 185, 227; 

Bddhisattva, 184 ; ferti¬ 

lity, 337; Hindu, 181, 
214; of snakes, 204, 

205 ; Pattini, 13 ; reli¬ 
gious, 179,184; serpent, 
203; Siva, 185, 186; 
Tantric, 183 ; Visnu, 
185, 187 

cultivation, chena, 334 
cultivations, seasonal, 333 
cultivators, 291 
culture-Buddhistic, 3 ; 

Hindu-Buddhist, 237 ; 
of the Aryans, 1 ; 
Sinhalese, 33 

Cupid, 218 
Currency, Coins and, 141 
curricula(um), of seats of 

learning, 278, 279 
curries, frying of, 317 ; 

tempering of, 317 
custom(s), 33, 45, 51, 35, 

99, 134, 273, 289, 306, 

354- 355. 3b 1 ; when 
giving gifts, 353 

D 
dadamas, 196 
dadhi, 318, 367 
dadu, 348, 350 
dagabas, 41, 243, 233 
dahamgeyind, 91 
dahampasaknd, 90 
Daham-sarana, 3, 26 
dahanhu, 326 
dainties or sweets, four, 

318 
dairy-farming, 336 
dakan, 327 
ddkati, 334 
dakkhina, 41 
Dakkhina-desa, 37, 39 
Dakkhinagiri, 242, 243 
Daksha, 202 
DaksyanT, 202 
Dakunugiri, 243 
Daladd, 8, 11 ; Mdligdva, 

254- -55- 353 i vamsa, 
L3. id 

damba, 317 
Dambadeni-asna, 161,167, 

168, 1 71 
Daihbadeni Kasi, 143 
Dambadeniya, 7. 9, 26, 

8b, 253, 270, 339; 
money, 143 

Dainbadiv(a), 82, 346 
Dambulla rock temple, 

241 
Dambulu-vihara, 241 
damgediya, 128 
Datnilddliikdrin, 100, 108, 

1 10 ; Rakkha, 108 
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Damila Nijiya, 98 
Damilas, 101 
daiuukada, 316 
dona, 17< > 

ddna-sdld, 244 
Dance, 348; masked, 

268; nautch, 269 
dancers, Kali, 100; Kan¬ 

dyan, 71,72, 73 
Dancing, 258, 208; Kan¬ 

dyan, 70 ; tdndava, 260 
Damiya, 210 

dandaka seta, 344 
Dandanaya ka-Ki tti, 

108; Sankhadhatu, 109 
Dandin, 3 
203 dangers, 283 
darbha, 367 
darsanamdla, 79 
DarucTriya thera, 2 7 4 
Darusatika, 349 

<7<7sa, 120, 310 
dasa-akusal, 49 ; angd- 

tilaha, yzy ; gam, 120, 
129; kusal, 49; na, 119; 
ndvan, 89, 119; pinhiri- 
ya vat, 48; rajadam, 48; 
raja-dharma, 47; sil, 179 

Da Sen Keliya, 39 
ddsi bhojana, 314 
Dathapabhuti, 172 
Dathasiva, 102 
Dathavarnsa, 10, 13 
Dathopatissa, 5, 69, 102 
davas rayi, 134 
ddydda, 301 
dead-ceremonies of 

the, 2or ; condition of 
the, 199; customs and 
practicesconnected with 
the, 359 ; Disposal of 
the, 308 ; preaching for 
the benefit of, 359; 
spirit of the, 199 

death, Buddha’s, 372 

Death-duty, 135 
death motif, letter of, 346 

Deccan, 8 ; languages of 

the, 198 
Decrees, 87 ; proclama¬ 

tion of, 87 

dchi keipima, 206 

deities, chosen, 207 
deity-mountain, 194 ; 

tree, 194 
Delgoda Vijatunga Ata- 

patt.u, 97 
Demala-adhikarin, 1 r 1 

Demala Ilatpattuva, 162 

1 femala-Mahasfiya, 253, 

257 
demon king's money, 145 
dcmonologists, 197, 339 

demonology, 197 

demon, red-eyed, 4b 
dena, 309 
Denfmaka, 243 
departments. eight of 

Ancient Sinhalese Gov¬ 
ernment, 232 

depatavidyd, 82,327 

depoyak, 2 11 

Deputy Chief, 94 

{dcruvana dr hamtdn), 1 10 

descriptions of cities, 41 
Deva (sendpati), 98 
Devadatta, 349 

Devagutta, 95 
devdlu(s), devdle(s), 9, 11, 

46, :86, 189 

Deval(e)aya-at Don- 
dra, 189 ; Hindu, 9, 
(Maha) Saman, 7, 191 ; 
Siva, 186 ; Upulvan, 
189 ; Visnu.p, 187, 189 

Devanagara, 187, r88 
Devanampiya Tissa, 5, 

11. 43. 56. 57. 58. 61, 
69, 97, 100, 106, 245, 

257.357 
Deva Patiraja, 26, 28, 101, 

112, 113. 114, 183, 191, 
238, 255, 270, 271 

devas, 213, 214; worlds 
of, 222 

devald(s), 103, 193, 197 
development, materialis¬ 

tic, 366 
devil-dancing, j 82 
Devinda, 215 
devisi handa, 266 
Devputrata vihara, 229 
dev rada huvi, 1 89 
Devram, 151 

Devu(i)nuvara, 86, 187, 

239, 240 

Dhanuna, 49, 100, 213, 

227,271 
dhanuna geh a k a-n dy aka, 

104 
Dhammagutta, 12 
Dhammakathi, 20 

Dhammakathika, 230 

Dhammakitti, 9 

Dhammakkhanda Thera, 

Mora tot a, 104 

Dhammapada, 16 

Dhaynmapadabhdnaka ,240 

D hum ma padatthakatha, 
13, j6, 22, 28. 32, 

Dhamma pa la, 17 
1 )hammasa hgani, 1 4 
Dhammasena, 13, 16, 1S1, 

282 
1 Jhammasiri, 14 
I )hammas6ka, 57 
1 )hampiya-atu va-giitana- 

daya, 17, 22, 2 4, 166 
dhanfyayyydsa, 1 50 
I )hanu, 180 
dhayni(s).sil pa, j(>6, 274, 

275. 277 
dharaiia, 147, 149 
liharyna, 273, 280 
dharyyiddhyhsa, 106 
J )harmagupta, 1 3, <>5 
1 )harmaklrti, jo, 22*) 
dharmaynahdyyidtras, (jo 
dhartna yylti, 273, 279 
I )harmapala-deva, 120 
Dharmapradipikava, 2 4, 

2 5 
Dharmaruci, Acarya, 4 
Dharmaruci Sect, 4, 230 
Dharynasdstras, 124 
Dhatarattha, 217 
DhTitusena, 5, 62, 99, 

jo 1 ; Kumara, 21 
dhobics, 291 
dhunu-gaha, 267 
dhydnas, tive, 223 
dl, 318 
diadem, 58, 59, 68, 70, 

368, 369 
Digamadulla, 101 
Dighanakha {vihara), 2} 3 
Dighanakha cailyaya, 243 
Dighataphala, 191 
Dlghavapi, 109, 243 
Dilipa, 305 
Dlpavarnsa, 20 
Director of commerce, 94. 
disd, 119 ; vd, 120 ; 

yidyaha(s), 88, 89, i;o, 
120 ; pail, 89 

Disdva, 2 39 
(88) diseasi s, 283 ; (kinds 

of), 283 ; urinary, 282 
disinheritance, fear of, 

292 
dismissal of ministers, 101 
dispensaries, 281 
disposal, methods, of the 

dead,308 
dissensions in Buddhist 

church, 228, 229 
dissolution, cosmic, 223, 

225. 22<-> 
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District-Chief, 88, 89, 
165; Hambantota, 194; 
Pasyodun, 111 

districts-governors of, 
89; Tamil, 162 

Ditthamangalika, 323 
divination, 200, 274 
divine-tree, 220, 225 
Divinities, Other, 217 
divinity, of Kings, 46, 51 
divisions, Sinhalese 

(army), 163 
diviyardjayo, 188 
divul, 194 
diya keli, 64, 347 
diya-kokila, 348 
diya mura, 332 
Doctrine, 10, 19, 49. 279 ; 

Dharmaruci, 4 
dola duka, 304 
dolt, 344 
Dolosdas-rata, 37 
Dombavalagama, 94 
Domestic Life, 284 
dona, 154, 157 
donations to Siva, 183 
Dondra, 9, 10, n, 187, 

188,204 
dor and, 115 
dorata vadima, 305 
dor at u, 66 
Dowry, 301 
drama, 276, 278 
Dravidian influence, 3, 

24,254,290 
Dreams-art of taking 

omens from, 208 ; ill- 
omened, 209 ; implica¬ 
tions of, 208, 274 ; 
interpretation, 274 

Dress, 320 
drink, eight kinds of, 318, 

319 
drona,158 
drums, (varieties of), 260, 

261 
drunkenness, 68 
du(dyuta), 350 
dues, toll, 135 
dukeli, 350 
dulend, 93, 94 
dun 11 (varieties of), 167, 

172 
Dunukevatuvamsa, 1 1 3 

dumtvd (van), 93, 113 

durdvd, 291 
Durga, 217 
duta, 94, 276 
duties (of a king), 46 ; 

administrative and 

military, 112; judicial, 

123 
duttha-cetaka, 115 
Dutugamunu, (Duttha- 

gamani, 5, 12, 49, 66, 
70, 101, 135, 141, 166, 
174, 192, 218, 237, 330, 

344-372 
duvdpu, 317 
Dvapara, 225 
Dvebhatika//tmz, 229 
dynast (y)ies-Ariya, 

163; Cola, 186; Egyp¬ 
tian, 336; Hither Asian, 
336; Kalinga, 44, 45, 
175; Lunar, 51, 52; 
Okkaka, 51; Sinhalese, 
46 ; Solar, 51, 52 

E 

ears, piercing the, 354 
earth-mother, 219 ; 

quakes, 211 
Ecclesiastical Commissio¬ 

ner, 90 
eclipse(s), 211, 219 
Education, 269, 270, 271 ; 

practices connected 
with, 280 ; starting of, 
280 

education(al), system of, 
269, 272 

Egypt, 10 ; Sultan of, 336 
Egyptians, ancient, 1 
ekacchidra, 261 
ekandyaka, 89 
Eka Sataka brahman, 322, 

32 3 
ehdvdla, 72, 82, 326 
ekavali, 69 
ekvati, 82, 326, 327 
Ekavihariya Thera, 236 
ekoddistasrdddha, 201 
Elar(l)a. 5, 124, 141 
Election (of a king), 54, 

53- 56 
element, supernatural, 184 
Elu, 13 
Eju-sandas-lakuna, 19, 28 
embroiderers, 291 
embryo, protection of the, 

304 
Empire, Colan, 3 
enactments, 87 
encampments, 174 
endowments, 87, 101 
Endowments and Land 

Tenure, 137 
England, Mediaeval, 272 

entertainers, 166 
Epds, 88 

Eros, 218 
establishments, religious, 

117 
etti, 106 
eunuchs, 115,276 
evil-breath, 206 
evil-eye, 206, 207 ; inci¬ 

dence of the, 207; 
water, charming of, 206 

evil mouth, 206 
Evil one, 198 
execution, 126 ; block, 128 
executioners, 128 
Exorcism, 195; ceremonies 

of, 195 
extent, measures of, 155 

F 

Fa-Hien, 13, 345 
faiths, heretical, 182 
family, 307 ; system, 293 ; 

traditions, 293 
farming-dairy, 336 ; 

poultry, 336 
fee-court, 121 ; sacri¬ 

ficial, 360 
fees, (student). 273 
ferrymen, 161 
fertility, 197 ; rites, 357 
festival (s)-dsdlha, 358; 

Cittaraja, 356, 357 ; 
drinking, 357 ; erotic, 
356; fertility, 356; 
harvest, 333 ; kdrtlika, 
357. 358; nakat (nakat), 
357, 358 ; of the Tooth 
Relic, 249 ; park, 356, 

357- 358 ; sacrificial, 
60; samajja, 359; water, 

66, 357- 358; water- 
sport, 358 

fiction, Hindu, 200 
finance, 85, 99 ; high, 106 
Fine Arts, 3. 253 
fines, 137; imposition of, 

129 
Fire-God, 192 
fire, worshipping the, 192 
First-Aid, 282 
First Viceroy, 94 
fish (kinds of), 316-317 
fisheries, pearl, 336, 345 
fishermen, class of, 161 

fishers, 291 
fishing, 329, 336 
flavours, five, 319 
' flowers’, fivekindsof, 190 
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Food, 314 ; evil influence 
on, 196; (kinds of), 
316-318 ; four kinds of, 
316; servants’, 314; 
staple, 314 

Foot-print, sacred, 9, 120, 

239,326 
force, police, 121 
foreign affairs, secretary 

in charge of, 94 
fortresses, 174 
France, 137. 378 
fraternity-Dimbula- 

gala, 229 ; Mahavihara, 
236 ; Vilgaramula, 139 

fraternities, 229 ; three, 
228 

frescoes, Indian, 257 
fruits (varieties of), 317, 

318 
future, portending, 208 

G 

gabadd-gam, 120 ; nd- 
yaka, 165 

gaba-perahara, 304, 
305 ; pirimaslma, 305 

gahalayo, 291 
Gahapati, 57 
Gajabahu, 5, 13, 38, 62, 

86, 110,172, 182, 340 
gajandyaka, 89, 165 
galamutu, 83 
galamatwndla{d), 72, 83, 

327 
galladdo, 291 
galvadnvd, 337 
Gal-vihara, 253, 237 
gdmabhojaka, 118, 120, 

121 
Gamadhivasi, 232 
Ganianl, 43 
GamantavasI, 230 
gdmbura (of the earth), 

225 
Games, 347 
gam-lad (u), 118, 119, 120 
gani-mudali, 118, 120 
Gampola, 165 
gamrd, (in music), 264 

Gamunu, 287 
gamvara, 139 
gana(s), 230, 231, 232, 233 
ganas, seven, 231, 
gandcariya, 232 

ganaka, 106 
ganakdmacca, 110 
guna-lahassa, 157 

gandhdra(E), 265 

gdndharva, 274, 275 
gandhay ukti. 2 76 
Gangarohana-sutta, 247 
Gangasiripura, 191 
Ganges (river), 57, 58, 367 
ganita, 273, 275, 279 
ganikd, 306, 307 
Ganthakara-vihara, 14 
ganthipaia-Cula, 24 ; 

Majjhima, 24 ; Maha, 24 
garb/ia raksana, 305 
garment (s), 368 ; two, 

322 ; lower, 321, 322 ; 
upper, 320, 321, 322, 
324 ; waving of, 364 ; 
yellow, 323 

Garuda, 217 
gtitakos, 139 
gdtapadas, 22, 24 
Gate (Place) Mudaliyars, 

92 
Gauri, 217 
gavu, 150, 151 ; Nissahka, 

152 
gdvuta, 150, 152 
4 gedad ', 129 
Geiger, 15 
gelamutumdla, 72 
gele mutu dam, 326 
gems, 325 ; seven kinds 

of, 220 
gem, wish-conferring, 220 
general Ayasmanta, 44 
ghana, 259 
ghantd, 246 
ghantara puja, 247 
ghatikd, 212 
Ghosaka, 312, 346, 349 
ghosts, 200, 202 
ghrtam, 367 
gl (poetry), 27 
gigirivalalu, 72, 76 
gilan hal, 281 
ginideviyan, 192 
ginihalge, 244 
giragga samajja, 357, 338 
Girihandu, maha-vehera, 

242 
Girikanda-vihara, 242 
Girikandika Caitya, 242, 

243 
Giripada danavva, 40 

Girivadunna, 119 
glta, 238 
gitel, 207, 318 
godan a, 360 
goddnakarma, 360 
Goddess-Earth, 219; 

of learning, 217 ; of 
Prosperity, 217 

god-Kataragama, 194, 
193 ; Kohomba, 70 ; of 
fire, 192 ; Sumana, 238, 

2 55 
Gods, four guardian, 217 ; 

Hindu, 11, 185, 213 ; 
pantheon of Indian, 
215 ; planetary, 210 ; 
terrestrial, 225*; tree, 

193 
gokannaka, 169 
goma, 313 
gomeda, 325 
Gond (weapons), 171 
gonil, 282 
Gothabhaya, 102, 243 
Gothaimbara, 195, 357 
goira, 284, 294 
gotnkola, 282 
government-business 

of, 95; central. 133, 329. 
332 ; centralized form 
of, 87; Kandyan system 
of, 54; seats of, 329 

governor, 97,120 
governors, chief, 83 
govi-kula, 43, 125, 288, 

292 
goviyd, 291 
graffiti, Slgiriya, 19 
graha-dosa, 197 
gramas, (in music), 264, 

265,268 
grdmardgas, 261, 264 
grammar, 23, 28, 270, 

275,279 
grammarians, 274 
Granary of the East, 314 
grant, heritable, 87 
grants, Charitable, 108 ; 

subsistence, 109 
Greeks, 1, 218 
Grhapati, 220, 287 
Grhya Sutras, 360 
grlvdbharanaya, 74 
grlvdlamkdra, 79 
group (s)-endogamous 

status, 286; (garia), 230; 
immigrant, 286 ; occu¬ 
pational, 284, 292 ; pro¬ 
fessional, 285; self¬ 
regulating, 292 

guardians of the city, 122 
guilds, 334, 365 ; merch¬ 

ant, 106; of masons, 

285 
Gujarat, 142, 168 
gula kcli, 349 ; kilam, 350 
gulam, 349 
gunja, 147, 149 
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gunj as, 142 
Gupta, Candra, 4 
Guptas, 4, 60 
Gupta, Skanda, 5 
Gurjara, 62 
Guru, 212, 219 
Gurulugomi, 24, 25 

H 

habala peti, 316 
hair-enshring, 372 ; 

parting of the, 305 ; 
Relic, 90 ; stylist, 326 

hakada(s), 156, 315 
hakunit'd, 291 
hdl, 316, 333 
harhbii povana (niagul), 

354 
hamu, 333 
ha.Id a (twenty two), 266 
handuruvd, 291 
hannali, 291 
hamsapela, 78 
liar a, So 
harem, 62, 66, 68 
Haridatta, 106 
harvest-home, 333 
harvesting time, 333 
has-mvnda, 72, 81 ; 

mudda, 72 
hast a (5), 152, 153 
hastamudrika, 72 

hastdnguli, 72, 83 

hasun, 346 
Hatadage, 253 

Hatara Korale, 360 
Hat Korale, 360 

hattha, 150, 153 
Hatthavanagalla-vihara, 

1-1 
Hatthigiripura, 235, 270 

headman-district, 120; 

provincial, 120 ; village, 

83, 120 
heaitli, 1 ’ublic, 281 
Heaven and Hell, concept 

of, 221 
height, measure of, 159 
I leir——Apparent, 94,96, 

<)-] ; Presumptive and 

Second Viceroy, 04 

hi hi —aba, 196, 350 i 

kwjaya, 69 
1 iellbli, 2S7, 288, 310 
hells — -eight, 222 ; 

guards of the, 224 ; lord 

of the, 224 

Hema-mala, 13 ; me- 
khald, 79 ; raj, Pandit, 
104 

Hephaistos, 218 
heretics, 181 
Hikkaduwa, 11,218 
Himalayas, 217, 225 
hlnajdti, 288 
hina kes vdla, 327 
hivasada, 72, 83 
Hinayana, 9, 180 
Hindagala fresco, 146 
Hindu(s), 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 

61, 152, 180, 255, 290 
Hinduism, 4, 6, 7, 180, 

184, 213, 245, 285; 
influence of, 3, 45 

him, 83 
hinudam, 79 
hipinali, 332 
hirahna, 141, 143 
Hiru-maha-lena, 343 
hiruvadana magula, 305 
homa, 182 
Horana, 170 
horanava, 260 
horoscopes, 210 
horse-racing, 352 
Household-The, 310 ; 

Utensils, 313 
House (s), 312 ; priest, 98, 

182 ; warming, 354 
hospitals, 281 

ho vaha, 206 

huna, 149, 138 

huniyam, 197 
humid, 291 

Hunting, 63, 340 

hunu, 319 
husband, choice of a, 295 

huvata, 349, 330 

I 
idda, 326 
Identification security, 

132 
ilachi, 319 

Ilanaga, 184, 343 
(99) illnesses, 283 

image-house(s), 244, 236 

images, 243, 233 

immunities, 86 

Impaling, 126 
imperialism, 22 1 

implements, 334 
imprisonment, 123 

ina belief, 198 

ina ddsi, 31 r 
inaliadaya, 72 
inauguration (as king), 36, 

59, 60, 368, 371 
incantations, 206 
incarnations (of Visnu), 

190,217 
income, chief source of, 

133 
India, 29, 31, 32, 56, 98, 

161, 162, 272, 299, 307, 

319. 337> 339. 364 i 
North, 41, 314 ; South, 
6, 108, 160, 336, 339 

Indian-coinage, 146 ; 
South, 6, 172, 339; 
North, 172 

Indo-China, 319 
Indra, 220 
indrajalakayo, 291 
industry, 329 
infantry, 160, 161 
Influence, Mahayana, 27 
ingredients, five, 319, 320 
inguru, 319 
inhabitants, earliest, 205 
Inscriptions, 39, 49 ; 

Brahmi, 19 ; Nissanka 
Malla’s, 334 

insignia (of royalty), 69, 
72 

Institution(s), 33, 56 
instruments-musical, 

259. 367 ; surgical, 282 
interest, rate of, 146 

intervals (in music), 266 

Invasions, Colan, 3 

iramacittd, 194 

Irdvana11kd.su, 145 

iron-smelters, 291 ; 

smelting, 337, 338 

irrigation-schemes, 

330 ; systems, 329, 332 ; 

works, 330, 366 

isa diyara vatkirima, 303 

is(a)ba, 150, 151,212 
isimbu, 151 
is ran, 134 

Issarasamana, 230 

Isurumuniya, 325 

Isvara, 185, 189, 190,217; 

ball (offering to), 197 

Italy, 378 
itana, 196, 359 

Itivuttaka, 17 

itthdgdra, 62 

itu deviyan, 207 

1 vaditvo, 337 
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J 

jala kavulu, 312 
jala kridd, 63 
Jambelambaya, 290 
jarh(m)bu, 194, 317, 318 
Jambuddoni, 163, 343, 

344- 345 
Jambudvlpa, 9, 14, 209, 

221,222, 225, 270 
Jambukola-lena, 241 ; 

vihara, 241 
jamglia-setu, 344 
Janakiharana, 21 
Jananathapura, 5 
Janapada(s), 40; Rohana, 

40 ; Vilba, 95 ; Vira- 
bahu, 95 

Jana-vamsa, 290, 291 
janghdpatra, 71, 79 
jarighdvalalu, 73 
Japan, 184 
Jataka(s), 11, 15, 16, 24, 

30, 46, 47, 61, 63, 64, 
104, 179, 180, 191, 257 ; 
-atuva-gatapadaya, 24, 
143, 166; -mala, 25 ; 
Makhadeva, 26 ; Sasa, 
26; tales, 246 

Jatakatthakatha, 24, 27 
jdtarupa, 141, 142 
jati, 284, 289, 293, 294; 

(in music), 265 
Jatila thera, 295, 311 
jdtiphala, 319 
Java, 168 
Javakas, 99 
Javaka warriors, 173 
Jayabahu, 100 ; I, 55, 

121, 231 
jayamahale, 94, 116, 117 
Jayavardhanapura, 85 
Jetavana, 229, 241, 242, 

254, 271 
Jetavanarama, 244, 253 
Jetthamula, 6b 
Jettha-Tissa, 101, 102, 

126 
jewellery, 326 
Jinalankara, 25 

jlva bhatta, 360 

jivaddna, 360 
jivita, 107, 109 
jivitapotthakin, 107, 108, 

109; Kitti, 108, 109 ; 
Mandin, 108 

jivul, 194 
Joti Sitana, 105 

Jotiya, setthi, 311 

jdl, 194 

Jupiter, 212, 219 
justciar, 94 
justice-administration 

of, 48, 122, 124, 131 ; 
court of, 91; Minister(s) 
of, 123,124; miscarriage 
of, 123 ; President of 
the Court, 104 

Jutindhara, 117 

K 

kaba, 83 
kdbaligal, 343 
kdca, 148 
kacca, 74 
kacchapa, 73 
kaccodam, 73 
kaccu, 74 
kada, 345 
Kadamba-river, 358 
kadaturd(va), 196, 197 
kadu (varieties of), 168 
kadugannd tanaturu, 91 
kddukdppu, 73, 82 
kdhala (varieties of), 261 
k ahdpana(s), 130, 141, 

142, 143, 148, 235, 311 
kahavanu, 141 
Kailasa, 41 
kaisu, 149 
hdja, 148 
kdkali, 268 
Kakapreta, 234 
kakudhabhanddni, 69 
kakusaiida, 84, 326 
Kalakandetatis, 139 
kaldlgasamio, 166 
kdlam, 260 
Kalama, 138, 139, 174 
kalamindiya, 311 
kalanda(s), 129, 132, 143, 

144, 147, 148, 149, 150, 

155.. 158 
Kalani, 254 
Kalani Tissa, 22, 346 
Kiilaniya, 9, 86, 239, 240 
kalanju, 149 
Kalapasada pirivena, 272 

kalds, 70, 158, 273-277, 

306 
Kalasutra, 222 

Kalavapi, 108, 109 

Kali, 166, 191, 217, 225, 

296 
Kalidasa, 21, 26 
kalikdla-sdhUya-sarvajna- 

pandita, 101, 270 

kali n at an no, 166 

Kalinga, 2, 6, 13, 43, 62, 

^3» 2 54 > Gdthabhaya- 
gama, 92 ; park, 269 

Kalingodydna, 66 
Kali yakkhinl, 294 
kalka, 282 
Kallaka vihara, 240 
kalpa: 222, 225, 226, 237 ; 

lata, 220 ; vrksa, 220, 
225 ; vinasa, 225 

kalpas, tnahd, 223 
kalukumdra bali (offering 

to). 197 
Kalutara, 152 
Kalutota, 151, 152 
kaluval, 167 
Kalyanamitta, 19 
Kalyanavati, 26, 37, 38, 

40. 44. hi. 124, 174, 
202, 240, 241, 285, 331 

Kalyanlya Thera, 22 
Kama, 218, 225 
Kamakshi, 217 
Kamboja, 100 
kambu, 83 
kamburu, 291 

Kammanayaka Anjana, 
109 

ka ms ufdlain, 261 
kdna, 143 
kanakakinkini, 79 
kdnam, 149 
kdna mu la, 108 
kanapasevi, 83 
kanaya, 171 
Kancana-devi, 297 
kdhcatia jala kumbha, 367 
kanci, 79 

Kandapa, 218 

Kandarpa, 220 
kandasa, 83 

Kandavuru-sirita, 104 
kanduka, 331 ; kridd, 351 
Kandy, 86, 353 ; kings of, 

57 
K a n d y a n-c o u n t r v, 

133 ; times, 112, 364 
Kandyans, 162 

Kanirajanutissa, 126 
Ivaniska, 146 

Kanitthatissaka, 272 
kankdlci, 319 

Kantalai, 186 

kanvijuna, 334 
Kapilavastu, 320 
Kappalagoda, 138 

kdppitiyd, 197 

kappiyakdrake, 235 
kapu kill a,' 93, 284, 2SS 

1 
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hapuna, 93 
kapuvo, 165 
k dr ala, 208 
kararxa (in music), 265 ; 

(varieties of), 265, 266 
karavo, 291 
karlsa, 154 
kartsu, 155 
karma, 27, 179, 185 
Karma-vibhagaya, 27 
karnabharana, 73 
karna bhusana, 73 
karna-kundcldbharana, 73 
karridpura, 73 
karnasutra, 79 
Karnata, 62 
karndfvatamsa, 73 
karpura, 319 
karsha, 143, 148 
Karttikeya, 186, 187 
karttikotsava, 357 
Aastz, 79 
kasdya, 158 
kdsi, 142 
Kassapa, 68 
Kassapa I, 160 
Kassapa II, 52 
Kassapa V, 22, 49, 234 
Kastavahana, 102, 134 
Kasyapa, 24, 202 
hataka, 74 
Kataragama, 33, 194, 270 
Katapat-pavura, 18 
katavaha,-206 
kdti, 213, 313, 334 
kati ada, 135 
Katha-vastu, 19 
kathiria, 248, 249; cere¬ 

mony of, 338; robes, 

338 
Katikavata(s), 9, 14, 22, 

23, 24, 227, 228, 229 
278, 279 ; Dambadeni, 
229, 231, 278; Gal- 
vihara, 229, 278 ; higher 
ordination, 231 

katisulra, 79, 326 
katta, 135 
kattodam, 73 
katu, 337 
kaulasvara, 261 
Kautilya, (107), 377 
Kavantissa, 40, 50, 62, 

139, 211, 238 
Kav-sihimina, 10, 27, 52 
Kavudavatta, 138 
Kavyadarsa, 5, 21 
kayi bandhi, 326 
kayipottu, 74 
Kelani Tissa, 130 

Ac/i kollan, 310 
keli valan, 352 
Acm, 332 
Kerala, 45 
Keralas, 161 
Kesadhatu-Buddha, 

108; Rakkha., 108; 
-vamsa kavya, 19 

kesanta, 360 
Kessellana, 291 
hesvala, 83 
kevulu, 288, 289 
kevulu-gam, 41 
keyura, 74 
keyurdbharana, 74 
khadira, 319 
khajja, 316 
Khalimpur plate, 120 
Khallatanaga, 363 
Khamkhed plates, 106 
Khanda Kavya, 26 
khdri, 154 
khattiya-addham, 135 
Khattiyas, 285 
Khemappakarana, 21 
Khond, 171 
Khudda Sikkha, 14 
kihiri, 150 
kilimnd, 92 
kiling, 115 
kilinga{n)n, 93, 115 
Kiling-Gavayim, 92 ; 

Golabagama Bahatu: 
sivim, 02 ; Loke, 92 ; 
Lokeyim, 92 

kilingu kula, 92 
kilinguvd, 165 
Kinci Samgha, 278, 297 
King, choice of a, 54, 55 
Kingdom-Pandyan, 8; 

Maya, 41 ; Tamil, 7 
Kingdoms, three, 330 
king(s)-elect, 369: 

inauguration of, 57, 
368 ; of the gods, 188 ; 
requirements of a, 64 ; 
descent of, 51, 53; divi¬ 
nity of, 45 ; Kandyan, 
127 ; Lunar, 54 ; non- 
Buddhistic, 45 ; Sinha¬ 
lese, 365 ; Solar, 54 ; 
street, 343 ; The, 43 

kingship, 43, 46, 53, 55, 
61, 68, 285; ancient 
Indian, 56 ; hereditary, 
53 ; duties of, 54 ; Norm 
of, 48 

kinkini, 76 
kinkinikajdla, 74 
kinnarayd, 291 

kinship-pattern, 307, 
379 ; terminology, 298 ; 
terms of, 307 

kiri, 155. 316, 318 
kiribat, 196, 316, 355 
kirimavu, 324 
kirJta, 60, 369, 371 
Ivirivehcra, 253 
kiriya, 143, 154, 155, 210, 

337 A 
Kirti Sri Rajasirpha, 50, 

96, 166, 279 
KisagotamI, 299 
kites, flying of, 352 
Kitti, 44, 107, 201, 210; 

Adhikarin, io8;Adipot- 
thakin, 108, 109 ; Bhan- 
darapotthakin, 108,109; 
Dandanayaka, 108 ; 
Jivitapotthakin, 108, 
109 ; Sankhanayaka. 
hi 

Knox, 123, 127, 128, 309 
kobolxla, 216 
Kohomba Deviyo, 70 
Kohombayadinna, 70 
Kohontissa Thera, 242 
Kdkila (sandgsa), 187 
kokum, 326 
kokumangard, 325 
kolama, 197 
kolan, 268 
Kolapav Vihara, 229 
kolians, 339 
komdlin, 268 
kondamal, 82, 326 
kondol, 73 
kondola, 326 
Koralas, Four, 136 
kosa, 150 
koseyya, 324 
Kdsala, 213 
kosthdgdradhyaksa, '107 
Kotmale, 165 
kottacalu, 291 
koturugdnd, 94, 95 
Koturukadu, 40 
kovil(a), 192 ; Bhairava, 

186 ; pur a deviyd, 192 ; 
Rama, iqo ; Uma, 217 

kridd, udyana, 63 
krosas, 152 
Krsna, 190 
krsna, paksa, 211 
Krta, 225 
ksaudram, 367 
Ksatriya(s), 51, 61, 99, 

290,377 
kuda mas(u), 196, 314, 316 
kudasald, 93, 113 
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Kuddharajja, 40 
kuduba, 154, 158 
Kukkutamitta, 236 
Kukulgiri, 272 
kula, 2S4, 287 
kulal, 260 
Ivulasekhara, 8 
kula-sresthin, 105 
kuluvdulas, 138 
kidu potto, 166 
Kumaradasa, 21 
Kumara Dhatusena, 21 
Kumiiragupta I, 106 
Kumara Kassapa, 15, 29 
kwnbakarayo, 291 
kurhbal, 93 
kumbha, 154, 212 
kumkuma, 325 
kunam, 344 
Kuncikulama, 94 
kundala, 73 
kundalabharana, 326 
kundasala, 114 
kundasala, 116 
kunri, 149 
kurankuceri, 76 
Kuraraghara, 151 
kurn kudun, 93, 115 
Kurunagala, 8,9, 173, 255 
Kurundi, 18 
kuruni(s), 154, 159 
kuruniya, 154, 158 
kurundu, 319 
Kusa, 364 ; jataka, 27 
Kushan(s), 145, 146 
Kusinara, 151 
Kustantinu-hatana, 114 
Kuveni, 95, 338 
Kuvera, 220 
Kyanagama, 109 

L 

labour, hired, 340 
lac, balls of, 348 
lada, (Idja), 196 
ladapasmal, 93, 196, 359 
ladaruvan, 115 
laha, 157, 158 
lahasu, 281 
Idja, 91, 196, 367 
Idja pancamdni pupphdni, 

196 
Idkada, 349 
lakmahale, 94, 117 
Laksmi, 217, 218 
Lakuntaka Atimbaru, 238 
Lakvijaya SamSingu, 240 
lalata-patta, 75 
tail (balls), 349 

Laludayi, 228 
Lambakar(a)na(s), 43, 44, 

116, 126 
land(s)-measures, 150; 

temple, 131 ; Tenure, 
133; Tenure and 
Endowments, 137 ; 
tenure system of, 140 ; 
three categories of, 333 

language-Elu, 28; 
learned, 26; MagadhI, 
20 ; of the court, 4 ; 
popular, 25 ; Sinhalese, 
20 

Lanjatissa, 55 
Lanka, 8, n, 55, 57, 86, 

189, 280, 283 
Lahkadhikara, 98,111,112 
Lankadhikdrin, 111 
Lahkatilaka, 253 
Idsa, 158 
Idssa, 154, 157 
lasa, 139 
lavanga, 319 
Law(s), 99, 273, 274 ; 

Courts of, 124 ; Givers, 
137 ; of Manu, 51 ; 
secular, 274 

laya(s), 261, 265 ; three, 
262 

learning-by heart, 2 79; 
centres of, 271; god¬ 
dess of, 217; seats of, 
278; secular, 278 

Lebbe, Pati Mira, 339 
legend(s), 30 ; Vijayan, 2 
Length, Measures of 150 
levirate, 299 
leyya, 316 
life-Buddhist way of, 

366 ; spans of, 223, 226 
likkhd, 150 
Lllavati, 26, 37, 38,44, 85, 

98 
lion coin, 143 

liquor, 318 

literature, 281 ; Indian, 

277 ; Pali, 14 ; Sanskrit, 

13; Sinhalese, 22, 91, 

120, 339 
livelihood, means of, 274 
live-stock, rearing of, 336 

liyana vaduvo, 337 

Lohapasada, 49, 237 

Lokantarika, 222 

Lokapald, 217 

Lokesvara II, 138 

Lokottaravadins, 230 

lokuruvo, 337 

Lolupalakuju Duttiiti 
Abonavan, 98 

Lord Chamberlain, 92 
Ldvamahapaya, 12, 236, 

237 
love, 292, 293 ; affairs, 

296; god of, 218; letters 
secret, 346 ; marriages, 
296 ; Universal, 226 

Low-Country, 160 
lumbering, 341 

Lying-in home, 281 

M 

Macala, 139 
maces, 171 
Madana, 218 
madara, 258, 261 
madata, 148, 149, 158 
mad ha gold, 142 
niadhu, 318, 319 
MadhuratthavilasinI, 17 
niadhya (in music), 261, 

262 
Madhyadesa/38, 40, 41 
madhyama (in music), 265 
Madiligiri, 240 
Madra, 364 
Madura, 6, 168 
magadha, 92 
Magadha, 2, 141, 213 ; 

kahdpana of, 142 ; ndli, 

155 
Magama, 40, 41, 102, 139, 

185. 330. 361 

Magandhi, 294 
Moggallana, 233 
Magha, 215 
Magha, 6, 8, 180, 181, 254, 

269, 330 
magic, 195, 274, 279; 

potions, 198; treat¬ 
ment, 332 

magistrate, 121 ; police, 

118 

niagul, 354 

magul-maha-vey, 343 
Magul pirivena, 272 

maha, 332, 333 
Mahd abhiseka, 60 

maha-dmati, 85, 96 

Maha-Atthakatha, 15 

Mahabharata, 60, 202,369 

Mahd Bodhi, 237 

Mahabodhivamsa, 25 

Mahabodhivamsa, 25 ; 

gatapadaya, 24 

Maha Dona, 205 

1 
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Mahadathika Mananaga, 

358 
Mahadeva, 217 
Maha Dhammakathi, 19 
Maha Dhammakitti, 13 
mahadipada, 96, 97 
mahadorand, 92 
Mahagama, 239, 240 
Mahakala thera, 309 
Mahakapara pirivena, 273 
Maha Karanda vihara, 

229 
Mahakassapa thera, 227 
Mahakasyapa, Dimbula- 

gala, 23 
Maha-Kilinggam Kiiing 

Lokeyim, 92 
mahal&na, 93 
Mahalanakitti, 69 
Mahalapano, 234 
mahale, 114, 116 
Mahalekha Rakkha, 108, 

109 
mahdmacca, 85 
Maha Mahinda, 240, 270 
Mahamahindabahu, 270 
Maha Malaya Deva, 12 
Mahamandala, 333 
maha mati, 89 
mahdmatta, 85 
Mahamuni, 101 
Mahanaga, 40, 229 
mahandkatind, 90, 93 
Mahanama, 14, 16, 17, 21 
mahanel, 220 
Mahanetpa, 244 
Mahanetraprasada-mula, 

184 
Mahaniddesa, 318 
Mahanigama, 16 
mahapd, 45, 96, 97 
Maha Paccari, 18 
Mahapunna, 238 
Mahaparinibbana sutta, 

37i 
Mahar, 289 
maharat, 40, 119 
maharatind, 93, 94> 03 
Maharaurava, 222, 223 
Maharittha, 100 
mahasal kulehi, 289 
Mahasamghikas, 231 

Mahasami, 14 
mahdsdrnipdda, 10 

Mahasammata, 32, 33, 

175 
MahasGna, 13, 21,63, 102, 

192, 241, 244 
Mahasengamn-vi/idra, 241 

mahasitund, 94 

mahason samayavna, 197 
Mahatheva, Panca-mula- 

parivcnddhipati, 10 
maha theras, eight, 232 
Mahathupa, 218, 34 3 
Maha Tissa, 12, 229 
Mahavali, 209, 240, 345 ; 

Street, 343 
Mahavamsa, 12, 14, 15, 

19, 20, 21, 22, 172, 173 
Ma h a v a rn s att h a kath a, 

Sihala, 21 
mahavednd, 90, 93, 281 ; 

Rah, go 
maha velehd(a)nd, 91, 104, 

106 
Mahavihara, 3, 4, 27, 236, 

237 ; doctrines, 244 ; 
vasins, 13 

Mahaviharins, 4 
rnahaviyatna, go 
mahayd, 96, 233 
Mahayana, 9, 184, 191 
Mahayanic, bias, 271 
Mahayanism, 45, 180, 183 
Mahayanist, 4, 7, 11 ; 

Scriptures, 5 
maha-yuga, 225 
mahesi, 63, 68 
Mahesvara, 185, 217, 219 
Mahikantava, 219 
Mahinda, 14, 62, 95 
Mahinda I, 96 
Mahinda III, 53 
Mahinda IV, 6, 22, 44, 51, 

53, 290 
Mahinda, Thera, 11, 12, 

357 
Mahisasakas, 230, 231 
Mahiyahgana, 240 
maintenance-villages, 273 

maitrl, ^gg 
Majjhima-nikaya, 36 
makara, 73, 74, 212 ; 

dvaja, 218 ; kundala, 74; 
hunt ala, 73 ; pakuvdy, 

75 : Pata’ 74 
Makhadeva, 52 
mahuta, 145, 371, 37- 
makuta handhana, 371,372 
Malabar, 135, 138 
mdldhdrayo, 291 
maldra, 136 
tnal-dsanas, 246 
Malaya, 37, 68, 88, 168, 

319 
Malayan, 172 

malayavdja, 70, 95, g0 

Maldives, 198 

Malkchella, 218 

Mallas, 371, 372 
mallavapova, 353 
mailavayo, 165 
mallihd, 325 
Malsara, 218 
malvadam, 75 
mama, 298, 307 
Mana, 95 
Manabharana, 43, 292 
mandva, 154, 158 
Manava Dharmasiistra, 51 
Manavamma, 5, 52, 103, 

234 
Mandalagiri, 240 
mande, 333 
Mandhatu, 221 
Mandin, 107 
Mandivak Samvalla, 38, 

138 

mandra, 262, 263 
Mandulu vihara, 240 

man el, 67 
Mang, 289 
Mangalabegama, 108, 109, 

hi 
Mangalapokkharani, 65 
Mangalapura, 40 ; Lord of, 

hi 

Mangalasutta, 49, 205 
mangul-kaduva, 69 ; 

Mahale, 89 
mdnikd, 154 
manikayivadarn, 75 
manikmdld, 83, 327 
manila, 194 
manild-attd, 194 
manilla, 194 
Manimekalai, 106 
maniparva, 261 
manivalalu, 75 
manjddi(s), 142, 148, 149, 

150 ; seed, 143 
Manju, 201 
mantra(s), 196, 198, 201, 

206, 275 
Manu, 120, 121, 137, 370, 

377; Laws of, 283; 
nitivisdrado, 51 

nidpa, 88, 93, 97. 99 
Mara, 214, 238, 301 
mardla, 135, 136 
Marahgana-sahalla, 198 

Maravars, 162 

Marco Polo, 160 
Maro Papima, 214 

marriage(s), 210, 292, 293; 
age, 300 ; Sabine, 252 ; 
arranged, 297 I by pur¬ 
chase, 299; cross-cousin, 

298 ; forms of, 209 I 
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institution of, 203 I 
necessary, 299 ; qualifi¬ 
cation, 298 ; runaway, 
296 

mdsaka(s), 141, 142, 143, 
147, 149 

rnasha, 148 
masonry, 339 
mas ran, 134 
massa, 134, 143, 144 
masu, 141 
Masulipatam plates, 99, 

105 
mas nr an, 144 
mataka bana, 202, 339 
Matale, 37 
Matali, 213 
material-building, 312; 

seven kinds of precious, 
220, 328 

mati pe kirlma, 304 
mdtra(s), 83, 262 
Miitr-devaputra, 217 
matrimony, 293, 300 
Mattakundali, 328, 361 
Mauryas, 4 
Maya, 37, 38, 39, 40 
rndyd, 274 
Mayadhanu, 188 
Mayageha, 111 ; Adhina- 

tha, no 
may am, 70, 302 
Mayarata, 7, 39, 270 
Mayarattha, 39 
mayilanu, 298, 307 
Mayitri, 217 
May urapada-Pari venadhi- 

pati Buddhaputta, 26 
Mayurapada-pirivena, 271 
Mayurapada Thera, 112 
Mayura-sandesa, 19, 162, 

187 
Measure(s), of capacity, 

134. 155. 156. *57 ; of 
height, 159 ; of extent, 
155; of length, 150; 
standard, 159 

Medhankara, n, 229 
Medhatithi, 377 
medicine, 274, 279, 281 ; 

administration of, 282 ; 
halls, 281 ; treatise on, 
283 

meditation, 243 

meha, 282 
Mehdppar-Vddarwn, 112 

me hrtala, 79 

melatsi(n), 119, 336 
members, (council’s) con¬ 

stituent, 88 

meueri, 333 

menu, 315 
mercenaries, Muhamma¬ 

dan, 1O0 
merchant, chief, 334 
merchants, corporations 

of. 334 
merit(s)-efficacy of 

sharing, 224; imparting 
of, 339 ; transference of, 
202 

meritorious action, ten 
items of, 48 

Meru, 219, 224, 225, 226 
metallurgy, 276, 337 
methods, English adminis¬ 

trative, 129 
metta, 22O ; bhavand, 199 
mevuldam, 79, 326 
micchdjlva, 274 
MIdeduva, 219 
mi della, 194 
midila, 194 
midi rasa ml, 319 
midwifery, 281 
Migara setthi, 294 
Mihintale, 22, 141, 154, 

240,290,337 
Milindapahha, 31, 288 
Military Organisation, 160 
milk, Adulteration of, 318 
mills, sugar-cane, 342, 334 
mimicry, 269 
Min, Dahampasakna, 90 
Mindal, 111 
minibandhi, 79 
minidam, 83, 327 
mining, 329 
Minister^)-Chief, 56, 

83.99; of Education,90, 
94 ; of the Interior, 94 ; 
of Justice, 91 ; council 
of, 83 

Ministry of Justice, 123 
Minneriya lake, 240 
Mirisavati, 117, 243 
miscarriage, prevention of, 

303 
mita, 158 
Mitta, 98 
Mitta, 43, 100 
Mittasena, 3 
Miyagunu, 239 
mode (in music), 264, 265 

Moggallana, 69, 96 ; thera, 
147, 148, 151. 152 ; 
Culla, 21 ; vyakarana, 

23 
AToggallana 1, 19, 90, 101 

Moggallana II, 18, 19 

molimangalam, 58 
monarch, concept of a 

universal, 220, 221 
monasteries, 231, 236 
Monastrv, Issarasamana, 

2 35 
monetary system, 148 
monk(s)-cells of the, 

272; Cojan, 196; com¬ 
munity of, 33 ; Indian, 

2 43 
monogamy, 296 
months, 12 lunar: 211 
Moon, 212 ; -god, 219 ; 

reckon time from the, 

211 ; seeing the, 208 
Moors, 336 
morality, 47 ; paths of, 48 

Moratota-vata, 104 

moriyasitu, 95 
mortgage, 137 ; usufruc- 

tory, 138 

Mountain, Cakravala, 224 
mrga-samvarsa, 226 
Mucalinda, 203, 204 
Mucela-vihara, 333 
mudalnayaka, 90 
mudali, 118, 119 
mudali ndyaka, 165 
mudali peruva, 290 
mudaliyars, 118, 121 
mudalpat, no 
mudalpotun, 109, hi 
Mugalan Mahd Thera, 

102, 234, 294 
Mugayinsen, 22 
muguru (varieties of), 171, 

172 
mula(s), 116, 212, 213, 

233. 234 
mulamacca, 85 
mulahgivd, 91 
mulapadavi, 232 
midapotthakin, 107, 108, 

109, no 
millaihcra pdda, 10 

mulatthana, 103, 107 
miilay at an a, 233 

Muller, 38 

mulurukiud, 92 

mulurdtina, 92 

Mulusika, 144 ; geitapada- 

vivaranaya, 144 

mnlutdnge, 91 

Mundavaka, 209 

murchand, 263, 266, 267 

muruta, 73 

muruvata, 190 

musan, 260, 207 
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music, 258, 259, 262, 268, 
274, 275, 279, 367 ; 
chamber, 259 ; Classical 
Indian, 263 ; five-fold, 
259 ; four-fold, 221 ; 
Indian tradition of 
classical, 261 ; instru¬ 
mental, 258, 263, 266 ; 
offerings of, 247 ; Vedic, 
263 ; vocal, 258 ; 
western, 262 

musical instruments, 260, 
261 

Muslim(s), 1, 8, 309 
mut hara, 80, 326 
mutilation, 125 
mntu (varieties of), 328; 

dam, 73 ; pata, 75, 77, 
83; savadi, 80; vala, 

78. 327. 
Muvadev-da-vata, 26, 27 
Mythology, 206, 213 ; 

Hindu, 214 

N 
nd, 193 
nacca, 258 
naccakayd, 269 
nadwhba, 158 
nag, 203 
Ndga(s), 41, 58, 202, 203, 

204, 205, 225 ; bold¬ 
headed, 363 ; kingdom 
of the, 202 ; kovila, 204 ; 
patam, 75; pujds to the; 
202; rdksa ball (offering 
to) 197; vadam, 75 

Nagadvlpa, 311 
Nagai. 15 
Nagalvava, 339 
nagaraguitika, 122 
nagara sresthin, 105 
Nagasena, 228, 274, 324 
nakat, 274 ; keli, 337*.358 
nakat, 213 ; keli{keliya), 

356, 303 ; tar aka, 212 
ncikdtiyd(d), 165, 166 
(2j)naksatra(s), 212, 213, 

273. 275 
Nakulugamuva, 37 
nalal pata, 69, 73 
ndli, 154, 155, i57> I58» 

315. 34i 
nciliya, 154, 155 
nalu gdnu, 268 
naming, 334 
nam tabana magula, 334 
nand, 298 
Nandana, 64, 65, 215 

NandapokkharanI, 63 
Nandi, 186, 217 
Nandimitta, 139 
Nandiraja, 297 
Nandiya, 132, 199, 209, 

297 
nangul, 332 
Nanodaya, 14 
nanu, 305, 326 
napumsakayan, 92 
Narada, 46, 129, 377 
Naranga, 218 
Narayana, 217 
nasya, 282 
ndtaka, 278 
Nata-Raja, 186 
natayo, 269 
Natha, 184, 187, 193, 217 ; 

Adhikarin, m 
Nava-namavliya, 152,153 

151 
navandanvo, 291, 337 
navdtdn hiraya, 364 
navigation, sea, 345 
navigators, use of stars 

by, 346 
necromancy, 200 
nel, 149 
Nepal, 104, 184 
nayi, 198 
New Year, 208, 257, 359 
New Year’s Day, 192 
Nicknaming, 362 
Niddesa, 17 
niganthas, 183, 241 
Nikaya(s), 7, 16, 30, 230, 

231, 241 ; Anguttara, 
30 ; Dharmaruci, 229, 
230 ; Majjhima, 16, 23 ; 
Sagaliy(k)a, 229, 230 ; 
Sangrahava, 19, 25, 44 ; 
Sarvastivada, 230 ; 
three, 229; Yetulya- 
vada, 229 

Nikkamma Tissa, 362 
nikkha(s), 147, 149, 246 
nlla kahapana, 142 
mlamani, 80 
nllamdtrd, 327 
nil a me-d iy avadana, 

164 ; Gabadd, 139 
nila tdmbula, 282 
nllavalli, 282 
nilmdlrd, 83 
nilmatraha, 83 
nilminisavadi, 80 
nimiti, 211 
nimudu sell, 311 
ninda-gam, 120 
mraya, 71,224; pdlas, 224 

Nirvana, 179 
Nis sank a-lata- manda- 

paya, 253 
Nissanka Malla, G, 7, 38, 

39, 44, 48, 50,60, 62, 64, 
65, 66, 70, 72, 86, 100, 
140, 152, 161, 228, 229, 
-35» -39> 240, 241, 243, 
249, 253, 254, 269, 285, 
330, 333» 335. 344 

Niti literature, 100 
niyamgam, 40 
niyamuvd, 346 
notes (in music), 268; 

seven, 263, 264, 267, 
268 

nuisance, public, 342 
nupura, 326 
nuntva, 76 

o 
objects, five divine, 220 
occasions, festive, 258 
occupations, 41, 329, 341 ; 

hereditary, 329 ; types 
of, 329 

Octaves, 258, 261 ; three, 
262, 264 

offerings, 246 ; (bali), 196 ; 
kathina, 249 

Office of the Interior, 100 
Officers-of State, 95, 

102; Other Royal, 121 ; 
personal, 122 ; Police, 
118; principal, 88; royal, 
132 ; Territorial, 118 

official (s)-T reasury, 
107, 109, 114, 116; civil 
and military, 100 

oghas, 266 
Okkaka, 68 
oli, 268 
oliyo, 291 
omen(s), 98, 211 
oneiromancy, 208 
ophiolatry, 203 
oravasun, 84, 326 
Order, 284 ; (sangha), 228; 

Buddhist, 9, 24, 188; 
Higher, 231 

Ordinances of Mann, 51 
Ordination, Higher, 2^7, 

248 
organisation. Social, 365 
origin, divine of Kings, 53 
ornament(s), 84, 280, 325, 

326, 328. 337, 371, 372 ; 
conch-shell, 78 ; ear, 
327 ; female, 326, 327 ; 
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foot, 75 ; hand, 78; 

leaf-like, 77, 79, male, 

326 ; neck, 78 ; of the 

King, personal, 70 ; 

perahara, 77 ; Royal, 68, 

70, 81 ; sixty-four, 68, 

70 ; thigh, 79 

vrodha, 62 

OsadJns, 370 

oid, 138 

ottu, 261 

otunu, 61, 75, 81, 83, 326 

P 
pabaludam, 71, 80 

pdda, 141, 142, 143 

pada-anguli, 326; 

car am, 76 ; jdld, 76 ; 

kataka, 83, 327; rnudu, 
83; pddanguli, 327; 

sankhala, 76 ; sin, 76 

pdddbharana(ya), 75, 76 

pddagam, 83, 326, 327 

padakkam, 80 

pddanguli, 76, 83, 326 

pddas (astrology), 212 

345 

155, 315, 335 

paddy, husking, 310 

padikdra hevapanne, 162 

Paduma pasebuddha, 349 

paduvo, 291 

pahuru, 345 

Painting(s), 3, 253, 256, 

257, 276, 279, 320 ; 

Oriental canons, 257 ; 

on cloth, 256 ; Slgiri, 

257 ; SIgiriya, 324, 325 ; 

technique, 257 ; tem¬ 

pera, 257 

Pajjunna, 259 

pdkeyuru, 76 

pdla, 154, 156, 158, 315, 

333 
pala, 144 

palace priest, 98 

palam(a), 148, 149, 158 

palahdand, 84 

palanquin-bearers, 291 

palas, 349 

Pali, 31, 32 ; Maha-bodhi- 

vamsa, 21 ; muttaka- 

vinaya-vinicchaya-san- 

gaha, 142 ; Sanskrit- 

ized, 21 

palldsa, 159 

Pallava(s), 4, 53 

pain, 194 

pamba, 200 

pamcayan, 341 

pdtnudu, 327 

pamunu, 87, 97, 117, 137, 

138, 139, 140, 174 

pamutilimgam, 82, 326 

pan, 110 

panas, 377 

panca tnaha dvdsa, 243 

Pancatna dthi, 202 
Pancasikha, 215 

pahcayudha, 77, J72 

Pandukabhaya, 61, 97, 

356 
Pandukambala, 217 

t>andura aiapatram, 367 

pdndurah-ah>ah, 367 ; 

vrsah, 367 

panduva, 351 

Panduvasa, 2 

Panduvasudeva, 61 

Pandya, 45, 168 ; desa, 43; 

Jatavarman Sundara, 7; 

Maravarman Sundra, 7; 

style, 254 

Pandyan(s), 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 

163 
panegyrist (s), 92, 165 

pangam, 167 

Panjikalankara, 23 

Pannabhatta, 241 

Pannala, 241 

Pannasala, 241 

pannayo, 291 

pansala, 272 

pansil, 179, 207 

Pansiyapanas-jataka-pota 

71 
Pamsukulika(s), 230, 231 

pantheon, Brahmanic, 214 

pands, bali, 197 

paraiyans, 339 

Parakkamatalaka, 330 

Parakramabahu, 50, 62, 

87, 97, 107, no, 127, 

145, 183,211,271 

Parakramabahu 1, 6, 7, 

14, 22, 23, 24, 27, 37, 

43, 52, 58, 61, 64, 66, 86, 

90, 93, 98, 100, 107, 108, 

in, 126, 140, 160, 161, 

162, 201, 227, 229, 232, 

233, 242, 244, 253, 281, 

330 
Parakramabahu 11, 7, 8, 

10, 11,26, 27, 28, 39, 

49, 5D 52, 55. 60, 70, 86, 

88, 93, 96, 99. 101. 112, 

126, 128, 130, 160, 169, 

187, 188, 191, 207, 228, 

229. 230, 232, 242, 245, 

248, 249. 254, 256, 258, 

269, 270, 271, 281, 343, 

358 
Parakramabahu III, 8, 11 

Parakramabahu IV, 103, 

188, 246, 271 

Parakramabahu VI, 7,140 

Parakramabahu VIII, 98 

Parakrama, sea of, 330 

paralova, 221 

pdram, 149 

paramanus, 150 

pararnataya, 52 

Paramatthajotika, 18 

pdramiias, 49, 223 

Parenthood, 304 

parents, wrath of, 292 

paribbajaka, 183, 185 

Paricchattaka, 216 

Parijata tree, 216, 217 

par indy aka, 220 

Parinibbana, 26, 187 

paripuccha, 279 

parittas, 198, 248 ; chant¬ 

ing of, 247 

park, 66; description of 

the, 64 ; Kalinga, 65 ; 

Nandana, 66; sports, 

348.356 
parr ah, 154 

Parvatl, 186,217 

pasa dta, 350 

pasakun, 341 

pdsalaihba, 76, 326 

pasahgaturu, 259 

pasata, 154, 155 

pasevikan, 327 

pasgorasa, 318 

paskan, 73 

pas-ladu, 119 

pas pala vat, 209, 319 

pas perahara, 76, 83, 327 

pasru, 77, 83, 327 

pasruperahara, 77 

pasruvala, 77 

passe, 333 

pasu, 345 

pasvaru, 212 
pat, 110 

pata, 154, 155, 158 

Patacara, 296 

Pdtdla loka, 202 
Patallputra, 228 

paths-four false, 50 

four wrong, 50 ; o 

righteousness, 50 

Patimokkha, 142, 244 

Patiraja, 112, 113, 114 

Patisambhidamagga, 17 

patravalalu, 77 
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paftahdra, 82, 326 
pdttaw, T35 
pa! 1 ha (s), 154, 157 
Pattini, j 87 ; cult, 13 
pattiram, 77, 170 
pattOdani, 73 
pat it n gam (a), 120, 225 
pavdrana, 248 
pavwnmdla, 80 
pay a, 143, 148, 153 
pay as, 212 
payah, 361 
pay ala (s), 134, 156, 273 
pearls-chains of, 327; 

eight kinds of, 328; 
string of, 75 

peda, 73 
pehcra, 93 
pehada, 156 
pen da, 331 ; keli, 351 
Pepiliyana-vihara, 138 
perahara, 76 
peravarn, 212 
Perfections, 223 
performances, magical, 

206 
Period-Darnbadeniya, 

28, hi, 112, 161 ; 
Kandy, 54, 290; Nor¬ 
man, 129 

permanent grants, 100 
pesahdrayo, 291 
Peta-vatthu, 17 
petikada, 236 
petta, 256 
peykdsu, 143 
pcyp pevumdn-kdsu, 143 
peyya, 316 
phala, 147, 149 

Philosophy, 184, 270, 274, 

279 
Phussadeva, 141 
physicians, 165, 282 
pideni, 197 \dlma, 197 
Pihiti, 37, 38, 39,138 
pila, 193 
pilandhana, 84 
Pilavitthi, 108 
pilgrimage^), 238, 239, 

245 
pilgrim-Chinese, 13; 

parties, 239 
pill handavana magul, 354 
pilli (pi Hu), 200 
pilvanna, 301 
Pindapatika (thcra), 229 

pindis, 290 
pi ago, 334, 345 ; load, 148 

pint, 193, 303, 3O1 ; pan, 

95 

pirila, Angulimala, 198 
Pirivena(s), 9, to, 232, 

270, 272, 278, 279; 
Abhayaruja, 10 ; Asig- 
gahaka, 237 ; Jfhuva- 
nekabahu, 9, 10, 253 ; 
Mahamahindabahu, 9, 
255; Mayfirapada, 234; 
Nandana, 9 ; Para- 
kramabahu, 9, 11 ; Se- 
nevirat, 240; Vijayaba- 
(hu), 11, 182 

pisdca(s), 183, 196, 200, 
201 

pisarhburu vata, 135 
Pitaha(s), 8, 12, 136, 195 ; 

sutta{sutva), 14, 19 ; 
Three, 49, 270 ; Vinaya, 

14. 23 
pitch(s) (in music), 267 ; 

seven,263 
pill kavion, 196 
piyavuru muthara vala, 

32O 
piyum rd, 328 
planets, 212; evil, 248; 

evil influences of, 197 
Pluto, 224 
pol, 159 
Police, Chief of, 118 
Political Divisions, 37 
poll tax, 134 
Polonnaruva, 5, 7, 22, 24, 

173. 253, 254, 257, 278, 
330; bronzes of, 186, 191 

pol paid, 282 
Polyandry, 300 
Polygamy, 300 
Polygyny, 300 
pord, 334 
Portuguese, 1G0, 188 
pot, celestial, 220 
Potgulvihara, 253 
potters, 1 GO, 291 
pottery, 295, 329, 33G; 

painted, 2 30 
potthakin, 109 

pdya days, 335 
pay age, 244 

poyas, 211 

prahhardja, 113 
Practice(s), 33, 180, 181, 

183. 184, 192, 244, 247, 
289, 340, 334, 3G1, 3G4 ; 
brahmanical, 182 ; here¬ 
tical, 183, 192 ; illegal, 
123; non-Buddhistic, 
183 ; primitive, 183 ; 
ritualistic, 245, 24 7 

pradahsind, Gi 

Prakrit(s), 2, 19 
prasrlah gajah, 36 7 
Pratapa, 222 
Pratapaslla, 10G 
prat h.ama-kdyaslha, 

103 ; hulika, 103 
praiirdja(s), 113, 1 j 4 
pravdla. So 
preceptors, royal, 103 
precepts, 179; five, 207, 

221 
Pregnancy, 30^, 305, 354 
President, 91, 94 ; of the 

council, 94 
prela(s), 201, 222 ; bind¬ 

ing of the, 201 
pretayd bdhdlma, 201 
Prime Minister, 89,98 
Principles of royal con¬ 

duct, 48 
products-five of the 

cow, 318 ; milk, 314 
profiteering. 334 
pr opert y-m o vable, 

138 ; ownerless, 137 
propitiation of deceased 

relations, 20 1 
prosperity, goddess of, 

217 
Prostitution, 306 
protector-in-chief, 114 
Province-Giripada,4o; 

Southern, 192 
Provincial Chief, 88, 80 
puberty, 27G 
pug a, 319 
Pujfivaliya, 12, iG, 19, 2r, 

23,26, 112 
pukkusa, 288 
Pulatthinagara, 10, ii, 

343- 344 
pumsavana, 303 

pnnarabhi.se/ia, Go 

Pundarika (park), 2 16 

punishment(s), 123 ; by 
torture, 130 

puny a, 247 
puppet-shows, 269 

purdmdttu, 2G8 
Purana(s), 31,33, 224,274, 

273 ; Markandeya, 223 

pur a pah say a, 211 

Purindada, 2 13 

Purohita(s), 97, 98, 99. 
102, 10G, 181, 208, 370 

Purvavideha, 223 

pusumbu, 333 
Putabhatta, 9 

piivak, 139, 310 
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0 
qualities, four heart-winn¬ 

ing, 50,221 
queqn-chief, 61, 62 ; 

Dev Gon, 63 ; Kita, 63 ; 
second head, 62; sub, 62 

queens-Intrigues with 
the, 62 ; sway of the, 45 

R 

tab an,276 
rada, 292 
radala, 290 
radav, 166, 291, 338; 

mu, 288 
rdga(s), 264, 265, 266; 

six, 265; (ten classes of), 
264, 265 

rdglnls, 265 
Rahu, 173, 212, 219 
Rahula, 182 
ra(a)ja, 88, 93, 96, 99, 

288, 289, 292 ; kula, 
288 ; purisa, 122 

rajabhanda, 69 
Rajadhirajasimha, 104 
Rajagaha, 141, 151, 191 
rajaguru, 102, 103, 104 
raj akakudhabhanddni, 68 
ydjakakudhdni, 69 
Rdjakesari, 157 
Rdjakesari marakkdl, 157 
Rajamurari, 27 
rdjaniii, 273, 279 
Rajaraja, 5 
Rajarata, 5, 37, 239, 137 
Rajarattha, 58 
rajata, 78, 141, 142 
rajatasavadi, 80 
Raja-ratnakaraya, 44 
mjasddhana, 69 
Rajasimha, 186 
Rajasirnha II, 6, 97 
Rajavaliya, 19, 52 
raja vithi, 343 
Rajendra I, 6 
raj ana, 63 
Rajputs, 161 
Rakkha-Adhikarin, 

xo8, 109, hi ; Damija- 
dhikarin, 108 ; Kesa- 

dhatu, io3; Mahalekha, 

108, 109 ; Sahkhana- 
yaka, 108 

vdksasas, 200, 201 
rakta, 266 
rahtikds, 142 

Rama, 190 ; chandra, 190 ; 
Consecration of, 370 ; 
inauguration of, 371 

vdmasttd, 194 
Ramayana, 58, 60, 274 
ran, 141, 142 
ranangili, 72 
randam, 77, 326 
rahga mandulu, 268 
Rankot-Vihara, 253 
ranmaravddi, 83, 327 
ranmirivadi sahgala, 69 
ranminisavadi, 80 
ranpata, 70, 77 
ranpetinidla, 80 
ransavadi, 77 
ransivige, 344 
rantodu, 326 
rasand, 79 
rasandam, 326 
RasavahinI, io, 271 
rasi (names of), 212 
rata, 40 ; badda, 133 ; 

nayaka, 119, 120, 165; 
yakun,197 

ratana, 150, 151, 153 
Ratana-sutta, 247, 248 
rat dad, 40 
rate rdla, 119 
Rati, 218 
rati(s), 147, 148 
rathal, 316 
ratharenus, 150 
ratmal, 127 
rat-nd, 120 
ratna indrahdrayo, 337 
Ratnapura, 7, 191 
Ratnavall, 43 
ratndvall, 78 
ratndyaka, 88, 89, 95 
Raurava, 222, 223 
Ravana, 190 
Ravana’s money, 145 
recital, song and dance, 

2 59 
recreation-of children, 

352 ; of Sinhalese kings, 

regalia, 68, 69 
Register (in music), 262, 

263 
register, land, 109 

regulation, codes of, 227 

release of prisoners, 131 

relic(s)-Bowl,246, 249, 
353 ; enshrining of, 210; 
festival of the, 246 ; 
festival of the Tooth, 
249 ; Hair, 4, 243 ; 
house, 11 ; Tooth, 4, 8, 

13, 245, 246, 248, 249, 
^55. 353 ; Worship of 
the Tooth, 246 

Religion, 179; Buddhist, 
46, 187 ; Primitive, 184 

requirements of Kingship, 

97. . 
requisites, four, 241 
Residences, Five Great, 

243.244 
Revata (thera), 14 
Revatl, 298 
revenue, no, 133, 329; 

collection of, 133; Officer 
Chief, 165 

Reviews of troops, 166 
Rg-Veda, 224 
rhetoric, 28, 275, 279 
ndldam, 78 
ndl kdtayankdrayo, 337 
ridlsavadi, 326 
Rihaltissa, 294 
Rihaltota, 345 
ring, signet, 97 
rite(s), 182 ; Briihmanic, 

180, 181 ; fertility 357 ; 
Funeral, 359 ; Hindu, 
214 ; magical, 200, 201 ; 
pregnancy, 197 ; reli¬ 
gious, 359 ; rules for 
the, 274 ; sacrificial, 
258 ; Vedic, 182 

ritual, 213, 244, 274, 287, 
354 ; Indian, 56, 57 

ritualism, 245 ; Indian, 57 
riyau(a), 150, 151, 153, 

154,212 
road-toll, 134 
rodiyd, 291 
Rohana, 41, 55, 88, 183, 

185, 237, 238, 278, 280, 
3io, 344, 348, 361 

RohinI, 320, 324 
Romans, 1,218 
ropes, makers of, 291 
Royal Preceptor, 102 
royalty, five insignia of, 

68 
Rtvigs, 370, 371 
Ruhunu, 37, 39 ; jana- 

pada, 243, 294 ; ™ta> 37 
ruler, universal, 221 
rulership, universal, 220 
rules, code of, 244 
rules of government, 48 
rules of morality, 47 

Rupa (world), 225 

Rupasiddhi, 10 

rupiya, 142 
Ruvanmahapaha, 272 
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rwansolu, 70, 78 
ruvan iavapata, 326 
ruvavvdla, 78 
Ruvan(m)vali(saya), 26, 

141, 237, 243, 249, 254, 
257;ndgas of, 203 

Sabbath-halls, 244 
sabda-pujd, 247 
sabhapatind, 93, 94 
Sacred Foot print, 285, 

326 
sacrifice(s), 181, 182 ; 

Brahmanic, 192 ; homa, 
182 ; of animal, 182 

saaamgd, 84, 326 
saddam, 78 
Saddhamma-pajjotika, 17 
Saddhammappakasini, 17 
Saddharma-ratnavaliya, 

15, 28 
Saddha-Tissa, 54, 243 
Sadja, 265 
Sagala, 151 
Sagaliyas, 4 
Sagaliya thera, 243 
Sagamdora, 294 
S&giri, 232, 240 
Sahasa Malla, 37, 44, 45, 

98, 112, 138, 285 
sahasrdksi, 215 
&ailantarayatana, 234 
6agalika, 230 
sak (varieties of), 260, 261 

saka, 337 
Sakala-Vidya-Cakravarti, 

25, 26 
Sakaspura, 151 
sakata, 154, 156 
sakata selu, 344 
sakddnd, 94, 95 
Sakka, 214, 215, 372 
sak panca, 261 
6akra, 188, 189, 215, 216, 

217, 236, 297; atten¬ 
dant of, 218; equip¬ 
ment (of), 216 

sakundarayan, 341 
sakvala, 224 
Sakyas, 52 ; origin of the, 

299 
Salagal Kandura, 40 
saldgamayo, 291, 339 

salamba, 76 

salt, 262 
Saliya, 287, 288, 295, 315 

salldlas, 303 
salli, 142 

Salvation-Buddhist 
concept of, 365; path of, 
192 

sama, 2 58, 266 
Saman, image of, 191 
saman, 339 ; kdkulu, 196 
Sam amid, 89 ; Araksa- 

manan, 89 
Samano(a)la, 9, 238, 239, 

343 
Samantabhadra, 191 
Samantakuta, 191, 192, 

238 ; vannana, 10, 28 
samantandyaka, 89 
Samantapasadika, 16, 23 
sama-riyana, 153 
Sambandha-cinta, 10 
samdaruvan, 85 
Samghatissa, 69 
samkhald, 326 
Samudra-Gupta, 4 
Sanctuaries-Buddhist, 

203 ; eight, 230; yaksa, 

195 
Sanctuary, Hindu, 9, 188 
Sanda-maha-lena, 343 
Sandas-lakuna, 19 
Sandesa(s) (poems), 66, 

186 
sandun kalka, 325 
Sangha, 7, 9, 54, 55, 102, 

180, 227, 228, 248, 361, 
362, 366 ; authority of 
the, 365 ; dissension in, 
228 ; factions, 229 ; uni¬ 
fication of, 229 

Saiigabo, 46 
Sanghabodhi, 44 
Sangadatta, 316 
Sangamitr(t)a, 4, 243 
Sanga-sarana, 3, 26 
Sahgharakkhita, 10, 229, 

294 
Sanghata (hell), 222 
/ 

Savi, 212, 185 
Saiika, 220 
Sanjiva, 222, 223 
Sankhadhatu, Dandana- 

yaka, 109 
sanndli, 288 
samiiyakmi, 197 
Santusita, 217 
‘ Saracens ’,160 
Sarana thera, 361 
Saranankara Sangharaja, 

104 
saranavala, 76 
Saranyu, 224 
Sarartha-sangraha, 13, 148 
Sarasvati, 217 

Sarattha-dlpani, 23 
Sariputta, 23, 229 
Sarogamamula, 233 
sdrthavdha, 105 
Sarvastivadins, 230 
Sasada, 26, 27 

Sdsana, 229 ; purification 
of, 232 

sasarapadi, 315 
satan bera, 174 
satara-agati, 49; sangra - 

ha vastu, 49 
sataravaramun, 217 
saiganaya, 231 
sat ruvan, 81 
satruvanvala, 80 
satta(yak), 320, 324 
sattliuvanna, 141 
Saturn, 185, 212 ; evil 

influences of, 207; offer¬ 
ing to, 197 

Saturnalia, 337, 358 
savadi, 77, 80 
Savatthi, 151 
scale-basic, 265 ; 

modal, 267 
scales-pair of, 124,125; 

twenty-one, 264 ; use 

335 
scavengers, 291 
scene, drinking, 67, 319 
scent, four kinds of, 326 
schemes, irrigation, 330 
School, Mahinda’s, 17, 31 
Science(s), 98; Medical, 

273 ; Veterinary, 275 
scribe, chief, 105 
Sculpture, 3, 253, 320 
seal, royal, 87 
sea, navigating the, 335 
seat, marble (Sakra’s), 

216 
seclusion (of women), 302 
Second Minister of the 

Interior, 94 
Secretary-chief, 105 ; 

of state, 94 
sects-Abhayagiri, 183, 

234, 271 ; Dharmaruci, 
243 ; heretical, 180, 232, 
Jetavana, 271; religious, 
182, 295 ; Sagaliya, 242 

segregation-of castes, 
289; sexes, 303 

Selantarasamuho, 233, 234 
selection, 46, 55 ; of the 

new monarch, 54, 56 ; 
to the throne, 46 

Sena II, 6, 62 
sendndyaka, 89 
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sindpati, 53, 98, 99, 106, 
160 

senapatiraja, 113 
Senasammata Vikarama- 

bahu, 136, 219 
senasuru baliya, 197 
senavirat, 93, 99 
senevi, 96 
senevirada, 113 
Senkadagala, 184 
serfs, 100 
servants, 310, 311 ; domes¬ 

tic, 310, 340 ; lot of, 363; 
menial, 291 ; treatment 
of, 312 

service (s)-corps (of 
army), 161-166 ; feudal 
286; public, 139 ; terms 

. of. 311 

Sesha, 203 
sctthi(s), 57, 91, 104, 106, 

107, 136, 294 
setthinatha, 104, 103 
sevel, 81 
sexes, segregation of the, 

30 3 
shadava, 266 
shaving (ceremony), 360 
Shrine (s)-Mahanettap- 

pasada, 10 ; Buddhist, 

9i 
Siam, 319 
Sidat-sangarava, 25, 28, 

114 
siddatudam, 71, 80 
Siddhartha, 61, 198 
s iddhatupd, 91 
siddhinguru, 282 
Sigiriya, 18, 19, 20, 339 
Signs, 32 characteristic, 

221 
Sihalam Saddalakkha- 

nam, 28 
Sihalatthakatha(s), 14, 19, 

29 
Sikha-valahda, 22 ; vinisa, 

22 

sikuvd, no 
slla, 48, 179, 323 
Silakala, 90 
Silamegha Sena, 21 
Silameghavarna, 3 

Silameghavarna Abhaya, 

63 
Silapokkharani, 63 

silk, 324 ; Benares, 324 ; 
vegetable, 324 

silpas (18), 273, 273 
Silumina, Sinhalese week¬ 

ly. 34« 

silu situvana (magula), 

354 
simantonuayana, 305 
Sindhuravana, 10 
Sineru, 372 
sihgdnd, 90 
Sinhalese, 11, 279, 286, 

287, 290, 292, 307, 339, 
347, 364 ; characteristic 
of the, 362 

siravalalu, 83 
Sirikudda, King, 16 
Sirinivasa, 16 
siripalalu, 327 
Sirisahgabo-Aba, 63 ; 

Lokesvarabahu, 175; 
Vijayaba.hu, 48 

siritlend, 93 
Sirivaddhana(pura), 249, 

2 55. 256 
Sisigot, 93 
Sita, 21, 190 
sitdno, 290 ; situ, 104, 107, 

'288 
Sitavaka, 186, 188 
Situlpahuva, 194, 343 
Situlpav, 238 ; vihara, 229 
situna, 88, 91,93, 104, 105 
Siva, 4, 183, 183, 186, 199, 

217, 219 ; cult of, 187 ; 
devale number 1, 186 ; 
number 2, 186 ; linga, 
worship of the, 183 

Sivaite, 183 
sivkotnidla, 80 
sivuda ganda, 326 
sivudd suvanda, 326 
sivurahga senahga, 161 
siv-sahgard-vat, 49 
Siya-bas-lakara, 18, 21, 28 
Skanda, 4 
Slavery, freedom from, 

233 
slave(s) ’, 233, 239 ; 
pagoda, 236 ; Temple, 
234 ; trade, 23O 

snakes, 202, 223 
Social Structure, 284 
Society-Asiatic, 363 ; 

Indian, 306; Mediaeval, 
363 ; Mediaeval Sinha¬ 
lese, 363, 366; primitive, 
299, 364 ; Sinhalese, 
280, 310, 365 ; women’s 
position in, 301 

so/iona, 309, 310 
sohon kada, 360 

soldiers, Tamil, 327 

Soma, 215 

Somara, 324 

sommarayo, 291 
soothsayers, 211 
Sorcery, 195 
sororate, 298, 299 
Sotapatti, 238 
Sotemuna, 331 
‘ Southern Country 86 
spells, 195, 275 
sphuta, 266 
spices, 317 
spinning, 338 
spirit(s), 200 ; evil, 182, 

185; incantation, 198; 
Malevolent category of, 
195 ; of the departed, 
201 ; snake, 202 

sports, 66 ; water, 63, 66 
Avdddha, 202, 360 
6n\vana, 202 
/Sresthiti{s), 105, 100, 107 
&ri, 217; Kanta, 52 
srikarana, 100 
6ri Naga, 5 
6ripada, 238, 253 
&ri Vallabha, 6, 43 
sruti(s) (22V, 267, 268 ; 

five groups (jdti), 267 
stanasutra, 79 
stars-auspiciousness of 

the, 210; use of by 
navigators, 346 

State, 121, 129, 133, 180, 
228 ; affairs of the, 106 ; 
assembly, 88 ; Council. 

86, 87, 99, io4* 334 1 
documents of, 97 ; 
income to the, 329 ; 
ministers of, ni ; 
officers of, 101 ; prin¬ 
cipal functionaries of, 

281 
statues, 233 
status, 365 ; social, 291, 

310,329 
sthdn-ddi pat is, 106 

Sthdnas (49). 262, 263 ; 
(Registers) three, 263 ; 

seven, 262 
stones, precious, 10, 327, 

328, 337. 346 
strangers, addressing, 308 

Structure, social, 310 

studies, fallacious, 274 

stupas, 195 
style (architecture), 234 

Subha, 101 
subjects (of study), 273- 

279 
sub-king, 97 ; office of, 34 
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succession, 53, 54, 56, 62 ; 
regal, 97 ; right of, 53 ; 
rule of, 53, 54 

siiddhdvasas, 214, 223 
Suddhodana, 61 
sudra, 290, 337 
sudu dta, 350 
suduru, 288 
Sugrlva, 370 
Sujampati, 215 
Sujata, 215, 298 
sukla paksa, 211 
Sukra, 171, 212 
sulka, 134 
Sultan of Egypt, 10 
Sulu Kalihgu, 25 
Sul-uvedna, 90 
sum, 282 
Sumana (god), 191, 192, 

^38, 255 
Sumana, 101, 238, 240, 

243, 295 
Sumana-kuta, 238 ; 

Maha, 192 ; Mountain 
{giri), 238 ; Prince, 290; 
samanera, 349 ; sctthi, 
361 ; worship of, 184, 
191 ; yakkha, 191 

sumanasah, 367 
Sumahgala, 234 
sum gam, 134 
Sumitta, 116, 117 
Summa Theologica, 365 
sumvat, 134 
sun, 212, 219, 224 ; God, 

52, 186, 188, 191, 219 
Sundara Mahadevi, 48, 

343 
sungam, 133 
sunilmini, 328 
sunk a, 134 
sun-sal, 196, 359 
sunu gama, 304 
supari, 319 

Superintendent of Ele¬ 
phants, 89, 165 

Superstitions, 200, 206 
Supparaka, 2 
Supreme-chief, 89 ; 

head of the state, 85 
surd, 318 
surabhi dhenu, 220 
Surgery, 276, 281 
Surihdu, 215 
Surya, 219 

surya divya rdjayo, 188 
Suriyagutta, 95 
susata-dbharana, 70 ; 

kala 273 

susira, 259 

sutamagadha, 92 
Sutta-nipata, 16 
Suttas, 13, 20 
suvandiil, 183 
suvanna, 147, 149 
Suvannapall, 61 
Suyama, 217 
svara(s), 262, 2G6, 267 ; 

seven, 268 
Svarnatilaka, 297, 323 
svayamvara, 299 
swan-maidens, 203 
sweet (s)-kinds of, 317; 

meats, 317 ; or dainties, 
four, 318 

sword (s), 172; varieties 
of, 168, 169 

system-ancient Sinha¬ 
lese (music), 267; dowry, 
301 ; educational, 182 ; 
Indian musical, 263 ; 
judicial, 122 

T 
taboo, 193, 299 
tadank {g)a, 78, 326 
tagara, 325 
tajjari, 150 
tala, 158, 196, 317 
tala, 266 
tala trees, 159 
Talavatthu, 241 
tales, Jataka, 179 
tal-pat, 279 
Tamalingamuva, 229 
Tamankaduva, 240 
Tambarattha, 9 
Tamil, 174, 186 
Tamils, 5, 12, 40. 161, 190, 

307, 309. 336 
Tamluk, 345 

Tamralipti, 345 

tan, tan, 263 ; forty-nine, 
262 

tanas, 262, 264 
Tapa, 222 
Tapassu, 242, 243 
tara, 258, 261 
tdra, 262, 263 
Tara, 183 
tarddiyak, 125 
tatu, 197 
Tavatiinsa, 215, 223 
taverns, 318 
tax, water transport, 134 

tax, land, 133 

tax on chena produce, 135 

tax on pearl-fishing, 134 

taxation, 47, 133 

teacher-close-fisted¬ 
ness of a, 280; Royal, 
11, 103 

teaching, methods of, 279 
Tebhatika, 323 
Technique (music), 261 
teknonymy, 308 

Telakatahagatha, 22 
Telugu, 168, 198 
Telwatta, 218 
temparadu, 317 
tempi, three, 264 
temple property, adminis¬ 

tration of, 131 
temples of Brahmanic 

gods, 192 
tempo, 261, 262, 266 
tenfold royal virtues, 47 

Ten-kailasam, 186 
tenure, 378 ; outside the 

temple villages, 138 
(terminology) kinship, 

307, 308 
textiles, 334 

Thakuraka, 163 
theatres, 42 
theft, 126, 128 
Theology, 365 
Thera, Chief, 10 
Thera-Theri-gatha, 17 
Theravada, 12, 236 ; 

school, 14 

Theravadins, 4, 180, 230, 
242 

Three Jewels, 69 
Thulathana, 54, 55 
Thuparama, 55, 237, 254 
Thupa-vamsa, 25, 26, 49, 

61, 70 
Tibet, 184 
Tidasindu, 215 
tiger-men, 203 
tihiri, 324 
tilaka, 82, 326 
Tilokasundarl, 63 
tifhba, 154, 157 
timber-heating of, 340; 

transporting, 345 

timbili, 260 
timbirige, 281 
time, cycles of, 225 
time, units, three, 264 
Tinnavelly, 161 

Tiriyay, 242 

Tirokudda-sutta, 201 

iisara, 326; hara, 78; 
pata, 78, 326 

Tissa, 102, 209, 362 ; 
Prince, 309; Thera, 220, 
238 ; crooked-nosed,303 
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Tissamaharama, 194, 195, 

-37> 238 
Tissavadd ham anaka, 3 3 3 
titles, 101 ; usage of, 118 
toddy-drawers, 291 
toddy, illicit sales of, 335 
iodu, 326 
toll-dues, 134 
tonsure, 360 
Tooth Relic, 164 ; worship 

of, 245 ; Temple of 
the, 255 

tops, playing with, 352 
torture(s), 125, 127 
Totagamuwa, 11 
trade, 136, 329, 334, 343, 

336 ; articles of, 334 ; 
Commissioner, 91; illicit, 
319; import;-export, 335 

tradition(s), 46 ; Indian, 
54, 98 ; family, 293 : 
Sinhalese, 267 

traitors, 125, 126 
transport, 343 ; means of, 

344; (modes of), 345; 
sea, 345 

treason, 125 
treasure(s) 137 ; seven, 

220 ; five, 68 ; Trove, 
377 ; trove, law of, 137 

Treasurer Chief, 107, no, 
165, 166 

treasury, no, 116, 135; 
books, keepers of the, 
107 ; Royal, 130 

treat men t-mag ical, 
332 ; methods of, 282 

Triple Gem, 3, 112, 183 
Treta, 225 
Triad, Hindu, 217 
Tripitaka, 10 
Tri-Simhala, 37, 38, 86 
tula, 147, 149 
tuldbhdra, 140 
tulakela, 76 
tirhba, 134 
tunkoUndla, 81 
tun lova, 223 
Tun rajayehi, 38 
turuktcl, 326 
tuvarald, 326 
Tvastr, 224 

u 
vtdalu, 334 
Udana, 17, 30 
ndarabandhana, 79 
Udaya I, 96, 124 
uddesa, 279 

u d umbar a-b hadda- 
pitaka, 60; branches, 37; 
giri, 228 ; chair, 57 

udydna kridd, (>(> 
Uggasena setthi, 294 
ukd(s), 137, 138, 130, 151 
uk sakuru, 282, 317 
ulakkuva, 158 
Uppalavanna, 188 
lima, 217; temple of, 186 
umbrella-bearer(s), 90 ; 

Head of the, 104 
umbrella, white, 60 
Ummagga Jataka, 142 
Under secretary and 

keeper of the rolls, 94 
undu, 315, 317, 333 
unemployment, 342 
units, time, 262 
universe, 184, 183 
unguents-application 

of, 323; four, 326 
uparuja, 95, 96 
upasampadd, 237 
Upasena, 17 
Upatissa, 15, 248 ; II, 49 
IJposathagara, 237 
Upulvan, 9, 188, 189, 217; 

Kihirali, 187; confusion, 
187 

uracakka, 71 
urujdla, 79 
usaba, 130, 152, 133 
usnlsa, 368, 369, 371 
Uttara, 41 
Uttarakuru, 225 
Uttaramfilavainsa, 234 
U ttardsddha, 211 
Uttaravihara, 290 
utte, 333 
utensils, Household, 313- 

3M 
uturusala, 211, 213 
uyan keli, 64, 348 
uyan-diya-kcli, 338 

V 

vd, 334 
vaccakuti, 244 
vadanno (servers, service 

corps), 164-166 
Vadara pirivena, 272 
Vaddas (vaddo), 1, 167, 

291,340 
vadi-gam, 41 
vadi-kula, 288 
vddita, 258 
Vadudevagama, 290, 340 
vadu tnaha dditvak, 340 

Vadummula, 244 
vadu-riyana, 153, 134 
vaduvd, 1, 165, 291, 337 
vdiha, 154, 136 
Vahadu (dvdsa), 244 
vahal, 235 
vahn i pu jdivak, 192 
vai&yu, 107, 2t>o, 377 
Vaitulya doctrine, 243 
Vaitulyanism, 4 
Yaitulyan Views, 244 
Vaitulyavadi(ns), 13, 230 
Vaivasvata, 33 ; Manu, 52 
Vajrapai.ii, 183 
Vajrasana, 2 17 
Vakirigala, 10, 271 
Vajagamba, 4, 3, 12 
valalu, 73, 73, 320 
vdlaniutu, 83 
valatadi, 1 72 
vdluvyajana, 307 
v at ay a, 77 
Valigamu, 273 
Viilimada liyadda, 138 
valpola, 332 
vcilmi, 282 ' 
valuables, seven kinds of, 

328 

vampires, 200 
Vamsatthappakasini, 22 
Vanavinisa-sannaya, 10 

Vanga, 2, 168 
Vangi, 261 
Vankanasika Tissa, 363 

Vanni, 88 
vap magul, 333 
vari-pottagam, 108 
Varuna, 187 
vas, 248 
Vasabha, 246 
vasag, 210 
vasala, 291 
vasala mudali, 92 
Vasanta, 65 
Vasava, 215 
vases, painted, 257 
vasikili, 313 
Vasistha, 370, 377 
Vasuki, 202 
Vasus, 370 
Vatadagc, 253 
Vatagiri, 173 
vata keli, 330 
vatasak, 73 
Vatsyayana, 306 

vdtup mdtra, 341 

vdtup sdl, 311, 341 
vatura matirima, 206 
Veda(s), 181, 182, 183, 

215, 218, 274, 275 
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vedavaru, 165 
Vedeha, 10, 28, 271 
Vedic-times, 368; yaga 

practices, 183 
vegetable, varieties of, 

31C-318 
vegetarians, 313 
Vehappala, 226 
Vejayanta (Vijayat), 215 
Velagama, 240 
Velaikkaras, 48, 161, 162 
velanda, 288, 292 ; gam, 

41 ; kula, 91 
velendnd, 93 
velldia(s), 290, 291, 292 
Velusumana, 344 
vel-vaduvo, 291 
Vengi, 62 
vesak, 259,5359 ; (vesaga), 

211 
Vesaturu-da-sanne, 17, 24, 

167, 171 
vessa(s), 284, 288 
Vessagiri-cetiya, 230, 284 
Vessavana, 217 
vessel (s)-merchant, 

345; sailing, 335 
ve6ydh, 367 
vetala, 200 
Veterinary science, 281 
vl a(a, 158 
vibhakta, 266 
vibhldaka (nuts), 350 
VIdagama, 183 
vidamanaya (varieties of), 

277 
Viddna, 139 

viddnagama, 139 

vidatthi, 150, 151 

viddat kula, 268, 288 

views regarding Kingship, 

44 
vlha, 149 

Vihara(s), 9, 41, 117; 
Abhayagiri, 9 ; Abha- 
yuttara, 230 ; Attana- 
galu, 9 ; Billasela, 9; 
Dakkhinagiri, 234 ; 
Four Great, 243 ; Maha, 
21 ; Kurundavelu, 18 ; 
Sirivijayasundara, 255 

Vihara-devi, 62 
vihdrage, 218 

viherila, 235 

Vijaya, 1, 2, 95, 141, 172, 
189, 290 

Vijayaba pirivena, 280 

Vijayabahu, 40, 55, 98, 
280 ; Devar, 48 

Vijayabahu I, 22, 43, 58, 
62, 63, 104, 145, 161, 
239, 240, 241, 242, 285 

Vijayabahu II, 6, 27 
Vijayabahu III, 6, 7, 8, 

26, 37» 39. 44- 211, 228, 
229, 254, 269, 270, 339 

Vijayabahu IV, 10, 163, 
210, 246, 259, 271, 285, 

330. 338. 343. 353 
Vijayanagara, 8 
vijaya vastra, 84, 326 
Vijnanesvara, 377 
Vikramabahu, 136 
Vikramabahu I, 48, 58 
Vikramabahu II, 98, 131 

182 
vilakku, 196, 197 
vilanda, 359 
Vilbamula raja, 94, 95 
Vilgmmula, 233 
Vimana-vattu, 17 
Viddumagama, 11 
Vimuttimagga, 15 
vlnd(s) varieties of, 260, 

261 ; Kusa’s, 266 
vinddika, 212 
vinddis, 212 
Vinaya, 24, 30, 141, 227, 

235 : Pitaka, 23, 318 
Vinayasangaha, 23 
vinnarhbu, 281 
Virabahu, 7, 9, 88, 95, 99, 

173, 187, 188, 189 
Virankurarama, 230 
virginity, 303 
virtue (s)-fourfold car¬ 

dinal, 50 ; path of, 366 ; 
Regal, 48 ; Royal, 49 ; 
Tenfold, 48 ; Ten royal, 

57 
Virulha, 217 
Virupakkha, 217 
visa, 198 
Visakha, 300, 301, 312, 

321, 327, 328, 355 
Visala, 151 
visamalaya, 262 
visdrala, 235 

visayapatis, 105 
Visnu, 4, 9, 11, 120, 185, 

187, 188, 189, 190, 217, 
218,219, 377; (avatdra) 
of, 190 ; consort of, 217; 
cult, 187 ; Purana, 53 ; 
shrine of, 188 

Visuddhajanavilasini, 17 

Visuddhimagga, 15, 27 

Vi^u d d h i - marga-sannay a, 
10, 27 

Visvakarma, 218, 219, 224 
vaisya, 288 
Vitandavadins, 230, 231 
vitata, 259 
Vivasvat, 224 
Vivarana, 26 
viyadanda, 159 
viyagaha, 159 
viyata, 143, 144, 151 
viyat(a), 148, 150, 151,212 
viyatna, 93 
viyatpatatagariaya, 232 
voice (tone), pitch of the, 

263 
VoharaTissa, 62, 128 
Voharika, 128 
vali keli, 352 
Varaha, Purana, 202 
votunu mangula, 60 
Vuttddaya, 10 
vydghracarmand, 367 
vydpdrayo, 288, 289 
vyavasthd, 87 

w 
wage(s), 311, 341 
war, 85 
warfare, 160, 279 ; art of, 

275 ; siege, 174 
warriors, Javaka, 169 
washermen, 166, 291 
watches (yama), 212 
watchmen, 121 
watch-towers, 174 
water-abhiseka, 57 ; 

Ganges, 57 ; holy, 60 ; 
share of the, 332 ;sport, 

347. 356 ; supply, 332 ; 
distribution of, 333 

wattle and daub, 312 
wealth, possession of, 136 
weapons (varieties of), 

166-172 
weavers, 161, 166, 291, 

339 
weaving, 338 
wedding(s), 301, 355, 363 
Week, 212 (days of the) 
Weights and Measures, 

147 ; schemes of, 147 
Wellamadama, 204 
were-wolves, 203 
wet-nurses, 324, 341 
wicked, punishment of 

the, 224 
women, 301 ; attendant, 

324 ; middle class, 321 ; 
position in society, 301 ; 
seclusion of, 302; South 
Indian, 324 ; vetyd, 306 
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World-Brahma, 223; 
creator of the, 215. 
Ndga, 225 ; next, 221 ; 
kdinavacara deva, 226 ; 
State, imperialistic, 221; 
Systems 221,224 ; deva, 
223, three, 225 

Worship-forms of, 244; 
Image, 246; Krsna, 
190 ; places of, 236; 
Kama, 190 ; relic, 245 ; 
Serpent, 204; tree, 193 ; 

194- 195; Visnu, 187; 
Yaksa, 196 

Wrestlers, 165 
Wrestling, 353 
Writing, 273, 275, 279 

Y 
yahala, 154, 315 
yahapat jati, 289 

Yajhavalkya, 377 
yakadura, 19O, 197 
yak desso, 341 
yakkha, possession by a, 

195 
yakkhas, yaksas, 185, 195, 

197, 200, 201, 205, 206, 
336, propitiating the, 

199 

yakun kelavlm, 199 
yala, 333 
ydla, 138, 154, 155, 139, 

333 
Yama, 224 
yamanno, 291 
ydmas, 212 
Yamuna, 367 
yanagul, 334 
Yapahu(va), 8, 11, 254 
yasti(s), 153, 212 
yata, 150, 151 
Yatthala ddgaba, 146 

yatthi, 130 
yava, 333 
year (composition of), 211 
yodha kila, 353 
yoduna, 151 
ydjana(s), 150, 151, 152, 

212, 214, 216, 219, 220, 
222, 225, 344. 345, 358 

yonpup, 326 
Yudahganava, 38 
yuddha, 275 
Yudhisthxra, 60, 293, 369 
yuga(s), 159 ; four, 225 
yuvaraja, 9, 39, 55, 62, 88, 

95- 96, 97» 99. 101. 102, 
270 

z 
Zodiac, signs of the, 212 
Zone-Dry, 330 ; Wet, 

330 







AT735U ic\ 



Until recent times students had to wade 
through books of legends, myths and poetry 
to get glimpses of Indian history. But the 
present day Indian scholars have had access 
to a vast amount of reliable material, and 
they have evolved a scheme to write a 
complete history of Indian people and 

their society in twenty volumes. It became 
possible for these scholars to think of 

preparing a history of India on such a 
monumental scale because of the work of 
generations of scholars who have collected 
and studied a vast amount of material from 
ancient literary works, archaeological reports 
and epigraphical literature on the life and 
society of ancient India. 

In Society in Mediaeval Ceylon, Dr. 

Ariyapala has collected and studied useful 

material from the thirteenth century literary 

works, inscriptions and various other sources 

bearing on the life and society of ancient 

Ceylon. 

His book will be a reliable index of sources 

from which the future students will draw 

material for the study of the society of 

ancient Ceylon. Dr. Ariyapala attempts 

to give a picture of the cultural life of the 

people of ancient Ceylon by patiently 

collecting words, metaphors, passages and 

proverbs that are found in classical Sinhalese 

literary works and elucidating their rather 

obscure meanings. His study will also 

become a helpful reference book and guide 

to the critical study of ancient Sinhalese 

literature. 

MARTIN WICK REM ESI NG HE. 




